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EDITOR'S PREFACE 

APOLOGY 

THIs is the editor, telling one of the authors she has had 
to alter his pet paragraph, and she so hopes he doesn't 
mind. I am the editor. I had never been an editor before, 
and I thought it would be fun. I thought I had only to 
make out a scheme for this book, a kind of short cut to 
Knowledge, and then collect a flock of the Great and Good 
and drive them along the short cut. I know better now. 
I collected the Great and Good and tried to shepherd them ; 
but they all had their own particular idea of where and 
what Knowledge is; they all strayed more or less definitely 
off my short cut on to their own. Of course this really makes 
the book much more interesting to read, but if you knew 
what it is like trying t.o drive the Grt'at and Good one way 
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when they want to go another-! That is what being an 
editor is. 

H this book had been at least twice as long, it would 
have been easier to write. It is very difficult to get any 
subject into the short word limits which were all I could 
allow anyone. A great deal has had to be left out,-where 
volumes might have been written. But this book doesn't 
pretend to be an encyclopredia, giving all the information 
about everything ; what it does do, I think, is to give the 
beginnings of things, the foundations of knowledge, and to 
show why they are exciting. 

One kind of knowledge will be exciting to one sort of 
person, but not to another. H you are bored by any chap
ter, go on to the next. The things I would have liked to put 
in, but hadn't~ are mostly what you can read about in 
other books ; they are apt to be obvious, showy, outside 
kind of things. For instance, there is hardly anything here 
about eD.ouines, but there is a lot about the fundamental 
principles by which engines work ; there is nothing about 
X-ray apparatus, but you are told more about what X-rays 
really are than most people know. ~aain, there are no d~ 
scriptions of battles or coronations or .even the detail of how 
people lived, but there is a great deal about how and why 
people had the kinds of ideas and organisations that they 
have had, and have now ; and you can fit the trimmings on 
for yourselves. Or, again, there isn't any list of great litera
ture, because that is the kind of thing which you can find 
out for yourself (and, if you are told you ought to read cer
tain books, you will probably hate reading them !), but 
you are told why people want to write books. You see the 
sort of thing! But, all the same, there is a lot I would have 
liked to put in, and even more that the authors would have 
liked to put in-and here I make my apologies to all of 
them for having been such a brute with the blue pencil and 
cutting their favourite bits ! 

HOW TO READ THIS BOOK 

There is nothing here which you ought to find too diffi
cult, though some of it is very closely written, and you 
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will have to follow the argument as if it was a detective 
story (for instance, Cker[tistry and The History of Ideas). 
All the chapters are divided up into short parts, so that 
you needn't read for very long at a time, and can, anyway, 
stop and take breath. If you are eleven or twelve, you will 
probably only want to read bits of some chapters ; you 
mayn't be interested in the whole of them. A few rather 
difficult bits which yet ~eemed too interesting to leave out 
have been put inside square brackets, and there are refer
ences to other chapters, so that you can look things up 
easily ; there is an Index at the end. · 

I. expect some of the chapters will leave you wanting to 
ask questions ; that means that your fathers and mothers 
and teachers will have to think hard and do some more 
learning l For no one knows everything o~ can know every
thing-there is too much to know-but most of us know 

. much too little ; we ought to_ be ashamed of ourselves, but 
· weusuallyaren't.Mostof us think we are capable of govern
ing the country (that is what being _a democracy is), but 

'very few of us are-including the ones who do ! Govern
ment doesn't mean ordering about (anyone can do that), 
but planning, and planning means knowledge. ' 

Intelligent grown-up people are very apt to know a lot 
about one kind of thing, but very little about all the other 
things ; that is to say, they are experts. This is bound to 
make for muddles and misunderstandings. The Outline for 
Boys and Girls is an attempt to clear up these muddles, to 
make the people who will be running things in another 
twenty years aware of all ihe different kinds of knowledge 
and values. 

THE 8 C HE :ME 0 F. T HI S B 0 0 K 

Though you mightn't think it, this book is planned on a 
definite scheme. It is all working outward, from Me or You 
(the one thing of whose existence one is fairly certain) to 
the Universe. From Now (the present) to all time, past and 
future. ' 

The. first part is about the getting, the measuring and the 
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, putting togethei of . scientific knowledge. The first thing 
about science is asking questions ;• the next-and this inJ 
eludes the bulk of what is called scientific work-is meas
uring the knowledge ·and finding new.: st~ndards of meas
urement; and the final thing is. putting all this knowledge 
together. That is perhaps partly what used to be called 

· Philosophy, ·but now every: scientist whose job it is to put 
things together ought to be a philosopher, and have some 
idea of the shape which his accumulation of knowledge is 
taking. , -

So in the first part, after the chapter on What Science can 
do (which I particularly advise you to read if you think, as 
many grown-ups, a lot of boys, and even some girls, do, 
that science can do everything I) . and the chapter ·on The 

·History of Science, which shows how scientific knowledge 
has been built up, you start with Physiology, which answers 
the question: What am I ? by saying that I am a living 
organism, and explaining what that is. Physiology tells you 
about your body and how it works, and ah;o to some ex-

' tent about your mind-your mind which is pe:rcei~ng the 
whole of this book-because body and mind can't be sepa
rated. After that, Psychology tells you more about your 
mind, and especially the parts of your mind which you 
don't easily and immediately know about. Of course, this 
isn't the whole of what the "I" is-to understand that, 
one has to consider values as well as knowledge, and the 
question has never been completely satisfactorily answered, 
and probably can't ever be; but that makes every sort of 
answer all the more interesting. · 
''Then, spreading out from the "I," the body-mind, you 

come to Biology, the whole science of life-life of plants 
and animals, the next step outwards, but including you, 
because you are part of the animal kingdom, in very many 
ways the same as your dog or cat, in some ways the same as 

. ~ jelly-fish_or even· an oak-tree. Applied Bio}ogy shows you 
' row this knowledge about living things can be used for 
planning a, better, happier, and more sensible world, and 
clearing up the muddles, and how it will be still more used 
in the future. 
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Spreading out farther ·still, you come to the question : . 
What am I, ultimately • made of? And that, you will see, is 
the same question as, What is .everything made of? Y:ou 
will get this very exciting question argued out in Chemistry. 

SCIENCe 
Fig. 1. HERE AM " I " IN THE UNIVERSE 

You will find that you yourself, with everything else that 
lives, is made of the same kind of stuff-the same chemical 
elements-as trains or stones, air or rivers or stars. The 
chemistry of living things is called bio-chemistry, and is 
rather more complicated and difficult to work out than 
the chemistry of non·living things, but it is not really 
dif!erent. · 
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After that, and apparently a long way from the "I, 
which lives and thinks, comes Physies and Mathematics, 
which is about the symbolic language which describes how 
everything works. Sometimes this carries us far beyond 
the realm of ordinary common-sense. It seems that physics 
cannot ·dcrscribe life at all'; but· yet the same · general 
principle~ hold for us and for the whole of the universe; we 
are not separate. 

Finally, you come to The Structure of the Earth, this 
earth on which we live, that we tread under our feet; this 
tiny earth broken off very long ago from the sun and still 
circling round it ; this earth perhaps the only one of its 
kind in the universe, perhaps the only place where this 
movement, this feeling which we call life, can happen. You 
see how incredibly tiny you and your earth are in the pat
tern of the universe, something barely existent, .and yet, 
if you can think of the universe at all, there it all is per
ceived in your brain, the whole universe a thought which 
has not even altered a cell in your body. 

So everything fits inside everything else. The farther out 
you go the closer you come back in the end. That is the fun 
about knowledge. It is exciting to ask the. scientific ques
tions--questions which perhaps no one has ever asked before 
-and exciting to work out the careful and elaborate and 
delicate machinery for answering them, and exciting to 
begin to get your answers and to look at and re-interpret 
your facts, separating out t~ose which are really important, 
and most exciting of all to see them fit in and light up the 
whole of the rest of knowledge. And, after the first part of 
this pook, you see how this knowledge can be arranged 
and organised for the good of the world. 

History is partly the 'story of. the development and or
ganisation of knowledge. Sometimes it seems as if the know
ledge was developing mostly inside people's minds, making 

. them different sorts of persons (more sensitive and aware
more civilised). And sometimes it .,seems rather to be de
veloping outside them. altering their environment and the 
way they live. There is an immense body of knowledge 
now, but vcrry little of it is really used as it might be. 1\lost 
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people vaguely think they want the good of humanity, but 
they don't rea.lly help much to get it, nor can they until 
they can organise their knowledge. 

And history is also partly scientific. One oughtn't really 
to separate the history and science parts nearly so 
definitely, but it made the scheme of the book simpler. 
When I say that history is scientific, I mean that, like the 
scientist, the historian is asking questions and finding 
things out. He gets hold of a. lot of facts (for instance, the 
way people govern themselves, or the kind of houses they 
build, or the prices of bread at different times and in dif
ferent countries), and he measures these facts against one 
another, just as the scientist measures his facts. But the 
historian's way of measuring is how people behave (for 
instance, how people think and what they do under a de
mocracy in Athens and under a democracy in England or 
France: how people act when the price of bread rises in 
ancient Egypt, in the Middle Ages, or after the Napoleonic 
Wars). Here, again, everything fits together, though there 
are gaps in historical knowledge as there are gaps in scien
tific knowledge, and it is as exciting to be a good historian 
as it is to be a good scientist. . 

In the history part you will find the same plan of working 
out from the "1.'' First of all, you will find a kind of his
torical skeleton, an Outliru: of World His tory, to fit the rest 
of the articles on to. It is rather important to remember 
the sequence of historical event& (how they follow one an
other), though the exact dates don't matter much. Alter 
this you come to the hist~ry not of men, but of man (if you 
like, not of women, but of woman), the history of the in· 
dividual, how he became an individual, what went on in 
his mind, and how his mind dealt with 'the knowledge it 
gradually acquired: this is The His tory of ltkas. You will 
see that people always wanted to be happy, just as you or I 
want to be happy, and how they muddled it, and how they 
came to be the separate, lonely little individuals that they 
are. 

After that you will see the kind of groups that these 
separate. lonely individuals tried to make, working 
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. outwards from the "L" You will see the history of the first 
and smallest group, The Family, how it affected half the 
grown-ups, the women, and all the children. Then you will 
see the next kind of group, in The Organisaticm of Society, 
how people tried to get into a .-bigger and more satis
fac~ory group than the family, and how they tried to 

Fig. 2. HERE AM ••I" Di THE PAST .Allo"D THE FUTL'RE 

or~e knowledge so as to make people safer and happier, 
and how, on the whole, they failed, mainly because they 
thought of things unscientifically (not in terms of know
ledge, but in terms of values, and they got the values 
wrong). You will see how people dealt with knowledge as it 
came, and what a muddle they made of it, and you may 
come to the conclusion that this was because they would 
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still stick_ to the idea that they were ali separate individuals~ 
and that all the good, all the usefulness and profit that came 
from this new knowledge of theirs must go to separate indi
viduals instead of to the group or to the whole of humanity. 
This goes on up to Tlu: Last Thirty Years, and even now. One 
of the worst mud4Jes that was made by the misuse of know
ledge was what is called the Industrial Revolution, which 
has made the kind ~f civilisation in which we live, and in 
which most people are very uncomfortable·, and rather 
unhappy, and anothe.J,' of the .worst muddles was the War. · 
· Now you' get on to the Peoples oftlu: World, which shows 
you the group carried another stage out from the indi
vidual. It shows the peoples of the. world grouped as na- . 
tions, and then it shows that the time .has come to change 
these divisions and to organise modern.' knowledge through-
out the world as a whole. · · ·· 

Then there are two chapters showing in detail how the 
organisation of society works, especially in this country, but 
with reference to ~thers. First of all there is a chapter about 
Law and Government, and then there is a chapter about · 

· Economics. If you are going to live intelligently in a society 
and be a good citizen, either of your country or of the world, 
you have to understand how power and knowledge and 
order are organised, and how the organisation can be altered. 

Last, there is a chapter on the futur~n the Problem$ of. 
the world now, and some possible Solulions for them. This 
will show you how it is possible to be the best kind of indi-

-vidual, the best kind of " I." and at the same time to fit 
in with a group-to be what is called social. It shows how 
it is possible to be happy and adventurous and at the same 
time reasonably secure, and how best to use all this great 
body of knowledge which is there waiting to be used, ::~..nd 

· which is being added to every minute. 
Then comes the last section of the bOok, which is not 

about knowledge or organisation, but yet about something 
without which people can't live good lives. It is about the 
arts, and how they give value to everything we do, how 
they make it worth while to be people. Again I have tried to 
plan them so that they sta.rt with the a.rt which is n~t 
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to the "1,"· with Dancing, which is the art which the 
higher animals seem to practise and which was the first 
art for primitive men----.,.dancmg, which gives value to a 
baby's first rhythmical movements. Then comes Visual 
-4-rt, painting and design and so on, the next thing which 

· MUSIC . 

Fig. S. HERE ARE "WE" IN THE WORLD OF VALUES 

savages do and which the first men did, which children 
do from the time they are old enough to hold a. pencil. 
Then comes Architecture, the next thing to be done--the 
thing which a child 'does when it is old enough to put one 
brick on top of another. Then comes Writing, which is later 
still ip. civilisation and later still for a child. And last comes 
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.Music, the 'latest art to be developed, both among man
kind and in our individual selves. You will see how each of 
these arts fits in, first of all with the" I," and next with the 
group, and you will see why these things, which are neither 
science nor organisation, are yet• essential to any outline of 
life, which is what an outline of knowledge has really got 
to be. 

THE AUTHORS 

Some of my authors are eminent and some are not 
eminent yet. I have written biographies of most of them, 
but some of them would not let me do that, and others 
made me cut out what I thought were the hestand funniest 
bits. Still, you can tell quite a lot ·~bout most of them; · 
I have not put in a biography of William Kermode 
and Ista Brouncker who drew their pictures, because 
I thought if I did they might retaliate in their draw
ing of me. (He is an Australian, and the sort of person who 
~akes one feel gay even on a very gloomy day when one 
is in the middle of editing. She is English, and very cheer
ful too.) 

HOW TO GO ON READING 

If you are really interested in a chapter, you can follow it 
up, partly by thinking things further out for yourself, and 

. partly by reading the various books which the authors have 
suggested at the ends of their chapters. Some of them have 
suggested a lot of books, quite often grown-up books which 
you will probably not want to read the whole of. There is 
no virtue in ploughing steadily through the whole of a book 
after it has stopped saying anything to you, but equally 
don't turn a book down because the first chapter is dull; , 
they often brighten up I Several people have suggested 
Wells's three big books, The Outline of llistory, The Science 
of Life, and The lVork, Wealth, and llappine88 of lllankind; 
don't try to read them straight through unless you feel like 
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it, but you are absolutely certain to find something. you 
want to read in all of them. The National Book_Council 
publishes lists of books on all kinds of subjects, drawn up 
by 'the people who know most about them, and you would 
certainly find them a help.· 

/Sonie authors have only suggested one or two books, and 
others haven't put any, either because nothing has been 
written on their subject which would interest you, or else 
because if there has been they don't know about them, and 
I don't either. Please don't think that the books we have 
sugg~sted for you to read are all the books which have been 
written interestingly about these subjects; there are lots of 
others, and if you find any particularly interest{ng ones 
which we haven't mentioned, perhaps you'll write and tell 
me about them. Then we can have a second edition (which 
we should like to do, anyhow 1), and put them all in. 
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\VHAT SCIENCE CAN DO {AND 
WHAT IT CANNOT) 

by 

JOHN PILLEY 



WHAT SCIENCE CAN DO 
(AND WHAT IT CANNOT) 

HOW WE STARTED KNOWIN-G 

WE CAN none of us remember what the world looked like · 
when first we opened our eyes upon it, but we can be sure 
that it must have seemed very confusing and perplexing. 
Even now we are always coming across something that 
we have never met before, so imagine how bewildering it 
must have been when we began at the beginning, and 
everything in the world was strange and new. 

Of course, we began at once finding out things about it. 
Almost the first thing we ,must have noticed as we were 
learning to use our eyes, must have been that some things 
remained still, and that others moved. We found, too, that 
some things in moving gave us a sensation quite different 
from seeing : this we came to recognise as their touching us. 
Then we discovered that we could move some of the things 
we saw, and recognised these as parts of our own body and 
.the things they acted upon. And so our knowledge grew. , 

All this was at the very beginning, so long ago that we 
have forgotten abo~t it. But it is easy to see that we had to 
learn to understand the difference between what was our 
own body and what was not, between things near to us, such 
as our toys, which we could touch, and far-off things, such 
as the other side of the street, or the moon, which were 
out of reach. And from this we went on ; the world opening 
to us rather like· a field covered in mist seems to open out 
and grow bigger as the mist lifts. Before long we began to 
understand that there were two chief kinds of things in the 
world.' First there were the living things. These included 
other people like ourselves, with whom we could talk and 
do things, and animals which, though they did not talk, 
often made very good friends. Then ~here were the things 
that weren't alive, such as the furnitureF or houses, or the 
moon. 
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But we can only have come to see the difierence between 
these two kinds of things rather gradually. At first we must 
almost certainly have thought that the fire in the grate, 
the clouds we saw moving in the sky, or a hall that we saw 
roll off the table, were living things. At the same time it 
wasn't easy to think of plants as being alive. 

Our parents must have played a big part in helping us 
to distinguish between living and non-living things. H 
our parents, instead of being civilised people, had belonged 
to a primitive tribe, they could never have taught us to 
make any clear distinction between them. This is because 
primitive people haven't yet learnt to recognise the dis
tinction. Even if we had been horn amongst the people 
living in England' only two thousand years ago, we should 
probably have looked upon any moving thing, such as a 
flame or a running stream, as being alive, or at least as 
being controlled by a kind of spirit (see History of Ideas, 
p. 446). 

At first it was quite natural for us to look upon every 
kind of thing as being alive ; it made us feel that we could 
understand it better. Most of us can remember looking 
upon our toys, and moving things like motor-cars, as being 
really ali-\·e, and in looking upon our pets as being actually 
a kind of people ; it would not have surprised us at all if 
they had suddenly started a conversation with us. All this 
was great fun. 

But as we grew up we gradually had to give up these 
ways of thinking, and had to learn to say that it was only 
fancy that made us do it. That was rather sad, as it made 
the world seem cold and indifierent to us. Instead of being 
full of things which we could talk to, and which we could 
sometimes love, it began to appear quite inhuman, and full 
of things the most we could do "\\-i.th was to understand and 
try to control. 

ANIMISM -

But as a matter of fact people never do altogether give 
up the belief that things in the world are_ really alive. This 
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we can see from the way they talk. In almost all foreign 
languages every noun has a gender ; this shows that people 
talk of things as though they were a kind of man or woman 
or thing. We ourselves in England often talk of the moon 
as she, or of the sun as he. And then we are inclined to talk 
of the crops as wanting rain, or of rivers finding their way 
to the sea, and even the most unimaginative can sometimes 
be caught swearing when they bark their shins against 
something, or when they can't get the number they want 
on the telephone. But of course they wouldn't admit that 
they really thought the thing they were swearing at was 
able to understand what they said. 

But it isn't only in this that people give a hint that they 
still half believe in things being alive. Whenever you hear 
anyone ask why anything happens-why, for example, · 
the water in the kettle boils when you put it on the fire, or 
why a stone falls when you let it go-they are really suggest
ing that the water and the stone might actually do quite 
different things, but that they do what you actually see 
them do because they want to, or because there is some
thing in them which makes them do it .. 

This belief, which supposes that things are controlled by 
a kind of will or spirit, is called animism, from a Latin 
word, anima, which means spirit. The word turns up in 
another form when we talk of things being animated. 

Sometimes when a controlling spirit is thought of as 
, actually having a human form, or as acting in a definitely 

human way, beliefinitiscalled anthropomorphism from two 
Greek words meaning human shape. You will find both 
Richard Hughes and Gerald Heard discussing this later on. 

I 

SCIENCE 

One of the things which makes the world so interesting 
to-day is that people are rapidly gi'ving up the animistic 
beliefs which guided most of their actions in the past. The 
reason for this is that definite orderliness has been recog
nised in the world. 
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H, instead of being mystified by what you see happening 
· in the world, you set about observing it ~ery carefully, and 
start making experiments, you find that things that resemble 
one another also behave in similar ways under similar 
conditions. Different pieces of iron, for example, at different 
times and at different places' always rust when exposed 
to air and to damp at the same time. Again, different people 
show similar symptoms of illness when they are infected 
by the same germ. As soon as you have found out enough 
about the conditions under which any particular thing 
happens you can start foretelling when it will happen again, 
and can even make it happen, or prevent its happening, 
by controlling the conditions. 

This gives us great power over nature, and, as we are 
coming to realise it more and more clearly, the belief that 
the world is mysteriously and erratiCally controlled by 
spirits is rapidly being given up. Instead of praying to 
these spirits for what we want, we are learning more and 
more to have confidence in setting about studying the 
conditions necessary to bring about what we want. 

The study of the conditions under which things happen 
· is the task of science. 

Science, besides showing how happenings that obviously 
resemble one another, like the rusting of different pieces 
of iron or like two people having the same illness, depend 
upon similar conditions, has also discovered important 
resemblances between happenings which at first sight do 1 

not seem to resemble one another at all. The rusting of 
iron, for example, seems to have very little resemblance 
to the burning of fire. And yet science has discovered that 
the two happenings are alike in that they both depend upon 
the substance combining with a gas called oxygen in the air. 
So too there is a definite resemblance between the motion of 
bodies that are let fall and the motion of planets round the 
sun. This resemblance isn't at all easy to see, and it was the 
great achievement of Newton that he did see it. He showed 
that both these kinds of motion happen in the same way, 
and can be described as being due to a force of attraction 
rnlled gravitation. 
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LAWS OF NATURE 

When scientists discover the exact relation between 
certain kinds of happenings and -the conditions under 
which t~ey always take place, they say that they have 
discovered a " law ,of nature." When scientists first adopted 
this phrase, they were incline<;! to think that things that 
happened did so in obedience to laws, in much the same 
sort of way that people behave in obedience to the laws 
made by Parliament. This shows that they were still 
clinging to an animistic outlook, which, as scientists, they 
had to learn to give up. Nowadays scientists don't really 
think of things as being obedient to laws any Ionge~, though 
they still often use the phrase. What. they mean is that it is 
possible to describe things that happen by means of laws 
in a way which makes it possible to make predictions .. 

As a niatter of fact, our whole language, because it has 
been built up as a means of conversing and co-operating 
with other people in pre-scientific ages, is highly charged· 
with animistic meanings. It is almost impossible to say 
any-thing about non-living things that does not suggest 
that they act upon one another in the same way as we 
O\ll'Selves, or other people, act upon things-that is, by 
wanting and deciding to. This is a great disadvantage in 
science, where it is necessary to get away from animistic 
beliefs. To escape from them, scientists are taking more and 
more to putting their results in the special language of 
mathematical equations. This describes how things happen, 
without at all suggesting that they have any likeness to 
human action. 

All the same, scientists in their use of ordinary speech are 
very much given to using words with very animistic mean
ings. They talk of the " life " of radium, of chemical sub
stances being " active " and of atoms being " excited " 
almost as freely as a poet might talk of flames being 
"hungry." When you come to read the scientific parts 
of this book you will recognise lots of words being used 
animistically. You will find that these words . as a 
rule make what you read about seem much more vivid 
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and exciting. This is beca:use they suggest all sorts of 
things that you are familiar and on good terms with. 
But though the use of these words may make you feel 
that you are understanding particularly clearly' some
thing that the· scientist is telling you, you must remem
ber that they all . carry with them animistic meanings 
'that science is really busy contradicting. If you were to 

' ask a scientist to write about his subject pUrposely leaving 
' ou~ all the words that were at all strongly animistic, what 

he wrote would necessarily seem dull and heavy. You 
mightn't like it so much, but it would be more scientific. 
For it to be completely scientific most of what the scientists 
had to say would have to be written as mathematics. That 
you almost certainly wouldn't like, but it would be still 
more scientific l 

HOW LAWS ARE DISCOVERED 

-
We are so used to hearing of the laws of science that we 

seldom stop to think how they are discovered. A scientist 
certainly does not discover new laws by' going up a moun-

. tain like Moses and bringing them back inscribed on tablets 
of stone. It is a much longer and more difficult process. 
The scientist first notices that there is· a resemblance 
between a number of things which he has observed and 
between the conditions under which they take place. He 
then says to himself, If this kind of thing always takes 
place under these conditions, it must follow that certain 
other things besides the things 1 have observed will also 
happen. He then sets out to find out whether these other 
things which he has prophesied do really happen or not. 
If they do, it will make him think his " law " more and 
more likely to be true. If none of the things he prophesied 
do happen, of course, he knows that he w~s altogether wrong, 
and must start again. But suppose that a law seems 
fairly well established, a lot of the prophecies have come 
true, and then something happens whic::h is not exactly 

' according to the rule. This can mean two things-the law 
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may be right, but the observations insufficient, or the 
observations may be right and the law wrong. A very 
good example of this is found in the motion of the planets. 

It was discovered first that there were irregularities in 
the orbit of Uranus, which, if the planetary system con
sisted of only the planets already discovered, could not be 
accounted for by Newton's laws. If, on the other hand, 
there was another planet outside Uranus, so faint that no 
one had noticed it, the attraction between it and Uranus 
might account for the variations in the orbit which were 
giving trouble. It was even found possible to work out on 
paper that it should be found at a certain time in a certain 
part of the sky. When the telescopes were turned on that 
part of the sky, there it was ; a new planet-Neptune-
had been discovered. · 

So far the law was proved right ; it was the observation 
which had been insUfficient. 

But then it was observed that Mercury, the nearest 
planet to the sun, also seemed to show irregularities in 
its orbit. Astronomers, encouraged by their former success, 
concluded that there must be another planet even nearer 
to the sun than Mercury, although no such planet had ever 
been seen. They went so far as to give it a name, Vulcan ; 
they calculated where it should be, they turned their 
telescopes on the spot-but Vulcan .wasn't there. The 
astronomers had now to admit that the laws of Newton
which they thought established beyond question-might 
be wrong. It remained for Einstein, with his theory of 
relativity, to suggest a law which would account, not only 
for the motion of the planet Mercury, but also for every
thing that was accounted for by the laws of Newton. It 
was this apparently unimportant irregularity in the move
ment of an unimportant little planet-things which an 
ordinary newspaper wouldn't think worth mentioning in 
its news columns-which caused one of the most important 
revolutions in the history of science, and altered all our 
ideas about the nature of the universe. 

The important thing about scientific laws is that they 
enable the scientist to predict what will happen under 
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particular conditions. They are, therefore, an important 
guide in making practical use of. material things. For 
example, it is through a knowledge of the laws of chemistry 
that chemists can make such things as medicines, dyes, 
or metals with particularly useful properties. It is through 
a knowledge of the laws of heredity that biologists are 
able to breed plants and animals which have qualit~es of 
particular importance (see Applied Biology, p. 215). And 
we could go on giving other examples indefinitely. In fact, 
all the things that make our age so materially different 
from all that have preceded it, such as our improved health, 
our power to fly in aeroplanes, to talk across oceans, and 

. to make machines of every kind, are a result of the careful 
application of our knowledge of the laws ?f nature. 

THE DIFFERENT SCIENCES 

Scientists have found it possible to describe the be
haviour of thing!i of every kind according to laws. But as 
a matter of convenience they have found it best to study 
different kinds of things separately as >Special sciences. To 
these they give special names. The science which studies 
living things is called biology. The branch of this which 
deals with plants is called botany ; the branch which deals 
with animals is called zoology; the branch which deals 
especially with our own bodies is called physiology. Then 
there. are the sciences which study non-living things. Of 
these, the most important are astronomy, which studies 
the· composition and structure of the universe; geology, 
which studies the composition and structure of the earth; 
chemistry, which studies the composition and structure of 
different substances found on the earth and how they 
change into one another ; physics, which takes on the 
problem of what substances are made of at the point where 
chemistry leaves off; and finally· mathematics, which 
studies and develops the ways of thinking that are especi
ally valuable in science. . 

These sciences are not, of co1,1rse, really separate and 
distinct, but all overlap with one another. All living things, 
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for example, are composed of the same kind of matter as 
is studied by physics and chemistry. A knowledge of these 
sciences is therefore impO!i:ant in helping the biologist to 
understand the changes that' he has seen happening in 
living things. . · 

But the method of discovery is the same in all sciences; . 
it depends upon observing things closely and discovering 
"laws., bywhich they can be described. .-

SCIENCE AND LIVING THINGS 

In studying living things, the , biologist has to avoid -
animistic explanations and look for laws to describe what 
he sees happen, just as much as the physicist has to in 
studying non-living things. The physicist does·not say that 
a stone falls because it wants to, or because it likes the 
earth ; he shows that its falling is like that of other things 
that have weight, and that its motion can be foretold 
according to the law of gravitation. In the same way the 
biologist must not say that a plant grows towards the light 
~ecause it wants to, or because it likes the light ; he must_ 

. show that the plant grows according to biological laws. 
He must show how the light acts upon the leaves of the 
plant, and must trace the effect of this through a number 
of chemical and physical changes on the direction in which 
the plant grows. He must show that what happens at each 
stage is in accordance with accepted laws of biology. 

Exactly the same applies to the scientific study of people. 
If a scientist sees a man reach out for a glass of water, he 
must not say that he does it because he wants to, or even 
because he is thirsty. He must start with the action of the 
light reflected from the water on the man's eyes, and must. 
trace the consequences of this through a number of nervous 
and physical changes which result in the man reaching out 
for the water. What happens at every stage must be in 
accord with well-recognised laws. · 

But this may seem to you to be showing that science 
leads to the very unsatisfactory conclusion that people, you 
and 1 included, go about our · lives in accordance with 
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natural laws, and are therefore nothing bU:t a kind of 
complicated machine. 

But if you think it over you will see that science must 
• come to this conclusion because of the very way it looks at 
things. 

It does not look at things"'as a whole and as you experi-
, ence them. It 'concentrates on the resemblance between 
things that actually are different, and builds up laws on 
these resemblances. From the very beginning it leaves out 
everything that doesn't fit in with a law. This being so, it 
isn't surprising that science leads to the conclusion that 
everything happens according to laws. In the same way, 
it wouldn't be surprising that a man who went about his 
life not noticing anything that wasn't blue should come to 
the conclusion that everything was blue. 

·Actually no two things can ever resemble one another 
completely ; even two pins or two drops of water differ 
slightly, and in so far as they differ science can have nothing 
to say about them. With non-living things like drops of 
water it doesn't matter very much if you concentrate only 
on the resemblances, and leave out everything else, as the 
differences aren't usually important. But with other things, 
particularly living things, it is just the differences that are 
interesting and exciting. If people were as alike as drops of 
water, they would behave in ways that were as alike under 
the same conditions. This would make them terribly dull 
to live with, but it would also make it possible to discover 
laws about them which would enable you to say what any 
person was going to do under any given conditions. And 
so you could build up a science of people as easily as you 
now can a science of chemistry. But actually people are so 
different that it is only' possible to foretell to a very small 
extent what they are ever going to do. 

Some scientists say that it is only a question of knowing 
enough about things or about people to be able to foretell 
exactly how they will behave under any given condition.' , 
But this is a mistake. Scientists can only foretell how a 

· thing is going to behave when it resembles other things 
closely and can be expected to behave in the same way. 
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Prediction says that what is going to happen will be 
like something that has happened before. But · in 
some respects every new happening is different. from 
everything that, has ever happened before, and in these 
respects it is impossible to make any prediction about 
it. In other words you can never know enough before
hand to be able to say exactly what will happen~ You 
may find after something new has happened that it resem
bles other happenings, and so can be described by a law, 
but you can only discover the law after the thing has hap
pened, and so could never have used it as a means of 
predicting. 

WHAT SCIENCE LEAVES OUT 

One of the dangers that scientific people run is that they 
become, so interested in the resemblances between things, 
and the words that stand for them, that they lose sight of 
the things themselves. Of course, we all recognise resem
blances between things, and use words for them, whether 
we are scientists or not. We may call a large number of 
different people clever, or ugly, or good cricketers, because 
of some kind of resemblance between them. But we never 
look upon cleverness as anything that exists apart from 
clever people. What is more, in calling anybody clever we 
usually bear in mind that this is never more than an in
complete description of what we feel about them. The 
better we know a person the more incompletely will any 
word or words seem to describe them. 

But scientists often forget that the same is true of their 
special w~rds. They talk as though weight, density, pressure, 
temperatUre were things that existed of themselves. This 
is because they are seeking scientific knowledge for its own 
sake; their interest in building up a pattern of scientific 
ideas makes them forget the things which they are really 
talking about. As a result, their picture of the world .con
tains nothing but "things" which seem very shadowy and 
unreal to anyone else. 

To discover resemblances on which to build laws the 
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scientist has usually to take the things he is studying to 
pieces; the result of this is that something is inevitably left 
out. If you parse a poem and break it up into its separate 
parts of speech, you may find out a good deal about its 
construction, and how this resembles the construction of 
other poems. But so long as you fix your attention only on 
the grammar you must miss all that is really important 
about the poem. The same is true of all analysis. If you 
were to be handed over to the chemist for him to work on, 
he would analyse your body into its chemical constituents 
and could find out exactly what substances it was made of. 
He might even present your executors with a row of little 
bottles, all neatly labelled, containing the separate sub
stances of which you were made. But still there would 
remain a good deal about you of which h,e could say 
nothing, for all his analysis. A physiologist would analyse 
you in a difierent way. He would dissect your body, and 
show how each part of your body r~embled the parts of 
other people's bodies, and the bodies of other mammals, 
but still he could say nothing about all that made you 
yourself. The same applies to the psychologist. He would 
study what you said and what you did, and would show 
how this corresponded with what other people said and did. 
But he too would have to leave out all that made you 
difierent from other people. 

'Vhat it comes to is that no scientist can ever say any
thing about you as an individual person differing from 
ev-eryone else. All he can say is that in some respects you 
resemble one group of other persons and in other respects 
another group ; but these are the respects in which you are 
not difierent from other persons. The people who are 

- interested in you as yaurself are the people who love you ; 
perhaps too the people who hate you. If they wanted to !ell 
other people about you, they would have to write a book 
about you. They would not set out to show that you were 
made up of this and that constituent, but would show you 
acting in a variety of circumstances so chosen that- you 
would be most typically yourself. In this they could only 
really succeed if they were artists. 
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THE ARTIST 

Tpose whose desire is to feel and to express all that they 
experience as fully and as vividly as possible must always 
be on their guard against· having their vision restricted 
in the way _that is necessary to sc~ence. In telling us about 
what they experience they must never let themselves be 
tied by words. They must realise that words are but an 
unsatisfactory means of expressing to others what they feel. 
, And yet words in the hands_ of the artist can carry the 
expression of feeling a very long way. By weaving words 
into patterns, rare people--poets we call them-can 
breathe magic i.Il.to words· and give to them meanings 
which they never had before. 

But words are not the only means whereby human feel
ings can be expressed. Feelings may also be expressed 
without words at all, as in the arts of music, or of design, 
or of the movement of the body. Of these you will read in 
the last section-of this book. 

Science progresses from age to age ; as i~ learns to analyse - ' 
things more and more and more completely, so does it 
build itself up. But art does not progress in this way. As an 
expression of the fullness of men's feelings in any age it has 
its periods of richness and of poverty which come and go · 
with the fullness of the feeling of the age. · 

What the artists of any age have to express is the feeling 
of their age, and this is always different from the feeling of 
any other age. And so art is always appearing in new forms. 
But, though its forms change, it is always about the same 
thing-the feeling o! man in his ever-changing world. 
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THE HISTORY OF SCIENCE 

INTRODUCTION: WHAT IS SCIENCE? 

WHAT is science ? We begin to think at once of such 
school subjects as physics and chemistry and botany. Or per
haps we may think of the conveniences of life-engines and 
cars, telephones and wireless. We know that all these have 
meant centuries of study by many generations of men, each 
adding something to the knowledge of those who went before. 
But as we come to study the history of science we shall see 
that, while men have always been eager for the useful results 
of knowledge, they have not always been interested in the 
knowledge itself. 

In trying to decide what is science, we have already found 
ourselves using the word KNOWLEDGE. So SCIENCE 
means some kind of KNOWLEDGE. The wordsciencecomes 
from a Latin word meaning knowledge, or knowing. But is 
science ever~ sort of knowing? Suppose we look at a beautiful 
sunset; we know that it gives us pleasure, we know that it pre
sents colours to our eye, we know that the sunset effect is 
caused by the effect of the atmosphere on the sun's rays and 
by the gradual looming up of the bulging curve of the earth 
between the sun and ourselves. Yet not all of these kinds 
of knowledge are science. In the chapter on Physics you 
will learn something of what sort of light it is that gives ()Ur 
eye the sensation of red. It is that sort of light that gives the 
sunset effect to an evening sky. It is, as we may say, the 
cause of the redness. We shall come to decide that science has 
to do with knowing the causes of things. 

But what sort of things ? W ~II, when we try to study sys
tematically what causes produce what effects in almost any 
subject, we are giving scientific study to that subject. Thus, 
if we make a systematic study of how cricket is best played, 
we may say that we study cricket scientifically. So we may 
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decide that; to be scientific is systematically to study causes, or, 
more generally still, systematically to study how different 
happenings are related to one another. 

When we speak of science in the English language, we 
usually mean the systematic study of causes in nature, and . 
by nature we mean the whole world around us as it exists 
apart Jrom what we try to do in it. In fact, we mean the 
nature of things. So let us decide that by SCIENCE we. 
mean the systematic study of the nature of things. 

When did man first make a systematic study of the 
nature of things ? Well, if we leave _out that one important 
word, systematic, we must answer, "From the beginning," 
and by " beginning " we mean beginning both of the human 
race and of the human being. If we watch a tiny baby we shall 
see it moving its limbs, trying to touch its cradle, its own 
body, perhaps the faces of those who tend it. It is making its 
first and feeble efforts to understand, to get at home in the 
world. Very soon it becomes conscious of a certain order in 
the world around it. If it is a well-ordered baby, it will lead a 
rhythmic existence, with definite periods for sleep, for exer
cise, for food, even for laughing. This order in its own life 
will build up faith in order outside itself. 

So too must early men have made efforts to understand the 
'Yorld into which they had been born, and come to see ever 
through the ages more and more of order. Mankind's first ob
servations, like those of the baby, must have been vague and 
unsystematic. Presently, however, the desire for order led 
him to observe a certain order in the world (see History of 
Ideas, p. 443). He came to notice the habits of animals, and 
to 4lbserve how regular they are. He came to mark the recur
ring seasons, in which there came up the herbs and fruits 
which he could gather and eat. Man, while still a hunter, 
learned his two first crafts, the making of fire and the 
making of instruments. The first fire was perhaps made by 

-striking two flints sharply against one another and kindling 
dry tinder from the sparks. More difficult was the craft of 
flaking flints to make sharp pieces for use as arrowheads or 
knives or scrapers. Gradually man learned the properties of 
other substances. He found that the skins of animals could be 
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tanned an!~ the hides used for wari:nth. He learned the 
principle of the needle. Presently, too,' he was weaving 
baskets from reeds and even cloth from vegetable fibre, 
sometimes strengthened by the quills of birds. The purgative 
and other medical properties of certain herbs came grad
ually to his notice. He developed, too, a simple surgery for 
treating accidents. A great discovery was that wet clay could 
be moulded into pots,'and that fire could be used to harden 
these pots without destroying them. · 

Man was thus making the first steps to understand the 
world around him and so to control his surroundings for his 
own comfor~. Was he also thinking about the nature of 
things? Surely he was (see History of Ideas, p. 417). 
From the first, men may have !J.ad an idea that the general 
run of things depended somehow on their essential nature. 
And, the more strongly they have believed this, the more 
work they have put into trying to understand that essential 
nature. And what is this but the search for an orderly 
system of cause and effect that we have agreed to call ' 

'science? 
The ancient civilisations of which we know most are those 

that aros~ around the eastern half of the Mediterranean, in 
Egypt, in Babylonia, in Crete, in Palestine, in Persia, in 
Asia Minor and the neighbouring islands,_in Greece, and in 
Rome. All these different civilisations had an effect upon 
each other, just as, to-day, books and works of art from one 
country influence other distant countries. We know that in 
our own day some peoples are far more ignorant than other 
and more civilised peoples. So it has always been. There
fore we cannot study the history of scientific knowledge as 
though it were a continuous story of steady gain all over the 
world. For, on the one hand, we often cannot separate from 
each other the ideas of different peoples i and, on the other 
hand, subjects that we regard as quite distinct were not 
always so regarded. Our m,odern scientific knowledge has, in 
fact, been built up very slowly and laboriously on the work of 
very many peoples. For sometimes one people and sometimes 
another 'seems to be able to help most in this advance of 
science. And, even when travel was not so easy as it is to-day, 
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there were those who made it their special business to bring 
the knowledge of one country to another. Thus Arabs 
brought to Europe the methods of arithmetic that they had 
learned from India and that we use to-day. From Baby-, 
Ionia we learned some of our first astronomy. Egypt taught 
us the chemical properties that enable us_ to make glass. The 
Greeks were the first great geometricians, and they tell us in 
their writings that they learned the· beginning of this art 
from the ancient Egyptians. 

One of the strangest things that mark an early stage of 
civilisation is the way in which several ideas that seem to us 
contradictory are accepted at the same time. Thus it might 
be thought that a god had caused the destruction of a crop, 
and this belief would still be expressed in elaborate ritual, 
though it had been discovered that for successful cultivation 
the ground should be watered in the cool of the evening 
instead of in the noonday sun. We shall find many examples 
of these mixed beliefs as we trace the history of ideas abou.t 

' science. In fact, what marks the advance of civilisation is 
clear thinking, and what marks the backwardness or decay 
of civilisation is confused thinking. Of all the early peoples, 
the first to develop a consistent habit of clear thinking were 
the Greeks. And in that sense, and in that sense alone, science 
began with the Greeks. · 

EARLIER GREEK S,CIENCE 

In the seventh century B.c. there was born at 1\iiletus, in 
Asia Minor, a man of mixed Greek and Phrenician origin 
named Thales. He is often described as the first philosopher. 
He had theories about how the world was made, but he was 
also keenly observant of the details of nature. He much 
impressed his contemporaries by correctly predicting an 
eclipse of the sun for November 585 B.c. We canimaginehow 
all were in terror at the sudden darkness, giving wild ex
planations of why the gods were angry,_ while Thales calmly 
watched the gradual disappearance of the sun's disc and 
waited quietly for the great light to emerge. The power of 
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Thales to predict an eclipse came, in fact, from a rule con
cerning eclipses that he had learned. from the Babylonian 
astronomers. The people of Babylonia devoted much atten
tion to the study of the heavenly bodies. They kept records 
of observations of the stars and planets, and these formed the 
beginnings of the science of astronomy. Astronomy depends 
on the piecing together of observations spread over :very 
long periods, often hundreds of years. It is startling to 
realise that those who observe the stars, and keep records 
of what they observe, have been at all times only a handful 

F 

Fig 4. Observer D E, D being the level of his eyes. He holds rod A B 
extended horizontally by his hand B C to a position such that D A is in 
alignment with the boat X. The similar triangles are D C A and D F x. 

The distance of boat from shore is given by the relationship: 

Distance of boat X from tower (X F) 
Distance of rod end A from Observer (A C) 
Height of Observer's Eye D above the arm level (D C) 

in number. Yet their work goes on through unnumbered 
generations, and on their work the knowledge, and to a 
large extent the civilisation, of our day has been built, and 
still depends. For on this branch of knowledge depends our 
calendar, the very framework of our daily life. But Thales 
had also visited Egypt, and had there learned something of 
geometry and improved on his originals. In Egypt the land is 
flooded by the Nile every year. When, therefore, the waters 
subside, the land has to be surveyed again. Thus some 
rough rules of geometry (the word means literally "earth 
measurement") were developed. These Thales adopted, and 
applied to his own special problems. Thus, for instance, by 
the law of similar triangles, he was able, by standing at the 
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top of a tower by the seashore with a rod held horizontally 
in his hand, to measure how far a ship was from the shore 

_ (Fig. 4). 
No people have been keener than were the Greeks to in

vestigate and find order in the world around them. To-day, 
when we want to study science, we know that we must 
begin by considering one set of things ~t a time. But ancient 
peoples were always seeking a complete explanation of the 
whole world and how it works. Thales probably thought less 
of what we should call his scientific resul~ than of his 
general theories about the world and its ways, which we 
should call his philosophy. Many ideas in our modern ~cience 
came to us from Greek philosophy. Thus students of science 
to-day think that everything on the earth and in the stars is 
made up of little centres of electricity, or "electrons," as 
they are called (see Chemistry, p. 275). This idea had 
been suggested by the thoughts of some of the successors of 
Thales. They had an " atomic" theory, which passed into 
modern times and gave place gradually to the " electron " 
theory and to many other mathematical and physical 
theories: 

llany Greeks who lived after Thales hoped to find that the 
whole world and all its workings could be explained by some 
reduction to simple terms, such as " atoms." In spite of 
repeated failure, this hope of a final explanation lived on. 
One of the most famous of those that clung to this faith or 

_hope was Heraclitus (540-475 B.c.). He was overwhelmed 
by the thought that change is the essential principle of 
nature. He expressed his philosophy in the phrase, " All 
things are in a state of flux," which is echoed by the phrase, 
" There's nothing is and nothing was, but everything's 
becoming." 

The idea that all things in heaven and earth are made up 
of "atoms" too tiny to be perceived was elaborated by 
Democritus in the fifth century B.C. The word atom means 
indivisible. Democritus believed that these indivisible 
atoms are all of exactly the same substance, but of dif
ferent shapes and sizes, and that they are separated from 
one 3.nother by " space " or " emptiness,'' which to him 
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were just as real and important as ·the atoms themselves. 
The atoms, he believed, are all constantly moving about. / 
sometimes jostling one another and sometimes fitting 
against one another. Some 5~0 years later, the Latin· poet 
Lucretius wrote a very beautiful epic On the Nature of 
Things, in which he expounds the theory. He is contemptuous 
of the old myths of the ·Greeks and Latins that explained 
things as happening at the will of gods ~and goddesses. 
Storms at sea, he says, for example, are caused not by the 
anger of _Poseidon, the sea god, but by the rapid move
ment of the.little atoms that make up the water. 

But while philosophers were making theories about the 
way Nature might work, others were making and record· 
ing observations which helped to show how in fact it does 
work. These men 'were specially successful in what we now. 
call mathematics and medicine. 

Mathematics stands perhaps midway between philosophy 
and science. It is in one sense a game, as we may call it, 
that may be played entirely by argument, according to 
rules. Yet, unlike other arguments, ·we can test mathe
matics at every stage by seeing if its conclusions correspond 
to what we find in the actual world around us. Sometimes 
we find that they do not correspond, and then an alteration 
has to be made in the rules, as was done by Newton, and 
again in recent times by Einstein. 

John Pilley has explained, on p. 25, how something_was 
discovered which Newton's laws would not account for, 
and how Einstein had to think it all out afresh. Richard 
Hughes has told you more about it on p. 818. And we 
can be sure there is more to come. 

Pythagoras is the first great Greek mathematician of 
whom we hear, and he lived soon after Thales. Pythagoras 
fotinded a queer sort of sect, whose work was done in 
secret and only their results known. They were greatly 
interested in numbers (see History of Ideas, p. 440), 
and perceived all sorts of relations in numbers that had 
not been noticed before, Thus they noticed that if dots 
are placed in a series, thus : 



THE TRIANGULAR 
NUMBERS 

5 

and if consecutive numbers be added up,' thus : 

I+ 3 

=22 

1+3+5 =3
2 

1+3+5+7 ""' 42 

7 

then the first can be arranged in triangles and the second_ 
in squares. Hence they spoke of them respectively as tri
angular and square numbers, and we still have an expres
sion of this in our term "square roots." But the Pythagorean 
terms triangular and square numbers remind us how they 
did many processes by geometry for which we should use 
arithmetic or algebra. In fact, they could not do otherwise, 
for they had no system of numbering in which, as in ours, 
the digits depend for their value on their position. It is 
wonderful how far they advanced in mathematics despite 
this disadvantage. 

The Pythagoreans regarded the circle and the sphere ~ 
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the most " perfect " figures, and this perhaps led them to 
suggest that the earth and all the heavenly bodies are of 
spherical shape (see History of Ideas, p. 443). It was a 
Pythagorean who first suggested that the earth is not, as 
men had believed, in the centre of the universe, but that 
earth and the planets and sun and moon are all revolving 
round one great central fire. The Pythagorean Empedocles 
(about 450 B.c.) supposed that all matter was made up of 
the four essential elements, earth, air, fire, and water. 
These were in opposition or alliance to one another. Thus 
water was opposed to fire but allied to earth. Each of the 
elements was, moreover, in its turn compounded of a pair 
of the four "primary qualities," heat and cold, moisture 
and dryness. These qualities exhibit affinity and opposition, 
as do the elements. The theory has left its mark on our 
language, for we still speak of a storm as " the raging of 
the elements," and we wear coats " to protect ourselves 
from the elements," and we think of" elemental forces." 
Nor have we difficulty in understanding references to a 
"fiery nature" or to an" aerial spirit." These things come 
to us from Empedocles, and later through Aristotle (p. 46). 

Another follower of Pythagoras was Alcmreon, who 
dissected animals and discovered the nerve of sight and 
the tubes that extend from the mouth to the ear. If you 
pinch your nose and puff out your mouth you will feel 
something move inside your ear. This means that air is 
driven into the ear-drums through passages connecting 
them with the mouth. This discovery was forgotten until 
it was made again in Italy 2,000 years later I 

THE GOLDEN AGE OF GREEK SCIENCE 

The greatest of the Greek physicians was Hippocrates, 
who was born in the small island of Cos, in the .tEgean Sea, 
about 460 B.c. The special gift of Hippocrates to mankind 
was not so much any discovery, or even any particular 
sort of treatment, but rather what we must call his per
sonality and his conception of how a doctor should go 
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about his work. Learned, observant, humane, anxious both 
to help his patients and that his experience should benefit 
other physicians, orderly and calm, thoughtful, reticent, 
pure of mind and master of his passions-such was the 
Father of Medicine as he appeared to his contemporaries 
and successors. 

The first complete Greek scientific works that have come 
down to us bear. the name· of this Hippocrates. Of course, 
our methods of medicine have changed since his time, and 
will doubtless often change_ again, but the Hippocratic 
ideal will always remain. It is interesting, too, that Hippo
crates was a pioneer in seeking an orderly relation of cause 
and effect. There is a disease called epilepsy which is very 
difficult to ,treat. In the time of Hippocrates it was called 
the " Sacred Disease," and attributed to the special action 
of the gods. In a very fine passage, Hippocrates declares 
that " this disease is neither more nor less sacred than other 
diseases, for, like them, it must have a cause which can be 
discovered if we seek it diligently enough." This is the 
doctrine of causes which makes science possible. 

About the same time there lived another Hippocrates 
who came from the island of Chios, also in the lEgean. 
Hippocrates of Chios became a gre11t geometer. He is 
the first person of whom we know as having compiled 
a work on the Elements of Geometry. It formed the basis 
of the work of Euclid of Alexandria 100 years later 
(p. 50). ' 

The fourth century before the birth of Christ was the 
period of the famous Greek writers and thinkers whose 
home was Athens. Greatest of them all were Plato and his 
pupil Aristotle. Plato was specially interested in the realm 
of the mind. He sought for order there rather than in the 
physical universe. He was always thinking about the per
fect life for the individual human being, and for the com
munity composed of noble individuals. For mathematics 
he had the profoundest respect as an expression of the 
perfect order of nature, but he could see less order in nature 
itself, and so he made little progress as a naturalist. Like 
the Pythagoreans, Plato felt a poetry in mathematics, and 
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like them he was interested in the relation of music and 
mathematics. To Plato we owe the entry of mathematics 
into general education. 

Aristotle, the pupil of Plato, not only wrote on such 
subjects as ethics and politics, ·but was equally interested 
in the details of natitral knowledge which did not appeal 
to his master. An important incident in Aristotle's life 

' was his time as tutor to a young prince who afterward 
became the Emperor Alexander the Great. Alexander did 
much to encourage science, and his old tutor, Aristotle, 
afterwards founded at Athens the first true scientific school, 
known as the Lyceum. 
, Aristotle's sea;rch fol!' order extended into the material 
world, and included every department of physical and 
biological knowledge. In astronomy and meteorology, even 
more obviously than in other sciences, each generation 
must build on the work of its predecessors. Aristotle's 
astronomy ,was built, not only on the observations, but 
also on the explanations of those who had worked before· 
him, and in our modern view these went far astray. For 
example, he believed in the four elements (p. 45). He 
believed that the earth is set in the centre of the universe, 
which he thought was arranged in a series of concentric 
spheres around it. It is unfortunate that, while his works 
on such subjects as these were studied for more than 2,000 

·years, and to some extent hampered progress, yet his 
marvellous writings recording his observations on living 
things were lost or misunderstood. Had this not happened, 
knowledge would surely have advanced far more rapidly, 
for Aristotle was not only a first-rate biological observer, 
but also an extraordinarily acute interpreter of what he saw. 
He must have employed a number of pupils to watch the 
habits of animals, and he must have had an amazingly sure 
instinct in sifting and considering the reports they brought 
to him. When the biological works of Aristotle began to 
be read, many of his observations were for centuries 
believed to be mistakes or fables, until they were verified 
by modern men of science. 

Aristotle regarded all living things as arrangeable in a 
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sort of ladder, or scale (Fig., 5), from the lowliest plants up 
through animals to man himself. He did not, like Darwin 
in the nineteenth century, suggest that the higher stages. 
of life had developed out of the lower forms, but his concep
tion of the close relationship of each st~ge of living things 
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to that immediately below and to that immediately above 
makes his biological views most interesting to us. 

Aristotle realised that methods of producing the new 
generation of living things are extremely important for 
our way of thinking of them. He was, moreover, greatly 
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interested in the problem, still unsolved, of the nature of 
life. This he associated with the existence of something 
that he called psyche, which we may translate soul, or 
the living principle. He distinguished three orders of soul, 
corresponding roughly to {1) the plant's faculty of self
nourishment and reproduction-the vegetative soul; (2) the 
animal faculty of sensation and movement-the sensitive 
soul ; ( 3) the human faculty of reasoning-the ratio~l 
soul. He believed, moreover', as do many modern men of 
science, that life itself implies a certain interrelationship 
of every part of the Jiving .thing. Aristotle's b,iological 
works are indeed still studied for his thoughts as to the 
nature of the order which he discerned in the world of 
living things. 

A pupil of Aristotle, one Theophrastus, was specially 
interested in plants. He, like ourselves, emphasised the 
distinction between monocotyledons (like tulips) and 
dicotyledons (like cress). Nevertheless, the inspiration of 
Aristotle failed in the men of the generations which · 
followed. They were mainly occupied on commentaries 
and extensions of the work of their great roaster rather than 
on original contributions. 

After the death of Alexander, his empire broke up into 
a number of kingdoms. One of the most stable was that 
of Egypt, .which was governed for 800 years by the de
scendants of Alexander's general, Ptolemy. The Ptolemaic 
rulers were an enlightened body of men and women, 
greatly interested in science and learning: They founded a 
great museum and library in Alexandria, the capital city, 
which rapidly replaced Athens as the centre of scientific 
work, as well as a political centre. 

ALEXANDRIAN SCIENCE 

We have noticed that the more ancient Greek thinkers 
were always seeking to fit their ideas of the nature of thin~8 
into a whole scheme of an ordered universe. In Alexandna 
this philosophic point of view declined. Men were rather 
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inclined to divide-kn,owledge into special "subjects," and 
to be content to study some restricted topic. By this method 
some progress was made in the knowledge of how our 
bodies work. Public dissections of the human body were 
introduced, and human anatomy compared with that of 
animals. It came to be recognised that thought is somehow 
related to the brain. The arteries and veins were dis
tinguished, and the pulsation of the arteries noticed, though 
this was not yet recognised as due to the movement of the 
~art. 

Really great and constructive scientific work in Alex
andria was done by mathematicians and astronomers. 
Among them was Euclid; who is familiar to us all from his 
Elements- of Geometry. This has very largely determined 
all mathematical teaching since his time. Euclid was an 
unpretending man of gentle temper, but entirely devoted 
to science and to teaching. Asked by King Ptolemy whether 
there were no easier way of learning geometry than by 

, ploughing through his Elements, the mathematician 
answered : " Sire, to geometry there is no royal road." 
When a stupid student inquired, " What shall I gain by 
learning these things ? " Euclid said to a servant, " Hand 
this fellow a penny, since he must needs make profit from 

. his studies." 
Another great mathematician who worked at Alexan

dria was Apollonius. He was a pioneer in the study of conic 
sections. It is an extraordinary fact that Apollonius did hfs 
researches from pure ab'stract interest in the curves arising 
from cutting variously shaped sections from a cone. Some 
1,800 years later, the discovery was made by Kepler that 

· the movements of the heavenly bodies actually conform to 
these curves 1 

The greatest of all the mathematicians of antiquity, and 
perhaps of all time, was Archimedes of Syracuse, in Sicily 
(287-212 B.c.). He also had spent some years of study in 
Alexandria. The mere list of his mathematical discoveries 
is overwhelming, and though by far the greater part of his 
time was given to such work, he made also many remark
able mechanical inventions. We owe to Archimedes the 
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principle of the screw. The machme known as the "screw of 
· Archimedes " is a device for raising· water (Fig. 6). By the 
discovery also of the principle of the balance, Archimedes 
laid the foundations of mechanics. A development of this is 
his doctrine of levers (Fig. 7). He showed the theoretical 
possibility of moving a weight, however large, by a force, 
however small. " Give me but a place to stand," said 
Archimedes, " and I can move the world." He proceeded to 
demonstrate this by holding the end of a compound lever 
by which, with only the slightest effort, he was able to move 
a heavily-laden ship. 

The best-known instance of the application of the 
knowledge of Archimedes to practical affairs is the story of 
Hiero's crown. Hiero, King of Syracuse, wished to test 
whether a certain crown was made of pure gold. He put. 
the problem to Archimedes. Soon after, Archimedes, get
ting into his bath, observed that as more of his body was 
immersed so more water ran over the top. This suggested 
the solution. Transported with joy, he leapt from the bath 
and rushed home naked, crying as he went, " Eureka ! 
Eureka ! " (" I have found it 1 "). He had, in fact, found 
the idea of what we call specific gravity. By immersing 
equal weights of different metals in turn in a vessel brimful 
of water, and then measuring the bulk of overflowing 
water in each case, he could tell the bulk of each piece of 
metal. Since gold has a different specific gravity to any 
other metal, he could tell whether a given weight of gold had 
been diluted or no. · ·· 

A very important and interesting work of Archimedes 
describes the method that he sometimes employed in his 
mathematical investigations on the area of curved figures. 
Suppose he had to find the area of an ellipse. He would cut 
out an ellipse of paper and weigh this against a rectangle of 
paper. This would give him the approximately correct re
sult. From this he could work mathematically to test 
whether his result was likely to be true or no. Archimedes 
also found a very accurate value for the important ratio 
between the circumference and the diameter of a circle, the 
elementknown to modern mathematiciansas7T (seep. 352). 



Fig. 7. Archimedes' t;heo ry of the ccnl rc of gravity (<'cntroid) nncl of the lever . lie •aid, "Give men fulcrum on which to rest , 
and I will m ove the world." From a picture published in P11ris in HlR7. 
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Finally, we may mention the remarkable system used by . 
Archimedes for expressing very large numbers, such as, in 

· our notation, would require eighty thousand million million 
ciphers. He tells us that this system of his was ade
quate to express the number of grains of sand that it would 
take to fill the universe ! He therefore calls this work The 
Sand Reckoner. 

The works of Archimedes show a generous appreciation 
of the achievements of others. His character, as well as his 
lofty intellect and his compelling lucidity,· made a great 
impression on his fellow-mathematicians. His death was 
one of the many tragedies of war. During the siege of his 
native Syracuse by the Romans in 212 B.c. he continued to 
work on mathematical problems. The besiegers broke in, 
but his mind remained fixed on his investigation. A soldier 
came to him and bade him follow him to the general. Archi
medes refused to do so until he had worked out his problem, 
whereat the soldier, enraged, drew his sword and slew him. 

Sciences that depend much on mathematics are astron
omy and geography. Both were actively pursued in Alexan
dria. Aristarchus (third century B.c.) taught that the sun 
itself is at rest, and that the earth, together with the other 
planets, moves round it. Aristarchus was also the first to 
attempt to measure the relative distances of the sun and 
moon from the earth, and their sizes relative to each other. 
Other astronomers in Alexandria at this time were success
ful in devjsing methods of setting forth exactly and con
veniently the position of many fixed stars. He was thus 
able to record the movements of planets in regard to them. 
The Alexandrian scholar Eratosthenes was the first to 
measure the size of our earth. His method was beautifully 
simple (Fig. 8k He also did fine work by giving an exact 
interpretation to geographical observations. Yet another 
practical science developed from mathematics in Alex
andria was optics, which treats of the relations of light and 
of vision. 
, Another Alexandrian worker was Hero of Alexandria 

{100 B.c.), who _made a collection of what we may call 
scientific wnjuring tricks. He understood the principle of 
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Note: Syene is approximately due south of Alexandria (fig. 'a) and the dis· 
tance between them XY WDB known. 

The angle IUbtended by XY at the centre of the earth A waa known 
from the fact that on midsummer's da1 at noon no shadow is cast at 
Syene, but a shadow subtended by 7t of inclination of the rays was 

cast at Alexandria (fig. b). 
Hence by simple proportion, XY (the distance between Alexandria and 

Syene) is to the earth'a circumference as 7!0 is to suo•. 
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the siphon; and he made a toy .that was the first steam 
engine. It was a sphere that spins by the 'force of steam 
(Fig. 9). He also devoted much attention to surveying, and 
to the devising of instruments for the pw;pose. · 

Fig. 9. HERO'S AEOLIPILE 

BOILER. 
CONTAININ<i' 
WATE.~ 

At that time the apparently irregular movements of the 
planets were a great puzzle. An Alexandrian called Ptolemy 
invoked the idea of " epicycles," that is of circular move
ments which themselves take place along the circumferences 
of other circular movements (Fig.lO).Hesupposed that the 
planets moved on such epicycles. By invoking sufficient 
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numbers of epicycles moving on each other he explained all 
the movements of the planets as then known. , 

As important as Ptolemy's astronomy was his work on 
geography. Acting on the information brought him by 
Roman travellers, he made maps of all parts of the known 
world. From the measurements that he gave, the outlines of 

PLANET 

EARTH 

Fig. 10. PTOLEMY'S PLANETARY THEORY OF EPICYCLES 

The Earth was the centre of the Universe. The planet P moved 
in a circle (known as the deferent) round a point C which in its 
turn moved in a circular orbit (the deferent) round the earth. Thus 
the irregular movements of the planets in the skies were explained 

without sacrificing the Aristotelian idea of circular motion. 

various European countries can be reconstructed. These 
roughly resemble the outlines that we now know from our 
atlases. 

SCIENCE UNDER THE ROMAN EMPIRE 

In 50 B.C. Egypt became a part of the Roman Empire. 
The enterprising Greek spirit now turned to Rome for its 
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field of work. The Greek language was still used for scien
tific purposes, though the audience addressed was Rom'an. 
The Romans were proud to become the pupils of their , 
vanquished foes. Yet science, like every other activity of 
the Greek mind, changed under Roman auspices. 

The systematic search for order in the natural world had 
no interest for the Roman. His energies were absorbed in 
the endeavour to establish a human order, the pax romana. 
To this practical end all his efforts were bent. Thus_ we 
hear no more of great astronomers or mathematicians or 
great surveys of the world's surface. Indeed, the fate of 
geographical study may be taken as typical of what we may 
call the "Roman fallacy," which is the fallacy of the so
called "practical man." That great genius, Julius Cresar, 
did indeed plan a world survey, but after his death it was 
only thought worth while to map the actual roads to be 
traversed by the Roman armies. Had the rulers of Rome 
been less " practical " in their aims, had they extended 
their investigations more widely, they would surely have 
discovered that the military frontiers of the empire were in 
fact most "unpractical," and impossible of permanent 
defence. A more " scie;;_tific " Roman frontier would have 
meant an empire impregnable to the barbarians. How 
different would have been the whole course of our European 
history had that been achieved. The man who neglects 
theory does not thereby become as practical as he often 
thinks I 

Knowing what we do of the outlook of the Roman, it is 
not surprising to find his chief scientific activity in the 
more obvious applications of science to daily life, and 
especially in hygiene and public health. Few modern cities 
have such ample supplies of water as were brought to 
Rome on her magnificent aqueducts (see Architecture, Fig. 
119). Of her drainage system Rome was justly proud, and 
parts Of it are in use to this day. Her gymnasia and her 
private houses were furnished with heating apparatus that 
have only been equalled in quite modern_ times. Moreover, 
under the early empire there was a public medical service 
which was better than anything in Europe until the 
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nineteenth century. The Romans used a, speciesof crane, and 
also devised a form of taxicab with a series of cogwheels ! 

One great Greek medical writer settled in Rome in the 
second century. This was Galen of Pergamum (A.D.l31-201) •. 

He was a successful physician and the personal attendant of 
three St!-CCessive emperors. He studied the anatomy and 
physiology of many animals, notably the Barbary ape, the 
structure of which is not far removed from that of man.
He failed to realise some of the differences between human 
and monkey anatomy, but his works remained in current 
use till the seventeenth century. After Galen there is· a 
thousand years of darkness, during which science almost 
ceases to have a history. 

SCIENCE IN THE MIDDLE AGES 

Rome was invaded by the barbarian, and her civilisation 
crumbled. Ever more ignorant and wilder tribes destroyed 
successively the great capital cities of the empire (see 
Outline of World History, p. 407). Many centuries went 
by before the invading barbarian could absorb such mea
sure of Roman culture as survived, and still longer before 
he could begin to build up on it any attempt at a new 
civilisation. . 

It was fortunate that at this juncture another people 
arose to take up the ancient Greek tradition. These were 
the Arabs, who had 'been pursuing conquests east and west 
until by the ninth century they held sway over Mesopo
tamia and large tracts of Western Asia, over Egypt and 
Northern Africa, parts of Greece, Southern Italy and 
Sicily, Spain, and Southern France. Both in Mesopotamia 
and in Spain, Moslem. empires were established whose 
rulers greatly encouraged the arts and the sciences. They 
welcomed to their Courts all men of culture, irrespective of 
race or religion. Thus they came to absorb some elements 
of the Greek tradition, and notably Greek science, though 
sadly changed in the transit (see Outline of World History, 
p. 410 and also Fig. 11). 
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In the meantime, the legend' of the great Islamic empires 
had penetrated to the war-ridden regions of more Northern 
Europe. Certain of these European scholars were anxious 
to. att~tin the stores of learning from the Arabic-speaking 
countries. It is curious t~at at this period, from the ninth to 
the fourteenth centuries, the attitude to one another of 
those whom we call the Westerns and Easterns was almost 
exactly the reverse of that which holds to-day. At that time 

am LATI .. CHI\ISTIANITY 

1:\:.~~:-~N;.:i:<-~1 GR.EE.K ... 

~ISLAM 

Fig. 11. SPHERES OF RELIGIOUS INFLUENCE ABOUT A.D. 750 

the Western (or Northern European) knew that the prac
tical arts were with the Eastern of the Arabic-speaking 
countries. This is well illustrated by a large number of 
Arabic words that have entered all European languages. 
Such, for example, are admiral, horizon, arsenal, zither, 
zero, azure. The Arabic-speaking people, in fact, had 
skill and learning, organisation and science, and generally 
made things work. They had nayal and military power. 
Their religion was regarded by the West with a blend of fear 
and contempt ; yet their useful knowledge was obviously 
desirable. It was a dangerous enterprise actually to travel 
to the lands· of these people to learn from them. But a few 
bold spirits managed it. The Jews in Mohammedan lands 

-sometimes had so~e knowledge of a Western tongue, and 
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were thus able to act as interpreters. Many texts, indeed, 
have had a history of translation from Greek, through 
Syriac, Ara~ic, and Hebrew, before reaching the Latin form 
in which they at last became available to Latin-speaking 
Europe! -

Among the European pioneers who sought Arabic 
learning in the study, the most famous Englishman was 
Roger Bacon (1214-1294). By his passionate search for order 
in the realm of scholarship and science, he was one of the 
very first builders of the new Europe. Educated at Oxford, 
he worked chiefly at Paris .. Aware of an enormous litera
ture hidden from his contemporaries by the barrier of 
language, Roger was· the first to attempt a grammar both 
of Greek and of Hebrew, and to suggest one of Arabic. He 
also conducted experiments in optics and chemistry, both 
being subjects especially developed by Arabic and Hebrew 
workers. 

Roger was invited by one Pope to set forth his ideas on 
the new studies. Unfortunately, that Pope died, and the 
next one was not so encouraging. Thus Roger was soon in 
difficulties with his ecclesiastical superiors. He suffered a 
long imprisonment, and finally returned to Oxford, where 
for the remaining few years of his life he was allowed to 
teach, though under severe restrictions. Nevertheless, there 
can be no doubt that he was a very great influence. 

Through the work of Roger Bacon and the men like him, 
the scientific treasures of antiquity began again gradually 
to be studied in translations from the Arabic. 

With the fourteenth century began a period of travel 
Information concerning rare and strange creatures came 
in from overseas. Trade, especially with· the East, was in
creasing, and drugs were brought from foreign countries. 
Along with commerce came also travellers' tales, both 
true, like Marco Polo's, and false, like Sir John Mandeville's. 
Later, regular expeditions went forth to explore the un
known world. The most famous are the great journeys of 
Vasco da Gama to the East Indies and of Christopher 
Columbus to America (see Outline of lVorld History, p. 414). 

Curiosity was being aroused in other matters besides that 
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of the •greater and more distant world. Men were looking 
more keenly at the things immediately around them. In 
the thirteenth century people began to try to copy plants 
and animals (Fig. 12). By the fifteenth century they were 
much more successful. One cause 1 of this was the "re
discovery of antiquity." The great literary masterpieces of 
Greece and Rome which now began to be studied aroused 
curiosity as to the material remains of ancient civilisation. 
By studying the masterpieces of Greek and Roman sculpture 
the great Italian artists learned to represent nature more 
accurately. Printing was invented about the middle of 
the fifteenth century (see Writing, p. 860). By the middle 
of the sixteenth century the art of book illustration was_ 
perfected. The world, moreover, was in a ferment on 
religious and political grounds. The time w~s ripe for a 

. change in the attitude to na.tur~. 

THE RISE o'F MODERN SCIE~CE 

Astronomy and medicine were the battle-grounds of the 
great struggle for-free scientific study. The year 1543 was 
crucial in both departments. Aristotle had thought of the 
earth as occupying the centre of the universe, and in this he 
was followed by Ptolemy, with his doctrine of. epicycles 

- (p: 56). In 1543 a Polish mathematician, Nicholas Coper
nicus (1473-1543), published a book on which he had been 
working for thirty years and more. Observations of his own, 
and other observations by Arabic astronomers, he found 
difficult to fit into the system of Ptolemy. He found it 
easier to explain them by supposing that the earth, with all 
the planets, moved round the sun rather than ~he sun 
round the earth. This was certainly a great change, but 
nevertheless the form in which he expressed his ideas was 
less novel than might at first be thought. Though he set 
forth the conception that the planets moved round the sun, 
he still clung tq their circular and uniform movement
which we know to be wrong-still clung to a spherical 
system of fixed stars, and still supposed a complicated 
system of several circular movements for each planet. 



Fig. 12. '' BASILISCA," PER.BAPS THE BASIL, REPRESENTING 
THE EXTREME FORMAL .DEGRADATION OF PLANT PAINTING 

(From an Anglo-Norman herbal writteo about A.D. 1200) 
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A younger contemporary of Copernicus was the Belgian 
Andreas Vesalius. This Vesalius becameProfessorofAnatomy 
at Padua, which throughout the sixteenth and seventeenth -
centuries was the leading scientific centre of the world. 
While there he published, also in 1543, a magnificent volume 
on anatomy and physiology, which forms the foundation of 
the modern exact studies of these subjects. No work of 
such accuracy, detail, and independence had yet appeared 
on these subjects. 

The work of the Pole Copernicus and the Belgian V esalius 
may be said to have started the modem physical and 
biological sciences on their way. It was, however, the 
Italian Galileo and the Englishman William Harvey who 
gave them the direction that they have since taken. 

Galileo (1564-1642) lived a life of mental activity unparal
leled since the days of Aristotle. His education had been 
in the old Aristotelian science, and his first remarkable 
achievement was a correction of certain views of that 
ancient thinker on the subject of falling bodies. Aristotle 
had stated that the rate of fall of bodies depends on their 
weight. In a famous experiment, Galileo proved this to be 
an error. Dropping a ten-pound weight and a one-pound 
weight from the top of the " leaning tower " at Pisa, he 
proved that the two came to earth at the same moment. 
We now know, and Galileo proved, that the rate of fall of 
a body is accelerated during its fall, and that its rate of fall 
depends on the time that it has been falling. Tlui.t rate has 
nothing to do with its. weight (except that to very light 
bodies, such as feathers, the air offers an effective resistance, 
and so slows them down). Developing this subject, Galileo 
created the whole sciences of mechanics and hydrostatics 
in all their essentials. He soon, too, turned his attention 
to astronomy, and also observed the appearance of 
new stars. The possibility of this had hardly been sus-1 
pected, and was, in fact, ~ontrary to the teaching o~ 
Aristotle. 

In 1609 Galileo made accessible two instruments that 
were to have a deep influence on the subsequent develop 
ment of science, the telescope and microscope. It is with the 
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former instrument that hiS name is most frequently associ
ated. His first discoveries made by means of the telescope 
were issued in 1610. That year was crowded with important . 
observations, especially on the planets, and notably on 
Venus. It had been rightly claimed, in criticising the 
Copernican hypothesis, that if the planets resemble the 
earth in revolving round the sun, only such parts of them 
should be luminous as are exposed to the sun's rays. In 
other words, they should exhibit phases like the moon. 
Such phases in Venus wer~ now actually observed by 
Galileo. In the following year he described sunspots, and 
traced them round the sun's disc, and saw the moons of 
Jupiter and the rings of Sa tum. . 

We.cannot follow the further astronomical observations 
and arguments of Galileo here. It is sufficient to remind 
ourselves that the appearance of a new star, the behaviour 
of the moons of Jupiter and of the rings of Saturn, the 
observations of the phases of Ventis and of the sun's spots, 
struck blows at the Aristotelian astronomy comparable to 
that delivered against the Aristotelian · physics by the 
falling weights from the leaning tower of Pisa. Aristotelian · 
astronomy demanded heavens eternally changeless. Here 
were changes and new appearances in the heavens, clearly 
visible to all who would see. 

Galileo's method of scientific investigation demanded 
exact measurement. He even doubted the reality-apart 
from the observer--of anything that cannot be exactly 
measured. Since his day science has come to be regarded 
more and more widely as an exact process, and the 
phrase science is measurement (see· Preface, p. 6) has 
often been repeated. 

One of the most ardent supporters of Galileo was the 
German Johann Kepler (1571-1680). Kepler was essentially 
a follower of Plato, and was convinced that somehow or 
other the arrangement of the world and of its parts must 
reflect abstract ideas in the human mind. This faith sus
tained him in the vast and almost incredible labours of 
calculation that he undertook. He adopted the Copernican 
view when he was about twenty years old, and spent the 

Do 
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next thirty year~ of his life seeking mathematical rules that 
should link together the members of the solar system. At 
last he reached his end in the three great planetary laws 
which are still known by his name. These are so important 
that you should remember them : 

1. Planets move round the sun, not in circles but i:q. the 
figures of the form of conic sections known as ellipses. 

2. Planets move, not at a uniform speed, but in such a 
way as to sweep out equal areas about their centres in equal 
times. 

3. The square of the periods of revolution of the planets 
round the sun is proportional to the cubes of their mean 
distances from the sun. 

This was the first completely satisfactory mathematical 
theory of the solar system since antiquity. · 

While Galileo and Kepler were laying the foundations of 
modern physics and astronomy, biology was also making 
great advances. William Harvey (1578-1657) (see Physiology, 
p.106) had studied at Padua both under Galileo and under 
a pupil's ·pupil of Vesalius. He determined to apply the 
Galilean method of research to physiology, and the result 
was his discovery that the blood circulates in the body. 
Until his time it had been thought that the blood ebbed and 
flowed in .the arteries and veins. He showed that blood 
expelled from the heart to the arteries found its way back 
through the veins and then started on its course again. It 
was the first satisfactory proof of the mechanical workings 
of a part of the body. 

The knowledge of the circulation has become the basis of 
the whole of modern medicine. The blood, it was seen, is a 
carrier always going round and round on the same beat. 
What it carries and why, how and where it takes up its 
loads, and how, where, and why it parts with them-these 
are the questions the answering of which has been the main 
task of the science of physiology in the centuries that have 
since followed. 

Of all the great divisions of science, chemistry in the 
seventeenth century remained longest in a backward state. 
Many advances, it is true, had been made in technical 
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processes, such as dyeing, glass-making, blending of metals, 
pigments, etc. But investigations designed to throw light 
on theory were mostly prosecuted by the -band of dupes 
and charlatans who, since the Middle Ages, had been 
seeking the philosopher's stone. The old theory of the four 
elements formed a bad basis for experiment, for it con~ 
tained no conception of the nature of a chemically pure sub
stance. Metals, for instance, were regarded as .a mixture, 
like other substances, in certain proportions of the four 
elements. Thus the transmutation of one metal or one 
substance into another did not seem an absurdity. 

The main agent in changing the chemical outlook was the 
Englishman Robert Boyle (1627-1691). His great achieve
ment was his introduction of a new spirit into chemistry. 
That study under him was no longer prosecuted for purely 
practical ends •. It was freed from the mystery that had 
pervaded the study called " alchemy " until his time. He 
loosed it, too, from its direct connection with medicine, a 
connection which is still recalled by our word " chemist " 
for a shop where drugs are sold. Under Boyle, chemistry 
became an independent science the principles of which were 
to be ascertained for their own sake, and reached through 
the medium of experiment. 

Boyle greatly improved the air pump, and made many 
researches with it. By its means he proved that the air has 
weight and that there is in it a part-which we now call 
oxygen-which alone is necessary for respiration and 
combustion. The law of the compressibility of gases is still 
known by Boyle's name. Most important of all Boyle's 
contributions to chemical theory is his attempt to set forth 
his conception of the nature of a chemical element in the 
modern sense, a very different thing from the " four 
elements " of the ancients. 

Boyle and inany others were, during the seventeenth 
century, working out the details of many natural laws. It 
would be impossible to discuss even a small proportion of 
their results. It was towards the end of the century, how
ever, that the generalisation was reached which made it 
possible for the centuries to come to look upon the whole 
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universe as one vast mechanism. It is this achievement 
that has given to the study of nature the special intellectual 
prestige that it has acquired in our time. The achievement 
is in essence the work of Sir Isaac Newton (1642-1727). 
Before Newton, no man had shown or seen that the physical 
system that is demonstrated by the science of mechanics is 
the same as that by which the heavenly bodies follow their 
particular movements. To see and prove this, to see and 
prove that the force that causes the stone to fall is that 
which keeps the planets in their paths-this was Newton's 
unique achievement. It was Newton who first set out 
physical laws that were equally valid in the heavens and 
on the earth. , 

Newton knew that if a stone be let drop, its weight, 
which is another name for earth's attraction, will cause it to 
fall a certain measurable distance in the first second of its 
fall. He came early to suspect that the force which keeps 
the moon in her orbit is none other than this power of 
attraction by the earth. The period of the moon's rotation 
around the earth, and the dimensions of her orbit, could 
be measured by him. Thus _he was able to calculate the rate 
at which the moon is moving. Now the moon, like any body 
pursuing a curved course, is moving at any particular 
moment in a direction tangential to her course. But the 
moon, as we know, does not continue to move along the 
tangent, but is forced to follow her regular elliptical,course 
round the earth, in accord with Kepler's laws. At the end 
of the second, she, like the stone, has " fallen " a certain 
distance towards earth; Earth has drawn her to herself, as 
we say," by the power of gravitation." Now, from Kepler's 
laws Newton had reason to suspect that the power of the 
earth to attract any body decreases as the square of the 
distance from the earth's centre. If this conjecture were 
correct, he was in possession of the equation : 

Moon's fall in a second The square of the stone's distance · 
from the earth's centre · 

isto as ·isto ' 
Stone's fall in a second The square of the moon's distance 

from earth's centre 
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After years of waiting, trying, experimenting, and 
pondering, he proved at last that this equation did ~deed 
hold good. The gravity of the earth and the heavens. were 
now seen to be one~ and the outline of the whole mechanism 
of the universe seemed now laid bare. The great work in 
which this view is set forth is the Philosoph ire N aturalis 
Principia Mathematica ("Mathematical Basis of Natural 
Science "), which was published in London in 1687. 

Two centuries and a half have since elapsed, and science 
has developed prodigiously along the lines that Newton laid 
down. He traced the laws· of mechanics throughout the 
universe. In reliance on these laws, the stars have since his 
time been measured, . wt;ighed, analysed (see Physics, 
Astronomy, and Structure of the Earth, pp. 833 and 868). 
The same scientific process, directed to our own planet, 
has traced its history, determined its composition, demon
strated its relation to other bodies. The researches of the 
physicist and chemist have suggested that the nature of the 
matter of our earth is similar to that of the distant stars. 
Living things, too, have been examined with greater and 
ever greater powers of analysis and magnification. (see 
Biology, p. 181). Among them, too, law has been found to 
rule. The wild creature is a subject of law. The migration of 
the bird that is " as free as air " can be predicted as well 
as the seasons, as well as the process of digestion, of develop
ment, of chemical action. 

And so we close our history of science, for the science of 
the last two and a half centuries has been along the lines 
that Newton set. During this time there has been ,a vast 
amount of experimental activity. Wherever men have 
looked for scientific laws they have found scientific laws. It 
has always been a question of looking skilfully enough and 
patiently enough and long enough for law to emerge. And 
yet it is not right to end this account by giving the impres
sion that the world has been reduced to a series of scientific 
laws. Despite efforts to link the li_ving with the not li':ing, 
the nature of life remains still essentially incomprehensible, 
or at least explicable only in terms of itself. And ther~ are 
whole realms of experience, too, where the laws of sc1ence 
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are quite inapplicable. There is no evidence that that part 
of the world where Art is King and Love is 'Queen can ever 
be made the subject of rule. " Thus far shalt thou go and 
no farther, and there shall thy proud waves be stayed I" 
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PHYSIOLOGY 

SECTION I -

US AND THE WORLD AROUND US 

WE ARE alive ; the things outside ourselves mean some
thing to us. When light falls on our eyes we see, when 
sounds fall on our ears we hear, when smells reach our 
noses we smell, when things touch our skin we feel. In this 
way the eyes, the ears, the nose, and the skin are like 
windows by which we obtain infomiation from outside. A 
message that enters like this is called a stimulus, and it is 
carried at once by nerves to the brain, which is thus like a 
central receiving station. 

In the brain the message isjnterpreted so that we know 
what the stimulus'was like, and where it came ftom, and 
what it meant. When the message has been received in the 
brain we may do something as a result, perhaps because 
we cannot help it, as when we pull the hand away from 
something very hot, or perhaps because we want to, as 
when we pick up something we see. But in any case a mes
sage is sent back again by more nerves to the parts of us 
that carry out the response needed : many of the responses 
are movements, and these are carried out by our muscles. 

HOW WE $EE 

If a beautiful picture is shown to a doll, there can be no 
result : if it is shown to a blind person, or one with his eyes 
shut, still no result ; but if it is shown to any ordinary 
person it means a great deal to him, and this is brought 
about in the following way. The light rays pass into the 
eye through the small black-looking hole in the centre (the 
pupil) and are focused by a lens inside the eye on to the 
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,retina, the sensitive· surface at the back (see Fig. 13). The 
inside of the eye seen through the pupil looks black because 
the retina is backed by a layer of black pigment. 
Th~ iris, which is the coloured part that can be seen in 

the eye, is like a circular curtain With the pupil as a hole in 
the middle,· and it can alter the size of the pupil like the 
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Fig. 13. DIAGRAM OF THE EYE 
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" stop " on ~ camera. If we looked at a house a long way 
off, seeing it quite clearly, and then looked at a tree quite 
close at hand, we should not see the tree clearly unless we 
could alter the focusing mechanism inside the eye : actually 
the lens alters in shape, so that whatever is looked at is 
clearly seen. This is called " accommodation." If the light 
is very strong, the pupil is made smaller to protect tl;te deli
cate structures within the eye, but in the dark the pupil 
becomes larger, to collect as many light rays as possible: 
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these changes can be seen very well in a eat's eye. Some
times the lens is not able to focus the light rays properly, 
and then spectacles are worn in front of the eye to correct 
the focus. In old people the lens sometimes becomes 
opaque: this is called "cataract," and the remedy is to 
remove the eye lens very carefully, and then to wear a very 
strong glass lens ,in front of the eye. When the light rays 
are focused on· to the retina, the nerve-endings there are 
stimulated, and the message is sent along the optic nerve, 
or stalk of the eye, to the part of the brain that is con
cerned with seeing. Now all the previous messages from the. 
eyes have passed up to this same part of the brain, and have 
been stored there as memories; every fresh message com
ing to this same part is then cqmpared with these memories 
of things seen before, and the brain is able to interpret the 
meauing of the new message. In other words, we understand 
what we are lookiqg at. 

Some people are not able to distinguish certain colours : · 
red and green may look alike to them. If such a person 
dropped a scarlet cap on the green grass he would only 
recognise it by its shape and texture--he is " colour 
blind." 

In some animals the eyes are on stalks, and can be pro
truded and moved round to look things straight in the 
face without moving the head : a crab is like that. In other 
animals, such as horses, the eyes are set quite at the sides 
of the head, so that they see things usually with only one 
eye at a time. Our eyes are in the front, so that we see 
nearly everything with both our eyes at once. This is some
times called stereoscopic vision, because the images that 
are formed in the two retinre are not absolutely identical, 
and we are thus able to appreciate the relative positions 
and solidity of the objects seen (see Physics, p. 835). We 
can move our eyes a little bit with special muscles: if these 
muscles are not well balanced, the individual squints. 

The eye is protected from damage by the bony socket in 
which it lies, and also by the movable eyelids. The exposed 
part is kept moist by a secretion from the little lachrymal 
gland : this fluid is continually being poured out, and then 
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drained away through a tiny hole into the nose. If too much 
moisture is secreted, it cannot drain away quickly enough, 
and tears run down the cheeks. 

HOW WE HEAR 

The sense of hearing is more highly developed in many 
animals than it is in us : some of them can hear sounds of 

Fig. 14. DIAGRAM OF THE EAR 
A-External ear B-Internal ear 

C-Tube connecting middle ear with throat 
D-Drum E-Auditory canal 

a pitch so low or so high that we cannot hear them at all. 
Many animals have big outer flaps to their ears to collect 
sounds ; they can move these about and sometimes open 
them up : we have only small flaps, and most of us cannot 
move them. The sound impressions enter at the outside 
hole of the ear : this is the opening of a narrow passage 
that is ended by the tympanic membrane (or drum) that is 
stretched rightacross it(seeFig.l4}. The sound impressions, 
which are really waves in the air, make this membrane 
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vibrate: if the outer ear has wax in it, the membrane cannot 
vibrate properly, and we are deaf. The vibrations are carried 
on by a chain of tiny little bones hinged together, and 
reach the real inner ear. ' 

This part of the ear is extremely delicate, and for pro
tection is entirely enclosed in the bone of the skull. The 
inner ear contains fluid, and the vibrations of the little 
bones set this fluid vibrating. One part of the inner ear is 
shaped like a snail, and is consequently called the cochlea : 
it contains special sensitive hair-cells that are stimulated 
by the vibrations of the fluid, with the result that a nerve 
impulse is set up which travels along the auditory nerve 
fibres to that part of the brain concerned with hearing. 
'.ple brain interprets the message by comparing it with the 
memories of other messages that have come to this same 
part before and been stored there, and in this way the 
sound comes to mean something. 

If a person has to hear very loud noises for any length of 
time he becomes deaf, because the sensitive jnner ear gets 
tired out : gunners are often deaf. 

Another part of the' inner ear, including the semicircular 
canals, is concerned with balance. These canals are also 
filled with fluid, and when the head is moved this fluid 
moves, and so stimulates the sensitive cells in the canals. 
The nervous impulses that are set up by this stimulation 
pass to the brain ; we are not usually conscious of these, 
but they give rise to other messages s~nt' out in response, 
which enable us to maintain our balance and equilibrium. 
If we tum round and round very quickly, the stimulation 
produced by the moving fluid persists after we stop, and 
then we feel giddy. 

Both light and sound travel in the air in waves, but light 
is the quicker traveller of the two (see Physics, p. 838, etc.). 
We see the flash of a gun before we hear the sound of its firing. 
If a man can be seen hammering at something a long way 
off, the sound of the blows comes quite a long time after 
the movement of his arm has ceased. 
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HOW WE FEEL 

- The skin is most useful for collecting messages from out
side. We can feel something touching us, even with our 
eyes _shut, and at once we know where it is touching, how 
hard it is pressing, whether it is something hard or soft : 
probably by feeling we can even say what it is. We know 
if it is something hot or cold, and if it hurts or not. This 
ability to feel is not developed to the same degree in all 
parts of the skin, but those regions that are most used for 
this purpose are the most sensitive. The tip of the finger 
and the tip of the tongue are far more sensitive to stimuli 
than, the skin of the back. Actually we only feel in minute 
" spots," but as the stimulus is nearly always applied over 
a relatively large area we are not conscious of this arrange
ment. (Try this experiment for yourself. Take a lead pencil, 
hold it vertically, and bring it just to touch the under sur-

. face of your wrist or forearm ; in some places it just feels 
.like a touch, in others it feels quite cold : these are " cold 
spots.") Each sensitive spot is supplied with a nerve
ending, and the nerve fibre carries the message up to that 
part of the brain concerned with feeling. The " cold spots " 
are more numerous than the " hot spots " ; consequently a 
tepid bath feels cold. The sensitive skin is a great protec
tion : if a stimulus is hurtful, immediately we move away 
from it. If pressure is applied to one of the nerves, as by 
sitting on the edge of a hard chair, the part of the skin 
supplied by the nerve becomes "dead," or devoid of feel
ing ~ if the foot is in this state and the skin is pricked, no
thing is felt at all, and the foot might easily be damaged. 
When the pressure on the nerve is removed, sensation 
comes back slowly, and when it is coming back there is a 
feeling of " pins and needles." ' 

The messages from the skin are· first of all carried by 
nerves into the spinal cord, which is the tract of nervous 
tissue that is encased for protection inside the backbone : 
they are then carried up the cord to the brain, which is the 
enlarged end of the spinal cord and occupies the skull. The 
messages are interpreted by comparison with memories 
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of previous messages, and a suitable response is made by 
sending out new nerve impulses down the spinal cord and 
then along other nerve fibres to the various muscles. 

HOW WE SMELL AND TASTE 

We smell with the nose and taste with the tongue. These_· 
two organs work together very closely : if the eyes are shut 
and the nose held it is impossible to distinguish the taste 
of an onion from that of an. apple. Again, with a bad cold 
in the nose we cannot smell, and in consequence cannot 
"taste" well: at any time we can only taste substances that 
are dissolved in the liquid in the mouth. We taste with the 
minute projections that can be seen with a lens on the sur
face of the tongue : these projections carry sensitive cells 
that are in connection with nerve fibres. Four tastes . can 
be distinguished-salt, sweet, sour, and bitter : sweet things 
are best appreciated at the tip of the tongue, and bitter 
things at the back. 

We smell with special hair cells at the back of the nose, 
and these also are connected with nerve fibres. The sense of 
smell is not very important to us, but most animals rely 
on this sense to catch their food and evade their enemies. 
In us the special olfactory (or smelling) cells cover an area 
of about one square inch : but a dog has more than 10 
square inches of these cells, and a shark 24 square inches •. 
We smell when the air reaching these cells is moved : 
sniffing moves the air over the special cells very rapidly. 

The messages are taken by the nerves from the tongue 
and the nose to the brain for interpretation. 

THE BRAIN AND WHAT IT DOES 

. All the receiving surfaces of the body are connected with 
the brain by nerves, which look like fine white threads. The 
nerves from the greater part of the skin and muscles and 
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organs inside us are collected into the spinal cord, which 
runs up the back, inside and protected by the bony back
bone, and ends in the brain : the nerves from the eyes, ears, ' 
mouth, and· nose and some of the internal organs pass 
straight to the brain. One of these nerves, going to the 
brain direct, comes from the alimentary canal, the lungs, 
and the heart, carrying messages· in both directions : 
'because it wanders about the body like this, it is called 
the vagus. 

The brain itself is a soft, whitish, crinkly mass that fills 
up the skull. It consists of three chief parts : the great brain, 
or cerebrum; the lesser brain, or cerebellum; and the bulb, 
or medulla oblongata (see Fig. 15}. The cerebrum is con
cerned with carrying out the highest functions of all, such as 
memory, reasoning, voluntary acts, and conscious sensation. 
The cerebellum is mostly concerned with maintaining the 
proper working together or co-ordination of the various 
muscles; while the medulla controls many of the unconscious 
but vital processes, such as respiration, circulation, and 
digestion. 

The brain sorts out all the messages coming to it, puts a 
meaning into the message, and sends out a suitable re
sponse. Messages of one kind pass chiefly to the same part 
of the brain, so that the memories of impulses of that kind 
are stored conveniently close, ready for comparison with a 
new message. This " localisation " is very precise in some 
respects : thus one part of the brain is concerned with 
movement, another with seeing, another with hearing, 
and so forth: and, further, so precise is the localisation 
that in the movement area one small part is set aside for 
controlling the movements of the thumb,· another the 
movements of the little toe, another the winking of the eye, 
and so on (see Fig. 16}. The greater the numbers and kinds 
of memories that must be stored, the larger must the brain 
surface be. This increase is helped by folding in the surface : 
there is much more material in a Highland kilt than in a 
plain skirt, and in the same way much more brain sub
stance, ,or grey matter, can be packed into a given space 
by this device. In addition, ·the brain itself becomes 



Fig. 15. SIDE VIEW OF BRAIN AND UPPER PART OF 
SPINAL CORD 

C--The convoluted surface of the right cerebral hemisphere. 
Cb-Cerebellum. 1\1. ob-llledulla oblongata. 

N-Spinal cord with spinal nerves. 
B-The b~y } of a vertebra 
Sp-The spme , 
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proportionately larger as the animal scale is ascended. 
corresponding with the degree of intelligence developed: 
a man's brain is much larger in proportion than that of a 
chicken. 

The best interpretations are obtained when several 
messages reach the brain simultaneously from the various 
sensory surfaces. If you hear a dog bark, you know it is a 
dog, and probably whether it is large or small : if at the 
same time you see the dog, and feel its coat, and see what 

Fig. 16. SIDE VIEW OF CEREBRAL CORTEX SHOWIXG AREAS 
OF LOCALISATION OF FUNCTION 

it is barking at, you get a much more accurate interpreta
tion of what is happening : you " reason " about it in your 
mind-

Memories can only be built up gradually : the older we 
are the more we have, and the more they become linked 
in complicated patterns in the cerebrum. Just a word can 
then call up a whole train of memories of things, and people, 

· and sights, and sounds, and smells, and feelings. The greater 
our power of interpreting the incoming messages, and 
understanding them, the more intelligent we are, and the 
better are we able to send out suitable responses (see 
the chapter on Psychology, p. 141). 
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THE RESPONSE TO A STIMULUS 

If a wax doll is pricked, nothing happe~ ; if it is put too 
near the tire, it just melts. If you prick- your finger you 
involuntarily pull your hand away, because you cannot 
help it : if you are too near a tire you voluntarily get up 
and walk away; you do it of your own accord, but the heat 
might have hurt you if you had stayed. . 

Thus there are two kinds of responses-an involuntary 
one, called a reflex or an instinct, and a voluntary one that 
depends on the will of the individuaL 

Reflex responses are generally protective : all animals 
can react in this way, but non-living things cannot. It is 
very n~cessary that every animal should be able to make 
protective reflex responses to any harmful stimulus, other
wise it would never survive. If a speck of dust enter~ the 
eye, the eye at once waters and blinks to wash it away: 
if the foot is put into a bath of water that is too hot, it is 
immediately withdrawn. These reflexes are quite involun
tary, but occasionally, by a great effort of will, we can 
prevent ourselves from giving the reflex response. Suppose 
a plate is picked up that turns out to be very hot : the 
instinct is to drop it, but with a strong effort of will it can 
be carried to a safe place and put down-in other words, 
the reflex response is " inhibited " by a voluntary message. 
If the stimulus is seriously harmful. it is almost impossible 
to prevent the reflex protective response. 

An important point about reflexes is that the response 
has always a direct connection with the stimulus, and is 
always the same for the same stimulus : if the finger is 
pricked, the response is to pull the finger away, not to kick 
the leg.· As the response is a protective one, the whole 
process is very rapid. and the message is often short-cir
cuited in the spinal cord without going up to the brain at 
all. . 

In the diagram (see Fig. 17) the plain line path is the 
short reflex one through the spinal cord, the response being 
qUite involuntary. The dotted path is the longer one through 
the cerebrum, and the response sent out is then modified 
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by the memories of similar messages that passed that way 
before. If the back has been broken, there is no connection 
between the brain and the spinal cord, and then the only 
responses will be the reflex ones. 

A curious thing about some reflexes is that they can be 
"trained" if the brain is working properly. When a dog 
is given food, his mouth waters : if a bell is always rung at 
the same time that he receives the food, after a time his 
mouth will water when the bell is rung,· even if no food is 
given. Many " conditioned reflexes " can be built up in 
this way, in humans as well as in animals. 

BOW THE RESPONSE IS CARRIED OUT 

Most of the responses are movements : these are carried 
out by muscles, which are bundles of fine stringy fibres that 
make up the "flesh" of the body. Some muscles are 
attached to the skin: for example, the expression of the 
face can be altered by muscular contraction : laughing and 
crying are brought about by the same muscles, but the face 
does not look the same. But most muscles are attached to 
bones, and the way they work can be shown as follows. 
Stretch the right arm straight out in front, and keep the 
left hand on· the right upper arm to feel the muscle : now 
clench the right hand and slowly raise it to touch the right 
shoulder. The left hand can feel the muscle bulging and. 
getting tense as it contracts : actually it becomes shorter 
and fatter, and so brings the two ends closer together : as 
the muscle ends are attached one to the forearm bone and 
one to the shoulder, a movement of the arm bringing the 
hand up to the shoulder results. 

Now muscles can only contract if they receive a nerve 
message : this, therefore, is the way that the response to a 
stimulus is brought about. · 

If the muscles are to be of use for moving the parts of 
the body they require a rigid framework : this is supplied 
by the bony skeleton, which is partly for protection, and 
partly for the attachment of the muscles (see Fig. 18). 



Fig. 18. THE HUMAN SKELETON 
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The skeleton is not rigid in the same way as a steel bridge, 
and if the muscles are consistently used in a wrong way the 
shape of the skeleton will alter. There is no need to be 
round-shouldered. 

Why is it that the effect of gravity does not make a 
person collapse into a flat heap on the floor ? It is because 
muscles are always at work to keep us upright. All the time 
there are nerve messages coming up to the brain, mostly 
to the cerebellum, from the surface of the skin of the feet, 
from that part of the ears concerned with balance,· and 
from the various stretched and relaxed muscles all over the 
body : these messages 'are sorted out and interpreted, and 
appropriate nerve impulses are sent back again to the . 
muscles, making them contract more or relax more or 
remain the same, so that the required posture is main
tained. We are not usually conscious of all these nerve 
messages, but in sleep or in a faint the impulses no longer 
pass to and fro, and the muscles consequently become 
flabby and toneless, and the body lies limply. 

If the same movement is carried out often, it becomes 
easier to do it. When a baby is learning to walk, at first he 
has to think very hard; and even then, he does it badly, as 
the muscles are not working together properly: later, the 
movements go on quite smoothly and easily, and he really 
never thinks at all about it. The special nerve paths have 
been used so often that the messages pass along much more 
quickly and easily -than before. This is how we develop a 
habit. 

If the muscles are made to work for too long or too hard 
they get tired and have to stop. This is because they are 
poisoned by the waste substances they have produced in 
contraction: during a rest the blood washes away these 
substances and then the muscles can begin to work again. 
Also, if the nerve paths are used too hard or for too long 
at a time, the system gets tired, and we begin to make 
mistakes and to do silly things that we did not mean to do. 

There is another very important point about muscles : 
they are generally arranged in pairs that have .opposite 
actions, When you stretch out your arm and brmg your 
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hand up to your shoulder, one group of muscles is contract
ing ; when you bring your hand down again the " antago
nist" group of muscles is working. Clearly the opposed 
muscles must not contract together: if they did there could 
be ilo movement. The nerves supplying opposite groups 
of muscles are so arranged that whenever a nerve message 
is sent to stimulate one group a nerve message is also sent 
at the same time exactly to " inhibit " the other group : 
it is because of this arrangement that we can carry out such 
wonderfully well-balanced and well-controlled movements. 

AN EXAMPLE 

All the parts of the brain have to work together to pro
duce a good result. Suppose you see the time is 9 p.m., and 
you think you will have a hot bath. What is going to 
happen ? First your eyes saw the clock, and a message 
went to the part of the brain you see with : there it was 
interpreted, and you knew that it was nine in. the evening. 
That stirs up memories in your brain that 9 p.m. means 
going to bed and having a bath. So messages are sent out 
down the spinal cord to your legs to make you walk up to 
the bathroom. The nerve messages arising in your leg 
muscles and the balance part of your ear make you walk 
up properly without overbalancing. When you reach the 
bathroom, your eyes see the bath and the towel, and your 
nose smells the soap, and when your brain gets those 
messages together and understands them it sends another 
message out by the spinal cord to your hand and arm to 
turn on the water. Now we will suppose you have undressed. 
You see and hear that the bath has enough water in it, so 
the brain sends out more messages down the cord to your 
legs and arms to make them work together so that you get 
in. You put a foot in-the water on the skin of the foot is 
hot-a message is sent hurrying up by the spinal cord to the 
brain to say it is too hot, so the brain sends an urgent 
message back again to the leg muscles, and they pull the 
foot out. l\Iemory tells you that the last time that happened 
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you put some cold water in too, so a message is sent to 
your arm and hand again and you turn on the cold water. 
Then you get in again, but memory reminds you that it 
was too hot before, so this time messages are sent to your 
leg so,that you put it in very slowly. The stimulation of the 
water on your skin gives rise to a message that passes up 
to the brain to say it is all right this time, and so the 
message comes back and you get right in and sit down and 
the messages stop coming down to make your muscles move, 
and you just sit still-and wash. · 

SECTION II 

KEEPING OURSELVES GOING 

The human body must do work and keep itself warm ; 
it must grow and it must repair itself. For these reasons we 

. take food : if we did not, the body would have to live on 
itself, and it would very soon die. If an engine is provided 
with fuel it also can do work and make heat, but it can 
never grow or repair itself : this is possible only to living 
organisms. 

The food that we eat is o( many different kinds, and not 
at all the same as the material of our bodies. This food is . 
therefore changed by the digestive juices as it passes along 
the food tube (or alimentary tract). When it has been 
altered into very simple substances which are in solution, 
it is absorbed ; that is, it passes through the cells lining the 
tube into the blood or the lymph : the lymph is carried 
away by a lymph vessel, which opens into one of the big 
blood-vessels near the heart, and so in the end all the 
absorbed food materials are found in the blood, and the 
blood carries them all over the body to nourish the different 
parts. The lymph is the clear fluid in the spaces between 
the cells and the smallest blood-vessels ; it acts as a 
" middleman " between the blood and the cells. 
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The various food materials are used for different pur
poses in the . body, and always some unwanted waste 
materials are produced, which are got rid of chiefly by the 
kidneys. 

THE NATURE OF FOOD 

The substances taken into the mouth can be divided into 
six classes-proteins, fats, carbohydrates, salts, water, 
and vitamins. 

Proteins are the only body-building foods ; in addition 
they provide us with energy (see Chemistry, p. 291). They 
are complex substances containing carbon, hydrogen, 
oxygen, nitrogen, and sulphur, and sometimes phosphorus, 
linked together in groups called .amino-acids, and are 
found in lean meat, white of egg, milk, and seeds. 
Amino-acids are not found in any foodstuffs other than 
proteins, and are necessary for building up the living tissues 
of the body : it follows, therefore, that we must eat some 
proteins. 

Fats are the best heat-producing foods, They contain 
carbon, hydrogen, an~ oxygen, and' are found in milk, 

· butter, oil, and meat fat. 
Carbohydrates are also energy-producing foods, and are 

used in muscular work. They contain carbon, hydrogen, 
and o:Xygen; the commonest ones are starch and sugar, 
which are present in large quantities in such food as bread, 
potatoes, rice, jam, and milk. 

Salts are present in all the fluids of the body, the one 
-present in large~t amount being ordinary " salt," or 
sodium chloride. Some parts of the body contain appreci
able quantities of salts : thus bones consist chiefly of 
calcium salts, and the red colouring-matter of blood 
(hremoglobin) contains some iron; the thyroid gland in the 
neck contains iodine. All animals like salt, and it is essential 
for them: a horse or dog enjoys licking the palm of a man's 
hand because of the salt left there from the dried-up 
sweat. Salt is often found in depo.sits in certain areas, and 
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wild animals will travel hundreds of miles to these "salt 
licks." These various salts are found in the diet in milk 
and in vegetables, and some also in ordinary table salt. 

Water, composed of hydrogen and oxygen, makes up 
60 per cent. of the weight of the body, and therefore plenty 
of water is necessary in the diet. 

Vitamins are substances present in minute quantities in 
fresh untr~ated foods ; they are to a great extent destroyed 
by cooking. They are essential for the health of the in
dividual, and are dependent on the sun for their produc
tion. Fresh milk, and fresh vegetables and fruits, will 
provide these substances, and, if they are omitted from the 
diet, serious nut~itional diseases will occur (see Applied 
Biology, p. 234). The vitamins are not given proper names, 
because when first' discovered their nature was not known, 
and therefore they were called A, B, C, D, and so on. 

Vitamin A is found in milk, animal fats, green vegetables, 
and cod liver oil : lack of this substance prevents growth 
and increases susceptibility to infectious diseases. 

Vitamin B is present in milk, yeast, and the germ layer 
of seeds: there is hardly any in 'Yhite milled flour, but 
plenty in wholemeal : absence of vitamin B causes a disease 
known as beri-beri and disturbance of nervous processes, 
particularly those belonging to the alimentary tract. 

Vitamin C, present in lemons, oranges, fresh fruits, and 
vegetables, is necessary to prevent scurvy. 

Vitamin D is formed only under the influence of sunlight, 
and is found in cod liver oil, eggs, summer milk, and summer 
butter. If vitamin D is lacking in the diet, rickets develops. 

THE DIGESTION AND ABSORPTION OF FOOD 

The alimentary tract is a long tube passing right through 
the body, beginning at the mouth (see Fig. 19). 
• The food is put into the mouth, bitten up by the teeth 
-sharp cutters in front, and fiat grinders at the ba~k
mixed up with the spittle or saliva, which changes a httle 
of the starch into sugar, rolled into a ball with the tongue, 
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and swallowed down the resophagus into the stomach. 
Here it stays for three or four hours and is digested by the 
gastric juice : this juice contains hydrochloric acid and two 
ferments ; one called pepsin digests the proteins, and the 
other, which curdles milk, is known as rennet. When the 

ASCENDING 
COLON 

Fig. 19. DIAGRAM OF THE ALIMENTARY CANAL 

food is ready to leave. the stomach, it is a liquid mass like 
thin porridge. The ring of muscle that kept the stomach 
shut off from the intestine while the food was being digested 

- now relaxes, arid the food is squirted th:rough a little at : 
time into the intestine. Here it meets more digestive juices, 
including the bile from the liver and the pancreatic juice 
from a gland known as the pancreas, or sweetbread. These 
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juices contain ferments that complete the digestion in about 
four hours, and the simple substances now made from the 
original food eaten are absorbed. The small intestine is lined 
by minute projections, called villi, like the pile of velvet ; 
these villi increase the surface enormoU.Sly, and it is the cells 
cpvering them that absorb the dissolved materials. Most of 
the water is absorbed in the large intestine, so that the re
mains ofindigestiblematerialarenearlysolid: these are then 
passed along the largeintestineandgotrid of from the body. 
If the indigestible remains are allowed to accumulate, the 
muscle walls become greatly stretched, and then, when the 
tube is emptied, the walls contract more feebly than they 
should do, because their tone has been lost by continual 
over-stretching, in the same way that a stretched piece of 
elastic loses its elasticity. This leads to a loss of tone in the 
muscle, and it becomes less able to carry out its work 
properly, and constipation results. It is therefore most 
important that the bowel should be emptied regularly. 

It will be seen that the two most important factors in 
digestion are, first, that the digestive juices should be 
poUred out to mix with the food at the right moment and 
in correct amount, and, second, that the food mass should 
be moved along and mixed up or allowed to remain in one 
place according to the stage of digestion it has reached. 

Let us consider the juices first. Whenever food is eaten, 
or smelt, or seen, or the person hears the preparations for a 
meal,'the saliva is poured out by the salivary glands (one 
of which-the parotid-swells up in mumps). This is a 
reflex action, and consequently if food is taken into the 
mouth there is always some saliva to begin the digestion. 
The same stimulus of eating, or smelling food, etc., also 
produces a nervous reflex stimulation in the stomach glands, 
and some gastric juice is poured out too, but only a little, 
in case it is not wanted. If food has been eaten and swal
lowed, then this gastric juice is waiting to begin its diges
tion. As the food is digested, some of the simpler substances 
made from it act on the cells at the far end of the stomach : 
in these cells is present a "chemical messenger," and the 
simple food substances set it free into the blood stream, 
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which then carries it round the body to come back to the 
other end of the stomach, where it then stimulates the 
glands to pour out more gastric juice : this goes on as long 
as any food is awaiting digestion in the 5tom.acb.. Long 
ago a great deal about these processes was found out by 
the simple method of swallowing a sponge tied to a string : 
the sponge absorbed any fluids it came into contact with, 
and then, when it was pulled up again, it was possible to 
find out something about the gastric juice. A better way 
which is used in these days is to make the patient swallow 
a rubber tube, and then through the open end, by means 
of a syrin.,~ the contents of the stomach or intestine can be 
sucked up and the fluid investigated. 

The digestive juices in the small intestine are poured out 
also as a response to a chemical messenger ; here the acid 
of the gastric juice coming through with the digested food 
from the stomach causes the liberation of the hormone, 
the "chemical messen.,l7el'," into the blood. These digestive 
juices are thus only poured out just when they are wanted 
for digestion. So each stage depends on the one before, and 
if the first stages of " nervously " secreted juice are not 
working properly, then an digestion will be upset. In great 
excitement, or an.:,l7el', or fear, these nen-ous reflexes are 
interfered with; that is why excitement so often "upsets" 
people in their digestion. 

The movement of the food along the canal can be studied 
by mixing some bismuth salt with the food and then watch
ing the canal by means of X-rays : these rays pass through 
all the soft structures of the body, but are stopped by bones, 
and also by bismuth salts, so that the food mass appears as 
a black shadow. The food is moved along in the same way 
that an orange can be squeezed down a stocking-that is, 
the mu.scu1ar coat of the tube contracts behind the mass 
and relaxes in front of it. The food stays in the stomach 
until it is digested enough to pass on : during this time the 
wall of the stomach contracts and relaxes and mixes up 
the food very thoroughly : in some animals there are even 
small stones in the stomach to help in this mixing. In the 
intestine we can see by X-rays that the mass of food is 
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moved along for a foot or ~o, and then stops still : at once 
it is broken up into what looks like a string of sausages, 
by rings of contraction of the muscle coat : then each 
sausage is squeezed in half by fresh rings of contraction, 
and the halves join up with new neighbours. This goes on 
for a short time, mixing the food and digestive juices very 
thoroughly, and then another wave of contraction carries 
the mass along for a couple of feet, and the same thing 
happens again. In this way there is plenty of time for the 
digestion and absorption of the food. These muscular 
contractions are under nervous control, and the movements 
get greatly disorganised in conditions of fear, worry, 
excitement, and anger. ' 

H something very irritating is taken into the stomach, 
the muscles contract violently and move the food the other 
way, and the irritating material is vomited out. 

AFTElt-HISTORY OF ABSORBED FOOD-METABOLISM 

The fiver is a most important organ (see Figs. 20 and 21): 
it deals with the absorbed food materials, and changes some 
of them further, and stores others, so that the blood passing 
on from the liver carries to the various parts of the body 
the correct quantities and kinds of food material for their 
use. 

All the carbohydrate food is changed to sugar during 
digestion, and when this reaches the liver the excess is 
picked out of the blood and stored there as glycogen (or 
animal starch), and the blood passing on contains only a 
little sugar. When muscles contract, they use sugar to 
obtain energy, and so they use up the sugar out of the 
blood : at once the liver turns some of its stored glycogen 
back to sugar, and thus the muscles are kept supplied with 
fuel, even if a meal is not being eaten at the time. This 
power of the liver is regulated by a hormone call~d insulin, 
that is made in the pancreas and sent to the liver in the 
blood : if insulin is deficient, the liver can no longer con
trol the sugar content of the blood, and the individual 

Eo 
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suffers from . diabetes : insulin can then be given as a 
medicine (see Applied Biology, p. 235) .. 

All the proteins are changed to amino-acids in digestion. 
When these reach the liver, some are sent on to the tissues 
to repair any substance that has been broken down by use, 
and the others are used to provide energy for work. In this 
latter process a waste substance called urea is produced by 
the liver: the urea is then carried_in the blood to the kid
neys and got rid of from the body. 

The fats are not greatly changed during digestion : after 
absorption, they are used for building up cell membranes 
and nervous tissues, both of which contain a large propor
tion of fats : the excess· fat is then stored up as reserve 
fuel under the skin, and serves also as padding for the 
abdominal organs. In starvation, the body then uses up its 
stored fat to obtain energy, and the person gets thin. 

WHAT TO EAT 

A proper diet should contain the right kind of foods in 
the right amounts. The amount could be found out by 
feeding the person on the chosen diet, and seeing whether 
he got heavier or lost weight : if he is grown up, the weight 
should remain the same, but if he is a growing child, he 
should increase in weight steadily. But a shorter and easier 
way is to calculate the amount of food required as ex
pressed in units of heat. The body produces energy both as 
heat and as work, and the total amount can be expressed as 
units of heat or calories. [A large calorie is the amount of 
heat required to raise the temperature of 1,000 cc. of water 
by 1 o C.] But to produce energy we have seen that the body 
must have food, and the food can also be described in terms 
of c~lories, the units of heat that it can give rise to in the 
body. We can measure the calories produced by the body 
under various conditions, and, if the body is not to be the 
loser in these activities, then clearly it must be provided 
with food that will supply this same number of calories. 

Now, 1 gramme of protein or 1 gramme of carbohydrate 
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can supplyabout4large calories, while 1 gramme of fat gives 
more than 9large calories. A man doing an average amount 
of muscular work requires about 8,300 calories a day. These 
calories could be distributed among the foodstuffs in many 
ways, but a good proportion would be : 

Protein 100 grammea 
Fat 100 ,. 
Carbohydrate 500 ,, 

giving .. .. 
400 large calories 
900 .. 

2,000 .. 
" 

8,800 

Proteins are the body-build~rs, and can be chosen from 
fresh meat, fish, cheese, eggs, and milk ; carbohydrate pro
vides energy for muscular work, and can be selected from 
bread, potatoes, rice puddings, sago, jam,· sugar, flour; 
fats provide much heat, and are usually taken as butter, 
milk, or cheese. If the individual is doing a great amount 
of muscular work, like a navvy, he will need more car
bohydrate than a clerk ; men living in the tropics need 
much less food altogether than the Eskimos, who must 
keep themselves warm and therefore consume large quan· 
tities of fat. Growing boys or girls, building up new tissues 
and taking much exercise, need almost more food, as a 
rule, than their parents do. The cost of the various foods 
also influences the selection : proteins, especially animal 
proteins, are comparatively expensive, and the diet often 
contains too much of the cheap carbohydrates to maintain 
a correct balance. Again, unpalatable foods are not digested 
well, because the nervous mechanism of secretion is inhi
bited, and then they are not absorbed, but wasted. 

The diet should always contain some fresh food, such as 
milk and fruit and green vegetables, to supply the vitamins 
and salts. Vegetables and fruits with coarse fibres are of 
value in preventing constipation, as the undigested remains 
stimulate the muscular contractions of the alimentary 
canal. It would be possible to obtain the necessary calories, 
vitamins, and salts in tablets, but digestion, and conse· 
quently absorption, would be very inadequate, as theil 
bulk would be insufficient to provide a stimulus for these 
processes. 
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GETTING RID OF UNWANTED MATERIAL 

The body is always at work in some way . or another, 
and this means that waste substances are being made, in 
the same way that a big factory always has unwanted 
materials to get rid of. In addition· to the true waste. 
materials the body also gets rid of water, largely in the 
process of regulating its temperature. Water is continually 
being lost through · the skin as perspiration ; the waste 
gases that the body makes are lost by the air breathed out ; 
the waste in the alimentary canal from the food is passed 
out regularly by th~ large intestine. But the other materials 
to be eliminated from the body, like urea, and excess of 
water and salts, are got rid of by means of the kidneys. 
The two kidneys are bean-shaped, about the size of a large 
potato. They consist of masses of small coiled tubes that 
open into a central space in the kidney. The coiled tubes 
have blind ends that are pushed in by a tuft of blood
vessels, in the. way that you can push in a soft r1Jbber ball. 
As the blood passes through these tufts and other capillaries 
the unwanted materials are passed out from the blood into 
the tubes, together with a great deal of water. This fluid is 
called urine, and it passes down the tubes to collect in the 
central space of the kidney: this space opens into a long tube 
that runs down to a muscular bag called the bladder, and 
the urine brought from the two kidneys by these tubes col
lects here. There is a ring of muscle round the bladder 
opening, which is kept shut. When the organ becomes full, 
a message is sent by its nerves to the spinal cord and the 
reflex response is that the ring of muscle relaxes, the bladder 
contracts, and so empties itself to the exterior through _the 
urethra. This is one of the reflexes that can be voluntarily 
inhibited by the cerebrum ; the bladder is not emptied 
every time the message comes up to the cord, but only 
when the message comes down from the cerebrum to say 
that it is a suitable moment for the reflex to occur ; but, 
just as with the large intestine, the bladder should not be 
allowed to become overstretch~d, because this leads to 
weakness of the muscles. 
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SECTION III 

TEMPERATURE 

Food provides the body with energy for living and for 
doing work. :Much of this energy is developed in the muscles, 
which burn sugar when they contract as a motor burns 
petrol or a steam-engine burns coal. Some of the energy is 
converted into work and the rest into heat. The efficiency 
of an engine is the ratio of the energy converted into work 
to the total energy produced, and in an ordinary engine 
the heat produced is regarded as waste energy and all sorts 
of devices have to be used to keep the engine cool. Even in 
ourselves it will not do to go on piling up the heat as in a 
furnace, but neithe:t will the body work if it is too cold. So 
we use the heat to keep the body at the temperature at which 
it works best {98.4° F. or 36.7° C.). Human beings belong to 
the warm-blooded group of animals, which maintain a con
stant temperature whether they are making much heat, as 
in muscular exercise, or little, as when resting, and whether 
they live in a hot or in a cold climate. Cold-blooded animals 
(snakes, frogs, etc.) change their temperatures with that of 
their surroundings, and so become very lethargic in the 
winter, a time when we usually become more active. 

_We manage to keep this steady temperature by balanc
ing heat production and heat loss. We can dtaw up a kind 
of income and expenditure account. On the income side 
we have the heat produced by burning our food or by taking 
into the body warm food and drink. On the expenditure 
side is the heat lost fro:tn the skin by radiation, and by the 
evaporation of sweat, as well as that lost from the breath 
and from the various excreted matters, which all leave the 
body at body temperature. In the body, happiness and 
health depend upon maintaining a perfect balance ; excess 
of income over expenditure would mean a fever. 

The skin is the great regulator of heat loss. If extra heat 
is being made by hard muscular work, or in running or 
playing, or if it is hot outside, then the skin has to get rid 
of more heat. The skin is red because more blood is brought 
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to the surface to be cooled down, and the sweat glands also 
come into action1 (see Fig. 22). They turn out water, which" 
gets the heat necessary for its evaporation from the body 
and so helps to cool it down .. In hot weather the clothes 
worn should be light in colour and in texture and fit loosely, 

HORNY 
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SWE.AT GLANO 

Fig. 22. DIAGRAM OF THE SKIN 

so that the hot air can get away and the moisture reach the 
surface for ~vaporation. 

When it is cold outside, the skin becomes pale, because 
the blood is now being kept in the deeper parts of the body, 
where it will not' lose heat so rapidly. We use all sorts of 
other devices to keep up the temperature : houses and fires, 
and thick clothes of wool or of fur, which are bad conduc-

. tors of heat, Generally, too, we eat more, particularly fatty 
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foods, which make the most heat. Best of aU. we make heat 
by taking exercise-shivering is a form of exercise. 

Thus it is clear that it is important to have a healthy 
skin, and that it is worth keeping it in good order. Not only 
does the skin tell us whether things are hot or cold, rough. 
or smooth, pleasant or painful, but through its glands and 
blood-vessels it helps us to regulate body temperature. This 
regulation is controlled by nerves, and has to be developed. 
A new-born baby cannot regulate its temperature and 
balance heat production with heat loss, and so has to be 
protected against losing too much heat by being warmly 
wrapped up or by contact with its mother's body. 

The skin through its sweating mechanism greatly influ
ences the water content of the body. AS this has to be kept 
steady, and as water is lost from the skin according to the 
need for sweating and not according to the, water needs of 
the body, there must be another system working together 
with the skin ; this is found in the kidneys. In this way we 
have another balance kept in the body-that of its water 
content; Income-the water . taken in with the food and 
in drinking, Expenditure-that lost from the sweat glands, 
from the lungs in the air breathed out and from the kidneys. 
By breathing on to a cold glass you can show that you are 
always losing water from the lungs. In the summer a great 
deal of water is lost by the skin, and then either less is lost 
from the kidneys in the urine, or more water is taken in. 
In the winter, when less is lost from the skin, then more 
is sent out by the kidneys and we are not as a rule so 
thirsty. Animals with thick coats, such as dogs and cats, 
cannot lose much heat through the skin, as they only 
have sweat glands in the pads of the feet. Dogs lose a 
lot of heat by panting and letting the saliva pour out of 
the mouth. 

The regulation of temperature is another example of the 
way in which the different parts of the body work together 
in the interests of the body as a whole. Think how many 
different systems are involved : the central nervous system, 
the skin, the digestive organs, the kidneys, the muscles, the 
respiratory and the circulatory systems, and the ductless 
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glands which help to contr~l the metabolism. All are in-' 
volved in this delicate adjustment between heat production 
and heat loss. , 

' The way of producing heat is, as we have seen, the burn-
ing or combustion of the food. The liver is usually the 
" hottest , of the organs, 'as it is carrying out so many 
chemical processes, but when muscular work is being done, 
much heat is developed in the muscles. But burning is a 
form of oxidation (see Chemistry, p. 247), so if we are to give 
the body the energy whereby it can live, it must be con
tinuously supplied with oxygen. We can, to a certain 
extent, store some of the other substances necessary for 
life. It is possible, for example, to go without food or vita
mins or inorganic salts for three or four weeks, and even 
without water for two or three days, but we can go with
out oxygen only for a very short time. A nerve cell deprived 
of oxygen is U,:retrievably damaged. So it is a matter of life 
and death for the body to receive an adequate oxygen 
supply, and this is brought about by two great systems, 
the respiratory and the circulatory. 

All animals need oxygen, which they get ulti1-11ately from 
the air. This they do in various ways. In some the cells get 
it direct from the air with which they come in contact. But 
in ourselves the cells of which our bodies are made must stay 
in their proper places, and cannot be shifted about so that 
each in turn comes to the surface to pick up its oxygen 
straight from the air. As we cannot bring the tissues to the 
-oxygen, we must bring the oxygen to the tissues~ This is 
provided for by the circulation of the blood, which carries 
hremoglobin, an iron-containing pigment which has the 

. power to take up oxygen if this comes anywhere near it 
and to give it out .again where it is needed. The blood also 
carries to the cells everything else they need for their feed
ing and activities, and carries away from them waste 
materials and manufactured goods, so that it has become 
a universal provider. But to fulfil this purpose it must be 
kept going round the body, or circulating all the time. 

. It was an English scientist-William Harvey (see His
tory of Science, p. 66)-who quite conclusively proved the 
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circulation ot the blood. In 1615 he was appointed Lum
leian Lecturer, and had_" to dissect openly in the reading 
place all the body of man, particularly the inward parts, for 
five days together, as well before as after dinner if the 
bodies may ,last so long without annoy." In doing this he' 
made observations which convinced him that the general 
explanations of the work of the heart held at that time 
could not be correct. He noticed that one of the cavities of 
the heart would hold about four tablespoonfuls of blood, 
and by counting the pulse he observed that the heart 
empties itself about seventy-two times a minute. In one 
hour the heart would pump 8,640 tablespoonfuls, weighing 
540 pounds, or nearly three times the weight of an ordinary 
person. It was impossible to believe, as people did before, 
that this blood could be made directly from the food as it 
was taken in, since if a man were to eat and drink all day 
he could not take in enough to' do this. He suggested that 
the only way to account_ for the heart being able to send 
out this enormous quantity was by pumping the same ' 
blood round and round. He also discovered that substances 
injected into the vein of one side of the body shortly after· 
wards appeared in the veins of the other side, that the 
valves were placed in the heart in such a way that bloo_d 
could flow only in one direction. From these and many 
other observations he was able to show that the blood was 
pumped by the heart round the body through a system of 
closed tubes. 

The reason Harvey was able to make this great discovery, 
one of the most important ever made in the understanding 
of the working of the body, was that he tested all his 
theories by experiments, the only way to make sure. 

The heart is an organ about the size of the closed fist, 
contained in a bag, the pericardium, and lies obliquely in the 
chest, point downwards to the left (see Fig. 23). It has four 
chambers-two above, called the right and left auricles, 
whose work it is to squeeze the blood into the two chambers 
below known as the right and left ventricles. There is no 
conne~tion between the chambers on the right and left sides 
of the heart. This diagram shows the structure of the heart 
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and the next shows the course of the circulation of the blood 
round the body, which we can follow beginning at any 
point we like. Let us start where the blood comes from the 
lungs into the heart by the pulmonary veins. (Vessels 
which bring the blood to the heart are always known as 
veins, and those whic1

1 carry it away as arteries.) It enters, 
and for a fraction of a second flows steadily into the left 
auricle, which then contract s and squeezes its blood on 
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into the left ventricle. Between the auricle and ventricle 
are some valves, which, like the lock gates on a river or 
canal, will open for a flow in one direction only-in this case 
from auricle to ventricle. When the blood has been passed 
on in this way, the left ventricle in its turn contracts and 
presses on the blood, the parachute-like valves between 
the auricle and ventricle are floated up and opened, and 
prevent the blood from going back; there is only one way 
out, through a big artery called the aorta. But this opening 
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also is guarded by valves, which can only be opened when 
the pressure inside the ventricle becomes greater than 
that in the aorta. Directly these valves are opened the 
blood rushes out with a jerk, and, as the walls of the aorta 
are elastic, they suddenly stretch, and the bulge made 
in this way travels along the arteries, making the " pulse." 
That is why the heart-beat rate can be counted by feeling 
the pulse.· When. the blood has been pushed on into the 
aorta, the ventricle stops contracting, and if it were not 
for the little cup-shaped valves guarding the opening 
the blood would run back into the heart (see Fig. 23). As it 
cannot go in that direction, it is squeezed upon and forced 
on by the recoil of the elastic walls of the artery away from 
the heart, and travels on and passes into an artery supply
ing some particular organ, such as an arm, a leg, the brain 
or stomach. The artery, after entering the organ, begins to 
divide up, and, as it penetrates farther in, the branches get 
smaller and smaller, and finally form tiny vessels, called 
capillaries (from capilla-a hair), which are actually so 
small that several of them could be packed into a hair. The 
capillaries have such, very thin walls, and come into such 
close contact with the individual cells of the organs, that 
exchange of oxygen and carbon dioxide and other materials 
can easily take place. The capillaries then join together to 
form small veins, which in turn unite to form finally one or 
two big veins, which carry all the blood away from the 
organ. These veins from the different organs then join to 
form the great veins, the superior and inferior vena cava, 
which return the blood to the heart, this time to the right 
side into the right auricle. This contracts at the same time 
as its neighbour, the left auricle, and squeezes the blood 
past the guardian valves into the right ventricle, which by 
its contraction sends the blood into the pulmonary artery, 
which carries the blood to the lungs. Here also the arteries 
break up and finally form the capillaries, which ·bring 
the blood as near as possible to the surface of the lung 
alveoli, which are filled with air. Ia. the lungs, carbon 
dioxide is given out and oxygen taken up by the blood, and 
this oxygenated blood is passed on into vessels which 
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finally join to form the pulmonary veins, which return the 
blood to the left auricle, from which. we started out-the 
blood has made a complete circulation. , 

About 8 per cent. of the body weight is blood, so that in 
a grown-up there are about 8-10 pints of blood. When the 
body is at rest, or fairly quiet, all this is sent round the 
body about once a minute, which means that the heart 
pumps blood weighing about three times the weight of the 
body round every hour. Probably a drop of blood goes on 
the average about a ·mile a day, or 365 miles a year, or 
25,000 miles in a life-time o.f seventy years. It will not be 
the same drop, naturally, since the blood is changing all 
the time, but these figures give some idea of the work that 
has to be done by the heart. 

The heart is provided with two sets of nerves which help 
it to adapt to different circumstances. One set supplied by 
the vagus is usually in operation, holding it in check, and can, 
if necessary, slow it very much or momentarily stop it. The 
other set, which comes into play when it has to work very 
hard, makes it beat more quickly and more powerfully. 
This happens if we are frightened and the body has to be 
prepared to protect itself. In very strenuous exercise, such 
as the Oxford and Cambridge Boat-race or in a 100-yard 
race, the heart may have to pump five or six times its 
ordinary amount to give the muscles all the oxygen they 
need. It is necessary then to give some help to the heart 
in getting the blood round. In the veins, particularly those 
in the muscles, there are valves like those at the exit of the 
arteries from the heart, placed so that the blood is pre
vented from running backwards or downhill and is, in fact, 
actually lifted up by muscle pressure to the heart (from the 
greater part of the body the blood has to be lifted to get 
back to the heart). This action against gravity occurs 
especially when the veins are squeezed by contracting 
muscles, so exercise is one of the best ways of helping the 
circulation. The extra breathing we do then, which enlarges 
the chest and reduces the pressure there, whilst increasing 
it in the abdominal cavity, also helps to draw the blood up 
into the chest. 
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But there is another very important way of helping the 
heart to get the blood round which also directs the blood 
to those parts of the body which specially need it. This 
depends upon the way the blood-vessels divide, and the 
fact that the smallest arteries and the capillaries are sup
plied by nerves, which can make them close down or open 
up, and are therefore called the vaso-motor nerves. Every 
time a blood-vessel divides, each of its branches is smaller 
than the parent vessel, but together they make a bigger path
way for the blood. The capillaries altogether would make a· 
path which is about 700 times as wide as the aorta. If all 
of them were to open at the same time, the blood would 
be collected in them and the heart would not be able to 
push it on. The vaso-motor nerves prevent this. They are 
controlled by a centre in the brain which gets information 
from all over the body as to what is happening to the blood
vessels of the different organs. If one organ needs lots of 
blood, its capillaries have to be opened up, but this is bal
anced by the capillaries of another organ being closed down. 
If the muscles are working very hard, they get an extra 
amount of blood, and the stomach and intestines get very 
little ; that is why it is not very good to begin a strenuous 
game after a meal, as the blood cannot be in two places at 
once. When food is being digested, then perhaps the skin 
vessels are the ones to be shut up, and.it is very common 
for a person to feel " shivery " after a full meal. 

When we lie down, the heart does not have to work so 
hard, pecause it only has to drive the blood round on 'the 
flat, so to speak, and does not have to lift it. And because 
the blood will not tend, under the influence of gravity, to 
collect in any particular part of the body, the walls of the 
smaller blood-vessels are also rested by being relaxed. But 
if we then jump up very quickly, when all these vessels are 
wide open, the blood at once has a great tendency to col
lect in those vessels below the level of the heart, and not 
enough is returned to the heart to pass on up to the brain, 
and the person may feel very faint, or actually become 
unconscious. If this happens, he falls and the blood cir
culates " on the flat " once more, and the brain again gets 
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its share, and when the person comes round the vaso-motor 
centre is not caught napping a second time, but sends out 
warning messages shutting up a lot of vessels below the 
heart. Feeling faint is generally a sign that the blood is col .. 
lecting so much in the lower parts of the body, particularly 
in the abdominal or " splanchnic " area, that the' brain is 
not getting enough. The best thing to do in these circum .. 
stances is to bend down and put the head between the 
knees, so that the blood supply to the brain is helped by 
gravity, and, if that is not enough, to lie flat. The brain 
controls so many important functions that it must be kept 
well supplied with blood to keep it$ cell centres working 
properly. . 

THE BLOOD 

Now what about this important fluid which is being 
circulated ! What is it like, and what are its properties 1 
The most obvious thing is perhaps its colour, When shed, 
it is a purplish red if it comes from a vein, but quickly 
becomes red on exposure to air, as it is taking up oxygen, 
If the vessel cut is an artery, the blood is bright red in 
colour, and comes out in spurts. To stop bleeding, a cut 
vessel must be pressed on the heart side of the cut if it is 
an artery, and on the side away from the heart if it is a 
vein. If the blood is shed into a basin or dish, in a short 
time it clots or sets into a jelly. The power of clotting is 
very important, because the clot closes or plugs up any 
hole that may be made in the blood-vessels. It would be 
very convenient if, after a frost, when a pipe had burst, the 
water flowing out ·mended the pipe by making a sort of 
solder to fill up the hole I That is just what the blood does 
to cut vessels when it clots. 

If the blood is examined under a microscope before it 
clots, it is seen to consist of a fluid part called the plasma, 
in which are floating a very large number of small bodies 
-the red and white corpuscles. The red corpuscles in 
human blood are bi-concave ~discs and have no nuclei: seen 
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singly, each one is yellow, but when piled, as they often are, 
like pennies, they appear red, because they contain hremo
globin, the colouring-matter of the blood. They are very 
small; 4.,000 of them laid flat and placed side by side would 
measure an inch, but if placed on their edges it would take 
12,000 to make an inch. There are enormous numbers of 
them-5,000,000 in a cubic millimetre, a volume about the 
size of a small pin's head. The function of these corpuscles 
is to take up oxygen when the blood circulates through the 
lungs and to give up as much as the cells want when it 
goes to the tissues. They live about five or six weeks ; they 
are then destroyed in the liver, and new ones are continu
ally being made in the marrow of the bones. 

The white corpuscles, or leucocytes, are a little larger 
than the red, and not nearly so numerous~about I white 
to 500 red. They are complete cells, each having a nucleus ; 
they can move independently, receive stimuli, and swallow 
up particles." Their work is to protect the body, particularly 
against disease germs. This they do in many ways. If germs 
get into the tissues~ as in a cut, for example, they come 
crowding up to the spot and tackle the invaders. They try 
first of all to poison them and keep them from moving, and 
from dividing and reproducing themselves. Some germs 
can do this very quickly ; if they double their number every 
twenty minutes, as some of them can, it is easy to see 
there would be hundreds of thousands in a few hours. If 
the leucocytes succeed in this first attack, they then close 
in upon them and devour them. It is a fight to the death 
on both sides, and sometimes the leucocytes do not at once 
get the best of the fight. They may be killed instead of the 
enemy, and their dead bodies make up part of the pus or 
matter which is formed when a cut or wound does not heal 
at once, but fresh leucocytes keep on coming up, and in the 
vast number of cases sooner or later they win. Sometimes 
the leucocytes make "anti-toxins," as they are called, 
which neutralise the poisons or toxins produced by the 
disease germs, and in this way protect the body from their 
harmful effects. People infected with diphtheria can be 
saved from a serious illness by being given an injection of 
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the fluid part of some of the blood from an animal which 
has defeated the diphtheria germs, and so developed in 
its blood a great deal of anti-toxin (see Applied Biology, 
p. 233). At other times the leucocytes make substances 
called" opsonins," which act like sauces or spices and make 
the invaders particularly appetising to the leucocytes, 
so that they are swallowed up qui.{!kly before they have time 
to do any harm. 

In the plasma, although we cannot see them, there are 
also many other valuable substances-everything, in fact, 
that is wanted by every cell for its proper health and 
activity ; the salts, the proteins, the sugars, the fats, the 
vitamins. The blood is for every cell the perfect food ; it 
is the oxygen conveyer, the communication and transport 
agent from organ to organ, the protector against disease, 
the remover from the cell of waste substances. It has 
taken on very many functions besides its first and funda
mental one of carrying oxygen, and it is easy to see how 
terribly important it is that it should be kept circulating. 

SECTION IV 

RESPIRATION 

One of the most important results of the circulation of 
the blood round the body is that every cell gets its chance 
to take up oxygen and to get rid of carbon dioxide. This 
exchange of gas involves many factors, and all these to
gether constitute the process of respiration, which takes 
place in two stages, known as external and internal respir
ation. In external respiration the blood in the lungs takes 
up oxygen from the contained air and gives out carbon 
dioxide, and in internal respiration the blood in the tissues 
gives up oxygen to the cells and takes from them carbon 
dioxide. 

The lungs are the essential and specialised organs of 
respiration, evolved to offer the very best conditions for 
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the body to obtain all the oxygen it needs from the outside 
air, and to obtain it quickly and continuously. 

When it is a question of rapid exchange between a gas 
and a liquid, the all-important feature is to expose the 
fluid to the gas in very thin films over as large a surface as 
possible. A study of the structure of the lungs shows how 
marvellously this has been accomplished in them. They are 
made up of a number of minute little sacs, which are the 
final dilatations of very small airpassages (see Fig. 25). Each 
sac is rather like the blown-out finger of a glove, and is 
covered by elastic connective tissue. This is pushed up as 
very thin partitions into the sac, dividing it into a number 
of still smaller compartments, known as alveoli, and looking 
something like a bunch of grapes. 

Between the outer connective tissue and the flattened 
and thin lung cells lining the alveoli run the capillary blood
vessels. Each alveolus is a tiny microscopic structure, but 
contains a network of capillary blood-vessels. Through these 
capillaries,- often so small that there is only room for one 
corpuscle to pass at a time, runs the blood, with its millions 
of red blood corpuscles. Some figures will show how these 
arrangements fulfil the necessary conditions for exchange 
between a liquid and a gas: If the surfaces of all the alveoli 
could be spread out in a single sheet, the sheet would cover 
nearly half a tennis-court (the calculated area is about 
80 by 32 square feet and half a tennis-court is 39 by 42 
square feet). The capillaries of the lungs, if placed end to 
·end, would reach right across the Atlantic. The hremo
globin, which takes out the oxygen from the air, is spread 
out in the red blood corpuscles, and the single sheet which 
could be :made by putting all their surfaces together would 
be large enough to cover ten tennis-courts. And all this is 
managed within the comparatively small space of the chest. 

For the exchanges to take place the air must be brought 
in and out of the air sacs and alveoli by channels which 
connect them with the outside air. For this purpose the 
tiny air passages from which the air sacs open out join 
together to make larger passages-bronchial tubes. These 
in turn join to form larger tubes, ending finally in a single 



Fig. 25 . PHOTOGRAPH OF METAL CAST OF PART OF LUNG1 
ENLA RGED 36 TIMES 
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large tube, or bronchus, from each lung. These two unite 
to make the trachea, or windpipe. This is stiffened and 
kept open by cartilage arranged, not as a continuous sheet, 
which would make us literally stiff-necked, but in incom
plete rings, which give support with flexibility and allow 
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plenty of play of movement to the neck. The trachea open 
through the larynx, or voice-box (Adam's apple), into the 
pharynx, or throat, and is perfectly free to the passage of 
the air which is breathed in and out, except when it is 
momentarily closed by the act of swallowing (see Fig 26). 

Air can get into the pharynx either by the nose or by the 
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mouth, but the proper way in is by the nos~. Air entering 
this way is warmed, moistened, and freed from dust and 
other particles by passing over little scroll-like bones, 
covered with a mucous membrane which has a great many 
blood-vessels in it. It also has glands which pour on to the 
surface a sticky secretion, which catches the dust rather 
like a fly-paper catches flies; The cells-lining thee passages 
have at their outer borders cilia, or minute hairs, which 
create a current of fluid down the nose' and so help to get 
rid of the dirt and dust. If the air goes in by the mouth, 
chilled, dry, dusty air gets into the lungs, and this will inter-
fere with their proper work of exchange. , 

Where the nasal passages open into the pharynx there 
are two lymph bodies, the adenoids ; farther down the 
throat, more lymph tissue forms the tonsils. Both pairs of 
bodies are generally larger in children than in grown-ups. 
If the adenoids become too large, they may block up the 
nose passages, so that the child breathes only through 
the mouth. This has a bad effect on the health, and also on 
-the appearance, as mouth-breathers generally look, and 
may become, stupid. Such people, too, are very subject to 
colds, and, as this means an inflammation and thickening 
of the mucou,s membrane lining the•passage, the air-way 
is made smaller and it is still harder to breathe through the 
nose. These glands seldom become too large in people who 
normally breathe correctly. To do this it is of course neces
sary to keep the nose clear, hence the necessity for a proper 
use of the handkerchief. Children who have been encouraged 
from babyhood to breathe properly will rarely have " ton
sils and adenoids" (which, of course, means enlarged, 
tonsils and adenoids) which have to be removed. 

Each lung is attached to the body only by its bronchus, 
which opens into the trachea ; elsewhere it is perfectly 
free to move inside the chest cavity. This cavity is bounded 
at the back and sides by the backbone and ribs and their 
muscles, in front by the sternum or breast-bone, and below 
by the diaphragm, a sheet of muscle separating the chest 
from the abdomen. The lungs are covered with a double 
layer of thin membrane, the pleurae (inflammation of these 
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occurs in pleurisy), so ,arranged that the space between 
them and the chest wall is air-tight. If the chest expands, 
as in inspiration, the elastic lungs must follow suit and 
air will be drawn in; in expiration the reverse effect will 
follow. · 

The chest is made larger from front to back and from 
side to side by the raising of the ribs and by their " bucket 
handle " movement~ and from above downwards by the 
contraction of the diaphragm. Expiration is usually 
a letting-go of the inspiratory muscles, but there 
are special muscles which are brought into play in forcible 
expirations. All these complicated movements, in which 
dozens of muscles are made to work together, are controlled 
from a centre in the medulla of the brain, which gets its 
information as to what the body wants in the way of 
respiration either by messages brought to it by nerves, 
especially from the lungs themselves, or by the quality 
of the blood circulating in the brain and supplying the 
centre. 

Respiration can be affected in many ways ; even thinking 
about it will alter it. Excitement may make a person hold 
his breath or breathe very deeply, and getting into a cold 
bath will certainly produce a deep inspiration. A tickling 
in the nose or throat will produce a sneeze or a cough, 
which are both special forms of expiration, as also are 
laughing and crying. When food passes from the back of 
the tongue to the pharynx on its way to the gullet, a very 
important reflex is set up which momentarily stops, or 
.. inhibits," breathing, at whatever stage it may be in, and 
so prevents us from" swallowing the wrong way," which 
would be into the trachea instead of into the gullet. We 
can also change our breathing to some extent voluntarily. 
It is possible to hold the breath for about half a minute 
with ordinary respirations, or one and a half to two minutes 
after several very deep breaths (after forced breathing with 
oxygen the breath has been held for ten minutes 1), but it 
is impossible by any effort of the will to stop respiration. 
There comes a time when breathing has to begin again. 
This is due to a very important control of the breathing 
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centre, a chemical one which depends upon the composition 
of the blood particularly as regards the amount of oxygen 
and carbon dioxide it holds. · · 

The hremoglobin, which takes the oxygen up from the 
air (and in doing so is made into oxy-hremoglobin), has the 
immensely convenient property of being able to take up 
nearly its full load of oxygen at pressures much less than 
that of ordinary air. If the oxygen in the lungs fell to half, 
the oxygen taken up would only be reduced to four-fifths 
the usual amount, but, where the pressure of oxygen is 
very low, as it is in the cells of the body which always 
seem to have a hunger for it, then the hremoglobin gives 
up some of its oxygen with the greatest rapidity. For this 
reason changes in the oxygen fn the lungs, and so in the 
blood, have to be quite considerable before they will affect 
the respiratory centre. But it is very different with carbon 

. dioxide. A very average sample of the air in the alveoli 
(where it is to be remembered the exchanges really take 
place) would contain 15 per cent. of oxygen and 5.5 per 
cent. of carbon dioxide, and the rest nitrogen. The oxygen 
could change from 15 to 10 per cent. without any very 
obvious effects on respiration, but if the carbon dioxide 
rose to 5. 7 per cent. the air breathed in ahd out in a minute 
would be doubled in an attempt to wash out the extra 
carbon dioxide. In fact, ,the amount of carbon dioxide in 
the lung alveoli is the great regulating factor of respiration. 
The respiratory centre is exquisitely sensitive to the most 
minute changes of the carbon dioxide in the blood, and 
works so as to keep it constant in the alveoli. But increasing 
respiration to get rid of carbon dioxide necessarily increases 
the supply of oxygen, and in this way a wonderfully in
genious control has been established which balances the 
oxygen supply with the oxygen needs, without running the 
person into any risk of a shortage of oxygen. 

The energy for muscular exercise, for example, is supplied 
by the burning of sugar, and for this oxygen is needed. The 
carbon dioxide so produced immediately stimulates the 
centre and causes deeper breathing, which, while washing 
out the carbon dioxide, at the same time increases the 
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amount of oxygen breathed in. But the oxygen has to be 
carried to the muscles before it can be used by them, and 
so it cpmes about that the ultimate factor which settles 
how much oxygen the tissues can get is the amount of 
blood which can be pumped to them by the heart. The 
difference between the Marathon runner and the ordinary 
man is a difference of " heart," and " second wind " comes 
when the heart is adjusted to pumping to the muscles the 
extra amount of blood which they need. 

DIFFICULTIES IN BREATHING 

Any interference with an adequate supply of oxygen to 
the tissues must create difficulties. Certain of these occtir 
in disease-in asthma, for example, there is a spasmodic 
narrowing of the bronchioles which makes it difficult for 
the air to pass in and out of the lungs as easily as usual ; 
in congestion of the lungs there is a thickening of the 
surfaces which prevents a proper exchange of gases. In 
anremia there is too little hremoglobin-this is a condition 
unlikely· to occur in people who have plenty of fresh air 
and exercise out of doors, and good plain food, with milk 
and fresh fruit and green vegetables. 

In everyday life there are sometlm.es difficulties in getting 
enough oxygen. Unsuitable clothing, such as tight collars 
and belts, will prevent free movement of the respiratory 
muscles, and so of the air in and out of the lungs. Shallow, 
lazy breathing moves the air in and out of only some_ of the 
alveoli ; the cure for this is exercise, which will cause deep 
breathing and will bring' all the alveoli into use. 

At high altitudes, such as may be reached by balloons 
or aeroplanes or climbing, the supply of oxygen will be cut 
down. At the height of Mount Everest the oxygen pressure 
is not much more than one-third of its normal value. In 
an account of one of the attempts to climb this mountain 
one of the climbers tells how, at 27,000 feet, to get enough 
oxygen he had to take seven or eight breaths for each step._ 
There must be wonderful powers of acclimatisation and 
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adaptation in the bo<Jy, which make it possible for men to 
live, and much more to climb, when the oxygen pressure 
is not much more than one-third of what it normally is. 

Pilots of aeroplanes going to very high altitudes, which 
they reach very quickly, take cylinders of oxygen up with 
them, from which they can breathe in extra oxygen, 
because in such ascents there is no time for acclimatisation. 

Too little oxygen has marked effects on the body, par
ticularly on the mental capacities. Memory and reasoning
power are poor ; quite simple arithmetical sums, for in
stance, cannot be done correctly. Sensations are less vivid, 
and there is often loss of appetite and great irritability. Too. 
much carbon dioxide also has bad effects. It will make a 
person stupid, with a flushed face, and will cause him much 
discomfort. Finally, with either-too little oxygen or too 
much carbon dioxide we become unconscious. 

Divers who go down to look for wrecks, or men who have 
to work under water in bridge-building or cable-laying, 
are placed under exactly opposite conditions from climbers. 
They have to breathe air at high pressures t~ balance the 
pressure of the water on their bodies. Much more gas goes 
into solution in the blood under these conditions, and if 
they are brought too quickly to the surface it is given off 
just like the bubbles of carbon dioxide which come off 
when a soda-water bottle is opened. Bubbles of nitrogen 
given off in this way may block up capillaries in important 
organs of the body, and this may give rise to great pain, 
and possibly lead to death. For this reason divers are not 
allowed to work under pressure for long periods, and they 
are brought to the surface slowly, or, if they are working 
in steel chambers, they come out through a series of air 
locks, so that the gases will not be given off so quickly that 
they accumulate in the blood. 

Another kind of difficulty arises when there is plenty of 
hremoglobin in the blood, but it becomes joined up wit~ 
another gas which will not let it go to the oxygen. Th1s 
occurs in carbon monoxide poisoning. Carbon monoxide is 
present in coal gas and in the exhaust from motor-cars, 
so people should be very careful to see that there are no 
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leaks in their gas-pipes or taps, to keep windows open in 
rooms in which gas is laid on, and never to shut themselves 
up in a garage with a car whose engine is running. Hremo
globin " likes " carbon monoxide about 300 times as much 
as it does oxygen, and so if there were only 0.06 per cent. 
of carbon monoxide in ordinary air, then half of the 
hremoglobin would be combined with the carbon monoxide, 
and only half the usual amount of oxygen could be absorbed. 

VENTILATION 

If a person were shut up in a hermetically sealed room 
he would of course gradually, but only after a long time, 
use up all the oxygen, with fatal effects. Fortunately, in 
ordinary rooms this is impossible, with windows and 
chimneys all capable of opening to the outside air and doors 
opening into other spaces. But, though it takes time to use 
up all the oxygen, it does not take long to become uncom
fortable in a closed or confined space such as a room, or 
railway carriage, or car, without proper ventilation. This 
is hardly ever because the oxygen has fallen, or the carbon 
dioxide risen, to levels which would seriously effect respira
tion. It is nearly always due to stagnation of air, which has 
become warmed and saturated with moisture. A rightly 
adjusted current of air such as can be obtained between two 
open windows, or between doorways and windows and 
chimney, will prevent the discomfort. Stuffy rooms often 
cause a thickening of the mucous membrane of the nose 
and bldcking of the air passages of the nose, with in
creased susceptibility to colds. Another reason for having 
windows open is that the air and the health-giving ultra
violet radiations can pass in. These rays are present in 
sunlight and in the clear, bright light from the skies, and 
they are essential for the proper growth of children and for 
the health of everyone. They are stopped by ordinary 
window-glass, and, though glass is now made which will 
allow them to pass through, it is simpler to have windows 
open than to change the glass. In temperate climates and , 
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in smoky cities, to get enough of these rays it is generally 
necessary to be out of doors a good deaL Certain food 
substances, such as cod liver oil, can to some extent replace 
exposure to sunlight, and so cod liver oil is a great help 
in the darker days of winter, as will be the newly prepared 
"Calciferol,"· which seems to be the active substance 
which makes cod liver oil valuable (see Applied Biology, 
p. 235). _ . 

Evidently, then, it is important to keep rooms well 
supplied with fresh air. This will prevent the accumulation 
of harmful materials, and will provide the skin with the 
tonic effects of movement of the air, and of the ultra-violet 
rays. 

SECTION V 

GROWTH 

A newly born bird does not perhaps look very much like 
its parents, but it resembles them sufficiently for us to have 
no doubt as to what it will grow up to be later on. A newly 
born baby in the same way is quite clearly the offspring 
of human beings : his shape is the same, the . form of his 
little hands and feet, and arms and legs, are the same as 
those of his parents, and his face is of the same kind : all 
the various parts are there, but their sizes and proportions 
are different. As the baby grows he becomes heavier and 
larger, but some parts of him grow more quickly in pro
portion than do others. A baby's head always looks large, 
and actually at birth the face represents a quarter of the 
total height, while at twenty-five years old it is only one
eighth, and the brain at birth is one-seventh of the total 
body weight, and in the adult only one-fiftieth of the whole 
weight. The skeleton represents about one-seventh of the 
total weight throughout life, but 'the muscles are twice as 
heavy in proportion in the grown-up person as they are 
in the baby. 

Clearly, then, the growth of all parts of the body does not 
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go on · at ~he same rate, but, given w~rmth, food, sunlight 
'and exercise, the baby should normally develop into the 
properly proportioned adult. The regulation of the growth is 
carried out by certain very important little glands in the 
body. These glands have no ducts, and so pour their secre
tions straight into the lymph or the blood, which carry them 
all round -the body. The glands are called ductless glands, 
and their secretions are known as hormones, or " chemical 
messengers," because they are carried by the blood from 
the gland that makes them to other parts of the body, 
where they control the activities that may be taking place. 
The pancreas, as you remember (p. 97), makes one of these 
messengers, known as" insulin."Another gland, the pituit
ary, is right underneath the brain in the skull. If this gland 
is over-active, the child grows much too fast, and in the end 
becomes a real giant, perhaps 8 feet tall; if the gland is 
not sufficiently active, then growth is much slower, and 
the result is a very fat dwarf, perhaps only 4 feet tall or 
even less. Normally the secretion of the pituitary is of just 
the right amount to maintain the rate of growth ·correctly. 

Yet another ductless gland is the thyroid, in the front of 
the neck. If a baby has too little of the secretion of this 
gland he does not grow properly, either mentally or physi
cally ; such a child develops into the stupid and stunted 
cretin. Fortunately this condition can be recognised early, 
and, if the child is then given some thyroid extract, develop
ment will proceed in the usual way : the treatment must, 
however, be continued all through life, as the thyroid con
trols the rate of our bodily oxidations at all times, and not 
only during growth. Sometimes the thyroid is enlarged, 
giving rise to a swelling in the neck, or a goitre. If it is over
active, then the bodily processes go on too quickly, and the 
person becomes thin and nervous and excitable : this 
hardly ever happens in children (seeAppliedBiology, p. 236). 

There are other glands also that help in this regulation 
of bodily processes, but those mentioned are the most 
important ones. 

·There is another factor that is. of great importance for 
correct growth, namely, the right kind of food. There must 
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be sufficient food to keep the weight increasing steadily 
during the period of growth, or to keep it at a constant 
level when grown up, and there must also be enough of the 
right kind of proteins to give all the amino-acids required 
for building up the new tissues : in addition, plenty of foods 
are required that contain calcium and phosphorus com-

. pounds such as are found in milk. As the bones appear at 
first they are quite soft, so that a baby's bones bend rather 
easily. If they break the fracture is called a "green-stick" 
fracture because it is like the splitting of a green stick. But 
gradually the soft framework is replaced by the hard, dense 
bone~ that is composed chiefly of calcium phosphate, and 
is designed to support the weight of the body. If there 
are insufficient calcium or phosphorus compounds in the 
diet, or if their relative proportions are incorrect, or if 
there is not enough vitamin D, the bones do not harden 
properly, and then the weight of the body and the con
tractions of the attached muscles make the bones assume 
wrong shapes. 

The teeth require the same substances as bone for 
their proper formation : if they are too soft, they decay 
very quickly. A baby's milk teeth begin to come through 
at about six months ; they should have a hard outer 
covering of enamel which protects them from decay, 6ut 
if the calcium salts of the food are deficient the teeth 
are abno~mally soft. The thirty-two permanent teeth begin 
to be formed in the jaw before birth, and they are waiting 
to push through the gum in place of the milk teeth when 
these fall out : the first permanent teeth come through at 
about six years old. If the diet of the child is not well bal
anced, the permanent teeth will not be properly hardened 
either, and when they erupt they will quickly de~ay. 

BEPAIB 

The body can not only grow, but it can also repair itself 
in a wonderful way. If a crab loses a leg, he grows another 
one in its place quite easily : if a lizard is picked up by the 
tail, he will wriggle about a little and then break away, 
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leaving his tail behind, and very soon he grows another 
tail. A human being cannot grow a new arm or a new leg 
like this, but nevertheless he can repair damage in a won
derful way. If one of a pair of organs such as the kidney has 
to be removed because of its diseased condition, the one 
left behind grows larger, until nearly twice its original size, 
in order-to do double work. 

The skin is continually being removed : it may get 
scratched or torn, or even just worn off by rubbing, but it 
consists of many layers of cells, and the deep ones are con
tinually increasing in numbers and pushing up to the out
side to replace the damaged ones. It is very necessary that 
this should be so, as the skin protects the body from cold, 
wet, and injury. 

Then the hairs are often renewed : when a hair falls out, 
its place is taken by a new one that grows up from below, 
otherwise we should quickly become bald. Another ex
ample of renewal is found among the blood cells : the red 
blood cells only live about five weeks,. and then they are 
destroyed by the spleen and the liver and most of the 
remains are got rid of : but the iron that they contained is 
kept back and built up into new hremoglobin for the new 
red blood cells that are being made continually by the 
marrow in our bones. Another good example of repair is 
seen in a broken bone : if it is " set," and kept at rest, the 
broken ends are soon joined together again by th~ activity 
of the bone-forming cells. 

REPRODUCTION 

There is another difference between a young animal and 
a grown-up one besides the differences in weight, size, and 
proportions : an adult can reproduce its own kind. All living 
organisms have this power of reproduction, otherwise in 
the struggle for existence they would soon become extinct. 

Many of the simplest organisms, consisting of only one 
cell, merely divide into two offspring ; but except in these 
very lowly forms of life two different cells are necessary. The 
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two cells fuse together into one, which then divides re
peatedly, and in the end grows into a new organism like the 
original : this process of fusion is called fertilisation. 

Sometimes both the cells needed are produced by one 
animal, but much more often they are produced by two 
different animals, which are then called male and female. 
Usually the male cell is deposited -inside the body of the 
female, and here it meets the female reproductive cell, and 
the two fuse : this new cell, the " fertilised ovum," then 
ultimately gives rise to a new animal like its parents (see 
Biology, p. 187). The fertilised ovum is sometimes deposited 
as an egg : in this case it has a protecting covering within 
which it divides and increases until it has become an 
organism capable of taking care of itself ; then it breaks the 
shell and comes out. This happens in fish, amphibia (like 
frogs), reptiles (like snakes), and birds. While the egg is 
developing it is usually carefully protected, and in warm
blooded animals kept warm : this is why most birds prepare 
a nest for the eggs and then sit on the eggs until they are 
hatched. 

But in the mammals the fertilised ovum develops actually 
within the body of the mother until the baby animal reaches 
a stage when it can live by itself if looked after, and then it 
is passed out of the mother's body-i.e. it is born. Some 
baby animals, such as guinea-pigs, can run about and feed 
themselves almost at once ; others, like kittens and pup• 
pies, need their mother's care for some time after birth ; 
human babies are like this. A kangaroo mother has a neat 
way of tucking all the family into a pouch in the front of 
her body, where they are quite safe and warm and can be 
carried about easily. 

In the human the fertilised ovum grows into a little baby 
within the womb (or uterus) of the mother. Only mature 
organisms can produce the sex cells, and this development 
into maturity is what we call growing-up, or puberty. 
Until this time the differences between girls and boys are 
not very strongly marked, but at puberty all the changes 
occur that ultimately distinguish a man from a woman, and 
these bodily changes are controlled by special hormone~. 

Fo 
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At puberty special activity of the nervous system usually 
occurs, and the sense of " sex " is developed in the girl or 
boy with the growth of the reproductive organs. All the 
changes that take place are really designed in a most won
derful way for the production of the germ cells, for their 
meeting within the body of the mother, and for the develop
ment of the new baby within her body, and all these 
processes are intimately bound up with pleasure-giving 
emotions (see Biology, p. 188, and Problems and Solutions, 
p. 699). 

In the male at puberty there are certain obvious changes 
in the growth of the skeleton and of the hair, and also 
the " break " of the voice : but more important still is the 
development of the special sex organs, of which the most 
important are the two testes (see Fig 27). At this time 
the testis becomes much larger: it is an olive-shaped 
little body in the scrotum that at this time becomes capable 
of making and setting free the special sex cells. These cells, 
which are called spermatozoa, are very minute ; each has a 
small head containing the nucleus and a long n'bratile tail 
which enables it to mo>e rapidly in a fluid medium. The 
spel'Dli:ltozoa are continually formed and set free in large 
numbers: they lea>e the testis by its duct, the vas deferens, 
and are temporarily stored : then periodically they are in
voluntarily passed down the remaining part of the duct or 
urethra (which also receives the urine from the bladder), 
through the penis, to the exterior. This sometimes happens 
in the night, giving rise to "wet dreams," and is simply 
nature's method of getting rid of the collected cells. The 
spermatozoa are mixed with secretions from the >esiculre 
seminales and from the prostate gland, which are poured 
into the urethra. The penis is usually quite limp, but when 
the spermatozoa are to be implanted within the mother's 
body it becomes engorged with blood (by a reflex 
mechanism), and this makes it stiff, so that it may be intro
duced without injury into the female tube. The c~ae in the 
penis is known as erection, and the coming together of the 
male and female for the purpose of introducing the sper
matozoa into the female is called coitus. 
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In the female there are also changes at puberty in the 
form of the skeleton which adapt her for child-bearing 
later on ; in addition there is the de-velopment of the breasts 
(or mammary glands) to provide food for the baby after 
b~ and there is the special development of the uterus. 

The uterus is like a nest in which the fertilised ovum will 
grow into a little baby, and a wonderful provision is made 
whereby the nest is newly prepared every time there is a 
possibilityofanovumrequiringit(seeFlgs.28and29).Every 
four weeks a female reproductive cell is set free from the ovary 
and passed down the female tubes, ready to be fertilised if it 
should meet a male cell. Every four weeks, also, there is an 
increased growth of the lining wall of the uterus, and an 
increase in the blood-vessels: then this extra tissue breaks 
down into the cavity of the uterus and the debris of cells 
and blood are passed out from the body as the menstrual 
flow : at once the lining is renewed, and at this stage it 
offers a newly prepared bed for the fertilised ovum. If such 
an ovum is present, it settles into the nest and is firmly 
fixed there by the healing growth of the uterus lining, and 
is thus provided with nourishment while it is developing 
into a little baby : during this period of development it is 
known as a fretus. 

So it comes about that menstruation usually occurs 
every four weeks, the changes involved being controlled by 
hormones, and represents nature's preparation for a devel
oping ovum. If a fertilised oTUin does become implanted, 
then menstruation ceases for a time, and the developing 
ovum is nourished by the mother's blood. The close con
nection between the fretus and the mother is maintained 
by the development of a special arrangement of blood
vessels belonging partly to the fretus and partly to the 
mother's uterus : this structure is called the placenta, and 
is attached to the fretus by a cord carrying blood->essels, 
and called the umbilical cord. The fretus continues to grow 
within the mother's uterus, and in forty weeks' time it has 
developed into a little baby. Then it is born, i.e. it is ex
pelled from the mother's body by strong contractions of the 
muscle of the :uterus, and the umbilical cord is then cut, 
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and the baby begins to breathe for itself. At the same time 
hormones are liberated into the blood stream that stimulate 
the mammary glands, and milk is secreted as food for the 
new-born child. After the birth of the baby the placenta 
is expelled as the " afterbirth," the process of menstrua
tion gradually begins again, and possibly another little 
baby begins to develop. 

It is very important that while the baby is growing within 
the mother's uterus the mother should have plenty of rest, 
and plenty of good and suitable food, as her blood has to 
provide food for the baby a!! well as for herself. 

SECTION VI 

LIFE AND DEATH 

The previous sections have dealt with the functions of 
the living human being rather than with those of a simpler 
type of organism for various reasons. In the human the 
different functions have been highly specialised, and this 
makes them easier to investigate i further, the human body 
is one whose activities we can observe, and even to some 
extent regulate, in accordance with our understanding of 
them, which is a most important matter. But although 
man, through the great development of his central nervous 
system, has been able to control and to adapt himself to his 
environment more than any other living organism, yet it 
must be realised that he is not something quite apart from 
others, but that he forms part of a great whole, and is 
dependent on its various parts. Like all other animals, he 
depends for his very existence upon the activities of the 
plant world (see Applied Biology, p. 220). 

Although he has learnt to control many conditions, he 
cannot prevent the gradual wearing out and death of his 
material self. All living organisms are subject to destruc
tion by what may be called violent death, but the duration 
of what is sometimes called natural life varies greatly. The 
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customary span of human life is "threescore years and 
ten," but birds are often centenarians : some fish, such as 
carp, if kept in artificial and protected surroundings, have 
been known to live for more than 200 years, as can be told 
from their scales, and trees, like some of the sequoias, may 
live for thousands of years. It is quite true that with better 
care and sanitation the years of life are lived in better 
health, and also that to many middle-aged persons some 
years of life are actually added. But the greatest ages to 
which people live do not increase appreciably. It is better 
so, better to think of the wearing out of the body as the 
natural result of its good and proper use, and to accept 
death coming gradually and peacefully, as it does to old 
people, as the fitting and happy end of a body that has 
served its purpose in the great scheme of things. Life goes 
on although the individual passes. 
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E R I c S T R A u s s thought he wanted to learn about 
medireval and modern languages, but then he found out 
he was one of the kind of men who can heal people and 
especially heal them in ways to do with the mind. If one 
can't sleep, he tells one to sleep, and then one does sleep. 
This is very like magic, but it just isn't. In this article 
he will explain the kind of way in which one can begin to 
understand people's minds and feelings, and how one can 
help them. It is a good thing that people who do that 
should be doctors and understand physiology and medicine, 
for one can't separate body and mind. So Eric Strauss 
decided to drop the languages and became a real doctor. 
That is what he is now, but, because he is particularly a 
mind-doctor he is called a psychiatrist. He was an infantry 
captain during the war. He is rather younger than I am, 
and he wears an eye-glass, so as to impress patients (or 
perhaps it really helps him to see them too). 



PSYCHOLOGY 
WHAT Is psychology ?-and with what does it deal? 

In the previous chapter you have read something about 
the science of physiology, a science whose boundaries are 
nicely mapped out and therefore capable of exact definition. 
It is true that there are many branches of physiology, but 
all the students of all the branches would accept a single 
definition for the science as a whole, and would not be at 
loggerheads amongst themselves. But there is not one 
"psychology"; there are almost as many psychologies-or 
schools of psychology, as they are called-as there are phil
osophies or religions; and the various members of the various 
schools work together and agree about as well as medireval 
Mohammedans and Christians. So there is no definition of 
the science and the things with which it is supposed to deal 
which they will all like. The derivation of the word doesn't 
help. The Greek scholars amongst you will squabble as to 
whether psychology should mean the science of breath 
(the original meaning of the Greek word fux~) or the 
science of the soul (a special meaning later attaching to the 
same word). There is a science of breath studied in India 
and called " Yoga " ; and the various schools of theology 
and philosophy deal with the idea of the soul. Neither of 
these sciences is psychology. 

What is psychology, then, and with what does it deal? 
Before giving you the definition that appeals to me most, 
I will give you a few of the other answers. (1) Psychology is, 
the science of the mind. Yes ! But what is the mind as 
apart from the body? No one can provide a satisfactory 
answer to this question ; so that definition is no use.' {2) 
Psychology is the scientific study of behaviour, and nothing 
more. It is the " nothing more " on which the "behaviour
ists" (as the disciples of this doctrine call themselves) insist, 
to which I object. (8) Psychology is the scientific study of 
conscious experience as revealed by introspection, i.e. look
in~ into oneself and reporting what one finds there at any 
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given moment. This method of approaching psychology 
has produced some very valuable results, but is rejected 
by the behaviourists as being inexact and unscientific. 
My objection is that the study of consciousness by intro
spection is only one method amongst many. (4) Psychology 
is concerned with the classification and orderly study of 
mental "faculties "-trying (conation), willing (volition), 
and the like. This approach has only succeeded in producing 
innumerable dry-as-dust text-books, and has scarcely con
tributed to human knowledge. (5) Psychology is the study 
of the primitive urges, called " instincts," governing 
behaviour, and the various conscious mental states associ
ated with them. But there is good case for denying the 
existence of instincts in humans (in the sense in which they 
can be observed in animals); and no two "instinctual" 
psychologists manage to agree about them at all. So that 
won't do. (6) Psychology concerns itself with the uncon
scious "mechanisms" (orderly processes) behind human 
conduct and feeling. At first it seemed absurd that there 
could be a mental life which goes on under the surface 
where we aren't aware of it, but now we can be quite certain 
that this is what happens. The various psychologies of the 
unconscious have become very popular of late, largely 
because they can explain and provide a successful way 
of treating mental illness. But though this unconscious 
mental life is very important, it isn't everything. Psycho
logy is something more. 

There are still other answers as to what psychology is, 
but these are most important. The people who believe in 
them have done valuable work, especially those who do 
exact laboratory experiments ; but, to my mind, no one 
school of them can give a complete account of psychology. 

So now it is about time that I should suggest some sort 
of definition myself. The widest definition of psychology, 
and the one that will offend the least number of students 
is : " Psychology is the scientific study of the activities of 
the individual." The individual can be either a human or 
animal organism. The activities can be either external, as 
in behaviour one can watch, or internal, which include all 
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the activities commonly called "mental." Our rough test 
of an activity must be whether the noun expressing it can 
also be expressed as a verb. Thus, vision can be described 
as an activity because we can equally well call it " seeing " ; 
memory is an activity because we can substitute " remem
bering " for it. 

MAN IS A B 0 D Y·M IN D UNIT 

What is the individual whose activities psychology pur
poses to study ? Centuries ago the philosopher, St. Thomas 
Aquinas, said," I am body~soul!' If I say," I have a body 
and I have a soul," I am immediately faced with the 
difficulty : who or what is the " I " who has the body and 
the soul ? Wise psychologists start with a similar formula : 
"I am body-mind." Now, if psychology wants to find out 
about all the activities of the individual (i.e. the body
mind organism), you can see what an enormous field of 
study there is, and how closely it has to link up with the 
other sciences of life. You can see how nearly related the 
sciences of psychology and physiology are, since both are 
about living individuals. Again, people almost always live in 
some kind of group with other people, so psychology links 
on to" social" sciences (see History of Ideas, The Family, 
and Organisation of Society, pp. 417, 461 and 493). Again, 
people have parents and ancestvrs, and often they do things 
and think things because their parents and ancestors did. 
So psychology links on to the science of genetics or inheri· 
tance (see Biology, p. 196). Finally, the individual may 
perhaps be ill in mind and body, and, of course, the sick 
organism acts very differently to the healthy one. The 
study of mental illness is called " psychiatry " or " psycho· 
logical medicine , ; the science of bodily illness is called 
" medicine." The good doctor should study his patient as a 
body-mind unit, and should be something of a psychologist. 

If the editor had allowed me enough space, I could have 
given you an outline of psychology l As she has imposed a 
strict word-limit, I can only talk to you about psychology 
and the kinds of problems with which it tries to deal. U 
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what you have read here has interested you, I should 
advise you to. read as a start a book by Professor Wood
worth called" Psychology, a Study of ~f.ental Life," which is 
written in simple, and therefore sensible, language. In 
writing parts of this chapter I have made good use of that 
book. 

THE PSYCHOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION 
OF A SIMPLE SITUATION: THE SNAKE 

Let us consider the following simple situation : I am out 
for a walk and I notice a large snake. I feel disgusted and 
terribly alarmed and run away. I feel ashamed of my 
cowardice and tell myself that the snake is probably harm
Jess. I come back to the snake and find it a curious and 
beautiful creature. 

Let us try and tackle this situation from the standpoint 
of the psychologist. Here are some of the puzzles arising 
out of the situation and something about a few of them : 

(1) Certain qualities or attributes of the " I " who has 
this experience are interesting and important-how intelli
gent h~ (or she) is, what sort of a person, where he lives 
and with whom, what his parents and ancestors were like, 
how well he is in body and mind, what he was doing and 
thinking when it all happened. 

(2) " I am going for a walk." Why did I consciously 
want to ? What keeps me on the road instead of wandering 
off into a neighbouring field? How have I learned to walk 'l 

PERCEPTION, CONCEPTION, SYMBOLISM, 

ATTENTION 

(3) "I notice a snake." This involves vision. Vision or 
seeing is a physiological activity, a function of a special 
sense-organ (see Physiology, p. 75). Seeing, as you know, 
is the result of certain rays of light striking the sensitive 
back-curtain of the eye, which carries a record of the 
changes which have for the moment taken place in it to 
a part of the brain. This is something very different from 
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seeing the snake. We want another word for that sort of 
seeing, and psychology supplies it. We can say," I perceive 
a snake." Something has gone on in my brain which has 
translated the mass of light-sensations which first reached 
the brain into something definite-a snake. In psychological 
language we say that a sensation has become converted 
into a perception. 

But, even if I perceive a long, mottled object lying curled 
up on the road, how do I know it is a snake ? Because I 
already have in my mind an idea or concept of a snake. I 
may have seen a snake or several snakes in the Zoo or seen 
pictures of them. But my· conception of snakes is more 
than visual. It includes at one and the same time every
thing that I know about snakes-the fact that they are 
scaly, dry, cold-blooded, lay eggs, and so on; that some 
are poisonous, others not. You will see, then, that concep
tion is a very complicated mental process involving, 
amongst many other things, memory. 

I say that I see a snake. A German would say that he 
perceives a Schlange ; and yet the German_ would perceive 
the same object and have a very similar conception. This 
shows that words are not the things themselves, but only 
stand for them ; they are only symbols of things-speech
symbols (see History of Ideas, p. 439). And here is yet 
another branch of psychology-the psychology of speech, 
language, and symbolism, in general. As a simple example 
of a symbol of another kind, let me mention the figure of 
Britannia. This figure of a woman with a shield and trident· 
calls up or stimulates our concept of Great Britain. She is 
obviously not the same as Great Britain, but symbolises our 
whole conception of that country. 

In our story I say that I " notice " a snake. Going along 
a road I obviously perceive a hundred and one things
the dust on the road, the sky, the trees, the heat, the 
roughness of the road, the smell of the bracken; further, 
there are numberless simple sensations, some conscious, 
some unconscious (e.g. the pressure of my clothes, the state 
of my muscles). All these are, as one calls it, competing [or 
my attention. What are the laws which govern my selection 
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of stimuli to which to respond? (If you have read Physiology, 
p. 85, you will understand the words " stimulus " and 
" response." Later I shall try and show how enormous a 
part of our body-mind activities can, when reduced to 
their simplest terms, be regarded as responses to stimuli.) 
That branch of psychology which is concerned with the 
problems of attention and observation in general discovers 
and studies these laws. 

EMOTIONS, SENTIMENTS, THE ASSOCIATION 

OF IDEAS 

( 4) '' I feel disgusted and terribly alarmed." This part of 
the situation too presents a great number of difficult and 
interesting psychological problems. Disgust and fear are 
examples of what are known as emotions. What is the 
nature of these peculiar mental states ? What use are they 
(if any), and how many primary emotions are there? What 
are the laws governing them, and are they best studied 
from the bodily or the mental point of view ? (I am going to 
show that there are certainly bodily changes accompanying 
at least some of "the emotions.) My mental attitude to 
snakes (when I say "my," I am of .course referring to the 
" I " of the story) is a combination of two simple emotions, 
viz. fear and disgust. Such emotional combinations are 
known as sentiments. One's sentiments with regard to any
thing are largely the result of personal experience and 
therefore individual. For example, my sentiments towards 
my country are of the complicated character which can be 
summed up in the word " patriotic " ; if I had attended a 
Communist Sunday school my sentiments would be very 
different. 

Now, if my fear and disgust were strong enough, I would 
notice, or anyone watching me would notice, certain bodily 
sensations and changes accompanying them. Disgust may 
be accompanied by a sensation of sickness. The bodily 
accompaniments of fear are well known-trembling, 
giving-way at the knees, sweating, raising of the hair on 
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the scalp, changes in the heart-rate, widening of the pupils 
of the eyes, and, in extreme cases, the involuntary passage 
of urine. Two well-known psychologists, one an American 
and one a Dane, both put forward the interesting idea at 
the same time that what we really experience in a state of 
emotion is a perception of these combined bodily sensa
tions. In other words, I feel afraid because I tremble, etc. ; 
not that I tremble, etc., because I feel afraid. This theory, 
called the James-Lange theory of the emotions (after the 
two psychologists), has more to recommend it than appears 
at first sight. But perhaps it doesn't really matter which 
comes first ; it is better to think of sensation and emotion 
as a single experience. 

We have not done with setting puzzles with regard .to 
the emotions and sentiments. We have got to ask ourselves 
why " I " should respond with fear and disgust to the 
sight of a snake, when my brother, let us suppose, keeps 
snakes as pets and allows them to twine round his neck. 
On the face of it, snakes are neither disgusting nor frighten
ing. It is true that my concept of snakes includes a know
ledge that some snakes are poisonous, but my emotions 
were aroused before I had had time to consider what kind 
of snake it was. To explain my unreasonable attitude, we 
may say that snakes awaken unpleasant associations in 
my mind. The problem of the association of ideas forms 
an important chapter in the psychology of thinking. 
Association c~n be either free or controlled. As a simple 
example of an experiment in controlled association : I 
may be given a succession of words as stimuli to which to 
respond as quickly as possible with their opposites, e.g. 
black-white ; hard-.soft ; good-evil. Here the associa-. 
tions are controlled by the terms of the task set. 

The ordinary day-dream provides us with a good 
example of free association. In day-dreaming-or fantasy
making, as it may· be called-the mind just wanders on 
from idea to idea, one thing suggesting the next, without 
any conscious thought-aim in view. We say that the ideas 
are linked in an associated chain. But free association is 
not such a haphazard affair as might be thought at first 
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sight. There are definite laws governing the process, 
because the ideas are really picked out and selected some
how. The chief factors that decide which idea shall be 
associated with which in the course of free association are : 
how often the ideas have been linked before; how lately 
they had been linked ; how intensely {violently) they were 
last linked. Thus, if I had several times been bitten by a 
flea, the last time only lately, and in the course of free 
association the idea of a flea {or even possibly the word 
" flee ") cropped up, the three factors of ad:cantage men
tioned above would almost inevitably determine my next 
association--flea-bites, irritation, or some such ideas. 

Sometimes in the course of free association our minds go 
blank, and if we try and reach the next link of the associa
tion-chain, the next idea becomes conscious against a 
feeling of uncomfortable emotional resistance. We ha•e 
to make a disagreeable effort to arri•e at the next idea, 
as though one part of our minds were trying to prevent us 
from going on with the experiment. Nearly always we find 
that the idea which comes up in spite of the resistance is 
of an unpleasant or painful kind which had apparently 
completely slipped our memory. It is often possible to 
explain apparently quite unreasonable sentiments by 
coming across disagreeable associations of that kind. 

Thus, let us suppose that after the snake incident I 
start freely associating on the idea of snakes and come 
across a disagreeable memory by overcoming a big 
emotional resistance, and that it was a memory I had 
completely forgotten ; then my sentiments towards snakes 
are satisfactorily explained and may e>en change com
pletely. Let us suppose that the following buried memory 
was the one to be recaptured in that way : When I was a 
very small boy, as a joke I put one of my brother's pet 
snakes into his bed. My brother told my father, who was a 
very strict man, and I was literally sick with fear of possible 
punishment. As a matter of fact, my father did thrash me 
unmercifully (an~ to my min~ rather unjustly) for what 
I thought was just a harmless practical joke. This -whole 
incident, then, was associated in my mind with Yery 
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disagreeable and intense emotions, which attached them
selves to the concept-" snakes." The incident itself was 
forgotten just because of its painful nature. This kind of 
purposeful forgetting is called repression. I call it purposeful 
because it protects our conscious minds from being filled up 
with painful ideas. 

But what had happened to this memory in between the 
time that it was repressed and the time of its recall in the 
course of free association ? It remained unconscious. This 
brings us up against the vast question of the psychology of 
the unconscious. 

THE UNCONSCIOUS MIND 

We must start by thinking of the unconscious mind, not 
as part of the ordinary mind asleep or resting, but as 
something charged with force and living a life of its own 
behind the scenes. Thus we can talk about unconscious 
activities. 

It is helpful to liken the mind to an iceberg, of which, as 
you know, only a small fraction appears above the surface 
of the sea. We will call the visible part of the iceberg the 
conscious mind, and the invisible part, the unconscious. 
With the help of our conscious faculties and acquired ex
perience we are able to live satisfactorily in the world 
outside us. In learned language we might define conscious
ness as the instrument by which the individual adapts himself 
to reality. In the diagram you will see that I have pointed 
out a few of the characteristics of the conscious mind. I 
have described it as educated (by which I mean it has been 
modified by learning-! shall have more to say about 
learning towards the end of the chapter), controlled, moral 
(this means that by learning it has acquired concepts of 
good and bad, and has been influenced by this new know
ledge), adaptable, critical, and recent. By the word recent 
I mean here that consciousness is always being formed and 
altered through experience ; therefore our conscious minds 
are as modern as the environment in which we live. 
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The unconscious mind, on the other hand, is primitive 
(some psychologists claim that it contains elements in
herited from our prehistoric and even sub-human ancestors 
-see Dancing, p. 762), savage, ruthless, non-moral (by 
which I mean that the concepts good and bad simply don't 
belong to this level of the mind). If man does have in
stincts-and I for one certainly believe in the existence of 
at least four " dependable motives " which can be called 
instincts, which I shall mention later-we can say that the 
unconscious mind acts in an instinctive way, as opposed to 
the conscious mind, which acts in a learned way. The 
uncons-cious mind acts as though its sole object were to get 
pleasure and to avoid pain. (The psychologist would say 
that the unconscious mind acts according to the pleasure
pain principle, while the conscious mind acts according to 
the reality principle.) . 

Now, if two parts of the mind are, as it were, under two 
different governments representing opposing interests, it 
is easy to see that 'there will often be conflict. In early life, 
when the conscious conflict is too intense to be comfortable, 
we have a habit of banishing, below the surface, memories 
of the situation which caused the conflict, together with 
the emotions arising out of it. This is the process called 
repression (p. 149). It is represented in the diagram by 
arrows pointing downwards. You will notice that there are 
also arrows pointing upwards. These show that repressed 
material is always trying to reach the surface again ; but it 
meets with a resistance represented by the surface of the 
sea. 

Now forget this picture and imagine repressed material 
as a number of prisoners trying. to cross a frontier which is 
guarded by a line of sentries. If you were a prisoner in 
these circumstances, you would immediately think that 
night-time was the best time to escape, and that you could 
fool the sentries by disguising yourself. The sentries repre
sent the emotional resistances already referred to (p. 148). 
As a matter of fact, repressed material does succeed in 
crossing the frontier from unconsciousness to consciousness, 
at night and in disguise. This is what psychologists of the 
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unconscious mean by saying that dreams represent un
conscious tendencies. Sometimes the prisoners also manage 
to get through the line of outposts in the daytime by the 
clever use of disguise, and this is how we can explain the 
meaning of various apparently unreasonable sentiments 
(in the way that " my " hatred of snakes might have been 
determined), various" slips of the tongue," and symptoms 
in mental disorder. 

As the iceberg bobs up and down in the water, part of it 
will at times be on the surface and at other times below the 
waves. In the diagram this part has been marked off and 
called the pre-conscious. The pre-conscious part of the mind 
contains all the mental material, memories, images, wishes, 
and soon, which are not all the time being thought of by 
the conscious mind, but which can reach the surface
become conscious-without meeting any emotional re
sistance. This part of the iceberg diagram should really be 
shown much larger, for, if you come to think of it, all our 
knowledge which we are not immediately thinking about 
is pre-conscious. In trying to get an idea of the pre-con
scious mind, it may help you to see it as an easily" get-at
able" card-index cabinet stocked with information to 
which we can refer at a moment's notice. Carrying on 
with the picture, we might see the unconscious mind as a 
filing-cabinet in the basement, which is protected with a 
" combination " lock. We once knew the word which 
works the combination, but have temporarily forgotten it. 

We must now detect some further problems arising out 
of the snake story. As a matter of fact, "my" brother is 
rather unusual in his liking for snakes ; most people have 
an unreasoning horror of them. It would be too much of a 
coincidence to account for everyone's dislike of snakes in 
the same way that we accounted for mine-as a repressed 
association. You may say that this snake-phobia (a phobia 
is an unreasoning dislike combined with fear} is a natural 
response to danger. But that explanation does not go far 
enough, because in temperate climates, such as England's, 
there is very little danger from snakes, and yet some 
people who have never come across snakes in the open 
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feel a sense of disgust when they see snakes behind glass 
at the Zoo. 

According to some psychologists, the unconscious mind 
is not only a storehouse of personal experience, but also 
contains memory-patterns common to the race. If that be 
true, the almost universal sriake-phobia represents a 
response to a danger to which our tree-dwelling, sub-human 
ancestors were particularly open. That level of the un
conscious mind which is supposed to contain inherited con
cepts has been called the racial co-conscious mind. The 
psychologists who believe this, use it to explain why 
myths and fairy-tales are· alike all over the world, and 
also why our dreams are very often just like fairy-tales in 
essential details, and why sometimes things happen in 
dreams which suggest very ancient magic and ritual. 

INSTINCTS 

(5) " .•• and run away." An instinct may be defined as 
an unlearned activity (remember how wide a meaning we 
have given to that word) which can be depended upon to 
repeat itself in like situations. I do not believe that any 
human activities can be described as instinctive in the 
sense in which those of the lower animals are instinctive. 
There is nothing in human beings like the nest-building 
instincts of certain birds or the honey-storing instinct of 
bees. That is why I prefer Professor Woodworth's term 
" dependable motives " in referring to apparently un
learned activities in man. 

I myself can only be convinced of the existence in man 
of three, or possibly four, of such primary dependable 
motives : Activities tending to preserve the life of the 
individual are universal ; so we are entitled . to regard 
self-preservation as a dependable motive (or instinct, if you 
prefer to use a more familiar term). Again, activities whose 
primary end is designed to preserve the continued exist
ence of the race are equally universal ; so we can regard re
production as another dependable motive (the so-called 
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sex-instinct). The third dependable motive in whose 
existence I am inclined to believe is that which impels 
individuals to associate in groups-the community or 
herd-instinct (see History of Ideas, p. 417). 

· The fourth dependable motive which seems to be innate 
(unlearned) is that of self-assertion. Some of our activities 
seem to be designed merely to gratify the " instinctual " 
urge to "make ourselves felt.'~ Certain psychologists and 
philosophers call the self-assertive instinct the "will-to
power." [It is possible to interpret a man's conduct or 
mental state at a given moment in terms of " tension " be
tween the will-to-power and the will-to-community (as the 
herd-instinct may be called in contrast to the will-to
power).] 

Some psychologists think there are a lot more instinctive 
reactions, each with its own emotional response. They 
explain most of everyone's behaviour, individual or in 
groups, that way. For instance, these psychologists be
lieve in a" flight-instinct," corresponding to which there is 
the emotion of fear ; and they would explain "my " run
ning away from the snake in terms of "instinctive 
response." 

Those of you who read carefully the preceding chapter 
will be struck by the resemblance between unlearned 
behaviour and the reactions called " reflexes " by 
physiologists (p. 85). After all, the twitch of the extensor 
muscles (response) when its tendon is sharply struck (the 
stimulus)-the so-called knee-jerk-is in a sense an un
learned activity. In point of fact, some people define 
instincts as systems of linked reflexes. Think it out for 
yourselves l 

If unlearned activities can be reduced to simpler com
ponent parts (reflexes), in much the same way that, in 
chemistry, molecules can be reduced to combinations of 
atoms, can the same sort of scheme be made to apply to 
learned activities? The answer is "yes." We have the 
formula: unlearned behaviour equals a chain of tinlearned 
reflexes. We can make up a similar formula : learned 
behaviour (anyhow, in part) equals chains of learned 
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reflexes. What are learned reflexes ?-and how are they 
learned ? Learned reflexes are what Professor Cullis 
described in the previous chapter as "conditioned re
flexes " (p •. 87). You see how nearly related are the two 
sciences of psychology and physiology. When you come 
to think of it, the connection is inevitable the moment we 
begin regarding man as a body-mind unit. Certainly it 
looks as though a great deal of our learning, expressed in 
its simplest forms, is just the acquisition of positive and 
negative conditioned reflexes. The psychology of learning 
is one of the most fascinating aspects of our science. Most 
of our knowledge conceniing it comes from studying 
animals under laboratory conditions and also from watch
ing children of all ages in the nursery and classroom. 

(6) "I feel ashamed of my cowardice, and return." 
This part of the situation introduces another series of 
problems for the psychologist. Here again I must annoy 
you by merely mentioning the kind of problem without 
telling you much about it I First of all, what is the feeling 
of shame ? Shame may be regarded as an emotion or as a 
sentiment, both of which terms you now know. But here 
another complicating factor is introduced--ethics or 
morality. When I was discussing :the conscious mind I 
brought in the word" moral," which I defined as" having 
by learning acquired the concepts of good and bad, and 
having been modified by this new knowledge." Now, the 
science which deals with the problems of good and evil is 
known as ethics, which is itself a branch of the larger 
science of moral philosophy. Nevertheless, in so far as we 
can say that our activities are clearly ethical problems, 
they can and must also be studied from the standpoint of 
psychology. I say that my sense of shame involves ethics, 
because it depends on the thought that my conduct was bad, 
not good. Now, I could not feel ashamed unless I felt at 
the same time that I could choose between the good and 
the bad activity. This brings us up against another philoso
phical problem-freedom of the will. No philosopher has 
ever yet succeeded in proving or disproving the freedo~ 
of the will. The psychologist (whose only real concern lS 
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the observation of activities and the deduction of the laws 
governing them) certainly can't, though there are some 
who try to. 

At most, the psychologist can say that we can account 
for animal behaviour without having to suppose that it is 
being consciously done on purpose. Now, by introspection, 
we can detect the purpose behind many of our activities,' 
and it seems to us that the goal has been set by ourselves. 
Everything we do on purpose is really something we have 
selected. 'Ve mentally envisage two or more possible lines 
of action and choose one. Whether our selection is itself 
determined-in other words, whether free will is only a 
delusion-is not for the psychologist to say. 

" M:y , return to the snake, then, was a volitional (or 
willed) activity, and resulted from an act of reasoning. 
Reasoning consists in relating two or more concepts and 
arriving at a third concept as a result. This part of reason
ing is called inference. [Thus, I can reason that, if both A, 
and B are equal to C, A and B are equal to each other. 
The two concepts A = C and B = C have been related to 
each other, and a third concept, A = B, has been inferred.] 
The body-mind processes involved in reasoning, and 
thinking in general, belong to the province of psychology. 
The forms or the patterns arising out of reasoning activities 
are the basis of another science-logic. A lot of our reasoning 
is not of a very high order ; it is more like the process of 
trial and error. If a hungry cat is imprisoned in a box in 
sight of food, but can escape from the box by raising a 
simple latch with its paw, it will eventually hit upon that 
device after trying out all other possible means of exit. 
In the same way, if I have mislaid my book, I go over in 
my mind all the possible places where I might have left it 
until I hit upon the right one. 

"SET, OR ADJUSTMENT 

This looks rater a difficult section, because of the use 
of letters~ Don' be afraid of them. They are really a 
scientific way o making things simp]e. 
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I hinted earlier that a great part of the activities of the 
individual could be reduced to the stimulus(S)-response(R) 
formula: S-R. But what about things done on purpose? 
How does purpose fit into the picture? A simple reflex 
such as the knee-jerk cannot logically be regarded as 
purposive, however useful it may be; it is simply an S-R 
reaction. It can only be regarded as purposive by intro
ducing the individual(I)-i.e. a complete body-mind unit
into the formula which we now write as S-I-R. That 
formula applied to the knee-jerk means that the stimulus 
(the tap on the tendon), although local, affects the whole 
individual, and that the response (the twitch of the muscle), 
although local, is an activity of the whole individual. Now, 
what has this to do with purpose ? 

Consider the runner in a hurdle race (you can see him in the 
picture on preceding page) waiting for the pistol-shot-the 
stimulus(S)-for his getting off the mark-the response(R). 
He is not just standing idly there, but his muscles and 
mind are in a special state of readiness for taking the best 
advantage of the situation. We can say that he is "set" 
or "adjusted" for a special activity. We can represent 
this special state of the individual by the letter "a." Our 
formula then is S-Ia-R. Let us suppose that, taking the 
race as a whole, with the pistol shot as a stimulus and the 
arrival at the winning-post as the end-result or response, 
the formula S-Ia-R still holds good; but in reality we are 
faced with a series of reactions, because the jump over 
each hurdle is a separate activity in itself. Let us represent 
the race by a series of formulre : S-Ia-R ; S-Ia-R ; and so 
on. This means that the stimulus for taking the first hurdle 
finds the individual in a state of readiness for the action, 
and the response is the jumping of the first hurdle ; the 
same holds good for the second, third, and subsequent 
hurdles. What has become of the purpose-namely, to 
reach the winning-post-during this series of reactions ? 
I will answer that question in Professor 'Voodworth's 
words: 

" Purpose, according to all that has been said, need not 
be thought of as something lying outside of the general 

l 
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scheme of stimulus and response that we have been 
following. Conscious purpose is an adjustment still in the 
making or just being tuned up, and specially an adjust
ment that is broad and still precise. Purpose is not some
thing foreign to an activity and directing it from outside, 
or from above. Purpose is the activity itself, started but 
not completed. It is an activity in progress. No doubt you 
can think of doing a thing without really starting to do it ; 
but, if you fully decide to do a thing, you immediately start · 
preparatory reactions or at least establish a preparatory set 
for the whole activity." · 

(7) " And find it a beautiful and curious creature." 
We are at once brought up against at least two vast 
problems. The idea of the " beautiful " presents great diffi
culties to the psychologist. A thing can be beautiful without 
being useful ; beauty arouses certain emotions, ugliness 
different ones. What is beauty ? Why do some people 
find one thing beautiful whilst others don't? All these 
and similar questions can be studied from the standpoint 
of psychology, and form a branch of our science called 
the psychology of testhet~cs. Curiosity is another inter
esting activity (following our old rule, I call it an activity, 
since it can be expressed as: "being curious"). Is 
curiosity a primary " dependable motive " (p. 153) which 
we forgot to mention when dealing with instincts ? Prob
ably, curiosity is only a secondary instinct arising 
originally out of the self-preservation instinct. Animals 
(as did our sub-human forebears) show curiosity, one 
supposes, in trying to find out all about any stimulus 
before they respond to ft. We have got to inspect any new 
object so as to discover whether it is likely to be harmful 
or harmless. 

I have tried to introduce the science of psychology to you 
by analysing a simple situation and mentioning some of 
the psychological problems arising out of it. Sometimes I 
have only been able to point out a problem in a single word. 
I could go on for pages and pages, each page consisti~g 
entirely of single words, each word suggesting material 
for the psychologist to work on ! That being so, you will 
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understand why this chapter has been such a haphazard 
and scrappy presentation. How far you will forgive the 
unhappy author will depend upon your psychological 
make-up. 
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BIOLOGY 

LIVING AND NON-LIVING THINGS 

DIG FoR a few minutes with a spade. You are sure to 
find a worm. Here is a machine more complicated by far 
than any ever made by the hand of man. It moves to obtain 
the food required to give i~ energy for its movements. It 
grows. It reproduces, which no man-made machine can 
do. No one made it; no one designed it; it lives for no one 
but itself. It may incidentally be useful to mankind. Other 
kinds of animals are incidentally harmful to mankind. 
Thousands of other kinds again are neither useful nor 
harmful. All of them, whether useful or harmful to us, or 
neither, live solely for themselves, or at any rate for the 
benefit of their own kind only. If they help another kind 
in any way, they do so because they get some advantage 
out of it, or because they help themselves by doing so. 

Snails are helpful to birds, because birds feed upon 
them ; but they avoid birds if they can by hiding in vegeta
tion. When making burrows, worms come to the surface 
to eject the excavated earth. They drag leaves into their 
burrows to line them. They do these things for their own 
benefit. There is not the slightest evidence that they make 
a single unnecessary movement of any sort for the benefit 
of any other kind of animal or plant. Yet their actions 
serve to aerate and enrich the soil, and, as a result, more 
plants can live on it than would otherwise have been 
possible ; and herbivorous animals may come and browse 
upon these plants, and flesh-eating animals may feed on 
the herbivorous animals. 1\lany animals, including man, 
are affected by the earthworm; but the earthworm's actions 
are simply directed towards its own survival and the 
reproduction of its kind. This applies to all organisms. You 
may object that plants produce nectar for the benefit of 
the bees, but it is not so. The plants produce nectar so 
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that bees will visit them, because, if bees did not visit 
them, their pollen would not be carried from flower to 
flower, and this is necessary for the production of seed. 
The bee helps the plant by carrying the pollen, but only 
because she is anxious to obtain the nectar for food, and 
in obtaining it she cannot avoid getting some pollen on her 
hairy covering, which gets partly rubbed off in the next 
flower and takes a part in the production of seed. 

Plants and animals are made of the same stuff as the 
rest of the world, chiefly of carbon, which is the same thing 
as pure charcoal, and nitrogen, which is the gas that makes 
most of the air, and oxygen and hydrogen, which are the 
two gases of which water is composed. Is it, then, always 
easy to distinguish living things from non-living things? 
The most obvious thing we notice about animals and 
plants is that they are organisms; that is, that their bodies 
are organised for a purpose. It is not easy to define their 
differences from machines, except by saying that they are 
organised simply for keeping themselves alive and repro
ducing themselves, and that no one ever made them or 
designed them. Obviously non-living things, like mud or 
rocks or rain or thunderstorms, are not organised : there 
is no system of organs in them acting together to serve 
an intelligible purpose in guaranteeing their survival. 
There are very few objects about which we can ever have 
any doubt as to whether they are organisms or not. 

A river is rather an interesting exception. It has certain 
characteristics of organisms. If a new piece of land is 
pushed above the surface of the sea by volcanic action, at 
first the rainwater runs off irregularly and inefficiently. 
But soon the running water cuts channels for itself, and 
the channels join up with one another in the mountainous 
regions till they form one single river running down the 
valley. In the lowlands the river tends at first to be straight, 
but any slight unevenness in the ground may throw it into 
a curve, and natural causes will make a curving river 
gradually assume a more and more serpentine course. 
When the river reaches the sea, it may begin to deposit the 
sand particles which it carries down, and thus form a 
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delta; that is, it may finally break up into several smaller 
streams which open separately to the sea. The whole river, 
with its collecting streams in the mountains, its winding 
course along the low ground, and its termination in a 
delta, has some of the characteristics of an organism ; for 
it gradually tends to assume a definite form, and no action 
of man is involved in its construction or design. As it 
gradually cuts its bed in the solid rock, it tends ever to 
make itself more permanent. It differs, however, from all 
animals and plants in having no capacity of reproducing 
itself. All true organisms have this capacity. One could 
imagine a living thing with no capacity of reproduction, 
but it does not exist. Another difference is that a river is an 
obvious result of the properties of matter, whereas animals 
and plants are very far from being obvious results. If a 
huge tract of land were to arise in the middle of the Atlantic, 
we should predict the formation of rivers with certainty. 
But if a belt of poison gas were to hang all round the shores 
of the new continent, so that no animals or plants could 
get to the continent from outside, then we could not predict 
that the substances of which the new continent was formed 
would ever form themselves into plants and animals. 

Living things only arise from other living things which 
already exist, and this does not apply to any non-living 
things such as rivers. In very early stages of our earth's 
history, when it was still very hot, there can have been no 
living things, so living things must have arisen from non
living matter at some remote time ; but there is no evidence 
that living things are originating from non-living matter 
at the present day, and we really know nothing of the 
causes that made it happen in the remote past. We only 
know that warmth is, on the whole, a help towards the 
formation of complicated chemical compounds, and that 
living things consist of enormously complicated chemical 
compounds, and that the earth was warmer than it is now 
at the time when the first living things originated. It is 
quite possible that in the future we may find out how to 
create new organisms from non-living matter in the 
laboratory. A little over a hundred years ago it was thought 
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that it was quite impossible, and always would be, even 
to make any of the compounds of which living bodies are 
composed. That was a complete mistake, for a very large 
number of these " organic " compounds can now be made 
in the laboratory. In fact it does not seem likely now that 
any organic compound is impossible to make in the 
laboratory ; that seems to be a matter of time. Of course, 
we should not have made life even if we had made 
every organic compound that exists in nature. We should 
need to arrange the various substances in a definite way. 
Perhaps it will be hundreds or thousands of years before 
that is achieved. I only want to point out the production 
of life in the laboratory from non-living matter is not an 
unthinkable achievement. 

PLANTS AND ANIMALS 

If you think of an oak-tree and then of a dog, the 
differences _seem so enormous and so obvious that you 
might overlook the fact that it is not very easy to define 
the differences between plants and animals. An oak-tree and 
a dog· are both organised, and they both reproduce : that 
is all they seem to have in common. How do they differ? 
In nearly every other possible way. A dog moves about. 
He responds actively to things that happen to him; he yelps 
if you tread on his foot by mistake. He eats. An oak-tree 
does not move about, except so far as it is moved by the 
wind, nor does it respond obviously to things that happen 
to it. It does not eat in the ordinary sense of the term. It 
cannot live without nutriment, but it does not get its 
nutriment by eating. It absorbs gases through its leaves ; 
that is what they are for. It absorbs dissolved salts through 
its roots. But it does not take in solid food. That is the 
really essential difference between plants and animals. 
Plants can live entirely on inorganic matter, such as the 
gases of the atmosphere and the salts which are dissolved 
in the water of the soil. No animal can do that. We take a 
little common salt with our meals, but we cannot build up 
the organic matter of our bodies out of it. We rely entirely 
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on organic matter that has already been built up by plants. 
A dog's proper food is the flesh of other animals. so that 
he does n?t rely directly upon plants ; but indirectly he 
does. If he eats a rabbit, he gets his organic matter from an 
animal. but that animal has got it from grass. The grass 
did not get organic matter from anywhere ; it made it 
itself from inorganic matter. If the dog eats a cat, it is 
only pushing things a stage further. The cat gets its organic 
matter from cow's milk, and the cow got it from grass. 
That is the best distinction between plants and animals : 
animals rely for their organic matter. directly or indirectly, 
upon plants. while plants ·can make their own organic 
matter for themselves. Even here we have exceptions. as 
everywhere in nature. In the pitcher-plants, the leaves 
are modified to form buckets, with water in the bottom 
(see Fig. 82). Insects are attracted by the colour and by 
the sweet substance produced by the lip of the bucket, 
and venture inside. The inside is exceedingly smooth and 
slippery. and the insect falls into the water. The water is not 
plain water ; it contains acids and a digestive juice. The 
unfortunate insect is digested in the same way as it would 
be digested in a flycatcher's stomach. Are we, then, to be 
logical and call the pitcher-plants animals? No, because 
in every part of their structure except the pitchers they 
are typical plants. They are closely allied to other forms 
which in every way are certainly plants : so they are plants. 
The fungi, again. do not get their nutriment as typical 
plants do. They rely on decaying organic matter. which is 
no good to them if it has decayed so far as to be reduced 
to its inorganic components. Although it must be supplied 
with organic matter. yet no one would be likely to mistake 
a mushroom for an animal. Why? Simply because there 
is no evidence whatever that it is related to any animal, 
nor does it move about. nor does it respond to anything 
that one does to it in any obvious way. In all these respects 
it is plant-like. and it is only reasonable to suppose that 
fungi are simply lower plants that have given up the habit 
of making their own organic matter, and have started to 
rely on organic matter produced. ultimately, by other plants. 



Fig. 32. A PITCHER PLANT 
A pitcher plant, with a portion of the wall drawn as 

though transparent, to exhibit the digestive fluid , 
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U a fungus were to start moving about, and responding to 
irritation, we should have difficulty in classifying it as a plant. 

Fungi do not respond obviously to irritation, and in that 
way they agree with the great majority of plants. But here 
again we must not lay down the law, for very sensitive 
apparatus has been invented which shows that many 
plants, which do not appear to move, actually respond by 
minute movements when irritated. The leaves of the 
sensitive plant, Mimosa, droop at once when one touches 
them. In every other respect Mimosa is obviously a plant. 

Although most animals can move about, yet many are 
absolutely stationary. The sea-squirts, which are common on 
rocks between tide-marks, are good examples (see Fig. 83). 
Sea-anemones are also stationary, but the movements of 
their tentacles show their animal nature more obviously. 
Why do we regard the sea-squirts as animals ? Partly 
because they respond to a touch by giving a most noticeable 
response, namely by squirting water out. But the main 
reasons are that they rely for nutriment on ready-formed 
organic matter, and that a close study of their anatomy 
and development proves them to berelated to a form which 
in every way is an obvious animal, the little marine lancelet, 
which is itself a very simple member of the great group of 
animals that includes fishes, frogs, lizards, birds, and men. 

We may say, then, that an organism which makes its 
own organic matter and does not move about or respond 
obviously to irritation is a plant, while an organism which 
relies for its organic matter on other organisms, and moves 
about and responds to irritation, is an animal. When an 
organism does not fall into either of these two categories, 
we use our common sense and find out, from a study of its 
structure, whether it is allied to forms that are obviously 
plants or to forms that are obviously animals. 

CLASSIFICATION 

We could quite easily imagine a universe in which every 
living thing was completely different from every other 
living thing ; but of course we all know that on our earth 
plants and animals belong to what we C'all kinds or species. 



Fig. 83. A SEA·SQUIRT, ATTACHED TO A ROCK 
A current of water passes in at one opening and out at the 

other as shown by the arrows. 
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The members of one kind resemble one another closely, and 
they breed with one another. We are so accustomed to the 
idea of there being kinds of plants and animals that we are 
rather apt to take it for granted, but in science we must 
never take anything for granted. We must try to find out 
the cause of it. That means that we must try to find other 
facts, hitherto unknown, which make it easier to under
stand. We have not got very far with understanding why 
there should be such definite kinds of animals, but some
thing is known about the origin of the different kinds, 
which must be discussed later on. Perhaps we have an 
exaggerated idea of the distinctness of the kinds of or
ganisms, because most of the very common kinds happen 
to be very distinct. For instance, you will never make a 
mistake in distinguishing a blackbird from a thrush, but 
in other parts of the world there are kinds of birds which 
are half-way between blackbirds and thrushes. 

It would be possible to make a list of all the different 
kinds of plants and animals, and we could arrange the 
names in alphabetical order. It would obviously be rather 
a useless list, as it would not help us to form any clearer 
idea of plants and animals as a whole. But if we group 
together those which are like one another, then we can 
make the list far more interesting. Take the sheep. There 
are several wild kinds of sheep, which you may have seen 
at Zoos. Sheep have two toes on each foot, and a hoof on 
each toe; they have long hair; the males (and sometimes 
the females also) have coiled hollow horns. What animals 
shall we group with the sheep ? The goats are obviously 
their nearest allies, and there are some animals which some 
people call goats and others call sheep. In general, however, 
we can distinguish them, because goats' horns are less 
curled and are carried over the back, and also the male has 
a beard and an unpleasant smell. The cattle and antelopes 
have feet very similar to those of the sheep, and are 
evidently also allied to them. Cattle (including buffaloes) 
are bulky animals with short coarse hair and bare noses. 
Their horns are not ringed like those of sheep, and they 
tend to stick out sideways from the head and then turn 
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upwards or forwards. Antelopes have ringed horns, often 
straight or slightly curved. They are graceful animals 
with smooth short hair. All these animals-sheep, goats, 
cattle and antelopes-are grouped together in one family, 
the cattle family. There are other allied families-the deer 
family, the giraffe family and the camel family. Each family 
has its distinguishing characters, such as the bony antlers of 
the deer family. All the animals mentioned so far have com
plicated stomachs, which send the food back to the mouth 
for further chewing. Animals which chew the cud are called 
ruminants. They are all hoofed animals with two toes on each 
foot, or two main toes and a small toe on each side. The pigs 
and hippopotami are similar as regards their toes, but they 
do not chew the cud, so we must separate them. 

There are other hoofed animals besides the ones we have 
mentioned so far. The horse, donkey, and zebra all have one 
toe on each foot. The rhinoceros has one main toe and a 
smaller one on each side, and the tapir has the same 
arrangement, with an extra small toe thrown in in front. 
We must classify all these together. 

We have not finished the hoofed animals yet. The 
elephant also has hoofs, but differs from the animals we 
have dealt with so far in having five toes on each foot. 

All the animals so far constitute the great vegetarian 
order of hoofed animals. Fig. 84 shows their relationships 
to one another diagrammatically. 

There are many other animals which show a general 
resemblance to the hoofed animals, in that they have hair, 
bear their young in an advanced state of development· 
instead of laying eggs, and provide milk for the young after 
birth. As examples we may mention the mole, mouse, 
rabbit, weasel, dog, cat, monkey, and-ourselves. All of 
us together constitute the class of mammals. 

There are plenty of other animals which have not got 
hair, which lay eggs, and which do not provide milk for 
their young, but which nevertheless are built on the same 
general plan as· the mammals. The general plan is that 
there are two pairs of limbs, and a backbone consisting of a ' 
lot of short separate joints, and a nerve-cord along the : 
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back, swelling into a brain in front. The other classes of 
animals built on the same general plan are the bird class the 
reptile class; the amphibian class, and the fish class,., and 
together all the animals we have mentioned so far, from 
man to fish, are grouped together in one great branch of 
the animal kingdom, the backboned animals. 

There are many great branches of the animal kingdom, 
but only the most important need be mentioned here. The 
most important are (1) the single-celled animals (a term 
which will be explained later) ; (2) the sponges ; (3) the 
sea-anemones and animals built on the same plan ; ( 4) the 
ringed worms; (5) the jointed animals (such as lobsters, 
crabs, millipedes, centipedes, insects, spiders and scorpions); 
(6) the molluscs, or soft animals with chalky shells (such as 
snails and oysters); and (7) the backboned animals. 

Each of these great branches can be divided up into 
classes, the classes into orders, the orders into families, 
the families into smaller groups, and finally into kinds or 
species. Perhaps you will be surprised to find the sponges 
among the animals, but there is no doubt that they belong 
there, although they cannot move about. They cause 
currents of water to pass through them, and feed on the 
microscopic organisms swept in with the water (Fig. 35). 
They cannot live except on organic matter. Notice that 
the insects form a group (class) of the jointed animals. The 
word insect is used with a very precise sense in biology. 
It means a jointed animal with six legs and generally four 
wings, having the body divided into three parts, called 
head, thorax, and abdomen. Examples are cockroaches, 
grasshoppers, water-boatmen, plant-lice, beetles, butterflies 
and moths, and bees. The number of kinds of insects is 
greater than the number of kinds of all other animals put 
together. We must not use the term insect for any small 
animal. Although the term has a precise meaning, yet a bi
ologist cannot afford to be dogmatic, and it must be con
fessed that there are animals which we group as insects 
which have only two wings, or none at all, and others 
which appear to have more than six legs. We group th~se 
as insects because in other respects they are closely all1ed 
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to animals which are obviously insects. In biology we 
always find exceptions to the best definitions. 

The most important great branches of plants are (1) the 
bacteria (some of which, called germs, are the causes of 
many diseases); (2) the algre (seaweeds and their allies); 
(3) the fungi; (4) the mosses; (5) the ferns; and (6) the 
flowering plants. 

It is a tremendous undertaking to get a thorough general 
knowledge of animals and plants. Students at Oxford 

A 
Fig. 35. A DIAGRAM OF A THIN SLICE THROUGH A SPONGE 

A sponge is a m ass of tubes through which a current of sea water 
flows , as shown by the a rrows. The little whip-like structures at A 
and elsewhere cause the current. Microscopic living organisms in 
the sea water a re absorbed by the part of the sponge from which 

the little whips project. 

spend a whole year studying the backboned animals only. 
For most people it is best to get some general knowledge, 
and a thorough knowledge of a small group. Many people 
collect specimens of some group of plants or animals. The 

, great naturalist Darwin c'ollected beetles. But it is probably 
a pity for you to collect plants or animals. It is very im
portant that the great museums should have as complete 
collections as possible, in which experts in the various 
groups can study specimens from all parts of the world and 
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describe them. Their work corresponds to the making of 
dictionaries in the realm of literature. It is a most necessary 
work, and a work which requires great patience and skill ; 
but any boy or girl who started " collecting " all words 
beginning with " en " would not be encouraged by wise 
people. The private collection of words is useless I 

It is the same with plants and animals. By all means 
study a group, and make out the characters of each species ; 
but it is the study that is worth while, not the collection. 
People who collect imagine that the rare kinds are tremend
ously interesting, but actually their value is usually only a 
rarity-value. The great auk is extinct, and very few of its 
eggs still exist. They are therefore very valuable to collec
tors, who pay perhaps £200 for them. But their scientific 
value is small, because they are not very peculiar or inter
esting eggs. There are many extremely rare beetles which 
have no points of special interest ; but the common whir
ligig is very interesting on account of the most remarkable 
structure of its legs (see Fig. 36). It is far better to study 
and comprehend these legs than to hunt for, and eventually 
proudly to pin out, some rare specimen which is of no par
ticular significance to anyone. It does not seem likely that 
the collecting of rare species will ever result in great scien
tific discoveries in the future : the main types of plants and 
animals are already known, and it only remains to fill in 
details. But what a wealth of unknown things surrounds us 
on every side, asking for an inquiring mind to study them I 
How comes it that the whirligig beetle is just as abundant 
as it is ? Why is it not ten times rarer, or a hundred times 
as abundant ? What controls its abundance ? What plants 
and animals are directly or indirectly affected by it'l What 
caused the egg that gave rise to it to go through the com
plicated series of changes which resulted in the adult 
form? Do whirligigs vary in structure, and, if so, is the 
variation inherited 'l Endless questions present themselves. 
If we transferthewhirligigtosomewhereelse,can it survive? 
On rivers, how does it prevent itself from being gradually 
carried down to the sea? Does it know the direction of 
the current ? If so, how 'l By sight 'l How far can it see 'l 



Fig. 86. THE LAST LEG OF THE WHIRLIGIG BEETLE. 
MAGNIFIED 
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An infinity of tmanswered questions presents itself about 
every kind of plant and animal to everyone who has an 
inquiring mind. Find the answers to questions which occur 
to you by study and experiment. Your observations and 
experiments are worth exactly as much as anyone else's, 
p~ovided that you simply seek truth for its own sake, 
Without any preconceived ideas and without wanting to 
prove that anything is other than it is. That is science : 
mere collecting is not. 

THE CELL 

In the second chapter of this book you have learnt how 
the body is made up of systems of organs. There is the 
skeleton system, the muscular system, the digestive 
system, the breathing system, the blood system, the ex
cretory system, and the nervous and sensory systems ; 
and these are enclosed in a protective skin. Let us push the 
investigation further. What are the organs themselves 
made of? 

To find out, we must use the microscope. Unfortunately, 
the ordinary microscope has a limited power of magnifying. 
It cannot usefully magnify more than about 1,400 times. 
I say usefully, because you can make a microscope magnify 
ever so much more if you want to, but you cannot make it 
show anything that cannot be seen with a first-class micro
scope magnifying 1,400 times. It is tantalising not to be able 
to go beyond that. It is like exploring an unknown country, 
and finding yourself held back by obstacles. Here the obstacle 
is the wave-length of light. You know that wireless waves 
are enormously long. The waves produced by the National 
transmitter are about a mile long. We have no organ for 
detecting them, and can only prove their existence if we 
have a receiving set. Light waves are the same, but very 
much shorter. Instead of being nearly a mile long, each 
wave of ordinary light is only about Sli.~ inch long. We 
have an organ for detecting waves of lengths round 
about that figure, namely the eye. But that wave-length 
sets a limit to the power of the microscope, because no 
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microscope can show an object when it is so small as 
to be only about the size of a wave-length. What can we 
do? We can use light of shorter wave-length than ordinary 
light-what is called ultra-violet light. This does not appear 
to us as light at all. You can have a room filled with ultra
violet light, and yet it appears pitch dark, because our eyes 
are no more capable of detecting it than they are of detect
ing wireless waves. Luckily, photographic plates are sensi
tive to it, so we can take photographs with it. Instead of 
shining ordinary sunlight or electric light through the 
microscope, you shine ultra-violet light, produced by a 
special apparatus called a mercury vapour lamp. Unfortu
nately, ultra-violet light will not go through glass, so all 
the lenses of your microscope must be made of quartz in
stead, which is very expensive. Such a microscope, with 
all its accessories, may cost as much as a powerful motor
car. Here is a microscope which does not use ordinary 
light, and which is not constructed to be seen through I 
Inventors have to make strange instruments to probe 
further into the unknown. 

There are objects, however, which are too small even for 
the ultra-violet microscope, but the scientist is not beaten 
yet, for even these he can detect with another sort of 
microscope, called the ultra-microscope. You must often 
have seen a bright beam of sunlight passing across a dark
ened room, and noticed the particles of dust in the beam, 
which were quite invisible elsewhere. The particles would 
also have been invisible if you had looked along the beam. 
The particles were far too small for ordinary vision, but the 
light made little haloes in passing round each, and thus 
invisible objects were detected by your eyes. The ultra
microscope is arranged to magnify minute haloes formed 
by incredibly minute particles. One sees magnified images 
of the haloes, not of the objects themselves ; but one is at 
least made aware of the existence of the objects. 

Such, then, is the equipment we must use if we want to 
explore living matter and resolve it into its minutest com
ponents. But luckily we can do much with an ordinary 

· microscope. 
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It is generally very hard to make out much by micro
scopical examination of living matter, but fortunately this 
is a branch of study which is progressing very rapidly just 
now, and which is bound to lead to very important dis
coveries. At present most work is done on killed tissues. An 
enormous number of things has to be done before one can 
put the material under the microscope and examine it. 
First one must prevent it from decaying, by putting it in 
some such fluid as formalin. Then one must remove all the 
water from it by alcohol, and then, by a roundabout pro
cess, substitute melted paraffin wax for the alcohol. Then 
one cools the paraffin, and one has the tissue in a solid 
block of wax, which one cuts into very thin slices by a 
machine like a bacon slicer. The slices are so thin that it 
would take about three thousand of them, piled one above 
another, to make an inch. These are fixed to glass slides, 
the wax is removed, and the slides are dipped into various 
stains, which stain various parts of the tissue in various 
colours. Finally the tissue is rendered transparent by soak
ing in a special fluid, and it is kept transparent by placing 
a drop of a special resin on it and applying a very thin slip 
of glass on top. When the resin is dry, the specimen may 
be examined under the microscope. An ordinary micro
scopical preparation has been moved from one fluid to 
another l:>etween twenty and thirty titnes, and the pro
cess generally takes days, and may take weeks. 

When it is all done, what do we see ? We see that organs 
consist of separate bodies, just as houses consist of bricks. 
These minute separate bodies are called cells. Most cells are 
far too minute for us to be able to see them without a 
microscope. If you put five hundred ordinary cells in a 
line, they would not stretch an inch. The word cell un
fortunately conveys no idea of what they are like. I am 
going to try and show you in a very rough way what a cell 
is like (see Fig. 87). You must remember that I am not try
ing to give an exact idea, but only quite a rough idea. Take 
!1 small child's rubber balloon and put it inside another 
larger one. Dissolve some white of egg and some phos
ferine (phosphoric acid) in some water and fill the inner 
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balloon with it. Dissolve some white of egg and some sugar 
in water and fill the outer balloon with the solution. Also 
put some round or rod-shaped pieces of suet into the outer 
balloon (M in Fig. 37). Then make a lot of banana-shaped 
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Fig. 37. A CELL (FROM THE REPRODUCTIVE GLAND OF 
A MALE GUINEA-PIG) 

This figure is an exact drawing, not a diagram. The nucleus (N) 
is seen to contain chromosomes, which will be described later in 

this chapter. 

pieces of suet and stick them together to form a sort of 
network (G in Fig. 37). Put this network bodily into the. 
outer balloon. Finally, insert a marble (or two marbles 
close together) into the outer balloon, close to the inner 
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one (C in Fig. 37). You then have a very rough representa
tion of a cell. It is not really exact. The substances you have 
used (white of egg, phosferine, ordinary sugar, and suet) 
are not the actual substances which occur in cells, but they 
are allied to them. The inner balloon is called the nucleus 
(N in Fig. 37), and it consists of water with a very compli
cated substance dissolved in it. This is a substance allied to 
white of egg, but containing phosphoric acid. The outer 
part of the cell consists of water with substances allied to 
white of egg and substances allied to ordinary sugar dis
solved in it. The substances allied to white of egg do 

Fig. 88. A muscle cell from the bladder of a cat ; a grisUe cell from the 
rib of a rabbit ; and a gland cell from the pancreas (sweetbread) of a 
frog. Highly magnified. In these figures several important constituents 

of the cells are left out for the sake of simplicity. 

not form a smooth solution. but occur in the form of 
extremely small particles which can be detected by the 
ultra-microscope, while the sugary substances dissolve 
completely, so that the ultra-microscope cannot detect the 
still smaller particles (molecules) into which they are 
broken up. 

The round or rod-shaped bodies are not actually formed 
of suet, but of a substance allied to fat. It is only recently 
that much has been known about them, as they are not 
preserved in ordinary microscopical slides, and are rather 
difficult to show. Nobody knows just what they are for 
even now. Here is a splendid field for discovery. Every cell 
in your body contains them, except your red blood cells ; 
and no one knows why they are there t The network of 
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banana-shaped bodies is even more difficult to show, and 
even less is known about it: but it is always there. We do 
not even know what it is made of, but it seems to be a sub· 
stance allied to fats, with very peculiar properties. The 
marble represents a body which is quite easily shown, but 
no one knows exactly what it is made of, so I have not 
represented it by a piece of organic matter. 

Plant cells are much the same as animal cells in funda
mentals, but they usually have a thick wall round them. 
We could best represent one by putting the various things 
I have told you of into a box of thick cardboard instead of 
a balloon. 

Some microscopical plants and animals consist of one 
cell only, but most consist of millions of them. The cells 
of your body are not all the same, like bricks (see Fig. 38). 
Some sorts are even more different from one another 
than bricks are from tiles. Many of the cells lining your 
intestines are shaped rather like bricks. They produce 
drops of digestive juice, and push it out of themselves into 
the cavity of your intestines, where it dissolves the food 
which you have eaten. You have probably noticed the 
shiny; transparent sheet of tissue which holds all the 
intestines together, if you have ever gutted a rabbit. That 
is formed of cells shaped like crazy-paving stones, and 
fitting together in the same way. The cells of the surface 
of your skin are like tiny scales. Your brain consists of 
special cells, and so do your muscles and every part of you. 
Each cell is adapted to perform .its special job. A brain 
cell would be useless as a protection if you put it on the 
surface of your body instead of a skin cell, and a skin cell 
would be quite incapable of making digestive juices, and 
a digestive cell would be a most unsuitable cell for making 
the sheet which holds the intestines together. But although 
these cells are all so different, yet they have a lot in 
common. They all have a nucleus, containing a substance 
with phosphoric acid in it, and they all have bodies corre
sponding to the round or rod-shaped and banana-shaped 
bodies which I have already described. We do know what 
the nucleus is for, and I shall tell you later, We also know, 
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the use of the body which we have represented by the 
marble, but the others are still unexplained. 

Quite recently a most ingenious apparatus has been 
invented, by means of which we can poke an extremely 
fiDe glass needle into a single living cell and watch what 
happens under the microscope. One can put chemicals 
into a single cell, or take things out of one. That is an 
extraordinary achievement. Another most exciting line of 
research is to take a few cells out of a living body and keep 
them alive in a little glass compartment, and examine 
them from time to time under the microscope. It is astonish
ing how long they live if you are very careful to seal them 
into their glass compartment without letting any germs 
get in. These studies of living cells are going to form a very 
important branch of the science of life. Life is, after all, 
the main characteristic of living things, and it is a pity to 
destroy the main characteristic before starting study. 
The trouble is that it is usually much easier to study 
organisms when they are dead. We must resist the tempta
tion to do always what is easiest. 

REPRODUCTION 

Why do plants and animals reproduce at all? Even if 
there were no such thing as dying of old age, reproduction 
would be necessary, or organisms would die out, and our 
earth would be as lifeless as the Sahara all over its surface. 
Flesh-eating animals would eat up the vegetarian ones, 
and the vegetarian ones would soon be finished off, so the 
flesh-eating ones would starve. A few droughts would kill 
off most of the plants, and there would be no new ones to 
replace them. A few giant trees would probably survive 
longer than any other organisms, if all reproduction were 
to stop. Then there would be nothing left alive. 

You have probably noticed feeble little green insects 
crawling about on rose-leaves in summer, and you may 
have helped to destroy them by squirting soapy water 
over them. These plant-lice reproduce in a very simple 
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way. Each one produces ·one egg, which is simply a cell 
corresponding to all the 9ther cells in the body. The egg 
grows up into an adult exactly resembling the adult which 
produced it, and the performance is repeated. 

That simple method of reproduction is rare. Usually 
there are two so~ts of individuals in any one kind of or
ganism, called male and female .. The female produces 
eggs, and the male produces very active microscopic 
cells called sperms, which resemble tadpoles in shape and 
swim about in much the same way. Sperms and eggs are 
shown diagrammatically in Fig. 42. The egg does not 
develop at all unless a sperm meets it and penetrates into 
it. That is called fertilisation. The fertilised egg goes through 
the complicated series of changes which gradually cause 
it to become an adult. In most simple organisms which 
live in the sea, the females set free the eggs and the males 
set free the sperms, and it is left to chance to bring them 
together. Naturally enormous numbers of sperms perish 
without ever finding an egg, so this simple method is a 
very wasteful and uncertain one. Some plants which live 
on land use this method, but only plants which live in 
very damp places, for sperms die if they are removed from 
water for a moment. Land animals have a far more certain 
method of making sure that fertilisation will take place. 
The male places the sperms within the body of the female, 
and they swim along a tube to the eggs. Both sexes have 
a strong instinct to come together for this purpose, and 
in the higher animals the act of transferring the sperms 
gives a great pleasure to both which can be compared to 
the pleasure of eating. If eating were not in the slightest 
degree pleasant, a dog would not eat, and he would starve. 
If the transferring of sperms were not pleasant, he would 
fail to reproduce himself, and his race would die out. In 
the lower animals we have no proof of the existence of 
pleasure and pain, and quite possibly the transference of 
sperms takes place without consciousness. 

When the egg has been fertilised by a sperm, it is usually 
laid ; but in the hairy animals, which are the highest of all 
animals,. egg-laying does not occur. The egg develops into 
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a form more or less resembling the adult inside the body 
of the mother, and then is born-into the world. After birth 
it is provided with milk from the milk glands of its mother, 
because at first it is unable to digest ordinary food. 

EVOLUTION 

you will probably be wondering why the method which 
the plant-lice adopt. is not adopted by all animals. This 
seems the most likely explanation. An egg produced by 
a plant-louse grows up into ·an adult exactJy like its parent. 
It is simply a bit of its parent which grows up in the same 
surroundings, so it is natural that it should be exactly the 
same. Sexual reproduction gives far more variation. Unless 
you happen to be one of a pair of identical twins, there is 
not, and never has been, anyone exactly like you. If human 
beings reproduced like plant-lice, you would be exactly 
like your mother in every respect, mental and physical. 
The result of sexual reproduction is that different persons 
or animals bring together various combinations of 
characters, and an enormous, almost infinite, number of 
different sorts of persons or animals are produced, each 
one differing from every other one. That is what makes it 
so exciting to be alive. 

Among wild animals, only the individuals which possess 
favourable combinations of characters can survive. 
Enormously more young are being produced than can 
ever grow up and produce young of their own. That applies 
to every kind of organism, even to the slowest breeding 
of all, the elephant. If JilO sparrows died except from old 
age, in a quarter of a century there would be enough 
sparrows to cover the surface of the whole country so 
thickly that it would not be possible to see the ground 
anywhere. 1\lany animals would multiply very much more 
rapidly than that. Nevertheless, although different kinds 
of animals fluctuate in numbers, yet the average number 
over a long period does not change much. \Ve must sup· 
pose that it is those individuals which are best adapted 
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to their surroundings that survive, while the less well 
adapted and the ill adapted die. It is probable that this 
has caused plants and animals to get more and more com
plicated, better and better adapted, as time goes on. 
Nothing is known about the actual origin of life on this 
earth, millions of years ago, but fossils prove that there 
has been a continuous evolution (see. Structure of the Earth, 
p. 380). Simple animals are found in all rocks, from the 
oldest to the "newest, but complicated animals only in the 
newer ones. Fishes appeared before the amphibia (newts, 
and frogs and their relatives), and these before reptiles, 
and reptiles before mammals and birds. A minute study 
of their anatomy makes it almost certain that amphibia 
evolved from fishes, and reptiles from amphibia, while 
both birds and mammals sprang separately from reptiles. 
The duck-billed platypus of Australia is in nearly every 
part of its anatomy intermediate between reptiles and 
mammals (see Fig. 39). It has hair and suckles its young, 
but still lays eggs. It is one of the very earliest mammals, 
which has changed little since the time of its origin from 
reptiles, while the other mammals were evolving into the 
mole ·and rabbit and horse and monkey and the host of 
others which we know so well, including ourselves. 

No one knows exactly why some kinds of animals evolve 
quickly, while others, like the platypus, seem to get stuck 
and remain in their primitive condition. Competition 
seems to have something to do with it. The early mammals, 
one stage farther advanced than the platypus, were at one 
time distributed over most of the world. At that time 
Australia was joined to Asia. Then Australia got separated 
off, and its mammals (the pouch-bearing kangaroos and 
wombats and· their relatives) are still primitive. These 
animals bear their young in a very undeveloped state ; 
a new-born kangaroo is only about the size of one's little 
finger, and nothing like an adult in shape. Some of these 
primitive mammals still have shells to their eggs, like 
reptiles. In the rest of the world the higher mammals were 
evolving, and the relatives of the kangaroo could not com
pete with them in the struggle for existence, and died out. 



Fig. SO. THE DUCK-BILLED PLATYPUS 
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DISEASE IN NATURE 

You must picture hundreds of thousands of kinds of 
plants and animals, all producing far too many young 
ones. You must imagine the young ones varying. Later 
we will discuss variation more fully : for the moment you 
must accept the fact of variation. The young ones which 
varied in favourable ways would be likely to survive, and 
to pass on their favourable characters to their offspring. 
Thus one kinli of organism might change until it was a 
distinctly different kind of organism, or it might give rise 
to several different new kinds of organisms. 

Every possible mode of life would be filled in this way. 
If no other animal had started feeding on dung, then any 
kind which started this habit would tend to survive, and 
every variation which fitted it for this life would be incor
porated in it, until it evolved intq an animal which was 
adapted in every way for a life among dung. Other kinds 
evolve which feed on dead bodies. Others attack living 
animals, with or without killing them. The hag-fish attaches 
itself to fishes by its mouth and gradually bores its way 
into the living flesh. The ichneumon-fly (see Fig. 40) lays 
its egg on the egg of the sawfly, and the caterpillar of the 
ichneumon fly lives within. the caterpillar of the sawfly 
and gradually eats it up. It begins by eating the less 
essential parts, because it would die itself if the sawfly 
caterpillar died too soon. The tapeworm is a huge animal, 
six feet long, which lives inside the intestine of man and 
other animals. Microscopic plants and animals, called 
germs, cause disease not only among men and domestic 
animals, but also among wild animals. It is becoming 
clearer and clearer that disease is widespread in nature. 

The struggle for existence has often forced plants and 
animals into most horrible forms of life, which make life a 
misery for other creatures, if the other creatures have 
evolved sufficiently to be conscious of pain. Life was not 
designed as one designs a machine ; it evolved because 
evolution was a necessary consequence of variation and 
the struggle for existence. Each kind of organism thus 
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Fig. 40. AN ICHNEUMON FLY 
From the hind end of the body springs the long egg-laying appara
tus, which bores through the solid wood of fallen tree-trunks so 
that the eggs may be laid on the caterpillar of the wood-wasp. 
The caterpillar of the ichneumon fly gradually eats up the cater-

pillar of the wood-wa p , without killing it for a long time. 

Ho 
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evolves for itself : :uer organism is a possible prey 
to be made use of rutl:i ...... s"ll·Y· Only man has evolved so far 
that he can consider what is good and what is bad ; yet 
even he is seldom deeply eoncerned with the happiness of 
other animals, or even of people of races other than his 
own. Animals are operated upon on farms without 
anresthetic.s, so that we may get more tender meat. After
wards they are often brutally slaughtered, although 
humane methods exist. We are often prepared to believe 
the worst of other n~tions without carefully considering 
both sides of any· argument with open minds. We have 
evolved from ape-like ancestors, and we still bear the mark 
of the beast. · 

THE EVOLUTION OF MAN 

From our anatomy it is clear that we belong to the 
monkey order. The monkey order is divided up into 
families, like any other order. There is the family of the 
South American monkeys, which have prehensile tails; 
the family of Old World monkeys, whose tails are not 
prehensile, and which have pouches in their cheeks for 
storing food; the family of apes (the chimpanzee, orang
utan, gorilla, and a few others, none of which have tails); 
and the family of men. There is no doubt that the apes are 
our nearest relatives. We agree with them in having no 
tail, no cheek-pouches, and no swellings on the buttocks. 

_ Also both men and apes have an appendix, while the 
monkeys have none. Those are just a few of the striking 
ways in which we resemble the apes. There are other 
resemblances in every part of the body. We do not come 
in the same family, because there are certain quite definite 
differences. We cannot oppose our big toe to our other 
toes, so. our foot is not a grasping organ. Our arms are 
shorter than our legs; our jaws do not protrude forward 
like an ape's ; we have definite chins ; our dog-teeth do 
not project ; we have not got great bony ridges over our 
eyes ; we have very little hair o~ our bodies ; and, last of 
all, our brain is much bigger and cleverer. 
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Parts of fossil skeletons have been found which are half
way between apes and men. They are far more man-like 
than any _of the apes, and far more ape-like than the 
natives of Australia, who are about the most primitive 
men. Parts of several such skeletons have recently been 
found near Peking, and when they have' been fully exam-

. ined we shall know a lot about the evolution of man from 
ape-like ancestors. You must not imagine that man is 
descended from the chimpanzee or orang-utan or gorilla, 
but only that there once existed an ape-like creature from 
which both the apes and man are descended. 

Searching for fossil skeletons of man's ancestors is like 
looking for a needle in a haystack, and requires years of 
patience, · with uncertainty all the time as to whether 
anything will be found .. One man spent two years searching 
in the East Indies before he found what he wanted. The 
man who has described the skulls from Peking got a job 
in China simply because he thought that skeletons of 
ancestral man might be found there. He had to wait years 
before he got even a single tooth, but later on his patience 
was enormously rewarded. One of the most · interesting 
fossil skulls of all was found in Sussex. Very unfortunately, 
the workmen who found it broke it up and threw it on to 
a rubbish-heap. The experts have spent years trying to 
fit it together again properly. 

Many people find it difficult to believe in the evolution 
of man from an ape-like ancestor, because our minds are so 
enormously better developed than the minds of any 
animals. Perhaps they rather overestimate our own minds, 
and underestimate the minds of apes. Speech and writing 
give us an exaggerated idea of ·our own minds, because 
they enable us to benefit from the experience of previous 
generations in a way that is impossible to apes. We should 
not seem very clever if no one had ever spoken to us and 
if we had never read a book. We should probably not learn 
even to count up to six unless we were instructed, but with 
instruction by speech and books we learn algebra and 
geometry. Chimpanzees can make sounds indicating that 
they are happy or angry or in various other states of mind, 
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but they have no sounds indicating concrete objects. The 
evolution of speech was the most important step of all in 
the evolution of man's mind, and marks him off more 
clearly than anything else from other animals : but it 
makes him unduly proud of his mind. 

The chimpanzee's mind is very simple, and does not 
work exactly like ours : but the fundamentals are the same. 
It has been shown clearly that he can reason. It is not 
simply that he can imitate, or that he does clever things 
by random movements at first, and then remembers how 
to do them. Not at all. If you set him a problem, he thinks 
it out and solves it, unless it is too difficult. This is about 
the hardest problem a chimpanzee can solve : Put him in 
a large cage, and put a fruit outside the bars, beyond his 
reach. Hang a stick upon the wall so high that he cannot 
reach it. Put a large box in the cage. A clever chimpanzee, 
without any instruction of any sort, will put the box under 
the stick, climb on to the box and unhook the stick. He 
will then use the stick to pull the fruit within his reach. 
He is not a fool. 

HEREDITY 

The inherited characters are passed on from one genera
tion to the next by the (generally) minute egg and the still 
smaller sperin: The structure of every part of you is deter
mined by what was in the sperm and the egg which made 
you. Each parent contributed equally to your inheritance. 
Does it not seem extraordinary that the sperm and the egg 
which appear utterly different in every way, should con
tribute exactly equally ? If one looks at the fertilised egg, it 
does not appear so extraordinary(seeFig. 41). The substance 
containing phosphoric acid in the nucleus of the egg has 
condensed into exactly twenty-four rod-shaped bodies, 
about the shape of the handle of a dinner-knife, though 
some are longer in proportion to their width and some much 
shorter. These bodies are called chromosomes. The nucleus 
of the sperm has ·done the same thing. There are now 
forty-eight chromosomes within the egg, half derived from 
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Fig. 41. DIAGRAM OF FERTILIZATION 

A. The sperm is seen just beginning to penetrate into the egg. 
The chromosomes cannot yet be seen in the spel'lllo but the egg 

nucleus contains 24 chromosomes of varying lengths. 

B. The sperm has penetrated into the egg. The sperm nucleus has 
swollen up, and is now seen to contain 24 chromosomes of varying 

lengths. 

C, The sperm nucleus has fused with the egg nucleus. The single 
nucleus now contains 48 chromosomes, in 24 pairs. One chromosome 
of each pair was derived from the mother and one from the father. 

(The tail of the sperm is decaying.) 

D. The egg has divided into two cells. Each chromosome has 
divided longitudinally, and one half has gone into each cell. Thus 
there are 48 chromosomes in each cell. This process is repeated 
again and again, until all the cells of the body are formed, every 
one of them (except the sperm cells and egg cells) containing .S 

chromosomes. 
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the mother and half derived from the 1 
somes are the part of the egg and of tD 
concerned with inheritance, and, so far as c.f'l 
concerned, the egg and the sperm are sim.ilall 

The fertilised egg soon divides into two, the· 
four, the four into eight, and so on until the mill 
cells which compose the body are pr9duced. Three dil! 
things are happening. The cells are dividing, they 
becoming adapted for their different purposes, and ttl 
total size of all the cells together is increasing. Those three 
different processes constitute development. Normal devel
opment can only go on with normal surroundings. But if 
the surroundings are normal, the exact course of develop
ment depends on the chromosomes. Each time a cell 
divides, each of the forty-eight chromosomes divides, and 
so every cell in your body contains forty-eight chromo
somes, of which twenty-four are derived from your mother 
and twenty-four from your father. You could not be a more 
intimate blend of your parents than you are. 

The chromosomes you received from your mother are all 
different. They vary considerably in length. You received 
a similar set of chromosomes from your father, and one 
can arrange the .forty-eight in two similar packs of twenty
four. It is as though your mother had given you one pack 
of cards and your father another. The packs might be 
rather different from one another, but each card in your 
mother's pack would have a corresponding one in your 
father's pack. 

A minute part of one pair of chromosomes is concerned 
with the colour of your eyes. The rest of thost~ chromosomes, 
and the other chromosomes, are concerned with all the 
other parts of your body, outside and in~ide. For the 
moment let us concentrate on the part of ond pair of chro
mosomes concerned with the colour of yam :yes. It is an 
extraordinary fact that every cell in your body has this 
part, including the cells of your little toe and your appendix, 
but it only shows itself in your eye. You could not have 
expected that, but it is so. 

Now suppose your-father and mother both have brown 
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eyes, inherited from all your grandparents. Then the two 
chromosomes in every cell of your body which control eye
colour will both make for brown eyes, and your eyes will 
be brown. If both your father and your mother have pure 
blue eyes, your eyes will be pure blue. · 

That is all simple. But now suppose your mother has 
pure blue eyes, and your father brown eyes inherited from 
both his parents. Then you will have a mixed pair of 
chromosomes. One of them will be trying to cause you to 
have blue eyes, and the other will be trying to cause you 
to have brown eyes. Luckily you will not have brown eyes 
spotted with blue, or the reverse, because brown eyes 
win completely, and so your eyes will be as brown as your 
father's. and so will those of all your brothers and sisters. 
When you are adult. sperms will be formed. Now sperms. 
as we have seen, only contain twenty-four chromosomes. 
not forty-eight. To get an idea of what happens. think of 
your two packs of cards again. Shuffie them together, and 
then pick out at random one complete set of cards. not 
paying any attention to whether any card is from your 
mother's pack or your father•s. It is the same in the forma-· 
tion of sperms. Each of your sperms will contain either the 
chromosome which makes for blue eyes or the chromosome 
that makes for brown eyes. You will form millions and 
millions of sperms altogether, half of which will contain the 
chromosome making for blue eyes. and half the chromosome 
making for brown eyes. 

Now suppose that later on you marry a girl with blue 
eyes. All the eggs which she produces will make for blue 
eyes. When you have a child. the chances are equal whether 
the egg was fertilised by a blue-producing or a brown
producing sperm. If the former, your child's eyes will be 
blue : if the latter, they will be brown. If you have several 
children, about half will have blue and about half brown 
eyes. 

If you do not understand clearly why children do not 
exactly resemble their fathers or their mothers or their 
brothers or their sisters. it will only be necessary for you 
to take the two packs of cards again, and begin to see how 
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many different complete sets you ca~ make up. You will 
see why you may have your father's eye-colour, your -
mother's nose, your father's long legs, your mother's 
temperament. Most of these characters are actually con
trolled by many different chromosomes all acting together, 
but the principle is exactly the same. 

" Identical " twins are formed by a single fertilised egg 
dividing into two and making two babies. The two are 
exactly similar simply because they have exactly the same 
packs of chromosomes. With the exception of identical 
twins, no two individuals have exactly the same pack. 
For that reason there are countless numbers of different 
sorts of individuals, and among wild plants and animals 
the fortunate ones sw;vive. The badly adapted ones die. 
A lion which inherited weak muscles and poor eyesight 
would not survive to pass on these characters to offspring. 
In this way not only is the standard of excellence kept up, 
but a gradual improvement or evolution takes place. 

Evolution does not consist simply in the survival of 
fortunate combinations of already existing characters. 
Every now and then an entirely new variation appears 
unexpectedly, on account of something having happened 
to one of the chromosomes of an ancestor. The new variety 
may differ markedly, or it may only differ in a microscopical 
detail; but the new character is inherited in the same way 
as eye-colour. We do not know what causes these new 
variations to appear in nature ; but it has been discovered 
that if X-rays are applied to the cells which will give rise 
to sperms or eggs, a lot of new variations are produced. 
This seems to hold out hopes of wonderful discoveries in 
the future. Perhaps we shall be able to direct the course 
of evolution in animals and ourselves in_some such way. 

There are many ways in which_ you can alter the growth 
of plants and animals~ You can take two similar grey
hounds, and tram one of them for the Waterloo Cup and 
make the other a sleepy, fat, overfed house-dog. Your 
treatment of them in no way affects their young ones. The 
puppies of the overfed house-dog are just as likely to win 
the Waterloo Cup as the puppies of the trained dog. Such 
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characters, which are caused by alterations in surroundings 
and treatment, are not inherited. It will make no difference 
to the inherited qualities of your children whether you 
improve your mind by making a minute study of this 
book, or throw it on the fire without reading further. The 
effects of the use or disuse of the various parts of the body 
are not inherited. 

SEX DETEJlMINATION 

Are you a girl or a boy ? It all depended on the sperm 
which fertilised the egg from which you grew. Eggs have 
no tendency to· grow into girls rather than boys, or into 
boys rather than girls. The sperm, on the contrary, is either · 
male-producing or female-producing. The two sorts of 
sperms are produced in· equal numbers. The control of sex 
depends on one of the chromosomes. One of the biggest 
pairs of chromosomes in the female is called the sex 
chromosomes •. When the egg is formed, the number of 
chromosomes is reduced to twenty-four from the original 
forty-eight. When this happens, one sex chromosome stays 
.in the egg, and the other is cast out. With the male it is 
different. 

In boys and men there are not two absolutely complete packs 
of chromosomes. There is an equal pair of all the chromo
somes represented in the female, except the sex chromo
somes. The male has, in every cell in his body, one sex 
chromosome like the female's, but not two. Its partner is 
an insignificant little chromosome. When sperms are being 
formed, half of them get the proper sex chromosome, and 
half get the insignificant little chromosome. If an egg is 
fertilised by a sperm of the former sort, it will contain two 
proper sex chromosomes. That is the arrangement which 
makes for femaleness, and it will grow to be a girl. If the 
sperm with the little sex chromosome fertilises the egg, the 
egg will contain one proper sex chromosome and one little 
one. That is the male arrangement, and the egg will grow 
into a boy. The sex chromosome of the sperm determines 
sex. The determination of sex is shown diagrammatically 



·a· = LARGE. SE~ CHROMOSOME 
... b. • SMALL SEX CHROMOSOME 

Fig. 42. DIAGRAM ILLUSTRATING THE DETERMINATION 
OF SEX 



EXPLANATION OF FIG. 4.2 

A. A number of sperms, all produced by one individual. Each has 
four chromosomes, but there are two sorts of sperms in equal 
numbers. One sort (female-producing) has a large chromosome 
(sex chromosome) and three smaller ones of dilferent lengths. 
The three smaller ones are also represented in the other sort of 
sperm (male producing), but the sex-chromosome is here a small 

chromosome. 

B. A male-producing sperm fertilising an egg. The egg contains a 
large sex chromosome and three other chromosomes. 

C. The sperm nucleus has fused with the egg nucleus. The three 
ordinary chromosomes are now in equal pairs, but the sex chromo
somes are unequally paired. An unequal pair of sex chromosomes 
determines maleness, and the egg will grow up to be a male, 

D. A female-producing sperm fertilising an egg. 

E. The sperm nucleus has fused with the egg nucleus. The presence 
of two equal sex chromosomes will result in the egg growing up 

t.n h" A female. 
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in Fig. 42 in an animal which has. eight chromosomes in 
each cell except the sperm and egg, which have four. 

In human beings, about five million sperms are deposited 
in the body of the woman at the same time, and half are 
male-producing and half female-producing. Only one 
fertilises the egg. The sperms have a long way to swim, 
compared with their own size, before they reach the egg, 
which is several inches away in another part of the body 
(see Physiology, p. 128). The male-producing sperms seem 
to have some advantage, for a male-producing sperm 
fertilises the egg more often than a female-producer. About 
105 boys are born to 100 girls. 

One day we shall probably be able to separate male
producing from female-producing sperms, and then we 
shall be able to have girls or boys at choice, and also arrange 
the proportions of the sexes among farm animals to suit 
requirements. 

EUGENICS 

All the hundreds of thousands of kinds of animals have 
evolved from very simple forms of life, and presumably 
from inorganic matter originally, without the existence of 
any mind to plan them. 1\Iind itself is one of the products 
of evolution, and now at last one kind of living thing only 
has got the ability to control and plan the course of evolu
tion. That one kind of living thing is the human kind. For 
centuries men have selected certain types of domestic 
animals for breeding, and have thus created all the variety 
of horses and cattle and sheep and pigs and dogs that exist 
to-day. They have improved all these animals for the pur
poses for which they require them, but they have not 
improved themselves. There is no reason at all to suppose 
that the inborn mental capacity of man has increased since 
prehistoric tin;l.es. 

When men were just evolving from ape-like ancestors, 
they evolved because the best individuals survived and 
had young ones, whilst the worst died off and had none. 
That does not happen in civilisation. With us the weakly 
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are looked after by the strong. H the' weakliness is an 
inherited character, it is unfortunate that the people who 
have it should have children, because they will pass it on, 
generation after generation._ On the averag~, the most 
successful people have the fewest children in most civilised 
countries to-day, and the least successful the most. It is 
possible nowadays for ordinary people to arrange whether 
they will have many or few children, or none at all. It would 
certainly be better if the most successful people had most ' 
children, because success in life is partly due to inherited 
qualities. Many people with excellent inherited qualities 
never get an opportunity to show them, from lack of a 
sufficiently good education. H we wanted to improve our 
race, we should give everyone an equal chance in life as far 
as possible. We should then encourage the most successful 
to have a lot of children. Many people are what is called 
feeble-minded. Their brain never develops beyond that of 
a child of six. Often this is a character which is inherited 
in the same way as blue eyes. If two such. feeble-minded 
people marry, all their children1 will be feeble-minded. 
If a feeble-minded person marries a normal person, the 
children will be norma], but some of their descendants will 
be feeble-minded. It would be a good plan to prevent 
people who have inherited feeble-mindedness from having 
children, because feeble-minded people are not happy 
themselves, and they are not useful to other people, and 
they cost other people a lot of money. Unfortunately, they 
are increasing rapidly in numbers in Great Britain. Before 
long they will form quite a large proportion of our popula
tion, unless we decide not to allow them to have children. 
Members of Parliament, who decide these things, think it 
best to let them go on multiplying. When they were young, 
Members of Parliament did not have an Outline for Boy• 
and Girls. 
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OR 

GETTING TO WORK ON THE MUDDLES 

by 
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N. W. PIRIE is a bio-chemist, and works in the bio-chemical 
laboratory at Cambridge, doing experiments. He feeds 
rats on odd things. He is a Scot and quite young. He went 
on an expedition to Spitsbergen to see how the various 
kinds of plants and animals which live inside the Arctic 
Circle behave. He camped by himself for two days by a 
driftwood fire on a corner of a beach between a glacier and 
high rock ridges ; the wild ducks and seals swam close up 
to him and the sun never set, because it was the Arctic 
summer. He has 8.Iso been to Russia and seen the scientific 
work which is being done there. Just before this book was 
finished his eldest son, John, '!as born. 
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HOW THE MUDDLES ARE MADE 

WHEN men travel, they generally take other living things 
with them. As a rule they want to, but fairly often they do 
not. For example, they take domestic animals and plants 
to a colony, but they also take out the insects and diseases 
that annoy them at home. Foreign animals and plants are 
brought home in the same way {see Fig. 48). Now wild · 
animals do not often die of old age; they are generally eaten 
by some other animal or they die of a disease. In each part 
of the world we find that the animals and plants are able to' 
find food,and.can either avoid their enemies or else breed so 
fast that they are not all killed off. But when men bring in 
new things, this balance is often upset. The newcomer may 
not be able to live at all, because it finds an enemy waiting , 
for it. It may, on the other hand, grow too well, because 
there is nothing to eat it or kill it, and become a plague. 
In either case, the trouble can be put right by the biologist, 
and I am going to describe how it is done later. 

Things go wrong for a number of other reasons, and the 
applied biologist can often put them right. The chief reason 
is man's habit of living in towns and cities. This habit 
makes it important that sanitation, public health, and 
methods of dealing with epidemics should be developed. 
We have begun to improve preserved foods and to supply 
artificially some chemicals which are essential in the 
body and which it sometimes cannot make for itself; 
I am going to tell about this too. 

So far I have only mentioned cases where things have 
gone wrong and the applied biologist has had to put them 
right again. As time goes on he is becoming bolder. He is 
improving on nature, and is thinking of wholly new thin~ 
that might be done. As a result of his labours the domestic 
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of how anim~ls and plants have moved about. 
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plants and animals are becoming bigger,/they are growing 
faster, and they are becoming much less liable to diseases. 

I 

New plants and animals are being domesticated, and 
sometimes even created, by skilled breeders. We are looking 
for new sources of food for men and animals. We are 
trying to make fungi and bacteria make things for us that 
the chemists cannot make easily. ' 

Poets and theologians have written a great deal about 
man. On the whole they seem to be satisfied with him 
from the material point of view. The biologist is not so 
easily pleased. Is it necessary that we should die when we 
do, or that we should spend a third of our lives asleep, or 
that learning should be such a slow and difficult business ? 
Questions like these are often asked, and it is the biologist 
who must answer them. The answer, of course, is" We do 
not yet know." But we are always finding out more about 
the way in which the body works and about how we can 
alter it. Perhaps in the future we will be able to do without 
sleep for several days on end as a result of taking a drug. 
It is possible that, when the differences between an old 
and a young body are better understood, we will be able 
to put off old age for a long time. 

Cattle and plants have been improved enormously by 
careful choosing and mating of fathers and mothers for 
many generations. Clearly man might be improved in the 
same way. This idea is called eugenics, and many people 
have great faith in it. But at present we know too little 
about heredity in man to be able to be very hopeful 
about it yet. Still, we are accumulating knowledge of this 
sort fairly rapidly, and it should be possible to start 
eugenic experiments in a generation or two (see Biology,, 
p. 204). 

To make it easier to read, this chapter is divided into a 
part on food and a part on health. But there is no real 
difference between these two aspects of applied biology. 
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FOOD 

Agriculture is as old as history, and is carried out in 
every part of the world in which it is possible. No living 
race of men is too primitive to cultivate some kind of crop. 
Some tribes, of course, such as the Eskimos, do not grow 
anything, because nothing will grow in the places where 
they live. The natives of Western Australia are said to bury 
the heads of the wild yams whose roots they have eaten. 
This is probably the most primitive kind of " agriculture " 
that goes on now. 

SELECTING AND BREEDING FOOD PLANTS 

The selection of good kinds of grain from among the 
many wild seed-bearing grasses was an early step. There 
is a primitive wheat called emmer that is still found growing 
in various parts of Europe and the Near East. Grains of 
this wheat have been found in Egyptian tombs (5400 B.c.), 
and even among the remains of Neolithic man {10,000 B.c.). 
It is probable that men carried it to all the widely separated 
places where it has been found (see Outline of World History, 
p. 898). If we can find out where this wheat started from, 
we could then find out more about the early wanderings of 
man. There is also a practical reason for wanting to know 
where wheat comes from, but I will explain it later. 

You have already read about chromosomes, and about 
the part played in evolution by mutations (that is, quite 
new varieties of an animal or plant that appear suddenly, 
for no apparent reason) (see Biology, p. 200). Wheat gives 
us another example of this. The cells of the most primitive 
wheats of all contain fourteen chromosomes. Emmer, and 
some of the wheats which replaced it in the civilised parts 
of the Old World,havetwenty-eight.Stillother wheats have 
forty-two chromosomes ; it is these types that are generally 
used now. All these are definitely wheats, and can in many 
cases be crossed with each other. Crossing is the usual scien· 
tific word for mating between different varieties of plants 
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or animals. Plants in which the number of chromosomes 
varies in this way are called polyploids, and polyploidy is 
very common among domestic plants. It is important 
because these polyploid plants have a tendency to increase 
in size. The seeds especially increase in this way (see 
Fig. 44). Polyploids are often very variable; that is to say, 
plants grown from seeds that have all been borne on the 
same plantare not all alike. The differences are sometimes 
quite marked. It is this fact that gives the clue to the 
country of origin of a domestic plant. A Russian botanist, 
Vavilov, has studied the wild wheats that are found in 
different parts of the world. He finds that there are more 
varieties of wheat growing together in places that are near 
northern Mghanistan than in places that are far from it. 
The same thing is true of Abyssinia. He concludes from 
this that the polyploid wheats began in these parts of the 
world and have spread out gradually. In the same way 
there are many wild types of potato in Bolivia and Peru. 
We know that the potato came from there, because it came 
quite recently. 

We can still get good plants by selecting them from a 
natural mixture--that is, by using the primitive method. 
For example, cattle will not eat lupins because they taste 
bitter: One and a half million lupins were therefore grown 
at the Muncheberg plant-breeding station in Germany. 
A few were found that were not bitter. These breed true 
and are being used as forage plants. There must often have 
been sweet lupins growing wild in the same way, but they 
would not be able to go on because animals would eat them 
rather than the bitter ones. There are . many problems 
waiting to be tackled in this way, but for most purposes 
the method of cross-breeding is better. 

Plant- and animal-breeders have always selected the 
parents of each new generation with great care. They 
hoped that in this way the good points of the parents would 
be carried on. They often were, but it was sometimes 
found that certain crosses failed. The early plant-breeders 
did not therefore get very far, if we judge their plants by 
modern standards. The work of Mendel, Bateson, and 
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Fig. 44. FIVE WHEAT-EARS 
This picture shows how much better the cultivated wheats are 
than the wild wheats from which they have been developed. 
Wild Small Spelt (A) is just a grass. It ~rows in Asia Minor and 
has 14 chromosomes. Small Spelt (B) is still sometimes cultivated 
in parts of Europe; it also bas 14 chromosomes. Emmer (C) has 28 
chromosomes and is quite often grownlas cattle food. Rivet wheat 
(D) and Bread wheat (E) have 42 chromosomes; they are typical 

modern types. 
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Morgan has made the results of the early workers seem 
much less mysterious than they were before. The plant
breeder need no longer grope blindly in a maze of varieties, 
but can tell beforehand what the result of a cross is likely 
to be. 

Genetics has not yet been so useful to the animal-breeder, 
but the science is young. When we have more knowledge, 
and especially when we know how to make animals mutate 
(that is to say, alter suddenly between two generations; 
see Biology, p. 200), we may expect some big changes in 
our domestic animals. It will never be so easy to change 
animals as to change plants. There are two reasons for this. 
One is that we cannot breed animals in enormous numbers 
(remember the 1,500,000 lupins). The other is that a plant 
is often of both sexes at once, whereas an animal is either 
male or female. The result is that it takes two animals to 
have a family, whereas it only takes one plant. This makes 
the study of inheritance more difficult in animals than in 
plants. 

The plant-breeder has tackled very many problems 
successfully. The old workers, before the time of Mendel, 
managed to increase the yield of wheat per acre. They made 
wheats that were partly resistant to the fungus that causes 
rust. By finding wheats that were not killed by frost they 
made wheat grow much farther north in Canada and 
Scandinavia than it had done before. The Swedish gene
ticist, Nillson-Ehle, has still further improved these wheats 
by crossing frost-resistant Swedish wheats with high
yielding English ones. The first generation is " selfed," i.e. 
each plant is fertilised with its own pollen. The second and 
later generations are planted in the far north, and the 
plants that are not killed by frost and which give a good 
yield of grain are chosen. This work has increased Sweden's 
production of wheat by half, although there has been no 
increase in the amount of land under cultivation. In the 
same way, wheats that will grow with very little water 
have been made for growing in Australia. 

By laborious crossing ·with wild grasses we have made 
wheats that will· grow on .. very poor soil. This is an examplE 
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of a very important principle in plant-breeding. While we 
are breeding a plant for one quality, it often happens that 
other qualities, to which we have been paying no attention, 
get missed out. Sometimes this does not matter, but it 
may be that the quality is valuable-for example, the 
power to resist a disease or pest. We now have to put this 
missing quality back again, and it is often easiest to do 
this by crossing with a wild strain of the plant. It is for 
this reason that it is important to know where our domestic 
plants have come from, for the missing quality is much 
more likely to be found among the varieties there than 
anywhere else. 

The Dutch growers in Java have been very successful in 
breeding sugar-canes which resist disease and give a good 
yield. They are_ now faced with a new obstacle. In Java 
the yield is large and the loss through disease is small, so 
sugar can be produced cheaply. But the other countries , 
that are interested in sugar production interfere with the 
people who sell Dutch sugar. So the sugar-growers gain 
nothing by their skill in breeding 1 In course 9f time no 
doubt politics will become merely one aspect of applied 
biology. ' '· 

There is another weapon in the plant- or animal-breeder's 
armoury which so far has not been used. I have mentioned 
the finding of a sweet lupin. If we knew why that lupin 
had suddenly appeared we could try to ~ake other plants 
do the same sort of thing. We know already that X-rays 
and some sort of chemicals will change an organism's 
make-up, and that this change is inherited (see Biology, 
p. 200). Mutants (the new, changed varieties) that have 
been made in this way are generally weaklings. They are 
useless, and have no hope of survival. But sometimes it 
may happen that the mutant is better than its parent, 
and that a new and useful strain could be grown from it. 
Much is to be expected from this kind of work in the 
future. 
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THE SOIL ' 

In spite of the best efforts of the plant-breeder, a plant 
cannot produce a good crop unless the soil is manured. 
The Romans knew how to increase the fertility of the soil 
by growing peas, beans, vetches, or clover in it. The use 
of various kinds of organic matter as manure is probably 
as old as farming. Fertilisers of the modern type were first 
studied by Lawes at Rothamsted about the middle of last 
century. The value of nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium 
compounds was speedily proved, and the fertility of the 
land in many parts of England was increased enormously. 
In some countries, where serious attention is still paid to 
fertilisers, the fertility has been increased even more. 

In 1898, Sir· William Crookes said that there would be a 
food shortage in 1931 unless something revolutionary were 
done. Almost all the land that was then suitable for grow
ing wheat was being cultivated, and the supplies of nitrate 
from Chili were rapidly oeing used up. Since that time 
the plant-breeder has made wheats that will grow on land 
that used to be unsuitable because of frost, or drought, 
or the poverty of the soil. Still more important has been 
the work of the chemist in " fixing " the nitrogen of the 
air. We say that nitrogen is "fixed u when it has been 
turned into some compound which the plant can use. It 
seems that no plant can make use of the element itself. 
There are certain plants-peas, beans, etc.-that keep 
colonies of bacteria in their roots. Since these bacteria 
can " fix " nitrogen, such a plant is able ·to increase the 
amount of it that is available in the soil. As a result of these 
scientific advances we are now producing more of almost 
all the important foodstuffs than there is a market for. 
It is a pity that there is no market for this extra food, 
because at least two-thirds of the people in the world have 
still too little to eat (see Problems and Solutions, p. 726). 
That, however, is the fault of the politicians and not of the 
chemists and biologists. 

There is an almost unlimited amount of nitrogen in the 
·air, and any nitrogen that is taken out of it sooner or later 
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gets back there. So a food shortage cannot be caused by 
lack of nitrogen. There is lots of oxygen and hydrogen, 
and the carbon in the food we eat is breathed out as carbon 
dioxide in a very short time. Green plants turn this carbon 
dioxide back into food for us. But there are two other 
elements that are necessary in food and that cannot be 
picked up anywhere. These are sulphur and phosphorus. 
There is plenty of sulphur in the sea, and we can get it out 
if our present supplies are used up. But if we go on using 
phosphorus as we are using it now, a shortage is certain. 
A plant contains a great deal of phosphorus; but a plant 
is not usually eaten in the fi~ld in which it was grown, so 
the phosphorus in the soil is being used up. Of course if 
grass is cropped by cattle in a field, the phosphorus goes 
back as manure, but with crops that are used as human 
food this does not happen (see Fig. 45). In some parts of 
America, 36 per cent. of the phosphorus that was in the' 
soil has been removed in this way in fifty years. This loss is, 
of course, being made good by fertilisers, but we ·are using 
up the supplies of phosphatic rock at an alarming rate and 
throwing the phosphorus into the sea. It is not a very 
common element, and it will be very hard to get it back. 
The cause of this waste is our method of dealing with 
sewage. Sewage engineers send almost everything out to 
sea by the quickest and least unpleasant route that they 
can think of. We seem to have forgotten that sewage is 
valuable, and we send millions of pounds'worth of useful 
nitrogen and irreplaceable phosphorus floating down our 
rivers every year. We get a little of it back in the form of 
fish, but we should have to catch a huge quantity of fish 
before we made good the present waste. This solution is 
not impossible, and fish will become a very important 
human food in the future. Before this happens the fisher
man will have to become a herdsman rather than a hunter, 
as he is at present, and much more research into the food 
and habits of fish will be wanted. · 
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Fig. 45. THE PHOSPHORUS CYCLE 

This diagram shows how some of the phosphorus in the world is circulating. 
A small amount is getting back to the soil but the greater part of our 
available phosphorus is going into the sea, and staying there. Look what 
John Baker said about the difference between plants' food and animals' 

food, on page 168. 
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MEAT 

Meat-eating is very wasteful. It is a luxury that we can 
afford at present, but we will not be able to if the number 
of people in the world becomes very much bigger. The 
meat-eating races will then have to find a new source of 
meat or become vegetarian. Meat-eating is wasteful, , 
because an ox, in the course of its life, eats many times its 
weight of food. About half of this could have been used as 
human food, or is grown on land that could have grown 
human food. Cattle-breeders have done wonderful work, 

· but it is not likely that they will manage to make an ox 
grow very much quicker than it grows now. For it is the 
rate of growth that is important and not the final weight 

. of the ox. The reason for this is that most of the food an 
animal eats is used to keep it warm and to supply the 
energy for its muscles. We do not gain anything fro;m the 
food that is used in this way, so we try to make it as small 
a part of the total as possible .. 

Even if the number of people in the world does increase 
greatly, we will be able to go on eating meat if the animals 
are stall fed on a more or less manufactured food. Other
wise we will have to find a way of growing meat that is 
more efficient than an ox. It is already fairly easy to take 
a bit of tissue out of an animal and grow it in a sort of soup. 
It will go on growing for ever if we keep the soup fresh and 
if we .can keep microbes out of it. If we cut off pieces, they 
will grow too. At present it is far harder to make the soup 
than to get the meat from an animal, but work of this kind 
seems to have possibilities for the future. 

BACTERIA 

There is another source of food that has not been used 
properly yet. Bacteria, yeasts, and moulds have been used 
to make various foods such as cheese, vinegar, and alcoholic 
drinks. Except in Japan, they have not been used to 
nourish plant, animal, or man. This is curious, because 
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many microbes will live on very simple things, and they 
have fantastic powers of growth. If one ordinary bacterium 
were allowed to multiply as fast as it could, there would be 
a ton ofbacteria after a day. After two and a half days 
the weight of bacteria would, in theory at least, be greater 
than the weight of the earth l Luckily for less fertile 
creatures, such as ourselves, this rate cannot be kept up 
for more than a very short time. The food-supply runs out, 
and the organism poisons itself with its own waste products. 
It is well to rero~rober that they have this power of rapid 
growth, and roan will make full use of it in the future. 

Bacteria are already used at sewage disposal works. 
They purify the . water so that it can be run into a river 
without polluting it. In Germany, glycerine was made out 
of starch by yeast at a time when there was a shortage of 
fat, the usual source of glycerine. In the next few years 
processes like this will become more important. There are 
several things that could be more easily made by microbes 
than in the ordinary chemical way. 

Sometimes we will have to make new bacteria as we 
have made new plants. This will be slightly dangerous, 
because some of them may be able to live in roan. If they 
should get loose, the applied biologist will be blamed for ~ 
:p.ew disease. But it is not likely that any amount of care
lessness will ever make us equal the applied physicist and 
chemist at this l It was their discoveries which made in
dustry possible, and it is industries, and the way they are 
carried on in industrial towns, which have given about 70% 
of the inhabitants of Britain rickets. At present there are a 
whole host of " industrial diseases." These vary from 
tuberculosis caused by working with certain kinds of stone 
to cancer that attacks workers in the shale oil industry. 

But there is another risk if we make a new bacterium. 
It might be too well fitted for life on the earth, and might 
spread to an unlimited extent in the sea and rivers and 
ponds. A catastrophe like this is very unlikely, and it is no 
more probable than the splitting of the atom in the 
explosive way that some writers have imagined. 
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INSECTS: USEFUL AND HARMFUL• 

Insects play a very important part in the production of 
food. They fertilise a. great many plants, a~d they cause 
or carry about a large proportion of the diseases froJV. which 
plants or animals sufier. There are about 250,000 definitely 
known species of insects, and this is probably only about 
a tenth of the total number. It is not surprising that they 
are important, for it has been estimated that half of the 
animal matter on land is in the form of insects. 

In round numbers there are : 
8,000 species of mammals 

10,000 ~. , birds· 
8,000 ., ,. fishes (but we know little of the 

abysses of the sea) 
200,000 , , plants. 

It is often possible to attack an insect pest directly by 
spraying the plants with a poison. Unfortunately, this 
simple method does not always work. We then have to 
study the insect's habits and life history more carefully, 
to see when it is most easily killed ; it may happen that it 
is easier to kill the larva than to kill the adult insect. 
Birds eat a great many insects. One pair of sparrows were 
found to carry 2,000 grubs and beetles to their nestlings 
every day. But birds are little use in fighting an imported 
insect plague. For one thing, they do not breed fast enough, 
so that they can never get the upper hand of an insect pest 
unaided. Another objection to birds is that they are apt 
to change their diet when taken to a new country. If they 
started eating the crop instead of the pest, the biologist 
who brought them in would not be thanked I It is to other 
insects, therefore, that we turn most confidently for allies 
in this battle. 

The use of insects to fight an insect pest raises the whole 
question of parasitism and the role of an " enemy ,. in a 
group of living creatures. Among men, an enemy is some
one who is trying to kill you or do you as much harm as he 
can. It very seldom turns out that he has really been doing 
you a good turn all the time. For that matter, it seldom 

Io 
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turns out that he has been doing himself one either. The 
position is different among animals. As a rule, an animal 
needs two things-a food-supply to eat and an enemy to 
be eaten by. Without the enemy the food will soon all be 
eaten by an a~imal with the usual powers of multiplication. 
Starvation and an epidemic follow, and it will take. the race 
several years to regain its old position. This happens among 
the lemmings in Scandinavia and the hares in North 
America. At regular intervals they "boil over," and are 
found in enormous numbers. Suddenly there is an epidemic. 
The lemmings make for the sea, and, rushing in, are 
drowned. The hares die by millions of an infectious disease. 

A parasite behaves more in the way we think an enemy 
should. It is never useful to its host ; at least, when it is we 
do not call it a parasite. There is an institute near Windsor 
where these parasites are bred for export to countries 
afflicted with a pest. 

As a rule an insect whi'ch becomes a pest is a new arrival 
in a country. One looks, therefore, for a suitable parasite 
in its country of origin, for it is probably only a pest because 
it has given its parasite "the slip.u The creature must be 
very carefully studied, for it may be bad itself, and the 
cure will be worse than the disease. After a suitable parasite 
has been found, it is bred on as large a scale as possible 
(say 10,000). They are then sent to the affiicted place and 
set free. Sometimes they are sent in cold storage and some
times they are sent living on their host. The parasite gets 
firmly established in a few years, and after that the pest 
will wane. We now see why an inside enemy is better than 
an outside one. The outside enemy is apt to look elsewhere 
for food when it has eaten all the pest insects. The inside 
enemy is hatched out of eggs in the body of its host. As 
the numbers of the pest diminish, the numbers of the 
parasite will do the same, and a balance will be reached. 

Insects were first used to control an insect pest in 1889 
when an Australian ladybird was imported into California 
to deal with the cottony scale that was ruining the orange 
plantations. Since then a fly from Malay has rescued the 
coconuts of Fiji from a moth. The European parasites of 
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the gipsy moth have been introduced into America to save 
the trees. Ladybirds have been ·used in many places; in 
Kenya they have saved the coffee crop from mealy-bugs. 
In this case the problem is more complex. There is an ant 
that farms out the mealy-bug on bushes because it likes 
a sweet fluid that the bug excretes. The ant, therefore, 
brings the bug back into a plantation as soon as it has been 
killed off by the ladybird or an insectide. The problem of 

, how to get rid of the ant is, I believe, still unsolved. 
Out of seventy-three important insect pests in America, 

thirty-seven were imported. As a rule an insect gets into a 
country in a cargo of vegetables or grain. Laws have, 
therefore, been passed in many countries to keep farm 
produce from a pest-ridden country from being imported. 
This legislation has been fairly useful for keeping out 
pests; it has unfortunately also been found useful for 
keeping out foreign business competitors I Even when it is 
not misused in this way, it causes a great deal of inter-
national suspicion. · 
. Native insects can become a pest too. Before the coming 
of farming they get their food from scattered wild plants. 
Then suddenly they find that man has supplied them with 
acre upon acre of carefully tended wheat and cotton. 
Naturally they multiply. The Colorado beetle, which 
attacks potatoes, and a whole host of fruit flies have 
increased in this way. Other insects are of little use, for if 
any parasites exist they are probably already there but 
are unable to cope with their host. We can sometimes breed 
plants that resist the insect, and chemical insecticides are 
useful but expensive. . 

So far I have only talked about bad insects. There are 
many good ones. The virtues of the bee are well known, 
but it is an insect the applied biologist has not yet studied 
enough. Bees can apparently send messages to each other, 
so there seems to be no reason why we should not send 
messages to them as a shepherd does to his dog. Now in 
most cases natural products are not really scarce, but they 
are widely distributed in small amounts. Trained, or rather 
il!structed, insects with the bee's instinct for collecting 
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could be used to gather plant products of this type. 
Plants often do not grow when there are no insects to 

fertilise them. Clover grew badly when first taken to New 
Zealand. It now grows we~ because the humble bee has 
been taken there too. In the same way figs were sterile in 
California until the insect that fertilises them in their native 
country was introduced. 

Insects are of value in coping with plant pests. Several 
insects have been used together in a successful attack on 
the prickly pear in Australia. This pest was itself brought 
in from :Mexico. Another Mexican plant, the lantana, 
became a pest in Hawaii A suitable fly was found and the 
plague is now over. 

Very recently a new use has been found for insects. Fly 
larvae will eat dead tissue but will not touch living; a 
number of these larvae are sometimes put on to nasty 
wounds that will not heal up. The result is often remark
able; they clean up the wound and it heals in a few days. 
Naturally the Hies used are bred under clean conditions 
from carefully cleaned eggs so that they will not infect the 
wound. 

HEALTH 

During the last sixty years there has been a revolution 
in our attitude towards disease. The main reason for this 
is the idea that the cause of a disease is the most important 
thing about it. This idea has already been very useful, and 
it is probable that, by means of it, the present gen~ation 
will be able to prevent or cure all the ordinary diseases. 

CAUSES OF DISEASE 

· There are six main causes of ill-health, and four of them 
are living: 

(I) Viruses, which are something alive, but so small that 
they either cannot be seen or can only just be seen un~r 
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the microscope. Mumps, measles, and small-pox are caused 
by viruses, and colds and influenza may be. 

(2) Bacteria, which are larger than viruses but not so 
large as red blood corpuscles. The foundations of modern 
medicine were laid by Koch when he found that bacteria 
are the cause of many diseases. Scarlet fever, tuberculosis, 
and pneumonia are examples of diseases that are caused 
by bacteria. 

(8) Protozoa are animals that have only one cell; they 
are bigger than bacteria, and as a rule they are more com
plicated inside. In Britain there are very few protozoal 
diseases, but dysentery, sleeping sickness, and malaria are 
serious problems in warmer countries. 

(4) Various other animals, and a few plants, have become 
parasitic on man and other animals. The tape worm is well. 
known. There are several similar animals, but, although 
they are very unpleasant, they are not very important. 

(5) There is a group of "Bio-chemical Diseases," of 
which the importance has only recently been recognised. 
The diseases which I have mentioned so far have been 
caused by the presence of something living ; this group is 
caused by the absence of something dead. Rickets and 
scurvy are caused in this way. . 

(6) The sixth group is altogether less satisfactory. It 
consists mainly of those diseases whose cause we do not 
understand. We know a great deal about cancer and 
diabetes, and can often cure them, but we do not yet know 
why people get either disease. It is probable that by the 
time Mr. Gollancz has finished printing this book we will 
have found the cause of at least one more of these curious 
diseases. They may turn out to be due to one of the other 
five causes or they may be due to some mechanical injury 
as definite and as simple as a broken leg. 

Poisoning is another cause of disease. Many of the indus
trial diseases are of this type, and they are a disgrace to 
civilisation. It is possible, by taking care, to keep the men 
who work with things like lead, phosphorus, mercury, and 
a number of organic compounds from being poisoned by 
them. As time goes on the condition of the workers in these 
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The tsetse fly carries about with it the protozoon (caDed a trypanosome) 
that causes sleeping sickness. The prot02:ooo is drawn very much 
magnified ; it is really only about twice as b.ig as a red blood eorposcle. 
The fish, gambusia, ought to have been on the same page as the moe-

quito, whoee larve it eat.. 
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The larva and pupa ofthe mosquito (anopheles) are shown b~Utg
in~ from a water aurface. They breathe throufth the tube• that 
stick through. The adult rooaquito is ahowo m the position it 
take• up when sucking blood. The little fish that i• Ulled to eat 

mo111Juito larve is drawn on. opposite page. 
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industries does, of course, get better, but there are still too 
' many cases of preventable poisoning. --

PREVENTING DISEASE 

/The obvious way to prevent people from catching an 
infectious disease is to get rid of the germ that causes it. 
As a rule that is not possible, but we can often avoid coming 
in contact with the germ. The cleaning up of our cities 
and our bodies that has been -going on during the last few 
centuries has resulted in the disappl'!arance from Britain 
of many diseases that were very. common before. Lice, fleas, 
and rats carry many diseases, and epidemics have on 
several occasions been ,traced to them. It is more difficult 
to get rid of insects which do not live on man, but simply 
bite him. It can be done, however, and malaria and yellow 
fever, which are carried by mosquitoes, and sleeping sick
ness, which is carried by the tsetse fly, are being overcome 
(see Fig 46). 

rhe protozoon which causes malaria was first seen in' 
human blood fifty years ago. It was not then known how 
it got into man. About this time Manson showed that a 
worm (filaria) was carried from man to man by a mosquito. 
This worm is probably the cause of elephantiasis, an un
pleasant disease in which parts of tlie body swell to enor
mous sizes. It was then found that malaria and a number 
of other diseases~,were spread in the same way, and by 
1904 the fight against malaria had begun. 
· Many ways of getting rid of mosquitoes have been tried, 

but methods in which the larva is attacked have been 
found to be the best. Mosquito larvre hatch out of eggs 

. which are laid in water. They breathe, so they have to 
stay at the surface with air tubes reaching through to the . 
air (see Fig. 47). There are three ways of killing these larvre. 
One is to drain the country, and so avoid having any still 
water. Another is to cover the water with a thin film of 
paraffin, and so prevent the larva getting any air. The third 
is to encourage a mim\ow, gambusia, that feeds at the surface 
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of ponds and is very fond of mosquito larvre (see Fig. 46)~ 
The first method is not always practicable, and the second is 
apt to be expensive ; also it kills a great many other things 
besides mosquitoes. But paraffin has often been used very 
successfully. The third method.seems to have no defects; it 
is very cheap and it is permanent. In part of Italy 98 per 
cent. of the children had malaria in 1924,. when gambusia 
was introduced ; now less than 10 per cent. suffer from it. 

Tuberculosis is another disease that it is easier to prevent 
than to cure. Since. the _J!hief source of infection is milk, 
the risk of catching tuberculosis becomes small if this bad 
milk is avoided. In most countries milk from cows which 
are not tuberculous can be :bought. This disease. is, there-· 
fore, to some extent avoidable. 

IMMUNITY 

Generally it is not possible to avoid contact With germs; 
we must therefore rely on a second kind of defenct:;, which 
is called immunity. People who have not had measles are 
very likely to catch it if they stay close to someone who 
has measles. Dogs, on the other hand, and people who have 
had measles recently, do not catch it. We say that a person 
who has had measles is immune. This immunity lasts for 
some years, and sometimes for ever. No one knows exactly 
what the difference is between an ordinary and an immune 
person, but we can show that the blood is concerned in it. 
If we inject into a person who has been infected . with 
measles but has not yet developed it a small amount of 
blood from a person who has just had measles, the former 
will either not be attacked or will have a very mild attack. 
In most cases it is easier, and just as effective, to get the 
blood from an animal than from a convalescent patient. 
Diphtheria and lockjaw are fairly easy to deal with in this 
way, but the treatment must be begun before the disease 
has got a firm hold. We usually get lockjaw from a deep 
wound which is very dirty. In many hospitals a little 
blood from a horse that has been given lockjaw is injected 
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into everyone who comes in with such a wound. This treat-
ment is very successful. .. 

Vaccination against small-pox is really a very similar 
thing. One deliberately gives a person a mild disease so 
that he may become immune to small-pox, ·a very serious 
disease. 

People often get ill in spite of these precautions. Some
times we can cure them by a method similar to the last. 
The difference is that one uses artifiS!ial substances to kill 
the invading germ instead of the blood of an animal that 
has recovered from such an invasion. The chemicals used 
are generally very poisonous to the patient as well as to 

·the germ. They have to be used very carefully. Protozoal 
diseases are most readily cured in this way, and several 
compounds have been used against malaria and sleeping 
sickness. 

VITAMINS AND HORMONES 

The ." Bio-chemical Diseases " are of two very distinct 
types. One is caused by the absence of a vitamin (Physiology, 
p. 92). The other is caused by the absence of a hormone 
(Physiology,· p. 96). ' If you read the advertisements of 
patent foods and medicines you will think there is something 
mysterious or magical about vitamins and hormones. There 
isn't. They are perfectly ordinary chemicals, only slightly 
more complicated than sugar or aspirin, only we do not yet 
know how all of them are put together. But we only found 
out the structw!~ of sugar five years ago. The unusual thing 
about these substances is that only a minute amount is 
needed every day to keep a man healthy. 

Normally we make our own hormones, but we have to 
get our vitamins from outside. There is probably some 
difference more fundamental than this, but we cannot yet 
say what it is. 

At least five of the known vitamins are connected with 
special human diseases, and the diseases can be, and are 
being, cured by supplying the missing vitamins. Three 
hundred years ago ~t was found that fresh fruit would 
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protect sailors from scurvy. This fact seems often to have 
been forgotten or ignored since. The absence of vitamin C 
is now definitely known to be the cause of scurvy. In the 
same way, vitamin D, which is present in cod liver oil, 
and all good brands of margarine, will cure and prevent 
rickets. Sunlight will prevent rickets just as well. In Britain 
people are seldom able to get llny sunlight because of the 
smoke, and when there is no smoke .the sunlight cannot 
get at them because of their clothes. We are, therefore, 
forced to depend on our food for this vitamin as well' as 
for the others. Pellagra is a disease which has at times been, 
very common in Italy and the southern parts of the U.S.A. 
It can be cured with certainty by feeding yeast which is 
rich in vitamin B.· This knowledge has not yet been vigor· 
ously applied, and there are still very many avoidable 
cases of pellagra. 

We know much more about hormones than about 
vitamins, and two of them have been made synthetically. 
Insulin and thyroxin are the most important from our 
present point of view. It has been known for many years 
that a diabetic could not make use of the sugar in his 
food. Later it was shown that the pancreas was to blame, 
because a dog that had had its pancreas taken out developed 
symptoms similar to those of diabetes (see Physiology, 
p. 97). Still later it was observed that these symptoms 
did not develop if the pancreas was replaced under the 
skin in any part of the body. :Many attempts were made to 
find something in the pancreas that would enable a diabetic 
to use sugar. They were successful about ten years ago. 
We still do not know why a man gets diabetes, but, with 
the aid of this extract, which has been called insulin, we 
can enable him to lead a normal life. 

In parts of Derbyshire, Switzerland, America, and other 
places many people used to suffer from goitre-that is, 
they had swollen necks and were often sleepy and dull
witted. The swelling was due to the growth of the thyroid 
gland (see Physiology, p. 126) :this gland normally contains 
a small amount of iodine. It was found that there was very 
little iodine in the soil in those parts of the world where 
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goitre was common, and that the whole trouble disappeared 
when iodine was added in minute quantities to the food 
which the. inhabitants ate. This form of goitre is now a 
preventible disease. It is simply iodine starvation. Even 
when the iodine supply is plentiful the thyroid sometimes 
goes wrong. It can stop working, but, unlike the pancreas, 
it can also work too hard. In the latter case, the only thing 
to do is to cut part of it out. When the thyroid stops 
working, the effect is similar to that of a shortage of iodine. 
Children stop growing, and their minds do not develop ; 
such a child may live for twenty years, but it will look 
like a very ugly baby and will still be unable to think. 
The effect of feeding it on thyroid, or on an extract of 
thyroid, is remarkable. Growth starts, the mind develops,
and, if it has not been deprived of thyroid for too long, it 
turns into a perfectly healthy child. The same sort of thing 
can be done experimentally with tadpoles. By feeding 
them with thyroid they may be made to turn into frogs 
while still very small. If, on the other hand, all traces 
of iodine are removed from a tadpole's food and water, 
it will not turn into a frog. Unlike a child, it will still go 
on growing. Tadpoles that are two or three times as big 
as usual may be grown in this way. 

It has recently been found out that traces of metals
for example, zinc and copper-are essential for health .. 
Babies that are being fed on milk sometimes become very 
pale and bloodless, but if they are given a trace of copper 
salt they make blood in the ordinary way. This is interest
ing, because milk is, in all other respects, a perfect food. 
Until recently, of course, a baby could collect ample 
copper, along with other dirt, while rolling about on the 
floor. This is perhaps the first example of cleanliness having 
been carried so far that it is actually the cause of a disease ! 

"THE WICKED GROCER" 

Bad food, and too little of it, is a most important cause 
of illness, both directly and also indirectly, for an underfed 
man is more easily infected than a well-fed one. You will 
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find yourself in prison if you send a man out to sea in an 
unseaworthy ship, but you will make quite a lot of money 
if, as the result of a colossal advertising campaign, you 
ruin a nation's health by making people eat a patent food 
that just falls short of being poisonous. 'The applied 
biologist can still find a lot of truth in Chesterton's song 
about the grocer : 

He sells us sands of Araby 
As sugar for cash down ; 
He sweeps his shop and sells the dust 
The purest salt in town, . 
He crams with ca~ ofpoispned meat 
Poor subjects of the J(ing, 
And when they die by thousands, 
Why, he laughs like anything. 
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WHAT THINGS ARE HADE OF 
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JoHN PILLEY teaches the history of science at Bris
tol University, but, unlike most dons, he is very well aware 
that there is a large world going on outside his university. 
He is very much interested in people, which probably 
makes him a good teacher ; it also makes him ask what 
science is going to do, what it is for, and how it is going to 
affect the minds and actions of ordinary people. That is 
most important, for scientists have so much power-more. 
probably, than anyone else-and they ought to think what 
they are doing, and, if they are going to upset the world, 
they must be prepared to set the world up again and 
make it a better place. Physics and chemistry are in some 
ways the most thrilling of all the sciences, once one realises 
that they aren't all cold and abstract and far away. There 
is really no boundary between physics and· chemistry. 
but it is traditional to think of them separately, so I have 
separated them in this Outline; but John Pilley and Richard 
Hughes are friends, and their articles should really be z:ead 
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together . .John Pilley has written a book about electricity 
which you might try if you are interested in that. He is 
rather younger than I, but old enough to have been wireless 
officer during the last part of the war and to have seen 
physics and chemistry turned from helping people to 
destroying them. He is very good at making the most 
complicated scientific apparatus out of odd bits of things 
that he finds lying about, and lighting fires without 
matches, and things like that. 
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THINGS THAT CHANGE INTO ONE ANOTHER 

M 0 8 T. of us, while we were still very young, 'began won- ' 
dering what all the things in the world surrounding us were 
made of. We wanted to know what we ourselves were made 
of, or the moon or ink or sealing-wax. The kind of answer 
that we really wanted was one which told us that things we 
didn't know about were really made of the same kind of 
stuff as the things we did know about. Perhaps that was 
why people may have teased us by saying that the moon 
was made of green cheese. But even this shows that they 
saw we believed things that looked quite di:(ferent might 
really be made of the same kind of stuff. Later on we shall 
see how nearly right we were in believing this. 

But we weren't only interested in what things were made 
of. We also wanted to know about the changes which 
seemed to happen to some things ; how it is that the white · 
powder called fruit-salts fizzes in water, and makes a 
drink like soda-water ; how matches burst into flame when 
they are rubbed on the box ; how milk curdles when you 
squeeze lemon-juice into it. 

And then a time must have come when we suddenly 
began to wonder at some of the familiar things which we 
were so used to that they didn't seem worth wondering at. 
It may, for instance, have suddenly struck us one day as 
rather wonderful that our bodies build themselves up out 
of all the different things we eat. Perhaps you remember 
what ?llr. de Ia Mare once wrote about this : 

It's a very odd thing, . 
As odd as can be, 

That whatever !lfiss T eats, 
Turns into !If iss T ; 
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Porridge and apples, 
Mince, muffins, and m1ttton, 

' Jam, junket, jumbles-
Not a rap, not a button 

It matters; the moment 
They're out of her plate, 

•· (Though shared by Miss Butcher 
And sour Mr. Bate), 

Tiny and cheerful, 
And neat as can be, 

lVhatever Miss T eats, 
Turns into Miss T. 

There are thousands of other things which happen in 
the world which we should find just as surprising if only 
we were a little less used to them. The blade of a fine new 
penknife rusts if it is left out in the damp, and the shiny 
metal crumbles away into a brown powder. The coal in the 
grate burns with bright flames, and there is nothing left 
behind but a little grey ash; If you leave your cakes in the 
oven too long, they get burnt, and after a time nothing 
remains of them but a black crackly cinder of carbon. 

Chemistry in general is finding out what things are made 
of and how they change into one another, That's all. To 
make it easier, the changes which happen to living things 
like Miss T, or to growing plants, are studied separately 
from the changes which happen to non-living things like 
rusting iron. The branch of chemistry which deals with 
changes in living matter is ca~ed bio-chemistry. The 
branch which deals with changes in non-living matter 
(with which we shall be chiefly dealing in this section) is 
called just chemistry. , . 

BREAKING THINGS DOWN 

If you watch very carefully' how things change into 
something else, it gives you a good guide as to what they 
are made of. Think of the cake that was burnt to a cinder 
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in the oven. If, instead of heating the whole cake in the 
oven, you heat just a little piece of it in a glass tube closed 
at one end called a test-tube, you can see more easily just. 
what happens. The littl~ piece of cake turns to a cinder just 
the same, but you also see steam coming off; perhaps an oily 
liquid too. If you weighed the cinder that was left in the 
tube you would find that it weighed less than the piece 
of cake you originally started with. This also shows that 
something must have been driven off by the heating. The 
black carbon that is left behind isn't in the least like the 
cake. All the same, it must have been part of the stuff the 
cake was made of. 

' -
If you heat chalk, it too loses weight and becomes 

changed into something quite different. What is left is not 
a black mass, as with the cake, but a white powder called 
quick-lime. This will dissolve in water and differs from 
chalk in many other ways. At the same time a gas called 
carbon dioxide is given .off. You cannot see this or smell it, 
but there are other ways of detecting it •. 

BUILDING THINGS UP 

Both these are examples ~f substances changing by 
being " broken down " into other substances. But many 
other changes take place through a " building up " process. 
If you weighed some iron wire while it was shiny and bright 
and then again after it had rusted, you would find that its 
weight had increased. That must mean that, as it rusts, it 
gains something from somewhere. 

What really happens is that iron rusts by taking up a 
gas called oxygen from the air. You can prove this by 
sprinkling some iron filings in a damp jam-jar, where some 
of them will stick (see Fig. 48). Then you turn the jam-jar 
upside down in a shallow dish of water, so that the rim is 
under the water, and leave it for a day or two. You will find 
that the iron has rusted and that the water has crept up 
inside the jar. This means, of course, that the water is takin_g 
the place of something which has been taken out of the all' 
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inside thejar by the iron as it rusts. Ht~t the water never 
rises more than about a fifth of the way·up, however long 
you may leave it. This is because all the oxygen from the 
air is then used up. All that remains is a quite different gas, 
nitrogen, which iron does not take up. . 

SHALLOW WATER 
IN GLAS~ TROUGH 

• \',, i ·)' I.:: ,:~ t t '(I:; '·' 
' :- l 'I • •' \ ' ' ·'•'',• ,'•" '\'''''' ,. ' . . .... . . . . 

I • • • ( t \t ' ,. 't \ ' I 

I t (, j 

JAM JAR 

IRON FILINGS 

Fig. 48. An experiment you can do for yourself. As the iron filings 
sprinkled inside the jam-jar rust the water level in the jam-jar 
rises. But it never gets more than a fifth of the way up the jar. 
This is because at that point all the oxygen is used up, and only 

nitrogen remains. 

CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS 

But what is meant by a" .building up" change, like this 
one in which rust is formed and oxygen is picked up from 
the air? Rust isn't just a mixture of air and iron. It is a 
quite separate material or substance ; and its characteris
tics, or "properties," are completely different from both 
the shiny white metal, iron, and the invisible gas, oxygen. 
The chemist's name for it is iron oxide. 
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A substance formed like this from quite different sub
stances is called a chemical compound. The change 
which happens when it is formed is called chemical com- , 
bination. · 

Other substances form compounds by combining with 
the oxygen of the air. Magnesium ribbon (which you have 
perhaps seen burning with a brilliant white flame) makes 
a white powder which resembles lime. This powder is called 
magnesium oxide, or magnesia. 

But the compounds formed with oxygen are not always 
solids : some are liquids, and some gases. If you burn 
hydrogen in air, it makes a flame and you don't notice any 
compound being forlned. But, if you put a cold piece of 
metal in the flame, you see moisture deposited on it. You 
have perhaps noticed the same thing happen when you 
put a kettle of cold water, or a cold flat iron on the flame of 
a gas-ring. Drops of water begin to form on it at once. 
People sometimes call this "sweating." The drops of water 
form because the coal-gas burning in the gas-ring contains 
hydrogen. As the gas burns, it produces water in the form 
of steam. This settles, or "condenses,"' as liquid water when 
there is something cold in the flame, just like the moisture 
in your breath condenses when you breathe on cold glass. 
But the drops of water only remain for so long as the kettle 
or jron remains cold ; as it heats up they disappear again. 
This is because the water forms steam again and passes 
away as a gas. \Ve say that steam is the same substance as 
water, because it changes directly into it on cooling and 
back again on warming. Ice, too, is another form of the 
same 'substance. 

If you let sulphur burn in air, it makes a substance 
called sulphur dioxide. This is a gas with a choky smell 
which does not condense so easily as steam. But if you 
pass it through a tube, which you cool by surrounding it 
with a freezing mixture of powdered ice and salt, such as is 
used in making ice-cream, it turns into a colourless liquid 
which looks like water. If you take the freezing mixture 
away again, the liquid forms a gas once more. . 

When carbon, in the form of charcoal or coal, burns m 
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air it makes another gas ; this gas is called carbon dioxide 
· and is the gas used in making soda-water. It does not smell, 
but, if you pass it through a tube that is made very cold 
indeed-much colder even than you could make it with 
ordinary freezing mixture-it forms a white solid. This 
too forms a gas as it warms up. 

Chemical compounds, as you have seen, can I?e broken 
down as well as built up. Some-as, for example, chalk
can be broken down simply'by heating. To break up others 
you have to set about it in a roundabout way. To get back 
iron from rust, for example, you must heat it with some
thing which will combine with the oxygen; carbon will do 
quite well for this. If you mix rust with carbon and heat it 
very strongly~ you get the iron back. This is rather like 
the way of getting iron from iron ore in the. first place, as 
the chemical composition of iron ore is very like that of 
rust. 

Many of the substances that are formed by breaking up 
complex substances are themselves complex. For example, 
both the quicklime and the carbon dioxide that are pro
duced when chalk is strongly heated are complex sub- · 
stances. Actually, quicklime is produced when calcium (a 
metal rather like magnesium) burns in air. Carbon dioxide, 
as we· have seen, is produced when carbon burns in air. 
Chalk therefore contains calcium, carbon, and oxygen as 
ingredients. 

CHEMICAL ELEMENTS 

But you find. that you cannot go on breaking down 
complex substances into simpler and simpler substances 
for ever. There comes a time when you are left with sub
stances that cannot be broken down into anything simpler 
by any chemical means. Calcium, carbon, and oxygen are 
examples of such substances. You also find that many of 
the substances that you h~ve left after breaking down 
quite different complex substances are the same. For 
instance, you can get carbon by breaking down almost all 
ani~al and vegetable substances, and from many minerals, 
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such as chalk, as well. In the same way you can get oxygen 
by breaking down all the substances produced by things 
burning. . 

The substances you finally get by breaking down complex 
substances. but which you cannot break up 'any further. 
are called chemical " elements. .. The number of these is 
immensely smaller than the number of· chemical com· 
pounds which they can form, just as the number of letters 
of the alphabet is immensely smaller than the number of 
words they can spell. There are about ninety elements in 
all 1\Iany of them have no important practical uses, and 
you are not likely even to have heard of their names. We 
should only find thirty or forty different kinds in everyday 
things. Of these there are some. such as sodium and 
calcium, which you are not likely ever to have seen in the 
pure state. because they are very difficult to separate from 
their compounds, and can only be preserved where the air 
can't get at them. 

The elements fall into two maiD. groups which have very 
different physical and chemical propertie~. The first group 
includes all metals. the second includes all other dements. 
The metals can be recognised by their bright shiny look. 
They are also good conductors of electricity. 

Here is a list of the elements you are likely to know 
something about, with short notes about them. After the 
elements are written the letters which chemists use as a 
"symbol .. for them when they are writing "formulre" 
of compounds, such as H 20 for water. About these we shall 
talk later on. With some elements the symbol is made with 
letters taken froin the old Latin name for the element. 
Where this is done I have put the Latin name in brackets. 

METALS 

·Aluminium (Al).-.A metal which you all know. as it is 
used to mak~ all sorts of everyday things. such as fryin~ 
pans and kettles. It is also used to make the "silver" 
paper that chocolates are wrapped up in. Ordinary mud 
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contains aluminium combined with oxygen and silicon. 
Rubies and sapphires are crystals of oxide of aluminium. 
Compounds of aluminium are very important in dyeing, as 
they ·make colours stick to cloth so that they don't 'run 
when the cloth is washed. 

Arsenic (As),..:._The most important thing about this 
metal is that all its compounds are very poisonous indeed. 
Only a few specks are enough to kill you. Some arseni9 
compounds are brightly coloured and were once used to 
make paint. But they are so dangerous that they aren't 
used for that any longer. . _ 

Calcium (Ca).-This metal is difficult to get in the un
combined state. If you expose -it to air it combines very 
quickly with oxygen to form lime. Its compounds are very 
common. The commonest are chalk and limestone. It is 
also an ingredient of our bones. 

Chromium (Cr).-A very white shiny metal which does 
not tarnish easily. It is mixed with iron to make rustless 
steel. It is also used for plating iron and other metals to 
prevent them corroding in the air. The shiny parts of motor
cars are usually plated with chromium. Most of the com
pounds of chromium are very brightly coloured. That is 
why the· metal is called chromium, after a Greek word 
meaning coloured. The best-known compound of chromium 
is chrome yellow, which is used to make paint. 

Copper (Cuprum) (Cu).-A reddish metal used in very 
great quantities for making wires to conduct electricity. It 
is also used to .. make coins and brass. Most compounds of 
copper have a bright blue colour. In North Wales there is a 
lake which looks quite blue because its water contains a 
little copper. Compounds of copper are used for killing 
blight on fruit-trees. 

Gold (Aurum) (Au).-A pretty yellow metal which does 
not tarnish in air. Nowadays its only important practical use 
is for stopping teeth. All the same, men have always wanted 
it so much as to be ready to kill one another to get posses
sion of it. Th~y have also thought of heaven as a place 
where the streets are paved with this metal. Even to-day 
armies of men are engaged digging it out of the earth 
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wherever it is found, carrying it across t.he sea to large cities 
where they bury it again underground in places called 
banks. Hugh Gaitskell will tell you more about it. 

Iron (Ferrum) (Fe).-This element make& up a larger 
part of the universe than any other. The whole of the core 
of the earth is almost pure iron, so are shooting stars. It is 
also common on the surface of the earth. It is the most 
practically important ·of all metals. It is used to make 
machines of every kind, also such things as railway lines, 
furnaces, and so on. An electric current will make iron a 
magnet ; and on this account it is used in almost all elec
trical machines and instruments. It is necessary to our 
bodies and forms part of the .red colour of our blood. · 

Lead (Plumbum) (Pb).-The uncombined metal is used 
for making gas and water-pipes. One of its compounds is 
used in making the best kinds of white paint. 

:Magnesium (Mg).-A white metal which will burn in air 
to make a brilliant white light. It is used to make flashlight 
powder. Its compounds are very common, and are to be 
found in most tap-water: Epsom salts and magnesia are 
compounds of it. 

Mercury (Hydrargyrum) (Hg).-A fascinating metal 
which is ordinarily a liquid, and which is bright like silver. 
For this reason it is also called quicksilver. It is used in 
thermometer$ and barometers. It is also used to make 
looking-glas~s. One of its compounds with chlorine
calomel-is ~sed in medicine. 

Nickel (N ).-A slightly yellowish white metal resem
bling iron. t is used for plating other metals to protect 
them from the air. It is rapidly being replaced by chromium 
for this purpose. 

Potassium (Kalium) (K).-A metal very difficult to get 
in the uncombined state. The metal itself combines very 
rapidly with oxygen when it is exposed to the air. Its com
pounds are present in the soil and are used by plants. 
When any vegetable substance, such as wood, is burnt the 
potassium is left behind as " potash " in the ash. Com
pounds of potassium are used in medicine, in photography, 
and in making some kinds of soap. · 
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Radium (Ra).-A very rare metal. It has important uses. 
in c1.1ring certain diseases. It has also helped us a great deal 
in understanding what things are made of. We shall talk 
of this presently. 

Silver (Argentum) (Ag).-A brilliantly white shiny metal, 
used for making ornaments and coins. It also forms an 
essential ingredient of photographic films. 

Sodium (Natrium) (Na).-A metal difficult to get in the 
uncombined state. Its most familiar compounds are or
dinary salt, washing soda and soap. Its compounds give a 
yellow colour when dropped into a blue gas flame. 

Tin (Stannum) (Sn).-A white metal which melts very 
easily. It is used to make" tins." These are really made of 
iron, but have a coating of tin to protect the iron from the 
air. It is also used to make solder. 

Tungsten (W).-A metal which does not melt even when 
it is white hot. It is used to make the filaments of electric 
lamps and wireless valves. It is also used in making the 
very hardest kinds of steel. The symbol for the element 
(W) is derived not from the Latin, but from the name of 
the mineral wolfram from which tungsten is obtained. 

Zinc (Zn).-A metal also used to galvanise iron and so to 
protect it from rusting. It is used to make the containers of 
dry batteries used in wireless. Compounds of zinc are used 
to make ointmen~s, also to make some kinds of paint. 

NON-METALS 

Argon (A).-A gas which exists uncombined in the air, of 
which it makes up one part in a hundred. It is used to fill 
some kinds of electric-lamp bulbs. 

Boron (Bf.-The uncombined element you are not likely 
to have seen. It forms brownish crystals which are very 
hard and very difficult to melt. One of its compounds, 

' borax, is used as a preservative, as a disinfectant, and also 
in boracic ointment. 

Bromine (Br).-The uncombined ~lement is a dark red 
'liquid with a choky smell ; it passes into a brown vapour 
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very easily. Compounds of bromine are used in photo
graphy and in medicine. The compound of bromine with 
silver is the substance which forms the sensitive part of a 
photographic film . 
. Carbon (C).-A very important element. It exists in the 

uncombined state as diamonds ; also as graphite, or 
"blacklead," which is used to make the core of pencils. 
Coal, coke, and charcoal contain a large proportion of un
combined carbon. It is the element which forms the basis of 
all the compounds of which living things are made. It is 
capable of making an immense number of compounds with 
other elements. 

Chlorine (Cl).-The uncombined element is a yellowish 
gas with a very choky smell rather like bromine. It is used 
for bleaching and as a disinfectant. If you breathe much of 
it you die in a most horrible and painful way. Soldiers use 
it for killing people with. Compounds of chlorine are fairly 
common. The most common of them is ordinary salt. 

Fluorine (F).-A gas rather like chlorine, but which has 
a much paler yellow colour. It combines very quickly with 
almost all substances, and so is very difficult to get in the
uncombined state. Its compound with calcium forms dear 
crystals which are used in making lenses for the ultra
microscope John Baker told you about. Its compound with 
hydrogen eats into g~ass and so is used for etching words 
or patterns on it. 

Helium (He).-A gas making up about four parts in a 
million of the air. It is a very light gas, and will_not burn; 
so it has been used for filling airships. It is given off by 
radium. 

Hydrogen (H).-Another very light gas, present in the 
gas you get from the gas-company. It is very inflammable, 
and so is dangerous to use in airships. The most familiar 
compound of hydrogen is water. It also forms a part of 
all living things. 

Iodine (1).-The uncombined element forms blackish 
shiny crystals. These when warmed make a violet vapour. 
A solution of iodine is used to disinfect cuts and bruises. 
In the combined state it exists in the sea and in many 
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kinds of seaweed. A small quantity of iodine is necessary to 
the healthy growth of our bodies (see p. 235). 

Nitrogen (N).-A gas making up about four-fifths of the 
air. Its compounds are necessary to the growth of all 
plants, and form a necessary part of our food. 

Oxygen (0).-A gas making up about one-fifth of the air. 
It is the part of the air we use in breathing, and that all 
substances use up in burning. Its compounds make up a 
large part of the earth's crust. 

PhosplwrU8 (P).-This exists in the uncombined state in 
two forms : one a white waxy solid which glows in the dark 
when exposed to air ; the other a brownish red solid used 
to make the striking surface of match-boxes. Phosphorus 
is necessary to all living things. Our bones contain a con
siderable proportion of phosphorus. 

Silicon (Si).-An element whose compounds make up a 
very large part of the earth's crust. One of its best-known 
compounds is ordinary sand. It is a necessary ingredient of 
glass. Its compound with carbon is called carborundum. 
This is very hard, and is used for sharpening tools. 

Sulphur (S).-A yellow element which burns to form a 
gas with a choky smell. Also called brimstone; and, in the 
past, boys and girls were often told that if they did not do 
exactly what grown-ups wanted, they would be burned for 
ever in a kind of lake of burning brimstone called Hell. One 
of the most important compounds of sulphur is sulphuric 
acid, used in wireless accumulators. 

COMPOUNDS AND MIXTURES 

Chemists, besides reduc:ing all substances to their 
elements, have several even more important jobs to do as · 
well. They have also to discover how the elements are : 
combined in the existing chemical compounds; then how, 
elements can be combined to form new compounds ; and ' 
what the properties of these new compounds when made I 
will be. But, before we can start discussing chemical com
pounds and their formation, it is important that we should 
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' be quite clear about the . difference between chemical com-
pounds and mere mixtures. · 

The substances produced during chemical combination 
are, as a rule, quite diff~rent from the substances from 
which they are formed. Rust, for example, has properties 
which are quite different from those either of iron or of 
oxygen ; its properties give you no clue to what it is made 
of. The same is true of water, which, as we have seen, is 
formed by the combination of hydrogen and oxygen. Just
by looking at it you could never have guessed that it was 
a compound of two gases. 

But, when substances that do not combine are mixed, 
-the p~operties of the original substance can always be 

recognised in the mixture. This is equally true whether you 
mix two po~ders (such as pepper and salt) in which the 
grains of the two substances can be picked out afterwards 
with a magnifying glass, or whether you mix two liquids 
(such as two brands of petrol), or two gases (such as oxygen 
and nitrogen) in which the mixing is much more complete. 
·In all such mixtures you can recognise the properties of the 
original constituents. 

But it is often possible to make mixtures of substances· 
that can combine, without the combination actually 
taking place. If you mix oxygen and hydrogen together, 
nothing happens at all. But, if you heat the mixture or 
send an electric spark through it, combination takes place 
so violently as to. make an explosion : this will burst the 
container unless it is very strong. As a result of the com
bination water (or rather steam) is produced. 

Petrol vapour mixed with air explodes in the same way' -
when a spark is made in the mixture. It is this explosion, 
started by the spark of a magneto, that forces down the 
piston of petrol "internal combustion" engines such as are 
used in motor-cars and aeroplanes; this provides their power. 

So, too, you can mix the ingredients of gunpowder 
without their combining. But, if the gunpowder is heated, 
or a spark touches it, 1 there is an explosion and a large 
amount of gas is produced. It is the force of the explosion 
that is used to drive shot from a gun. 
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During a chemical change there is almost always a 
liberation of energy in the form of heat, and this is one of 
the best ways of recognising a chemical change. But the 
liberation of energy· is not always easy to observe. When 
iron rusts, for example, the liberation of el)ergy is so slow 
that you don't notice the iron getting any hotter. 

But it isn't always easy to tell the difference between a 
compound and a mixture. Think what happens when you 
put sugar into water. It disappears into the water and 
makes a sweet liquid. If you let this dry up, you get the 
sugar back again. You might think this was a mixture, 
but actually it isn't. Sugar· dissolves in water because it 
forms a loose kind of compound with it. Candle-grease does 
not form even a loose compound with water, and so does 
not dissolve in it. 

Gases, too, form loose compounds with liquids. The 
commonest example of this is ordinary soda-water. This 
consists of water with· carbon dioxide dissolved in it. It is 
this that you see bubbling off when the soda-water comes 
out of its syphon. Oxygen does not form any such compound 
with water as easily, and so dissolves much less in it. But 
it does dissolve to a small extent, otherwise fishes would 
not be able to live in water, for they need oxygen just as 
we do ourselves. 

You can see that solutions are really a kind of chemical 
combination from the fact that heat is often liberated as 
they are formed. If you mix methylated spirit with water, 
for example, you feel the liquid get quite warm. If you mix 
sulphuric acid with water, the liquid gets much hotter-so 
hot that you cannot hold the dish in which you are mixing 
them. Heat is also liberated when you dissolve sugar in 
water, but the amount is so small that you don't notice it. 

When chemists talk of chemical compounds, they do not 
as a rule include these loose kinds of compounds that are 
formed when things dissolve. They almost always only 
mean compounds (such as rust or water) whose properties 
are quite different from the substances from which they are 
formed, which can be obtained pure and which are found to 
have a definite composition. 

Ko 
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. '.fhe solution you make when you dissolve sugar in water 
can have any composition you like, depending on the 
amount of sugar you dissolve in the water. The loose 
compound that is formed cannot be separated from the 
water either by filtering or in any other way. But when the 
two gases, oxygen and hydrogen, combine, the water that 
is formed is obtained pure and · has a perfectly definite 
composition. 

If we mix oxygen and hydrogen in the right proportion, 
and then make· a spark in the mixture, they explode to
together ; both are completely used up in forming the water, 
which is all that is left behind. But, if there is a little too 
much oxygen or a little too much hydrogen in the mixture, 
then that little bit too much is left behind unaltered. This 
shows that the proportions in which oxygen and hydrogen 
combine to forni water are perfectly definite. · 

Again, if you burn a piece of magnesium rib bon in a 
stream of air in a tub~. so that you can collect all the white 
powdery magnesium oxide that is formed, you find that 
its weight is always a perfectly definite fraction heavier 
than the magnesiu~ you started with. However many 
times you repeat the experiment, you find the fraction is 
always the same, never mo!e and never less. This shows 
that the new white substance, magnesium oxide, always 
contains exactly the same proportions of magnesium and 
oxygen. 

If you heat copper in a stream of air, an oxide is again 
formed, but this is black instead of being white. The frac
tion by which the copper increases in weight is different 
from what it is with magnesium, but it is always equally 
definite and never varies. You get the same result whenever 
you make chemical compounds ; this shows that their 
composition is always perfectly definite. 

You also find the proportions are definite when you 
break up a compound. If you heat chalk, for example, and 
turn it into lime, you find that the loss of weight is 
always the same fraction of the original weight of the 
chalk. However many compounds you may split up, and 
however often you do each experiment, this will always be 
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true. This fact about chemical combination is called the 
"law of constant proportions:" Of course, substances don't 
really " obey ·~ laws, though people used to think they did. 
To be" obedient," substances would have to b~a kind of 
people, which clearly they are not' (se~ p. 23). All that 
the law means is that all. definite chemical compounds 
are made up of definite proportions of their ingredients. 

And there is another important " law " of chemical 
combination that you ought to know about ; this is called 
the" law of multiple proportions." Some elements are able 
to combine to make two, and sometimes more than t'wo, 
quite different compounds. But in each of these the pro
portions of the two elements is again quite definite. · 

Perhaps the example of what happens when mercury 
and iodine combine ·will make it clea;r. If you grind up 

· together in a mortar some mercury and a very small 
quantity of iodine, you will find that a dark green powder 
is made. This is a compound of the two elements. Now if you 
pour away the mercury that is left over, add some more 
iodine to the green powder, and grind it up again, the green 
powder changes into a bright scarlet powder. This is because 
a further new compound has been formed containing a 
greater proportion of iodine. The green powder, which has 
the smaller proportion of iodine, is called mercurous iodide ; 
the scarlet powder, which has the greater proportion of 
iodine, is called mercuric iodide. If we were to analyse these 
compounds separately, we should find that the proportion 
of iodine in the scarlet compound was exactly twice that 
in the green compound. 

ATOMS 

Now, this is very puzzling. It was surprising enough to 
find that chemical compounds contained elements in fixed 
and definite proportions. But it is still more surprising to · 
find that elements can combine in several different pro
portions, all quite regular and definite. This odd regul~ity 
and exactness suggests that perhaps these "laws of chemical 
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combination ., are a clue to something very important 
about how all substances are made up. 

There is only one way we can explain this regularity. We 
must believe that every element consists of tiny .units, and 
that chemical combination between two elements happens 
through the units of one element pairing off with one or 
more units of another element. These units we call atoms; 
In the scarlet compound of mercUl'y and iodine, twice as 
many iodine atoms are combined with each mercury atom 
as in the green compound. From other experiments, about 
which we must talk presently, we can tell that the green 
compound of mercury and iodine is formed by the com
bination of equal numbers of atoms of the two elements. 
The scarlet compound is formed by the combination of 
mercury atoms with twice as many iodine atoms. 

But you must not think that, because a compound is 
made of equal numbers of atoms of different elements, it 
also contains equal weights of these elements. This would 
be so only if the atoms of the two different elements weighed 
the same. But they don't; and we can even measure how 
much heavier the atoms of one element are than those of 
another, by finding out the proportions in which they 
combine~ 

Consider the mercury and iodine experiment. The green 
mercurous iodide is formed by mercury and iodine com
bining in the proportion of 1.575 to 1 by weight. This shows 
that each mercury atom must be 1.575 times as heavy as 
each iodine atom. If we examine the composition of a 
compound called hydrogen iodide which is made up of an 
equal number of iodine and hydrogen atoms, we find that 
the combining proportions are 127 to 1. This shows that 
iodine atoms weigh 127 times as much as hydrogen atoms. 
Knowing this, we can calculate that mercury atoms weigh 
200 times as much as hydrogen atoms. 

By studying the composition of compounds formed by 
a large number of different elements, we can discover the 
relative weights of their atoms. When we do this we· find 
that the atoms of hydrogen are lighter than the atoms of 
any other element. So it is convenient to take their weight 
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as standard and call it 1. The weight of the atoms of any 
other element compared with hydrogen is called the 
" atomic weight " of the element. 

The atomic weights of different elements range 'from 1 
for hydrogen itself to 236.7 for uranium,. the element whose 
atoms are heavier than those of any other element. The 
atomic weights of other elements lie between these ex
tremes. The atomic weight of oxygen, for example, works 
out to be 15.87. 

DO ATOMS REALLY EXIST! 

We touch and see all sorts of substances every day, and 
all the time ; but there is nothing about the look of them 
which would make us suspect that they were made up of 
atoms. You might, of course, argue that since all substances 
-and especially gases--can be compressed into a smaller 
volume than they ordinarily have, then they must be made 
of particles separated by empty space. But this is not very 
convincing. We can't see atoms either, and never shall be 
able to. This is because light, though you would not think 
it, is made up of waves. These waves in some ways resemble 
the waves that form on the sea, but instead .of being several 
yards long from crest to crest they are so short that it takes 
about a million of them to make up an inch. Ordinarily you 
think of light going in straight lines, but actually it bends 
round corners a little just like sea waves do. Thi~ has the 
effect of giving everything you look at a tiny blur at the 
edge. But the blur is so narrow that you can never ordin
arily see it. If you make a microscope to see extremely 
small things you find that you begin to see the blur. But, 
long before you get to the point where you would be able 
to see atoms the things you look at are entirely lost in the 
blur. It is this that makes it impossible ever to see atoms. 
Even if they were a million times bigger it would still be 
impossible to see them even with the most powerful micro
scope that has been made (seep. 181). 

You may feel, after that, that we don't know much about 
them, and that unless you can have better evidence you 
aren't going to believe that there are such things as atoms. 
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But there is a way of getting a definite proof of them, and a 
way of measuring them too. But to explain that I shall have 
to say somethingfirstabout crystals and then aboutX-rays. 

All of you will have seen crystals and will have been 
struck by the regular shapes they form. Crystals of many 
substances can be made by dissolving those substances in 
water and then letting the water dry up slowly. Perhaps 
you have made sugar or salt crystals for yourselves. The 
important thing about crystals is that they make quite 
definite shapes, which are different for different substances. 
You can, -in fact, recognise substances from the shapes of 
their crystals. The shapes of a few common crystals are 
shown in Fig. 50. 

Now the regular shapes that crystals make suggests that 
there is some kind of orderly arrangement inside. You can 
find out about this with X-rays. 

l\Iost of you will have heard of X-rays, and will know 
that they are able to pass right through substances that 
won't let ordinary light through at all. These rays are 
produced in glass tubes that work on the same principle as 
wireless valves. 

You cannot actually see X-rays, as they do not affect 
your eyes. But, when they strike certain kinds of crystals, 
they make them light up with a greenish glow. So, if you 
cover a sheet of cardboard with a thin layer of these 
crystals, you get a "screen" which makes X-rays visible. 
If you put your hand between the screen and a tube that is 
making X-rays, you see a shadow of your hand in which the 
bones show very much darker than your flesh. This is be
cause the X-rays pass much more easily through your flesh 
than through your bones. X-rays will also affect a photo
graphic plate; and so, if you use a plate instead of a screen, 
you can get a photograph of your hand showing the bones. 

Now a very surprising thing about X-rays is that if you 
make a beam of them pass through two fine holes in line 
with one another, so as to make the beam very thin, and 
then put any kind of crystal in the way of the beam, the 
X-rays are scattered to make a pattern of which you can 
take a photograph, by putting a photographic plate behind 
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the crystal. The kind of pattern you get depends upon 
the kind of crystal you use. With a crystal of ordinary salt 
the pattern you get is something like you see in Fig. 51. 

You get a pattern of much the same kind 'When you look 
at a bright point of light , such as a distant street lamp, 
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Fig. 51. This shows you the kind of pat1ernyou g<"' when Y''u let :t 
beam of X-rays pass through a eu b ic crystal, and then put a photo
graphic plate in the way. P atterns like tllli are usually ealled Laue 

patterns after the name of the man who first diseon~.red them. 

through a finely woYen fabric, such as a silk umbrella. Here 
the pattern looks something like you see in Fig. 52. 

These patterns are produced because both light and X
rays are made up of 'Waves. The difference between the 
two kinds of 'l'aYes is that X-ray wa•es are about 10,000 
times shorter than light waYes; that is to say, it takes 
about ten thousand million of them to make up an inch. 
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From the pattern you see when you look through a silk 
umbrella you could tell that the silk fabric was made up of 
strands running across one another. You could also tell what 
was the distance between the strands. All this would be pos
sible without your examining the fabric of the umbrella at all . 

• 

• • 

• • • 

• • 

• Fig. 52. This is the kind of vat tern you get when you look at a bright point 
of light through a silk umbrella. You should try it for yourself. 

X-rays do not make a pattern as they pass through the 
fabric of an umbrella, because the waves making them up 
are much too short. But they do make a pattern when they 
shine through crystals. This shows that crystals are made 
up of a kind of fabric ; but a fabric in which the " strands " 
are very much closer together than the strands of silk in 
an umbrella. 

You can tell from these X-ray patterns that the atoms 
in a crystal are all lined up in regular rows to make up the 
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kind of arran.:,oement :you see in F~g. 53. This is rather like 
what you would get if you packed marbles into a box so as 
to get the largest possible number into it. The row-s of 
atoms in the crystal play the same part in producing the 
X-ray pattern. as the strands of the silk mnbrella play 
in making the light pattern.. 

F.g. S-1. ~ pictUR ti to~ you an idea ~rthr a...-ran,.~t oftlr atc:-m;. 
in a <"n"5bl of ordinan" salt f 5IOOimn dik-.D.it- 1- U ~ take the .-trite bLls 
to repi-esent c:blorioe atoms the shaded balls ~t sodium atoms. But 
you. ean eqnallyTellassometheother..-ay. You mustn""t -.-..umr fn:wn t:hb 
picture that the atoms are really like rotmd bail:s t~ one &IK'ther : 
~ shall talk about that later. Tbe important thing this pieture ti meant 
to mow you tithe~--' of the atQIDS in regular row-s in the ayst.al. 

It is also possible to tell from the X-ray patterns how far 
apart the atoms making up the •• strands " of a cry:.-tal 
are. But as soon as you know this you can ~ily work out 
the total number of atoms in any piece of c~:.t~ and bow-
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much room each of the atoms takes up. If in addition you 
know the weight of the cry"stal, you can tell how much 
these atoms weigh all together. From this you can work out 
the weight of each separate atom. , 
· The answer Y5>U get shows that atoms are astonishingly 
small. It would take over 100,000,000 atoms of carbon, 
packed closely together side , by side, to cover an inch. 
To make up an ounce of carbon it would take about 
1,400,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 atoms. Hydrogen atoms 
are only one-twelfth of the weight of carbon atoms. It there
fore takes twelve times as many to make up an ounce. 
Knowing this, you can also work out how many atoms there 
are in your own body. Your body is chiefly composed of the 
atoms of the elements hydrogen, oxygen, carbon, calcium, 
phosphorus, and nitrogen. The average weight of the atoms 
making you up is about nine times as much as hydrogen 
atoms. Suppose you weigh seven stone. This is 98 pounds, 
or 1,568 ounces. The number of atoms you contain is there
fore about 2,900,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000! 

O,rdinarily we 'Only think of things as being made up of 
crystals when we can see the crystal shapes. But X-rays 
show us that in almost everything solid, including things 
like metals or wood or cotton, or even soot, the atoms are 
arranged to make regular patterns. This means that every
thing solid is really made up of crystals, although the 
crystals are often very tiny and jumbled up with one 
another. In metals you can sometimes actually see the 
crystals. The pattern you see on galvanised iron for 
example is made by the zinc crystals on the surface of the 
iron. In Fig. 54 you see a drawing of the pattern that is 
made by the formation of crystals in iron itself. But in 
substances like wood or cotton you can never see the 
crystals, and if it weren't for the X-ray patterns they make 
you would never know they were there. 

WHAT ARE ATOMS MADE OF! 

Now that we know something of the size of atoms we 
may next want to ask how it is that atoms combine together 



Fig. 54. Tllis is a highly magnified picture (approximat ely 3000 times) 
of the surface of an ingot of iron. The pattern is made by the crystals 
of iron t hat formed within the ingot as it solid ified . The cryst a ls a re 

very small and a.re a ll jumbled up with one another. 
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to form compounds. But, before we can say how they do 
this, we must know more about atoms themselves. 

If atoms were just like grains of sand, we could hardly 
account for chemical compounds being so very different 
from their ingredients. Nor could' we even explain why 
atoms hold together to make up a solid substance. Perhaps 
it has never struck you as surprising that, when you pick 
up one end of the poker, the other end comes up too? But 
this shows that there must be something about atoms 
which makes them hold together very firmly to form solid 
substances. . 

We have said chemical elements cannot be broken up 
into simpler substances by any of the methods the chemist 
uses to break up compounds. In other words, elements are 
substances composed entirely of one kind of atom. But this 
does not mean that the atoms themselves have not got 
parts. It only shows that the parts are held together 
very firmly indeed, and cannot be separated, like the atoms 
making up a chemical compound, by chemical methods 
such as heating or the action of other chemical substances. 
Now, there are several things which seem to suggest that 
atoms have a very definite structure. 

FAMILIES OF ELEMENTS 

If you study their properties, you find that some of the 
chemical "elements resemble one another very closely. 
This makes it possible· to arrange them in families. One 
family in which the family likeness is very great consists 
of the elements fluorine, chlorine, bromine, and iodine. 
All these elements are either gases or else are very easily 
changed into gases by warming. They all combine very 
readily with metals to give compounds, and these also 
resemble one another very closely. The compound of 
chlorine and sodium with which you are all familiar is 
common salt ; it exists in enormous quantities in the s~a. 
Elements belonging to this family, because they combme 
with sodium and other metals to give compounds resem· 
bling common salt, are called the " halogens," from a 
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Greek word mean~ng salt. Another interesting thing 
about these elements .is that, if you arrange them in order 
of their atomic weight, you notice a gradual change in their 
properties as you pass from one to the next. Fluorine is a 
very slightly yellow-coloured gas, which it is difficult to 
liquefy by cooling ; chlorine is a more deeply yellow gas, 
easily liquefied ; bromine is a deep red liquid ; and iodine 
is a violet solid. 

Another important family of elements is known as the 
" alkali " metals. This family is composed of the elements 
lithium, sodium, potassium, rubidium, and cresium. The 
last two are rare, and you may not have heard of them 
before, though cresium has recently become important as it 
is sensitive to light and is used to reproduce the sound of 
talkies from the sound track on the film. All these elements 
are metals ; they are very soft, and can be cut with a 
knife more easily than lead ; and they all melt very easily~ 
They must be kept away from air as much as possible; 
because they combine with oxygen like iron does, only 
much more quickly. Arranged in order of their atomic_ 
weight they. too show a· gradual change of properties. For 
example, the melting-point of each is lower than .the one 
that comes before it. 

Another very striking family of elements is the one com
posed of helium, neon, argon, krypton, xenon, and radon. 
These elements differ from all others in that they are quite 
incapable of forming any chemical compounds at all. 
They all exist in small quantities in the air and are known 
as the " inert gases." Without knowing it, you have been 
breathing them all your life. Helium is used in the electric 
advertisement signs which spell out words in a bright pink 
glow. The signs which make a bright red glow contain 
neon. Argon is used. to fill some kinds of electric lamps. 
Krypton and xenon are both very rare, and exist only in 
minute quantities in the air. Radon is much rarer still. ' 

All other elements belong to families, but the family 
likeness is not so striking as it is in these families. 

The elements belonging to any family, in spite of their 
resemblance, cannot be changed ~to one another. All the 
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same, the family likeness makes us suspect that the atoms 
of every member of a family mast be built up in something 
like the same way. 

RADIUM 

But we get definite proof that atoms are made up of parts 
by studying radium. Radium is a rare element which belongs 
to the same family as magnesium and calcium ; it forms 
compounds resembling those of both these elements. But, 
in addition to its ordinary chemical properties, it has other 
properties which are very ~urprising. ' 

If you seal up some radium, or a compound of radium, in 
a glass bulb, you find that two quite different elements, 
helium and radon, are slowly but steadily produced. 
You might perhaps think that this was just another 
example of ordinary chemical decomposition. But it 
differs from chemical decomposition in several outstanding 
ways. First, these two gases are given off, whatever com
pound of radium you start with. Second, the two gases are 
given off at a perfectly steady rate which nothing affects. 
Third, the change cannot be made to act the other way 
round-to form radium once again. Fourth, there is a 
release of energy which is millions of times greater than 
with any ordinary chemical change ; this release of energy 
is so great that radium keeps itself perpetually a little 
hotter than its surroundings. 

All this shows that the change which radium undergoes 
is very different from an ordinary chemical decomposition 
of a compound into the elements making it up. It is called 
a radio-active change, and is due to its atoms actually 
breaking up of themselves to form two other kinds of atom. 

If you bring some radium near to some crystals of zinc 
sulphide, or to a diamond, the crystals light up. You can 
see this happening for yourselves if you look at the hands 
of a luminous watch. These are made luminous with paint 
that contains zinc sulphide mixed with a minute quantity 
of radium. If you look carefully through a magnifying 
glass, you see that the light of the hands is made up of 
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minute flashes which look rather like a shower of shooting 
stars. This shows that the light of the crystal is due to a 
kind of bombardment of the crystal by particles shot ofi 
from the radium. The particles which do the bombarding 
are called alpha particles. Each radium atom, as it breaks 
up, shoots ofi one of these particles rather like a bullet from 
a gun, but with far greater speed-several thousand miles a 
second. (The fastest bullets do not travel more than about 
one mile a second.) It is these particles which. become 
ordinary helium gas when they have been brought to rest 
by the surrounding matter. The radium atoms, when they 
have shot ofi an alpha particle, become radon atoms: 

The path of alpha particles through the air surrounding 
some radium can actually be photographed. To do this the 
air must be made so damp that a mist is just about to 
form in it. Under these conditions the atoms of the air 
that a passing alpha particle has bumped against act 
as centres upon which the first mist-droplets form. The 
result is that you get rows of mist-droplets formed along 
the paths taken by the alpha particles. These show 
up as definite tracks, and can be photographed by the 
light of a powerful electri<! spark. The photographs usually 
show a number of almost straight lines spreading out from 
the radium into the surrounding air. 

WHAT IS INSIDE? 

Alpha particles are a very great help in finding out how 
atoms are made, because they enable you to probe inside 
the atoms rather like you might probe into a Christmas 
pudding with a knitting-needle to see if there were any 
threepenny-pieces inside. 

From an X-ray examination ~f crystals, you have seen 
how much space atoms take up. If you assume that atoms 
are like hard balls or grains of sand, it is easy to work out 
how far you should expect an alpha particle to be able to 
penetrate into a piece of solid matter, or into a gas, be
fore it was either deflected or stopped altogether. But the 
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cloud track experiment shows that alpha particles travel 
in straight lines for distances thousands of times greater 
than you would expect. This shows two things : first, that 
alpha particles must be very small indeed-very much 
smaller than atoms themselves ; and, second, that they can 
pass right through hundreds of thousands of atoms without 
being turned out of their path at all. 

This is a very surprising result. It shows that atoms are 
really very hollow things-not at all what you would ex
pect according to your ordinary ideas about the solidness 
of matter. 

THE NUCLEUS 

But alpha particles tell you something still more impor
tant about atoms. Very occasionally- the track made by 
an alpha particle suddenly bends at a very sharp angle 
and seems to fork into two, -as you see in Fig. 55. 

This shows that somewhere inside atoms there must be 
something very heavy, but also very small, which is able 
to knock an occasional alpha particle right out of its path. 

' When this something is hit by an alpha particle, it recoils 
and sets off to make a separate track of its own ; just as a 
stationary billiard-ball sets off on a track of its own when 
is it hit by a moving billiard-ball. This is why the original 
track forks in two. 

The heavy part of an atom which acts as an obstacle to 
alpha particles is called its " nucleus." By studying the 
collisions of alpha particles with the nuclei of atoms, you 
are able to form some idea of how big and how heavy they 
are. The result is surprising and shows that the nucleus of 
any atom is hundreds of thousands of times smaller than the 
atom itself. And yet, in spite of the extreme smallness of 
the nucleus, almost the whole of the weight of any atom is 
concentrated in it. The alpha particles shot off by radium 
come from the nucleus of its atoms. The alpha particles 
themselves are helium nuclei and become atoms of ordinary 
helium gas when they have lost their immense speed. 
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Fig. 55. This is a magnified drawing of the cloud tracks you 
see formed when alpha particles pass through air overladen 
with moisture. The sharp forking of one of the tracks is due 
to the collision between an alpha particle and the nucleus of 

an atom of the gas. 
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The nticlei of atoms are so smal . _,At, if you could pack 
together the nuclei of all the atonlJ making up your own 
body, you would find that they woUld scarcely fill a thimble. 
But, ·all the same, this thimbleful 'would weigh the whole 
seven stone or whatever it is you weigh now. 

And this leads us on to the next question. What fills the 
rest of the space that atoms ordinarily take up ? 

ELECTRONS 

You get a c'lue to this in s.omething you must often have 
noticed. When you ·comb your hair, it sometimes crackles, 
and, if you brush it, it makes flashes which you can see in 
the dark. It stands on end, too, -and is attracted by the 
comb ; as you move the comb about,. your hair seems to 
follow it. When you see this, you say that your hair is 
electrified, or charged with· electricity. What really has 
happened is that the comb has carried off something 
belonging to the atoms of your hair. This something, when 
separated from your hair, attracts it very strongly. 

You can find out something very important about this 
if, instead of electrifying your hair, you electrify minute 
oil-droplets, and see how they are attracted by an electri
fied substance. You can make the oil-droplets and electrify 
them all in one by forcing oil under pressure through a very 
fine nozzle, like a scent spray. The oil-droplets that are 
formed become electrified as they pass through the nozzle. 
If the nozzle is the right shape, the droplets that are formed 
are so small that they remain suspended in the air like dust. 
You next pass the air containing them into a closed box, 
which protects them from draughts. In the roof of the box 
you have an electrically charged plate. This attracts the 
electrically charged droplets and, not only prevents their 
settling, but actually makes them move upwards in the box. 
You can watch them doing this if you look at them with a 
microscope through a hole in the side of the box. From the 
speed at which they move, you can tell how much of the 
something that makes things electrified each droplet carries, 
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just as you could , much hydrogen a balloon had in 
it from the speed at .. r.:ch it rose in the air. 

The result of this experiment, again, is surprising. It 
shows that no oil-droplet ever carries less than a certain 
minimum amount of this something ; but that those oil
droplets which have more than this minimum amount of 
it always have exactly two or three, or another whole 
number, of times as much. 

This shows that the sorli.ething that substances pick up 
or lose when they are electrified, an.d which makes them 
attract one another, is made up of units which cannot be 
divided. The smallest charge which it is possible for an oil
drop to carry is equal to one of these units. 

These units are called "electrons." They form part of 
all atoms, and it is quite impossible to discover any differ
ence between any two electrons, whatever kind of atom 
they come from. 'Vhen they are detached from atoms, they 
seem to exist as minute particles. These are of about the · 
same size as atomic nuclei, but weigh only about a two- · 
thousandth as much as the lightest nuclei-those of 
hydrogen. As they have size and weight, we must look upon 
electrons as a kind of material substance. 

The force which appears between a comb and your hair 
is due to electrons being carried off by the comb from a 
minute proportion of the atoms making up your hair. This 
force is exactly the same force as ordinarily holds electrons 
to the atoms to which they belong. 

Actually the proportion of atoms in your hair from 
which electrons are carried off when you comb it is never 
more than one in millions of millions. If it were possible 
to carry off all the electrons even from a single hair, an 
immense force would result. If the comb could be carried 
off to Edinburgh while you kept the single hair in London 
you would still have to tie them both up with thick .steel 
ropes to prevent them rushing together I This gives you 
some idea of how strong are the forces holding electrons to 
the nuclei of atoms. · 

Under ordinary conditions, the force between electrons 
and the nuclei of the atoms to which they belong, acts upon 
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such a small scale within the atom that you cannot see it 
at work. You can only do this when the fOrce acts over a 
considerable distance, as happens when electrons are re
moved from a substance and it becomes electrified. Ordin
arily the electric charges of the nucleus and its electrons 
seem to neutralise one another completely. This is because 
atomic nuclei and electrons have different kinds of electric 
charge. To remind ourselves of this the charges .of the 
nuclei of atoms are called positive, and the charges of 
electrons are called negative. There is, of course, no reason 
why one should be called positive rather than the other. 
The important thing is that· they are of opposite kinds and 
seem to neutralise one another when they are close together. 

ATOMIC NUMBERS 

By watching the deflection of alpha particles by the 
nuclei of atoms of different elements, you can measure how 
many units of positive charge the nuclei of each of them 
carries. What you find is that the charge of the nucleus is 
always exactly equal to a whole number of electrons, but 
is different for every kind of atom. This _means that the 
number of electrons with which any nucleus ·surrounds 
itself is also different for every kind of atom. It ranges from 
1 in hydrogen to 92 in uranium. For other atoms it is 
somewhere in between. For oxygen it is 8 ; for calcium, 20. 
For any atom the number representing the charge of the 
nucleus and the number of electrons it surrounds itself with 
is known as the" atomic number." 

Particles of the same weight as the nuclei of hydrogen 
atoms (which are also called protons), but carrying no 
charge at all, are given off from the nuclei of beryllium atoms 
when an alpha particle collides with them. These particles 
are called neutrons and can be considered as an element 
with atomic number of zero. They most likely consist of a 
proton and a single electron rolled up into a single particle. 
As they have no charge, they hold no electrons. From what 
we are next going on to talk about we shall see that they 
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therefore have none of the properties of any other chemical 
element. 

The atomic number of an element is even more important 
than its atomic weight; for, as we shall see, the chemical 
properties ~f. an element depend upon the number of 
electrons held by the nuclei of its atoms. The weight- of the 
nuclei has no effect on the number of electrons.-

Electrons themselves are of about the same size as the 
nuclei of atoms, and it is very surprising that quite a small 
number of them should be able to occupy the whole of the 
rest of the space which the atom takes up. It is particularly 
surprising when you remember that atoms, when they are _ 
closely packed together with others in a crystal, occupy 
an immensely greater volume, and behave like little marbles 
that can only be compressed with great difficulty. 

The electrons make atoms behave like this because they 
race round the nucleus millions of millions of times a second, 
tracing out a complicated path at a varying distance from 
the nucleus. By patrolling the whole of the surrounding 
space, they occupy it in something like the same way as a 
policeman occupies the· whole of his beat. If a policeman 
were given a racing motor which took him round his beat 
a million m:i'llion times a second, there would be little 
chance of a burglar missing him. The electrons in neigh
bouring atoms repel one another. This keeps the atoms -
apart and gives them their apparent solidness. 

In spite of their rapid motion round the nucleus, the 
electrons belonging to an atom cannot fly off at a tangent. 
This is because they are held in by the very strong elec
trical attraction of the nucleus, rather like the earth is held 

. in its path round the sun by the gravitational attraction 
of the sun. This attraction makes it impossible to separate. 
an ·electron from an atom without the atom tending to pull 
it back again. 

But there are ways in which we can temporarily separate 
an electron from some of the atoms making up a substance. 
One of the ways is by friction between a comb and hair. 
We can also do it by the action of light, by the action of 
heat, by electric action, and in many other ways as well. 
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' 
When, for example, an electric spark is passed through a 
gas, electrons are knocked off some of its atoms and float 
about independently in the gas. But they do not remain 
separated for-very long. Even while the spark is still pas
sing, some of them join up again with atoms which have 
lost an electron. 

But the electrons, as they jump back into place in an 
atom, make a kind of vibration. This travels out as light
waves rather like the waves you make when you dive into 
a pool of water. It is in this way that the light of a spark, 
or of lightning~which is nothing but a spark on an im
mense scale-is produced. The light given out by a neon 
advertisement sign also comes from electrons jumping 
back into the atoms from which they have been separated 
by the passage of an electric current. 

HOW THE ELECTRONS ARE ARRANGED 1 

. ' 

If you look at the light given out by a gas through which 
electricity is passing, with an instrument known as a 
spectroscope, you see the different colours making up the 
light spread out like a rainbow. But, instead of getting a 
continuous band of light of different colours, as you would 
with sunlight, you get a number of bright lines separated 
by darkness as you see in Fig. 56. These "spectrum" lines, 
as they are called, are very important ; for, by studying 
their colour and arrangement, you get very important clues 
to how the electrons producing the light are arranged round 
the nucleus. 

What you find is that the electrons do not all move with 
the same energy or at the same average distance. You find 
that they belong in groups. All the electrons belonging to 
any particular group have the same energy and move at the 
same average distance. But the electrons belonging to dif
ferent groups have different energies and move at different 
average distances. All the electrons making up any group 
are said to be at the same " energy level." 

The rapid motion of the electrons round the nucleus has 
the effect of making each group of electrons surround the 
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Fig . . 56. This shows you the spectrum lines you get whe n you look through a spectroscope at the light given out by a gas in which 
nn electric current is passing. There a rc three separate sets of them put together into one picture. The top spectrum lines come 
from hydrogen, the middle from helium a nd the bottom ones from neon. You can tell the colou rs of the lines from the scale of 
colours underneath ; unfortunately it isn 't possib le to print the lines in their proper colours. The grent crowding of t he neon 

li nes in t he red and orange is what gives neon lights t he ir li vid colo ur. 
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nucleus with a kind of electrical layer or shell. These shells 
lie one outside the other, a little like the layers of an onion. 
The important difference is that the shells are not sharply 
separated like the layers of an onion, but blur into one 
another. This is because the electrons vary in their distance 
from the nucleus as they circulate round it. The result is 
that the nucleus seems to be surrounded by a kind of 
"cloud" of electric charge with no definite outline, rather 

Fig. 57. This is the nearest you can get to making a picture of an atom. It 
represents a section of an atom in an undisturbed state. You must 
imagine that the nucleus is a very tiny spot at the centre and that the 
shading represents the charge cloud made by the motion of the electro~& 
round the nucleus. This is thickest in the places where electrons in the1r 
motion round the nucleus are most likely to be at any given instant .. To 
make the picture properly the cloud would have to be shown sbadmg 
ol! quite evenly, instead of doing 10 in spots as you see it here. Unfor
tunately it isn't possible to do this with a printed block and so you must 

imagine it. 
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-like you see in Fig. 57. This is the nearest we can get to 
making a picture of an atom. 

The successive shells round a nucleus do not all contain 
the same number of electrons. The shell nearest the nucleus 
(called the K shell) never contains more than two electrons. , 
The shell next to this (called the L shell) never contains 
more than eight ; the next (called the ?tl shell) never more 
than eighteen. 

But if you study the elements in the order of their 
atomic number you find thaf :r.I and N shells are not built 
up completely before another shell begins to form. As soon 
as an outermost shell contains eight electrons (or two in 
the case of helium) a new shell begins to form. This is rather 
difficult to follow from a description, but you will see what 
is meant from this table which shows the arrangement of 
the electrons in atoms of the ~lements of atomic number 
from one to forty. Most of these elements you already know 
something about, but a few of them are uncommon and 
their names will probably be new to you. 

Nuclear 
Element Symbol ·Charge 

Neutrons ? 0 
Hydrogen H- 1 
Helium' He 2 
Lithium Li 3• 
Beryllium Be 4 
Boron B 5 
Carbon c 6 
Nitrogen N 7 
Oxygen 0 8 
Fluorine F 9 
Neon Ne 10 
Sodium Na 11 
l\lagnesium Mg 12 
Aluminium AI 13 
Silicon Si u 
Phosphorus p 15 
Sulphur s 16 

K 

1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

L 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

M 

8 1 
8 2_ 
8 3 
8 4 
8 5 
8 6 

N 0 
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Nuclear 
Element Symbol Charge K L M N 0 

Chlorine Cl 17 2 8 7 
Argon A 18 2 8 8 
Potassium K 19 2 8 8 1 -Calcium Ca 20 2 8 8 2 
Scandium Sc 21 2 8 9 2 
Titanium Ti 22 2 8 10 2 
Vanadium v 23 2 8 11 2 
Chromium Cr 24 2 8 13 1 
Manganese Mn 25 2 8 13 2 
Iron' Fe 26 2 8 14 2 
Cobalt Co 27 2 8_ 15 2 
Nickel Ni 28 2 8 16 2 
Copper Cu 29 2 8 18 1 
Zinc Zn 30 2 8 18 2 
Gallium Ga 31 2 8 18 .3 
Germanium Ge 32 2 8 18 4 
Arsenic As 33 2 -8 18 5 
Selenium Se 34 2 8 18 6 
Bromine Br 35 2 8 18 7 
Krypton Kr 36 '2 8 18 8 
Rubidium Rb 37 2 8 18 8 1 
Strontium Sr 38 2 ,8 18 8 2 
Yttrium Yt 39 2 8 18 9 2 
Zirconium Zr 40 2 8 18 10 2 

THE PROPERTIES OF ELEMENTS 

The building up of the electron shells of the atoms from 
argon to krypton may seem to you to take place in a very 
puzzling way. -For the pre,sent you need not let that worry 
you. The important thing to grasp is that the outermost 
electron shell of an atom never contains- more than eight 
electrons. ' 

If you look at the table you will see that the atoms which 
have the complete number of electrons in their outermost 
electron shells (two with helium and eight with the others, 
neon, argon, and krypton) all belong to the inert gas 
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family which we were talking about on p. 270, and resemble 
one another closely. There is also a family likeness between 
atoms whose outermost electron shells have one electron 
short of the maximum number of eight (the halogen 
family). There is a family likeness, too, between atoms with 
a single electron outside a completed shell of eight (the 
alkali metals). Family likenesses can also be traced be
tween atoms which have two or three electrons short of a 
completed shell of eight, or which have two or three elec
trons in addition to a completed shell, but with these 
atoms the family resemblance is not so striking. 

CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS 

All this shows that the chemical properties of elements 
are closely connected with the number and arrangement of 
the electrons in their atoms. The more you can discover 
about the number and arrangem_ent of the electrons, the 
more completely you are able to understand the formation 
and properties of chemical compounds. 

The important thing about completed outer shells of 
eight electrons is that, in this arrangement, the electrons 

, hold together very much more firmly than they do in atoms 
whose outer shell contains any other number of electrons. 
In fact, more than twice as much energy is necessary to 
remove an electron from such an arrangement than from 
any other. ' 

Because of the stability of this electron arrangement the 
atoms of inert gases have very little attraction for other 
atoms or for one another. This accounts for their inability 
to form chemical compounds. It also accounts for their 
existing as gases. Atoms only exist as liquids or solids when _ 
there is a strong attraction between them to hold them· 
together. 

When atoms with incomplete outer shells are crowded 
together, something very important happens. The atoms at 
once rearrange their electrons amongst themselves so as 
to form complete outer shells. In doing this the atoms 
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become linked to one another and a chemical compound is 
formed. 

The actual way in which any two atoms become linked 
together in a compound depends upon the number and 
arrangement of the electrons in the atoms themselves. It 
is rather different with the atoms of different elements. 

COMPOUNDS BETWEEN ATOMS OF THE SAME KIND 

Let us first consider what happens when atoms with only 
one electron short of a completed shell come together. With 
chlorine, for example, one electron from the outer shell of 
each atom, instead of keeping to its own shell, passes 
to and fro between its own shell and that of another 
atom which it takes as partner. In this way each atom 
shares one of its electrons with another atom. This has the 
effect of making the arrangement of the electrons in both 
atoms of the pair almost as stable as if each atom had eight 
electrons in its outermost shell. The sharing of the electrons 
has the effect of binding the two atoms closely together. 

A pair of chlorine atoms bound together in this way 
is called a chlorine " molecule " ; this is represented 
by chemists by the formula Cl2• The word molecule is 
used to describe any group of atoms linked together 
firmly. A molecule consisting of two atoms only is the 
simplest kind possible. Presently we shall see that there 
is no limit to the number of atoms that can go to make 
a molecule. 

Chlorine molecules, like the atoms of inert gases, have 
only very little attraction for one another ; so they also 
form a gas and not either a liquid or a solid. 

Sulphur atoms, on the other hand, which have two 
electrons short of a completed outer shell, do not share 
their electrons with one another so as to form pairs. In
stead, each atom shares electrons with several other atoms. 
In doing this the atoms become linked to form molecules 
containing sixteen atoms. In these molecules each atom, by 
sharing electrons with its neighbours, makes up a stable 
outer shell of eight electrons for itself, just as the chlorine 
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atoms did. The difference is that, in sulphur, four of the 
electrons of each atom are shared With other atoms. 

But these more complicated atoms have sufficient resi
dual attraction (see p. 296) for one another to hold together 
to form a solid. In the solid whi~>!h is formed, the molecules 

Fig. 58. The arrangement in space of the atom!! making up a crystal of 
silicon. The figure shows only thearrangement of the atoms, not their 
size. Actually the atoms would be much more nearly touching than is 
shown here. The arrangement of the carbon atoms making up a diamond 

, is the same as this. 

are arranged in 'a regular order to make a crystal lattice. 
What this order is can be found out from the pattern which 
they make with X-rays. -

With silicon, which has four electrons short of a com
pleted outer shell, something rather different happens. 
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The silicon atoms do not link themselves together to form 
groups containing any definite number of atoms. Instead, 
they link themselves together to form a regular network, 
in which each silicon atom shares its four electrons one 
with each of four neighbours. In so doing, each atom makes 
a stable arrangement of eight shared electrons in its outer
most shell. -The network extends continuously in all direc-. 
tions to make a regular crystal lattice, in which the arrange
ment of atoms can be found out with X-rays. It is like you 
see in Fig. 58. 

With the atoms linked· together in this way the whole of 
any crystal, however many ·millions of millions of atoms it 

l<'ig. 59. The arrangement of the carbon atoms in the layers making up 
graphite or "black lead." These lie loosely one on top of the other and slide 
over one another easily. As with the diagram of silicon atoms this diagram 

shows only the arrangement of the atoms, not their size. 

contains, is really one enormous molecule. But, as a matter 
of fact, chemists do not as a rule talk of such whole crystals 
as molecules. They find it more convenient to keep the 
word for groups containing small but definite numbers of 
atoms, usually of_ different elements. 

Carbon atoms, which also have four electrons short of the 
completed number in their outermost electron shells, also 
link themselves to form continuous networks. But there 
are two ways in which they can do this. In one arrange
ment, the carbon atoms link themselves together as in 
silicon, so that each atom shares its electrons one with each 
of four neighbours. This arrangement makes up the clear 
watery crystals of diamond. In the other arrangement, the 
carbon atoms link up so as to form sheets as you see in 
Fig. 5!J. These lie loosely upon one another and make up 
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graphite, a substance with quite different properties from 
those of a diamond. It is the shiny black stuff that is used 
in the core of blacklead pencils. In both these substances 
the arrangement of the carbon atoms can be found out from 
the pattern they make with X-rays. ' 

With substances which have only one or two electrons 
in their outermost electron shells, there are so few electrons 
that there is no possibility of atoms making up completed 
outer electron shells by sharing electrons with their neigh
bours. What happens instead is that the electrons become 
shared between a large number of atoms. This also has the 
effect of binding the atoms together to form a solid, but 
a solid with rather special properties. 

When the electrons have to be shared between several 
atoms, they become very loosely held and are able to pass 
over from one group of atoms to another. In other words, 
the electrons become free to move from one part of the 
substance to another. But electrons are electrically 
charged; and when they can move through a substance 
they make it a conductor of electricity. 

The looseness with which the electrons are held in such a 
substance has another important consequence, which is 
that they are able to vibrate when light shines on the 
substance. This is just the opposite of what we were 
describing just now when we said that electrons gave 
out light when they gave a jump in combining with 
atoms that had lost an electron in a spark. When electrons 
are loosely held in a substance whose atoms have only two 
or three electrons in their outermost shell, they vibrate 
under the influence of light. But in doing so they also give 
out light. This means that, when light shines on the sub
stance, it is reflected, and so gives it a shiny appearance. 
These substances are metals, and their shininess we call 
metallic lustre. 

All substance's whose atoms containveryincompleteouter 
electron shells are' metals. They differ very much in their 
chemical properties from substances whose atoms have nearly 
completed electron shells. These are all non-metals. You will 
=oee that this is so if you have another look at the table. 
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COMPOUNDS BETWEEN DIFFERENT KINDS OF 

NON·M:ETALLIC ATOMS 

Atoms of different elements also share electrons between 
themselves, and so become linked together .. This is how 
chemical compounds are formed. Some non·metallic ele· 
ments combine to form definite molecules consisting of 
groups containing a small number of atoms. Others com· 
bine to form networks containing millions of atoms, in 
which no definite molecules can be traced. 

Under ordinary conditions, carbon and oxygen do not 
combine. This is because both the carbon atoms and the 
oxygen atoms are held together rather firmly. But, if the 
substances are heated, the vibration between the atoms 
loosens the binding between the atoms. When this happens, 
the carbon atoms begin to link up with the oxygen atoms. 
If there is plenty of oxygen, each carbon atom links itself 
with two oxygen atoms by sharing two electrons. with each 
of them. And so a definite molecule of carbon dioxide is 
formed. This the chemist represents by the formula C02• 

These molecules have very little attraction for one another, 
and therefore exist as a gas. 
. Carbon atoms can also form definite molecules in which 
they share their electrons one with each of four hydrogen 
atoms. These molecules onee again form a ·gas ; it is called 

-methane or, sometimes, marsh gas, because it is given off 
by rotting plants in marshes. Its formula is CH4• 

But compounds between non-metals are not always gases. 
The compound formed when an atom of oxygen shares one 
electron with each of two hydrogen atoms is a liquid which 
you all know very well; it is water. The compound formed 
when one atom of carbon shares two electrons with each of 
two atoms of sulphur is also a liquid. It is called carbon hi
sulphide, and is a liquid with a very nasty smell. The 
compound formed between phosphorus and sulphur is a 
solid. 

Sometimes non-metals combine to form comJ>ounds in 
which the two kinds of atom are linked up to form networks 
of millions and millions of atoms, linked together in chains 

Lo 
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rather like the atoms are linked in pure silicQn. Carborun
dum, for example, a very hard substance used for sharpen
ing tools, consists of carbon and silicon atoms linked to
gether alternately to make a continuous network. In the 
carborundum crystal there are no independent molecules ; 
but, as the crystals are formed by the two kinds of atoms 
linked alternately, the crystal always contains equal num
bers of the two kinds of atoms. It therefore has a definite 
chemical composition and is a definite chemical compound. 

Compounds are also produced between more than two 
kinds of atoms sharing electrons with one another. Chloro
form, for example, is made up of molecules containing one 
carbon atom sharing one electron with a hydrogen· atom, 
and one with each of three chlorine atoms. Its formula is 
CHCl3• Ether is made up of two CH3 groups linked to one 
oxygen atom. Chemists represent its structure by the 
formula CHrO-CH3• Ordinary alcohol, which is what 
makes wine intoxicating, is represented by the formula 
CH3 CH2 OH. 

Amongst all the non-metallic elements, carbon is by far 
the most interesting, as its atoms are capable of linking 
themseh:es into very long chains in which the individual 
carbon atoms are also linked to atoms of other kinds. 
Ordinary petrol is made up of a mixture of substances 
whose molecules may be represented by formulre of the 
kind CH3-CH2-CH2-CH2-CH3• These , substances only 
differ from one -another in the number of CH2 links there 
are in the chain. There is no limit to the number of links 
possible, or to the number of atoms which may go to make 
up a molecule. In any of these molecules ,the carbon atoms 
forming the chain are not arranged in straight lines, but 
are arranged in the way shown in Fig. 60, to form a kind of 
spiral. 

Many of the substances making up our bodies consist of 
hundreds, and even thousands,- of atoms linked together 
to form chains. Some of these have oxygen as well as 
hydrogen attached to the carbon atoms of the chain, and 
sometimes oxygen atoms form links in the chain itself. 
Sugars and fats are examples of this. Other chains , have 
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nitrogen atoms attached to them. Compounds called pro
teins, which make up a large part of our flesh, are examples 
of this. (See Physiology -p. 92)~ 

Carbon atoms are also able to form compounds in which 
they are linked to form closed rings. In these the carbon 

Fig. 60. This is to give you an idea of the arrangement in space of the 
atoms in a molecule of pentane, one of the substances that make up 
petrol. The bigger balls represent carbon atoms, and the smaller ones 

hydrogen atoms. The carbon atoms are arranged in a kind of spiral. 

atoms are separately linked to atoms of other kinds. Or-
1 

dinary benzine, for example, is made up of molecules of 
which the structure can be represented by the formula : 

H 
I 

/c, 
H-C C-H 

I I · 
H-C C-H 

'c/ 
I 

H 
Ring compounds of this kind make up many of the sub
-stances of which living things are composed. The molecules 
of ~any dyes used for colouring our clothes also contain 
such rings. 
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The complex substances which are formed by carbon 
atoms linking themselves either to form chains or rings are 
called .. organic " compounds. A special branch of chemis~ 
try, called organic chemistry, is devoted to studying them. 
Living things, both plants and animals, are almost entirely 
made up of such substances. Another branch of chemistry, 
called bio~chemistry, studies the part they play in the 
growth and development of living matter. 

COMPOUNDS BETWEEN DIFFERENT METALS 

Atoms of two or more different metals can also combine 
to form compounds. In these the atoms are held together 
by electrons that are shared between all the atoms, just as 
in a pure metal. But it is often difficult to tell the differ~ 
ence between a true compound and a mere mixture. The 
reason for this is that the atoms of one metal can very 
easily replace the atoms of another in a crystal lattice. 
l\letals only form true compounds when the atoms of the 
different kinds group themselves in fixed proportions to 
make regular patterns like the atoms in carborundum. 
"When this happens, a definite compound is formed with a 
definite composition. The formation of such compounds 
can usually be spotted because, when the metals are 
melted up together to form an "alloy,'~ and then allowed 
to cool gradually, the crystals of the compound separate 
out separately from the rest of the alloy. The arrangement 
of the atoms in the crystals of the compound can be found 
out from the pattern they make with X-rays. 

It is only during the· last few years, with the discovery 
of X-ray methods of studying the arrangement of atoms in 
solids, that our knowledge of compounds between metals 
has begun to advance. This knowledge will be of immense 
practical importance in making alloys for such things as 
aeroplanes, where lightness and strength must be com
bined ; in making cutting tools. which must be very hard 
and must not soften as they get hot in use ; in making 
alloys that will not be corroded by the air, or by the sea. 
or by acids ; and for numberless other purposes as well. 
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Linking of a quite different kind usually takes place 
between metal atoms and non-metal atoms. When, for ex
ample, chlorine (whose atoms have only one electron short 
of a completed outermost electron shell) comes into con· 
tact with sodium (whose atoms have a single electron over 
a completed shell), a violent combination immediately 
takes place, in which common salt is formed. What happens 
is that each chlorine atom actually captures an electron 
from a sodium atom, and takes it for itself to complete its 
outermost shell. Because of this, the sodium loses its metal
lic appearance and properties, which are all due to its 
outermost electron. Through the transfer of the electron, 
both atoms are left with a completed electron shell of eight 
electrons. But the atoms, when they have completed their 
electron shells, do not sail off independently like the atoms 
of an inert gas. The reason for this is that the chlorine 
atoms, by taking up an extra electron, become negatively 
electrified, while the sodium atoms, in giving up an elec· 
tron, become positively electrified. The two atoms there
fore attract one another strongly with exactly the same 
kind of attraction as you notice between your hair and a 
comb that has been passed through it.' In this state the 
atoms are described as " ions," or as being •• ionised." 

In such a compound as sodium chloride, the ions cluster 
together in equal numbers to form a solid. But they don't 
do this in a haphazard way. They form a quite definite 
crystal lattice in which the arrangement of the chlorine and 
sodium ions can be found out from the pattern they make 
with X-rays. You saw a diagram showing this in Fig. 58. 

In such an " ionic lattice," as it is called, the sodium and 
chlorine atoms, though they exist in equal numbers, are not 
linked together in pairs ; each chlorine atom is surrounded 
by six sodium atoms, and each sodium atom by six chlorine 
atoms. Th\! whole crystal, here again, is really one eno~mo~s 
molecule. The chemist's formula for sodium chlonde as 
NaCl, but this must not be taken to mean that the salt is 
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made up of separate molecules of this composition. All that 
it means' is that the sodium and chlorine atoms are com
bined in equal numbers to form the salt. The kind of pattern 
they form was illustrated in Fig. 53. ~ 

Similar compounds are formed when metals whose atoms 
have more than one electron in their outermost shells (such 
as calcium) combine with a halogen. A calcium atom is able 
to give up an electron to each of two chlorine atoms, and 
form a compound made up of twice as many chlorine atoms 
as calcium atoms. The chemist represents this substance 
by the formula CaCl2• Other combinations of atoms give 
such compounds as Na2S, CaO, and AIC13• These are only 
a few of an immense -number that are po~sible. 

Some ionic compounds are formed by a group of atoms 
linked together by shared electrons acting as an ion, 
Ammonium chloride (sal-ammoniac) is an example. In 
this compound, groups of four hydrogen atoms, linked by 
shared electrons to a single nitrogen atom, form ions which 
carry a positive charge and are bound by electrical forces 
to an equal number of chlorine ions. The chemist represents 
this substance by the formula NH4Cl. 
Anoth~r example of such a compound is sodium carbon

ate, better known as washing-soda. Here groups consisting 
of one carbon atom and three oxygen atoms carry two 
negative charges and are bound by electrical forces to twice 
as many sodium atoms. The chemist represents this sub-
stance by the formula Na2C03• ' 

All these various kinds of ionic compounds are of quite 
definite composition and may be represented by definite 
formulre. All the same it is important to remember that a 
crystal of an ionic substance is not made up of independent 
molecules, but is really one enormous molecule. 

An interesting and important thing about ionic com
pounds of this kind is that, when you melt them, the ions 
of the two kinds cease to be held rigidly together, and 
become free to move independently. But, as the ions of 
both kinds are electrically charged, they can act as car
riers of electricity in the liquid and so make it a conductor. 

When an electric current is passed through a melted 
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ionic compound, the metal ions all start moving in one 
direction through the solution (towards the negative pole), 
while the non-metal ions start· moving in the opposite 
direction {towards the positive pole). And so the compound 
is broken up. This can be made use of in obtaining metals, 
such as sodium, which are very difficult to separate from 
their compounds in other ways. It is in this way also that 
aluminium is separated from the other elements with which 
it is combined in its ores. 

Many ionic compounds also dissolve in water to give 
solutions in which the ions of the two kinds again become 
separated so as to be able .to move independently through 
the solution. Such solutions also act as conductors of elec
tricity. The dilute sulphuric acid used in an ordinary wire, 
less accumulator is_ an example of this. Sulphuric acid-of 
which the formula is H 2S04-when it dissolves in water, 
produces hydrogen (H) ions, which are positively charged, 
and sulphate (S04) ions, which are negatively charged. 
These ions are able to move independently through the 
solution and so carry the electric current between the plates 
of the accumulator. 

Some metals can be separated from their compounds by 
passing a current through a solution containing them. This 
method is actually used for making the very pure copper 
that is best for making wires for conducting electricity. It is 
also used for electroplating a layer of a metal, silver for 
example, on other metals. 

But all ionic compounds do not dissolve in water to give 
a solution which is a conductor of electricity. Many of them 
do not dissolve in water at all, because the force holding tht" 
ions together is too great to let them separate. 

Most stones. belong to this class. The three commonest 
kinds of stone are : limestone, which consists of calcium 
carbonate ; granites, which are silicates of calcium and 
other metals ; and quartz and flint, which are oxides of 
silicon. Another member of this class is ordinary clay, 
which becomes mud in wet weather, and which is used in 
making pottery and bricks. It con~ists chiefly of silicate "of 
aluminium. 
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LINKING THROUGH RESIDUAL FORCES 

If you make any gas cold enough, it turns to a liquid ; 
with further cooling, it turns to a solid. This is true, not 
only of gases made up of molecules containing several 
atoms, such as carbon dioxide (C02) or marsh gas (CH4), 

but also of the inert gases, which are made up of separate 
atoms. This shows that there must be some residual force 
of attraction which can hold together the molecules or the 
atoms, as the case may be. 

If it were not for the residual attraction no gas could ever 
form. a solid, however much it was cooled. The residual at
traction arises from the fact that the positive and negative 
charges (of the nuclei and electrons) making up the mole
cules and atoms are not close enough together to neutralise 
one another completely. This means that the positive parts 
of molecules have some slight attraction for the negative 
parts of others. These for~es are also sometimes called Van 
der Waals forces, after the man who first realised their 
existence between the atoms of a gas. 

What ordinarily makes a substance a gas is the violent
jostling which goes on all the time between the molecules. 
This jostling makes what we call heat. Scientists call it by 
the rather grand name of thermal agitation. This goes on 
between the atoms and molecules of all substances, whether 
they are gases, liquids, or solids. You call any substance 
hot when the thermal agitation is rather more violent than 
usual, and you call it cold when it is rather less violent. 
· You cannot, of course, see the jostling of the molecules 

in a substance, because they are_ too small to see anyhow. 
But there are ways in which you can see that it is going on. 
If you mix a little milk with a lot of water and then look 
through a microscope at the little white droplets of un- · 
separated cream, you see that they are all dancing about, even 
when the liquid is quite still. This is because they are being 
jostled by the surrounding molecules, just like an elephant 
might be slightly jostled by a crowd of people. For this to 
show clearly, the droplet has to be very small. Anything 
bigger, such as a speck of dust, would hardly show it at all. 
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When you heat some water in a kettle, the jostling of the 
molecules increases. At the boiling temperature it becomes 
so great that all the molecules sail off as steam. If you cool 
the steam again, the jostling becomes less again, and water 
forms. 
· For a substance to be a gas at ordinary temperature the 
attraction between the molecules must be quite small. If 
it is strong, the molecules cluster together to make a liquid 
or a solid, in spite of the jostling which tends to make them 
scatter as a gas. 

Molecules such as those ,of hydrogen (H2), oxygen (02), 

methane {CH4), or sulphur dioxide (S02), ordinarily exist 
as gases, because they have very little attraction for one 
another. But, if you cool any of these gases, and so decrease 
the jostling, they liquefy ; with greater cold they turn into 
solids. 

But some gases are more easily liquefied than others. 
Sulphur dioxide, for example, liquefies when you cool it 
with · a mixture of ice and salt. To liquefy oxygen or 
methane, a much greater degree. of cold is necessary. 
Helium. can only be liquefied with the very greatest diffi
culty. This shows that there is more residual attraction 
between sulphur dioxide molecules than between methane 
molecules. Between helium atoms the residual attraction 
is extremely small. . 

Some molecules, such as bromine (Br2) or water (H20), 
have sufficient residual attraction for one another to be 
able to form liquids even at ordinary temperatures. Others, 
such as sulphur or sugar, form solids even at ordinary 
temperatures. 

If you use X-rays to examine any of the solids which are 
made up of molecules held together by residual attraction, 
you find that the molecules are arranged in regular order 
to make a crystal lattice. The crystals of a lump of sugar, 
for example, are made up of molecules linked together by 
the residual forces they have for one another, so as to 
make up a regular pattern. This residual force between 
the molecules is much less strong than the force between the 
atoms within the molecule due to shared electrons. When 
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sugar dissolves in water, the molecules separate, while the 
atoms remain grouped in their molecules unchanged. When 
the solution dries up the molecules rearrange themselves 
to form a crystal once again. 

Up to this point we have been talking as though there 
were four quite different kinds of binding that could hold 
atoms or molecules together. First, there was the binding 
due to electrons shared between non-metal atoms. Second, 
there was the binding due to electrons shared between all 
the atoms of a metal, or mixture of metals. Third, there was 
the binding due to transfer of an electron between a metal 
and a non-metal atom. Fourth, there is the binding due to 
what we have called residual forces. But we must not run 
away with the idea that these kinds of binding are alto
gether different from one another. They are all due to elec,... 
trical forces between electrons and the nuclei of the atoms 
which are held together. The distinction that we have made 
between them is largely a matter of convenience. In some 
compounds it is a little difficult to know under what head
ing the binding should be included, just as it is a little 
difficult to know whether plasticine or treacle should be 
called solids or liquids. All the same, the differences be
tween the kinds of compounds we have described IS 

sufficiently clear for the distinction to be a useful one. 

THE PROPERTIES OF MATTER 

Many of the properties of material substances depend 
upon the way in which the atoms in them are linked to
gether. The hardness of a diamond or of carborundum, for 
example, is due to the atoms I?eing linked up to one another 

. continuously, right through the solid, with very strong 
binding. The slipperiness of graphite is due to the carbon 
atoms being arranged in sheets in which the atoms are held 
together very firmly by shared electrons, while the sheets 
themselves are held together much more loosely by residual 
forces. These leaves are able to slide over one another very 
easily, and so give the graphite its slipperiness. The pro
perty of pure metals which makes them easy to bend or to 
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hammer into complicated shapes is due to the loosely bound 
electrons allowing the atoms in the crystal to slide easily 
over one another. The strength of some materials, such as 
cotton or silk fibres, is due to the fact that they are com
posed of very long chains of carbon atoms very firmly 
linked together, and that these chains lie parallel with one 
another along the length of the fibre. 

In addition, we shall be able to understand all the other 
properties of material substances as soon as we know 
enough about -the arrangement of ~he atoms making them 
up; and the grouping of the electrons between them. For 
example, we shall be able. to understand their electrical. 
properties, their colour, their resistance to heat and to the 
action of other chemical substances, and so on with all their 
other properties. 

Before chemists began to make use of the methods of 
physics, it was only possible to find out about the arrange
ment of the atoms in any substance by letting other sub
stances act on it and watching what happened. By arguing 
back from this it was possible to tell what the arrangement 
of the atoms in the molecules of the original substance was. 
But this method does not help you to find out how the 
separate molecules arrange themselves in a solid. This is a 
very serious drawback, as it is just upon the arrangement 
of the molecules or atoms in a solid that many of the most 
practically important of its properties depend. Without 
this knowledge, it is impossible to foretell what properties 
any new compound is likely to have •. 

X-rays have done a great deal to fill in this gap in our 
knowledge. They make it possible for us to find out what 
the arrangement of molecules in any substance is, without 
our having to break it up or change it in any way. 

Our knowledge of the way in which the physical properties 
of a substance depend upon the arrangement of the atoms 
making it up is growing rapidly ; it is already providing a 
very important guide in making new materials of practical 
importance, such as alloys with various useful properties, 
cement for building and decorating houses, and materials 
such as 'artificial silk for making clothes. Later on it may 
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~ven help in building up substances that will be good to 
·eat, starting with carbon from coal! 

And chemistry, working hand in hand with physics, does 
not have to stop short in applying 'its newly discovered 
methods of discovery to the study of non-living things. It 
can also help the bio-chemist to understand the chemical 
changes which underlie the growth and development of 
living matter. With the help of X-rays it will even be pos
sible to watch the formation of new substances in living 
animals and plants. 

At present, bio-chemistry is still a relatively new science. 
But with the new methods of discovery which the bio
chemist has taken over from physics, his knowledge of 
living matter is increasing rapidly. It is only a matter of 
time before bio-chemists discover what the chemical 
changes are that happen in people's bodies and make them 
grow old. When this is discovered, people might be made 
to live for ever. But you will remember,from what 'Vinifred 
Cullis said, that this might not be a good thing at all. It is 
also only . a matter of time before bio-chemists discdver 
enough about the chemical conditions under which babies 
grow inside their mothers' bodies before they are born, 
to make ·it possible to bring them up artificially from the 
egg stage in a laboratory, rather like chicks can be hatched 
from eggs in an incubator. "'hen this can be done, mothers 
will no longer have to put up with all the trouble and 
danger of bearing children. 

But you must not think that biology will, in the end, be 
swallowed up by chemistry and physics. The life of living 
things depends upon the whole of the living body, whether 
it is of animal or plant,' working together. Chemists and 
physicists, by dividing living things into smaller and 
smaller pieces, may find out how to control their develop
ment. But they must also remember that the plant or 
animal as a living whole can never be completely tinder
stood by studying it in pieces, just as a musical composition 
can never be understood by studying the vibrations of the 
separate notes that go to make it up. Both can only be 
understood as a whole. The problems ofthe animal or plant 
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as a living whole belong to the biologist, to the physio
logist, and, finally, to the philosopher. 
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PHYSICS, ASTRONOMY, AND 
MATHEMATICS 

OR 

BEYOND COMMON-SENSE 

by 
RICHARD HUGHES 



RICHARD HuGHES is a very surprtsmg mf.!.n. You never 
know what he is going to do next. Poets are often like that, 
but, besides being a poet, he is a story-teller and an 
adventurer. He se~s things suddenly, sharply, newly; 
sometimes he sees them blazingly beautiful, and sometimes 
he sees them grim and dreadful, and sometimes he sees 
them funny. He sees things in the kind of mixture there 
is in Midsummer Night's Dream. He can't help telling 
stories, and, if you have not read them, you had better 
start at once. When I first met him he was living partly 
in a cottage a long way from anywhere in the middle of the 
Welsh hills, and partly on a slightly wrecked ship. There 
were a few very lucky boys and girls whom he asked to 
stay with him, and they always had adventures. Some
times, for instance, they would nearly get drowned, but 
never quite. Now he lives partly with Arabs in Morocco 
(see the picture on page 514), but he might easily start 
living somewhere else such as America, or a ruined 
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·castle. Once he joined in a very small revolution. He can 
invent the most wonderful games. He is rather younger than 
me arid has very bright blue eyes. One is apt to think that 
because people are writers they are not interested in any
thing else, but Richard Hughes has always, ever since he 
was a boy, been excited by mathematics and physics. 
So when I asked him to write about the arts (having made 
the mistake of thinking that wa~ the sort of thing he would 
be interested in), he said he wanted to write about physics. 
He does not see either physics or mathematics quite like a 
pure scientist, but he does see them newly and excitingly 

--{:rid in a way that connects them with the rest of life. 



PHYSICS, ASTRONOMY 
AND MATHEMATICS 

I 

SMALLER AND SMALLER 

IF vou have been reading this book straight through, 
you will have noticed by now that the different reahns of 
knowledge you explore come in a ·particular order (see 
Preface, pp. 5, 6). You studied yourself first, and then 
began looking outwards to the world in which you live. 

First yoU: had a chapter about your body-a chapter on 
physiology. Then came one on biology-an account of 
all life, as well as the kind of life your own body leads. 
After biology came chemistry. In the chapter on chemistry 
we were no longer studying only living things; we were 
trying to find out about the general behaviour of all matter 
-the stuff that everything, alive or dead, that you see or 
feel or walk on or eat or bump into or breathe or· swim in 
_:_is made of. And chemistry showed you that, although the 
world seems to contain such thousands of different kinds 
of things, they are all made up from the atoms of ninety· 
two elements combined together in different ways. 

It was with the rules and reasons of this combining that 
the chapter on chemistry was chiefly concerned. 

But this chapter is going to carry you further still. It 
is going to try and really see if it is possible to "get to the 
bottom of things." For it is going to explore smaller and 
smaller: and to try and find out what matter itself ia. 
We shan't be interested any more in the different behaviour 
of the different elements it forms ; what we now want 
to find out is this : what are those electrons and protons, 
which John Pilley has already told you are common to 
the atoms of all the different elements T We shall dig on, 
down and down, examining things smaller and smaller : 
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and, when we have found out what is the smallest possible 
piece of matter, we shall try to find out what underlies and 
composes· that. 

At first it may seem difficult to you that there can be 
anything else underlying it ; that matter should not be, 
when you finally take it to pieces, made up of what common 
sense would recognise to be matter, but of something quite 
different. But think for a moment. A house, when you take 
it to pieces, isn't made up of " house " ; it is made of 
bricks arranged in a certain way." Bricks" and" houses" 
are two perfectly different ideas, and you would laugh at 
anyone who got them mixed up. 

But there are also lots of " things " in the world which 
obviously are not matter. Perhaps you would describe 
them instead as ways -in which matter behaves. I mean 
such things as sound and light, heat, movement, heaviness, 
electricity, wireless, and so on, which have already been 
touched on in the last chapter. Though they are not 
matter, they are just as astonishing and interesting when 
we try to find out about them. We shall find, too, the more 

·we examine things smaller and smaller, the more we shall 
need to . know about these other things in the physical 
world. 

But there is another direction (besides smaller and 
smaller) which we shall have to go in, a direction 
which seems, at first sight, the opposite ; for we are also 
going to look at things larger and larger, things at last so 
large that our world seems less than a speck of dust when 
compared with them : and distances so enormous that, 
although we can talk about them, we cannot really imagine 
them. You probably know already that the moon is a ball 
moving round the earth ; and the earth a ball moving round 
a much bigger ball, the sun. Further, that the sun is a 
fairly average star, one of millions of others : and that the 
ninety-thre~ million miles between us· and the sun are 
nothing compared with the vast distance between the sun 
and the nearest other star. We are going to try and find 
out about the stars ; what they are, and how they move. 
Ast~onomy is the science which helps us to do that. We 
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are going to look at things larger and larger, until we at 
last find out what (as well as the smallest) is the largest 
possible collection of matter. In other words, we shall try 
and find out how the whole universe is made, and whether 
it is possible to say that it has a certain size, and even if we 
can discover anything about its shape! 

We shall then be ready to face a question which at first 
looks unanswerable, and which may have bothered you al
ready. Suppose I went away from the earth in a straight 
line, past the sun, past the moon, past all the stars I 
can see and perhaps past stars I cannot see, what would 
happen in the end? Could I, travelling in a straight line, 
go on for ever 'l 

The difficulty of the question of course is this : you can 
neither imagine yourself going on for ever and never stop
ping (going on " to infinity," it is called) ; nor can you 
imagine, if you did stop anywhere, there should be no 
" beyond." When your parents were young this difficulty 
seemed quite unanswerable : but nowadays we are finding 
a way to answer it, and some of this answer at least you 
will find quite easy to understand. 

Whichever way we go, whether towards the enormously 
large or towards the minutely small, common sense expects 
to find at least certain things still true that are true about 
medium-sized objects like ourselves. You expect the same 
geometry to be " true," for instance : and you expect to be 
able to say quite definitely where something is, or when 
something happened. But this is not so. The three angles of 
a triangle do not add up to make two right angles, if the 
triangle is big enough. You can't say which of two changes 
happened first, when the things to which they happen are 
moving enormously' fast. And you can't say definitely 
where something is in space and time if it is minutely 
small! 

I don't expect you to understand these things yet-I~ 
only mentioning them now to make your head reel a b1t. 
I want you to see that a scientist must take nothing for 
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granted, however obvious it seems, that he cannot actually 
observe. In taking you to the very large and the very small 
I am taking you beyond common sense. Before starting on 
that journey your mind will have to turn a complete 
somersault, and .come up ready to think ·things and believe 
things that common sense would say are untrue arid 
impossible. 

After all, this may not be so difficult for a boy or girl as 
for a man or woman. When you are young, all thinking is 
something fairly new, which you have only been doing for 
a few years. It will be much harder for someone older, who 
has been thinking in the same way and believing the same 
things for half a life-time, to turn the somersaults that 
modern science demands. For that reason, I may very 
likely expect you to tackle new ideas too difficult for the 
average grown-up. 

But, even if our minds can manage to think in new 
ways, how are we to manage to say what we think? Word
language won't do it properly: word-language was in
vented for the old ways of thinking, and that is all it is good 
for. There are. other languages than word-language, of 
course : music is one, and painting another ; both say 
things that can't be said in words. But neither of these two 
is of any use to scientists. 

Actually (as you may have gathered already}, the lan
guage scientists use when they are writing for each other· 
is number-language, or mathematics. Without it, they could 
no more describe their discoveries accurately than a bird 

- could say accurately how it feels withput singing. 
It may surprise you to hear mathematics spoken of as a 

language. To you mathematics probably means arithmetic, 
algebra, and geometry ; it means working out difficult 
sums. But arithmetic, algebra, and geometry are not really 
mathematics ; they are only the grammar of mathematics 
-just as what you are taught about nouns and adjectives 
and verbs is the grammar of word-language, not word
language itself. Working out difficult sums has no more to 
do with being a mathematician than parsing difficult 
sentences has to do with being a poet. 
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But, though number-language may be all very well for 
one scientist writi:t;tg to another, it is hardly much use to 
you and me now: We have got somehow to put in word
language these things that can only properly be said in 
numbers. How is it to be done? 

Those of you who have read the Bible will remember 
how Jesus, when He had something to say which' He could 
not put directly into words, spoke in parables. He told a 
story, not because it was true in itself, but because it some
how had what He wanted to say hiQ.den in it. He spoke 
of God, for instance, as " a certain man who planted a 
vineyard." No one in his- senses would think that He 
meant this literally. Well, we shall have to do much the 
same : for we, too, shall be using parables when we speak 
of light as "waves," and of electrons as "particles," and 
space as "curved." Such parables are very useful-in 
fact, one cannot help using them, if one must talk in words 
instead of numbers .. To describe things outside common 
sense, the only possible way is to liken them to things inside 
common sense. But the danger lies in forgetting that these 
descriptions are parables, and in taking them literally. 
Indeed, many of the mistakes that from time to time have 
been made in the history of science have sprung from this: 
a scientist has found a good parable to help him describe 
his discovery, and has thought instead that his description 
was the literal truth. Then he argues from it that something 
or other must be true which isn't, in a' manner as absurd 
as if you argued that because Jesus called Himself a Shep
herd, presumably He sometimes sells some of His flock to 
the butcher for mutton. 

On.e of the best examples of a scientific parable that got 
taken literally at first is the wave-theory of light. And, 
since light is Qne of the most important of those non
material " things " I spoke of, we have two reasons for 
tackling the subject now, before we continue searching 
"smaller and smaller" in matter. 
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LIGHT 

The wave-parable 

The kind of waves you know best are those that form 
on the sea ; but there are many other kinds. The simplest 
kind occurs when you tie a piece of string to the door-knob, 
stand holding the other end not quite tight, and move 
your hand up and down. Seeing that both ends of the string 
are fastened, the string itself can't flow from your hand to 
the door-knob: but something does, and that something is 
called a" wave." Another variety of wave is set up if you 
drop a pebble into a pond-a series of rings, which spread 
out across the water from where the stone fell. Here again 
it is not the water itself which moves outwards (let a cork 
float on it if you want to prove this). A third variety of 
waves-invisible ones this time-are the waves of sound 
which are set up when you strike a gong or make any other 
noise. All these three varieties of waves have one thing in 
common: they are waves in matter, which, by a sort of 
pendulum-movement, or by tensing and relaxing, passes 
them along. If there was no string, no wave could pass from 
your hand to the door. If you rang an electric bell in a 
vacuum; you could see the hammer at work through the 
glass sides, perhaps, but you would hear nothing. 

Now, you are probably aware that we talk quite freely 
of "light-waves," as if they were something of the same 
kind as the waves in a pond, or sound-waves in air: yet 
light can pass through a vacuum. If it ,couldn't, our world 
would be plunged in black, perpetua~ night : for all the 
light we ordinarily see by, the light 'Of the sun and stars, 
only reaches us in the first place after crossing the most 
enormous vacuum-the emptiness which lies between us 
and them ! But are light-waves, then, waves of nothing 'l 
That sounds nonsense. Then what are they waves of 'l 
. The answer· is that the question doesn't really arise : 

for in calling them waves we are only using a scientific 
parable. All we really mean is that the behaviour of light, 
as it radiates from some centre such as a star or lamp, 
reminds us in many ways of the movement of waves-



Fig 61. "The kind of waves you know best are those that fonn on 
the sea; but there are many other kinds •••• " 
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waves are the .. picture , it conjures up first in our minds. 
Or {to put the same thing a little differently) when 

we come to describe light in number-language, we find that 
many of the phrases we have to use are the same as we 
should use in describing the waves in a pond. 

But when scientists began first to speak of light-waves, 
they had no idea at all they were only using a parable. 
They were convinced (so many were the points of likeness) 
that these were real waves they had to deal with. Partly as 
a warning how dangerous it is to trust in common sense 
and take one's parables literally, I am going to relate the 
difficulties it led to in this particular case. 

The first problem was, of course, that if light-waves 
were real waves, they must be waves in something. They 
were plainly not waves in matter : it was necessary there
fore to invent something else, which was not matter, for 
them to be waves in. This something they called the 
" ether " ; and imagined it as an utterly thin and utterly 
elastic fluid, that flowed undisturbed between the particles 
of the material universe, and filled all '' empty " space of 
every kind. _ 

What was this ether like '! Difficulties and contradictions 
appeared at once. For it was proved to be: {I) Thinner 
than the thinnest gas; {2) More rigid than steel; (3) Abso
lutely the same everywhere; (4) Absolutely weightless; 
and (5) In the neighbourhood of any electron, immensely 
heavier than lead I 

Further, if all- material bodieS are really swimming 
through a sort of limitless ocean of this ether, it follows 
that it must be quite easy to find how fast they are moving 
through it (provided always that there is anything for them 
to move through). So, to test this, a most ingenious and 
most important experiment was devised, about fifty years 
ago, called the IDCHELSOX-l!ORLEY EXPER.lli:ID\~. 

The idea of the experiment was this. It actually takes 
longer to row a boat a certain distance up a swift river and 
down again than it takes to row the same distance across 
the river and back. The proof of this is too complicated to 
give here, but you will find it in any book on Relativity. 
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Even if the water were invisible, you could find out how 
fast it was flowing by measuring the time it took either 

· way. In the same way, the experimenters argued, if the 
earth were really moving through the ether, it should take 
a flash of light longer to go to a mirror and return a cer
tain distance along the earth's motion than across it. 

If there was any such thing as the ether for the earth to 
, move through, this seemed bound to be so. They tried the 
experiment ; but found, however, that both journeys took 
exactly the same time. 

Now this experiment is one of the most important in the 
history of modern physics •. For one reason or another, we 
shall have to refer to it again : so don't forget about it. 
But all we are concerned with at the moment is this : it 
shows that there is no such thing as " motion through the 
ether " to measure--in other words, it made it impossible 
to " believe in " the ether any more, except as part of a 
general wave-parable of light. It showed that to try 
seriously to find out facts about the ether, as if it was a 
" real thing," would be almost as absurd as to try and find 
out what wood the Good Shepherd's crook is made of I 

The particle-parable 

If you take scientific parab]es literally, sooner or later 
you are bound to run your nose like this into the brick 
wall of a contradiction. But if you treat them as parables, 
·you will find they make some of the most difficult notions 
quite easy to grasp. For instance, there are many facts we 
are coming to shortly about the behaviour of light which 
don't fit in with a wave-theory at all : the picture they con
jure up is rather that of a stream of minute separate 
particles. The literal-minded person will jump to the 
conclusion that this means that the wave-theory of light 
is "wrong"; for how can a thing be both a wave and a 
shower of bullets at the same time 'l But the parable
minded will be no more surprised than he is when, in read
ing the New Testament, he .tinds mankind in one place 
called a flock of sheep, and in another called the ground 
where a Sower sows His seed I 
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He will simply grbup the facts he discovers in whichever 
picture suits them best. 

· First, let us see what fits in with the wave-picture. To 
begin with, we find the most easy method of arranging 
light of different colours in order. We class them much as 
we would class sound-waves; we class them, that is to say, 
in the order of their wave-length, or "frequency." 

Perhaps you already know something of the nature of . 
sound-waves-why, for instance, some notes are "high" 
and some are "low." High notes are sounded by things 
that vibrate thousands of times a second (that is, with a 
" high frequency "). The waves they send out are crowded 
closely, together, and so have a short wave-length. Low 
notes are sounded by things that vibrate at less than a 
hundred times a second (that is, with a " low frequency "). 
Here the waves are less crowded together, and so have a 
long wave-length. Perhaps you also know that there are 
many sound-waves either too short, or too long, for us to 
hear them at all. It is said that the highest note we are able 
to hear is the note of a bat's squeak (indeed, many people 
cannot even hear this one): while the noise of a distant 
gun may be so low that our ears cannot hear that either, 
although it rattles the windows, and quivers a piece of 
paper in our hands. 

When we ttirn to "electromagnetic" waves (this is 
nowadays considered a more proper name for them than 
" ether " waves) we find here also an enormous variety in 
their length and frequency : and, just as only a small 
piece out of 'the middle of the whole scale of sound can be 
heard by the ear of man, so only a small fraction of the 
electromagnetic scale appears to the eye of man as visible 
light. 

Difference of wave-length in sound produces difference of 
note : difference of wave-length in visible light produces 
difference of colour. The shortest light-waves that the 
human eye can see (the" bat's squeak") are the waves of 
violet light. As they lengthen, one passes across the rainbow: 
violet becomes blue, blue becomes green, green becomes 
yellow, yellow becomes orange, and orange becomes red. 
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When they lengthen beyond that, they become too long 
for the human eye to see. But they are not at first too long 
for the human body to feel (the " cannon's boom "). Beyond 
the red waves are the infra-red waves (as they are called); 
these waves make up the radiant heat y<;>u feel when you· 
hold your hand in the sunlight, or near a hot iron. But 
even these waves are measured in minute fractions of an 
inch, while the scale can actually be extended till we reach 
waves so long that the distance from crest to crest can be 
measured in hundreds of yards. What they are I expect you 
know already :they are the electromagnetic waves on which 
the wireless message is sup~rimposed. 

· Now let us turn to the other end of the scale, to the 
waves that are too short for the human eye to see. Although 
he cannot see them himself, the scientist has another eye 
besides the eyes in his head-he has his camera. For the 
range of light to which the photographic plate is sensitive, , 
is not exactly the same as that to wllich the eye is sensitive. 
Red light hardly affects a plate at all : while blue .and violet 
affect it most strongly of all visible colours, so that a 
photograph of somebody in a blue dress-even quite a dark 
blu~ften looks as if she was wearing white. At this end 
of the scale, moreover, the plate is sensitive to many ranges 
of light which the eye cannot see at all : the X-ray, whose 
wave-length is so short that it can pass through opaque 
obstacles, such as the flesh of your hand; the gamma-ray, 
far shorter still, that radiates from radio-active substances 
(see p. 324), and whose wave-length is about one ten
thousand-millionth of an inch. 

Incidentally, if you would like to experiment with these ' 
gamma-rays for yourself, you can. X-rays are not safe to 
play about with, as you can get dangerous electric shocks 
from the tubes used for making them ; besides, in time they 
kill your flesh, and make sores that look like burns. 
But some radio-active substances are safe to handle. 
There is one called thoria, for instance, which is used 
for making gas-mantles. 

Take a photographic plate, and .in a dark room wrap 
it up carefully in black p~per, so that no ordinary light 
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can get to it. Cut out a face from a piece of silver paper, 
and stick it outside. Then break up a gas-mantle, lay it on 
top, wrap the whole thing up, and put it away somewhere 
dark for a fortnight. At the end of that time, develop the 
plate. You will find that the short-length radiation from 
the thoria has passed through the black paper that ordinary 
light can't pass through, and has only been slightly 
hindered even by the silver paper. You will find perfect 
photographs of the bits of gas-mantle ; and across them the 
shadowy" ghost" of.the face you cut out. 

Or there is another experiment you can do. Ask your 
chemist to get for you a tiny quantity of a solution of 
uranium nitrate: and, with this as ink, write a letter to 
a friend. Write on one side of the paper only, and don't 
fold it. When it is dry, put it in an envelope and seal it care
fully. If your friend puts this away with a photographic 
plate (as you did the gas-mantle) for a fortnight, and 
then develops it, he will be able to read in the photo
graph whatever was in your letter without having ever 
opened the envelope! 

For the classification of light of different colours, there
fore, we .can say that we find the wave-picture all right. 
But when we consider the motion of light, we can only say 
that we find it sometimes all right. For light, to take an 
instance, has weight-and that doesn't fit in at all with a 
wave-picture ! A ray of light passing close to the sun 
actually falls towards it slightly-its path, that is to say, 
is slightly bent, as the path of a bullet .. is bent by the 
gravitation of the earth. This bending is so slight that it 
was only discovered in 1919, after Einstein had already' 
worked out how much it should be and had told physicists 
to look out for it. B11t, slight though it is, it suggests that 
in our description of light we are going to need a bullet
picture, or particle-picture, as well as the wave-picture we 
have got already. And when we come to study what happens 
when light is given out~ or absorbed, we find the particle
parable absolutely necessary to describe the facts. 

The reason is this. When we study the structure of an 
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atom, we find that the smallest possible change that can take 
place in its state is the "jumping" of an electron from one 
energy-level to another (seep. 279). It is the smallest beca~se 
an electron cannot be between one energy-level and the 
next-it must be on one or the other, just as a ball on a 
flight of stairs must rest on one stair or the next, and 
cannot rest in between. Put less pictorially, this means 
that the energy o~ an electron can only change by definite 
amounts ; energy, in short, can itself be divided into a sort 
of" atoms" and then can't be divided any further. T4is 
" atom " of energy has a name of its own ; it is called a 
QUANTUM (which is L~t.in, so the plural of it is not 
" quantums " but " QUANTA "). 

If the change of state of the electron is a " jump " to a 
higher level, a quantum of energy is absorbed. If it is a 
"fall," a quantum of energy is given out. If, that is to say, 
a beam of light is falling on an object and being absorbed. 
by it, the electrons in the object will rise to higher energy
states by just as many " jumps " as there are quanta of 
light absorbed : and if , the electrons in an object are 
falling to lower states of energy, light will be given out of 
just as many quanta as the falls that take place. ' 

Now, you already know that all the atoms of matter in 
the. world are not the same size-though all the atoms of 
any particular element are. In the same way, all quanta are 
not the same size-but the quanta of ,light of any particular 
wave-length are. That is to say, the size of the quantum 
differs according to the colour of the light-it is only the 
number of the quanta that differs according to the brightness 
of the light. And actually it is quite easy to calculate what will 
be the size of the· quantum of light of any particular wave
length. Youonlyhavetomultiplyits "frequency" (seep.316) 
by a certain fixed number, called PLANCK'S CONSTANT 
(Planck was the man who discovered it, and it is called a 
" constant " because it is always the same number). This 
number mathematicians call h. Why h should be this 
particular number, no one knows: and, because_ we have 
not found out why, it is called one of the "fundamental 
constants " of modern physics, as you will find later on 
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p. 328. It is very important : so if, when you come on it 
later, you have forgotten what h stands for, look back to 
this page to see. 

Now let us take an everyday example of the way this 
quantum-business affects the way light behaves. Suppose 
you have three ph~tographic plates : one you expose for 
a very short time ; one you expose a little longer ; and the 
third you expose .longest of all. When you develop them, 
the first will appear light grey, the second dark grey, and 
the third black. Actually, this greyness is only an appear
ance : it is the result of a mixture of black and white spots. 
Some of the grains making up the plate's surface have beeri 
completely changed by each absorbing a quantum of light, 
so that the developer can turn them black, while others 
have not been changed at all : there is no " betwixt and 
between " state possible : and so the developer " brings 
up " spots. The darkness of the plate depends on how many 
spots are crowded on to a small piece of the plate. 

Now, how has this happened? How has it come about, I 
· mean, that some atoms have been affected before others ? 

If light spreaq out in a purely wave-like manner, growing 
evenly weaker and wider, faster and faster the farther it 
got from its source, this couldn't happen. Instead, all the 
particles of the plate's surface would be equally affected. 
At any stage of exposure all would have exactly the same 
greyness. But this you find doesn't happen. What you do 
find is that the plate is affected as though it had been fired 
at with ~inute bullets each of which made a black speck. 

In short, the wave-parable is no good here. Imagine 
instead that a revolving machine-gun is being fired from 
the middle of a circle of :men. If the circle is small, probably 
every third man will be hit in the first round : if the circle 
is larger, only every tenth man. The point is this: each man 
will, in either case, be either hit or not hit, according to luck: 
the bullets as they fly will become farther apart, but they 
will still remain bullets of the same size and shape: no one 
would expect them, as the circle gets bigger, to strike each 
man equally with a thinner and thinner mist of lead I 
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So now we have a bullet-parable, or, rather, a particle
parable, to use about light, as well as a wave-parable. If 
you are obstinate (and stupid), and say you don't see how 
a thing can be both a wave and a bullet at the same time, 
I agree. But, then, if I said I-didn't see how mankind could 
be both a flock of sheep and a patch of ground at the same 
time, you would have to agree. Don't think of them 
as contradictory ideas : simply think of them as two 
pictures which, between them, describe in parable form 
most of what we know about the nature of light. If you want 
these facts said, not in parable, but literally, word-language 
and word-ideas can't do it. As I told you before, only 
number-language can do that. 

And don't forget that when we got to the "bottom" of 
light, when we could dig no farther, what we came up ' 
against was an unexplained number-that important little 
number, "h." 

MATTER 

'\Ve are used to the matter of our common sense, middle
sized world taking one of three possible forms-solid, 
liquid, or gas. We are also in th_e habit of calling it hot or 
cold. 

There are a few cases which are difficult to be sure about 
at first sight : vu]canite, for instance, which fountain-pens 
are made of, is really a liquid ; though such a stiff, treacly 
one that no one would guess it-it takes a century or two 
for it to show any signs of" pouring." But, on the whole, 
we know pretty well what we mean by these three states. 
A solid is something which resists attempts to alter either 
its shape or its size. A liquid alters its shape readily, but 
retains its size almost as obstinately as a solid (a pint of 
milk remains a pint, even when you pour it into a different 
shaped jug). A gas, on the other hand, readily alters both 
its shape and its size to fill any unoccupied space. A jugful 
of gas will not stay quiet like milk : it soon escapes all over 
the room. 

Instead of " hot " and " cold," it would be better to 
Mo 
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say ".hotter " and " less hot." For cold is not a separate 
thing ; it is just lack of heat. 

Now, these common sense qualities depend on something 
on the borderline of common sense-the fact that all 
matter is composed of particles, and that these particles 
are in a continual state of agitation. 

I call this fact a " borderline " on,e, because, although 
these particles and their movement are too small to be 
seen with any microscope, they are not so small as to be 
altogether beyond the reach_of our senses. John Pilley has 
already told you (see Chemistry, p. 296) how you can see 
the cream droplets in an apparently still liquid being 
"jostled" by them. They don't behave altogether like 
middle-sized things, it is true ; but, on the other hand, 
there is no question of their being " parable " particles
they are " real " enough. 

Travelling" smaller and smaller," we have now reached 
the front door of the atm_n. To go in there, we shall have 
to leave common sense altogether behind. But before we do 
that-before we turn our backs on " real " particles and . 
concern ourselves with ones that can only be described in 
parables-there is still one lesson the real ones have to 
teach us. which is well ~orth learning. 

How crowds behave 
It starts from this. In a pint of water there are nearly 

20,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 molecules. Moreover, 
we sometimes speak of the molecules of a gas as flying 
about loose and " occasionally colliding," as in Blind 1\Ian's 
Buff. Well, a single molecule of air can expect to meet with 
about 3,000,000,000 such collisiol).s every second. 

In short, when we .speak of the particles making up 
ordinary things as a "crowd," we don't mean a crowd
we mean a CROWD ! The tiniest dew-drop, the smallest 
speck of dust, is a bigger crowd than you are likely to see 
of human beings anywhere-even on the Day of Judge
ment. When a ball bounces on the floor, it isn't a single 
thing ; it is a rabble of millions and millions of things. 

This promptly becomes a very serious matter, if we stop 
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to think what we mean by a" Law of Nature." Most people 
think of these laws as the most iron and necessary happen
ings : something which absolutely cannot be disobeyed, 
something which must happen. But take, for instance, the 
laws of a ball's bouncing. One can understand laws being 
iron and necessary about a single thing, but how can they 
possibly be so about, this countless, jostling rabble 1 

You might argue that they only can be so, that we can 
only know for certain what the whole ball will do, when we 
have worked out mathematically the behaviour of every 
separate particle in it, and the effect of every separate 
collision with a molecule of air on the way. You might 
argue that way, I say; arid, if scientific laws are to have 
the absolute and holy necessity they are publicly supposed · 
to have, you must argue that way-you must observe 
every tiny cause before you can calculate the whole effect. 
But practically speaking, of course, we do the very opposite. 
It would be impossibly difficult to calculate the move
ments of half a dozen molecules for a fifteenth of a second 
-let alone a few billions for five seconds I Yet we prophesy 
quite readily what will happen to the ball when it leaves 
our hand : we say we know it won't fly up to the ceiling, 
or turn into a frog on touching the ground 1 

How do we know Y We know, not because of the laws 
of certainty, but because of the laws of chance. We know, 
nqt because we know wha~ each particle will do, but because 
there are so many that we don't need to. We know, because 
it is actually easier to know what a crowd will do than a 
single person, not harder. We know, in the same way that 
a politician might know, perhaps, whether England will vote 
Labour or Conservative at the next election-though he 
couldn't tell you how 1\lr. Smith next door is going to vote. 

For, of course, Mr. Smith might not vote at all. He might' 
fall downstairs and break- his neck that very morning. It 
is not too improbable : such things do happen. But that 
every single man in England should happen to fall and 
break his neck that morning, and so no one vote, is so • 
improbable (though it is possible, of course) that we say 
such things don't happen. 
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Now there. are very, very few scientific laws which are 
impossible to break. But the " crowd " concerned is so 
enormous that breaking them by chance is so improbable 
that we leave it out of account, that is all. It is not, for 

- instance, impossible for a motor-tyre to pump itself up. 
The molecules of the surrounding air might all happen to 
rush in the same direction at the same time by chance. 
But the chances against it are far greater than the chances 
against everyone in England breaking his neck on the 
morning of the General Election. 
' Thus we see that most of the laws of nature, instead of 
being cast-iron certainties, are really only what is ex
tremely probable. will happen. Further, by counting the 
chances of their being broken, it is actually possible to 
measure how nearly laws are likely to be obeyed, and so to 
describe their truth by a number. 

Remember that. When we ask what we mean by a law of 
nature, what we find underlying the idea of " law " is a 
number. 

Parables within the atom 

·when an atom comes to pieces in the radio-active 
process, any of three things may be given off depending 
on the kind of atom : alpha-particles, beta-particles, and 
gamma-rays. The alpha-particle is a helium nucleus, the 
beta-particle a free electron,· and gamma-rays (wh1ch you 
have already experimented with) are radiation with a 
wave-length only about one hundred thousandth the wave
length of visible light. 

You will notice that the first two are called " particles." 
We call them this because we can photograph them moving 
through damp air like bullets. John Pilley told you about 
the tracks alpha-particles make, and even showed you a 
picture of what they look like (Fig. 55). Beta-particles make 
tracks very like them. But with gamma-rays you don't 
get any tracks of .this kind, and so you don't call them 

• particles. But when we talk of an electron as a particle, 
we are passing, I warned you, the frontiers of common· 
sense: and, particles though these electrons first appear to 

I 
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be, we must not be surprised at theirsometimesbehavingin 
ways which would be totally impossible for a" real, particle 
such as a grain of sand, on which our parable is found'ed. 
You find electrons doing things that don't fit in with the 
particle idea, when, for instance, they pass in a stream 
through a crystal. For they don't scatter irregularly, as 
they would if they behaved like particles; they scatter to 
form a perfe~tly regular pattern,. very like the pattern 
X-rays make, when they also pass through a crystal 
(seep. 262). But a pattern like this can only be formed by 
waves, and so we have to face the fact that electrons 
sometimes show themselves .to be acting as waves! 

This was a tremendous surprise to the scientists who 
first discovered it. It made them wonder whether some of 
the various very awkward difficulties that had arisen in 
trying to explain the motion of electrons inside atoms 
might not also be due to their behaving like waves. 

But-particles that behave like waves? This is rather a 
difficult idea for common sense to swallow 1 On the other 
hand, we have already found, in studying light, that we 
had to deal with waves that behaved like particles-or, 
rather, we found that the wave-parable of light needed 
another, the particle-parable, to help describe the way 
radiation behaves. So perhaps we can get out of tlus con
tradiction also in the same way : we can say that our 
electrons, which we thought were "real., particles, are 
only "parable" particles; and then there will be no con
tradiction at all in calling in a wave-parable to describe 
another side of the truth about them. 

Now, the first suspicion of thls wave-likeness appears, as 
we have seen, in studying beta-particles, which are electrons 
tha:t have escaped from the atom. But an electron which 
has escaped from an atom as a beta-particle is a much more 
commonsense thing than an electron inside an atom. 
Like a partially cured lunatic let out of an asylum, it shows 
some signs at least of behaving as the outside world would 
expect it to behave. The electron within the atom, on the 
other hand, is so strange that it soon beggars even our 
power of parable-telling. It certainly lacks any but the 
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remotest likeness to a particle, or to anything else we are 
familiar with. When we get inside the atom, we are driven, 
absolutely driven to give up words, and talk in mathe
matics. But, even so, it is hard enough to describe what 
we find I Various methods have been devised for the pur
pose--various systems of " wave-mechanics," as they are 
called. There is no question but that they are a brilliantly 
successful invention. But as yet the mathematical descrip
tions they have given us are a sort of traveller's tales, such 
as early explorers bring back of smne undiscovered land 
they have fearfully visited, rather than a proper geo
grapher's account of a well-mapped country. 

The reason that parables are no longer any use is that, 
in using a parable, what we do is to say that something we 
don't know about is like something we do know about. 
We can't do this with the electron, because it isn't really 
" like " anything at all ! When we talk of anything as a 
particle, for instance, we are really comparing it to a grain 
of sand, to something that we can see and measure. But 
an electron isn't like a grain of sand, because it isn't 
possible ever to observe it as you can a grain of sand. 
There is no way of finding out about the exact position 
and motion of an electron except by letting light shine on 
it. But, when you do that, the electron doesn't stop still 
like a grain of sand would. It shoots off at an immense 
speed under the recoil of the first light-quantum that hits 
it. And so, in any experiment arranged to find out about 
electrons, theunfortunatescientistfindshimselfrather in the 
position of a blind man trying to discover the whereabouts 
of a thimble, and having to use a battering-ram to do it. 

But you mustn't take this analogy to mean that the 
scientist can find out nothing about individual electrons. 
It only means . that an element of uncertainty creeps in, 
which, from the nature of things, he cannot possibly avoid. 
The amount of this uncertainty depends upon. that little 
constant h, Planck's constant, which we came across in 
studying the quanta of which light is made up (p. 319). 
This makes it one of the most important numbers in the 
world. 
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But all this about observing electrons may seem to. you 
to have very little to do with what electrons really are. 
Yet it is very much to the point really, for it is this very 
impossibility of ever getting accurate knowledge about 
electrons which is one of the most important things about 
them I Remember the warning you have had; a scientist 
must only talk about what he can actually observe, and 
what he can infer from it. Owing to the difficulty which 
_arises over observing electrons, we have to admit that it is 
quite impossible ever to. describe the position and motion 
of an electron according to our ordinary conceptions of 
space and time: wave-par~bles are the nearest we can get 
to it, because these are able to describe things that are 
indefinite in space and time. 

But there- is another important point. The discovery 
that we cannot completely describe electrons (and 
protons, over which the same difficulty arises to a lesser 
extent) according to our ideas of space and time, does 
not only tell us something about electrons and protons : it 
tells us even more about those ideas themselves. We ha~e 
formed our present common-sense ideas of space and time 
because in our middle-sized world we can observe things 
without upsetting them. If we had been born in a world 
where everything started moving or changed its motion 
in a way we could never be sure about, as the goods in the 
sheep's shop did in Alice through the Looking-glass, just 
as we were going to look at it (or, rather, as we shone 
a light to see it), our ideas of space ·and time would have 
grown up very differently. All the same, we should 
be much nearer understanding about electrons and 
protons, because this is just how they behave. Our com
mon-sense ideas of space and time, which we have built 
up to suit a world where nothing is appreciably affected 
by our observing it, fail us when we try and apply thc;:m 
to electrons and protons. This means that electrons and 
protons must necessarily lie beyond common sense. 
· But it isn't only over very small things that our common
sense ideas break down ; they do again, though differently. 
when we try and apply them to the immensely big things 
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which astronomers study. We shall have more to say about 
this when we pass on to our next section. 

It is only a short time ago that scientists realised that 
you could never get accurate knowledge of individual 
electrons. When first it was realised that atoms contained 
electrons, physicists thought they could describe electrons 
as going round the nuclei of atoms just like planets in 
their orbits round the sun. But now they realise that it is 
nonsense to talk of an electron being at any particular 
point within the atom at any particular time--<>r moving 
in anything like the orbit of a planet. John Pilley has told 
you that the electrons belong in " energy-levels " {see 
Chemistry, p. 279), but this phrase does not refer to their 
position, but ts:- their energy. \Ve can say that electrons 
belonging to difier~nt energy-levels move so 3:S to form 
concentric shells round the nucleus which are very roughly 
like the skins of an onion. But this is only a parable, and 
not a very good one at that. Actually no parable for the 
motion of an electron within an atom has been found which 
is even as satisfactory as, in its time, the wave-parable of 
light once was. \Vhen we get at last inside the atom, we 
are driven, absolutely driven, to give up words, and talk 
in mathematics. 

Words, and word-thoughts, reduce matter as far as 
electrons, protons, and quanta of radiation (which are also 
sometimes called " photons "). They can get no farther 
because, once they get even that far, they fail to be able 
to explain what they mean. Mter that, number, and 
number-thoughts, are needed to travel smaller still. On that 
farther journey we cannot go now ; but we might just take 
a glimpse at. what the number-traveller finds, the final 
things at which he, too, has at present to stop, even if we 
fail to understand what it is all about. These things are of 
two kinds : Constants (I told you what they were on 
p. 319), and Pure-Number-Relations. There are six of these 
constants ; one is your old friend h ; and another, c, you 
are going to have a lot to do with later on, because one 
definition of it is to call it the speed at which light always 
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travels. The other four are JJI, the mass of the proton, and 
m, the mass of the electron ; e, the electric charge of the 
electron (which is exactly the same as that of the proton), 
and G, the gravitational constant .. There are three Pure
Number-Ratios. The simplest is ! : the ratio, that is to 
say, of the mass of the proton to the mass of the electron 
(it is about 1,750 times as big). The other two are more 
complicated: 2~, called the "fine structure constant," 
and G:,, which compares the electric and gravitational 
forces between two protons. · 

That, to~day, is how things stand. Perhaps in the future 
it will be possible to reduce the number of these constants ; 
to find out why~ equals 1:750, for instance, and so have 
only one constant there instead of two (to find a common 
origin for both electron and proton, word-language would 
call it). 

It may seem a strange thing to you· to find, at the 
" bottom " of things, six numbers. How did they get there? 
That is a question which we shall certainly have to, hint at 
at the end ofthis chapter. And, indeed, all I have said about 
the inside of atoms may seem to you stranger than magic, 
and madder than nonsense. \Ve have left common sense 
behind with a vengeance I But notice, please, how we got 
there : it was only by sticking to that commonplace rule : 
Believe in nothing which you cannot observe. \Ve are now· 
going to start again from the middle-sized world, and 
travel larger and larger; and, I warn you, your mind will 
have to make wilder leaps, to disbelieve more obvious 
things, than any it has met with up to now I 

II. 

LARGER AND LARGER 

\Vhen I was a schoolboy, somebody told me how to make 
a telescope, and in my spare time and out of my pocket
money I made myself quite a good one. I use it still. T.he 
tubes are only made of cardboard ; but they are qwte 



Fig. 62. " . Things at last so large that our world seems less than a 
speck of dust when compared with them." 
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rigid, and have the advantage of being very light. The 
lenses I bought, of course ; they were cheap second-hand 
ones. I don't think that the whole thing cost me more than 
fifteen shillings. But it would magnify up to sixty times 
(or make something sixty yards off seem only one yard off). 
I could easily read a book sixty yards away, for instance. 
In fact, this little telescope of mine was as powerful as the 
one Galileo used when he made the discoveries that revolu
tionised the whole science of astronomy I 

With it I could see quite plainly that the moon is a world 
like our own, above which I seemed to be flying in an aero
plane at an enormous height_. The bare and desolate peaks, 
the huge circular ramparts of its ring-mountains, that 
great gash known as the Valley of the Alps, all glittering 
in the level sunlight-far, far they seemed beneath me. 
In time, I grew so familiar with the surface of the moon, 
exploring it night after night, that I felt that if I had some
how been landed on it, I could have found my way about 
more easily than I could on my own world I Yet it is a world 
very unlike ours in many ways. There are no clouds, nor 
even air, to blur the view : there is no water, no vegetation, 
no life at all (so far as it is possible to discover-and there 
are telescopes now powerful enough to discern St~ Paul's 
Cathedral, if it were on the moon). Only sharp, unweathered . 
rock, more desolate than any earthly desert, cracked by 
enormous chasms, or grouped in those circular ramparts of 
which I have spoken-rings, sometimes hundreds of miles 
across and thousands of feet high, which look as if the ripple 
made by dropping a pebble into water had suddenly 
solidified. Last summer, when I was flying in an aeroplane 
at a great height over the desolate eastern part of Spain, I 
was vividly reminded of the moon-landscapes that used to 
fascinate me so as a boy. 

But my telescope could carry me much farther afield r 
than that. It showed me the planets also, which appear to 
the naked eye almost indistinguishable from stars, as 
bright, small balls. I could just make out the rings of 
Saturn. I could see some at least of the moons of Jupiter. I 
could see Venus (because it lies between us and the sun, 
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go through phases-crescent, half, and full-as you have 
all seen our moon do (see History of Science, p. 65). 

'''hen I turned my telescope on to the sun itself, instead 
of looking at it through a smoked glass because of its intense 
brilliance, I found it more convenient to let the telescope 
throw an image of it on to a sheet of paper. Thus I was able 
to observe easily those curious dark marks that appear 
and disappear on its fiery surface, and are called sun-spots. 

Then it occurred to me that, if I used photographic paper 
instead of ordinary paper, I could make this image per
manent, instead of temporary. So I attached an old camera 
that had lost its lens to the end of the telescope. I used gas
light paper instead of a film. By taking photographs like -
this day after day, I was able to observe the cha1_1ges in the 
spots far more easily than if I had had only my memory to 
go on. 

Then I turned my telescope oli to the stars. 
When I looked at the planets, they appeared, as I have 

told you, like little bright balls. But the distance from us 
to the nearest stars is so great that no telescope, not the 
strongest ever made, can make them look like this-even 
stars much larger than our sun I But if a telescope cannot 
make them look larger, what it can do is _to make them 
appear Yery much brighter. Some of the stars which 
ordinarily appear bright-such as Sirius and Vega
twinkled through my telescope with a most. intense and 
lovely brilliance. And in the dark spaces between, where the 
bare eye saw no stars, new stars were revealed. Indeed, 
even with the small instrument I was using, hundreds of 
times as many stars were visible as can be seen by the 
naked eye. , •I · 

On a fine night you can see the Milky Way, like a wisp 
of luminous white mist, stretching right across the sky. 
I turned my telescope on this too, and found (as Galileo 
had found) that what looked like mist was in reality un
countable thousands of faint stars crowded closelytogether. 

What did this mean? \\'hy should the sky have a sort 
of" equator," where the stars seemed more closely crowded 
than elsewhere ? How far off were these stars, and what 
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size were they? And what were those misty objects I saw 
called nebulre-such as the one in the middle of Orion's 
dagger-that my telescope did not reveal as composed (like 
the 1\Iilky Way) of thousands of faint stars? 

If, instead of my little home-made instrument, I had 
had the most powerful telescope in the world, I should have 
seen incalculably more stars, it is true. I should have found 
that, whereas some of the " nebulre " I had seen turned out 
to be really star-clusters, others really did seem to be of a 
cloud-like nature. With the ~id of a camera I might also 
have discovered, if I could have taken photographs over a 
long enough period, that sqme stars seem to belong in pairs, 
and move round each other. But apart from this I should, 
by direct vision alone, have discovered little that my own 
small telescope could not have taught me. To discover 
more I sh9uld have needed a spectroscope. 

Sorting out light 

Just as the sounds of everyday are a mixture of a great 
many notes, so the light of everyday-sunlight and star
light-is a mixture of a great many wave-lengths : a 
mixture of colours. If you play a chord on the piano, the 
ear of a musician can sort out the different notes which 
compose it. But the eye cannot do this. To sort out the 
different colours in sunlight, an instrument is needed .. The 
instrument, of course, may be natural : raindrops can do it 
(hence the rainbow). A glass prism can do it. John Pilley's 
umbrella can do it (p. 265). In the umbre1la pattern each 
spot has coloured edges which you can just see. 

When we make an instrument specially for the purpose, 
we call it a spectroscope. And the " rainbow " it produces 
is called the spectrum. The kind most used for star-pur
poses is modelled on the umbrella-method-the " diffrac
tion grating," as it is called. Instead of the threads, a 
number of very fine lines are ruled on a piece of glass. 

The wave-lengths given out by the atoms of any particular 
element are distinctive : hence its spectrum is distinctive. 
If you burn sodium, for instance, most of the spectrum is 
dark, but there is a most brilliant bright line in the yellow 
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part. Other elements give different lines in different places : 
John Pilley showed you the spectra of a ~ew of them. If an 
analytical chemist wants to find out what something is, he 
often can by simply heating it and examining its spectrum. 

When you look at the spectrum of sunlight, you find it 
is very complicated. Instead of J:>right lines, you see dark 
ones : but nevertheless you soon see by their position that 
these dark lines correspond with the bright lines of all the 
elements known on earth. This means that the outermost 
layer of the sun contains all these elements, and their atoms 
absorb light coming from within of just these very lengths. 
In short, you can largely tell what the sun and the stars as 
well are made of, simply by sorting out their light ! 

Secondly, spectra (the plural of spectrum) vary accord
ing to temperature. So you can also tell how hot a star is by 
the same means. . 

But even this is only the beginning of what we can find 
out. In the spectra of some stars, the whole thing, all the 
usual lines, seem to be shifted towards the violet end : in 
others, towards the red. In the first, all the waves are 
shorter than they should be : in the second they are longer. 
What could produce this ? 

Suppose you are in a ship at sea. First you go towards 
,the waves: they will seem short and choppy. Then you 
go in the opposite direction: the same waves will seem 
wider apart. Suppose that light-waves work in the same 
way, becoming more or less "frequent" according to the 
direction you are moving in. This would account for the 

. shift in · the spectrum. When we see this shift, there
fore, we conclude that in the first place we and that star 
are approaching each other ; and in the second place that 
we are moving rapidly apart. By measuring the shift, too, 
you can actually calculate what the speed of approach or 
separation is. 

Now, you will remember that we found with the telescope 
that certain stars are in pairs, which go round each other. 
Suppose we now find that the spectrum of a star appears 
to be really two spectra, shifting backwards and forwards 
on each other. This suggests that we are really looking at 
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two stars, so close to each other that we cannot s~e them 
apart : and the two shifts mean that in turn they approach 
us and recede from us-in short, go round each other like 
the other pairs. 

You will also remember that some stars are " variable " : 
their light-strength goes up and down. There are various 
kinds of these. ~n one kind we are again really looking at a 
pair : when they are side by side they look bright, and 
when one is behind the other they look less bright. But 
there is 'another kind, called CEPHEID VARIABLES. 
Why they vary we do not really know : but, all the same, 
to an astronomer they are one of the most useful objects in 
the sky. · 

The distance of the stars 

The sun is ninety-three million miles away. Its light, 
travelling at the speed c, or 186,000 miles a second, takes 
about eight minutes to reach us. But the nearest other star 
is twenty-five million million miles away: its light, travel
ling also at the speed c, will take more than four and a half 
years I 

Because the distances between the stars are so enormous 
that it would take several lines to write some of them down 
in miles, it is more convenient to measure them in" light
years." There is nothing mysterious about this: a light
year is simply the distance light travels in one year. The 
nearest star, then, we say is a little more than four and a 
half light-years away : the distances of others run into 
hundreds of thousands of light-years. 

How do we know this ? If you stand near the window 
and look out, shutting first one eye and then the other, the 
whole view will appear to shift slightly (or, rather, the 
window to shift on the view). This is because your eyes are 
not in the same place : you get a slightly different view with 
each (see Physiology, p. 77). But the farther you stand from 
the window, the less will this shift be. 

If you photograph the sky one night, and again six 
months later, you will see a slight shift in a very few stars. 
This is because, since the earth is going round the sun, the 
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positions from which the two photographs were taken are 
twice ninety-three million miles apart: and the shifting stars 
were comparatively near. It is by measuring these shifts 
that we know how far off these stars ar~. 

But only a few stars are near enough for us to find their 
distances in this way ; with most stars the shift is far too 
small. It is in finding the distances of other stars that 
cepheid variables are so useful. ' 

The method is this. By examining the cepheid variables 
in one group of stars all much the same distance from us, it 
was found that the brighter ones (which, being about as far 
off as the others, were also presumably the biggest).varied 
more slowly than the dim ones. Therefore if a cepheid any
where varies slowly, we presume it to be large: if it varies 
quickly, we presume it to be small. But suppose a slow 
cepheid somewhere appears dim, and a quick one some-· 
where else much brighter? The answer is obvious. The 
second must appear brighter because it is near, the other 
dim beclluse it is far. 

Now I have put this quite vaguely: actually, given the 
apparent brightness, and given the rate of variation, we 
can calculate the comparative distance of any cepheid vari
able in the sky. But we already know by the shift-method 
the distance of the nearest cepheids : :we thus k"!J.OW the 
distances of them all. Further, since there is. one, or more, 
such star in most of the main star-groups, we thus have a 
measuring-rod with which to measure the distance from us 
of most of the stars in the sky I 

When we have mapped out the stars like this, we find an 
answer to our question: Why the Milky Way? We find 
that almost all the stars we see with the naked eye are. 
grouped in the' shape of an enormous disc. We, within, 
looking towards the ed,ges of the disc, naturally see what 
we take to be a lot of small stars close together in that 
direction ; while, looking towards its nearer faces, the stars 
seem larger and wider spaced apart. (Stand in a long, 
narrow plantation of trees with a field on each side, and 
you will ·see how this is.) . 

The size of this disc, which includes most of the visible 
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stars, is enormous ; it is something like a quarter of a 
million light-years across. The light which reaches us from 
its edge, the light by which we see the farthest stars in it, left 
its source about the time that man first appeared on earth ! 

Extra-Galactic N ebulfZ 

Yet, enormous as is this disc (called the Galactic System, 
in honour of the Galaxy, or 1\lilky Way), it is very far 
indeed from containing all the stars in space. You may 
remember the mention of nebulre-small, misty objects. 
Of these nebulre, no less· than two million have already 
been observed that lie outside the Galactic System : the 
nearest nearly a million light-years away, and the farthest 
yet sighted no less than a hundred and forty million light· 
years off. 

1\loreover, when we examine these nebulre with a powerful 
enough telescope, we find that they too, like the Galaxy, 
contain stars : that among these they too contain cepheids 
(which is how we calculate their distances): in short, we 
conclude that they too are huge groups of stars-two 
million other Galactic Systems like our own I 

Nor is there any reason to suppose that their real number 
is limited by anything except the weakness of our telescopes 
to the mere two millions we have already discovered. 

If I had space, there are many other branches of astron
omy to explore. There is the weighing of the stars, for 
instance ; there are the laws of gravitation, which describe 
the interrelation of their movements. There is the study 
of their ages : how they begin and how they end. Some of 
this last question you will find discussed in The Structure 
of the Earth. But if you are interested at all in astronomy, 
I would advise you to get Sir James Jeans's Universe 
Around Us. You will find most of it not· too difficult : and 
it is full as an egg of facts and astonishment and con
jectures and reasons. In what I have said here, I have had 
to limit myself to what would bring us in the direction of 
"larger and larger," as far as John Pilley had already 
brought you in the direction of " smaller and smaller " 
before I began. . . 
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" Size " and " Shape " 
Up till now, we have explor~d" larger" without both~r

ing _to consider whether our shadow, common sense, was 
keeping up with us: or whether we should find that in this
direction too the laws of middle-sized things failed to 
apply. But, having got as far as we have, it is high time we 
stopped to consider that question rather carefully. 

What differences do we already find between the " large " 
and the" middle-sized"? In the first place we notice that 
the " larger " we travel, the more important something 
becomes that in middle-sized thirigs we don't bother about 
at all-the time taken by light to perform a journey. On 
the earth this time is so small we usually treat it as nothing. 
A wireless-wave (which is the same thing, you remember) 
only takes a fifteenth of a second to go from England to 
Australia. But the distances across the earth's surface we 
see are only a minute fraction even of that distance ; so 
that if we see two things happen on the earth at the same 
time, even though one is near by and the other a little way 
off, we are in the habit of saying they do happen at the 
same time. 

Now it is quite obvious that in talking of events among 
the stars we must be a lot more careful than that. If the 

. ' 
light we see something by has taken a hundred years to 
reach q.s, it would be only silly to insist that everything we 
see now is really happening now. 

This idea, though strange, would be only sensible, if it 
merely meant that in talking of " now " we had to allow 
for the time light takes to reach us, ~ust as on earth, in -
listening to distant thur,der, we' allow for the time sound 
takes to reach us. And this is all it would mean if the speed 
of light were the same kind of thing as other speeds. But 
it isn't. The Michelson-Morley Experiment (I told you on 
p. 815 we should need to remember about that) showed us 
it was a very peculiar kind of speed indeed. It is peculiar 
in that whatever speed you think you are travelling at, 
light still seems to you to be always travelling at the same 
speed as ever-namely, 186,000 miles a second. 

, Do you realise quite how peculiar this is ? Suppose you 
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are driving a car along a road~ If you want to calcuiate the 
rate at which you will overtake another car, you only ha.ve 
to subtract their road-speed from yours :. that gives your 
speed •• relative" to them. Now, the first thing the 
1\:lichelson-M:orley Experiment showed us was that there 
is no road. But if there is no road, there can be no road
speed, no " real " speed : the only speeds are our speeds 
" relative " to other cars. That is a bit of a nightmare in 
itself, at first : but the idea is quite easy to get used to. 
After all, we still have these speeds relative to other cars 
to go on. But there is worse to come. For now suppose a 
police-car appears on th(! scene. ~uch police-cars, we 
know, go very fast indeed : moreover, they always go at 
the same pace. Well, we can go fast too : if we can go nearly 
as fast as the police-car, it won't overtake us so quickly, 
we suppose. So we go faster. And now the nightmare gets 
really bad ; for we find that, however fast we go (relative 
to any ordinary car on the road), that magic police-car 
still overhauls us and all other cars (even cars we should 
call standing still) at exactly the same pace I 

After all, the " sensible " thing about this relative-speed 
business is that if two other cars are going at different 
speeds, our speed relative to each in turn will be different. 
By adding and subtracting relative speeds, we get sensible 
answers, which fit in with each other. What is nightmarish 
about our speed relative to light is that it is always the 
same, and so by adding and subtracting other speeds from 
it we get answers which don't fit in with each other. And 
that leads to even more nightmarish things. It means, for 
one thing, that we cease to know exactly what we mean by 
"now." "Seen" now, yes-for everyone here that will be 
the same. But the " real " now : that we shall calculate 
quite differently, for distant happenings, according to the 
speed we think we are traveUing at I "Now" broadens 
away into the remote distance like a wedge-that division 
(which we thought was only a line) between the past 
and future ; that " Absolute Elsewhere," as Eddington 
calls it, because we can never conceivably travel to any 
other part of it, as we can i~aginably do to any future 
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place, nor can anything' have reached us from it, as it can 
from anywhere in the past. (Look at Fig. 62.) · 

Secondly, it means that space itself won't fit. In mapping 
it out, we shall find that for objects travelling very fast 
relative to ourselves there is actually not enough room in 
our picture of the universe : we shall find, for instance, that 
for an object travelling at 171,000 miles a second there is 
only exactly half enough room to spare ! 

This lack of room in the picture for very fast things has 
a name of its own: it is called the FITZGERALD CON
TRACTION. Usually it is one of the hardest notions in the 
whole relativity theory for people to get hold of. " Is it a 
real contraction? " they ask. Calculation says it must be : 
common sense says it_can't be. But the notion need not be 
a difficult one : there is a parable to help us, a similar 
contraction which we are quite used to. 

Draw a picture of a square box : 

/ 
,/ , , 

, 

I 
I 
,L-----

Now look at it. Each side of the box you k--now is really 
a square ; yet if you were to draw it as a square there would 
be no room for it within the outline on your paper. The 
amount of room for each side depends on the angle that 
side makes with your line of sight-in short, on its position 
relative to yours. Or take .another example which is an 
eyen closer paralleL Open an atlas. Anywhere where there 
is a map of a large surface, such as a hemisphere or a 
continent, you will find that only those countries which 
come in the middle of it correspond properly to the shapes 
of those countries as you will find them in their own maps. 
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If you try to make them all the proper shape, you find they 
won't fit, because the map is flat and the world has a curced 
surface. 

Still keeping this parable in mind, we are at last in a 
position to approach the question which I promised you at 
the beginning of this chapter we should attempt, but 
which then looked impossible : the question of whether or 
not space is " infinite." The difficulty seemed to be that 
if space is not infinite, it must surely be bounded by some
thing : and the very idea of a boundary suggests something 
outside 1t as well as something inside it, which leaves us 
no better off than before. 

, But the surface of the earth or any other ball, we know, 
is not infinite-and yet it has no boundary. Alth~ugh it 
can only be measured approximately (because 1r is a " trans
cendental" number-see p. 352), it is as truly a limited 
area as if it was flat-and yet, travel you nevei:_ so far, you 
will never reach an edge I 

This " ball-parable "then is the parable which scientists, 
thinking in terms of a four-dimensional geometry, picture 
to themselves when they 'talk in words about the 
" curvature of space." Like most parables, as well as being 
a help, it has led to a great deal of confused thinking, 
and many naive arguments of the material-of-the-Good
Shepherd's-crook variety. 

You will have noticed that, in using it, we are taking 
for granted that there ia a fourth dimension-that time 
and space enter into partnership to provide .us with 
another, as well as the length, breadth. and thickness we 
are used to. You may object to this i you may say that it 
is all very well to talk about a fourth dimension in parables. 
but in fact the solid world is only made in three. and 
everyone knows it 1 It is the nature of the universe to be 
three-dimensional! 

But is it the nature of the universe 1 Or is it only our 
nature to see it like that ? 

Suppose there was an animal whose only sense was the 
sense of hearing-he couldn't see, and he couldn't feel. 
All he would know about the world would be a number of 
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sounds, coming one after the other. His world would be a 
world of only one dimension·: everything, that is to say, 
would be either before or after something else ; there would 
be no other direction in which they could be related.' He 
would think 1t quite absurd that anyone could imagine 
that the world had two dimensions, much less three or four. 

And now let us imagine another animal, a sort of barnacle. 
This time the only sense he has is sight. He has only one eye; 
so that all things look the same distance away to him (see 
pp. 77 and 885}, and he cannot move about. The world to 
him would be a flat picture (a moving picture, of course). 
It would be a two-dimensional world, built of length and 
breadth only-for " near " and " far " would mean nothing 
to him. If something is coming towards him he will think it 
is growing bigger ; or if it is going away he will think it is 
shrinking; or if it goes behind something else and disap
pears from view he will argue that it must have altogether 
ceased to exist, because two things can't be in the same 
place at once I -

Now we are, comparatively speaking, just as much tied 
down by being used only_ to small relative velocities as he 
is tied down by seeing only from one spot. We think we 
are not : we think we can vary our speed considerably ; 
and you- might ask why, if aU this is true, don't we notice a 
train shortening as it gathers speed and steams out of the 
station? But even the barnacle we have imagined might be 
able to ,vibrate a millionth of an inch on his stalk. He 
would think this a very considerable change' of position : 
and, because it was not enough to alter his view of the 
world, he might well argue that it proved there was no 
third dimension I And our changes of speed are really only 
comparable to that millionth of an inch. The speed of our 
fastest bullet is a snail's pace, compared with the speed 
of light. , It is not till you leave the middle-sized world 
altogether and get to the very large and the very small 
that you find speeds and distances-the speed of a beta
particle, for instance, or the distance of an Extra-Galatic 
Nebula-which makes it possible to observe this failure 
of things to fit. For middle-sized speeds and middle-si2<ed 
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distances it is no more surprising that we fail to notice it, 
than that we fail to notice the curvature of the surface of 
the water in a bath. 

There still remains one ·grave obstacle to our belief in 
a time-dimension ; and that is the difference we all feel 
between past and future. Other directions do not have 
thi'> same difference : it is easy to mistake east for west. 
It is even possible to mistake up for down. But we feel in 
our bones it would never be possible to mistake future for 
past. 

Now the curious thing is that, when the scientist tries 
to discover wherein this difference lies, he finds that in the 
world of the very small it is hardly noticeable at all. It is 
not till you are dealing with large numbers of things-such 
as you will remember that a bouncing ball is-that the 
difference seems to creep in, like so many of the other 
"laws" of nature, as a law of the behaviour of crowds! 
This law we call the" Second Law of Thermodynamics": 
and it is rather a curious one. It says that the only way in 
which you can tell future from past is that you will find 
more chance and higgledy-piggledy in it ! To take a simple 
case. Suppose I made a cinema-film, in which some children 
came into a tidy room and played about at random till it 
was thoroughly untidy, then left. Now it would be possible 
to show that film backwards-then you would see the chil
dren go into the room, and romp about till it was thoroughly 
tidy.-but you wouldn't believe it, you would know the film was · 
being run backwards. Well, the whole universe is a vast 
room, in which innumerable energy is arranged. To muddle 
thoroughly such an enormous room will take many reons. 
But the process is slowly and inexorably going on : and it 
is this increase of muddle on the one side of us, this decrease 
on the other, which we feel as a difference between past and 
future : this growing disorder which we call the " passing ., 
of time. 

It follows from this that the time-dimension cannot come 
round full circle as we imagine space to do. By going far 
enough into the future we shall never reach th~ past. 
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And yet it is not necessary to imagine th~t time either had 
a beginning or must have an end. There is no moment at 
which one can really say o~ a room that it is "completely 
untidy" ; only, as the process continues, the increase
of muddle becomes less and less noticeable. As what 
remp.ants of order remain in the universe tend ultimately 
to disappear, so the passing of time will become less and 
less noticeable; till at last, whether it is passing or not, and 
if so in what direction, who shall be 'able to say? 

If space, then, can be symbolised by a ball, time can be 
symbolised by some curve more like this : 

COMPLETE 
ORGANISATIOI'i 

COMPLETE 
01 SORGANISATION 

But this, of course, is only a parable among parables. 
Actually, it must be confessed it is not possible to make 
a complete physical description of the world using even 
four dimensions : to describe some things according to 
wave-mechanics demands an almost infinite number! 
But why slwuld descriptions, involving a definite number 

, of dimensions, be expected to work? ·we have already seen 
that dimensions are not inherent in space, but depend on 
the circumstances of the observer. Probably the physics of 
the future will make more and more use of that " Geome
try of No Dimensions" now in its infancy. But to do that 
we shall have to alter altogether our conceptions of our 
constants: we shall have to cease calling c a velocity at all. 
And that, for the present, is too hard. 
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Numbering space 
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In the stories of buried treasure, the instructions found 
in the dead sailor's chest generally read something like 
this: 

In the Middle of the Island you will find a Wooden Cross. Starting 
from thence, walk forty feet due North: then tum to your Right band, 
and walk thirty feet due East. 'Thus you will find yourself at the Foot 
of a certain Palm-tree (the same tree on which Jim Bones was Hanged); 
·and in this way you shall know it from Every Other tree on the island. 

The convenience of this method is obvious. For, given a 
central point to measu~e from (the wooden cross), and 
given two " axes" (in this case the north-south and east
west lines passing through the cross), you can defin~ any 
point on the island by two numbers_:_in this case (40, 30). 

N 

The case I have taken, of course, is the simplest possible 
one, in that the special tree lies in the north-east quarter 
of the island. But suppose the tree had lain in another 
part-even then we could have defined its position without 
having to use the words "south" or "west." You may 
even suppose, if you like, that the pirate captain ran away 
to sea so young, and with his education so incomplete, 
that " north " and " east " were the only two names for 
points of the compass he had learnt. 
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Fig. 63 . .. I n the stories of buried treasure . 
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If, instead of telling you to walk forty feet north, ·he 
had told you to walk sixty feet north and then twenty 
feet back again, you would have done a little sum in your 
head, and said 60- 20=40, and known he meant the same 
thing. But if, instead, he had told you to walk twenty feet 
north and then sixty feet back again, the sum would have 
worked out as 20- 60 = - 40 : and how can one walk a 
minus distance ? Yet, if you obeyed his instructions, where 
you would find yourself, of course, would be forty feet 
south of the cross. In short " - 40 " feet north means forty 
feet south ; and in the same way " -30 " feet east. means 
thirty feet west. 

We are now arrived at tli.e foot of the palm-tree. But the 
key of the treasure-chest is fastened to poor .Jim Bones's 
watch-chain, and .Jim Bones's skeleton is swinging twenty 
feet above the ground. We now have a third dimension to 
consider ·in defining its position; and a third number to 
add to the two we had already. So now we define its position 
as ( 40, 30, 20 ). 

Now you will have already noticed that the actual fifty 
feet of distance lying between the cross and the tree direct 
have been resolved into two distances (forty feet and 
thirty feet) at right angles to each other. Suppose, now, 
that the tree is too slippery to climb, and the only way to 
get the key is to shoot the skeleton down with the old 
brass cannon lying by the wooden cross. W' e now see that 
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the distance the cannon-ball will have to travel has been 
resolved into three distances, each measured in a direction 
at right angles to the other two. 

And here again, should the dean sailor's letter tell you 
the skeleton is not twenty, but minus twenty feet up the 
tree, you will know it lies twenty feet underground. And 
should warning reach you that the villain is so close on 
your tracks that he may be expected to reach the island 
- 3 days after you, then you will know that he got to the 
island three days before you, and you are too late, for what 
you have now learnt about the nature of c (p. 338) will 
teU you that it is impossible to fire your cannon-ball faster 
than the speed of light, and so, firing from the wooden· 
cross now, hit tlie skeleton three days ago l 1 

Thus the pirate captain-little though he probably 
prided himself on being an expert in analytical geometry
shows us that it is possible to substitute for any point in 
three-dimensional space (or point-event in four-dimensional 
space either, for that matter) a group of three (or four) 
numbers. 1\Ioreover, we have already found in the first 
section (p. 328) that the final discoveries of physics reduced 
themselves to certain numbers-to h and c and e and m 
and JJJ and G, and to certain ratios' between them. If, then, 
the ultimate governors of light and matter are numbers, 
and space-time itself is ,but a collection of number-groups, 
can it be that the ultimate reality at the "bottom" of the 
whole universe is number ? 

The Pythagoreans in Ancient Greece worshipped number 
-,-and there are certain modern physicists who came very 
near to doing the same. Are we to accept this attitude ? 

Now it seems to me that, if we do so, we are allowing at 
least one very serious mistake to creep in. \Ve are taking 
for granted that the mathematics of the physicist, and the 
mathematics of the mathematician, are the same thing. 
It is an easy mistake to make, because they resemble each 
other closely, and largely use the same terms: but you will 
generally find that they do not mean quite the same thing 
by these terms-just as Americans and English people 
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often mean something slightly different by the same words. 
The physicist, as I said already, uses mathematics as a 

language to describe what he discovers in the world. So, if he 
finds that some particular system does not 'describe thes~ 
things correctly, he says that it is wrong, and looks for 
another. The mathematician, on the other hand, starts 
from a few primary assumptions and, arguing from them, 
builds up a logical and imaginary system which cannot be 
"wrong," for he doesn't care at all whether it accurately 
describes the things the physicist finds in the universe-any 
more than a musician cares whether his sonata reproduces 
accurately the noises of everyday life. 

However much these two kinds of mathematics appear 
to resemble each other, therefore, the difference of the ideas 
on which they are based should warn us of the danger of 
treating them as one and the same. · 

Take, for instance, the case of geometry. I suppose we 
most of us conclude that the purpose of geometry is• to 
describe space. Now three-dimensional geometry proves 
that the three angles of a triangle are together equal to 
two right angles. The astronomer says no : if the triangle 
is very large, this is not true-therefore, three-dimensional 
geometry is wrong. The mathematician replies that, while 
he is just as ready to devise a four-dimensional geometry as a 
three-dimensional one, neither can be wrong, because neither 
makes any pretence at being a description of the physi
cist's space. "The simplest concept of Euclid's geometry," 
he says, " is the point. The point is something defined as 
having neither length, breadth, nor thickness. But in the 
whole universe there is no such thing as a point! Our 
journey • smaller and smaller ' has already shown that a 
limit of smallness is reached, beyond which our ordinary 
ideas of space and time break down. Geometry goes on to 
define a line in terms of the point, a plane in terms of the 
line, and a solid in terms of the plane. But, in nature, just 
as there is no point, there is no line, and no plane-only 
rough approximations to them. Is it, then, surprising that 
a geometry built on ideas which do not exist in all nature. 
and logically developing from them, should fail in the end 
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to describe nature accurately'? No, if I were building a 
geometry to describe ' real ' space, I should have had to 
begin at the other end ; I should have had to start with the 
solid, and define approximate planes, lines, and finally 
even points in terms of solids! " 

Pure geometry, therefore, is a work of art built by logic 
on a basis of imagination-built on the peculiarities of , 
those imaginary beings, the point, the line, and the plane. 
Likewise, the science of number differs fundamentally from 
all other sciences in its point of view. For the idea of experi
ment, which is the keystone. of modern scjentific method, 
is altogether foreign to the study of !}Umber. Experiment 
at best can only prove that something is true in a 
great number of cases, and is therefore probably true in 
most cases : mathematics has no use at all for the prob
ably true. Mathematics does not look to see whether some
thing is so : mathematics deduces out of her own rules that 
so~ething must be so. Mathematics gave the laws of chance 
to science-but she will not allow them to be binding on 
herself. Any proposition has to be inescapably true-it has 
to be proved, as they say, with full rigour-if the mathe
matician is going to allow it any place at all in the structure 
he builds. I 

Mathematics, then, is the rigorous study of certain beings 
called numbers. What are these beings, and how many 
different kinds of them are there ? To find out that is one 
of the mathematician's chief aims. 

Learning to count 
The simplest form of a number-sense does not require 

" numbers " at all ; it is simply a sense of " more " and 
" iess." Suppose, for instance, a family of children sit down 
to supper, each one rushing to the nearest available chair. 
You can easily tell, with a glance of the eye, whether there 
were more seats or more children, or whether there were the 
same number of both. You tell by the " principle of corres
pondence "-by whether each child corresponds to a chair, 
or whether there is a chair or a child left unpaired. 

Now, suppose that the children are on a visit, and it is 
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agreed that for the term of their visit one child shall clear 
away the supper each evening. If, by the end of the time, 
each child has cleared away once and once only, the same 
principle of correspondence tells us that the number of 
chairs equals the number of days in the visit ; and it tells us 
this by comparing both with one standard group--the 
family of children. Number, then, is something which can 
be common to a family of children, a set of chairs, the days 
in avisit-inshort~to any group we like to name. Itiswhatis 
left when, in thinking of a group of objects, we cease to think 
of what the objects are, or the order in which they occur. 

Now, the names we give to numbers are really only such 
standard groups with which to compare all others we come 
across. We easily might, for. instance (and some primitive 
peoples do), say "hand" for "five," "legs, for "two," 
and so on. But, even when we had invented and memor
ised the names of a sufficiency of these groups to serve 
for all possible cases, we still should not be able to count. 
To do this, we have to make a new discovery-that these 
standard groups can be arranged in a certain order, so 
that each number has a successor, which shall be one 
greater than the number it succeeds. 

Already you will see this takes us beyond the possibility 
of experiment. For the statement that" each number has 
a successor " means that there can be no last number
there must be an infinite number of numbers. Only logic 
can tell us whether or not this is so; there are certainly not 
an infinite number of objects in the universe, even if we 
we had all eternity to verify the fact. And yet, if it were not 
so, the ordinary processes of arithmetic would not be 
always possible. For let us suppose that the " last number " 
was one million. We could add 500,000 to 500,000, then ; 
or we could multiply 10,000 by 10,000 : yet we should not 
be able to add 500,000 to 500,001, or multiply 10,000 by 
10,001-an absurd restriction I And the same, of course, 
applies, however high we fix our limit. 

Mathematical infinity, therefore (which must not on any 
account be confused with the spatial infinity of the 
physicists), is a logical necessity. 
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Extending the number-field 
_ Now you might think the mathematician would be con
tent with an infinite number of numbers to operate on ; 
but actually this is only the beginning. He calls the series 
(1, 2, 8 •• . ) "The sequence of natural numbers," and then 
begins to look for others. For he soon sees that without others 
the "ordinary processes of arithmetic" are still not possible 
in all cases. He cannot subtract 10 from 10, for instance, or 
5 from 5, unless he is willing to admit t'hat 0 is a number. 
And he cannot subtract 10 from 5 unless he is willing (like 
the pirate captain) to include the minus numbers-another 
infinite sequence. 1\loreover, unless it is to be impossible to 
divide 8 by 2, or 9 by 7, he must also include fractions, and 
give them the rank of numbers. 

This extended class of numbers is called the " rational 
domain of numbers " : and how rich it is you will see when 
you realise that between any two rational numbers you can 
always insert a third-between a half and three-quarters 
you can insert five-eighths; between five-eighths and three
quarters you can insert eleven-sixteenths, and so on for ever. 

Now between the rational numbers, you would think, 
there is certainly no' room left. But what about such 
number~ as y2 ? They differ very seriously from rational 
numbers ; for, whereas a rational number is an exact 
number-you may need many figures to describe it, but 
you will not need. an infinite number-these " irrational " 
numbers will never " work out " : there is no exa~t square 
root of 2 : all you can say is that it lies between two cl6se 
rational numbers. And an infinite number of such irra
tionals can lie between any two rational numbers, however 
close, that you like to name 1 

This field of numbers (including the irrationals) is called 
the algebraic field, because it inch.tdes solutions of all 
possible algebraic equations. But that is not the same as 
saying that it includes all numbers, even now 1 It leaves out 
the" transcendentals." 

With one transcendental number you are probably 
already familiar-the number 1r, which is described as the 
ratio of the diameter of a circle to its circumference. For 
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not only will 1r never work out to an exact answer-it can 
never even be the solution of an algebraic equation. 

Now, all this time you will notice that we have had again 
and again to use the word "infinite," and that we have 
generally used it about a number of operations that could 
never be all performed experimentally. One cannot, for 
instance, conceivably imagine oneself adding up the whole 
sequence of natural numbers and arriving at an answer. 
But there are other infinite processes in mathematics which 
do produce answers. If I walk from here to the door, I am, 
for instance, halving my distance from the door an infinite 
number of times-and yet I shall get there in a finite time. 
Such an infinite series of operations, therefore, if it is (as in 
this case) "convergent," is said to define the number 
towards which it converges. Now though each convergent 
infinite process can only define one number, each number 
can be defined by an infinite number of such sequences. 
We thus have to stretch the meaning of number again; 
and, having done so, we have the " Field of Real Numbers " 
-the" Arithmetic Continuum." Between the Real Numbers 
it is not possible to insert any more. 

I 

Yet, though not part of the Arithmetic Continuum, other 
numbers exist. There is, for instance. the square root of 
minus one. How can such a number exist ? Two minuses 
multiplied together make a plus, we are taught : what 
number multiplied by itself could possibly leave a minus? 
" It is only imaginary," people said ; and so the name 
" imaginary number " was given to it, and to the complex 
numbers in which it plays a part. But the name is a pity, 
for either all numbers are imaginary or none are-we cannot 
make these distinctions within number. 1\Ioreover, this 
number (which is generally written i) turns out to possess 
a considerable importance. It appears in many calculations, 
like the fairy godmother in the stories; it appears, that is 
to say, some time after the story has begun, plays its part, 
and then disappears mysteriously before the end-or else 
waits for the grand transformation scene, when it contrives 
to square itself and so become a "real" number like the 
others. 

No 
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Moreover, i plays a most important part in modern 
physics-it could even have been of use to the pirate cap
tain. By employing i, he need have known no other 
direction than north I For when a number is considered as 
having direction as well as size--when forty, for instance, 
means forty feet north and not just forty feet in an un
specified direction-multiplying it by i has the curious 
effect of turning it through one right angle. To lead us to 
the palm-tree in the north-west corner of the island, he 
need only have told us to walk 40 feet north, and then 
anothe~ 30i feet north, to get us to the same place as if he-
had told us to walk 30 feet west. ' 

N 

This works, as you will readily see, all round the circle. 
For i 2, as you knows, equals -1 ; so that to multiply a 
number by i 2 is the equivalent of. turning it through two
right angles-which you have already seen is what a minus 
direction means.· And i 3 will bring us round to the east ; 
while i 4, of course, = 1, and brings us back where we started.· 

And now see how this applies to problems of the fourth 
dimension. You may have heard that physicists, when 
trying to bring the time-dimension in with the other three 
in a calculation, first multiply it by the square root of. 
minus one. This may have seemed nonsensical, but the 
reason is obvious : all they are really doing is to turn it 
through a right angle, in order to bring it " in line " with 

' the other three I 
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BEYOND COMMONSENSE 

Now at last this journey of exploration into the field of 
number brings us, as our other journeys did, beyond 
common sense. For now we are going to consider infinity. 
. Mathematical infinity, you must remember, is not the 
same thing as spatial infinity. But it is, all the same, a very 
odd conception. Is mathematical infinity a number I Galileo, 
I think, would have said no. It is not subject to finite 
arithmetic. You can't add and subtract infinities from each 
other, he said ; you can't even say whether or not two 
infinities are equal. 

But modern mathematiCians, beginning with Cantor, 
have not been content to leave the problem there. They 
even have evolved a system for comparing infinities-for 
saying that some infinities are of one "power" and some 
of a greater or less " power." But they have not made them 
obey at all the rules of finite arithmetic. Certain funda
mental "common sense" laws-such as that the part 
cannot equal the whole, for instance-have no longer 
jurisdiction in this realm ; for here, in considering infinities, 
it is a fundamental rule that the part can equal the whole I 
· These " powers," ~s you will imagine, by which infinities 

are classified, are not ordinary numbers, real or imaginary. 
They are something altogether new-" parable" numbers 
one is almost tempted to call them. They are known as 
transfinite numbers : and over them a bitter battle is still 
raging. For it is necessary to Cantor's theory that, just as 
there is no last finite number, so there is no last transfinite 
number-that there is an infinite number of transfinites. 
But, it has been objected, this jnfinite number of infinite 
numbers (the "aggregate of all aggregates," it is called) 
must itself be the highest-powered infinity possible : there 
can be no transfinite number higher than this power, 
therefore it must be itself the " last " transfinite number, 
which was declared not to exist I 

The paradox is as yet unresolved. 
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Salling the mine 
This short survey will be enough to gire you some idea 

of what an enormous structure logic has erected on the 
primitive notion of " more " and " less," and the ordered 
sequence of natural numbers. You will have seen by now 
what I meant when I said that the physicist's mathematics 
and the mathematician's mathematics were different things 
(though admittedly closely related) : that mathematics as 
an art and mathematics as a ~uua.,oe are not strictly the 
same. The T..;nd of reality, therefore, which the mathe
matician claims for the product of his art, cannot be 
expected to belong also to the applied mathematics 
which the phySicist uses as a ~uua.,oe to describe the 
unil""erse. 

There is a reprehensible habit among those who di.sco'l""er 
gold-mines of .. salting •• any area of it from which they 
expect a sample to be taken for assay with a little extra 
gold out of their own pockets. Well, it is at least arguable 
that man first " salts " the universe with the Number he 
afterwards finds in it. You can read this between the 
lines of 1T7iat Science Can Do (p. 30). 

There is a natural tendency in man called "anthro
pomorphism"; a tendency, that is, to see everything in 
his own image. When he first studied nature, he thought 
that rough seas were angry, that lightning struck 
him because he had offended it, that the sun ripened 
his crops out of kindness of heart. Beginning to know 
better, in the nineteenth century he still thought of 
the stars in their courses as obeying ••Jaws," like any 
human population. Bit by bit, and with immense diffi
culty, he continues to pare away from his conception of 
the universe each false and clil\,oing remnant of his belief 
in its likeness to himself.. In each ~oe he discards some of 
the anthropomorphic beliefs of the past as superstitions ; 
but in each age he is deluded by fresh examples which 
escape his notice. In the present age there is a fashion to 
say that •• God " (whatever that means) is a mathe
matician. He no longer reveals Hixnsdf as any Bne,tory God in 
the thunders, or a beni.,on God in the warmth of summer ; 
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but He reveals Himself as a calculating God in .,. and c 
and e and h and m and M. 

Science, being human enquiry, can hear no answer 
except an answer couched somehow in human tones. 
Primitive man stood. in the mountains and shouted 
against a cliff; the echo brought back his voice, and· he 
believed in a disembodied spirit. The scientist of to-day 
stands counting out loud in the face of the unknown. 
Numbers come back to him-and he believes in the Great 
Mathematician. 
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THE STRUCTURE OF THE EARTH 

THE VERY BEGINNINGS 

How DID it all start ? How far backwards c~n we trace 
the course of the events that left the world as we now know 
it and live in it? To these and many other questions we 
can gi\·e only a very scrappy answer, for the earth has had 
a long history, and there is much to find out ; and it is 
only quite a short time since man has seriously studied 
these things. 

In trying to give a short account of what has so far been 
found out, the uncertainty about many of the statements 
that we have to make is a great nuisance, for we ought to 
keep on saying, " It is probable that • • • " or " There is 
some evidence that ••• " Instead, however, we will take 
as our story the best that we can make out of the facts 
that have so far been found out. It is the only theory so 
far put forward that fits the facts. But new facts may 
force us to alter it, and one day somebody may suggest 
quite a different story. 

Now, we might write all sorts of beautiful stories about how 
the world began, something like the Indian story that the 
earth is carried on the back of an elephant, which stumbles 
every now and then, and so causes earthquakes. The 
trouble would be· that, as more and more facts were found 
out, it would get harder and harder to write the stories, 
for they would begin to contradict one another. 

On the other hand, the scientist finds that quite a small 
number of simple " laws " will describe a very large number 
of facts, even when these facts refer to very different kinds 
of happenings. For instance, the laws of chemistry hold 
whether the changes go on in a plant, an animal, or in a 
glass tube. These laws he calls "the laws of nature," and 
our experience leads us to expect that all the bodies in the 
universe, whether they are stars or grains of sand, will 
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obey these laws (see What Science Can Do, p. 23, and 
History of Ideas, p. 457). For instance, if a hot body and a 
cold body are placed in contact, it is always found that 
the hot body grows cooler and the cold body ·hotter, pro
vided, of course, that we keep these two bodies from 
gaining or losing heat in other ways. (We can do this more 
or less by putting the two bodies in a vacuum flask.) The 
physicist therefore lays it down as a law that heat always 
tends to flow from a hot body to a colder one. Now, when 
we are trying to work out what happens in the stars, we 
take it for granted that the heat-changes that go on there 
follow the same laws that hold on the earth, even if those 
stars are so far away that their light takes millions of years 
to reach us. 

All sorts of people have put forward explanations of how 
the earth and the other planets came to be moving round 
the sun, but, when we apply the laws of physics to these 
theories, we soon see that. the trouble is to get even one 
theory that does not contradict itself. There is one main 
theory that seems satisfactory, but that does not, so far as 
anyone has seen, explain all the facts that are observed. 

When we have traced the whole universe back to one 
vast expanse of matter without any shape or form-that is, 
everywhere the same-we are still completely puzzled 
about how the matter came there in the first place, and 
perhaps all our long story of the universe is only a little bit 
of the complete history. Instead of tracing the history 
backwards from to-day, we will jump right to the earliest 
stage that scientists have worked back to, and follow 
as far as we can the course of events that led to the forma
tion of the earth. 

Before we attempt to describe how the earth came into 
being, we must first say something about the objects that 
can be seen in the sky, either by the naked eye or by the 
aid of a telescope. 

On a fairly clear night, when there is no moon, we can 
see perhaps, 2,000 stars, and even a small telescope, like 
the one Richard Hughes used (p. 329), will show us many 
more. The larger the telescope (and this means " the wider 
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the large lens or reflecting mirror "), the greater is the 
number of stars that can be seen. Yet the number of extra 
stars that the giant telescopes of to-day reveal shows a 
falling-off as more and more powerful tel<'scopes are 
brought into use ; this fact alone shows that the stars are 
not scattered at more or less equal distances throughout 
space, but that there is some sign of a boundary to the 
enormous group of stars that can be seen through telescopes. 

Before we can get a proper picture of the heavens, we 
must have a "shorthand" way of speaking of the vast 
distances between the stars, for we are not all in the habit 
of thinking in millions like the great financiers. One useful 
way of measuring distances· is by the time that light takes 
to make the journey. Light can travel over seven· times 
round the earth in one second, or 10,000,000 miles in under 
a minute (see Physics and Astronomy, p. 835). On this scale 
the moon is just over a second's journey away, and the 
sun about 500 seconds. The distances of the planets from 
the sun, then, come out as : 

Planet 
Mercury 
Venus' 
Earth 
Mars 
Jupiter 
Saturn 
Uranus 
Neptune 
Pluto 

Light-time from Sun 
·a minutes 
6 minutes 
Bl minutes 
13 minutes 
43 minutes 
1 hour 20 minutes 
2 hours 40 minutes 
4 hours 10 minutes 
6 hours. 

It is a long journey to the nearest star-about four 
years ; you can see how lonely is the sun, which is just an 
ordinary sort of star, when you realise that at present only 
eight stars have been found to be less than ten 'years' 
journey (or "light-years," as they are called,) from the 
sun. 

Leaving out certain special kinds of objects with which 
we shall deal presently, the greater number of the stars 
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that can be seen; _even with the largest telescopes, form a 
hugh flat collection,. shaped something like a thin bun or 
tea-cake, at least 60,000 light-years across, and perhaps 
much more. The sun, with its family of planets, is well 
inside this- " bun," and it is in this way that we explain 
the" Milky 'Yay," or "Galaxy" (see Physi.cs·and Astron
omy, p. 336). 

"Within this gigantic flattened group, which contains, 
according to one estimate, some 30,000,000,000 stars, are 
to be found all sorts of interesting objects. One of the most 
important is the :• star-cluster," which is sometimes a 
very neat-looking cluster of perhaps 50,000 stars closely 
packed together, and sometimes more "open" in appear• 
ance, like the Pleiades (" The Seven Sisters " or " Butcher's 
Cleaver") or Prresepe (" The Beehive ''). Large as these 
clusters are-perhaps 100 light-years for the "globular" 
clusters and much more for the open clusters-they are no 
more than tiny currants in the tea-cake that we have 
chosen to represent the l\filky Way system. Our sun is 
just one star of a large open star cluster in this system. 

The Milky "\Yay system, enormous though it is, may be 
regarded as a- little colony on its own. Right outside it, 
space is dotted with the numero11s objects known as "spiral 
nebulre," which Richard Hughes has already described . 
(p. 337} (see Fig. 64). They are at enormous distances; the 
nearest, the Andromeda nebula, is nearly a million light
years away. They are much larger than the star clusters, 
and are nearly as big as the Milky 'Vay system, although 
this system, if it is a spiral nebula, is easily the largest 
known. On account of the size of these spiral nebulre, and 
their great distances apart, they are often called " island 
universes," and the Milky 'Vay system may be called the 
" local universe.'.' . Of course, at one time the word " uni
verse " meant " everything that exists," but now we know 
of distances that were not dreamed of thirty years ago, 
so perhaps it is not so very ridiculous to use the word in 
its new sense. 

Very many of the spiral nebulre show a pair of curved 
arms-hence their name. The spectroscope shows that 



F ig. 64. SPIRAL NEBULA 

Tllis is one of about two million spiral nebulre that could be photographed 
by the largest telescope in existence-the Hooker telescope at !ltount 

Wilson, California, whlch has a mirror 100 inches across. 
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the light of the nebulre is the same sort of light as that 
given out by stars (see Physics and A.stronmny, p. 33-1), so 
that we are fairly safe in stating that the spiral nebulre 
are made up of an enormous number of stars. One day 
perhaps some very powerful telescopes will show up these 
stars, but all we can say at present is that photographs 
taken with the largest telescopes in the world show bright 
points in the arms of the Andromeda nebula. These, we 
expect, correspond, not to single stars, but to clusters 
of stars. The spiral nebulre are moving away from us at 
great speeds, and the more distant they are, the more 
rapidly are they receding. Thus the whole known universe 
seems to be expanding,-as indeed theory predicts. 

We have, then, the following objects, each enormously 
greater than the one that follows : 

Spiral nebula 
Star cluster 
Star(sun) 
Planet (earth). 

This brin.,as us to the main problem, how all these are 
related to one another, and incidentally why these different 
kinds of matter occur at all. For it is strange that, although 
stars differ very much among themselves in size and bright
ness, yet the amount of matter in each is roughly the 
same : it is very rarely that a star has ten times as much 
matter as the sun or as little as one-tenth as much. Then, 
again, there is a big drop in size from spiral nebulre to 
star clusters. About the sizes of the planets we cannot say 
much, for the sun is the tJnly star that we know to haYe 
planets. 

Now, to guide us we have one rule to which there seem 
to be no exceptions, namely, the •• Second Law of Thermo
dynamics," explained in detail by Richard Hughes on 
p. 3-13. This at least makes it certain that some thin.,as 
cannot have happened. We think that certain thln.,as did 
happen. We think that the planets were formed from the 
sun. The stars were most likely 8l'I'8Ilaaed in star clusters 
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at one time, and it seems as if these star clusters were 
formed from spiral nebulre. 

What came before the spiral nebuJre ? Since we do not 
know of anything, except perhaps traces of gas spread 
out through vast tracts of space, from which the spiral 
nebulre can have been formed, it has been supposed that 
at one time, countless millions of years ago, the whole 
of space was full of gas, or perhaps a fine dust. It would 
not have been so heavy as the air we breathe-we must 
think of the slight trace of air that is left in an electric 
light bulb after practically all the air has been pumped 
out. What happened before this stage (if it really was a 
stage) is a problem that nobody has thrown much light on. 

Now this gas would not have remained equally spread 
out through space. The law of gravity, according to which 
every particle of matter pulls every other particle, shows 
that the matter would collect into separate lumps, dotted 
about through space, each getting hotter as it contracted. 
These were the early stages of the spiral nebulre, and a 
small number of the very distant nebulre do look different 
from a spiral ; in fact, they look like a mass of glowing 
gas, and are very likely spiral nebulre in their infancy. 

Because the spiral nebulre which we can see now are 
spinning, we can reasonably suppose that the original gas 
that filled space was spinning round slowly. As each of 
these first nebulre span through immense lengths of time, 
and shrank more and more under the action of gravity, 
it would spin faster and faster ; at last it would reach a 
stage where it w9uld cease getting hotter and start to cool. 
In shrinking, it would throw out two arms on opposite 
sides, just as the spiral nebulre that we know do. The matter 
in these arms would collect into " knots," in much the 
same way as the original gas did in forming the nebulre, 
and these knots (which we can see in some of the latest 
photographs of spiral nebulre) would be of about the right 
size to form star clusters, as already stated. 

As far as stars are concerned, we do know why they 
cannot be much larger or much smaller than the sun. 
Light exerts a pressure, just as a jet of water from a 
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- garden-hose does when it hits a plant. It is this pressure 
that drives some of the dusty matter which comets are 
made of away from the sun to form a tail. In the stars the 
light from the intensely hot interior pushes the outer parts 
further outward, so that the starwill swell slightly. If the 
stars were ·much larger, light pressure would burst them, 
something like the bursting of a balloon ; if the stars were 
very much smaller, they would cool down and cease to shine, 
just as a small. cinder that fa1ls out of the fire cools more 
quickly than a large one. It is likely indeed that there are 
many dark stars that we do not see, and Sir James Jeans 
once calculated that there are three times as many " dark " 
stars as shining stars. A mass containing as much matter. 
as a star cluster should form, not one huge star, but .a lot 
of smaller stars, and the only ones we see are those of about 
the same weight as the sun; any that are very much smaller 
than the sun are dark and therefore invisible. 

HOW THE EARTH SPLIT OFF FROM THE SUN 

Now comes the difficult problem of how the planets 
were formed from the sun. For a long time people thought 
-and ~ou may have heard-that the sun was at one time 
much more swollen in size, and that in cooling it threw 
off rings which condensed to form planets. 'Ve now know 
that for several reasons this scheme would not work, and 
the on]y theory that fits the facts seems to be the following. 

At one time the sun had no planets. As we have already 
seen, the stars on the whole are very far apart, so that a 
star moving at the rate of twenty miles a second-quite a 
usual sort of speed for a star-would have a long journey 
before it got close to any other star. But now and then it 

· does happen that stars pass very close to one another, and 
it was through an " encounter " like this that the planets 
began. It is quite likely that the star, which must have 
been heavier than the sun, actually grazed it. At any rate, 
when the star was very near the sun it would have pulled 
out a stream of matter from it-something like the arm 
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of a spiral nebula : and there would also have been a 
smaller arm shot out on the other side of the sun. 

As the star went away from the sun, a lot of the matter 
fell back on to the sun, but, owing to the pull of the star, 
part of the arm between the sun and the star was pulled 
far enough from the sun to escape being pulled back again 
into the sun. The arm would break up into portions, and 
it is these portions that must have condensed to form 
planets moving round the sun. Most of the- spin of the 
planets was caused by the pull of the star on the arm of 
matter. Further, some of the planets must have had a 
stream of matter pulled out of them, and it was in this 
way that the moons of Jupiter and Saturn and some of 
the other planets were probably formed (see Fig. 65). 

This theory explains why the planets all spin on their 
axes in the same direction as the sun, and travel round 
the sun in the same direction ; also why most of the satellites 
(i.e. moons) of the planets go round in the same direction. 

At first the paths of the planets were long ovals round 
the sun, but gradually the friction of the trace of gas 
through which the planets moved made their paths into 
the nearly circular ones that the planets (and their moons) 
have to-day. 

If this theory is true, it is quite likely that some of the 
stars have families of planets. However, it will be a long 
time before telescopes can be constructed that are powerful 
enough to see such small things as planets going round the 
stars. 

HOW THE EARTH GOT SOLID 

So now the earth had just split off from the sun. It was 
so much smaller than the sun that it cooled quite quickly, 
first forming a liquid with a lot of gas surrounding it. 
Later on a thin crust formed on the top of the liquid. In 
the meantime the heavier materials, such as drops of 
molten iron, sank right down and collected as a " core " 
at the centre. 

Much more of the liquid became solid rock in the end. 
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Fig. 65. HOW THE PLANETS WERE FOIWED BY THE SUN 
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'IV&rds broke up to form the planets. (After Jeffreys.) 
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Pieces of the thin crust, which would be heavier than the 
liquid that it was floating on, would sink; some would 
melt again, and so help to cool the liquid below, and some 
would sink right down until it reached the heavy core. In 
this way the earth, except probably for the core, became 
solid in a few thousand years-a very short time in its 
history. 

At the time the earth was liquid it was so hot that 
nearly all the gases at the surface escaped into space. 
(This is because the tiny particles that make up a gas
" molecules" as they are called (see Chemistry and Physic's, 
pp. 285 and 322)-move faster when hot than when cold, 
and so have a better chance of getting clear of the earth's 
pull.) Where did the air and the ocean come from, then? 
Any water would have formed water vapour (steam), which 
is lighter than air. Now it is a queer fact that under high 
pressure water and molten rock mix together quite easily, 
just like water and treacle. So all the ocean and all the 
atmosphere must at one time have been inside the earth I 
As the rock became solid, the water was set free as steam 
and rose to the surface, becoming water as soon as it was 
cool enough. 

The story of the air is more difficult to find out. Some 
of it cannot have got away into space at the time that the 
earth was very hot. We must remember that air is made 
up of several gases, with traces of a number of others (sec 
Chemistry, p. 252-254). It is likely that the nitrogen and 
carbon dioxide came from inside the earth : they are still 
being sent out from volcanoes. Plants take up carbon 
dioxide to make their food ; they keep the carbon and set 
free most of the oxygen, and it is quite likely that this 
was the manner in which the atmosphere got most of its 
oxygen. 

THE MOON 

. We have left out one important question; where did the 
moon come from Y This is difficult to answer. The trouble 
is that the earth is rather a small planet, and our moon is 
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a large moon for such a small planet. It is, indeed, about 
one-eightieth of the weightof the earth, whereas Jupiter is 
12,000 times as heavy as his largest satellite. It could 
not very well have been formed like the moons of Jupiter 
and Saturn, which, as we have seen, were made from their 
planets in much the same way as the planets were made 
from the_sun. We can only suppose that one little planet 
happened to be very near the earth when they were both 
formed, and that they have kept company ever since: 
One thing we do know is that the moon was much nearer 
the earth when the earth became solid than it is now ; in 
fact, less than half its present distance. 

HOW LONG AGO? 

All this took place a long time ago, and we naturally ask, 
How long ago? It so happens that in the earth there are a 
few substances that aetas clocks. Radium (Chemistry, p. 271) 
is one of them, and two otliers, uranium and thorium, 
are the ones that give us the information we need. Radium 
is a chemical element whose atoms break up of their own 
accord into helium and radon. The radon itself breaks up 
and passes through a series of changes of the same kind 
which end with lead. Now we cannot make radium 
break up faster or slower, whether we heat it to a 
white heat or cool it to the extremely low temperature of 
liquid air ; in 1,580 years half the radium in a given speci
men would have broken up. There would be no radium 
left in the world but for the fact that it is being formed all 
the time from uranium, which splits up of its own accord 

I 

in the same sort of way as radium, and is therefore slowly 
turning into lead. It takes, however, 5,000,000,000 years for 
uranium to be half changed. The more lead there is in a piece 
of uranium ore, the older it must be. It is fortunate that the 
change of uranium into radium takes place much more 
slowly than the change of radium into radon, otherwise 
practically all the uranium would have turned to lead
our clock would have run down long ago I . 
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Uranium ores are found in all sorts of rocks, in some 
which we know to be very old, and in some that are fakly 
new (as rocks go), and the amounts of lead show that the 
oldest known rocks are at least thirteen hundred million 
(1,300,000,000) years old. Thorium ores tell the same story. 
Entirely different sets of ·facts confirm this result, and 
it is fairly certain that the age of the earth is between 
1,500,000,000 years and 3,000,000,000 years. 

HOW THE EARTH COOLED l>OWN 

1\!any changes took place before the earth was in its 
present form. It would not take very long for the surface 
to cool down to about its present temperature. The inside 
would cool more slowly than the outside, just as a cake 
does when taken out of the oven, so that after a firm crust 
had formed all over the surface the inside went on cooling 
and shrinking. In this way the inside became too small for 
the crust to fit it ; accordingly, the crust, which is all the 
time being pulled towards the middle of the earth by the 
force of gravity, had to crumple into ridges, and these are 
the mountains. The cooling has gone on ever since, and 
from time to time mountain ranges are being formed. As 
the shell settles down, one part slides past another : these 
cracks in the earth are called " faults," and in railway 
cuttings we can sometimes see how on the two sides of a 
fault two different kinds of rock have been brought next to 
one another. 

Each time there is a sudden slip of this kind, or whenever 
the crust of the earth drops down a little way to keep pace 
with the shrinking of the inside, the shock causes waves 
to travel through the earth, like the rumbling of a lorry, 
only much more violent. \Vhen these waves reach the place 
where we are living we feel a shaking which we call an 
" earthquake." Often these are only slight tremblings of 
the earth, but sometimes whole cities are shaken down, as 
in the Japanese earthquake, which, with the fires that 
followed, destroyed Tokyo on September 1st, 1923. 
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Earthquake shocks are being recorded all over the world 
at more than 300 places by means of very delicate instru
ments called "seismographs" (see Fig. 66). The records of 
artificial explosions, for instance, have shown how long a 
wave takes to travel through the ice of the Greenland ice
cap down to the land underneath and up again to the sur
face and in this way the thickness of the ice-sheet has been 
measured. The speed at which earthquake waves travel 
along the surface of the earth tells us something about the 
composition of the outer layers, that is to say, the rocks 
down to about 30 miles deep. The times taken for waves 
to travel deep into the earth and out again s0 as to reach 
observatories thousands of miles away from the place where 
the earthquake occurred indicate that no very important 
change in the earth's composition occurs below about 30 miles 
do\\-n until about half-way to the centre, where the material 
changes quite suddenly from rock to a core of much heavier 
material, which seems to be iron. It is so hot down there 
that the iron is liquid : at least, all we can say is that it 
behaves like a liquid, for nobody has examined a liquid 
under such a great pressure as there is at the centre of 
the earth. The energy of the waves sent out in earthquake 
shocks shows that the earth is shrinking at just about the 
rate we should expect. 

CHANGES IN THE EARTH· 

The face of the earth is always changing, and the sun, 
which is continually sending light and heat to the earth, 
does more than anything else to make this happen. In 
some parts of the world, such as Ceylon and Central Africa, 
the sun shines very fiercely, and at midday is practically 
overhead. But near the North and South Poles there is a 
large area always covered with ice. At the poles the sun's 
rays strike the earth at a small angle, and the lightand heat 
received from the sun are spread over a larger area than 
they are at places half-way between the poles (i.e. at the 
equator), where the sun shines directly down on to the earth. 
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Fie. 66. SEISMOGRAPH RECORD OF AN EARTHQUAKE 
Note: :I'be lfl'eat Italian earthquake or the 23rd July 1980 as recorded at Kew Observatory. The waves 

P, S, etc., have travelled through tile earth and the L, M part over the 1urface. 
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The light of the sun comes straight through the air with
out warming it very much. When it reaches the earth it 
heats up the ground, and this in turn warms up the air. 
In this way; especially near the equator, the air gets hot• 

·and expands, becoming lighter. This hot, light air rises as 
the air rises over a fire, and colder air comes in to take its 
place. In this way winds are caused. The directions of the 
winds are affected by the spin of the earth on its axis, and 
in this fashion we account for the constant " trade winds." ; 

There is always some water vapour in the atmosphere, 
usuallyafairamount; there is a pintofwater in any ordinary 
room. When winds blow across the oceans, the air takes up 
as much water· as it can hold, and it is then said to be 
"saturated." "\!Vhen this very wet air reaches a mountain 
range, it has to rise in order to get across. Now the higher 
up a mountain we go, the less is the pressure, because there 
is less air above to do the " pressing " than there is at sea
level. The moist air expands as it rises, and in doing so it 
cools and gives up much of its water as rain. That is why 
it is so rainy on the windward side of mountains. When the 
air comes down on the other side of the mountain, it is 
rather dry. For example, rain-laden winds reach Great 
Britain from the west, after crossing the Atlantic. They 
give up much of their water on the mountains of Ireland, 
'Vales, Cumberland, and the West of Scotland, and are 
fairly dry when they reach the eastern side of Great 
Britain. Most parts of the Lake District have over eighty 
inches of rain a year, while in much of the Fen District the 
rainfall is less than twenty-five inches a year. 

This rain collects into streams, and these join up to form 
rivers ; the water carries down fine particles of rock to 
form sand or mud, and, in time of flood, stones and large 
boulders are swept along the river-beds. In this way the 
mountains and hills are being worn away. Water gets into 
the cracks of tb.e rocks also, and expands with great for~e 
when it freezes : great pieces of rock get broken off and fall 
down the mountain-sides, and in the end get ground away 
by bumping against other boulders in the mountain 
torrents. Substances like salt, that dissolve in water, are 
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likewise carried down to the sea, which thus gets more 
and more salty. 

We have to picture all this going on after the original 
crust of the earth was formed. The mountains were gradu
ally lowered, and the broken-up rocks raised the level of 
the lower-lying land. Some of the sand and mud was carried 
out into the sea and laid down on the sea-floor. Some 
made new land, just as the Mississippi, the Nile, and the 
Ganges are doing to-day. Layer after layer was deposited in 
the sea, and one day, perhaps after many millions of years, 
some great movement of the crust of the earth raised 
part of the floor·of the ocean above the level of the water, 
so that it became dry land: In some seas the shells of very 
tiny animals collected for millions of years, and these in 
due course became the great deposits of chalk that you 

· have probably seen. 
Most of the rocks now found in the world were formed 

as " sediments " under the sea, and are accordingly kn~wn 
as " sedimentary rocks " • the sedimentary rocks seem to 
have covered up all the original crust of the earth. In many 
parts of the world molten rocks have from time to time 
flowed up from underneath the crust, and the same thing 
is going on at the present time in the active volcanoes. 
Sometimes the molten rock flowed over large areas, and 
the rocks of the Giant's Causeway in Antrim are part of a 
great outpouring. The great rock of Dumbarton is the 
remains of the hard plug of granite that fills up the neck 
of an extinct volcano of bygone ages. We may regard such 
rocks as granite and basalt, which have come right up 
through the sedimentary rocks, as samples of the material 
of the true crust of the earth. 

LIFE 

The oldest of the sedimentary rocks that we know of do 
not contain any traces of life ; many of these rocks have 
been much changed by heat and by pressure. Life seems. to 
have started a long way back, however, for rocks whlCh 
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must be about 500,000,000 years old contain a number of 
different kinds of animal remains, preserved as " fossils." 
We are able to trace the changes in the fossils from the 
earliest times up to the present day because the surface of 
the earth has . got very much twisted and wrinkled, and 
rocks containing fossils have in this way been brought up 
from great depths (see Biology, p. 190). 

A study of fossils shows how more and more complicated 
forms of life appeared as time went on, and the nature of 
the rocks shows that every part of what is now dry land 
has had its " ups and downs " ; sometimes the land has 
been beneath the sea, where sand, clay, or chalk has settled 
down on to it, and sometimes it has been raised high above 
the sea, so that it was quickly worn down by frost, rain, 
and other causes. It is very interesting to trace the changes 
that have gone on in the British Isles; these changes are, 
of course, the same kind of -changes that have happened 
in the rest of Europe. Great Britain and Ireland are really 
a part of Europe that has happened to be separated off 
by a river that grew very big and became the Channel. 

Some 500,000,000 years ago there were some large 
movements of this part of the world, and much of the land 
that had been high and dry sank beneath the waves. This 
sea is the first that fossils tell us anything about, and in the 
rocks that were formed under that sea we find plenty of 
fossil remains of the creatures that lived in it ; some of 
them are related to the shrimps and lobsters of to-day 
(see Fig. 67, trilobite). After perhaps 100,000,000 years 
the land was raised again, and in some places became a 
desert ; the beautiful red rocks of South Devon are made 
of the sands of this desert. There were fish in the sea, and 
on land there were ferns and some plants rather like them. 

Then came another drop in the land, and in the sea that 
covered England were formed the limestone rocks that 
are seen in Cheddar Gorge, the Peak, and in the Yorkshire 
mountains Ingleborough, Whernside, Penyghent, and 
others. As the water grew shallow later on, coal was formed 
from the refuse of forests of giant tree-ferns. Insects and 
spiders now existed, and it is interesting to remember that 



Fig. 67. THILOBITE 
Trilobites occur in very old rocks, and nre the remains of creatures, 
the forerunners of our cral.Js a nd lobste rs , tha t s wum in the sea 

600,000,000 years ago. 
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the coalfields to which Great Britain owes so much of her 
trade were formed about 200,000,000 years ago. After this, 
a continued rise in the land allowed a large amount of 
wearing-down of t he newly formed rocks. 

A large amount of crumpling of the surface took place 
at this time, and the mountain ranges that were formed 

Fig. 68. AMMONITE 
Amm onites existed in la rge numbers during the time that the oolite rocks 
(seen in t he Cotswold s a nd the Yorkshire Wolds) were being formed , about 

100,000,000 years ago. They h ave a fl at spiral shell . 

cut off arms of the sea, forming lakes, and at the same 
time the mountains kept these lakes from getting a proper 
amount of water in t he form of rain ; the result was that 
nort hern Europe became a desert, with salt-lakes, and 
the salt-beds of Cheshire are the result of the drying-up of 
these lakes. 

Then there was a new fall in the level of the land, and 
nearly all of England and Scotland were under the sea, 
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In this sea was formed the limestone which is now seen in 
the hills that stretch across England from Dorset to north
east Yorkshire (where they form the Yorkshire Moors) 
(see Fig. 68, ammonite). On the land were found trees 
closely related to our modern cone-bearing trees (such as 
our pine, fir, larch), while giant reptiles swam in the sea, 
roamed the land, and even flew in the air. After another 
rise above the water, during which there existed on land 
some of the earliest mammals, ancestors of such animals 
as the kangaroo, there came the last great sinking of 
England below the sea. 

During this time the sea co.vered the south-east of Eng
land, and the chalk, which .we find in Salisbury Plain, the 
North and South Downs, the Chilterns, and the Yorkshire 
Wolds, was formed from the tiny shells of little creatures 
living in the sea. At this time, about 60,000,000 years ago, 
although ferns filled the place that flowering plants occupy 
nowadays, a few flowering plants were beginning to appear, 
and fishes and reptiles became common. Birds began to 
appear, but they still showed likeness to reptiles, and often 
had teeth (see Fig. 69). 

When the land was raised again, a large amount of 
folding took place, and at this time the Alps and most of 
the mountains of southern Europe were formed. However, 

'England had its ups and downs on a smaller scale, and the 
London Clay, on which the city of London is built, was laid 
down almost directly on top of the chalk in a " basin " 
formed by a fold. In the London Clay they have found 
fossils of birds, turtles, and snakes, and the remains of 
palm-trees show that for part of this time, at any rate, 
the climate was much warmer than it is now. 

During the time from then to the present day the larger 
animals have developed, and so have the kind of plants 
and trees that inhabit the world to-day (the conifers and 
ferns; however, belong to much older families). In some 
deposits laid down not very long ago (as geologists and 
astronomers count time) there have been found the remains 
of primitive man. 



Fig. ti9. PTERODACTYL 
This was a winged lizard whose outstretched wings measured as much as 

16 feet across. Their remains have been found in the chalk in Kent. 
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MAN 

Just about that time there was a great Ice Age, and the 
northern part of the British Isles was covered with ice, 
just as Greenland is to-day. Possibly man existed before 
this Ice Age, and advanced northward as the ice melted: 
perhaps he came afterwards. But here we leave geology 
and begin to study geography, history, and anthropology. 
The History of Idea~ chapter fits on next. 

One word in conclusion. The earth has by no means 
settled down to a quiet old age. Land is still rising in some 
places and sinking in others : climates are changing-that 
of England is getting drier (grown-ups won't believe this f) : 
large earthquakes occur quite often, and volcanoes are 
pouring out molten rock and hot ashes, just as they did in 
the Lake District and in Scotland in past ages. There has 
been a great volcanic eruption in South America since this 
chapter was first written. These changes a.renothingforus to 
get frightened about. Most of the changes of level referred 
to take place very slowly, and during the comparatively 
short time that man has been on the globe the changes in 
the map of the world have been small. It would be more 
profitable to try and imagine what race of creatures will 
rule the world in a million years' time t 

Oo 



PART II 

CIVILISATION 



EDITOR'S INTRODUCTION TO PART II 
' 

Now, IF you have read most of the Scien~e part of this 
book, you will have got an idea of the kind of animal you 
are, and of the kind of place that you live in. And the next 
thing to think about will be how you live. Of course, by 
place I don't mean London or Oxford or Auchtermuchty, 
but the whole· thing. You can't separate, even in your 
minds, the solar system from the universe, or the earth 
from the solar system, or one county, or town, from the 
earth ; the same scientific ideas hold good through them 
all, and, if you try to consider them as something entirely 
on their own, the way they exist doesn't make sense. And 
equally you can't separate your body from the air you are 
breathing, the food you are eating, the book you are reading 
and which is having some effect on your mind, or the laws 
of gravity that allow you to sit comfortably in a chair 
reading, instead of whizzing off into space. And still less 
can you separate your mind from your body, or any other 
" you " from any other part of the universe. 

Of course, if you are thinking in terms of art or of science, 
you can and must to some extent think-and think well-of 
things and people all divided up and separate, but, even if 
you do, you must keep in the back of your mind the certainty 
that they aren't really separate, but that you are think
ing of them in this special way just because you want to 
focus your mind and your imagination very intensely on 
one single kind of reality. You are making yourself into 
an instrument of precision, a sort of mental microscope. 
Equally in this book, and in the part you have just read, 
we have had, for the sake of clearness and precision, to 
write of things separately and in compartments. And, on 
the whole, you have been reading and thinking of people as 
single, separate bits of life. But in the next part you are 
going to look at people not separately, but in groups, con
sidering not only themselves, but one another. 
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In the last chapter you read, on- The Structure of the 
Earth, you saw the kind of place where mankind started, 
and in which it is likely to go on living for an indefinitely 
long time. Because we live~n this kind of a world and not 
some other kind-for one can easily imagine other kinds 
of world with, for instance, a different atmosphere and 
different chemical make-up-we are the sort of animal that 
we have become. Biologically, perhaps, the most interest
ing thing about us men and women are our heads and hands. 
But we have also developed self-consciousness, and all that 
this implies. This has only just been touc_hed upon in the 
Science part, but now we shall get down to it. It is part of 
what civilisation is about. 

Y o_u will alsq, after having read even quite a little of the 
Sciencetpart, have seen the kind of thing which scientific 
knowledge is ; you will have seen what a great body of 
knowledge it is, although most of it has been found out so 
lately. People are trying to apply this knowledge. But 
sometimes they make mistakes, and there are always a 
lot of other people who hinder them. Sometimes this is 
because one group of people think that it will be bad for 
everyone if the knowledge is applied, and sometimes be
cause tl_ley think it will be bad for themselves: they will 
lose power or honour or something like that. And quite 
often people try to make practical use of a scientific 
discovery just so as to make money for themselves, which 
seems a pity. A great deal of the history of civilisation is 
really showing how people have tried to apply their know
ledge, and it also shows one of the difficulties of a lot of 
knowledge : that life gets more and more bomplicated, and 
difficult to live quite easily and simply. 

One thing I hope you have noticed is how many different 
'points of view the writers have had. Try and see, for in
stance, how differently Prof~ssor Cullis, Dr. Baker, John 
;J?illey, and Richard Hughes look at things which aren't 
essentially different from one another. Perhaps things have 
got to be looked at from a good many different points of 
view before we can see all round them. The people in the 

, next part have even more different points of view, as you 
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will see for yourselves, and it ~II be rather exciting to find 
out the places where all or most of these people do actually 
agree with one another. I always think it is rather dull 
reading cooks where the author's own ideas don't come 
through at all. · 

I have explained about the plan of the Civilisation part 
of this book in my Introduction at the beginning. I hope 
you didn't skip that, because, unlike so many introductions, 
it was really meant to be read. 



AN OUTLINE OF WORLD HISTORY 

by 
' 

N. NIEMEYER AND E. AsHCROFT 



N ANNIE NIEMEYER (who is now Mrs. Macfarlane) has 
written a good deal of history before, so you may have 
come across her books already. She has lectured at two 
college'>, and now lectures for the W.E.A. She has a little 
girl, whose questions about history are very hard to 
answer. Edward Ashcroft used to live in Paris, but now 
he edits a paper about electrical engineering and lives in 
London. They have had a real puzzle to get the history 
of mankind into so few pages, and they have not been able 
to put in the details, but you will see the main outline, and 
you will perhaps also see that the history of England, which 
is what you chiefly learn at school, is only a tiny part of 
the whole. After all, most of the history of mankind 
happened before people started writing or making any kind 
of record. It was not until men had leisure and curiosity 
enough to stand aside from work and magic and food-getting, 
that they could look at themselves and their fathers and 
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ask, what happened before us! .Just as the things which 
geometrical figures prove were true before Euclid, so there 
was history before Herodotus ; but just as scientists make 
science7 so historians make history. 
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THE FIRST GREAT DISCOVERIES OF MANKIND 

You MAY often hear it said that the world is becoming 
a unity. As far as this is true it is so because, first, com
munications are world-wide, and, secondly, because many 
people have interests, and are affected by events, in very 
distant countries. World history should explain how this 
has come about. 

We are living in a stage of history which only began 
with the Industrial Revolution, some 150 years ago (see 
Organisation of Society in the Past, p. 531). Man actually 
began to write down his doings some 5,000 years ago, and 
beyond that date the vast unwritten history runs back 
perhaps to earliest ancestors, more than 250,000 years ago. 

The earliest men of whom we really know anything we 
call Palreolithic (Old Stone) men, because they chipped their 
few tools out of stone. Remains of them have been found in ' 
Europe from Spain and the south of England to southern 
Russia, throughout Asia, and in Africa ; (not in Scan
dinavia, northern England, Scotland, or Ireland, where the 
climate was probably too cold.) Few and sligh~ remains 
have been found in South America. Nothing very much 
is known as yet about Australia ; perhaps the ancestors of 
the native Australians drifted over the seas at a time when 
Palreolithic days were over in Europe and Asia. For at 
some time, perhaps some 10,000 years B.C. in Europe and 
Asia, men discovered how to grind stone tools to an edge, 
thus enabling themselves to cut harder materials. In this 
vast Neolithic (New Stone) Age the first stone construc
tions were made, such as the dolmens of Brittany. Three 
other mighty discoveries or inventions were made. One 
was the invention of pottery, first worked perhaps in 
south-east Asia, probably even before 5000 B.c. The art 
passed from hand to hand, exceedingly slowly : in Europe, 
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potsherds are first found in Danish shell-mounds of about 
4000 B.c. Secondly, at some equally remote time animals 
were tamed ; sheep, cows, and goats in the. mountains of 
Asia, dogs perhaps earlier, and horses somewhat later, and 
in cooler lands. (The tamed horse probably _came into 
Mesopotamia from the north about 2000 B.c.) The third 
great Neolithic achievement was agriculture. Wheat was 
grown, perhaps first in north-east Syria, or Transcaucasia, 
probably before 5000 B.c. Either there or in Egypt, men 
first grew barley(see Applied Bwlogy,p. 2I5).Knowledge of 
agriculture travelled slowly ; in England, Neolithic men 
made pots, but it is still a little doubtful whe.ther they grew 
crops. Beside all this, Neolithic people learnt to weave _ 
fibres into fabrics. 

METAL 

Some people probably had tamed animals, but no crops ; 
this went on for a long time on the steppe lands. We know, 
indeed, that at this point in development a great mi.:,ora
tion took place. Men '\\ ho used stone tools, and had tamed 
dogs, but no other animals, crossed the Behring Straits 
into Americi: and wandered slowly south, eventually to 
people the continent. Other people grew crops, but had 
few if any animals, as far as we know now. In one area, 
crops and stock, weaving and pottery, all added to the 
riches of life. This was in the plain of the ~wer Euphrates, 
and here, among the Sumerians, arose the earliest known 
civilisation. Some historians believe that the Sumerians 
actually taught the Egyptians how to grow wheat, and 
perhaps other things as well. Some archreologists even 
think that the next vital discovery was made in north-east 
Syria, and not in or near Sinai, as others believe. This dis
covery (before 4000 B.c.) was of the smelting of metal. The 
Copper Age is becoming better known to us year by year 
by excavation in the Near East, but we cannot yet tell 
whether Sumeria ·developed a high civilisation before 
Egypt, though . it seems possible. In Sumeria long before 
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3000 B.c. men lived in brick h6uses, in cities, owned fields 
and flocks, built tower temples, made lovely things in 
metal and stone, and wrote with wedge-shaped letters. 
They traded with Egypt, with the Indus valley, with Persia 
and the Pamirs. Sumeria's greatness may go far back be
yond this ; Egypt's first greatness dates from about 3000 
B.c., when the Pyramid Age began (see Organisation of 
Society in the Past, p. 503). 

Fig. 70. Map A. Sketch Map of Part of the Early World, soon after 
8,000 B.C. 

N.B.-We know of many other settlements beside those marked here ; 
, the places shown are those of most importance. · 

The Copper Age merged into the Bronze Age, which 
lasted until about 130Q-1200 B.C. in the Near East, and 
much later in western Europe and the extreme East. Map 
A shows some of the important places early in this time. 
England probably had no Copper Age at all, for, before its 
scanty population had learnt the use of metal at all, men 
who came from the Continent brought with them know
ledge of bronze, 
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TRADE AND CONQUEST 

On the wall of an Egyptian pyramid temple at 
Gizeh, built about 2800 B.c., is carved a beautiful sea
going ship, with sails and oars. Such ships had been 
elaborated from simple Nile boats. They went to Syria, to 
Persia and India, to Crete and Asia Minor. Egypt became 
a conquering power, and ruled Syria, with its harbours and 
its caravan routes (about 150Q-1100 B.c.). The Egyptian 
ships frequented these harbours, and brought back strange 
goods to Egypt. Moreover, the ships were copied. Cretans 
and Trojans became traders. Cretan goods have been 
excavated on Russian sites. So sea-borne trade began. 

Where traffic went, Egyptian and Sumerian traders took 
writing with them. Sumerians took their wedge-script to 
India, where there seems to have been, in the Bronze Age, 
a great civilisation among the Dravidian people. Archreo
logists are only now beginning to uncover the remains of 
these cities, and we do not yet know how great or how old 
their civilisation was.. The Egyptians were cleverer than 
the Sumerians at writing, for, starting long before 3000 B.c. 
with picture-writing, they now used a proper A B C, 

· representing sounds, and could write it quickly. Along the 
coasts- of Syria and Asia Minor men learnt to use this 
writing ; later they even used it for the sounds of their own 
tongues. Egyptian is the mother alphabet of Europe' (see 
Writing, p. 859). But in China, before the Bronze Age ended, 
the Chinese had invented a writing of their own. 

The Egyptian Empire broke up about 1100 B.c. North 
Syria was conquered by the Hittites, a people who dwelt 
among the Armenian Mountains. In these mountains lay 
iron. Historians think that it was because the Hittites 
were armed with iron that they conquered. Certainly the 
Assyrians, who gradually won Syria (about 1100 B.c. to 
606 B.c.) used iron spears and arro:w-heads. The use spread 
probably along the old trade routes, through the East and 
southern Europe. It had reached China by 1000 B.c. 
China then, when we first get a clear picture of it, was a 
remarkable land: small states formed and fell violently, 
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but in the villages the agricultural life went on, and the 
villagers tenaciously believed in the sacred order of life 
that brought men and divine things together. 

The use of iron was learned, too, by' people on the out
skirts of the civilised world. In the steppes of Turkestan 
and Siberia, descendants of Neolithic nomads roamed on 
their countless horses. Toward the end of the Bronze Age, 
among· one great folk-group began a very slow movement 
south and west. We call these people Indo-Europeans; they 
all spoke kindred languages, and they are very remote 
ancestors of our own and of most races of modern Europe. 
Through centuries they spread through central Europe. 
Some settled under the Alps and along the Danube vall~y, 
where we shall hear of them much later as " Celts." Others 
entered Spain; others Italy. We do not know why they 
moved. The steppes harboured many other folk, some of 
whom we shall see as Hiung-nu (seep. 404},later as Huns, 
and later still as Turks. 

About 1800 B.c., Indo-Europeans came down into 
northern India, learning the use of metal and of writing as 
they came. They set up their own communities as masters 
among the Dravidians. Somewhere about the same time, 
another hord-e wandered into Persia; they spread through 
the mountains, and remained for centuries rough, illiterate 
farmers, taught by their seer, Zoroaster, the religion of 
"good thoughts, good deeds." It was they who finally 
made the greatest empire of the ancient world. The Per
sian Empire was founded by Cyrus the Great. For 200 
years (about 550--330 B.c.) it extended from the Nile and 
the Dardanelles to the Indus. It has left us no great dis
coveries, no literature, and not much history. Yet it was of 
the utmost importance, because never before had vast 
lands been ruled, and ruled on the whole well, by a supreme 
master. Even after its fall, it was Persia and not Greece 
that influenced the way in which Chand.ragupta governed 
India. Even Roman emperors are believed to have fallen 
back finally on ideas borrowed from the Persian Darius the 
Great. • 

One group of Indo-Europeans came down through the 
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'Balkans into Greece about 2000 B.c. They spent a thousand 
years in conquering Greece, the coasts of Asia :Minor, Troy, 
and Crete ; in learning to farm and to smelt and to write, 
and eventually to sail the sea and to trade. Finally, be
tween 1000 and 500 B.c. they formed city-states on the 
mainland, merchant cities and states in Asia :Minor, and 
trading colonies on the Adriatic, in Sicily, and on the 
Black Sea. 

The Greeks everywhere were workers and traders. 
Athens was a city of craftsmen~ especially potters. In Asia 
1\Iinor, Greek merchant kings introduced a new convenience 
for trade, a coinage. Hitherto exchange had been carried on 
either by barter, or with weights of gold, silver, or iron (see 
Organisation of Society in the Past, p. 517). The earliest 
coins are thought to have been coined by Gyges, King of 
Lydia, in the seventh century B.c. 

THE GREEKS 

It was in the Greek cities of Asia l\Iinor that the scien- , -
tific point of view, the search for the causes of things 
among natural laws, first becomes known to us, in the work 
of Thales and of Heraclitus (see History of Science, p. 40). 
These Asian cities fell to the Persians in the sixth century, 
and the mainland Greeks, led by Athens, provoked frontier 
expeditions by the Persians against them. The struggle was 
fought out at :Marathon and at Salamis. These battles left 
the power of Persia much where they found it, but to the 
Greeks they stood for an overwhelming victory for the free · 
educated Greek over the " barbarian.'~ This was something 
new ; the 'Vest was now claiming to be the home of civilisa
tion. On the grounds of her free Government, and the com
plete JUld worthy life possible to her citizens, Athens 
thought herself the leader of all men. In a sense she has 
indeed been so ; the poetry and philosophy of Athenians 
of the fifth century have been read at all times since, when 
men's minds have been at all fruitful. The free Athenian 
Government was a failure, but yet, standing out sharply 
as it did against the Oriental idea of one-man power, it 
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remained in men's minds as the idea of democracy (see 
Organisation of Society in t'M Past, p. 519). 

The Greek States were too small to carry their ways of 
thought and life abroad as conquerors. That fell to the 
Kings of Macedon, who possessed both genius in themselv~s, 
flourishing gold-mines, and a fighting machine in the 
Macedonian army. Philip {36().....836 B.c.) mastered the 
little Greek States. His son, Alexander, sprang across the 
Hellespont, shattered the Persian armies, and in eleven 
years (334-323B.c.) conquered and organised lands stretch
ing from the Adriatic to the Indus. 

When Alexander died (323 B.c.), this amazing empire feU 
to pieces at once. Yet the .history of the next 200 years 
depends upon Alexander's work. Had his work been lasting, 
East and West would not have fallen apart as they did, and 
the Near East might have remained the centre of the 
world. In fact, for nearly two centuries there was a con
siderable chance that this might happen .• 

Alexander made a Greek kingdom out of the land 
saddle which joins East and West, from the Hellespont to 
Cabul. He filled this land and Syria with Greek communi
ties and Greek fashions and notions. Thus he brought 
Greek culture out of its small homes. After Alexander's 
death, his general, Seleucus, kept this kingdom together, 
and his descendants followed him. The Grreco-Asiatic world 
still extended into the~ Afghan mountains in the second 
century B.c. 

INDIA AND CHIN A 

Its advance into India was, however, blocked. Just 
after Alexander's death, the great Chandragupta built up 
a strong kingdom on the Indus. He drove the Greeks de
cisively back in 305 B.C. After his days, Asoka completed 
his work of conquest in rndia, and was turning to works 
of peace when he was captured by the teaching of Gautama, 
a man who had taught his disciples beside the Ganges some 
800 years before. Asoka taught the Buddha's Law~~ Duty 
wherever he went. He made Buddhism the rehg1on of 
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immense numbers of men, and thus unawares created a 
new bond -of union for the East ; but in the Hellenistic 
cities of Syria his missionaries failed (see History of Ideas, 
p. 454). 

Beyond India, in the time of Asoka, a greater power than 
his was rising. At about 220 B.c. a single ruler of extreme 
ability drastically moulded China into one State. Under 
the Han emperors China was for nearly 400 years the 

. strongest and most civilising power of the East. She pro
tected the trade routes; she taught the barba7ians. Japan 
was now. populated by invaders, users of iron, who had 
probably been driven from the mainland by Chinese ; and 
all the arts and crafts of life seem to have been sought by 
the early Japanese from China. Beyond the Great Wall, 
the nomads whom the Chinese called Hiung-Nu were driven 
back and finally broken up by the emperors. Hiung-Nu in 
turn pressed on the Saka nomads, and these latter flooded 
the Greek Asian kingdoms, and overwhelmed them by about 
120 B.c. Some tribes set up kingdoms of their own, like that 
of Yue Chi (see Map B). Only the Parthian King of Persia 
held out. The nomads were destroyers, terrible as the plague, 
blind and deaf to Greek influence. Thus there was now a cut 
between civilised East and civilised West. Perhaps we should 
date the· real separation of East and West from here. 

For 200 years the eastern end of the Mediterranean re
mained much as Alexander had left it, and its life became 
in many ways Greek. It was an age when people read and 
wrote, traded and built and carved, worked at practical 
science, and stored up and studied and added to the know
ledge handed down to them. Perhaps to live in, it was an 
age somewhat like our own. · 

AUSTRALIA A~D AMERICA 

Of the history of Australia throughout all this time we 
know nothing. Within living memory, the natives were 
living as Old Stone man must have done, with stone tools, 
without homes, crops, tamed beasts, and quite without 
any record of their past. 
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Of the history of North America we know very little. 
But the people of South America, quite isolated as they -
were from other Continents, made their independent dis
coveries. In Peru, in the valleys of the Andes, by about the 
time of Christ, men were practising an agriculture of their 
own. They used hoes instead of. ploughs, and grew millet 
and maize and sweet potatoes. The llama was tame, and 
had been for a long time. So was the guinea-pig. Men 
made pots and wove cloth; they· were most skilful gold
and copper-smiths. They built immense stone buildings. 
They used knotted strings for reminders and for calcula
tions. But, as they did not write, we cannot discover much 
of their history. We only know that their life went on in 
much the same way until tlie coming of the Spaniards in 
the sixteenth century. ' 

Farther north, in Guatemala and northwards, were 
people whom we call " Maya." They could build and farm 
and weave and make pots : they had knowledge of the skies 
and seasons, and of their own history. They had a writing, 
and a calendar of their own. We are not yet quite sure how 
to place the dates in their calendar. But it is believed that 
the Maya had achieved all this by about the beginning of 
the Christian era. Soon after that time probably they went 
northwards towards Mexico, and in that country, one of 
the richest in gold and silver, they became users of metals. 
The Maya are one of the peoples whose history is being 
literally dug up at the present time. 

ROME 

For more than 1,000 years the Indo-European tribes 
called Celts had shifted and spread in central Europe. 
There must have been a great western movement some
where about 600-500 B.C. It is thought that Celtic tribes 
first invaded Britain then, bringing with them the know
ledge of ironwork. By this time the whole mass of Celtic 
tribes in Europe were in movement, entering or trying to 
make their way into Spain, France. Italy-" from the 
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Atlantic to Asia-Minor :'• From Asia Minor to Greece and 
northern Italy the old half-Greek world needed protection, 
and it was ultimately Rome that gave it. 

When the Celts descended on Italy in 382 B.c., Rome 
was a small' town struggling for the leadership of small 
local Latin tribes. The 'Celts sacked Rome, and settled 
in the plain of the Po. But when, about 230 B.c., the 

- Romans almost destroyed these Celts in battle, Rome was 
practically the ruler of Italy, including the Greek towns 

-
Fig. 71. Map B. Sketch Map to show the Roman and Chinese Empires 

about A.n.l50. 

of the south. She was also in the middl~ of the tremendous 
Carthaginian War (264 B.C. to about 146 B.c.). This war 
had two results; Carthage, the largest Semite city in the 
West, a sea-power only, was' destroyed, and Rome took her 
place. Secondly, by the time the war ended, Rome had con
quered the greater part of the Hellenistic world. 

The Roman military genius was still fresh. In the next 
century it threw back from northern Italy the Celts, and, 
more terrible still, the first comers of the Teuton tribes 
(102 B.c.). Its further conquests are shown on Map B. 
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The Roman political genius, which had worked out a 
republic under the rule of the Senate for the government 
of a small State, could find no way in which to govern all 
the provinces in anything like a reputable way. It was not 
until Julius Cresar became absolute that he was able to 
create a provincial system which was as good as that of the 
Persians of old. Augustus Cresar carried out Cresar's work, 
as far as great talent can imitate genius, and combined the 

· provinces and Rome and the Italian home country into an 
empire. From 30 B.C. to about A.D. 170. Rome gave to the 
West a peace and order greater than that which existed 
in the Chinese Empire at the same time (see Organisation' 
of Society in the Past, p. 52~). _ 

The effect of these two centuries on western Europe 
decided the future. The provincials were taught something 
of the Roman way of life. Even in a British country town, 
labourers scratched their jokes on tiles in Latin. Town
planning, engineering and construction, road-making, were 
at least seen by the provincialS. The provincials entered 
into world-trade. Besides, the Romans taught everywhere 
the use of their magnificent law, that tough, still-living 
part of their spirit, the belief in the sanctity of contract, in 

' the necessity of scrupulous fairness. But, as a sort of unity 
spread over the West, the city of Rome herself grew actu
ally less important, magically great as she still seemed. 
For now the emperors, and not the city-fathers, governed, 
and the emperors were always on the road. Rome had 
never been an important town for world-trade. 

BREAKING UP ROME 

From A.D. 180 to A.D. 284 is only a hundred years. In 
it the empire was transformed. The barbarian attacks and 
the attacks by the new power of Persia mattered far less 
than the shattering and collapse of the old civic and 
civilised Roman life while Roman troops incessantly pro
claimed this man e~peror, or that, and fought for him 
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or betrayed hitn. There were eighty nominal emperors in 
ninety years. 

Diocletian put an end to this. The empire which took 
the full force of the barbarian attacks was Diocletian's 
work. In it the tax-gatherer was supreme. It was neither 
strong nor civilising. It renewed the old cleft between East 
and West, for Diocletian himself undertook the govern
men:t of the East from Asia Mfuor, while his partner ruled 
the West. Thus the West again began to fall back, to be 
again only on the outskirts of the real, interesting part of 
the world. Two factors alone saved the West. One was that 
the Goths, when they came, were not wholly destroyers. 
The other was that the humble communities of Christians, 
under their bishops, in Italy at any rate, were strong 
enough to carry on some form of organised life. 

Ever since the Han emperors, between 210 B.c. and A.D. 

220, had made China a strong kingdom, there had taken 
place a slow drift of the nomadic peoples westward across 
the grasslands of central Asia. Immediately to the west of 
China were various large tribes of Mongolian nomads, often 
called Tartars. The Chinese historians called their country 

, " the back of a horse," for even the children learnt to ride, 
on sheep or pigs, almost before they could stand. They lived 
in hordes consisting of numbers of families, had no writing 
nor towns, lived on milk and flesh, and drove their cattle 
wherever they wen( Later on, these people threatened to 
overrun Europe(p.412). At this time, between the first and 
the fifth centuries of our era, it was their movement which 
caused the Gothic and Vandalic tribes, of the same Indo
European stock as the Greeks and Bomans, to invade the 
empire. These Tartars formed a part of the army of Attila, 
called the Huns, who came into Europe on the heels of the 
invading Goths. 

The break-up of the Roman Empire was gradual. The 
Goths first became serious enemies of the Roman Empire 
when they crossed the Danube in A.D. 247. At the same 
time the Franks and the Alemanni began to raid Gaul. In 
410 the Visigoths captured Rome. At first the barbarians 
liked to consider themselves part of the Roman Empire ; 
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when the battle of Troyes was fought against the· Huns, 
victory was won by Franks and Alemanni fighting side by 
side with Romans(A.D. 45l).lnA.D. 455 the Vandals sacked 
Rome, and from this time we may say the Roman Empire 
ceased to exist. 

The eastern part of the Roman Empire continued under 
the rule of emperors from Byzantium (or Constantinople), 
which remained for hundreds of years the richest city of the 
world. Under the Emperor Justinian (527-565) it seemed 
that a part of the Western empire might be reconquered ; 
but, after 565, new tribes came into the West-the Lorn
bards and the ancestors of the Hungarians and the Slavonic 
tribes who live to-day in the. Balkans. The Empire ofDyzan
tiumruledmost securely over the Eastern provinces, though 
it was engaged in a long series of wars with the Empire of 
Persia under the Sassanid kings. The people of Byzantium 
spoke Greek and were Christians, under the Patriarch of 
Byzantium. There were large and prosperous towns in both 
the empires ; trade flourished in spite of the wars. It was 
not a period of vigour in art or science, Though Greek was 
the language of the empire, the Greek feeling for individual 
freedom had died out. The people were poor in spirit. 

BREAKING UP CHINA 

At the end of the third century, the Tartars or Huns 
did in China very much what the Goths and Vandals did 
in Europe. China was split into a number of little States 
for 400 years ; the most powerful and largest of them was 
the Hunnish kingdom of Shen-shi, whose northernmost 
boundaries reached the Arctic. But the break-up of China 
was not complete, for Chinese civilisation was a part of the 
life of a peasant population, whose habits did not change 
(see Organisation of Society in the Past, p. 501). The Hunnish 
conquerors became very like the conquered. The kingdoms 
drew together. At the beginning of the seventh century, the 
dynasty of Tang ruled over an empire stretching southward 
into Assam, west almost to the Caspian. The greatest of 
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the Tang kings was Tai-tsung,- who reigned during the · 
seventh century. 

ISLAM 

From the beginning of the seventh century until the 
be~g of the thirteenth century the most important 
single power in the world was the Islamic or Moslem Em
pire. Its career of victory was begun by the Semitic tribes 
of the Arabian desert, nomads exc~pt for the little mud
walled towns in the Yemen (south Arabia), where are the 
cities Mecca and Medina. In A.D. 632 they were united by 
Mohammed, who preached a belief in the One True ~ 
Allah, and the necessity to fight for this God ~aainst un..;
believers. These Arabs were fine people, and they treated 
all who joined them as brothers. The great empire they won 
was due to their simple religion, which inspired their 
leaders and soldiers, and, during the first hundred years of 
their conquests, to their understanding and good treat
ment of all people they came acrOss. In A.D. 631, after 
Mohammed had died, the Byzantine Emperor· Heraclius 
left all his empire but his capital and a strip of land around 
it in their hands after the Moslem victory of Y armuk. 
The Persian armies were shattered at Kadassia in A.D. 637. 
By the middle of the eighth century the Moslems had con
trol of the Mediterranean, and were marching into Gaul 
from Spain, whilst eastwards their armies had gone beyond 
the Indus to the borders of China. They were checked by 
an army of the Franks under Charles Martel at Tours in 
732, however, and they never took Byzantium. 

From the eighth century until the eleventh century the 
Islamic Empire was peaceful and in political decay. It was 
ruled over by the Abassid Caliphs from Bagdad (Haroun 
al Raschid, A.D. 800) as an Oriental monarchy. During 
these years, when there was peace in most parts of the 
huge empire, the Moslem universities grew up at Cordova 
(Spain), at Cairo, at Bagdad, and Basra. The Greek know
ledge of natural science was revived, and, since the Empire 
was large, men from all over the Mediterranean and 
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Asiatic world collaborated together for the first time. 
Mathematics and_medicine were the two great Arabian 
sciences : the Arabian doctors used anresthetics and did 
some of the most difficult operations. They built observa
tories, discovered many new substances in cliemistry ; 
from China they learnt how to make paper. Their know
ledge spread into Europe and fertilised the European mind 
(see History of Science, p. 59, and Fig. 11). 

THE DIVISION OF EUROPE 

The only real unity in Europe was given by the Christian 
religion and the Latin language, which was spoken by the 
Church and, until the end of the sixteenth century, was the 
language of the learned men of Europe. In the eighth and 
ninth centuries the sea-going Scandinavians continued the 
restless movements of the European tribes who had broken 
the Roman Empire. They invaded England, where the 
Angles and Saxons had settled. They moved eastwards 
into Russia, travelling along the great rivers of the plains. 
They went as far as the Caspian Sea, and even threatened 
Byzantium from the Black Sea. The Moslems called them 
Russians • .t\ second wave of these people settled in Nor
mandy and from that invaded England in the middle of the 
eleventh century. In A.D. 800, seventy years after the 
Franks had defeated the Moslems at Tours, Charlemagne 
was crowned Holy Roman Emperor. He ruled over what is 
now France and Germany, and over most of Italy. But at 
his death his kingdom split up, and, although the idea of a 
Europe under a Holy Roman Emperor still lasted as a 
dream, the people of Europe have always shown a tendency 
to split up into smaller communities. In 1\lap C you will see 
how Europe was divided in A.D. 1200. The Holy Roman Em
peror was not really as powerful as the Kings of France and 
England, because the people in England and France were 
beginning to think of themselves as English or French, and 
to make the laws that best suited them. 
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THE MONGOLS 

But from A.D. 1200 into the middle of the fifteenth cen
tury the Mongols are the most important people (see Map 
C). About A.D. 900 the Tang dynasty in China was over and 
its, empire split into separate States. These States were con
quered by Jenghis Khan, the Mongol King of Karakorum. 
The Mongol armies, composed of these Tartar hordes, ap
peared on the Black Sea, and in 12-U defeated an army 

Fig. 72. Map C. Europe and Asia by 1200 and 1250 

of Poles and Germans at Leignitz. They did not go farther 
west. In 1258 they took Bagdad. The empire of Jenghis 
Khan and of his successor was rather a union of States 
under the rule of the warlike hordes. Jenghis Khan's influ
ence was, on the whol~ a civilising one. His empire broke 
the barrier between East and \Vest. Islam and Christian 
Europe drew closer. Between 1369 and 1405, however, 
Timurlane became Great Khan. His object was destruction, 
and he destroyed all the cities and trade of central and 
southern Asia. But China remained intact under the Yuan 
dynasty, founded at the end of the thirteenth century. 

After Timurlane, the Mongolian hordes seem to have 
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lost all military ardour. About the middle of the fourteenth 
century, hundreds of thousands of them died in a great 
plague, which also came to Europe where people called it · 
the Black Death. The Grand Duke of Moscow threw off 
his allegiance to them in 1480, and, in 1547, Ivan the 
Terrible became the first Tsar of Russia. In the seventeenth 
century the Russians, with the nomadic Cossacks as their 
advance guard, swept across Asia from west to east. The 
Tartar tribes, once the terror of Europe and China; could 
put up no resistance. Early in the sixteenth century, how
ever, a Mongolian chief went to· India and founded a 
dynasty which, under Akbar Khan, united almost all of the 
huge peninsula. This dynasty lasted until the beginning of 
the eighteenth century. · 

One of the results of the Mongol activity was the arrival 
in Europe of the Ottoman Turks in the fourteenth and 
fifteenth centuries. Much as the Seljuks had done, they 
revived the fighting spirit of Islam. In 1453 they captured 
Constantinople under Muhammed II. In 1560, under Sulci
man the Magnificent, their territory stretched from the 
borders of Hungary and Roumania in the north, to Greece 
and the Adriatic coast in the west, to Egypt in the south. 
They held Bagdad. One of the great enemies of the Otto· 
mans was the great trading town of Venice. In 1571 the 
Turkish fleet was defeated by the Spaniards and Venetians 
tinder Don John of Austria at Lepanto. 

THE BEGINNING OF MODERN EUROPE 

It was only at this time that it appeared probable that 
Christian Europe would develop into a world power. From 
the beginning of the sixteenth century the historical centre 
of the world is no longer the eastern end of the Mediter
ranean, but western Europe and the Atlantic seaboard : 
and now, for the first time in history, when we say world 
we mean the whole world. 

By the end of the sixteenth century. England, France 
and Spain were independent and strongly rooted nations. 
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Germany did not become a nation until 1870, ~nd Italy 
not until 1861 (see Peoples of the World, p. 587). 

If you look at a map of Europe to-day, you will see that 
the Ottoman Turks have been almost driven out or' Europe. 
This brought about the formation of the Balkan nations. 
The effect of all the wars between the European nations 
since the sixteenth century has been to fix national 
boundaries and to defeat the idea of a united Europe. 

But, in spite of this, the European people have made a 
civilisation which is European, and not French or Italian 
or English. In Europe· began the study of the ·world of 
nature with an ardour and an exactitude which, built on 
the work of the Greeks and Arabs, has been carried farther 
than was ever imagined by people before (see Histo-ry of 
Science, p. 62). 

THE WORLD OPENS OUT 

The Europeans began to discover the world at the end 
of the fifteenth century. In 1492, Columbus, and those who 
followed him, discovered the American continent. Vasco 
da Gama in 1497 opened up the route round Africa to India 
and to the Far East. 1\Iagellan sailed round the world in 
1519. During the seventeenth century, Europeans began 
to' trade with all the world; England, Holland, and France 
were the most active traders. By the middle of the 
eighteenth century, England had won North America 
from the French, who had settled there, and had also 
driven the French out of India. In 1776 the American 
colonies broke away from England, and during the nine
teenth century the independent nations in South America 
were formed. So, in the American continent, the European 
race has founded, not European empires, but new, inde
pendent nations made out of people from Europe. The his
tory of the U.S.A., of Canada, and of Peru and Chile in
South America, is more likely to be bound up in the future 
with the other nations on the Pacific. than with Europe. 
Australia, colonised mainly by the British in the nineteenth 
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century, is another country whose history is only begin
ning, but is bound to be closely connected with Japan, 
China, the U.S.A., and the other nations in the Pacific. 

In India, and in other parts of Asia and in Africa, the 
European nations have built up empires, and people have 
gone to these places, not so much as colonists, but as sol
diers and civil servants. Africa, where the Dutch, English, 
and Portuguese had trading settlements along the coasts, 
was divided up among the European nations between 1850 
and 1900. South Africa,_ where there have been British 
and Dutch colonists for over a hundred years, is a part of 
the British Empire, but, like Australia and Canada, is really , 
a new and independent co~unity. 

THE MODERN WORLD 

England had not only gained the largest share of the 
world outside Europe by the end of the eighteenth century, 
but she had begun to make herself the first manufacturing 
country. The use of steam power to drive machinery, and 
hence the ability to make all kinds of necessities quickly and 
cheaply, is one of the most important happenings in the 
history of man. It has meant that the population in manu
facturing countries has increased very rapidly : that trade 
with other parts of the world, instead of being a luxury, has 
become a necessity (see The Last Thirty Years, p. 541). 
Railways and steamships began early in the nineteenth 
century. The first railway ran from Stockton to Darlington 
in 1825 ; by 1840 the railways were spreading over Europe 
and the U.S.A. Later in the century, the Russians built a 
railway to the Pacific coast of Asia. From the time of 
Sumeria until the railways, an emperor or an emperor's 
messenger could not travel much faster than five miles an 
hour at an average speed over a long journey; so you see 
what a huge difierence the railways have made. At the end 
of the nineteenth century, as a part of the development of 
the science of physics, came the telegram and the telep~one 
and the last and the most important of all means of 
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communication-the power to transmit the human voice 
to all intents instantaneously across the world. 

So here are the dry bones of human history-a very 
short space of time in the history of the earth ; too short 
for people to have been able to alter much. Men and women 
take about thirty years between generations. Rats take a 
year or less. So rats have more chance of altering, by 
mutations and natural selection (see Biology and Applied 
Biology), during a century, than people have between 
Homer's time and our own ! But the conditions in which 
people live have altered, as you see, enormously, whereas 
the conditions in which rats live have altered little (though 
more than those of some wild animals, because they are 
partly dependent on man). In the next chapters you will 
see how people, not so very different from their forefathers 
in Sumeria or central Asia, have dealt with the new con
ditions which new knowledge has made possible, and how 
they are likely to deal with them in the future. 
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GERALD HEARD is very nearly my best friend, so I find 
him very hard to describe. He is the sort of person to whom 
emergencies are rather apt to happen (he even wrote a 
book called The Emergence of :Man, which you might try 
if you find his chapter exciting). For instance, he was alone 
at Fox Rock, Sir Horace Plunkett's house, during the 
troubles in Ireland ; the house was burnt down and he was 
very nearly burnt with it; that kind of thing gives one a 
philosophical outlook. I think he is probably the only 
philosopher who is writing in this book, except Olaf 
Stapledon. A philosopher is someone who loves knowledge, 
and so does everyone who is writing-or they wouldn't be 
-but all the others want to do things as well. Some of them 
want to do scientific research or teaching, and some want 
to write or paint or dance, and some want to alter the way 
things are run. But Gerald Heard doesn't want to do things 
very much; he wants to understand things and then to ex
plain them. Only, once thingst are fully understood and 
explained, they usually get altered as well; so perhaps he 
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is as likely to be really helping to make a better world, as 
some of the other writers here, who want to alter the things 
which are wrong with civilisation, even more immediately 
and actively. He is amazingly well aware of what is happen
ing and being discovered and being written in the world 
all round him, and he puts these things and these ideas 
together. He does the staff work. He is half Scotch and half 
Irish, rather older than me ; he has blue eyes, and he 
broadcasts a great deal, so you have perhaps heard him 
yourself. When Richard Hughes (who wrote the chapter on 
Physics) was a boy, Gerald Heard went for walks with him 
and was the first person to talk to him about the Fourth 
Dimension and things like that. He has a Siamese cat 
which he teases--he is extremely kind to everyone else
but it likes him all the same. 



THE HISTORY OF IDEAS 

WHAT IDEAS ARE 

PEoPLE have always differed about ideas in a way they 
couldn't differ about objects that could be produced, 
turned over, and handed round. When they discussed ideas, 
they really couldn't be quite certain that they meant the 
same thing when they were using the same word. This, of 
course, must lead to a lot of confusion, and, unfortunately, 
it has. 

The first thing, ~hen, we must do is to try and under
stand what ideas really are. Ideas are general notions 
which are made up from noticing many separate facts. 
They are generalisations. We notice that men have legs, 
and, from noticing this constantly, we come to the general 
idea of man as a legged being. Of course, there might be 
people without legs, and then our general idea about people 
would be wrong. But we should still find that we thought 
of men as beings who ought to have legs, and we should 
find that we looked on the legless men with disgust,- so 
firmly had we got in our heads the idea that men shouldn't 
be legless. We should look on the legless men as unnatural. 
Now that illustrates another great difficulty about dealing 
with ideas. Ideas are partly abstractions, or generalisations, 
which we make deliberately from numbers of actual cases, 
and partly abstractions which 'Ye make almost without 
knowing we are making them. Most ideas are of this second 
sort. When an idea forms in our mind, it is hardly ever 
made by carefully comparing hundreds and thousands of 
examples and then finding what they have in common and · 
so making a generalisation from them all. \Ve don't make 
the idea as we might design an engine : it forms itself un
consciously in our mind. 

Now this way that ideas grow has two great disadvan
tages. In the first place, the idea may be made up from far 
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too few actual exa,mples. For instance, we may have got 
into our he~ds that the swan must be a large white bird. 
A great philosopher actually said that one of the things 
that there could not be was a black swan. And then, wh~n 
Australia was explored, the beautiful pure black swan was 
discovered. The generalisation, the idea of what a swan is, 
had been made from far too few examples. So we see that 
ideas, though they are formed out of many actual examples, 
are not formed deliberately and consciously added to bit by 
bit, but they settle and form at the back of our minds with
qut our knowing they are forming, just as sediment settles 
down at the bottom of a pond until all the fragments pack 
together into a cake which becomes too hard to be taken 
to pieces. 

This fact that ideas form without our knowing it, and 
set hard at the back of our minds, so that we find it hard 
to take in new facts and work them in with the ideas we 
already have-this is bound to be rather a nuisance. But we 
also find; when we try to change our ideas, that we don't 
want to do so, that we feel very strongly about them, and 
that we are apt to get very frightened and angry, and even 
cruel, when people point out that we ought to change them. 

Now why is that so ? If we can answer that question, we . 
shall know a good deal more about ideas, and we shall 
understand why they have played such a large part in our 
past history and why they are still so important to-day. 

HOW IDEAS STARTED 

·The reason why we feel so strongly about our ideas, and 
resent so keenly anyone interfering with them, is probably 
the main reason why ideas ha-ve been so important; It may 
seem silly to get angry when someone points out that your 
ideas are not quite right, and when they show you facts 
which your ideas have left out and which prove that your 
ideas are incomplete. But men really have had a very good 
reason for being frightened, and so getting angry, when 
anyone wanted to upset their ideas. We have seen that 
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ideas are unconscious generalisations, or, if you like the 
word better~ unconscious principles, or laws, that men have 
made up from their continual observations ~f the world 
around them and themselves. These ideas were not made 
for amusement, or even for truth's sake. We can make it 
clearer by saying tha~ the first ideas men had were not so 
much reflective thoughts. as practical rules about how to' 
behave ; they were generalisations which told everyone 
how, up till then, it had generally paid men to act (or react) 
when they were faced with certain ·facts, with certain 
conditions. 

You see, ideas at this stage were not " bright " or 
" original," but, first and foremost, practical, well-worn, 
traditional. Indeed they are, at this level, much more like. 
those impulses which we call instincts. A bee, for instance, 
as soon as it comes out of the cell ht which it was hatched, 
finds itself faced with a mass of things, and itself a very 
complicated little person. But at once· it sets to work at 
its elaborate business. For it has in it an inborn idea, an 
instinct, as to what it is to pay attention to and what it 
is to do, and what it is to disregard and leave alone. We 
human beings have no such perfect instincts, but we have 
born in us certain dispositions and tendencies, and all these 
dispositions are not so much to help us to think and to 
question, but to help us to live. Now our ancestors, when 
they were struggling to survive, on much the same level as 
the other animals, had to combine all their dispositions, 
their handiness, their general curiosity, their power to 
notice all sorts of out-of-the-way things, so as to help them 
the better in their struggle to survive. The bee, when it 
faces up to a flower, knows exactly what to do with it. It 
is not distracted by thinking whether that particular 
flower is beautiful or rare. It sees it as simply so much pos
sible honey. But we men have big brains, and those brains 

·don't only tell us exactly what we should do on every 
occasion ; instead, those. brains can notice many things 
which don't seem -to mean anything, which have no par
ticular message for us. The bee simply can't be taught. 
Given a flower, it knows exactly what to do with it, but 
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given a piece of bread, it is completely at a loss. Instinct 
is all right, is perfect if you find exactly the conditions 
which your race has found up to the present. But when you 
are faced with something quite new you simply don't 
know what to do, and you have no wits to find out. You 
are not merely angry, you are simply done. 

Now it is clear that man has a better chance of surviving 
than a bee has, because when he meets a new problem he 
can sit down and think it out, he can have ideas about it. 
But the power to think things out is not wholly an ad
vantage, for new ideas may simply keep men wondering 
and guessing, when the real problem has always been what 
they were going to do. That is what Shakespeare means 
when he makes Hamlet say that the native hue of resolu-
tion (the healthy feeling that you know at once what to do 
about it) is sicklied o'er with the p~e cast of thought. You 
may notice so· many things, and see the problem from so 
many sides, that you end by _doing nothing, and so you 
are done in. This is the vexy practical disadvantage that 
goes with the power of being able to think things out and 
to change one's mind too easily. The bee only attends to 
its business. Of course, if the business changes, the bee may 
be done in. It could not find another. But our strange minds 
run a risk from the other direction: we notice so many 
things which are not our business. That, obviously, is very 
dangerous. And the farther we go back into the past, the 
simpler and weaker human life was, the more dangerous it 
was to keep on noticing and wondering about facts which 
had nothing to do with getting a living and keeping loyally 
together. For those things have been for hundreds of 
thousands of years, for hundreds of times longer than men 
have had any science, the two supremely important things, 
and beside them everything else has been mere fancy. 

So now we can say why we feel so strongly about our 
ideas, especially those ideas which have to do with the way 
we behave, and why we resent people when they try to 
change them and •• widen our minds ... For our ideas are 
in origin very like instincts ; they shaped our wandering 
minds so that we might have some of the readiness and 
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resolution which animals with instincts have, the power 
to face up to the world and tackle it so thai the race could 
survive. Our first ideas are general rules for reacting to 
things. They are not summaries of all the facts made by 
perfectly detached onlookers. _They are selections of those 
facts which needed most to be noted, or that forced them
selves on your notice, and these selections are so interpreted 
that men and women may behave toward the facts, face 
up and handle them in ways which, on the whole, have 
proved most helpful to our race. 

You will see from all this that ideas have obviously gone 
through a long development. They have a history of growth, 
just as a tree or animal has its history and stages of growth.· 
And the first ideas were as 'different from what we now to
day call ideas as an egg is from a chicken. Yet as the egg 
turns into the chicken, so the earliest, vaguest, almost 
unconscious notions that the first groups of men had, have 
grown into the bright and original ideas we enjoy having 
to-day. 

That history of the growth of ideas is therefore a history 
full of remarkable changes, and it is also a very dramatic 
history, because it is the history of great struggles. On the 
one side we have the order-making, pattern-making side of 
man's mind, trying· to sum up and decide the practical 
sense and meaning of what it is up against. This side. is 
always saying, " What is the use of this? " It tries to make 
all our experiences useful,· moral. It tries to say, " All ex
perience shows you must behave in this particular way." 
On the other side we have the exploring, speculating side 
of our minds. This is always hunting after facts, and col
lecting them just for the sake of doing so and quite regard
less of the use or possible consequences. It is always noting 
and pointing out facts that the other side of our minds, the 
order-making side, has left out, because they were incon
venient facts and didn't fit into the practical ideas. 

Let us try to trace this struggle without taking sides. 
Both sides were necessary to a single growth-the growth 
of man's mind in its power to understand the world and its 
power to carry on while learning to understand. · 
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IDEAS OF THE FIRST KEN 

F'ust let us remind ourselves a,aain that the first ideas 
that men had must undoubtedly have been not what we 
should call id~ but what we should call reactions. How
ever vague many of our ideas are to-day, the ideas of the 
first men must ha-re been far vaguer. lfhat, then, can we 
know about them! The earliest evidence we have is un
doubtedly the wonderful animal pictures made by the men 
of the Old Stone A.,oe probably some twenty thousand 
years a~ when those men were living in caves during the 
Ice A.,oe. But when we look at these pictures we find nothing -
vague about them. We are amazed to see how well they 
could draw. The great beasts that they hunted, mammoth, -
bison, and boar, are drawn and painted and modelled on the 
rock as well as any artist to-day could_ paint an animal. 
These people, living twenty thousand years ago as savages, 
were nevertheless perfect artists, and could draw what
ever caught their eye. Surely they had quite clear ideas! 
But when we study their pictures carefully we find out 
another even stran,crer thing about them. Though these· 
cave-men could draw and paint so well, they treated their 
pictures in what we should call a very inartistic way. They 
do not seem to ha-re had any sense of ai'l1lllooement, any 
eye for order or des4,on. Though the animals are so well 
drawn, they are drawn all over the place, as children will 
scrawl pictures anywhere over a whitewashed wall. And, 
more than that, we find they drew the same picture over 
and over again on the same spot, making it very confused 
and spoiling it as a picture. And there is a third remark
able thing about these first pictures that men made. Yery 
often the beast has a mark made in its side just above 
where we know the heart lies. And in some cases there 
are drawn arrows and darts sticking in the mark. We 
can't help feeling, when we study these pictures. that 
they tell us somet:hlni very stran,oe about our early 
ancestors. 

We see that they were naturally artists, but they really 
didn't ~ for art as we do ; they had, in fact, quite a 



Fig. 73. HOW WELL THE FIRST 1\lAGICIANS DREW 

Pictures in coloured earth, drawn by the light of little lamps in the back 
of a cave: look how the d eer is reaching out his nose to catch smells that 

a re coming on the wind. 
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different idea about it. They could make these wonderful 
life-like pictures, but they did not do so for the delight in 
making a pattern and studying nature. They didn't mind 
spoiling the picture and scrawling bull's-eyes and arrows 
on it. There are no pictures of landscapes or even of trees. 
And the animals which are drawn, we soon realise, are 
nearly always animals which man had to hunt. The pictures 
are not pure art at all. They are as practical as a doctor's 
prescription. In short, these pictures are not works of art, 
but works of magic. They are not studies of animals done 
for the sake of drawing; they are spells done to make the 
animal easier to catch and kill. That is why the heart is 
shown pierced and that is why the animal is drawn over 
and over again on the same spot. ~at these wonderful 
draughtsmen valued was the power to be able to create 
afresh, every time it was needed before hunting, the 
appearance of the animal they wished to slay. 

So we see these earliest drawings illustrate very clearly 
one of the first ideas men had. It is a mistaken idea, from 
our point of view, but it is one which has influenced men 
throughout the world, and one in which many backward 
people even to-day still believe. That idea is called sym
pathetic magic. It is the idea that if I make a model or 
picture exactly like something I want; because I can do 
whatever I like with the model or picture, I can do what I 
like with the object it imitates. This sounds absurd to us, 
but it is important that we should try and understand this 
point of view, because it tells us a great deal, not only 
about the ideas of our ancestors and the kind of mind 
they had, but it also tells us about the fancies that still go 
on at the back of our minds and which influence us more 
than we know. The idea is obviously absurd to us because 
we distinguish clearly between ourselves and the outside 
world, and we distinguish, though not quite so clearly
not nearly so clearly as we think we do--between what we 
wish to happen and what actually happens. Our Early 
Stone Age ancestors were not able to make these distinc
tions as we can make them-they could not define things 
ex.actly, as we can define them; they could not analyse 
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them-that is, break them up into their separate pieces, 
and so realise how they were put together. ' 

Now why did our ancestors do this absurd thing for 
thousands of years 't Surely a very little experience would 
have shown them how utterly mistaken they were,' and 
that when they drew over the picture of a bison or a boar 
charging, that did not make it at all more likely that they 
would be able to kill an actual bison or boar when they ran' 
into it I I think we can now say that men did not find out 
their mistake \mtil there was a very good reason that they 
should, and that all the time that they went on making 
those drawings there was a very good reason why they 
should think that this making of drawings of big game 
was immensely important. 'Remember, we have to try and 
think back into their minds, and that those minds were not 
full of" definite, sharp-cut distinctions as our minds are. 
So when we use such an old-sounding word as magic to 
describe these paintings we must not think that the magic 
of these Stone Age artists was a sort of mistaken science ; 
that when they drew an animal they definitely thought that 
they were making a sort of artificial animal, or that they 
thought out the way that making the model really helped 
to snare the real animaL Their ideas were far vaguer than 
that, and were far more emotional. 

When, for example, an Australian native (a type of man 
who is still living a life as simple as that of our own Stone 
Age ancestors) is faced by a drought, he will spit at the sky. 
When asked why he does so, he will generally say that he 
does so to make the sky rain. But what we should note is 
that the explanation comes after the act. He spits, not 
because he knows that it brings rain, but because he feels 
that he must do something against the dry sky and he 
feels it to be not much larger than his parched mouth. He' 
feels that the world is emotionally tied up with him. And 
so, undoubtedly, felt our early ancestors. 

So we can understand these first pictures and they can 
help us to see into the minds of those first artists. They 
tell us a good deal about the growth of ideas. They sho\v 
that men at this stage had not the clear idea of being quite 
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separate from the world around them. They felt that they 
were part of it all, and quite. an important part. And I 
think we c~tn see how important it was that they should 
think this. For if they had felt quite different and separate 
from the world, if they, with their small powers, had felt 
themselves up against it and not part of it, then they would 
have been frightened. They had to imagine that they could 
affect and order it if they were to stand up to it. 

I think we can understand another very strange thing 
about them and their ideas. Just as they drew these wonder
ful animal pictures because they saw them" in their mind's 
eye," and felt the animal's presence so vividly that, with
out knowledge of anatomy or without -a model to draw 
from, they could set down the animal exactly as it was, so 
they felt the curious sense of kinship with the animals, so 
that they thought of the animals almost as though they. 
were men. In the earliest stories, animals are always talking 
to men, and animals are always becoming close relations. 
So we· get the rise of that curious custom which all people 
seem to have had in the long past-the custom called 
totemism. That points to a time. when men did not clearly 
define between themselves and the things around them 
which interested them, and when they felt a strong tie 
between themselves and the animals they hunted. Their 
ideas of their own aliveness and the aliveness of the 
animals were not divided. Indeed, I think we must go 
farther back into vagueness and we must say that the first 
men did not think of themselve~ as self-conscious, separate 
individuals as we do. They were so completely taken up 
with living, and had so little time or taste for reflection, that 
it did not occur to them to ask how they themselves were 
alive, and what distinguished them from the rest of the 
world. They felt themselves alive, and they assumed that 
not only were all the animals alive in the same way
however different they might look-but that as the other 
animals were all alive, so, too, was everything else that 
moved-the trees, the rivers, a rock that rolled down the 
hill, the wind, the sun, and the moon. 

This, t~en, is the first notion that men seem to have had. 
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When they looked round them they felt the animals to be 
kin, and the whole world to be alive. 

THE NEXT STEP 

The taking of the next step is also illustrated for us by 
the pictures made by the men who took it. We have seen 
that the men of the Old Stone Age had this wonderful 
power of drawing animals exactly as they saw them. That. 
is odd enough ; but what is even odder is that when we 
come to the next age, when men had discovered not only 
how,to make far better stone tools, but how to make pot
tery and to grow crops, this wonderful power of drawing, 
instead of developing, as ·we would have ·supposed, dis
appears. For at this stage, instead of those perfectly life-like 
pictures of animals we get little scrawls very much like the 

·pictures we made ourselves when we began to try and draw. 
How can we explain this decline in art when men were 
advancing in everything else? I think that. there is only 
one explanation, and that it throws a most interesting 
light on how ideas have grown up. 

If it is true that our first ancestors did not have very 
clear ideas, and so did not distinguish definitely between 
different things, we should expect that power of separating 
up things to grow. As it grew, men would make more and 
more· words to distinguish the many difierent things they 
were noticing. 

We can trace that development even in some of the 
languages that have lasted until to-day. In Arabic, for 
instance, there are some forty words for different sorts of 
camels. If these words are translated into English, which is 
a younger tongue than Arabic, we have to say a black 
camel, or a three-year-old camel or a female camel, etc. 
We keep in English the general word camel, and add an 
adjective to it to show the type of camel we mean. In short, 
we analyse and classify tJ;le actual camel we see. In Arabic 
that is done less, and the earlier the language the less there 
is this power of making general classes and groups of things. 

So we can say that when men were beginning to make 



Fig. 74. DRAWING IN SHORT CUTS AND SIGNS 

Tile next men trying to explain their huts and hunting routes : they are 
not drawin~ things they see suddenly with their eyes, without thinking, 
but ideas of things that they are imagining with difficulty in their minds. 
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their language clearer, and were beginning to try and write 
down their words and ideas, the first thing they would have 
had to do was to make general signs and types for what 
they wanted to show. First they would draw complete 
pictures, as the Old Stone Age men drew, but gradually 
they would have to hurry up, they would have so much to 
say, and the drawing would become a simp~e sign. So the 
picture of an ox becomes ~ . This does not explain why 
they lost the old power of drawing so life-likely, but I 

' think we can explain that too. The Old Stone Age artist 
saw what he was drawing, like a waking dream in front of 
him. But that power had to go if men began to think how 
they saw and drew. If you do a thing without thinking, and 
in the middle suddenly try·to think how you are doing it, 
you will fail. So this early power of picture-making had 
to desert men as soon as they began to think how they 
recollected things, and so no longer saw them as a dream 
but recollected them by putting them together bit by bit 
until they had a general idea of the whole. Those little 
pictures that the New Stone Age men made, and which 
have no beauty like the pictures their predecessors drew, 
show that men's ideas have become so clear, and have 
broken up what they see into such distinct parts, that the 
old vague sense of unity has gone, and instead of it men 
have a new power of taking things to pieces and of feeling 
themselves detached. 

And we have lots or' other facts that show that ideas 
must have been getting clearer and sharper in men's 
minds. Men began to make all sorts of inventions quite 
quickly, and the power to make inventions shows a new 
clear way of thinking about things. We know at this stage 
men not only invented new ways of making tools, but they 
also found out how to bake pottery and how to grow crops. 
Till then men had drifted about, save when, near the ice, 
the cold made them seek shelter in the caves. We know 
how widely they wandered, because types of the Old Sto~e 
Age tools, flaked in precisely the same way, are found m 
places as far apart as South India, Mongolia, central 
Africa, and England. 
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But when men had found out how to grow crops they 
didn't have to wander about trailing and tracking theii
food, the wild game. And as they could stay in the same 
place they could study things more thoroughly. A rolling 
stone gathers no moss, and a hunter, always on-the trek, 
has far smaller opportunity of making inventions and of 
thinking things out than a man who is kept with the same 
problem turning up again and again in front of him. One 
of the most remarkable things in history is that we only 
begin to go ahead in our minds when our bodies more or 
less come to a standstill. All the time, during the tens of 
thousands of years of the Old Stone Age, while man was a 
roaming hunter, the stone weapons he used are so regular 
in their shapes, and these shapes change so gradually, that 
you feel that no one was making inventions. The weapons 
were changing their shapes and becoming better so slowly 
that no one can have been aware that they were actually 
improving. But when, with the New Stone Age, men settled 
down, then discovery began to go ahead. Inventions were 
made and improvements added. It is cJear that people 
could now think why they made a tool-not merely that 
it had always been made that way and that it was right 
that it should be made that way. They could think clearly 
of the end and purpose for which the tool was being shaped, 
and so they consciously improved it, and even dared invent 
a better sort of tool. 

Now they couldn't have done this unless they were able 
to think about their intentions and aims in a way that the 
earlier people were not able to think. In short, they had 
far clearer and more definite ideas. 

There were great advantages in this power of making
these distinctions, this ability for clear ideas and not 
muddling things up. It was very useful and practical, and 
led to a great increase in power. So these men of the New 
Stone Age, who had these clearer ideas, definitely began 
civilisation. Yet this power of having these very much 
clearer ideas was not wholly gain. It led to men being far 
more powerful, but it also led to their being far less happy. 
However hard up they were, the men of the Old Stone Age, 
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whenever they did anything, whether it was chipping a 
stone arrow-point or painting a picture, they did it as their 
people had always done it. They did it according to tradi
tion ; they did it in the way that they felt was so right that 
we should say it was the lucky way. To try and do it in 
some original way, however brilliant, that would have been 
wrong-unlucky. 

But with the clearer ideas that came to the men of the 
New Stone Age that word "right " began to change its 
meaning, or, rather, to split up into several meanings. 
It had meant that a thing was right when everyone could 
approve of it. An arrow-head not only had to be sharp, so 
that it could pierce an animal's body; it had to be of the 
traditional lucky shape, and chipped with the strokes that 
made it certain that it would kill the animal. So we see the 
word "right" is a far more embracing and comfortable word 
before people have come to think too cle~ly about it and 
to define clearly what they mean by it. When the man of the 
Old Stone Age made things according to the rules, he felt 
he was doing something noble and good, and that helped 
everyone to be happy, as well as that he was making a 
particular weapon or tool to get food in a particular way. 
When a man of the New Stone Age made things rightly, he 
meant more and more that these things were right simply 
and solely if they were efficieJ;J.t, if they did their particular 
job well. 

So one of the effects of having more definite ideas was 
that all work lost some of its worth and value. Its rightness 
was less and less mixed up with what we call morality, with 
the way things ought to be and with the rules of your 
group. 

PROPERTY 

Another way that clearer ideas made men more unhappy, 
though they made them more powerful, was through the 
beginning of property. We human beings come from a stock 
of animals which undoubtedly always went about in packs. 
We won through best_ when we were together, and we liked 
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being together, and being together and liking it, we natur
ally shared most things. A kill was broken up among all the 
pack. But, when men began to till the fields, the idea of 
property began to form in their minds (see The Family, 
p.473}. They put up boundaries and warned off trespassers, 
and cursed those who dared remove their landmarks. And 
so, soon-after the idea of property formed in men's minds
this idea of getting as much for yourself as you can-an
other, even more disturbing idea came in with it-the idea 
of deliberate war. Till then undoubtedly men had quarrelled 
often, snarled, bit, and even occasionally killed each other 
in sudden flares of temper. That is natural enough. But 
solemn, organised war is not natural. As far as we know, no 
species of animal organises itself into separate parties that. 
attack and destroy each other. This queer idea was evi
dently left for our species, for man, and it evidently arose 
because we wanted to protect or seize that other strange 
new thing, property. So men's clearer ideas led to two great 
unhappinesses. In the first place, men lost the sense that 
their work was right in the widest and most comforting 
sense of the word, and, in the second place, as they won 
private property, and grew suspicious about other people 
wanting to take it from them, they lost the sense of all 
sharing .a life in common, and they even started to 
attack and destroy each other wholesale. 

But, though the growing clearness of men's ideas had 
made them much more powerful, these ideas were really 
not much more true than the ideas the men of the Old 
Stone Age had had. Though people thought much more 
clearly, they still fell into very serious mistakes in their 
thinking, and couldn't yet ~auish clearly between 
their ideas and the objects which those ideas were meant 
to represent. 

WRITING 

w· e have a very good example of that when we trace how 
men began to have a written langua,ae. As we have seen, 
many backwaro peoples_ still don't have any definite 
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general ideas ; their language lacks adjectives, and the 
nouns are all names of things and not of ideas. We saw that 
the early Arab, when he was making his language, must 
have seen each camel as different from any other camel 
(as of course it is). Early languages show that early people 
try to have a separate word for each separa.te thing. The 
attempt, however, breaks down, for not only are there far 
too many things in the world for you ever to be able to 
name and remember them, but b~cause one thing is always 
running into something else: you can't keep them all 
distinct. · 

So written language starts with pictures of things men 
want. Then these pictures become more and more symbols, 
shorthand pictures. The Old. Stone Age man drew animals 
as completely as though they had been photographed on 
his mind. But his successors drew them with half a dozen 
strokes, and probably in half a dozen seconds. It was a 
far quicker way of making another person see what you 
!Ileant, but it was not nearly as clear-it was an abstraction 
of the thing, not a representation. You could see what the 

' Old Stone Age artist meant, but unless you understood 
first what the New Stone Age man was driving at you 
might fail to get his meaning from his scrawl. So, though 
what most of the pictures of the Old Stone Age men stand 
for is still as clear as daylight, we can't understand many 
of the scribblings of their successors. And this making the 
pictures more and more a symbol goes on until we have 
writing which clearly must have been made up from pic
tures of actual things, but, unless we already know the 
language, we can't make out in the least what the signs 
stand for. 

But, though these signs have changed so far from pictures 
that they have become symbols in which it is hard to 
recognise a line of the original sketch, the men who made 
these symbols couldn't get their ideas clear about what they 
were, for a long while. They fell into the queerest confusion 
over them. We have seen that those first artists, when they 
made their perfect pictures of animals, certainly thought 
that the perfect picture was in some way a real animal; 



Fig. 75, WRITING WE NOW CAN'T READ 

A message written spirally round a bronze disc from Phaistos in Crete. 
What does that head mean that they repeat so often, sometimes with a 
helmet, sometimes bare? And what is that thing like a plant in a pot- is 

it a vine? 
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and, indeed, so well are they drawri that it is not hard to 
understand their mistake. The perfect picture of a particu
lar animal is there. But the queer thing is that when men 
began to make ·scribbles that were no longer recognisable 
pictures, but were simply signs for an animal, they could 
not give up the notion that this scribble, because it had 
once been a pictur~ of an animal, was still in some way the 
animal. Now this mistake has led to very great confusion in 
our ideas, a confusion from which we are even now not 
quite clear, and so, though it is hard to get the thing 

·straight in our heads, we must try. 
The Old Stone Age artist when he drew, was drawing a 

particular animal which he had in his mind's eye. So if he 
thought of his picture as · somehow making present, a 
representation of, the animal he wanted, though he ·was 
mistaken about the picture being real, he was right about 
the object: the animal was real. But when people began 
to make, instead of particular pictures of particular 
animals, general symbols, signs, and, in the end, written 
words that would do to describe whole groups and species 
of animals, then they began: to think that the symbol, say, 
for a cat, as it referred to all cats, to cats in general, was 
somehow itself the cat-in-general. They began to get ~eady 
to think that somewhere there must be a perfect cat, a 
typical cat, of which all the other actual cats you see are 
only rough copies. 

And of course, if they fell into this mistake about cats 
and other perfectly plain things, they fell into it even more 
easily when they came to deal, not with things, but with 
qualities such as good and bad, with what we call abstract 
ideas. , 

We know, again, from the study of early languages· and 
backward peoples, that all these abstract ideas are made 
out of actual things to which people can point. For examplt, 
when men first started digging they were disagreeably 
surprised when they came up against the strength of rock. 
So a rock became the symbol of strength. But when they 
had made .the symbol they began to think of it, of the word 
" strength,,. as something that existed somewhere by itself, 
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and of which the strength of rock and bronze and iron were 
only poor examples. And so, too, with Beauty and Good
ness and Truth. Beautiful things, good things, and true 
things all came to be thought of as objects into which so 
much of the Perfect Ideas of Beauty, Goodness, and 
Truth had been put. 

we can trace this unhappy confusion all through our 
attempts to think clearly about the world we live in and to 
have ideas that describe it accurately. It is for this reason 
that most backward people will not let you know their 
real name. Their name is themselves, their " soul," and so, 
if you know that and can say it over in an unfriendly or 
even a careless way, you can damage them. They can't 
help thinking the description, the label, is the person him
self. And for the same reason the Hebrews would not say 
or write the word for their God, and still when a Jew is 
copying out the Old Testament, every time he comes to 
the- word God he only writes a short sign, not all the 
letters, and even to do that he must wash his hands first 
and use a new pen. 

So it is from these mistaken ideas that there grew up 
the fancy that spells could be made-that is, that if I 
write some words, or even only say them, the words them
selves have power to injure or help. 

NUMBERS AND PATTERNS 

What had happened with words also happened with 
numbers ; those other symbols with which we try to have 
clear and separate ideas. Numbers we can see are only 
notions. They are the plainest labels we can put on things. 
They help us to arrange things in the simplest sort of order. 
But, unfortunately, people got into almost as great a muddle 
over these very plain and convenient little counters as they 
did over the lovely and varied symbols we call words. Part 
of the muddle was due to that very plentiful source of 
muddles ; the fact that we have only come bit by bit, and 
very slowly and uncertainly, to our present knowledge. 
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Long periods pass without anything new being added, and 
then people tend to think that their knowledge. must be 
complete. They feel that there is no need to know anything 
more, because, with the facts they have already in hand, 
they have made a good enough way of living. Then new 
facts and further finds force themselves on people's atten
tion. But though at last the new facts are accepted, they 
are accepted grudgingly. They seem at best pointless and 
out of place, because they are not needed to make life have 
meaning, for a complete meaning of life has already been 
made out of the older known facts. And the new facts may 
not be n;terely pointless and unnecessary: they may seem 
actually wicked, because they may seem to contradict 
some of the old facts, which ·were used, and made sacred by 
being used, to show the meaning of life. 

So the old facts, all caked together in a sacred crust of 
custom and all meaning something, have an importance, 
as part of tradition, which new facts can never have. Even 
to-day there are backward peoples in out-of-the-way parts 
of the world who cannot count up very far. Some have no 
words for any number above thirty or forty ; anything that 
is more than that they say is numberless. Yet some of 
thelle people, when tending a flock of fifty or sixty animals, 
can say if one animal is missing. We see from this that they 
haven't the power to " abstract " the flock into its separate 

·numbers and to add them up, but instead they have that 
amazing power of taking in the flock as a single picture, in 
much the same manner as the Stone Age artist took in at 
a glance the bison without knowing anything about how 
many muscles and sinews and bones it had, and in much the 
same manner as we still notice-as we say " instinctively " 
-when something, however small, is wrong with a person's 
face before we can say exactly what it is (see Physics and 
Astronomy, p. 850). 

So it seems we were able to get on for a long titne without 
being able to number things very far. We took things in, 
but in the lump ; we didn't analyse them. So, as we were 
able to get on for a very long time with a very few numbers, 
this first group of numbers quite naturally became sacred. 
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People at various times have thought there must be some
thing sacred .about nearly all the smaller numbers. Three 
has certainly- been sacred, and from there on to twelve. 
And it is pretty certain why all these small numbers have 
been sacred and lucky, while hundreds of thousands and 
millions have not been thought to have any luck about 
them. It is because these early numbers were all the num
bers . we knew for long ages, and so they had to become 
sacred. They gathered round themselves a sense of mysteri
ous' importance because they were part of the traditional, 
sacred, moral knowledge, while all the Jater, higher num
bers, because they were discovered later, could have 
nothing to do with tradition and morality. By the time we 
became able to reach up to them we had got our minds 
clear of this muddle, and could see that all numbers are 
simply and solely little ticks to help us reckon more clearly 
and more quickly. 

But there was also another and more difficult reason why 
men got into a muddle with their figures and thought that· 
numbers must have something magical about them. They 
thought they must be magical because of the beautiful way 
numbers often seem to "work out." For instance, they 
found they could make "magic squares" filled with num
bers which, whatever way you added them up-right to 
left, up or down or slopingly-always gave. you the same 
sum. This is one of them. Now that seemed very wonderful, 

1 14 15 4 
------1-

12 7 6 9 
1---1---

8 11 10 5 
--------

13 2 3 16 

Up and down or across or comer to corner, they all add up to 84. 
I • 

as though there must be some power in the numbers· 
themselves which made them arrange themselves naturally 
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into patterns. This idea of pattern, design, and purpose is 
perhaps the deepest and most difficult idea we can have. 
Man is a pattern-making animal. We like making designs 
that " mean " nothing, quite as much as we like making 
pictures that mean to be exact copies of things. This love 
of pure pattern goes so deep that it is the cause of nearly 
all music. Even with a picture which we like, because it is 
what we call a good likeness, we only get lasting pleasure 
out of it if the objects shOwn in it are shown so that they 
make a certain pattern. 

Just as we like arranging objects so that they make a 
pattern, so we are always trying to see patterns, design,· 
and order in the world around us. Numbers, naturally, help 
us to do this, and this is another reason why men thought 
numbers, instead of being convenient ideas to help us to 
think about things, were themselves super-things, and had 
something divine about them (see Physics, p. 356). 

While we are tracing 'this difficulty we must go a little 
farther. We have seen that when men got definite words 
and numbers for things and groups of things, they began to 
think that the words and numbers referred to mysterious 
'
1 ideal " things,'because the numbers were not themselves 

the actual things they referred to. The same mistake was 
made when men began to develop geometry. They found 
that, though they could make perfect circles, straight lines, 
and squares, ,actually in nature they very seldom came 
across such perfect things. Nature seems to "draw free
hand" from perfect geometrical models, but not herself 
to make such models. So men began to think there was 
something divine about geometry, and that circles, especi
ally, were heavenly. The idea, of course, seemed to gain 
great support from the early study of the stars. It seemed to 
the first astronomers that, though down here every pattern 
was muddled and every design incomplete, in the sky there 
was perfect order. So firmly did this idea fix itself in men's 
minds that when, only four centuries ago, it was pointed 
out that the planets were not going in perfect circles round 
the sun, but in irregular circles called ellipses, the idea was 
attacked as impious, because to say that a heavenly body 
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did not move in the heavenly way~ perfect circle-was 
to throw doubt on the circle being a divine shape. 

WHAT HAPPENED TO IDEAS: PROJECTION 

Now we must go back to our history and see how the 
gradual defining of ideas inade other difficulties as well. 

We have seen tha~ the growth of language and writing 
made difficulties, because people began to think that the 
words they used and the ideas they had were not merely 
labels, but had a life of their own, and, as they could not 

'see these ideas, they thought they must be perfect and 
" laid up in heaven." And we have seen that the same thing 
took place as arithmetic and geometry developed. The 
whole difficulty was due to the fact that men didn't under
stand that they themselves were growing, and that the 
new things they noticed in the world around them, and the 
new ideas they had about them, were not new things turn~ 
ing up,. but signs and symptoms of new powers in them
selves. ~en men make a new discovery about the world, 
when they have a fresh idea, it is almost impossible for 
them to realise it is they that have moved, they that have 
grown. They can't believe that they have a new power of 
noticing things, and understanding. They can hardly 
avoid being sure that something quite new has turned up 
outside them. When we make that mistake, it is called 
"projection." For it is as though we-threw the shadow of 
ourselves and our ideas on the world outside us, and then 
thought the shadow real Ideas are absolutely necessary if 
we are to tackle life, but this confusion between our ideas 
and what is actually there, outside us, has made such con
fusion, and caused such pain and suffering in the past (and, 
indeed, is still causing them), that it is immensely important 
that we should grasp this trick of our minds and learn to 
look out for this serious mistake. 

Let me give an illustration of projection to make it quite 
clear. In Germany, in some wild country, people used to be 
very frightened when they climbed a certain hill, for, as 
the lonely traveller breasted the summit, he often saw 
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striding toward him through the mist an immense giant. 
Yet when he had gone a little farther the monster had 
vanished completely. It was' therefore called the Spectre 
of the Brocken, the hill country where it appeared. Not till 
the modern age was it explained. Then it was realised that 
this towering creature that strode through 'the mist toward 
the frightened traveller was only the shadow of the traveller 
himself cast by the light behind him on the fog in front. 
Precisely the same thing has taken place in our history. 
We actually thought that the words, the numbers, and the 
geometrical figures that we coined to help us to make classes 
and orders out of the iru1umerable actual examples around 
us were themselves somehow real ; indeed, more real than 
the examples. We " projected " our ideas on the world. But' 
we did an even more serious and more mistaken piece or 
projection than that. 

Our first ideas about the world and the way it worked 
must have been very vague, as vague as our notions about 
ourselves. We could not think clearly and definitely who we 
were and how we thought, and how we distinguished 
between ourselves and the others, and between what we 
thought and noticed for ourselves and what the others had 
thought and told us. At that stage we took things very 
much for granted, and assumed that everyone and every
thing was very like oneself. We felt alive, but in a very 
general way. We did not ask," How do I know I am alive, 
and how do I recognise that I am alive, and that my friends 
are alive and that the animals are alive ? " As we have 
seen, this lack of definite ideas made men feel a very great 
kinship with the animals, and, indeed, with everything 
that moved. The whole world seemed alive, just .as they 
were alive . 

. But when men became more sure of themselves, and 
more inclined to separate between themselves and ea~h 
other and the animals and the world itself, then very soon 
they got into trouble with these new ideas. The early men 
had the vaguest ideas about their own aliveness, and so 
could have the vaguest ideas about the aliveness of every
thing else. But the men who came after, who were quite 
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clear about their own separate aliveness----their indiridu
ality---had to make up their minds about the way their 
friends were aliYe, and the animal;; were aliYe, and 111hether 
the world was aliYe. 

..!.nd natu:rally they .. projected " this new clear notion 
about themselns on to e~ around them. The men 
who had come before them had taken for granted that 
enrything was as Yaguely afu-e as themseh-es. These late 
men in their turn had to take for granted that enrything 
was as definitely and individually afu-e in the "Way that 
they had come to think them.seh-es to be afu-e. 

X ow this was of course a great ·mistake. As long as you 
said, "EYerythlng is aliYe in a sort of way," you couldn't · 
be proYed wrong. for what proYes aliveness is a Yery 
difficult question. But "When you said, " EYerythlng is afu-e _ 
in the definite way I am afu-e," then you "Were in for 
trouble. Yet the trouble "Was one that probably could not 
haYe been aYoided.. The way our ideas grow is part of the 
way we ourseln~s grow. 

So when men came to this ~oe of awareness of them
selns as separate indiriduals they had to giYe up the idea 
that the world was Yery YB,auely aliYe, and they had instead 
to .i.m.a.,.oine that it "Was filled with bein,as and moYed by 
beings exactly like themsel'"es. This Yery important and 
nry unpleasant ~o-e in the growth of our ideas is called 
A.nthropom.orphinn.. That means the sta,.oe when men be
lie'"e that the whole world is really made and moYed by 
men like themselns. People at this sta,.oe beJieye that, 
though you may not be able to see it, yet eYery tree 
conceals a tree-spirit just like a human being. and the same 
is true of e-rery b:roo~ field, mountain, lake, and star. 

Xow this idea has ~ perha~ more effect on us than 
any other idea, and most of the effect has been bad_ For as 
long as you thought of the ll'orld as .only ~auely alive you 
were really not very much concerned about it. You did 
not know much about your own YllgUe self, and so you did 
not know much about the world. It "Was enough for you to 
carry on ~ people had always felt right in carrying on, 
and you felt right yourself. You were not concerned with 
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fresh problems of how to behave differently, whether you 
ought to behave differently, and what would happen if you 
did behave differently. But, once you thought of the world 
as made up of a jumble of individuals all like your own 
now jumbled selves, you were faced with a very difficult 
and painful problem. For, as we have seen, men at this time 
had become very individualised, very conscious that they 
hiul to strike out for themselves and break with the past. 
They were heaping up property each for himself, and they 
were organising quarrelling and stealing so thoroughly that 
they were splitting up into bands which were always at war 
with each other. Now this unhappy frame of mind was, of 
course, through " projection,, thrown by these men on to 
~he world outside them. They read their own characters 
and passions into the forces of nature. Their gods were only 
" men writ large,., and as men were becoming more selfish. 
cantankerous, and treacherous to each other, so they 

. imagined their gods to be. Your work was therefore cut 
out if you were to placate such gods. Men imagined the 
gods always tricking each other and brawling with each 
other, just as they themselves tricked and brawled. 

THE POWERS OF DARKNESS 

And not only did men begin to think that every move
ment in the world outside them, and everything that 
happened to them, whether it was an accident or a disease, 
was due to the will of tricky, ill-tempered spirits. That was 
bad enough. But there was something worse. Men have 
always been rather uneasy in the dark. This is probably due 
to the fact that our ancestors spent several millions of years, 
like the chimpanzees, living up in the trees, and only 
really safe up there. When night came, the floor of the 
forest, on to which you might occasionally jump down 
during the day, became deadly dangerous. Then our 
ancestors huddled together high up in the trees. and the 
coming of daylight must always have been some relief. 
For even up in the trees you weren't quite safe. Tree
climbing snakes and cats could get at you, and that may be 

I 



Fig. 76. Al~IMAL GODS TURND;G Th'TO :\IE.." GODS 

The earlie~t Egyp tian gods were t otem animals with ruen ·s minds. 
Horus started as a hawk. Bast ns a cnt. but bert' onlY the animal ma£k. 
is left ; the ;mthroporuorphic idea has rome through ewrywhere else. 
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the reason why some people still have an unreasonable 
horror of cats and snakes, a peculiar horror they don't feel 
for far more dangerous animals (see Psychology, p. 1S2). 

So at the back of our minds we all still have an un
reasonable uneasiness in the dark. Now, when men began 
to think that, because they felt themselves to be separate 
individuals, outer nature must also be alive with separate 
individuals, they began to think that in the dark, when 
they could see nothing, but felt all the more frightened, 
there must be beings, spirits which were frightful. So, as 
well as believing that the outer world was alive with spirits 
as quarrelsome, cruel, and tricky as themselves, men started 
another even worse idea-that the dark, and, indeed, all 
strange places, like deserts and dim forests, were full of 
spirits as terrifying as the fear these men felt when alone 
in the desert or the dark. And this idea led to even more 
serious consequences. For if the dark and lonely places 
were the homes of dark and dreadful spirits, then under 
the earth, where the reassuring sunlight never came, must 
be the chief home of all these, the worst sort of spirits. So 
they began to think caves were the entrances into this dark 
and most dangerous underground spirit world. 

Before men got this dismal idea into their heads, they 
had begun to think vaguely about what might be under 
their feet. They had begun to wonder why all the plants 
as they grew started under ground, and they had therefore 
begun to look upon the soil as somehow sacred and holy, 
in the dark of which the food they needed was mysteriously 
created. So they tended to worship the earth, and as, for 
example, the early Egyptians, perhaps the first people to 
have an organised religion, buried their dead in the fertile 
earth, they began to feel that their dead and the growing 
crops were somehow mysteriously in touch. So when 
people began to wonder what the dead were doing, they 
found it quite natural to think that they were somehow 
now living underground and helping the crops to grow, by 
which the men on the earth were kept alive. Ideas about 
what the main mass of the dead do did not trouble men for 
quite a long time. In early Egypt, the only person about 

Qo 
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whose business in the other life you were quite certai:.;:t was 
the King, the sacred Pharaoh, and he was helping the 
crops to grow. So the other wor~d was not a distant, lonely 
place, but just under your feet, as near as the roots of the 
corn and the barley went. You couldn't see the dead, but 
they were not far separate from you ; they were co-oper
ating with you just the other side of a quite thin floor. 

But as men became more and more self-conscious, more 
sure that they were each separate, lonely individuals, the 
more they each wanted a separate life after death. They 
began to doubt whether it was enough proof of that life 
that the crops grew and that religion had said that it was 
Pharaoh underground who was making them grow. We 
have seen that men had begun to think that every object 
they saw contained a separate, individual spirit like that 
they felt themselves to be. The clearer they thought, the 
more they felt that each tree and river had a separate 
being attached to it, haunting it, and that being was just 
like themselves. In fact, they had begun to make that same 
mistake they had made with words and numbers. As they 
had thought that the words and numbers, which are only 
labels, were themselves additional things, so they began to 
think that the moving of the stream and the growing of 
the tree were not mere moving and aliveness, but were 
signs of river and tree being moved by a separate man like 
themselves. They were being stirred and shaped as a soup 
is stirred by a cook or a pot is shaped by a potter. 

This separating off from every living, moving thing 
of the power that moved it, and this turning of the separ
ated-off power into a definite spirit, affected men's ideas 
about their own future. They began to think that the life 
they felt in themselves was something quite separate from 
their bodies. They came to think of a separate soul within 
their bodies, just like their bodies but able to get out and 
live on its own, just as they believed the spirit, or genius, 
of the tree or the river might occasionally be seen sitting 
outside the tree or river in which it generally lived. What, 
then, was going to happen to this precious self when the 
body it lived in, the house it had occupied, fell to pieces ? 
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When men began to ha;ve these doubts they got fright-
ened, for doubt and fright nearly always go together in 
uneducated people. They had always been frightened of 
the dark, and, now that they had begun to think the world 
full of individual spirits, they had to think the dark full of 
wicked spirits. The next step was to think the dark under
ground, because it was the great place where the sunlight 

-never came, was the home of all dark spirits. So men fell 
into the unhappy idea that the underground was not the 
fertile place of the kindly dead, but a huge, empty, barren, 
dark place, so vast that everyone was lost there, so sunless 
that no one had any real vitality there, and so full of dark 
spirits that it was a far more dangerous and frightening 
place· than anywhere here on earth. ' ' 

Once men had got that set of ideas into their heads there 
was nothing that they would not do to set their minds at 
rest. They got their personal safety on the brain, and, like 
most frightened people, they became cowardly and cruel. 
If, when a ship is in danger, everyone on board thinks, 
"I must save myself," the chance of the ship being saved 
1s very small. 

So with the ideas that men have had about the future 
life. The place you were going to was, they reasoned falsely, 
an enormous place, which had room for everyone who had 
ever been born. You would probably be th~e for ever, 
because it wa~ your body that fell to pieces, not your soul. 
So, as you could hardly escape going to this place, and you 
might never get out, in comparison with that this little 
life here didn't matter at all. All that mattered was that 
you should somehow make yourself as comfortable as 
possible in eternity. 

RELIGION 

So the vast system of religion grew up. For there was a 
hope that you might make yourself comfortable hereafter 
-perhaps supremely comfortable. We have seen that before 
people got these gloomy ideas about the other life they 
had had far vaguer but far more pleasant notions about 
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it. It was a sort of blessed state where the holy King reigned, 
and sent good things up to the earth. Gradually, as the 
King's Court increased, he was thought of as having with 
him all his attendants. From very early times men had 
always buried a dead man's things with him, because they 
were thought to be part of him. Later, when rulers became 
powerful and had slaves and attendants, these too were 
buried with him, simply because it was thought dangerous 
to use a great man's things. But as the King's state grew 
so great that his priests and his officers themselves became 
great men, they also were thought of as joining in the 
blessed fertile life that the King continued under the earth. 
So there grew up an idea of a society of blessed. people 
living after death, and more and more people were allowed 
to be able to be elected to that life. The King went on living 
underground because he had, during his life here, men be
lieved, kept the people prosperous and happy. He was their 
luck, and the source of the happiness and power that came 
from their holding together, of their plenty and power as 
well as of their peace of mind. And so gradually it began to 
be felt that everyone who had done well by his fellows in 
this life, who had kept the laws and done things which 
were of benefit to all, might hope to deserve to share with 
the King in the blessed future life. 

Then, when the underworld became more and more a 
place of dark spirits, instead of the secret place of growth, 
the meeting-place of all good people after death was 
changed. It could no longer be underground. For a little 
while people fancied it might be somewhere on the earth : 
very distant: the other side of the farthest river, or out in 
the ocean. So we get the idea of the Islands of the Blest 
somewhere far away in the sea near where the sun seems 
to touch the water. But that idea did not bear looking 
into. And so people began to think that, as no place on 
earth was the home of the blessed dead and no place under
neath could be, it must be in the sky, in the heaven, near 
the sun, who is the friend of the good and the enemy of the 
dark and evil. The Greeks thought that the gods lived on 
the snow-tops of the high mountains where the clouds 
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hide them from the earth and where the summits above the 
clouds are in the clear sunlight, and, they thought, quite 
near the sky. 

It was thus from quite simple ideas that men made a 
theory about another world above and below the world, 
and another life beyond this life. And that theory, though 
it was mistaken, was not a foolish and senseless mistake. 
For we have seen, as long as men felt themselves to be 
separate, lonely individuals, they had to have a crude and 
definite answer to their question, " What is going to happen 
to me ? " Slowly men framed the answer-all religion is an 
attempt to frame that answer-" If you behave well, and 
care for other people as much as you care for yourself, and 
make yourself intensely interested in your society going 
on and prospering, it will be, all right with you : you will 
come to no harm." Of course, the way many men in the 
past have put that answer has often been as muddled and 
crude as the way in which men asked the question. Lonely, 
individual men are apt to be very selfish, and there is a 
very great temptation for practical· people who have to 
keep things going to play on the selfishness of such men, 
to frighten them, through threats of personal pain after 
death, into being good, and to bribe them to think of others 
here by promises of private pleasures hereafter. But the 
truth behind all these ideas-however they may have been 
perverted and however much harm that perversion has 
done-is that if you live for others and for great causes, you 
will• fir!.d that you get away from the fear of what will 
happen to you personally, and that you have a large and 
free and hopeful life that accident cannot touch. That is 
the truth behind all these stories, and it is because of this 
truth in them that these stories and these parables can 
still be taught. 

Gradually more and more men came to see that this was 
the truth behind these parables, the underlying idea in 
these stories, and when they saw this they were able to 
develop and enlarge the idea. All the traditional teaching 
had said you must serve your community if you would be 
happy. But men began to see that, though that was true, 
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it was too narrow-. It was right for you to serve your com· 
munity, hut what if your community did wrong ? So men 
like Socrates began to say that th~y were citizens of the 
world-that is, that they owed loyalty to every man and 
woman. The Stoics after this began to teach that all men 
are brothers, that only by treating everyone well can a 
really happy life be lived by us. And, in Asia, Buddha had 
gone still farther. He said that unless you treated all animals 
with gentleness and understanding you could not under
stand life and really reach that serene happiness that awaits 
the wise. That shows that men were gradually coming back 
to the sense they had once long before had (see Totemism, 
p. 430) that their life and all life are somehow bound to
gether. The Stoics felt that every human being is akin. 
They had got away from the narrow, unhappy notion of 
our being completely cut off from each other, of every 
stranger being probably an enemy ; and Buddha had gone 
still farther, for he felt that we are all parts of life, a ·fact 
that science has since shown to be true. 

SCIENCE 

So, in conclusion, we must see how this last great idea, 
the idea of science, has grown out of the earlier ideas men 
had about themselves and the world. We have seen that in 
the first dim ideas that men had they confused themselves 
and their tribe with the animals around them and' the 
world they all lived in. And we 'have seen that this con
fusion, or perhaps it would be better to say this blending 
of themselves and everything else, was a very useful idea, 
because it made them feel that they were .all part of life 
and part of the world. So they couldn't feel lonely and 
lost, and they could feel everything they did, all the tribal 
rules they kept, were immensely important, for if you 
broke these rules you were breaking the rules of the uni
verse, and if you kept them you were not only keeping the 
tribe from wrong, you were keeping the world from break
ing down. So their rules of conduct, their morality, gave 
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them a very great sense of importance and worth. It was 
immensely interesting to keep the rules and to see that 
they were kept. But as men's ideas grew clearer they saw 
that the rules they kept didn't apply to the animals or to 
the outer world. They were rules which only applied and 
were useful to the tribe itself. All the rest of their belief 
about their importance had been "projection." Man had 
seen his shadow falling on the outer world, and so he had 
imagined that in that outer world there was a man like 
himself. · 

This discovery led at first to a great upset in people's 
minds. They began to think that because the animals and 
the outer world didn't keep any of the rules the tribe laid 
down, therefore these rules were nonsense, and there was 
no reason to keep them, because if you broke them, and 
none of your fellow-men saw you break them, then nothing 
happened, no power outside the tribe interfered and told 
on you or punished you itself. I think that men made this 
discovery, about the great difference between the tribe 
and the world, at much the same time as they made the 
discovery about the difference between the tribe and them
selves. They began to feel themselves independent indivi
duals, and they wanted to know what would happen if 
they didn't obey the tribe's rules. They soon found that 
if you broke a rule the weather did not necessarily get 
bad ; if you failed to cai"!Y out a rule, the· crops or the 
hunting did not necessarily fail. In fact, it seemed for a 
little while that if the tribe did not notice you had acted 
wrongly nothing at all happened. We shall see in a mome11t. 
that that was going too far, but first we must see what were 
the immediate results of these new ideas. One result we 
have already noted. That, of course, was that men began 
to break rules right and left, and the world became a far 
more difficult and unpleasant place to live in, with every
one struggling to get the utmost for himself. (For a descrip
tion of a society in this state, written at the time, read the 
Book of Judges.) For, as we are creatures that work 
naturally in groups, if we suddenly lose the power of doing 
this we lose most of our power of protecting ourselves 
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against other creatures, and of getting ourselves enough 
food and clothing. 

But this loss was not wholly without gain. For another 
consequence of men being able to s~e tha~ the outer world 
did not run exactly as the tribe ran, and didn't have laws 
like the tribe's laws, was that they began to be able to 
discover by what laws the outer world did actually work
that is to say, men began to have their first purely scientific 
ideas. So the Greeks came to the first ideas of the laws of 
nature, laws which showed how regular and orderly the 
world is. And this was a great gain, because, we have seen, 
men had come to the notion that the world was full of 
beings like themselves, crafty, cruel, and violent. So it was 
a great advance when they realised that, however badly 
men might behave, the fancy that there were gods behaving 
just as badly was untrue. Science destroyed anthropomor
phism-the belief that the world was run by characters 
just like men's characters. And science has proved that it 
is right, that the world is not haunted and run by moody 
spirits you must bribe, but by laws you. can learn. For 
science works, and where it has been used to the full its 
ideas have given men powers and freedom which they 
never had before and could never have as long as they 
thought the world was run by quarrelling spirits and not 
by regular laws. 

But though this great idea of science has not only given 
us tremendous powers, but also has freed us from being 
frightened by fancies, it has not been altogether a gain ; 
we want even more ideas if we are to be really happy. We 
have seen that the idea of the world being full of spirits 
grew up in men's minds because their minds were changing; 
they were becoming self-centred. It was a false idea, and, 
what is more important, it was a sign of an unhappy and 
wrong state o~ mind. Science brushed away the false idea, 
but for some time it did not succeed in changing the bad 
state of mind. Indeed, science seemed to many people only 
to have swept away the last reason that men might have for 
fearing to behave as selfishly and as cruelly as they liked. 
For the ideas about the gods, though often bad, because 
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they were reflections of men's own moods, also sometimes 
were good, because they were recollections of the old rules 
that the tribe had once had when it lived in peace. So it 
was not enough for science just to say there were no gods. 
It had also, if it was to give men complete peace of mind, 
to tell them why they had made the gods. It had to explain. 
to them, not only the outer world and its laws, but them
selves and the laws of their own nature. 

For men had found that they did not understand them
selves. They found that when they broke the rules and 
no one found out, though nothing happened in the outer 
world, they weren't happy. They couldn't steal and murder 
and yet have peace of mind. It was not merely that you • 
were in constant fear that someone else would steal from 
you and murder you. It was that the sense of life being 
worth living, that very deep and necessary feeling in one
self that one is right, was somehow hurt and killed by 
knowing oneself to be a thief and a murderer. This idea, 
and the problem it raises, runs through many of the greatest 
stories in the world, and especially interested Shakespeare 
in his greatest plays. If you are an individual, why can't 
you enjoy yourself the more you take from others for 
yourself? 

Now at last science .is beginning to deal with these facts 
about ourselves, and is giving us very important ideas on 
them. Science to-day is making out the laws that rule us 
and our lives as before it made out the laws that rule the 
outer world. And the results are going to be even more 
wonderful. For science is finding that our ideas about 
ourselves have been as mistaken as have been the ideas of 
our ancestors about the outer world. We have been mis
taken in thinking we are isolated individuals, just as mis
taken as we were in thinking that ~he outer world is a 
jumble of isolated individual spirits. That is the reason why 
we are unhappy when we try to act on our own and to have 
no rules. We have our own natural laws. And the latest and 
brightest idea of science is, through that branch of science 
that studies our minds and how we behave-psychology
to find out those rules and laws, and so teach us how to be 
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as healthy and happy in our minds as medicine and physical 
health rules teach us to be healthy and happy in our bodies. 

So we have seen how men's ideas have grown. The
growth has been rather like a great spiral staircase. Men's 
first ideas began by being simple and vague, but did answer 
the questions which the first men needed to have answered ; 
they did make men sure they were part of life, and that in 
serving the group in which they found themselves they -
were serving life and also gaining their own happiness. 
Then those ideas had to become sharper and clearer. Men 
had to see the world more distinctly, and to understand 
more definitely how it ran. That led to an upset, because for 
a little while men could not see where they themselves came 
in. They tried for a time to be happy op. their own, and to· 
imagine that whatever they did didn't matter -so long as 
their fellows didn't lind them out. It was necessary that 
they should try this, because not only-·had they to learn 
that they couldn't be happy in this way, but they had also 
to learn- that the idea that the world was run by spirits 
was false, that it was really run by regular laws. There was 
no spiritual policeman to catch them, and whom, because 
he was like themselves, they might bribe to let them go. 
Once they had got rid of that idea they were free to see 
whether they could really live for themselves alone. And 
then they discovered that they hadn't till then understood 
themselves, and that they were far more complicated and 
tied up with each other than they had thought. 

That is the stage we have reached to-day. The latest 
ideas of science are bringing us back to the idea that we are 
linked up with each other, with life, and with the JVorld, 
quite as firmly as otrr first ancestors knew by their feelings 
they were. 

So we see ideas are very import_ant things,_ not so much 
because of the new power they give lis and the new dis
coveries they lead to, but because their growth shows us, 
perhaps better than the growth of any other thing about us, 
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how we ourselves in our minds are growing. There is no 
idea that we can have that does not mean something very 
important. To-day, when the world is fuller than it has 
ever been of new ideas, we know by that fact that our 
minds must be growing faster than they have ever grown 
before, and, knowing that, we shall not be afraid to keep 
our tninds open to these new ideas ; for we know that every 
new idea is a sign of our being more and more alive, and 
that the new ideas of others help our own minds to grow. 



THE FAMILY 

OR 

O'NE WAY OF KEEPING TOGETHER 

by 

CHARLES SXEPPER 



CHARLES SKEPPER is quite young, and has not done 
anything very exciting yet except trying to think for him
self, which is always rather a painful and dangerous thing 
to do. He is a kind of scientist, too, a social scientist and 
sociologist (which means someone who is finding out about 
people), and you will see from his chapter that he is trying 
to look at established ideas and established patterns of 
life, in various countries and times, from a detached and 
scientific point of view. His way of looking at things is 
very different from Gerald Heard's; he looks from the 
outside, dividing societies and groups up into individuals, 
and Gerald Heard starts from the inside, pulling individuals 
together into groups. This is a rough way of putting it, 
but you will see what I mean. All of us who are writing 
in this book have our own special points of view-things 
we love and hate and criticise. The more one knows about 
anything, the more different from other people's one's 
point of view becomes. 

You will probably see more-or less what Charles Skepper 
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thinks of the family-the obvious group to which almost 
all of us belong. He criticises it, because he feels that . 
an individual person-you or me or him-can easily be . 
destroyed, be eaten up, by any kind of violent loyalty to 
a group ; any. problem ought ultimately to be decided by 
the individual person's own sense of right and wrong, and 
that may be swamped by the sense of loyalty, whether it 
is to a school, country, religion, or family. And family 
loyalty is especially dangerous, because a family is apt to 
think only of itself, and stick together whether it is right .or 
wrong, and be proud of it I He sees that women have been 
treated very unfairly in the past, and are still being treated 
unfairly ; he sees, too, that it is very bad for children when 
their mothers (or their sisters) are looked on as inferior 
kind of people. He hopes, as I do, that by the time those of 
you who are girls are grown up, you will feel and know 
that you are the equals and friends of men ; different 
perhaps in some ways, but not inferior. 

Charles Skepper also knows that children are often 
made to feel that the only thing that matters is success, 
and that they've got to be successful for the sake of the 
family. That isn't always the family's fault, for all sorts of 
~ther things-newspapers and books and movies, , for 
instance-keep on saying the same thing. But not everyone 
can be successful (as success is counted just now), and those 
in a family who aren't successful are very often made to 
feel miserable. By the time you are old enough to have 
children of your own, the pattern of the family will probably 
not be quite what it is now ; perhaps there will be something 
better, which will let individual people be freer and happier. 
At any rate, Charles Skepper hopes so ! 



THE FAMILY 

F .AM I LIEs of parents and children living· together in 
family life exist in all human societies ; and, in all human 
societies except Soviet Russia, · family life doesn't begin 
until after a marriage ceremony. We have two kinds of 
marriage ceremony-a religious ceremony in church, in 
front of all our invited friends, and a .civil ceremonyt 
which takes place before a registrar in a register office. 
Among }lllcivilised peoples (it is convenient to refer to 
peoples who have no writing as " uncivilised "), sometimes 
the whole ceremony is just a meal taken together in public. 
But others insist on elaborate festivities, including dancing 
and feasting in which everybody takes part. Often there is 
a sham fight between the relatives of the bride and bride
groom. '.fhe natives of the Philippine Islands send the 
bride into the forest with an hour's start. If her suitor finds 
her and returns to the camp before sunset: the couple are 
considered married. Sometimes also the ceremony is a 
long-drawn-out exchange of gifts between the families of 
the bride and bridegroom. 

However fantastic some of these marriage ceremonies 
may appear to us, they all have the same effect. In every 
case, until a man and a woman have become husband and 
wife by going through a marriage ceremony they are not 
allowed to live together. After the ceremony, a husband and 
wife are not allowed to live with anybody else until they 
have gone through another ceremony called divorce •. These 
restrictions can only be understood if we realise that 
marriage is the beginning of family life. 

Human children are born in a helpless state, and so 
have to be looked after by some grown-up person. Their 
mother is the best person to do this. But it is a great 
help to a child if a man as well as a woman is responsible 
for it. The child's father is the most suitable man. The 
link between a child and its mother is easily seen, because 
of pregnancy and childbirth, but there is no obvious link 
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between a child and its father. The sexual act, which is 
the only physical connection between father and child, is 
private. Nine months go by between the sexual act and 
birth. So the simplest thing is not to make a child's father 
responsible for it, but the child's mother's husband, who is 
of course usually the same man. It would not be possible 
to do this unless the mother and father had gone through 
a public marriage ceremony. The responsibility of a mother 
to her child is easy to show. Marriage makes it possible to 
establish the responsibility of a father to his child. More
over, a child's mother and father cannot both look after 
it unless they live together, and this is the chief reason why 
married people have to live with one another and are not 
allowed to live with anybody else. 

The one exception to the rule that married life only· 
begins after a marriage ceremony is Soviet Russia. In 
Soviet Russia _most people register their marriages at a 
marriage office, but the law does not oblige them to-do so. 
How, then, can they fix the responsibility for a child on its 
father ? They do so by insisting that every child must be 
registered within a few days of its birth, and that its 
father's name must appear on its birth certificate. This 
makes it possible to make one man responsible for a child. 
That on~ man can be made to pay whatever is necessary 
to bring up the child. He cannot be made to help look after 
the child, for he and the child's mother need not go on 
living with one another unless they both want to. Just 
as a man and a woman can live together without going 
through a marriage ceremony, so they can stop living 
together without going through a divorce ceremony. It 
looks as though the Russian child were not so well off as 
other children, because, although he is sure to have what 
one might call a "financial father," he may not have a 
father who looks after J¥m iri everyday life. But in Soviet ' 
Russia there are creches and kindergartens and children's 
organisations, and these take the place of a father. It is 
their existence which makes it_possible to remove the rule 
that a father and mother must go on living together. 

Easy divorce has much the same effect as the removal of 
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this rule. And so the Russian example helps us to under
stand how it is that in some societies there is very little 
divorce allowed, while in o~hers divorce is easy. In societies 
where divorce is strict, there are no organisations to look 
after children except the family. Where divorce is easy, 
there are always other ways of looking after children. 

The necessity that a man as well as a woman should be 
responsible for looking after children is thus the reason for 
marriage. The care of children is also one part of family 
life. Our parents feed and clothe and protect us from the 
time we are hom to the time when we begin to earn our 
own livings. Most of us learn special subjects at school, 
but the ordinary and more important knowledge-know
ledge of the dangers of disease, knowledge of the use of 
money, knowledge of the laws and customs of our country 
-we pick up at home from our parents. We also learn at 
home the best way to behave on various occasions. Without 
this knowledge we should not be able to fit into the world. 

The other important part of family life is the security 
that it gives. None of us can stand quite alone in the 
world. We need the companionship of 'other men and 
women, and we need their help when we are in trouble. 
Some of us get this companionship from friends that we 
have met at school, in youth movements or sports clubs or 
in the factory or office where we earn our living, but most _ 
. of us turn to our families for help when we need it. The 
help that we need has nearly always something to do with 
money. When we need help, we therefore become dependent 
upon our family. And so family life, while it gives us 
security, also lessens our independence. 

Although the family of parents and children is found 
everywhere, the extent to which parents are responsible 
for bringing up their children varies in different societies 
and at different times, and so does the extent to which 
men and women are dependent on their family or are 
influenced by family life. 'J,'hat is to say, the family is 
sometimes important and sometimes not so import~t. 
We have to find out why. There seem to be two mam 
reasons that make it important. The first is when there are 
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no groups except the family which can give. companionship 
and protection to a man or woman. The second is when 
things like land and capital, without which it is impossible 
to earn a living, are privately owned. If a man or woman 
cannot get companionship and protection anywhere else, 
they get it from their families. If the means of earning a 
living are privately owned, men and women become 
dependent upon their families because they cannot earn 
their livings without the help of their families. Usually 
this means that they are dependent upon their fathers, 
for they are the persons who own the means of earning a 
living. We will see more in detail by examining several 
different kinds of societies (see also Organisation of Society 
in the Past on different kinds of societies). 

THE SIMPLEST SOCIETIES 

The Andamanese, of the Andaman Islands, in the Indian 
Ocean, are a good example of the simplest kind of un
civilised society. Small groups of twenty to forty live 
together in the forests. The men hunt, and the women 
gather fruits and· berries and grubs-a great delicacy. ' 
Honey from wild bees' nests is another delicacy. There are 
no governments, because everybody knows everybody 
else, and so any problems which may occur can easily be 
settled by remembering what was done on a similar occasion 
before or by finding a commonsense way out. If a more 
important question has to be decided, such as whether a 
group should shift its hunting-ground or whether it should 
join with another group in a dance and feast, the older 
men and women discuss the matter together. Fighting 
between groups sometimes goes on, but it doesn't amount 
to anything like warfare. The enemies lie in ambush for 
each other and make raids on each other's huts, but as the 
weaker party always runs away there are rarely more than 
a few wounds after an encounter. 

Children live with their parents in a separate hut, or 
in a, section of a hut which has been built by the group as 
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a whole. The fruits and berries and honey are eaten by 
each separate family, but the animals killed by the hunters 
are divided up equally among all the members of the group. 
So, even though a father has not been lucky in killing any
thing, his family will get enough to eat. 

As children grow up, they are often exchanged from 
family to family by adoption. We do not know why this 
happens, but its effect is that all the members of the group 
feel that they may at some time become responsible for 
looking after any particular child. When children reach t!J.e 
3aue of nine or ten, they begin to go through a long series 
of trials and ordeals. A child does not become a full member 
of the group until he has gone through these trials and 
ordeals, and so we call them initiation ceremonies. They 
initiate the child into the responsibilities of grown-up life. 

Initiation ceremonies exist among nearly all uncivilised 
peoples. Sometimes they are enduiance tests, like walking 
through fire and tattooing. Often initiates are supposed 
to die and be hom 3aaain. In these cases they are numbed 
by starvation or by drugs and smoke, and then, with loud 
yells or douches of cold water, they are resuscitated and 
told that the great god has brought them back to .life 
again. In one society, the initiates are sewn up in a sack 
full of large and fierce ants. Although suffering acute pain, 
they do their best not to show it, so as to prove that they 
are worthy members of the group. 

The initiation ceremonies of the Andamanese begin by 
several days of fasting and seclusion, during which the 
initiates are not allowed to fall asleep. After that there are 
long periods when certain foods may not be eaten. 

After the first ceremony, the Andamanese boy or girl 
no longer lives with his or her parents, but moves into the 
bachelors' or spinsters' hut (sj>insters' huts do not always 
exist), and remains there until he or she gets married and 
occupies a separate hut. From this time on, the children
or men and women, as they are now-have very little to do 
with their parents. Their success in life depends upon their 
own skill and character and upon the fortunes of the group. 
Their friends and companions are just as likely to be any 
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other men and women in the group as they are to be 
members of their own family •. They are not dependent upon 
their families, because everybody is free to gather the 
fruits and berries that they can, and everybody gets a 
share of the animals killed by the hunters. As the Andam
anese live so simply, there is little private property, be
cause there is nothing of value that can be stored up. Fo9d 
is the most valuable thing, and that can't be accumulated 
because it goes bad. That also is why the animals killed 
by the hunters are evenly divided up, for otherwise each 
separate family would probably have nothing to eat on 
some days and far too much on others. As the ways of 
earning a living are so simple, and are available to every
body, children do not need the help of their parents, and 
parents cannot demand anything of their children in return 
for the help that they give. 1\Ien and women are not 
dependent upon their families,. either for companionship, 
protection, or for the means of earning a living. · 

CLAN SOCIETIES 

These societies are larger. They may have anything from 
a hundred to five hundred members. The North American 
Indians before the white people went to America were 
Clan Societies. 1\Iany of the peoples who live on the muddly 
mass of islands which lie between Asia and Australia have 
clans. Clan Societies usually live by cultivating crops in a 
very simple way-more like gardening than like farming 
as we know it. Within each society there are two or more 
clans. Hence the name. A clan is a group of people who feel 
obliged to help each other, and usually believe that they 
are all descended from a common ancestor. Each clan has 
a name, often that of an animal or plant, such as the 
Cockatoo Clan, the Elk Clan, the Wolf Clan, and so on 
(see History of IdeM on Totemism, p. 480. Totem Clans are 
one kind of clan. Also Fig. 76: hawk-god and cat-goddess). 

1\len and women never marry a member of their own 
clan. A child's father and mother therefore belong to 
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different clans, and, as it cannot be a member of two clans 
at the same time, it becomes either a member of its mother's 
clan or of its father's clan. The result of this is that family 
ties and clan ties may conflict. A member of such a society, 
for example, who belongs to the Porcupine Clan because 
his mother belonged to the Porcupine Clan, and whose 
father belongs to the Mango Clan, will think of his mother's 
mother (who is a Porcupine) as a relative, but not of his 
father's mother (who is a Mango). He may hardly recognise 
hisown father as a relative, because his father is a Mango, 
whereas he himse1f is a Porcupine. This does not mean that 
there are not families of parents and children. It does 
mean that the clari as well as the family is to some extent 
responsible for a child. After initiation, which is carried 
out by members of their clan, men and women have very 
little to do. with their families. Their clans help them in 
time of need, and protect them if they are threatened by 
anyone outside the clan. Their first duty is . towards the 
members of their clan. 

Just as in the Simplest Societies, the means of earning a 
living are there for anyone to use. There is plenty of land 
for growing crops, so nobody bothers much about its 
ownership. Food is the only other valuable thing, and that, 
we have seen, cannot be important as property, because it 
goes bad. There are no central Governments to which men 
and women might turn for protection, but the clan gives 
this protection. The clan also gives companionship to its 
members. Men and women are not dependent upon their 
families either for protection, for companionship, or for the 
means of earning a living, and so the family is not im~ 
portant. 

LARGER UNCIVILISED SOCJ;ETIES 

These are more like nations as we know them, but not 
nearly so big. The best examples are in Africa-Dahomey, 
for instance. One of the things that distinguishes these 
societies from Clan Societies and from the Simplest Societies 
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is that they are warlike. They not only fight a lot, but. they 
have armies and military organisation. They also have 
central Governments. The head of the Government is 
usually a king, but the real rulers are nearly always a 
group of wealthy people or a set of priests who use the king 
as a puppet. . · 

Property is important. There are more people, so there is 
less land for farming. Those that possess it stick to it. 
Slavery often exists, and this means that slaves can be 
owned as property. And then there is a money system, so 
that only those who have money are able to get control of 
the means of earning a living. There are no clans. 1\fen 
and women spend their everyday life in the family circle. 
Their duties towards othel' people and other people's duties 
towards them are determined by membership of a family. 
The bringing up and education of children is entirely 
carried out by the family. 1\fen and women are very de
pendent on their families. They cannot earn their livings 
without the help of their families, because without land, or 
the money to buy land, they have nothing to work on. 
Moreover, cultivating the land is not'· a simple kind of 
gardening, as in the Clan Societies. It means owning ploughs 
and other tools, and cattle to draw the ploughs, and also 
slaves to do the work. These again cannot be got without 
money. 

Only a family can give companionship and protection. 
One might suppose that the central Government would 
protect its subjects by enforcing laws. It doesn't. All it 
worries about is taxes and getting men for its army. The 
private lives and needs of its subjects are not its concern. 
It only interferes by supporting the authority of the head 
of the family, because he can be made to act as its agent 
in collecting taxes and in providing it with young men for 
its army. 

Under these conditions, where family life is often hard, 
one would expect men and women to form groups, both for 
the sake of companionship and to protect their interests. 
Perhaps they do so, but the Government very soon sup
presses them, because it is afraid that they might become 
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· rivals to it. In England in the tenth century, when con-· 
ditions were very much like these, this happened. 

So, in this kind of society, the family is important, 
because men and women are dependent upon it for the 
means of earning their living, and because there are no' 
other groups which can give them companionship and 
protection. 

PASTORAL SOCIETIES 

Pastoral Societies, like those of many Arabs, keep flocks 
and herds of cattle and horses, or sometimes camels and 
sheep. They seldom have fixed homes, since they have to 
follow their flocks to find new pasturage. Families are big 
because theY: include, not only the father and his wife, or 
more often wives, but also married sons and daughters, with 
their children, and often a few slaves too. A large family 
like this lives by itself, looking after its herds. A number of 
families make up a tribe under the leadership of a chief, 
but the chief has very little power to interfere in the lives 
of the separate families except when the tribe goes to war 
with another tribe. Even then his authority is not much 
greater than th::t! of any of the heads of the families. 

Property is important, because all the flocks are owned by 
the heads of the families, and it is impossible to live unless 
one possesses at least a horse and a few cattle or sheep. 
Here again, then, family ties are very strong, because there 
is no one else that' a man or woman .can turn to for pro
tection, and because th~ means of earning a living are owned 
by the heads of the families. Men and women are, in fact, 
so dependent on their fathers that we call this kind of 
family by a special name-the Patriarchal Family. 

THE PATRIARCHAL FAMILY 

The Patriarchal Family, then, is a family where the 
authority of the father over his children and over his wife 
or wives is extreme. The Patriarchal Family does not only 
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happen in Pastoral Societies. 1\lany Larger Uncivilised 
Societies also have it. The' uncivilised Teutons of early 
Europe had it. The Hebrews of the Old _Testament in the 
Bible had it. 

"Children are not very well off in most Patriarchal Fam
ilies. They are harshly and even savagely treated. Often 
they are not allowed to talk or to sit down in their father's 
presence. They must obey their fathers without murmur 
or hesitation, and it makes no difference whether their 
father's command is sensible or not. In the Simplest 
Societies and in the Clan Societies children are not treated 
in this way. Earnest travellers who visit the Simplest 
Societies and the Clan Societies report that they are 
shocked by the impudent· and disrespectful behaviour of 
children towards their parents. We can state it as a general 
rule that where the family is not important, parents are 
indulgent to their children. 

The slave-like treatment of children in the Patriarchal 
Family does not end when they grow up. Children live 
with their father as long as he is alive, and even when they 
are men and women of forty and fifty they go on obeying 
the commands of their father~ without the slightest hope 
of escaping from this subjectiort. The father can force his 
children to marry as he pleases. He often is allowed to sell 
his children and his wife as slaves if he so wishes •. In the 
Fiji Islands, at one time, a musket was a good price for a 
wife. The uncivilised Teutons sold their children as slaves. 
The uncivilised Romans could even kill their wives or 
children on very little provocation. 

The Patriarchal Family is therefore the most extreme 
example of the importance of the family. The ·conditions 
that produce it are the same as those that lead to the 
importance of the family generally: (1) the absence in a 
society of any other group than the family from which men 
and women could get companionship and protection ; 
and (2) the private ownership of the means of earning a 
living. But something must be added, namely, the tendency 
of all those who have power to exploit those who haven't 
power, to use their power to their own advantage at the 
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expense of others. The patriarchal father controls the family 
wealth and the means of earning a living. This control 
gives him power, and, as always happens, power leads to 
the abuse of that power-that is to say, " exploitation " 
of the family by the father. Once this starts happening, 
it is very difficult to stop it, because the people who would 
want to are just the people who can't, because they have 
no power or independence of their own .. 

Many Patriarchal Families are also polygamous, so this 
is a good place to say som~thing about polygamy. 

POLYGAMY 

In polygamous societies, instead of one man marrying 
one woman, one man marries several women. In a few 
societies (Thibet is one of them), one woman marries several 
men. This is called polyandry. Polygamy does not alter the 
effects of the marriage ceremony or change married life. 
Married people still have to live together, and the marriage 
ceremony still makes it possible to point to one man and 
hold him responsible for a child. The most extreme form of 
polygamy was that of King l\Itessa of Uganda, who is said 
to have had 7,000 wives. The King of Ashanti was allowed 
a maximum of 3,333. Polygamy is most frequent in the 
Larger Uncivilised Societies and in the Pastoral Societies, 
but it is often allowed in the Simplest Societies and in the 
Clan Societies. Usually most of the population cannot 
afford more than one wife, and only the rich have more. 
Chiefs very often are polygamous when the rest of the 
population is not. Their polygamy is a way of showing 
their privileged position, and of proving the power and 
wealth that they possess. This is the cause of most poly
gamy. Where, for one reason or another, there are more 
women than men, polygamy is necessary, for otherwise 
many of the women would never have any sex life or any 
children. Sometimes, where constant fighting kills off more 
men than women, nearly every man has several wives. But 
where there are about as many men as there are women, 
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the polygamy of some men makes others into unwilling 
bachelors. The men who are able to obtain many wives 
thereby show that they have been successful. The posses
sion of a large harem is a sign of riches and power. 

Where polygamy is the result of the unequal numbers of 
the sexes it is quite natural, and only seems strange to us 
because we have been monogamous for so long. Where it 
is a result of the unequal division of wealth, it is a kind 
of ostentation by those men who possess property and 
privileges. 

·Women's position is usually worse in polygamous 
societies than in monogamous societies, but it would oe a 
mistake to say that polygamy is the cause of the bad 
position of women. They are often just as'badly treated in 
monogamous societies. We must dig down farther to find 
the reason why women are not treated equally with men. 

POSITION OF WOMEN 

The patriarchal father could sell his wife into slavery. 
Even in the Simplest Societies and in the Clan Societies, 
women are not usually in such a good position as men. 
When we think of it, this inferior position of women is a 
very extraordinary fact. It becomes still more extraordinary 
when we think further and realise that we ourselves do not 
consider women to be as good as men, and that we do not 
give girls and women the same advantages as we give to 
boys and men. The unequal treatment of women cannot be 
due to their natural inferiority. They are obviously not in
ferior. Many women are more intelligent than men, in the 
same way as some men are more intelligent than others. 
llfany women are physically stronger than the majority of 
men. And if we should still doubt what is so easy to see, we 
cannot doubt that in some societies women are in a better 
position than men, and men are badly treated, for that is a 
fact. In a few Clan Societies, women treat their husbands as 
slaves or servant-boys. Women manage the affairs of the 
society. Women do the most important work. Women have 
privileges which men don't have. 
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A supposed natural inferiority of women is therefore no 
explanation of their inferior position. It has an element of 
truth in it, though, for if women are deprived of the ad
vantages which men enjoy, they cannot develop the skill 
or the intelligence which men are able to develop. They 
begin to lookjnferior and to feel inferior, and if for this 
reason they are deprived of still more advantages, they 
will appear still more unintelligent. In the end they will be 
reduced to a state when they are incapable of managing 
anything, and so can be trusted with nothing. Prob~bly 
this has often happened in societies. · 

But what is the explanation ? It must lie in social con
ditions. A careful study of the social conditions where 
women are well'treated and where they are badly treated 
shows that they are badly treated in wru·like societies. 
The· Andamanese have nothing approaching to war, and 
Andamanese women enjoy nearly equal rights with men. 
They take part in the discussions which are held to decide 
the policy of the group. Clan Societies are peaceful, and the 
position of women in Clan Societies is nearly always as 
good as that of men, and sometimes better. The Larger 
Uncivilised Societies and the Pastoral Societies are warlike. 
Here the position of women is bad. 

Why should war influence the position of women un
favourably? Not because they can't fight as well as men. 
That women are perfectly able to fight is shown by the 
lusty way in which some uncivilised women do fight. The 
King of Dahomey, in Africa, had an army corps of women 
who were so bloodthirsty and so disciplined that they won 
him many battles. The reason seems to be that fighting 
and army life interfere with pregnancy and the care of 
children. Children have got to be born and children have got 
to be looked after if society is to go on. Only women can 
bear children, and, where there is no organised system of 
looking after them, women must do that too. 'Vomen 
therefore must not take part in fighting, but since they 
are well able, and in many cases anxious, to do so, they 
must be excluded from the military organisation, and the 
way to do this is t~ deprive them of the right of taking 
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part in government. For it is the Government that controls 
the army. Moreover, in larger societies, government is a 
full-time job. Taking part in government would Rlso inter
fere with pregnancy and suckling and the care of children. 
The Andamanese women discuss the important affairs of the 
group with the men. Often, indeed, it is they who settle 
whether a feud shall go on or peace be made. Women 
manage the affairs of Clan Societies. But in larger societies 
women are excluded from government. 

Thus women are in a bad position in warlike societies, 
_and the reason is that they are excluded from the Govern
ment and from the army because government or military 
life would prevent them from looking after children. 

Then, again, women are badly treated. in the societies 
where they do not· produce so much as men. In the 
Simplest Societies, the women gather fruits and berries 
but they do not hunt. Men therefore contribute more than 
women. In Clan Societies, the gardening work is not stren
uous and women contribute as much as men. They are in 
a better position ,that in the Simplest Soc~eties. In the 
Larger Uncivilised Societies, the farming work is very 
heavy. Women do not take part in it to any great extent, 
and their position is bad. The work in Pastoral Societies 
involves being in the saddle from morning to evening. 
Only men do this work, and women are in a very bad 
position. And so women's position is better when they d,o 
important and useful work. The reason is the same as in 
the case of military life. Where the work, such as gathering 
or gardening, does not interfere with pregnancy, suckling, 
and looking after children, women take part in it. Where 
the work is heavy and arduous, they do not. Not because 
they can't do so, but because, if they did, children would 
be neglected and probably fewer children.· would be born. 
The way of preventing them from doing so is to keep the 
-ownership of the lands and the flocks in the men's hands. 
Ownership means control, and so not 'only are women 
excluded from the control, and therefore from the work. 
but the control gives the men power over the women and 
this power is bound to be misused. 
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The third condition unfa~-ourable to women is the im
portance of the family. The reason is clear. lThere -the 
family is important, there is nobody else to look after 
chil~ and it becomes all the more necessary that women 
should be deprived of rights in order to make them speci
alise in this task. The inferior position of women is there
fore due to the fact that they alone can bear and suckle 
childre~ and is closely conneCted with family life.. 

SU]IllARY 

This is a good place to make a summary of the conclu
sions that we ha~e got from looking at uncirilised. societies. 
The first is that m~at; whether polygamous or mono
gamous. is a way of making men as well as women respon
sible for looking after children. The second is that the bad 
position of women is due to the necessity that children 
should be born and cared for. lThere the family is im
portant, marriage is likely to be stricter and the position of 
women worse, because there is no other way Of b~oing up 
children. This leads to the fourth conclusio~ that the 
family is important when private property means a lot to 
men and women and when there are no other groups of 
people iri a society which could give companionship and 
protection or which could look after children..! fifth con
clusion is that. when no groups of this kind exist, and where 
private property is very important, the family often be
comes a Patriarchal Family, because those who have power 
nearly always abuse their power. 

THE EARLY CIVILISATIONS 

In the civilisations of the past. the civilisations of Egypt, 
Babylonia, India, China, G~ the family was nearly 
always important, and very often it was patriarchal. 

In Babylonia at one time a father could sell his sons or 
daughters into slavery for a maximum of three years to 
pay off his debts. Children had to obtain their father's 
consent before marrying. W' omen were very much under the 
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authority of their husbands and fathers, but they had con
siderable freedom when dealing with other people. A woman 
could conduct a business and she could own property. 
On the whole, Babylonia was probably not a bad kind of 
society for women to live in. 

In Egypt, also, women had a better position than might 
be expected. They·too could own property, and bequeath 
it as they liked. Egyptian queens often had a great influ
ence in the affairs of the country. 

For one short time in India, women enjoyed equality 
with men. That was under the influence of the first Bud
dhist religion. It did not last long. Most of the time a woman 
passed from the absolute control of her fatheJ,' into the 
absolute control of her husband. However vicious and 
worthless a husband might be, yet he must be constantly 
worshipped as a god by a faithful wife. A wife was believed 
to be so much part and parcel of her husband that when he 
died she became of no account. If she did not voluntarily 
kill herself at his grave, she was expected to devote the 
whole of the rest of her life to his memory. She was not 
allowed even to mention the name of another man after her 
husband had died. Manu, an Indian lawgiver, said, " In 
childhood a female must be subject to her father, in youth 
to her husband, and when her lord is dead to her sons ; a 
woman must never be independent." 

The Chinese father had great power over his children. 
Children had nothing to do with getting married. They 
waited for the orders of their father, and often bridal 
couples met for {he first time on their wedding day. Chil
dren felt it their duty to serve their fathers hand and foot. 
There was a great religious worship of ancestors, and this 
became a worship of the head of the family. Sons were not 
allowed to leave home without their father's permission. 
A father could sell his children in case of necessity. Chinese 
women were in a very inferior position. When young they 
had to obey their fathers, when married their husbands, 
and when widowed their sons. A Chinese husband could 
beat his wife, but if she raised her· hand against him she 
received a hundred strokes. 

Ro 
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In the early days of Greece a father might sell his 
daughter, but as time went by the position of women im
proved. They never became anything like the equals of 
men. They were confined to their homes. They did not, 
except in Sparta, and very occasionally in some of the 
aristocratic states, play any part in public affairs. They 
received very little education, and so ·could not become 
companions for cultured zn'en. The wonderful Greek civilis
ation is a civilisation of men, to which women contributed 
very little, because they did not get the same education. 

The reason why the position of women was bad ~nd the 
fa~ily important in the early civilisations is much the 
sarite as in the case of the Larger Uncivilised Societies. 
Private property and money were the chief ways by which 
people's behaviour to one another was settled. The Govern
ments could not protect individual men or women very 
effectively. And so men and women were dependent on 
their families. Men had power because they controlled 
property and because these societies were very warlike, and 
they abused this power. 

ROMAN TIMES 

From the beginning of Rome up to now things happen in 
one continuous stream. Each event is linked to the one 
that went before. Rome is part of our own history. In its 
beginnings, Rome was much like one of the early civilisa
tions. The family was patriarchal. Ron\an fathers were 
allowed to kill their children for very small offences. 
Marriage was monogamous, and no divorce was allowed. 
As we should expect, the position of women was bad. 
As time went by the authority of the father weakened. 
The main reason for this was that gradually the central 
Government invented better and better ways of managing 
the affairs of the .empire, and was able to interfere with, 
and influence, the private lives of Roman citizens to a 
much greater extent. It interfered to lessen the brutal 
authority of the patriarchal father, and its increasing 
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influence made it a body to which men and women 
could turn for protection and security. In this way the 
growth of the State or Government lessened the impor
tance of the family. And as the authority of the father 
weakened, so did the position of Roman women improve. 
The way this came about is curious. In early Roman mar
riage, women passed out of the power of their fathers into 
the power of their husbands. As the family grew less 
important; a kind of marriage began by which the wife 
remained in the power of her father and did not pass into · 
the power of her. husband. The result, since the power of 
the father had declined, was that the later Roman matrons 
enjoyed a great deal of freedom. At the same time divorce 
appeared, and gradually became more and more frequent. 
By the end of the Roman Empire, men and women de
pended much more upon the State than they did upon 
their families. Marriage was not strict, because divorce 
was easy and women were in a very favourable position. 

THE MIDDLE AGES 

As the Roman Empire broke up, all this was altered. 
Deprived of the protection of the central Government, 
people turned to their families, and family life was strength
ened •. The Teuton patriarchal family, which was decaying 
under the influence of Rome, revived. Women sank into 
subjection again, and children again trem~led before their 
terrible fathers. But, in the troubled times of robbery and 
plunder which we call the Dark Ages, many families were 
not strong enough to defend themselves. They were obliged 
to become serfs on a feudal manor in return for the pro
tection that the feudal lord could give them. Feudalism 
weakened family bonds. Serfs were sold by their masters 
to other masters. Sometimes care was taken not to separate 
parents and children, but not often. Serf families mi~ht be 
divided between his heirs when a feudal lord died. In many 
cases the lord had the right to marry his serfs to whomever 
he chose. When serfs belonging to different manors married, 
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their masters usually agreed to share the children, and so 
broke up the family. To sum up, a serf was much more 
dependent upon the manor to which he belonged than he 
was upon his family. 

Apart from feudalism, the chief influence in Europe 
during the Middle Ages was that of the Roman Catholic 
Church~ The Church took on a lot of ideas from Rome. It 
protested against the sale of wives and against the sale of 
children into slavery. Moreover, the Church was more 
interested in saving people's souls than in fan~ily life. It 
did not attack the family, but it made loyalty to religion 
more important than loyalty to one's family. 

The Church believed that men and women should love 
God, and that if they loved one another, it interfered with 
that. So it was said by those in authority in the Church that 
it was sinful for men and women to be lovers, and celibacy 
(not marrying) was better than marriage. There was 
supposed to be something wrong about se(IJ (being an adult, 
functioning man or woman), and especially about being a 
woman ; women were made to feel ashamed of themselves 
just because they were women. There are remains of this 
still in various ideas and customs, even in "civilised" 
countries: 

According to the Church, men and women who did not 
·marry, but went out of the hard world and became priests 
or monks and nuns, were supposed to be better than those 
who married and had children. This was bound to make 
people think less well of family life, although the Church 
never actually attacked the family as a system. It also had 
an important effect on marriage. It was impossible to stop 
ordinary men and women from falling in love with one 
another and wanting their full sex satisfaction, so this was 
allowed between married people. " It is better to marry 
than to burn/' was one of the well-known sayings of the 
Middle Ages. But the Church wanted to control even 
marriage, and declared that it was a sacred thing: when it 
felt that its influence was sufficiently strong, it insisted on a 
religious ceremony for marriage. And, because it wanted to 
be as strict as possible about human-" profane "-love, 
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the Church set its face resolutely against polygamy, and 
enforced monogamy. It also refused to allow divorce, with 
permission to remarry. 

The position of women was curiously affected by this 
belief in the sinfulness of sex. Women were regarded as 
the root of all evil. This outcome can only be understood 
when we realise that men, and not women, were the 
thinkers, the rulers, and the lawgivers· of Middle Age 
Europe. The idea that women were evil, hard though it is 
to believe it, was strengthened by pointing to the story of 
the creation of the world in the Book of Genesis, in which 
Eve introduces sin into the world by eating an apple. 
When women carried such a burden of sin, we are not 
surprised to read that " A good woman is like one eel put 
in a bag amongst five hundred snakes, and if a man should 
have the luck to grope out that one eel from all the snakes, 
yet he hath at best but a wet eel by the tail." 

The Catholic Church influenced the position of women 
in another way, and this time favourably. The Church 
started numerous convents. A woman of gifts might rise 
to be the head of a convent, or several convents. She 
would be respected and consulted. Women had a better 
chance of a career this way than they have had since until 
the twentieth century. And, besides, if a girl was badly 
treated at home, she could threaten to go away to a 
convent. The same applied to men with monasteries. And 
so convents and monasteries weakened the family. Enter
ing a monastery or a convent was a way in which sons and 
daughters could escape from the authority of their fathers 
and free themselves from dependence upon family wealth. 

In spite of the combined influence of feudalism and 
the Church, family authority nevertheless remained strong. 
There was a husband whose wife had disobeyed him. He 
rode into town and commissioned a surgeon to heal two 
broken legs, rode home again, and broke both his wife's 
legs. The serf family, we have seen, was not important. The 
upper-class family was more important. Children, it is true, 
were sent away from their parents and parked out as pages 
and ladies-in-waiting. About the year 1200, laws were 
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passed which forced a father to leave all his land (the most 
important kind of wealth) to his eldest son. Where the 
younger sons could find a profession in military adventure 
or enter a monastery, this weakened the family. But the 
control of parents over their children was very great. 
Child marriages were the rule, the age of consent (that is to 
say, the age at which you are supposed to be able to know 
whether you want to marry another person or not) being 
fixed at seven, " at which time infancy endeth for both 
sexes." This meant that parents arranged m~rriages for 
their children when they were very young, and children . 
therefore had no choice as to the person they married. Sir 
William Plumpton arranged marriages for his grand
daughters when the elder was only four l There was very 
little praise of family life, however, and no emphasis on 
the value of the family. 

THE PROTESTANT FAMILY 

When we come to the sixteenth and seve:g.teent.h cen
turies, family life is strongly influenced by the Protestant 
Churches. The Protestant Churches drew many of their 
ideals from the Old Testament. As some of the Hebrews 
were polygamous, a few Protestant sects allowed and 
practised polygamy. The advanced sects also argued that 
marriage was not a religious affair. In many of the American 
States, religious marriage was prohibited by law. Some of 
the sects went further, and said that marriage was a plirely 
private matter for the two people concerned. They en
couraged marriage by consent, without a ceremony of any 
kind. They also argued that divorce should be easy. Prob
ably many of these ideas were held chiefly because they 
were the exact opposite of what the Catholic Church had 
taught. However that may be, the main body of the 
Protestant Churches, both in England and in America, 
soon fell back into line with the teachings of the Catholic 
Church. Polygamy was gradually stamped out, although it 
persisted among the Mormons in America until 1890. 
Divorce was made more difficult, and in England it became 
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unobtainable. Because marriage by consent led to so many 
confusions, since it was impossible to fix the responsibility 
of a father, the Governments in England and America 
made civil marriage compulsory. In England the first Civil 
Marriage Act did not work, but the Churches were strong 
enough to make nearly everybody go through a religious 
marriage. It was only much later in the eighteenth century 
that an effective civil marriage law was passed. In America, 
because religious marriage had been prohibited, more 
attention was paid to civil marriage, and, as the views of 
the Churches became less extreme, little by little religious
marriage was allowed. The final result was the same in the 
two countries. Both civil and religious marriages were 
allowed, but marriage by consent was prohibited. Scotland 
and some American States are exceptions. Even now 
marriage by consent is allowed in these places. 

In one matter the Protestant Churches never adopted 
the Catholic viewpoint. They never believed that celibacy 
was better than marriage. There were no more monks and 
nuns in Protestant countries. Marriage became an " hon
ourable " state, and people began to stop thinking of 
women as evil and full of sin. But if in this respect the 
influence of the Protestant Churches was favourable to 
women, the general effect of Protestant teachings was to 
rivet women to the family to serve their fathers and hus
bands in subjection. The reason for this is that the Protes
tant attempted to shape family life according to the model 
of the patriarchal Old Testament family. 

Protestant writers paid a great deal of attention to the 
family. Luther spoke of the family as " the first regiment 
out of which all regiments have their being." Bunyan 
believed that " the fruits of true Christianity flow from a 
proper fulfilment of duties between husband and wife, 
parents and children." Calvin argued that "those who 
violate the parental authority by contempt or rebellion 
are not men, but monsters. Therefore the Lord commands 
all those who are disobedient to their parents to be put to 
death." In one of the American States, where there were 
many followers of Calvin, a law was passed to this effect, 
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but there is no known case when the death-penalty was 
exacted ! / ' · 

The life of a middle-class Protestant was passed within. 
his family circle. In· England the way he earned his living 
was entirely settled by his family. This is not so true of 
America, because there was plenty of free land available 
for those who wanted to farm it. The whole upbringing 
and education of children was carried out by the family. 
Protestants did send their children to schools, but reluct
antly, and they preferred day-schools to boarding-schools. 
The family became a r,eligious centre. Prot~stants trans-, 
formed daily family life into a prolonged Church service, 
with morning, midday, and evening prayers. Whenever an 
occasion could be found that did not interfere with work, 
Protestant families sang psalms. On Sundays, the whole 
family went to church and the afternoon was spent in 
family discussion of the sermon. The first words that 
children were · taught were God, faith, love. As soon as 
they could put sentences together, they learnt, "All 
men are brothers," "God alone can save me," and so on. 
Great stress was laid on the authority of the father as the 
representative of God, and the duty of wives and children 
to serve the father in subjection. 

Parents were told to choose husbands and wives for 
their children, for, if the children chose themselves, they 
would be guided by their senses, and that was the same as 
being guided by the devil. If children did choose them
selves, their choice had to be approved by their parents. 
They were never allowed to marry without their parents' 
consent, or against their parents' wishes. · 

Providing their religious beliefs were satisfied, the early 
Protestants were kindly people, but their treatment of 
small children was unbelievably harsh. Punishment was 
thought to be as necessary for children as eating and 
drinking. This was due to an unfortunate belief in original 
sin (the idea that babies were born wicked, and that 
parents had to get it 'out of them somehow). Bunyan, 
although he himself was a kind and indulgent father, bids 
parents remember that children 'are cursed creatures. 
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The reasons that led to this extreme importance of 
the Protest~t middle class family are not difficult to find. 
Feudalism had dissolved, leaving in its place a very weak 
central State, which could not do· much to interfere in 
the private lives of men and women or to protect them. The 
middle class were merchants and traders, and so money, the 
middle class way of earning a living, was controlled· by 
the family. The ground was therefore favourable for the 
growth of the Protestant ideal of a strong family. 

In England the upper and lower classes were not affected 
by Protestantism. The upper classes became more and more 
absorbed in "society life." The people they met daily were 
not so much members of their families as members of the 
wider circle of their own class. Class loyalty made an 
individual independent of his family. He could obtain 
help and protection because he was a member of the upper 
classes. The upper classes did not look after, or bring up, 
their children themselves. Children were sent away to wet 
nurses as soon as they were born, and when they were six 
or seven they went to boarding-schools. The general upper 
. class attitude towards family life was one of disdain, only 
slightly lessened by pride of birth. 

We unfortunately know very little of the daily lives of 
the poor. The apprenticeship system was widespread, and 
this means that children moved from their families, some
times as young as three or four, into the circle of a work
shop. Probably many apprentices forgot their families, 
and carved their way into life without any help from them. 
When we read how completely domestic servants in Prot
estant families were taken into the family circle, how the 
head of the family was exhorted to look after them and to 
rule them for their good, we realise that they can have had 
very little to do with their own families. 1\loreover, the 
State was growing in importance, and the poor were the 
first to feel the effect of the State on their daily lives, both 
when it .meant oppression and when it meant protection 
(see Organisation of Society in the Past, p. 582). 

During the nineteenth and twentieth centuries t~e 
family has declined in importance both in England and m 
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America. Divorce has become easier, and the position of 
women has improved very greatly. In the realm of ideas the
main cause of this change has been a wide sweep of thought 
called individualism. The central idea of individualism is 
that a country, a school, a family, or any other group of 
people consists of individual men and women. Put this 
way, it is hard to believe that anybody ever held a contrary 
view. But even now we commonly talk of the" good of the 
country," the "good of the school," or the "good of the 
family," and ask ourselves only whether suggested changes 
are or are not good for the school, or for the country, or 
for the family, without troubling to ask whether they are 
good for the individuals who make up the school, the 
country, or the family. When we grasp the principle of . 
individualism, we realise that its growth led to a tremend
ous change in people's ways of looking at things. It meant 
that right and wrong came to be judged acco_rding to how 
they affected individuals, and not according to whether 
they fitted into accepted ideas of what a Government, a 
Church, or a family ought to be. Individualism was there
fore a strong weapon with which to attack the absolute . 
authority of kings and Churches. It was bound to weaken 
the authority of the family also. An eighteenth-century 
writer argued that it was absurd for men " to contend for 
and practise that arbitrary dominion in their families 
that they abhor and exclaim against in the State," and 
added that " if absolute sovereignty be not necessary in a 
State, how comes it to be so in a family ? " Individualism 
improved the position of women because, once people 
accepted the view that the goal of their efforts should be 
the good of individuals, it was impossible not to agree 
that women were individuals as well as men, or to deny 
that they had a right to equal treatment. In fact, during 
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries women .have 
obtained equality with men in the two most vital rights of 
our society, the right to have property of their own and 
the right to take part in government. 

The idea that people should marry for love is connected 
with individualism. Before the nineteenth century, people 
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had married for money or for family reasons. A bride and 
a bridegroom were only in love with each other if by a 
lucky chance they happened to fall in love with the person 
whom they we,:e going to marry for other reasons. Parents 
usually arranged these business marriages. Parents cannot 
arrange whb their children shall fall in love with, and so 
the idea that people should marry for love weakened the 
influence of parents and the importance of the family, 
because it meant that men and. women chose their own 
wives and husbands. 

We cannot, however, explain either the improvement in 
the position of women or the decline in the importance of 
the family solely by individualism. Social conditions 
changed rapidly during ·the nineteenth century. Mass 
production in factories took the place of home industries. 
Children were no longer dependent upon their families, 
because they could get jobs in large businesses or factories. 
As division of labour increased there were many more 
jobs for women that did not interfere at all seriously 
with the care of children. War and military organisa
tion played a smaller part in everyday life, and for this 
reason also the position of women improved. The State 
grew stronger and stronger. Its laws were enforced in the 
remotest parts of the co~try. Men and women could count 
on the protection of the law, and found the protection of 
their families less necessary. The State provided free 
education, and so took one of its most important tasks 
away from the family. And, as the State grew, so did· 
patriotism, which holds up a loyalty which is different 
from family loyalty and may be opposed to it. Other 
groups, like trade unions, clubs, youth movements, gave 
men and women companionship outside the family circle. 
Various charities, such as free hospitals or children's 
holiday funds, had the same effect of making the individual 
less dependent upon his family. The starting of creches, 
nursery schools, child guidance clinics, hastened the decline 
of family life, and made it possible for married as well as 
unmarried women to take their full share in the wider life 
of society. 
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CONCLUSION 

Thus we see the family as one among many various ways 
in which men and women are grouped in social life. Where 
private property leads to the control of the means of 
earning a living, the family group is stronger because men 
and women are dependent upon their families. Where there 
are' no other groups from which men and women can get 
protection, the family is also stronger. Marriage and the. 
inferior position of women are due to the choice of the 
family group as the means of caring for children. Marriage 
laws and the unequal treatment of women are therefore , 
only likely to disappear if and when we devise other means of 
bringing up children which will do the job as well as the . 
family does. Even if marriage laws disappeared and the 
responsibility· of parents for their children became un
necessary, and if children were no longer dependent on 
their parents, family life would probably continue. But 
it would continue because parents and children liked to 
live together, not because laws, or their dependence upon 
one another, obliged them to live together. 
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l\1 A R G A R E T C o L E was Margaret Postgate, a classical 
scholar. She married an historian and writer on economics, 
G. D. H. Cole, and when they are doing nothing else 
(which is rare, because they are both extremely busy 
people) they write detective stories and sometimes put in 
their friends. I am hoping that some day they will put me 
in. They have also got three children, Jane, Anne, and 
Humphrey. She has the historian's mind-that is to say, 
she gets excited about the way things have happened, 
and how the present state of the world has come about 
because of what our ancestors thought and did. She likes 
thinking about people, not only individual people, but 
whole classes of people, and she sees how these classes and 
groups of people hold together and have held together in the 
past. She sees how one group of people have oppressed 
others in the old days, and how different groups oppress 
one another and hate one another still. She gets very angry 
about this, but, because she is a real historian, she tries to be 
absolutely fair. 



THE ORGANISATION OF SOCIETY 
IN THE PAST 

T HE TITLE of this chapter 'may sound difficult, but 
all that it means is that in it we are going to study the way 
in which communities of people lived together in past ages, 
in particular how they worked together, what their laws 
were like, and what arrangements they made for getting 
jobs done which are necessary but which everybody does· 
not want to do for himself. In our own society of England, 
and in societies which are like England, such as Germany 
and the United States of America, there are a great many 
such jobs. We want the streets cleaned, for example; but 
it would be a great waste of time if every householder 
cleaned his bit of street for himself. So we arrange for a 
body called the town council or the county council to send 
dust-carts and street-cleaners to do it for us. Or we want 
some goods, say coal or boots or strawberries, which are 
made or grown in a different part of England. We do not 
want to waste time each fetching our own, so we use the 
railways, or the post office, to fetch the goods for us and for 
anybody else who may happen to want them. Bodies of this 
kind are called " social institutions " by those who write 
about society. 

Our English society leads a very complicated life, and has 
a great many social institutions. One of the reasons for 
learning history is to understand how our own society has 
grown up, how men used to live in England in the past, and 
how they have come to live so differently now. It will also 
help us to understand how other people than ourselves live 
at the present time, which is enormously important if 
we are to play our part in running the world aright. We are, 
all of us, much too ready to think that the way in which we 
live, at the moment, is all that matters, and to forget that 
there are millions of people, not only in Europe, but in 
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places like India, China, and Africa, who do not live in at 
all the same way-who live, in fact, much more like many 
people lived in ancient times than like modern Englishmen. 
Reading history intelligently will help us to understand 
what they are like and how we can get on With them. 

KINDS OF SOCIETY 

In all communities-whether they are as tiny as a city
state of ancient Greece {which might have ten thousand 
people) .or as huge as the Roman Empire or the United 

. States of America (which has over a hundred million)
the most important thing is the way in which the people 
in the community, as a whole, get their living. The people. 
of this country, for example, get their living-that is, their 
food-not mainly by growing it themselves, but by manu
facturing a great many things-machinery, railway engines, 
cotton shirts, boots, etc. We make many more of these 
things than we can use ourselves, arid. we sell them, or try 
to sell them, to other countries whose people do not manu
facture much for themselves but either grow more food 
than they eat, such as Australia or Brazil, or produce 
quantities of some stuff or substance whi~h we need but 
cannot grow ourselves or find in England, like the rubber 
which comes from Malaya or the cotton of Egypt or the 
South American States. 

Since this is the way in which we get our food, we find 
ou~selves living, perforce, a certain kind of life. We build 
factories to make the railway engines or the shirts, and in 
them we put machinery and men and women to run it, who 
must stick steadily to their work and cannot break off and 
have a rest when they feel like it, because the machinery 
must be kept going. We have built large (and generally 
very ugly) towns for these workers to live in, near the 
factories, and we have drains and hospitals and public 
health services to prevent the crowded towns from becom
ing hotbeds of disease. We have railways and main roads 

· along which the goods which are going to be exported can 
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travel to London, Glasgow, Bristol, and other ports, ships 
to take them to Australia or wherever they are wanted ; 
we have shops in which those who do not grow their own 
food or make their own clothes can buy what they want ; 
we have armies of clerks, city men, and so on, to see that 
the goods are dispatched to the proper places, that bills for
them are sent in and the money collected;· and we have 
schools and universities to train men and women for all 
sorts of different jobs (see Economics, p. 665). In most of the 
countries which we know best and call most " civilised "
such as France, Germany, or the United States-we find 
that life is lived in much the same way. There are, of 
course, important differences between life in France and 
life in England ; but French society is much more like 
English society than, for example, Chinese society. 

But these "industrial countries," as they are called, 
however important they may seem to us, cover a compara
tively small part of the world and are only recent arrivals 
in history. Three hundred years ago there was no such thing 
as an industrial country; and to-day in the world many 
fewer people live in industrial societies than live in quite 
other ways. "What were, and what are, these other ways Y 
How else can peoples live than by making things in factories 
and selling them ?-and what is the life of those peoples 
like? 

Broadly speaking, there are four possible ways in which 
men may live other than by manufacture. They may live by 
catching their food, i.e. they may be hunters or fishermen, 
as many of our ancestors in northern Europe were, and as 
the Eskimos are to-day. Hunters and fishermen, however, 
lead a hard and poor life ; they often live by themselves or 
in families, and not in societies at all ; and, where they do 
have societies, these societies are small and simple and not 
very important for the history of the world. So we shall not 
consider them further here, but pass on to the other ways of 
getting a living (but see The Family, p. 469). 

1\Iuch the commonest way of getting a living, both in the 
past and the present, is by agriculture-that is to say, by 
growing corn and other food stuffs, or such plants as 
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cotton and flax, of 'which clothing is made. Before the six
teenth century an enormous part of the world lived by . 
. agriculture ; and to-day almost the whole of Asia (except 
Japan), practically all Africa, a great part of America 
(particularly South America), and some of Europe lives so 
too. 

Then there are the herdsmen peoples ; peoples, that is to 
say, who live mainly by keeping animals-sheep, cattle, 
goats, horses (sometimes even camels)-eating the flesh and 
drinking the milk of these animals, and clothing themselves 
in their skins or their wool. We do not find so many of these 
pastoral peoples, as they are sometimes called, in the world 
to-day, though there are some in the deserts of Arabia and 
northern Africa, and in central Asia ; but in earlier times 

. they were very much more common and played a large 
part in history. 

Finally,- there are people who live mainly by trading, 
who take merchandise from one place to sell it in another, 
and live "by the profits they make. The pedlar who goes 
through coWl try villages with a pack of ribbons and buttons 
and shoelaces on his back is a trader ; but he is not a society 
of traders, he is only one man. A caravan of merchants 
going from Bagdad to Damascus laden with silks and spices 
is a small society of traders ; and in the past there have been 
whole cities, such as Tyre and Venice, which lived almost 
entirely by trade. These traders, in the history of the world, 
have been few in numbers compared with the agriculturists ; 
but they have been enormously important. For one thing, 
trade is exciting. The trader, particularly the trader who 
crosses the sea, brings back new and extraordinary things
monkeys, ivory, amber, pepper--to show to those who have 
stayed at .home ; and he has tales to tell of people and 
countries quite unlike anything he has seen before. He has 
seen elephants, maybe, or talking apes, or trees so wide 
that a coach can be driven through a hole in the trWlk, ~r 
men who smear themselves all over with butter; and his 
friends become interested and anxious to see for them
selves, so he adds to the sum of knowledge. For another 
thing, trade makes people and societies rich, so that they 
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can spend more money on things which are not immediately 
useful, like food or clothes or houses. They can afford to 
build roads and bridges and temples, to print books and to 
paint pictures, to write poetry, study science, run theatres 
-to do, in fact, all the things which make up what we call 
" civilisation " : so, few as they are by comparison, it is the 
trading peoples which have done most to alter the life of 
the world. 

We must now consider in more detail what life has been 
like in each of these types of society. But, of course, the 
types are not sharply separated from one another. Agricul
tural societies often do some trading, and pastoral societies 
and merchant cities some growing of food. Nor is every 
agricultural society, say, exactly like every other. Life in 
ancient Egypt was in many ways different from life in an 
English village at the time of the Norman Conquest. 
These differences belong to history proper, and in some 
ways are the most exciting and interesting part of history. 
But those who want to read this part must look in the 
history books for themselves. All we can do here is to look at 
the organisation of society in a few of the most typical 
places at the most interesting times. 

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETiES 

• 
Let us begin, as it is so much the largest, with agri-

cultural society. If people are to spend their lives culti
vating the land, year in and year out, in the same place, 
certain things are necessary. The land must be reasonably 
fertile, not too cold or too hot, not too unprotected from 
the wind, not too heavily overshadowed with forest trees, 
not too swampy, so that the grain is drowned, but, above 
all, not too dry. Water is the first necessity for growing food. 
There must be some sort of tools to do the field-work, 
spades and hoes and mattocks and ploughs, and oxen or 
horses to draw any but the smallest kind of plough. It will 
often be more economical and more convenient if everybody 
does not make his own tools, but one man or men does the 
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blacksmiths' work for the whole community, not growing 
any food himself, but being kept by those who do in return · 
for making their tools. There must be granaries and barns 
built to store the food for the winter, and some sort of a 
guard or defence to keep the settlement from being attacked 
by wild beasts or possibly by neighbouring peoples who are 
short of food themselves. There must be' arrangements for 
seeing that the ploughing and sowing and reaping are done 
at the proper times; there must be people who know the 
weather and the calendar and can tell when the god of the 
harvest likes the harvest to begin, and how to prevent the 
god of the river from getting angry ana drowning the crops ; 
and, if the community trades part of its spare food for iron 
or stone or salt or anything else, there must be. roads or. 
tracks made along which the goods can travel ; there must 
be a market at which they can be sold or exchanged, and 

_probably som~ people in charge of the market to see that 
the weights and measures are true, that there is no cheating,
and no quarrelling between those who come to market. But 
a real agricultural community does. not need large towns, 
or main drains, or stock exchanges, or a post office, or the 
other things which our industrial society needs. It does not 
even need schools, because you do not learn to grow food 

· out of books, but mainly by actually growing it. 
One thing further about agricultural life : it changes very 

little year by year. The land produces much the same sort 
of crop, and the same things have to be done to make the 
crop grow. Plough-time, seed·time, harves~ and winter 
follow one another year in and year out, and everybody's 
work is much the same as it was last year and as it will be 
next year. So tlUt,t agricultural societies are generally 
conservative, and slow to change their ways or their minds. 
On the other hand, life in an agricultural society is safe, 
safer, at any rate, than the life of a merchant trading over 
dangerous seas into strange, perhaps savage, countries; 
and so, whatever people engaged in agriculture may have 
gained or learned, they can generally keep, unless, indeed, 
they are conquered or plundered by some stronger and more 
violent people from outside, as Sennacherib conquered the 
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Ten Tribes of Israel, or the British the Indians of North 
America. 

One of the earliest agricultural civilisations we know was 
1\Iohenjo Daro in north:..west India. Here archreologists 
ha~e found tools, ornaments, playthings, and religious 
symbols six thousand years old, but so far not one single 
weapon for people to kill one another with l 

EGYPT 

There are agricultural societies in all parts of the world 
and in all ages of history. We cannot possibly look at all of 
them, but we can choose a specimen to study ; one of the 
most interesting is the very ancient civilisation which we 
find in two great river-valleys, those of the Nile, which is 
Egypt, and the valley which is called Mesopotamia, because 
it lies between the rivers Tigris and Euphrates. 

Egypt-please look for it on the map (p. 899 )-is an extra
ordinary country. It is very long and very narrow; except 
in the northern part, the Delta, it is really no more than the 
bed of the Nile, with a mile or two of flat land on either side 
and beyond it rocks and desert. It has one of the most 
beautiful climates in the world, and is also one of the most 
fertile countries in the world ; but its fertility depends 
entirely upon the flood of the Nile. There is no rain in· 
Egypt to water the crops ; but in the lakes and mountains 
in which the Nile rises there is abundance of rain at certain 
times; and this water, filling the bed of the Nile and 
flooding all over the surrounding fields, will, if it is wisely 
directed, make them so fertile that they will grow far more 
food than the people who cultivate them can eat. But this 
will not happen unless the flood-water is properly distri
buted about the fields. If it is not, some part of the land will 
be drowned, while some will get no water at all. The picture 
on the following page shows you one of the ways in which 
the distribution of water (which is called irrigation) was 
done in ancient Egypt ; and you can easily see that, if the 
whole of the soil of Egypt is to be satisfactorily irrigated, 
the work must be properly organised. 



Fig. 78. AGHICUL'fURAL LIFE- SPREADING THE NILE FLOOD 
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The first and most important job, then, of the Govern
ment of ancient Egypt was to organise the water-supply. 
As the Nile is only one river, it was more convenient, as 
soon as it became possible, to organise the water-supply as 
a whole, and that is why Egypt, odd shape though it is, 
very early in its history became a single State with a single 
Government. (In Mesopotamia, where the water-supply 
was not so simple, we find from the beginning a great 
number of small States and kingdoms.) This Government 
was headed by a king called " the Pharaoh " and believed 
by the Egyptians to be a god, and by the officials and 
chiefs under him, who were often priests. These men 
organised the water-supply and the other jobs necessary 
for Egyptian society, and .as payment took for themselves 
part of what every peasant produced and forced every 
peasant to do some work for them for nothing. They 
explained this by saying that the' Pharaoh provided the 
water for the people, and that in return the people owed 
him food and services. Of course, as a matter of fact, the 
Pharaoh and his officials did not provide the water ; they 
did not cause the Nile to flood. But they settled who should 
get the water, and how much he should have ; and that, to. 
an ignorant peasant, appeared much the same thing. 
· We may also notice that those who did this organising 

took from the peasants enough to make them very much 
richer than the people who grew the food. In almost all 
agricultural societies (and in most other kinds of society) 
there is a large lower class which does the main work of 
producing the food, and a small upper class which organises 
and governs ; and the upper class takes from the lower 
class a great deal more than it leaves the lower class to live 
on. Sometimes the upper class keeps the lower class as 
slaves, as the planters in Virginia kept the African negroes. 
Sometimes the lower class become serfs--that is, half free 
and half slave; sometimes they remain free men, who hire 
or may even own a little patch of ground, but have to pay 
heavy rents and taxes to the upper class. But always, wh~ 
there is an upper or governing class, we shall find that .•ts 
members are much better off than the lower or working 
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class, and almost always think that they have a right to 
be much better off. They do not always call themselves . 
gods, as the Pharaohs did ; but they frequently say that it is 
God's will that they should be much better off. What they 
mean, in either case, is that the governing or organising 
which they do is so much more important than the work of 
growing food, making clothes, digging coal, and what not, 
that they ought to be paid very much more for it. In some 
countries this upper class were people of a different race 
from the lower class, who were the original inhabitants of 
the country and were conquered and made into slaves or 
serfs by the foreigners. This happened, for instance, in 
Sparta, where the original inhabitants were made into a 
particularly oppressed kind of slave called a helot; in other 
cases the upper class were of the same race as the lower 
class, and merely succeeded, by one means or another, in 
raising themselves into a superior position. 

In Egypt, then, there was a large lower class of peasants, 
some free, some serf, some with small and some with larger 
plots of land, cultivating the soil and keeping, by means 
chiefly of contributions of food and labour, the Pharaoh 
and a number 'of priests and officials of various kinds who 
formed the upper or governing class. But the soil of Egypt · 
is so astonishingly fertile that if the work of irrigation is 

. properly done and the country is reasonably at peace, it 
will almost immediately grow far more than the people of 
Egypt need for themselves, even allowing for the large 
share of the Pharaoh and his governors. Some of this spare 
or surplus corn the Egyptians used in trade with other 
countries-particularly the seafarers who came to the 
Delta from the Mediterranean, and the caravan merchants 
who came by land from the Red Sea or through Palestine 
from the Euphrates valley-and in paying for craftsmen, 
such as potters, masons, jewellers, and the like. Some, partic
ularly in times when the rest of the world was in famine, 
was carried off by invaders from other lands. (You may 
remember how Joseph and his brethren, a small, poor tribe 
which lived on the rough Palestine hillsides, ~ one specially 
bad season heard that there was " corn in Egypt," and 
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hurried there to get it.) Most, however, was spent in a way 
which makes Egyptian civilisation different from that of 
any other country-on religion and the care of the dead. 

All societies, of course, spend a certain amount upon 
religion and burial ; but no society has ever spent so much as 
ancient Egypt. This may be partly because the dry air of 
Egypt preserves dead bodies intact for far longer than our 
damps and fogs, so that it was natural for the Egyptian, 
seeing a dead body, to think that the man's soul had only 
left it for a time and would return again. And it was very 
important, when the soul did return, that it should find 
a body to return to, that the body should not have been 
thrown away, or eaten by jackals. Otherwise the soul 
would be a homeless, angry ghost, and an angry ghost is a 
terrifying thing. So the Egyptians mummified the bodies 
of their dead to preserve them, and buried them in tombs 
of brick or stone, the strongest that they could afford, 
always with a hole or passage by which the soul could 
return. The richer the dead man, the more sumptuous his 
tomb : and the huge Pyramids which, every traveller in 
Egypt goes to see are no more than the giant tombs of the 
Pharaohs of the Fourth Dynasty, furnished inside with as 
many as possible of the things which the Pharaoh had used 
while he was alive and which his soul would expect to find 
when it returned. Enormous quantities of labour were 
expended in Egypt upon these ·and other matters of religion, 
and thousands of people maintained in order to-do nothing 
but attend to temples, tombs, etc. ; so that it is almost true 
to say that the ancient Egyptians spent more on the dead 
than they did on the living (see History of Ideas, p. 449). 

OTHER AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES-MESOPOTAMIA, 

ETC, 

Ancient Egypt is the first great agricultural civilisation 
about which we really know a great deal-much more, of 
course, than is set down here. In Mesopotamia, life was 
rather different in some ways, mainly because Mesopotamia 
is what we call a " highway of traffic." People are always 
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coming and going through Mesopotamia from India, 
China, and central Asia to the Mediterranean, and this made 
the Mesopotamian peoples take to trade, and mixing with 
other races, much earlier in their history than the Egyp
tians. (Nobody to speak of travelled up the Nile ; it is like a 
corridor leading nowhere in particular.) The story of the 
Tower of Babel shows how many languages were spoken in 
Mesopotamia in quite early times, and among the ruins 
which have been dug up at Babylon and other dead cities 
are thousands and thousa!!ds of clay bricks on which are 
written wills, leases, accounts, deeds of partnership, and all 
the other things that merchants use. Also, Mesopotamia 
was much easier to attack from outside than Egypt, and 
was always being conquered by people from the poor and 
barren mountains who were hungry for the food of the 
plains. The best known of these conquerors were the 
Assyrians, whose fierce faces and heavy armour you can 
see on the sculptures in the British Museum. 

People are discovering more and more every day about 
the Mesopotamian civilisation. You must read about it in 
the fascinating books by 1\Ir. C. L. Woolley on the Sumer
ians. And you must also get books to find out about the old 
Hindu civilisation of India, where the classes are still so 
sharply separated that the lowest class (or " caste ") is not 
allowed even to touch the higher ones ; and the even older 
civilisation of China, where only the other day thirty or 
forty million people starved to death because the water
supply went wrong and the crops failed. There is, how
ever, one bit of agricultural civilisation which we must look 
at, since it is part of our own past' history ; this is what 
historians call the feudal system, under which the great 
part of northern and western Europe lived from about the 
tenth century to the fifteenth century after Christ. 

FEUDAL EUROPE 

Before the rise of the feudal system, most of Europe was 
part of the Roman Empire, about which we shall read in a 
later part of this chapter ; and, under the Roman Empire, 
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people-at least the upper classes--were comparatively 
rich and safe. But, when the Roman Empire decayed, when 
strange half-civilised people called Franks and Huns and 
Goths invaded it .from the north-east, and still more when 
Mohammedans from Arabia conquered the south side of the 
Mediterranean, as well as Sardinia, Corsica, South Italy, 
and Spain, and stopped all trade with the rich countries of 
the East, then the Europe that was left unconquered 
became again very poor and unsettled .. Men lived by 
agriculture, rather skimpily, because they had forgotten . 
the best methods of cultivating the land, which their fathers 
or grandfathers knew in more settled times ; and they lived 
in perpetual danger of being attacked by invaders, as our 
ancestors in England were .attacked by the Danes. 

It was difficult to defend the country or to collect taxes ; 
and the kings of the different parts of Europe tried to get 
over the difficulty in this way ; they would grant, to each of , 
their most important followers, a piece of land which might 
be as small as a village or as large as the whole of Belgium, 
and let him use it as he pleased, on condition that he paid 
taxes to the king and sent troops to help him when he went 
to war, and did certain other less important things, such 
as entertaining the king and his Court in his castle at certain 
times of the year free of charge. These pieces of land were 
called fiefs, and the people to whom they were granted, 
king's vassals-sometimes also counts, or dukes or earls or 
barons, or simply lords. They did not, however, own their 
fiefs and keep them, no matter what they did, as dukes and 
earls can keep their estates to-day. It does not matter 
to~day what the Duke of Anywhere does ; he may be a 
lunatic or a criminal, but until he dies he does not cease to 
be a duke ; but the holder of a fief in the Middle Ages was 
liable to lose it if he did not keep faith-that is, fulfil the 
duties which he had promised the king to perform. 

Sometimes these feudal lords would in their turn grant 
part of their lands as a fief to a lesser lord upon the same 
conditions. Thus, when William of Normandy conquered 
England in 1066, he might have granted, we will say, the 
county of Sussex as a fief to his follower John Fitzgerald. 
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John Fitzgerald would then have to pay taxes to William 
and to provide troops to help him if he wanted to raid the 
north of England or to put down a revolt in his own country 
of Normandy. But John Fitzgerald might grant the district 
of Pevensey (which is in Sussex) to his follower Hugh de 
Vere, and Hugh de Vere would then have to provide taxes 
and troops for John Fitzgerald. And so it might go on ; and 
it sometimes happened that a man was granted two or 
three fiefs by two or three different lords, which made it 
very difficult if his overlords quarrelled and all demanded 
troops of him at once. ~ 

All these lords, barons, counts, dukes, etc., whether they 
had large fiefs or small fiefs, were counted members of 
the upper class, which was then called the " gentle " class
whence we get our word " gentleman," though tl).ey were by 
no means always gentle. But they did not till the land 
themselves. If they had to pay their overlord, as they often 
did, so many loaves a year, so many fat sheep, so many 
sucking pigs, so many casks of wine, and so many fresh 
eggs, they did not grow the corn or the wine themselves, 
any more than the present Duke of Norfolk ploughs th~ 
fields on his estates. These things were produced, and 
given to the lord, by the lower classes of peasants, whom 
the writers of the Middle Ages call the " simple " class, 
On every lord's fief there lived, in villages, peasant~ 
who were sometimes free, but more often serfs-that is tc 
say, half-free men who cultivated a piece of land, and 
might keep for themselves and their families what was lef1 
after the lord had had what he wanted ; but who could no1 
leave it and go somewhere else without his permission, and 
often could not marry without his permission either. 

Such a serf-we will call him John Postgate; Joh11 
because it is his name, and Postgate because one of his job! 
is to keep the watch at the postern gate of my lord's castle
has a holding of perhaps thirty acres, which may be all ir 
one piece or made up of a number of scattered bits.- H~ 
also has the right to turn some sheep or cattle to graze or 
the village meadows, and to send his pigs to grub acorns ir 
the woodland, and to cut fuel from it for his fire (but not t< 
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shoot game in it, for the lord reserves that right for him
self). If enemies attack him, he hopes that the lord's troops 
will protect him, for he is not allowed to bear arms himself, 
since he is not of gentle blood. In return for this, he must 
give to the lord some portion of all the crops he raises and 
sometimes pay him a money rent as well. And he must also 
work for the lord without pay, for so many weeks or days 
in the year, either ploughing and reaping the lord's own 
private crops for him, or acting as a servant in his castle, 
or cleaning out the moat, or building him a new barn, or a 
host of other things. 

In addition he will have other dues to pay. Very likely 
he will not be allowed to grind his own corn, or bake his own 
bread, but must take his. corn to the lord's mills to be 
ground and his bread to the lord's bakehouses to be baked ; 
and some of the corn and some loaves will have to be left 
behind in payment. (He will also have to make some pay
ment and do some work for the priest of his parish church ; 
but that is too long to explain here.) At all events. you will 
see that the peasant of the Middle Ages was not likely to 
have much left for himself; indeed, he was almost always 
very poor. This system died out in England after Eliza
beth's time ; but it continued much longer in other parts of 
Europe, and in Russia was only finally ended in the 1917 
Revolution. 

PASTORAL SOCIETIES 

We have dealt at some length with life in agricultural 
communities, because so much of the world lives and has 
lived by agriculture. We must now turn to pastoral life, 
which will not keep us so long, because the life of pastoral 
communities, on the whole, is simple, and because there are 
not so many of them. 

In early times, particularly, the most noticeable thing 
about a pastoral society is that it is always moving. The 
sheep, cattle, horses, or whatever kind of animal it· is by 
which the community lives, are always eating up the grass 
and having to be driven on to new pastures. 
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Now a society which is always liable to be" moving on" 
will be rather different from a society which stays in the 
same place and does the same things year in and year out. 
For one thing, it must " travel light/' It cannot accumulate 
a great many possessions, or build magnificent houses and 
temples ; for, if it does, when it moves on it will have to 
leave them all behind. The gods of the Egyptians, for 
example, lived in magnificent temples built of stone and 
ornamented by the work of generations of craftsmen ; but 
the God of the Hebrews, who were originally a pastoral 
people, lived in a box called the Ark of the Covenant-you 
can read all about it in the Book of Joshua-which was 
easily carried about and never had a temple of his own till 
the Hebrews settled in an agricultural country, the land of 
Canaan, and took to living an agricultural life. Then King 
Solomon built a temple, which was so new an idea that 
whole chapters of the Bible do nothing else but describe 
how magnificent it was. 

Secondly a pastoral people on the move is generally much 
more inclined to fight than a people settled in a quiet 
agricultural valley. Peasants living on their tiny farms do 
not ordinarily make war on one another; they may 
squabble about boundaries, about where my field ends and 
your field begins, or about your pig getting into my potato 
garden and rooting it all up, and things of that sort ; but, 
though they may get very angry in their squabbles, 
peasants generally argue, and go to law, rather than fight. 
It would- be very foolish for Farmer Jones to go to war with 
Farmer Smith, to arm his farm-servants and attack 
Farmer Smith's fields. Farmer Smith would probably 
attack in return, and, at any rate, Farmer Jones and his 
men could not be attending to their own crops while they 
were at war ; and the final result would probably be that 
the crops of both sides would be destroyed, and nobody 
would get anything to eat. But the pastoral tribe or 
community, when it moves on to fresh pastures, often finds 
that there is another tribe trying to use that new pasture as 
well ; and it fights, until it has either driven the rival tribe 
away or been driven away itself. Also, while it is actually 
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moving, it needs to keep a good look-out and be ready. to 
defend itself, in case wandering brigands (or possibly 
another tribe) try to carry off its sheep or cattle ; for sheep 
and cattle wander about, and sometimes get mixed with 
sheep and cattle belonging to somebody else, and it is not 

· always easy to prove which is which. It is a long time now 
since shepherds in England had to carry arms to protect the 
sheep against wolves and brigands ; but in the wilder parts 
of Europe they do so still. In ancient times all pastoral 
peoples were ready for war at any moment. 

The pastoral peoples, then, were on the whole warlike, 
and inclined to organise for war. This meant that those who 
governed them, their upper class, consisted mainly of the sort 
of people who c1:mld fight ~nd organise fighting-that is to 
say, of the men who were strongest. And we may notice here 
that in a pastoral society the men are considered much more 
important than the women (see The Family, p. 479). 

But the essential thing to notice about pastoral people 
is that they are much less conservative as a whole than 
agriculturists. This is partly because the care of sheep and 
cattle does not mean such an exact day-in, day-out routine 
as does the care of crops, and so the people who do it do not 
acquire the habit of mind which wants to go on doing the 
same thing in the same way, just because it has always 
done it. But it is also because the moving shepherd_ is always 
coming into contact with different kinds of land, different 
people with different habits,' and having to adapt himself a 
little accordingly. This is even more true of merchants, of 
whom we shall soon be speaking ; but in history, particu
larly in ancient history, we find that the pastoral peoples 
are more ready to take up new ideas, and that they tend to 
bring new vigour and energy to the communities of peasants 
and farmers-to wake them up, in fact. 

For the pastoral man is always coming into contact with 
the peasant. His life is generally hard and poor ; it is not 
lived in the rich valleys which, like Egypt, produce so much 
surplus wealth ; and the pastoral man, particularly in times 
of drought, is always casting hungry eyes on the rich corn
lands. Here his warlike organisation helps him ; he descends, 

So 
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strong and armed, often with better and more useful weapons 
-hard iron pikes, for example, instead of soft bronze ones 
(see Outline of World History, p. 400)-upon the p"easants' 
fields. Perhaps he just carries off what he wants for the 
moment and then goes again, as the early Northmen raiders 
plundered the coasts of England; perhaps he finds the new 
country so pleasant that he decides to settle doWn in it, 
either making a settlement and taking to agriculture 
himself or, perhaps, conquering the country and making 
the original inhabitants work for him as slaves or serfs. 

There are many pastoral peoples in history. Central 
Europe and central Asia, in early days, were full of them, 
wandering about with their flocks and herds and their 
fighting men: and ever and again pouring down in floods 
into the fertile fields of India or China, or the countries 
round the Mediterranean. The Assyrians who came down 
"like a wolf on the fold" were pastoral conquerors; 
the Hebrews were a small pastoral people until they settled 
in Canaan. Then there were the Franks and Huns and 
Goths and all the other tribes which settled in the Roman 
Empire in the time of its decline. The most interesting 
example, however, of a pastoral people is that of the Arabs, 
not for their organisation, which is not very important, but 
because of their intelligence and the way in which they 
spread knowledge as well as their religion through the 
world. ' 

You must read in other books about Mahomet, the great 
prophet of the Arabs, and the religion he taught, and about 
the way in which Mahomet's Arabs, a pastoral people 
brought up as warriors, raiders, and camel-drivers, con
quered for their faith so rapidly that, in just over a hundred 
years, Mohammedanism and the Mohammedan Empire had 
spread from a tiny corner of Arabia right across Persia and 
Syria, and through Egypt, Africa, and Spain to the Pyre
nees. But the thing to remember, which too many histories 
forget, is that the Arabs did not destroy the peoples whom 
they conquered ; they woke them up. They did not force 
them, in many cases, to become Mohammedans ; they 
made those who were not converted pay heavier taxes, 
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and treated them as inferior to the Mohammedans, but they 
did not generally kill them, as Christians in the Middle 
Ages killed Christians of a different way of thinking. What 
they did was to take up and support the civilisation, or 
what was left of the civilisation, of the Roman Empire, and 
add to it new knowledge, either of therr own or learned 
from the East. Our numerals, our algebra, and most of the 
beginnings of science in Europe come from the Arabs, and 
would have. spread to us more quickly had they not been 
continuously at war with the Christians 'of northern 
Europe (see History of Science, p. 59). 

MERCHANT SOCIETIES 

Next we come to the merchant communities-the people, 
that is, who make their living, not mainly by growing things 
themselves or by herding animals, but by travelling about 
with goods' a~d selling them to other people. They may, of 
course, travel either by land or water ; but in Europe, at 
any rate, water-travel is much the easier and cheaper, and 
so we find that the great merchant cities of Europe are 
either on the sea-coast, or a little way up the great rivers, 
at ports, such as the port of London, which ships can 
easily reach, and where they may lie safe from winds and 
tides. The part of Europe which first developed trade and 
commerce was the Mediterranean, particularly the eastern 
side of it, which is now called the Levant ; and if you look 
carefully at a map of the eastern Mediterranean you will 
easily see why (and see Outline of World History, p. 400). 

The Mediterranean is a nearly tideless sea and, moreover, 
a sea full of islands which are really the tops of submerged 
mountains. If we, in England, set off in a boat, land at 
another part of the coast, and go exploring inland for some 
hours, we are pretty likely to find, when we come back to 
our boat, either that the tide has taken it out to sea or, 
on the other hand, that the tide has gone out, leaving it 
high and dry so that it' cannot be launched. 

But in the Mediterranean you can beach your ship almost 
anywhere where there is a beach, and, provided that you 
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have a guard to see that it is not attacked, it will come to 
no harm unless there is a violent storm, and it will be there 
when you want it again. Again, seafaring adventure is much 
easier where there are islands. You set off on a journey to · 
the island, twenty miles away, which you can just see 
from your own shore, and find, when you have reached it, 
that there is another island in sight, twenty miles further 
on. And beyond that is another that people can describe 
to you ; and beyond that again, they will tell you, if you 
dare sail straight for a whole day out of sight of land, you 
will come to the coast of Asia, where there are rich cities, 
like Smyrna, and where you will find dates from Syria, pale . 
gold from Sardis, Persian ·carpets, and many remarkable 
things which you can buy and take back, to sell again, to 
the place you came from. In some such way as this the 
early dwellers by the sea first took to trade, though they 
did not always buy the goods they took to sell again-at 
least, they did not always pay for them I It is tempting, 
if you are well armed and greedy, to take property by force 
without paying for it; and in early times (and sometimes 
in later times also), if you saw a ship approaching, you 
were not at all sure whether she would turn out to be a 
trader or a pirate. Gradually, however, most of the mer· 
chant peoples found out that, if you wanted to go on 
trading, it paid to be trusted~ 

A community of merchants lives differently in many 
ways from a community of fl!,rmers or herdsmen. In the 
first place, merchants live in towns; or, rather, towns
sometimes quite small towns-are built by merchants. 
For they do not want to live scattered about the country· 
side; they want to be close together, near the port where 
the ship will come in. Then they want shops, or at least a 
market with stalls, where they can sell the goods they 
have bought and buy others from strangers, and where 
provisions from the countryside, eggs and chickens and 
butter, can be exposed for sale. Anyone who has seen a 
market-day in a tiny English country town will know what 
this means. 

Another very important need of the merchant is money. 
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Agricultural peoples, when they wish to exchange some 
of their spare produce for something else, often do it by 
simple barter or swapping; one cow is exchanged for three 
large copper saucepans, and so on. But if you ar~ a mer
chant of Crete sailing to Tyre to buy scarlet cloth you 
cannot take several cows with you. It would not be con
venient ; besides, the cows might die on the voyage, or 
the clothmakers of Tyre might not want any cows .. It is 
xp.uch more practical to take money, gold or silver at all 
events, because gold and silver will buy things in most 
parts of the world. So our merchant needs money, and 
his town or city will very soon find that it needs money
changers and bankers, to exchange the money of foreign 
cities with the home money, and special laws, to deal with 
foreign merchants who have come from elsewhere trading, 
to say where they may live and what they may do, and 
what is to happen if they have a dispute with one another 
or with the citizens. 

Also there will be craftsmen needed for the city : masons 
and bricklayers to build the houses, shipwrights and car
penters to build the ships, potters to make household goods, 
weavers to make cloth, stampers and die-makers to coin 
money. And if the city decides itself to make goods which 
its mer~hants can sell abroad, there may be a whole host 
of craftsmen making them, and generally living altogether 
in a special quarter of the city, such as the tanners' quarters 
(which must have smelt rather unpleasant) or the 
armourers' quarter (which must have been very noisy). 
Of course these craftsmen could not grow their own food 
as well as follow their crafts. The . earliest merchant cities 
had agriculturists enough, either among their citizens or 
as slaves, to grow food for the craftsmen and merchants as 
well as for themselves; but gradually, as their trade grew and 
more and more people became merchants and craftsmen, 
they found they had to buy corn from overseas with the 
money they made by trade. Which worked quite well when 
the world was reasonably at peace. 

We have noticed already that trade and city life encour
age new ideas and discussion. 'Ve should also notice that 
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the business of being traders tends to make men quick
witted and self-reliant and impatient of being ruled ; the ' 
ideas which we call " democracy " and " self-government " 
were invented by city-states. And, lastly, we should notice 
that merchants generally want to make some sort of settle
ment of their own in the places with which they do most 
trade. Sometimes this will be just a trading-station, a sort 
of house where the Germans from Hamburg can live when 
they are in London ; sometimes it will be a colony occupying 
a large piece of land, like the early English colonies in 
America ; sometimes the merchants will go on and conquer 
a whole vast country, as the British East Indi~ Company 
(with the aid of the British' Government) conquered India. 

The first great trading peoples were the Cretans and the 
Phrenicians, both of whom, interesting as they are, we 
must pass over. There were two other periods in European 
history when merchant cities were very much in the fore
front, one the time of the 9ity-states of the ancient Greek 
world and the other the end of the Middle Ages ; these we 
shall now look at. 

ANCIENT GREEK CITIES 

The ancient Greek cities and the great medireval cities, 
such as Venice, Florence, Paris, and Hamburg, were alike 
in many ways. But they were not alike altogether. The 
cities which we call Greek-which were not only to be 
found in Greece, but in Asia Minor, on the shores of the 
Black Sea, in southern Italy, North Africa, and even in 
Spain-were founded by conquerors from the north, who 
had dispossessed the original inhabitants and either driven 
them out or made them into slaves or serfs. Then the Greeks 
settled down, and, from being the warriors about whom 
you can read in the poems of Homer, the Iliad and the 
Odyssey, turned into farmers and fishermen, and eventually, 
most of them, into sea-traders. (Sparta, however-which, 
next to Athens, is perhaps the most famous of the Greek 
States-kept her citizens as warriors and forbade them to 
engage in trade or even to possess gold or silver.) 
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Greece and the Greek islands are poor, with high and 
rough mountains, a climate cold in winter, and soil that, 
except in small patches, will grow_little. This meant that 
the Greeks lived what we should call a hard life; they did 
not eat nearly as much as we do, they dressed very simply, 
and their houses were cold and uncomfortable. As a matter 
of fact, they lived very little in their houses, but more in 
the open air, in fields and streets, watching plays out-of
doors even in midwinter. Even so, their food-supply was 

' always liable to run short-that is to say, they were always 
in danger of finding out that there were more people living 
in -the city than there was bread enough to feed. If they 
were not rich enough, as Athens was in her greatest days, 
to buy corn from abroad, from Egypt or the Black Sea, 
they had to find other ways of solving this problem. They 
might refuse to bring up all their children, ·putting the 
weaker babies (which means girls rather than boys) out 
on the hillside and leaving them to die of exposure; this 
seems a cruel method to us, but is perhaps not more cruel 
than bringing them up to live in slums, as other civilisations 
have done. Or they sent the superfluous people out of the 
~ity, to find land and to found cities far from home, or to 
take service as mercenary soldiers in the army of some 
monarcll, such as the great King of Persia, who was able 
and willing to pay for them. This was how the Greek cities, 
Greek civilisation, and Greek ideas spread all over the 
Mediterranean lands, for wherever the Greek went he 
thought of himself as a Greek and a superior person, talked 
of the other races as "barbarians "-as some Englishmen 
talk of all foreigners as "dagoes "-and taught his own 
Greek language all over the civilised world. 

This hard life made the Greeks tough and resourceful, 
each man used to thinking for himself and working out his 
own problems, instead of just doing what somebody else 
had told him to do or what his fathers and grandfathers 
had done before him. It also helped to make him passion
ately devoted to his own city, which he had helped to 
make, and which was always in danger of destruction or 
starvation if every citizen did. not pull hi~ weight. Greek 
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patriotism was something very much more than the sort 
of flag-wagging which we do on Empire Day ; it was a real 
and continuous belief that the city in which a man wall) 
born a citizen gave him all that made life worth living, 
and that he ought to spend himself to the utmost in the 
city's service. But, though the life which the Greeks led 
may explain some of their qualities, it does not really 
explain what we call " the Greek spirit," of which the two ' 
most important signs, perhaps, were their idea of eqiiality, 
which they called isonomia, and freedom of speech and 
thought, which they called parrhesia. 

The Greek civilisation was the first, so far as we know, 
which was not ruled by gods and priests. In all previous. 
civilisations, men asked what the gods wished them to do 
or say, before they did it i and the priests were there to 
tell them. But iD. Greece, for the first time, men began to 
do what it seemed right or sensible to themselves to do, and 
to discuss among themselves why some things seem right 
and others wrong, how the world had come to be what it 
was, and how it could be altered. The consequence is that 
the people who lived in Greek cities-particularly in 
Athens, where this sort of free discussion reached its height 
-seem to us much more like the modern people than any 
who lived before. If you were to meet an ancient-Egyptian 
boy, you would not be able to talk to him, .because his 
mind would be so different from yours and he would have 
been so differently brought up. But, if you met a young 
Athenian, though you might not agree with him, you 
would be able to talk to him ; he would be able to tell you 
how he had just been having a discussion with Socrates 
(the greatest of the Athenians) on whether children ought 
to obey their parents, and, if so, why ; and how he had 
told his father all about it, and his father had grumbled 
and said he didn't kriow what the world was coming to 
when they allowed children to discuss things like that, 
and it wasn't like that in his young days-just as a modern 
father might. That' is parrhesia. _ 

Isonomia means equality of rights. It means a belief 
that people who are in full possession of health and wits 
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can rule themselves and their city ; that they do not need 
any king or governor from above to do it for them ; that 
there shall not be one law for the rich and another law for 
the poor; that each man is as fitted to decide what is right 
and wrong as his neighbour, and every free man of equa] 
importance to the city. We have to say" every free man"; 
for the Greek cities, like every other ancient civilisation, 
kept slaves, who were not free, had nothing to do with 
governing the city, and had no rights. It was not unti1 
generations after' the Athenian Empire perished that it 
occurred to the world that slavery was wrong and that 
equality, if it was a good thing, ought to mean equality 

.for everyone, not just for a few. Nor had women, in Athens, 
equal rights with men. But in itself the idea was a great 
o:rie ; it was the start of all that we now call democracy : 
and it came from Athens in the fifth century before Christ. 

Unfortunately, the Greeks did not push their idea far 
· enough. Equality is a difficult thing to manage ; it is much 
simpler to order people to do something than to discuss 
with them until you are all agreed what to do. It means 
knowing how to keep your temper and to see other people's 
point of view, and a host of other things. The citizens of 
Greek cities learned to do this with one another within 
their own cities, but never outside. The several Greek cities 
quarrelled with each other as fiercely as, and more fre
quently than, modern nations do, and only once in their 
whole history did they succeed in uniting against.a com
mon foe (see Outline of World History, p. 402). Furthermore, 
the very freedom and patriotism of the Greeks roused in them 
desires which their poor homelands could not satisfy. They 
wanted leisure to talk and discuss, to hear poems, to run 
races, and to see plays; theywanted beautiful buildings and 
gold and ivory statues to adorn their cities ; they wanted 
a great deal of what we call culture and civilisation. And 
they got it-at least, Athens and a few other States did ; 
and the sculpture and architecture and literature of the 
great Athenians has delighted hundreds of generations 
since they died. But the civilisation of Athens was paid 
for by other cities, just as the Athenian citizens were 
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largely fed by the labour of slaves. The gold and marble and 
ivory which adorned the Athenian temples was paid for 
by tribute which Athens drew from cities which she held 
in subjection by her navy ; and, when those cities grew 
tired of their subjection and rebelled with outside aid, the 
Athenian Empire and the great days of Athens· came to 
an end. Not that anybody was much the better off for that, 
for the cities could not agree, and fought continually. 
The seas became unsafe for trade ; life became dearer and 
poorer, until the disorder was stopped by the conquest of 
Alexander (see Outline of World History, p. 403) and, after 
him, of the Roman Empire. 

THE ROMAN EMPIRE 

We can only, here, speak briefly of the Roman Empire,· 
though it was, perhaps, the greatest experiment in organis
ation which the world has ever known. The Romans, 
originally a small community of farmers who took, for 
safety, to living in a small fortified city built upon seven 
hills, discovered within themselves a gift for organisation 
which no other people has ever. had. They were good 
fighters, and understood (which all good fighters do not) 
how, by means of proper food-supplies, good roads, and 
fortified stations, to win a war and hold a conquered 
territory. But, far more than that, they were impressed 
with the importance of law and order, the making and 
keeping of certain rules of civilised life which everyone 
must obey, or peaceful citizens will not know where they 
are or be able to get on with their jobs. These two gifts, 
the gift for military organisation and the gift for law
making, caused the Romans, not merely to conquer Italy, 
but to extend their conquests right over the Mediterranean, 
including the shattered bits of the Greek world, as well as 
to Spain, France, Britain, and western Germany, and to 
make of the whole a single unit-the Roman Empire (see 
Outline of World History, p. 405). 

The Romans did a great deal for the peoples and the 
cities they conquered. They brought, on the whole, peace 
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· to the Mediterranean world, and a uniform law, so that 
trade would revive and prosperity increase. They taught 
barbarian tribes to live in cities (if that is a good thing, as 
most people believe) ; they gave them good roads and a 
good water-supply, and spread a knowledge of Greek and 
Greek culture among many who would never have found 
it. Most important of all, by making the leading persons 
in the conquered nations citizens of Rome, with all the 
Roman citizen's :~:ights and privileges, they succeeded, for 
the first and only time in history, in making a world-state 
to which people of all nationalities were proud to belong. 
A Jew of Tarsus in Asia Minor, such as St. Paul, was as 
much a Roman as a Briton from Colchester or a Roman 
in Rome, and felt that the likeness was more important 
than the difference ; whereas an Indian from British India 
feels himself the subject, not the equal, of an Englishman 
born in London. 

But, unfortunately, the organisation of the Roman 
Empire proved too expensive in the end. It had continually 
to be defending itself against barbarian invaders from 
outside, and armies cost a great deal to keep and train. 
Baths and roads and aqueducts cost money to build ; and 
to get the money for all these things and the other necessi
ties of city life one must levy taxes and employ a great 
many tax-collectors, who also have to be paid for. There 
were other reasons (see Outline of World History, p. 407}, for 
the decline of the Roman Empire in the west; but the main 
reason was that there was not enough surplus in the lands it 
ruled to pay for the expenses of government and city life. 

Eventually, then-though not for four hundred years
the Empire in the West collapsed; the barbarians broke it 
up, though for a long time they preserved much of the way 
of life which the Romans had taught them. But in eastern 
Europe, which was richer because there was more trade in 
it, the Empire endured for another thousand years, centred 
upon the great Roman city of Constantinople, which for 
generations was the defence of civilisation against attack 
from the east, and by far the richest and most magnificent 
city in Europe. 



Fig. 80. A STREET IN A MEDilEVAL CITY 
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·MEDI..IEVAL CITIES 

The cities of the :Middle Ages were merchant cities, like 
those of the Greeks ; but they grew, not by conquest, but 
out of the feudal life that we described on p. 509. It would 
happen, perhaps, that in a bad year some of the peasants 
could not make a living off the land, or, having a spark 
of adventure in them, wanted to see something of the 
world, and would wander off from their village, begging 
their bread or picking up a job of work, or even turning 
highwaymen, as best they could, until they fell in with, 
say, some Jewish or Syrian merchants peddling silk and 
spices and other rare goods which the richer lords or bishops 
could afford to buy. Such a caravan would go from place 
to place buying and selling, holding fairs for all the country
side, whenever they had enough merchandise ; and at 
certain convenient places, possibly at the mouth of a river, 
at a ford, or at a junction of two important roads, 
they would build themselves a permanent market or 
trading-town. These little companies of traders, forming 
themselves into a kind of brotherhood for mutual protec
tion, for defence against robbers, and for borrowing money 
with which to start their enterprises, are known as merchant 
gilds ; and merchant gilds were the origin of most of th~ 
cities of the :Middle Ages. 

These cities did not become great without, as you might 
expect, some bitter struggles with the feudal lords. The 
count or baron on whose land the merchants built their 
city was very unwilling to give up his rights over them. 
Sometimes the merchants fought their lord, as the great 
cities of the Netherlands, such as Bruges and Ghent, fought 
the counts of Flanders ; sometimes, having grown rich by 
trade, they bought him off ; sometimes they managed to 
secure their freedom by playing off one great man against 
another. London, for example, gained its freedom by 
siding with the kings of England in their wars against the 
barons, and receiving special privileges as a reward. At all 
events, by one means and another, merchant cities all 
over western and northern Europe--the most important 
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being those of Flanders and ·northern Italy-sprang up, 
secured their freedom, re-opened the trade with the rich 
East which the Mohammedan invasions had closed, and 
advanced rapidly towards wealth and power. Many of 
them became much richer than the Greek cities had ever 
been : the Queen of France complained bitterly that the 
wives of the burghers of Bruges were much better dressed 
than she could afford to be l Like the Greek cities, they 
developed a passionate patriotism among their citizens ; 
and most of the beautiful old houses, churches, halls, and 
works of art which people travel to see in France and Italy 
and some parts of Germany are the products of medireval 
gilds. 

For the gilds of merchants were not the only gilds to 
be found in medireval towns. As the cities grew, and craft 
and manufacture developed among them, we find crafts· 
men of all kinds joining together in gilds or brotherhoods. 
There were gilds of tailors, of weavers, of dyers, of fullers 
(who bleached cloths}, of farriers (who shoed horses}, of 
armourers, of spurriers, of bakers, of sweetmeat makers, of 
tilers, of goldsmiths, of barbers, of apothecaries ; in fact, 
of almost every craft. These gilds, as well as taking part 
in the government of their towns, were charged with the 
duty of protecting their craft, keeping up the quality of 
the goods they made, and looking after the interests of the 
members of the craft, in sickness and in health. Originally, 
they were all organised in ~uch the same way. First, there 
were the masters, who were, as one might say, the grown
up members of the craft. They had all learned their trade 
thoroughly as apprentices, had shown their knowledge by 
producing a piece of work-called a " masterpiece "-for 
the approval of the other masters, and had paid a fee for 
the privilege of becoming masters and setting up in business 
for themselves. Then there were the apprentices, who were 
learning the trade. They were " bound apprentices " when 
they were boys, generally for five or seven years, but some· 
times for longer ; they lived in the master's house-like 
Dick Whittington-and worked in his workshop, and he 
promised to teach them the trade and to provide them 
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with food and clothes and sometimes with a little pocket
money. And, like boys at other times of history,· some

. times they worked hard and sometimes they did not. A 

. good many medireval writers have a great deal to say 
about" idle apprentices," how they waste their time, spoil 
good material, play football in the streets, and annoy the 
passers-by ; but these writers were mostly themselves 
masters, and we need not think that the apprentices were 
really as bad as .all that. Finally, there were the journey
men-:-that is, apprentices who had served their time, but 
had not yet become masters, and so worked for wages in the 
master's workshQps, but did not generally live in his house. 

The ideal medireval gild, then, was a group of family 
parti(!s working at a trade, keeping searchers to see that 
no bad work was done, fixing prices so that everyone 
received a fair rate and the purchaser was not charged too 
much for his goods, watching to see that the work was not 
done under bad conditions and that nobody practised the 
trade who was not properly qualified ; and many of the 
great works of medirevallife were made by this kind of co
operative effort. But the gild system did not last in this 
happy condition. For one thing, as riches increased, the gild 
masters became greedier. They tried to keep down the pay 
of journeymen and apprentices, and also to prevent new 
men from setting up as masters and so getting a share in 
the trade. Again, the medireval cities quarrelled with one 
anothc:!r, like the Greek cities, though not to the same 
extent. In northern Italy, particularly, the wars of great 
cities such as Venice, Florence, Milan, and Genoa were 
terribly hard upon the common people. And thirdly, and 
most important, the great discoveries of the sixteenth 
century, particularly the discovery of America. and the 
way round the Cape of Good Hope, showed people that 
there was most money to be made by employing a very 
large number of workmen as wage-earners, who had no 
chance of ever becoming masters or employers themselves, 
and paying them as little as possible to produce quantities 
of goods fot sale, not in their own cities or in nearby cities, 
but all over the world. 
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Consequently we find the power and independence of the 
medireval cities gradually decaying, and in their place 
rising the national States-England, France, Germany 
etc.-which we know to-day. And in place of the medireval 
gild, with its equal company of masters and its groups of 
craftsmen working in the master's house, we find the great 
employer, with hundreds and thousands of men working 
under him for wages, manufacturing far more goods than 
can ever be used at home, which he tries desperately to 
sell to distant lands. This leads us on to the industrial, 
capitalist, power-using society of our own day. 

CAPITALISM AND THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION 

The system under which the organising or upper class in 
society, instead of keeping the lower class as slaves or serfs 
or training it through apprenticeship to rise to mastery, 
employs it to do the work for wages, is-called capitalism. 
It is the system under which we are now living. The em
ployer or capitalist may be a small capitalist,-or a large one, 
like Henry Ford, or a company, like the Great Western 
Railway ; he may collect his wage-earners in a single place, 
like a factory or dock, or he may give them work to do in 
their homes, as the London tailors do. But in either case the 
wage-earner, with very few exceptions, remains a wage
earner all his life ; he has no interest in, or control of, the 
things he makes, except through being paid wages for 
them ; and if his work is not wanted he gets no wages, and 
is fed-if he is fed at all-either by charity or by some sort 
of State help such as poor-law relief or unemployment pay 
(see Economics, p. 670). When the big employers are private 
persons or companies, as in western countries to-day, the 
system is called " private capitalism " ; where the wage
earners are employed by the State, as in Russia, it is called 
" State capitalism." (For other differences between Russia 
and the western countries see the next chapter.) 

Capitalism is not a new system. There were great 
capitalists in ancient Rome, who disappeared in the w:est 
with the break-up of the Roman Empire ; and durmg 
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medireval times capitalism was slowly reappearing. It 
grew much faster, however, after the discovery of America 
and the Cape route to India, partly because in America and 
India there were found many more people to buy the 
goods which the wage-earners produced, and partly because 
there was a good deal more money in the world (mostly 
stolen by the Spanish and Portugilese from Peru and other 
parts of South America), so that people all round could 
buy more things._In England, the most important of the 
early capitalists were the big clothiers, who exported 
English cloth and clothes (made by hand, of course), and 
bought large pieces of agricultural land which they turned 
into sheep-farms. The peasants and labourers who had 
previously lived off this land were set adrift ; some found 
work in the factories, and some became sailors in the navy 
of Elizabeth. 

All through the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth 
centuries, capitalism went on growing. l\Ianufactures be
came more plentiful ; sea-going ships became larger and 
safer ; new customers, both at home and in distant parts, 
were found to buy the goods ; and more trades began to be 
run on capitalist lines, i.e. by wage-labour. It is important 
to notice that under the new system the medireval idea, 
that th~re wa~ a fair price at which goods ought to be sold, 
slowly died away. When you were selling glass beads and 
guns to North-American Indians in exchange for furs, 
there was no question of a fair price ; you just took as 
much as you could get. And similarly, when you were 
hiring wage-earners-" hands," as big employers call 
them-you hired them as cheaply as you could get them. In 
the new capitalism, then, the great thing was to make as 
much profit as possible, by buying what you wanted, 
'whether it was wool or "hands," as cheap as you could, 
and selling what you made as dear ; and the man who made 
most profit was most highly thought of, even if he made it, 
as he sometimes did, by what a medireval gild would have 
called cheating. This is very important for the period 
which follows-the time of the great inventions-which 
we call the Industrial Revolution. 
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In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries a good 
many experimenters were at work, in England and else
where, trying to find out ways in which goods could be 
manufactured more cheaply, and eventually they suc
ceeded, as everybody knows. They made machines, driven 
by coal-fires, do the work which hands had done before. 
Everyone has heard of. ~ames Watt and his engine; but 
not everybody knows that Watt was only one of an 
innumerable band of inventors who were inventing from 
the middle of the eighteenth century down to the present 
day, each trying his hardest to make goods be produced 
faster and cheaper, and carried faster and cheaper to those 
who might buy them, with results that are almost incredible 
when we read them. 

This great movement started in England towards the 
end of the eighteenth century and advanced very rapidly. 
It meant a big change in the habits of the people. Quantities 
of " hands " were needed to work the new machines, and 
new towns of " hands " sprang up around the factories. 
At the same time, capitalism-though not machinery
was being applied to agriculture ; small farms and cottage 
plots were being turned into par~s of large farms ; commons 
were being enclosed and destroyed ; and the labourers and 
yeomen were either left to live without land or driven into 
the new towns. 

It was very unfortunate, in many ways, that the dis
covery of machinery occurred in a capitalist society whose 
main idea was to make profits. For the new factories and 
towns were built by people determined to do the thing as 
cheaply as possible, to work the wage-earner as long for 
as little money as he would stand, and not to spend a 
penny until he was obliged. So we find that the hours in 
the new factories were intolerably long, that children, even 
children of four and five and six, were set to work all day 
tending machinery, in dark, dirty, dangerous, and poison
ous places (because cleaning and lighting and fencing 
machinery costs money), and that the houses in the new 
towns were as ugly, cheap, and insanitary as you could 
imagine. The coming of machine production, which might 
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have made everybody happier by giving them more of this 
world's goods, in the beginning brought misery and 
disease to thousands of wage-earners and their wives and 
children. · 

The worst conditions did not last very long. The danger 
of disease breaking out in the filthy towns and spreading 
beyond them forced the State to 'take some steps to clean 
them : the wage-earners themselves, when they were 
collected t_ogether in towns, formed themselves into trade 
unions which forced slightly better treatment out of the 
employers ; and very slowly people began to grasp again 
the fact that a society where everybody is trying to make 
as much as possible is not the most admirable or pleasant 
kind of society. Town and factory life, also, made it 
necessary for the wage-earners to be better educated, and 
eventually gave them some share in the government of 
their cities and country ; and, as British manufactures 
increased enormously and were exchanged for cheap 
foodstuffs from America and Australia; the workers be
came, in the end, a good deal more comfortably off, 
though it was a long time before their working hours were 
made reasonably short, and the towns of the North and 
Midlands are still full of disgraceful houses which were 
built in_ the early factory days. 

The Industrial Revolution eventually made all British 
people better off, mainly because we were able to expctrt 
(i.e-. sell abroad) vast quantities of manufactured things 
from railway engines to soap, in exchange for cheap foods. 
The Industrial Revolution in England was, however, 
followed by industrial revolutions in other western coun
tries, notably Germany, France, and the United States. 
'Vhat the results are-when more and more countries are 
becoming " industrial societies," and all trying desperately 
to manufacture goods, to get the materials to make them 
(which are mostly found in tropical countries such as 
Africa), and to sell the goods when made, without attempt
ing to -reach any agreement-you must read in the next 
chapter on The Last Thirty Years. 



Fig. 81. MODERN INDUSTRIAL LIFE-THE PORT OF LONDO ' 
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BOOKS TO READ 

, Some very much enjoy : 
WINWOOD READE : The Martyrdom of Man. But it is not 

everybody's book. 
J. H. BREASTED : Ancient Egypt. Big, with plenty of pictures. 
SIR w. FLINDERS PETRIE:, Social Life in Ancient Egypt. 
c. L. WOOLLEY: The Sumerians. Or others of Woolley's 

books. 
A. E. ZIMMERN: The Greek Commonwealth. A great book. 

Read some of it, at any rate. 

For pastoral peoples, read the early books of the Old 
Testament, or : 
M. PICKTHALL: Knights of Araby. 
EILEEN POWER : Medireval People. Easy reading. 
HELEN WADDELL: The Wandering Scholars. 
c. and B. QUENNELL: History of Everyday Things in 

England (illustrated .fully). 
CHARLES READE: The Cloister and the Hearth. For late 

medireval and Renaissance times. Excellent. 
J. L. and B. HAMMOND: The Village Labourer and The Town 

Labourer. For early industrial society. 
c. R. FAY: Life and Labour in the Nineteenth Century. 

And try early chapters of : 
H. G. WELLS : Work, Wealth, and Happiness. 



THE LAST THIRTY YEARS 

OR 

WAR AND REVOLUTION: WHY? 

by 

LANCE BEALES 



L A N c E B E A L E s is kind, public-spirited, a• good sort 
of person to be friends with ; he laughs and helps. He is 
rather older than me, has a wife called Taffy, two sons 
and a daughter, and an immense dog. He took history at 
Manchester University, and played in the University 
Rugger XV. He has done a great deal of teaching all his 
life, and also the organising of teaching. In 1915 he went 
out to France as a corporal in the Royal Garrison Artillery. 
His work was to do the mathematics of the shooting of 
the heavy guns. He was in the fighting on Vimy Ridge, 
at 1\fessines, and then in Flanders ; more than three
quarters of the men in his battery were knocked out, but 
he got back to England late in 1917 and took a commission. 
After the war he went back to lecturing, first in Sheffield 
and then at the London School of Economics. He has 
always been interested in politics, and you will see from 
this chapter where his sympathies lie. 



THE LAST THIRTY YEARS 

A THIRD of the twentieth century has already slipped 
away. We have the habit of saying that our own century 
is the most wonderful of all. In one respect that is true. 
We have more wonderful things to use and to enjoy than 
people ever had before, and we know more about the world 
we live in, and about the whole universe, than people have 
ever known before. But we must be careful not to exag
gerate the wonders of our wonderful age, and we must be 
careful not to be ignorant about it. For most of the millions 
of people who have lived, or still live, in the world of the 
twentieth century, things have been far from easy. There 
has been so much quarrelling, so much fighting, so much 
poverty and anxiety and strain, that we cannot think the 
age in which we live is a very wise or very successful one. 
If we want things to get better, if we want more people to 
live happy lives, we must get to know what the world of 
to-day is really like. We must find out how people spend 
their lives, and why their lives are so full of troubles. One 
way of doing that is to look at the twentieth century 
rather closely. 

THE SCRAMBLE FOR PROSPERITY 

Grown-up people in a country like England are very 
much interested in politics and business. As they grow 
older they think rather less about games and rather more 
about government. They get nearly as excited over a 
General Election as their juniors over the boat-race. These 
public affairs must be important, and when we ask ques
tions about them we find that they really are : they are 
important, because they have to do with the big things 
that matter in the lives of all of us-how we get our food, 
shelter, clothing, and amusements ; how we get our educa
tion ; what arrangements are made to keep us healthy 
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whether we are to be safe as we go about the streets ; 
whether we are going to travel about comfortably in our 
own country and in other countries ; if we have to fight in 
army, navy, or air force against people like ourselves with 
whom quarrels have arisen that statesmen have failed to 
smooth out ; whether our pounds, shillings, and pence are 
going to exchange for as many things as they used to when 
we spend them (see Economics, p. 643}. As the world has 

· grown older, the numbers of people that live in it have 
increased. Some countries are very crowded-they are the 
poorest of all, like China and India, and the richest, like 
England and parts of the United States (see Peoples of the 
World, p. 580}. The more crowded together people are, the 
more the affairs of government matter, and the more 
important it is that they should be well managed. When 
the history of the last thirty years is looked at closely, it 
is very hard to believe that they have been well managed. 

If you look at the picture which shows the world's 
populations (Fig. 87} you will find that the countries with 
most people are in the Far East, where war is a· present 
evil, and in Europe, which was at war a dozen years ago. 
If you were to look at a -map which shows the chief 
occupations, you would discover that in the Far East 
most people are cultivators of the soil, and in western 
Europe most people live by making things and selling 
them_:that is, by industry and commerce. The Chinese 
peasants, for example, have to struggle to make a living : 
they have large families, all of whom have to work very 
hard, and many of whom die in the famines that occur 
from time to time.'The same happened in Russia until the 
last few years. People in Great Britain or the United 
States, in contrast, do not suffer famine any longer. Though 
they do not produce all the food they need from their own 
soil, they have no difficulty in buying all they want from 
other countries. 

Not only do different peoples in different parts of the 
world live different kinds of lives (see Peoples of the lVorld, 
p; 579); there are differences in prosperity as well, and 
differences in the rates at which their numbers increase. 
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The nations that have taken to industry and commerce
the industrial nations, as they are called-are the wealthiest 
and in the last hundred and fifty years they have been 
the readiest to leave the places in which they were born 
and to settle in other countries. Scores of millions of Euro
pean people have settled in the United States, for example, 
and several nations have, through war or by agreement 
among themselves, made colonies in Africa and elsewhere. 
The population of Japan increases by three-quarters of a 
million every year, that of Russia by about four millions, 
but the population of Great Britain and France has nearly 
stopped increasing. In the Far East, the Chinese can live 
more cheaply and poorly tluin the Japanese, but the 
Japanese have developed their industry more than the 
Chinese. Differences of this kind,_ in. a world which is not' 
controlled by one. single power cause difficulties between , 
the different peoples. And as railways, steamships, and all 
the other means of communication have been improved, 
and as the wealthier nations increasingly require goods, 
like rubber, tin, palm-oil, tea, and a host of others, which 
are produced by the poorer nations, there is a sort of 
scramble always going on. It is difficult to prevent that 
scramble from becoming actual war-so difficult that it 
has often become war during the last thirty years. 

All men and women, save those who have been left large 
" fortunes " by their parents or relations, have to work to 
get the things that are necessary to them. Some have to 
work very hard and get very little: others have pleasanter 
work to do and get much more. There is a good deal of 
jealousy between individual human beings on this account. 
The same is true of nations-that is, of the citizens that 
compose them. The world is divided up between nations, 
each of which has a different history, and each of which is 
very jealous of its fellow-nations and very anxious to 
increase its power, so that it may cut a fine figure in the 
world and protect itself from attack by other nations. 
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THE "GREATNESS" OF NATIONS' 

Different nations can offer different claims to be con
sidered great. The British have been clever at building 
bridges and harbours and ships, at making iron and steel 
and cotton and woollen goods: they have been successful 
in avoiding revolutions by allowing more and more people 
to take part in government without ever letting ordinary· 
common people take charge: they have built up an emp'i:eJ 
which is spread in all parts of the world, and they hav~ 
allowed the parts of it in vrhich British people are the most'. 
numerous to govern themselves. In other ways, too, the 
British have been very successful. The Chinese, on the 
other hand, have never been interested in questions of 

·government, or not until quite recently. But they have 
produced marvellous pottery, and they managed to delude 
everybody into thinking they were a powerful military 
nation until 1894, and they have believed in their religions 
so firmly that they have even been content to carry out 
the rules of conduct which they sanction. The Americans 
of the United States, too, have done remarkable things. 
They have produced in their midst the most wonderful 
industrial advances, flooding their homes with motor-cars, 
wireless, gramophones, typewriters, refrigerators ; they 
have made ahnost a new language out of the English they 
speak ; they have sent their cinema films all over the world 
and filled every dancing-hall in Europe with their jazz
music ; they are the richest people in the world, and some 
day may be the wis~st. 

It is easy enough to see the differences between the 
nations of the world. But it is not so easy to explain why 
some nations regard themselves as superior to others just 
because they have achieved a different kind of strength
the strength, say, of big industries and big battleships 
instead of the strength of a belief in peace (as among the 
Swiss or the Scandinavian peoples), or in religion and art 
and good citizenship {as among the ancient Greeks). All 
the same, the actual facts are simple. The world is divided 
up between nations, s~me of which are stronger than 
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others and able to subdue others, even to make them work 
for them as slaves ; so clashes between them have been very 
frequent. There i~ no very clear sign that they are likely 
to be less frequent in the next thirty years than they have 
been in the past. 

There are other causes which render peaceful living 
difficult. If all the nations had the same kind of civilisation, 
if all nations had the same degree of wealth, if all nations 
':lad the same ideals of behaviour, good government would 
be only a matter of making agreements. But there are 
more differences than there are resemblances-differences 
of religion, of liberty, of laws and customs, of education 
and the rest. To avoid selfishness, especially in pursuit of 
wealth at some other's expense, is the hardest of all duties. 
Nations, like the individual human beings which compose 
them, have not managed to avoid selfishness. The recent 
history of the world is, in consequence, a history of strife. 

AN AGE OF VIOLENCE 

It is rather disturbing to study the history I of the last 
thirty years. The makers of history-books have a way of 
describing past periods of human life by short descriptive 
terms. They talk about the break-up of loyalty to the 
Roman Catholic Church in some countries as " The Refor
mation": they describe the time when the steam-engine 
and cotton-spinning machinery and railways came into 
common use as "The Industrial Revolution." What will 
the historian call our age? Unless things alter, and alter 
quickly, he will have to ciill it "The Age of Violence." 
There have been so many wars and so many revolutions 
in the last thirty years that some such description will be 
unavoidable. That is why many people wonder whether 
civilisation has made progress, and are even asking whether, 
in anything like the forms in which we have known it, it 
can possibly survive. Instead of a regular advance towards 
peace and prosperity and happiness, in the last thirty 
years there have only been intervals of quiet between 
sharp and destructive conflicts. 

f 
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There has never been a period of thirty years in the 
historical past during which the whole world has been free 
from wars, but it is doubtful whether, save in lhe rather 
similar period between 1815 and 1850, there was ever a 
time when wars and revolutions were so frequent as in our 
day. At bottom the same forces were at work a century 
ago as now. Wars and revolutions were not accidents then, 
and they are not accidents now. There are causes for these 
things. They are not just outbursts of bad temper, or freak 

· events. Ours is an age of violence because people are so 
moved by ambition, or so oppressed by what they feel 
to be, tyranny or injustice, or so determined to control 
the things which spoil their lives, that they will defy the 
forces of law and order, face discomfort and even death, 
for causes they feel sacred. This applies to wars and to 

. revolutions alike. In fact, if we are to understand the 
events of the last thirty years, we shall be wise to regard 
wars and revolutions as lillked together. Not only do they 
come together, but they spring from the same causes. 
Neither war nor revolution would be necessary in a well
run world ; but ours is not, for most people that live in it, 
by any manner of means a well-run world. The wars and 
the revolutions spring from the bad working arrangements 
under· which we live. They are signs that civilisation is 
defective, that its machinery is out of order. 

1900-1912 

Let us briefly recall some of the outstanding events on 
account of which we call the last thirty years an age of 
violence. When the century opened, Great Britain was 
engaged in a war in South Africa. That war was regarded 
by most people as a highly patriotic enterprise. Boer 
farmers had defied us." They had refused to British people, 
who had settled in their territory to work gold-mines, the 
full rights of citizenship, and they handicapped them in 
their work. Further, they had disturbed the neighbouring 
British states by withdrawing traffic from railways which 
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had been constructed to the gold-fields and directing 
it to another and non-British railway. To _the Boers, the 
British gold-miners and business men were unwelcome and 
disturbing guests. Their presence was threatening ; they 
might induce the British to claim the right. to rule over 
them ; their whole way of life was different. Four years 
before the war broke out British people had tried to bring 
about a revolution in the Boer territory. The kind of events 
which were allowed to take place made war inescapable. 
Yet when it was over, a settlement was made which inside 
ten years, removed the differences. that divided the two 
peoples. The principles of that settlement had been sug
gested more than fifty years earlier, and rejected. The 
forces which were bound to make Boers and Britons unite 
existed all along, but the way to the Union of South Africa 
(1910) was the way of violence. 

No sooner was that war over than Russia and .Japan 
took to arms in the Far East (1904). Ten years earlier, 
.Japan had been at war with China and had strengthened 
her power at China's expense. Few people expected that 
the .Japanese would be successful against ·enormous 
Russia, yet they were, and their victory was taken as 
justifying their action. But what exactly had happened Y 
The East had awakened, we say. That means that .Japan 
had decided to increase her strength by developing in· 
dustries and opening up neighbouring territories. She had 
a desperately poor and rapidly growing population. She 
could not get much more out of her own soil, but she could 
do a great deal if she could get the chance of working the 
coal and minerals of Korea and Manchuria (see Peoples of 
the lVorld, p. 598). Russia had the same sort of aim. Without 
ports on the open seas except those which were frozen up 
in winter, barred from Constantinople, Russia had restlessly 
advanced towards the Pacific. Railways had been built, 

· and towns had sprung up in their track like mushrooms. 
The other Powers of the world had not made up their 
minds what to do about the East. They formed alliances, 
but put off the making of definite decisions. They must be 
blamed, with .Japan and Russia, for the war that broke out. 

To 
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The Russian defeat in this war was followed immediately 
by the first Russian revolution. The Russian people had 
not only seen how feeble their government was in war, but 
they had grown tired of waiting for the setting right of very 
old grievances. The educated and business classes wanted a 
share in the work of ruling the country ; the country people 
were burdened by the hardest' poverty and quite unable 
to pay the taxes, increased now by the expenses of the 
war. They had been serfs, the property of the landowners, 
until Tsar Alexander II had set them free forty years before, 
but they had never been satisfied with the arrangements 
then made, and their condition had got steadily worse 
rather than better. After the war with Japan was over, 
revolutionary movements broke out. Thousands of men and 
women were killed, both during the. risings and in the 
hangings and shootings which followed. Then an attempt 
was made to establish a Russian parliament, and . to 
carry out reforms which would benefit the farmers and 
other classes in Russia. These and other· improvements 
were long overdue, but they came too late. 

TROUBLE IN THE BALKANS 

In i912 war flared· up again, this time in the Balkan 
States, in which Russia and the other Great Powers of 

. Europe felt themselves deeply interested. Two years after 
that; the Great War followed. In 1917 revolution broke 
out again in Russia. Of the events of 1917 we will speak · 
later on. 

Trouble in the Balkan States wa:s not a new thing. 
There had been a crisis in 1909, but an agreement had been 
patched up. Nobody expected that it would last, though on 
the surface the appearance of, peace was maintained. The 
Balkan peoples themselves wanted to escape from the_ 
misrule of Turkey. (They had some hope of this when the 
" Young Turks " made a revolution in 1908, as a result of 
which more up-to-date and less violent p1ethods of govern
ment might be expected.) But what the Balkan peoples 
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themselves wanted mattered little. Austria, Russia, and 
Italy thought simply of their own interests in the Balkan 
States, and all arrangements in the Balkan States were 
really determined by these three countries. The Great 
Powers of Europe had allowed Prince Ferdinand of Bul
garia to call himself Tsar in 1908, and to make his kingdom 
independent of Turkey. They had allowed an exiled prince 
to gather the fruits of a revolution in Serbia and become 
King Peter I in 1903. In 1908 they had allowed Austria 
to annex Bosnia and Herzegovina, small territories which 
were Serbian in loyalty but Turkish by legal right ; this 

- was the time Germany showed her readiness, as the 
Kaiser put it, to don " shining armour " in support of 
Austria if Russia should protest. They had been unwilling 
to allow Greece to acquire Crete in the same year, but they 
allowed Italy to make war in Tripoli and extend her 
territory at the expense of Turkey, and stood aside while 
the Albanians broke into open rebellion against their 
Turkish masters in 1911. Turkish massacres in Macedonia 
inflamed the Balkan peoples, now in alliance, but the Great 
Powers warned them that they would not permit any 
alteration of Turkish territories in Europe. Despite that, 
the Balkan kingdoms declared war on Turkey in 1912 and 
quickly won a series of victories. No sooner had they got 
to the task of re-arranging the map of south-eastern Europe 
than they fell to quarrelling among themselves. A second 
Balkan War broke out in 1918. The war for freedom from 
the Turk became a war over the division of Turkish ' 
territories. And it was as savage a' war as any that had 
ever taken place. Mter it had lasted a few months, the 
Balkan States were given new boundaries, and Turkish 
territory in Europe was limited to Constantinople and the 
hinterland of the Straits. 

The surprising part of all this tangled history was that 
the Balkan Wars did not widen out immediately into a 
general European war. All the same, that could not long 
be delayed. Europe was already divided into two armed 
camps. Germany and Austria, exerting a growing influence 
upon Turkey, had hoped to get power in the Near East, 
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and had a scheme for- a railway to Bagdad. Now the 
. Balkan kingdoms of Serbia and Bulgaria, hostile to each 
other and also to Turkey, stood across their track and 
looked to Russia for support. Italy, their ally, was plainly 
unfriendly to Austria, because Austria controlled the 
Adriatic Sea. France, allied to Russia, openly rejoiced at· 
the_ discomfiture of Germany, which had robbed her of 
Alsace-Lorraine in 1870. England, allied to Russia and 
France, was determined to keep the Turks in Constanti
nople, lest Russia, with Eastern ambitions, should acquire 
it, but equally determined to prevent German expansion 
in the Near East. England, also, was afraid of Germany 
competing successfully against her m the world's markets. 
)Vhat a welter of conflicting rivalries I Is it any wonder 

-that, armed to the teeth as they were, these Great Powers 
should plunge into war? In 1909, again in 1911, war had 
only just been avoided. In 1913 everyone outside England 
knew it was coming, and coming soon. Monsieur Poincare, 
the French Premier, declared at the beginning of 1914, 
" In two years the war will take place. All my efforts will 
be devoted to preparing for it." It came even earlier. The 
storm burst in the summer of 1914. 

THE BURSTING OF THE STORM 

That pitiful tragedy ended by casting its blight upon 
every part of the world in some degree. After it ended, 
millions more men and women perished in the typhus -
and influenza epidemics which followed it. · 

We pass on to the world's revolutions. Some have 
already been mentioned, but the greatest of all was the 
Russian Revolution of 1917. We may well think of these 
revolutions as collapses of civilisation in the national fields 
in which they happen, as wars are collapses of civilisation 
in the international ·field. What has been the record of -
revolutions in our age of violence ? 

In Russia, the War which broke out in 1914 called forth, 
as in other fighting countries, all the patriotism, all the 
heroism, all the sacrifices which a people can make. Russia 
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was never a wealthy manufacturing country, and the 
sufferings of the RussiaD; people were enormous. They 
were borne with the utmost courage and goodwill till it 
became clear that sheer bad management had made and 
was making them far more grievous than was necessary. 
At last it became impossible to hide the wretched weak
nesses of the Russian Government any longer. Ordinary 
people, both middle-class and working-class, began to feel 
that the War was against their interests-something thrust 
upon them from above and not of their own making, 
something which could not end in their good. People 
began to recall the fierce stamping out of their pre-War 
revolutionary movement, and to make new, strong demands 
f.or change. 

Suddenly the Russian 'will to go on with the War broke 
down. Sailors in the navy mutinied. Soldiers began to 
stream away from the firing-line. Workers in munition 
factories went on strike. Politicians had to tell the Tsar 
what was happening. Incapable of taking charge of events, 
or even of understanding them, he gave up his throne. 
For a short period a new Government was able to pump up 
again the war-energies of the Russian armies, but, after a 
few troubled months, a second revolution took place. The 
Bolsheviks seized power in the name and the interests of 
the working-classes. Abandoning the War, they tried to 
rescue Russia from the chaos into which she had been 
plunged, and to make out of the old Russia a new and 
better country. The transport system had broken down. 
There were wretchedness and starvation everywhere. 
The cry for peace and bread was made with overwhelming 
force, and it was this demand which Lenin and the Soviets, 
or Councils, of Workers and Soldiers first set themselves 
to satisfy. Their further aim was to bring about complete 
Socialism in Russia. But so hopeless was the confusion in 
Russia that the Bolsheviks had to begin almost from the 
beginning the rebuilding of Russian life. They seized the 
property of rich people. They took over the banks, the 
factories, foreign trade, grain supplies in the peasants' 
barns-everything that would enable them to satisfy the 
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demand for bread and peace and enable them to establish 
a new way of life in Russia. They made peace with 
Germany, at a high price in gold and territory. Then 
Russia's former allies turned upon her. Anti-revolutionary 
forces were collected: the British sent an army, the 
Japanese attacked at the other extreme of Russia, 
European Russia was blockaded, Polish troops invaded the 
neighbouring Russian territories. This nightmare of violence 
was over by the end of 1920, and Russia was at last able to 
set per hand to the urgent tasks of peace. 'V ar and revolu
tion, counter-revolution, foreign invasion, blockade-in the 
wake of these came famine and pestilence. No people's 

. leader-ever faced a harder task than that which confronted 
Lenin when at last he was able to tackle the problems of 
the new Russia. Disloyalty, greed, incompetence, bitter -
hatred, faced him on every side. He had to build up a 
new system of life and government, and drive people, by 
whatever force he could command, to accept it. 

So world-shaking an event was the Russian Revolution 
which took place during the War itself that we are inclined 
to forget the others. But they make a very imposing list, 
and they have happened in the Far East as well as in 
Europe. In China a revolution took place in 1911, and the 
rule of the emperors was replaced by a republic. Dynasties 
had disappeared in China before, but this time there were 
new forces at work. China had begun to learn from the 
'Vest. Though no one can pretend that China has yet 
mastered the secrets of firm government, the _Chinese 
revolution clearly showed that old ideas had passed away 
and new ambitions had bee~ born. The greatest of the 
Chinese revolutionaries, Dr. Sun-Yat-Sen, led a body of 
followers whose outlook was modern and Socialistic. As 
China is reproducing all the evils of early Western indus
trialism--child labour, long hours of toil· for the lowest 
wages~ vile housing-and adding them to the crude poverty 
and unhealthiness of the old order, it is not surprising that a 
labour movement is springing up; and that many among 
the students and workers are inspired by Bolshevik Russia 
to hope for further revolutionary changes. 
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REVOLUTIONS IN EUROPE 

In Europe a whole crop of revolutions was harvested 
immediately upon the ending bf the War. The Govern.kents 
which existed in most European countries before 1914 were. 
not organised to make the lives of ordinary people happy : 
they were instruments of military power. They were old
fashioned tyrannies, and they lived in fear of each other. 
In days to come historians will take pains to show how these 
Governments were out of touch with what people were 
feeling and thinking, unable to understand why people 
were increasingly coming to resent the existence side by 
side of great wealth and great poverty. Where these 
Governments showed themselves unable to achieve success 
even in war, in which they had made their greatest efforts, 
there seemed to be no particular reason why they should 
be' allowed to continue to exist. In fact, they were just 
kicked out. 

What happened in Germany in 1918 'l The German 
defeat could no longer be hidden ; the Allied blockade had 
been successful and the German people were starving and 
hating the rulers who had brought it on them. As a last 
desperate gambler's throw, the German fleet was ordered 
to attack the British. It mutinied. From the military front 
the armies began to melt away. There were strikes in 
munition works. With the Russian Revolution as inspira
_tion, the people demanded the Kaiser's surrender of the 
throne. He scuttled away to exile in Holland. A. republic 
was established, challenged for a time by those who wished 
to build up a new Germany on the Russian model, and then 
by those who wished to supplant the workers by repre
sentatives of the old order. of army officers and civil 
officials, but able to hold its own through the loyalty of the 
organised trade union workers. A brief effort to establish 
Communism was brutally smashed, and the new republic 
was strongly entrenched in power. 

What happened in Austria-Hungary? As early as 
October 1916 the Austrian Premier was murdered. The 
same round of events followed : strikes, mutinies, the 
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hoisting ofthe red flag. Soon Austria was split up into a 
series of warring groups. The Treaty of Versailles confirmed 

.xnost of them. The Poles set up a new independent State, 
with .their old capital, Warsaw: the Czechs broke away, 
and other nationalities followed. Soldiers' and Workers' 
Councils were rapidly set up, and Austria-Hungary, in its 
various parts, began to look very like Russia. Vienna was 

. starving. A Communist Government was set up in Hun
gary, and then thrown down. -White terror succeeded to 
Red terror, until, weary of torturings and slaughters, a 
group of separate " Succession States " replaced the old 
military empire of Austria-Hungary. 

And in Italy ? Alone among the victors of the Great 
War, Italy carried through a revolution. For Italy, a great 
victory in 1918 wiped out the disgrace of a heayY defeat 
the year before. Gaining considerably by the peace treaty, 
Italy was suffering all the same from the distresses of the 
War. Civil war threatened between Government supporters 
and those who resented the shortage of food and other 
necessaries. Prices were high, and mounting higher. Strikes 
were organised : workers seized factories : peasants rebelled 
against their landlords. A new armed force, called Fascists, 
was organised by Mussolini to check the aims of Com
munist!?, and conflicts were frequent. Finally the Fascists 
marched on Rome, and the King of Italy accepted Mussolini 
as ·Premier. The Fascists were established as the rulers 
of Italy, and they set to work to reorganise Italy. They 
have established there a strong Government, .refusing to 
allow any influence to different views, and just as much a 
tyranny as that of the Bolsheviks in Russia. 

And in Spain ? Here the oppressors were mainly King 
and Church. Various generals had nearly got absolute 
power, but none were as competent as Mussolini, though 
they tried to imitate him. The revolution was essentially 
made by the young and intelligent against the old and 
prejudiced ; those who carried it out were largely under
graduates; they turned out the Court and the monasteries 
with hardly any bloodshed, gave women the vote, and are 
putting through all kinds of reforms, especially in the 
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schools, which had been particularly bad before the 
revolution. 

REVOLUTIONS IN ASIA 

Not alone in Europe have these violent changes taken 
place. Asia has been as full of trouble as the West, and in . 
Turkey, Persia, and Afghanistan startling changes have 
been brought about. A new Turkey was established under 
Mustapha Kemal, with its headquarters at Angora, again 
a republic. The oldest habits were abolished : women 
ceased to veil their faces, men to accumulate wives. The 
slumber of centuries was over, and a new era of Western 
efficiency was opened. In P.ersia the same process of shaking 
off foreign power took place, and the old weakness and 
corruption began to disappear. In Afghanistan the escape 
from foreign influence was begun, but the introduction of 
the Western ways of life was pushed on so rapidly that a 
revolution broke out to check it. 

Meanwhile Palestine had been. restored to the Jews as a 
national home, and they began to develop new self-govern• 
ing communities there. In India, movements which aimed 
at complete independence of Britain had gained in strength, 
and others had taken shape which asked for self-govern
ment, with or without the same kind of independence as 
the British Dominions enjoy (see Peoples of the World, 
p. 591). Riots, boycotts-the way of violence is found 
there too. Again, in these latest months, war storms have 
broken over Japan and China. The area of conflict at first 
was Manchuria. The struggle was then transferred to 
Shanghai, where bitter and destructive fighting has shown 
the East divided as deeply as the West, and seeking a 
solution in violence on the best Western model 

NEW XINDS Oll' GOVERNMENT 

No series of changes has been more striking in the ~ast 
thirty years than this destruction, in Europe and outs1de, 
of old systems of government. France and her Emperor 
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Napoleon III had suffered the bitterness of defeat in the 
war with Germany in 1870 : it was not surprising that the 
republican form of government was adopted ·again in 
consequence. But between 1870 and 1917 the only new 
republic established in Europe was that of Portugal in 
1910. Until 1917 the Governments of Europe kept their 
authority; since then monarchies have been overthrown 
in Europe and in Asia in a way that has known no parallel 
in history. In Russia, Germany, and Austria-Hungary 
the monarchs were driven from their thrones. In Italy the 
King retained his throne, but the real ruler was 1\Iussolini. 
In Czecho-Slovakia-a new State, carved with half a 
dozen others out of the old Austria-Hungary-a republic 
was established under the enlightened guidance of one of 
the great personalities of our day, President 1\Iazaryk. 
Yugo-Slavia, which faces Italy across the Adriatic, is an 
exception, ruled by a King who is sovereign in fact as well 
as name. Greece parted with her royal family, and Veni
zelos, for a whole generation her strong leader, was the 
architect of the Greek Republic. Poland, divided up a 
century and a half ago between Russia, Germany, and 
Austria, the defeated Powers in the Great War, has been 
reconstructed as one independent State, and under her ex
Socialist dictator, General Pilsudski, has become a new 
storm-centre for Europe. Ireland has been divided into 
two parts, Northern Ireland and the Irish Free State, 
the latter of which has passed into the control of its 
republican party this spring. The old systems of govern
ment have disappeared in Asia, too, as we have seen. 
So the story goes on. Let us sum it up by saying that in 
the greater part of Europe and Asia monarchies have been 
overthrown, peoples have been delivered from rulers whom 
they hated, and an altogether new kind of State has been 
established in the Union of Socialist Soviet Republics in 
Russia. All over the world, though least of all in the case 
of the victorious Powers in the Great War, new experi
ments in government ha-ve been made, usually attempts to 
achieve the sovereignty of the people {see Fig. 86). 

This catalogue is far from complete, yet it serves to 
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prove that ours is an age of violence ; that the twentieth 
century, so far as it has gone, has been a dark age of strife. 
And in all this catalogue scarcely a mention has been made 
of the conflicts of peace-tfme. When war is not afoot, there 
is almost unceasing industrial war. Labourers demand 
more wages : employers refuse. Employers demand that 
wages be lowered : labourers refuse. In all countries this 
happens. In England these industrial disputes are con
ducted peacefully ; even the General Strike of 1926 was 
very orderly. In the United States and some other coun
tries, strikes and lock-outs have sometimes led to fighting. 
But that sort of violence is occasional in disputes' between 
employers and workpeople. What matters is that there is 
constant friction in industry in every part of the world. 
That friction causes suffering and waste. , It shows that 
industry is badly run, whether employers or workpeople 
are to blame. 

WAR: WHY? 

But it is necessary to try to dis'Cover the meaning of these 
things. Let us start with the wars. 

What is the explanation of all these wars? Have they 
a common cause ? If we read the speeches made by the 
leaders of the nations which took part in them, we shall 
not get very near to understanding why they took place. 
All of them assure us that their cause is right and that God 
is on their side ; all with one voice claim that the enemy 
was the attacker. Clearly we must get below what people 
said and find out what they intended, and by what forces 
they were moved. No one enters upon a war lightly, and 
people do not always know the reasons for less serious 
actions than war. It is safe to say that none of these wars 
was due to the wickedness of any individual-German 
Kaiser, or Russian Tsar, or Boer President, or Balkan 
King, or French Foreign Minister, or English Prime 
Minister. When English politicians in 1918 invited the 
English electors in the General Election to hang the Kaiser, 
they were proposing an action no more sensible than some 
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old tyrant's execution of a messenger because he brought 
bad news. The leaders of the nations that went to war in 
these last thirty years were expressing in their ·actions the 
forces that brought war about. Those forces are ,best 
described as nationalism and the quest for power. 

When we were soldiers in the so-called Great War, some 
of us asked ourselves what we were fighting for. Working
men had bluntly asked lots of people, who tried to explain 
to them what the War was about, what difference it would 
make to them if the Germans won. They brushed aside 
the easy answer that they would have to pay more taxes, 
and all that sort of thing, as being quite unreal. There is 
a passage in a book which has helped a great many people 
to see these things clearly : ask your father if he thinks it 
true : " When a man dies for his country, what does he 
die for ? The reader in his chair thinks of the size and 
climate, the history and population, of some region in the 
atlas, and explains the action of the patriot by his relation 
to all these things. But what seems to happen in the crisis 
of battle is not the logical building up or analysing of the 
idea of one's country ..•• What comes to him [the soldier] 
in his final charge 'l Perhaps the row of pollard-elms behind 
his birthplace .... If he is an Italian, it may be the name, 
the musical syllables, of Italia. If he is a Frenchman, it 
may be the marble figure of France with her broken sword, 
as he saw it in the market-square of his native town, or 
the maddening pulse of the 'Marseillaise.' Romans have 
died for a bronze eagle on a wreathed staff, Englishmen for 
a flag, Scotchmen for the sound of the pipes" (Graham 
Wallas, Human Nature in Politics, p. 72}. And there are 
plenty of real examples to confirm these imaginary ones. 
" Last of the Cardigans I " shouted a leader of the Light 
Brigade as he charged to his death in the Crimean War. 
"Here's for Sheffield Wednesday!" was an English 
Tommy's cry as he went over the top in the cold dawn of 
a French morning in 1917. One writes of England, France, 
Germany .... But what do those words mean 'l They mean 
areas on the map, certainly. They mean units of Govern
ment, equally certainly. They mean bunches of people, 
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pretty much alike in behaviour and beliefs. But the term 
England and the term English people are not quite the 
same thing. By England we mean the place, so marked on 
the world's map : we mean the behaving or living of English 
people in an English way. So, when we say that England 
made war upon Germany, we mean that the English 
Government, backed by the English people, made war 
upon the German Government, backed by the German 
people: All sorts of people in all sorts of ways tried to make 
English men and women hate German men and women, 
and they had a certain amount of success. There were folk 
who called German soldiers " Huns," but there were few 
of them to be found in the trenches, where German soldiers 
were usually called "Fritz" or "Jerry," because human 
feelings were more usual than these artificial pumped-up 
feelings. The armies in the War fought each other, not 
because individuals in them hated each other, but because 
of the strength of nationalism. Nationalism is an idea which 
is capable of being so used that it leads Governmeu.ts to 
make war upon neighbouring Governments. 

If we ask, then, What is nationalism ? we get a funny 
sort of answer. To an Englishman it is being English ; 
to a Welshman being Welsh ; to a Frenchman being 
French. All peoples, sooner or later, develop this feeling, 
though they do not all express it in the same way. Some 
day it may be as little capable of being made an impulse 
towards war as it is now between the countries called · 
England and Wales. It seems reason~ble that there should 
be football contests between the chosen English and Welsh 
experts, but not that there should be wars of nationalism 
(see Peoples of the World, p. 585, Problems and Solutions, 
p. 719). 

Nationalism as a war-making force has been alive for a 
long period (see Peoples of the World, p. 586). Especially in 
more recent history it has led to the division of Europe into 
a series of armed camps. When Germany was being moulded 
into a single empire through the " blood and iron " policy 
of Bismarck, it had trampled on Austria and France in the 
process. Austria had been won back to friendship, but 
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France had become an undying enemy. French pride had 
been wounded : French people lon,ued for reYen,ue : the 
power of Germany seemed to threaten French security. 
So she made alliances with other oountries. Germany did 
the same. The two sets of allies added armaments to arma
ments. Peace was kept between the two op_IX)Sing groups 
with the greatest difficulty • .Actually it lasted between 
18i0 and 19H, but it was surprising that it did. 

It is hard to belieoe that nationalism alone would ha•e 
produced war, all the same. But behind the force of 
nationalism went another force, the quest for power. This 
took two forms. One was imperiali.sm, the ambition to 
master other areas and other peoples so that they may be 
made to yield up their wealth. The other was the use of 
all the powers of the State to strengthen industry, to secure 
markets, and shut foreign competitors out of the ·home 
and colonial trade. :Xations followed a policy of protection 
or economic nationalism, as it is called. 

The best example of imperialism is what is called" the 
scramble for Africa." Before 18i0, most of the interior of 
Africa was undisco•ered land : now it is all parcelled out 
between the European Powers. England, France, Belgium, 
Germany, Portu.:,o-al, Spain, Italy, haoe all secured colonies 
in Africa. They ha•e done this for all sorts of reasons-to 
gain presti.,ue, to add to their wealth, to enlarge their armies 
by adding to them trained nati•e soldiers, to break up the 
slaoe trade. But the stron,uest motioe has been to get more 
wealth. They ha•e sought areas rich in minerals, or areas 
where necessary tropical products grow. such as rubber. They 
haoe •alued these areas. with their teeming name popula
tions. as markets for their manufacturers as well. Haring got 
their colonies in ..Africa, they haoe often been guilty of almost 
unbelie•able cruelties in the deoelopment of them. Gradu
ally these cruelties ha•e been reduced, and better treatment 
of the nati•e peoples has resulted. In the same way as 
European nations built up empires in ..Africa, .Japan 
absorbed Korea and is now getting a grip on llanchuria. 

Economic nationalism is the ambition to make a nation 
as completely self-sufficient and independent of other 
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nations as possible. In the years after 1870, Germany, 
France, and the United States developed their industries· 
very rapidly. At the same time steamships displaced the 
old sailing-vessels, and great transcontinental railways 
were opened in North America. It became possible to move 
anything to anywhere, and among the things which were 
moved were the wheat and meat (in refrigerator vessels) of 
America and Australasia. These were brought to Europe 
and sold more cheaply than European farmers could 
produce them. At the same time American and still more 
German manufacturers began to compete successfully with 
the British. At once people began to demand protection, 
both for agriculture and industry, against this competition. 
Except in Great Britain, this demand was at once success
ful, and Great Britain has followed the other nations this 
year (see Economics, p. 688). Protection has been given by 
fixing large duties on, things which are broughtintoacountry 
from abroad, so that these things will cost more than similar 
things produced at home. There are many other ways, too, 
in which the powers of the State have been used to preserve 
and enlarge a nation's trade. Both economic nationalism 
and imperialism make the rivalry of the nations of the world 
more intense, and so render it more difficult for peace to be 
preserved. Economic progress has been more rapid than 
political progress : it is time for the latter to catch up. 

REVOLUTION: WHY? 

Let us turn now to the revolutions of the last thirty years. 
What can we say of them T Always, when one talks about 
revolution, passions are excited. That is because in every 
revolution those who have power are stripped of their 
authority, and often killed as well. Revolution, that is, is a 
violent way of getting change brought about. People do 
not make revolutions for fun, or because they are wicked. 
They make them because they think there is no other way 
open to them to secure what they want. Feeling desperate, 
they face even the risk of death to end the thing they hate 
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and get control over the ways in which they live and work. 
Revolutions mean destruction, but not purposeless destruc· 
tion. To understand them we must find out their purpose, 
and that purpose is to substitute a new Government, a new 
way of managing public affairs, for an old one that has 
grown unbearable. 

It will help us to keep our tempers as we examine the 
revolutions of the last thirty years, if we remember that 
revolutions in the past have contributed a good deal to 
human progress. Quite conservative people, for example, 
can approve the career of Oliver Cromwell, the leader of the 
Puritan Revolution of the seventeenth century. One of the 
greatest nations of the world, the United States of America, 
was born of a successful revolution against British rule. 
There were people in the British Isles just before the 
War ready to encourage and take part in civil war in 
Ireland-to make a revolution, that is-in order to prevent 
new arrangements for the government of Ireland being 
carried into effect. 

The revolutions that have been so frequent in the last 
thirty years have shown all sorts of differences of detail, 
but their general character has been pretty much the same. 
They all aim at simplifying life ; they are an attempt to 
make behaviour square with knowledge. There is a big gap 
between the discovery of new truth, the acquiring of new 
knowledge, and the applying of it to the way we live our 
lives. For example, many old beliefs, religious or social, 
have decayed, but the practice which these beliefs forced 
upon people remains. To do away with the old practices in 
government and in economic and social life has been the 
purpose of these revolutions of the last thirty years. The 
sufferings of the War made people so impatient with the 
way things were run, and with the sort of lives they were 
compelled to lead, that they determined to make a break 
with the past and start again on new lines. 

If we wish to see clearly the underlying meaning of the 
revolutions of the last thirty years, we must go back a 
hundred and forty years to the French Revolution. The 
aims of the French Revolutionaries were: "Liberty, 
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Equality, Fraternity." People wanted liberty from tyranny 
and misrule, and freedom to carry on their activities in the 
ways their common sense demanded. They were held in 
bondage by the privileges of the aristocracy and the Church , 
and the gild and the family: they felt that they were not fre,e 
to use their powers and opportunities to enrich their lives 
and to behave in worthy ways, because all kinds of old
established restrictions held them in check. They wanted 
equality before the law, the destruction of burdensome 
privileges which made life easy for some and desperately 
hard for others. They wanted fraternity, brotherliness in 
citizenship and social life. They did a great deal for liberty 
and equality by their revolution, and even something for 
fraternity-by ending slavery for a time, for example, in · 
the French West Indian islands. That great revolutionary 
movement was a healthy and necessary movement. By 
means of it the French people not only destroyed worn-out 
and burdenso~e forms of -government, but helped other 
peoples to do the same. During the nineteenth century 
they repeated their revolution ; in 1830, 1848, and 1870 
they overthrew Governments because they had become 
oppressive again, or inefficient, or unable to satisfy people's 
needs. At bottom these revolutions in France aimed at 
making the French people, at first the middle, and later the 
working-classes, masters of the French State. They made it 
clear to all whose eyes were open that the old ways of 
governing France were no IO'nger acceptable. The people 
had knowledge, and they sought power. They wanted to 
sweep away the old worn-out habits of life and put new 
and better ways of living in their place. Those who held 
power would not give it up. They could not believe their 
day of power was over ; they clung to it ; they were swept 
aside, good people as well as bad, by the mastering· force 
of the revolution. So we say that the French Revolution 
was brought about to make the Ifrench people masters of 
France. 

Behind the revolutions of the present century there is 
the same purpose. In the case of Russia that purpose ~as 
been declared more fully than ever before. The Russ1an 
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Communists, who really rule Russia, do not think it 
possible that any society can provide happy lives for its 
members unless all share, and share equally, in the means 
of living. There must be no poverty, no great riches, no 
oppression of the poor by the rich, no schools for the rich 
which the poor cannot attend, no ill-health which can be 
prevented, no idleness among rich or poor, no industries or 
trades save those which are owned by the people them· 
selves, and worked for the people's advantage. The Com
munists, it is true, are a minority in the State. But as a 
governing party they have used their power to establish a 
working-class community (see Problems and. Solutions, 
p. 713). Theyhave,ofcourse,mademistakes and committed 
cruelties. But the Russian people, for the first time in their 
history, are in charge, through the Communist Party, of 
their own lives, and they are showing great powers of will 
and great skill in organisation. They are re-making their old 
industries and building new ones. They are using the latest 
machinery and up-to-date methods in their agriculture. 
They have created a new kind of society, and they believe 
in it. More than any country in the world, they have 
reduced the gap between the discovery of new knowledge 
and its employment· in new ways of living. And as they 
have got rid of rich people, using all their resources to make 
life bearable for humble folk, given women equality with 
men, abolished the privileges of great wealth and the power 
of great possessions, their example provides a living in
spiration to the working classes of other countries and an 
unmistakable challenge to the defenders of the existing 
order in the rest of the world. To establish Socialism, as 
Russia has done, and to plan the whole country's economic 
life instead of leaving it to individuals to do as they will, is 
the road to happiness in some people's eyes : in others' it is 
the road to ruin. That is why the Russian Revolution is the 
most exciting adventure in the recent history of the world. 

The Russian Revolution is different from the other 
revolutions which have been described because it has estab· 
lished a Socialist State. But the same forces were at work 
in Germany, Austria-Hungary, and Italy. The revolutions 
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that took place in these countries are a protest against war : 
they express the intention of 'people so to control affairs 
that they will not suffer again as they had to suffer dtiring 
the War. Many revolutionaries in all these countries 
believed that the way to prevent the breakdown of the 
machinery of government was the Russian way, but up to 
the present (1932}, at any rate, the example of the Bolsheviks 
has not been followed. Great changes have been effected all 
the same, and these changes have the purpose of destroying 
old evils and establishing new ways of living. It is important 
to notice that there have been revolutions in agricultural 
countries, where most people live by working on the land, as 
well as in industrial countries, where most people· live by 
making things with machinery. 

For centuries there has been a life-and-death struggle 
between the great and the humble in the- world's country
sides. You can find it in ancient Greece and Rome as well 
as in England and Germany in the Middle Ages. You can 
trace its history in Ireland, in Denmark and Norway, in 
Russia and Roumania. So, since the Great War, in eastern 
Europe the ancient landed estates of the aristocracy have 
been broken up by force and small peasant farms have been 
established in their place. The same kind of causes produced 
the Labourers' Revolts in England in 1830, the formation of 
farm labourers' trade unions in 1872, the Irish Land Acts 
of 1881 and 1885, the redistribution of land during the 
French Revolution in 1792, the nationalisation of the land 
in Hungary and Russia after the Great War, and a host of 
similar events in different ages and different countries. 
The great estate~ of the past have been breaking up in Eng
land as well as in other countries. It was a Conservative 
Minister of Agriculture, afterwards Viceroy of India, who 
described that post-War process as " a silent revolution." 
It sprang from Acts of Parliament and estate duties, which 
between them rendered the landlord's function on the land 
first unimportant, and then unprofitable. From slavery to 
the half-free state of serfdom ; from serfdom to freedom ; 
from freedom to control-that has been the progress of this 
unceasing struggle in the countryside. 
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But in our country, eighty out of every hundred people 
now live in towns, so the farmers and landowners are no 
longer a very influential class. In most other countries 
there are fewer towns, and more food is grown on the land, 
so things are different. We are inclined in England to 
undervalue the importance of the world's " Green Risings " 
-that is to say, peasant revolutions. But we are probably 
wrong. 

What does this attempt to explairi. all these revolutions 
amount to ? That in town and countryside alike men are 
inspired by a determination to control their own lives. 
All the revolutions of the last thirty years are links in a 
long chain of struggle. That struggle has been manifest 
in all sorts of times and places, but it has assumed a new 
importance in our century. In part that is the consequence 
of the }Var, and in part it is due to the new knowledge 
people have got. Education is spreading, and people com
municate with each other much more than they used to. 
The steamships, motor-cars, and railways of the world, the 
wireless and the newspaper, the cable and the telegraph, 
have made the world into one big whole. People everywhere 
are striving to use their new knowledge and their new 
strength to improve their lives. They are handicapped in 
all sorts of ways, for example by the way they are governed, 
and above all by the wars in which their Governments 
force them to take part. 1\lany of them believe that things 
could be improved, and revolutions are no more and no 
less than their attempt to secure that improvement. In 
the different countries of the world people have never 
thought alike so much as nowadays. The Indian student 
reads the writings of Edmund Burke: there are Chinese 
translations of Huxley's Essays on Evolution and Mill's On 
Liberty : there are French and English versions of the 
writings of Karl Marx and Lenin. There are always 
individuals from whom " dangerous thoughts " about the 
emancipation of men and women can radiate. Anyone can 
see, as well as read about, the contrast between the rich, 
with their resources of property, and the poor, who, 
whether labourers or clerks, have only their labour to sell. 
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So the yearning for another kind of social and political 
system becomes irresistible, and leads to revolution when 
improvement is stubbornly refused, when times are 
specially bad, and when failure in war throws discredit on 
those who govern and suffering on those who are governed. 

INDUSTRIAL STRIFE 

Wars and revolutions have been examined. There 
remains to be explained the industrial strife which is so 
conspicuous a feature of the age in which we live. In 

·several countries general strikes have taken place such as 
that which occurred in this country in 1926, and strikes 
and lock-outs in particular industries go on unceasingly. 
These show that there are defects in the system by which 
we get the goods and services we require (see Economics, 
p. 663). Industry, like the political system of the world, 
presents all too often the appearance of two armed camps, 
employers on the one side and workers on the other. Let 
us try to get some idea of what industrialism is, and why 
it should lead to this sort of thing. 

Industrial strife is especially marked in the countries 
in whjch big industries and wide foreign trade have been 
built up. In these countries, the sort of civilisation that 
exists is described as industrialism. Industrialism means 
that power-driven machinery is very extensively employed 
in making the things people require. This machinery is 
used in factories, which are manned by wage-earners who 
are employed through their managers by the factory
owners (see Economics, p. 651). Ill this sort of system few 
people make complete things or work alone ; most people 
make parts of things, or do particular jobs which are 
organised so as to render the whole series a complete whole. 
There have been vast gains in- wealth and power as the 
result of this increased use of machinery and the more 
intricate organisation, and people work shorter hours, live 
better and longer and healthier lives, and have far more 

- -enjoyments. But there are disadvantages as well as gains 
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which come from industrialism. The making of things is 
carried through in expectation that the things will be 
bought. But that calculation inay go wrong. If it does, 
there will have been waste, and the further making of these 
things will be stopped. The workers who would have earned 
wages for their work in making them will then be unem
ployed. One of the outstanding consequences of industrial
ism is that the insecurity of the worker's life has been 
increased by it. As the cost of labour is, usually, the heaviest 
of the manufacturer's costs, he tries to reduce it. This he 
does by substituting machinery for labour, or by reducing 
wages, or by closing his factory, when it seems advisable 
in the interests of his business. Working men resent the 
loss of employment and the reduction of wages. They 
resist them. By trade union action and in other ways they 
try to increase their control of the industrial system so 
that their lives will be more secure. 1\lany of them believe 
that the system of industry which prevails, where employers 
work for their own profit and their workpeople have to 
accept the consequences of their failure or success, is an 
unwise as well as an unjust system. Whether they are right. 
or wrong, there is a great deal of friction in industry, and 
the more so as industrialism spreads over the world. 

Industrialism rests upon the competition of employers 
for markets in which to sell their products. The employers 
of the different countries of the world are ceaselessly 
struggling for them one with another. While they have 
sometimes made agreements by which markets are assigned 
to particular business firms, as in shipping, usually there 
are no such agreements. Trade being world-wide, disturb
ance in any part of the world affects it. At the present 
time, for all sorts of reasons trade is in a thoroughly bad 
way. In consequence, employers and workers alike are 
suffering. Increasingly they call upon their Governments 
to give them help, and the Governments have responded 
in the ways they have thought fit. To employers they have 
given such help as subsidies and tariffs ; to workpeople, 
social services, such as old age pensions and insurance 
against loss of health and employment, which amount to 
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a social wage additional to the wage they receive, when 
employed, in their weekly wage-packet (see Economics, 
p. 668). In all sorts of ways, Governments are called upon 
to take a big part in economic life to-day under industrial
ism. They do much for both employers and employed, for 
example, in Germany and England, but in the United 
States unemployed workpeople have to depend on charity, 
because there is no system of unemployment insurance 
there. At present industrialism seems to have reached a 
sort of half-way house between the unplanned system, the 
system of individual enterprise which used to prevail, and 
the planned system which has been established in Russia. 
But capitalism at the present time is working badly. This 
is because it does not permit easily the making of inter
national agreements about such things as money, and the 
improvement of the laws of property so that people can 
share more equally in the great advances in wealth wliich 
science has made possible. Hence the friction of industrial
ism and its poor record, both among individuals and among 
nations, in distributing wealth are making people dissatis
fied with it. 

WHAT WE CAN HOPE 

So, as we. look over our age of violence, we find all kinds 
of forces at work. We cannot foresee the future, but we 
know that change, the working out of these forces, is 
bound to come. It may be that the old supremacy of Europe 
is coming to an end. It may be that in the coming years 
Japan or Russia or the United States will be the world's 
leader. No one can be certain. Yet in the last thirty years 
man's power over nature has been vastly enlarged; man's 
hatred of war has been strengthened ; many nations have 
raised themselves in efficiency and .in the esteem of their 
fellows. If the poor nations are being enriched, if the strong 
nations are deepening their wisdom, if the real unity of 
the world is being realised and is about to be more fully 
organised, there can be no room for gloomy thoughts 
about the future. And, as civilisation itself is still very 
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young, there is a big field for hope. That hope will be 
turned to achievement if people everywhere are enabled 
to make their full contribution to man's common life. 
From new knowledge to new behaviour-that is the motto 
of the next thirty years, born in the throes of the violence 
of the first 'third of the twentieth century. 

BOOKS- TO READ 

The best explanation of economic and social change is 
H. G. Wells's new book The lVork, lVealth, and Happiness 
of :Mankind. A useful survey of post-War history is C. 
Delisle Burns' Short History of the lVorld, 1918-1928, and 
of pre-War history G. Lowes Dickinson's The International 
Anarchy. P. T. :Moon's Imperialism and lVorld Politics, 
and H. Kohn's History of Nationalism in the East, deal with 
necessary subjects in a clear-headed way. But these are 
all long, grown-up books. Good short books are hard to 
find. 

The best thing to do to get to know more about the 
subjects dealt with in this chapter is to read something 
about each of the leadirlg countries. :Most books are written 
for adults, of course, but you would find the following 
interesting, or at any rate parts of them : 

R. H. GRE'ITON: A Modern History of the English People 
(Vol. III., 1910-1922). 

F. L. ALLEN: Only Yesterday (about U.S.A.). 
M. B4NDUS : Red Bread. l 
M. ILIN: :Moscow has a Plan. ~ (about Russia). 
A. NEvEROV : Tashkent. J 
C. DELISLE BURNS: :Modern Civilisation on Trial. 
P. COHEN PORTHEIM : England the Unknown Isle (a 

foreigner's view). 
PEARL s. BUCK : The Good Earth (about China; a novel). 
E. M. FORSTER: The Passage to India (a novel). 
RUDYARD KIPLING: Kim. 
JOSEPH CONRAD: Heart of Darkness (a short story' about 

' imperialism. in Youth). 
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JVorking Days, edited by MARGARET POLLOCK (how people 
live). 

You would find some of the pamphlets issued by the 
B.B.C. in connection with their recent series of talks on 
The Changing World useful, if you could get them explained 
to you. These only cost 4d. each. The weekly issues of The 
Listener, too, are very helpful. There are interesting articles 
about all parts of the world, amply illustrated, in the 
National Geographic Magazine (American). But the best 
advice I can give is to look over the numbers of the Graphic 
and the IUustrated London News of past years. 

It is possible to learn a lot from films, if you can get the 
opportunity of seeing the right ones. Among the best are 
these: Kameradschaft (for industrialism and nationalism), 
White Shadows of the South Seas, Tahu, and Trader Horn 
(for imperialism), War is Hell (for the Great War), The 
Fall of St. Petersburg (for the Russian Revolution), Turksib 
(the Turkestan-Siberian railway), and The General Line 
(for the reconstruction of Russia after the Revolution). 

Lives of some of the world's leaders are useful, too. They 
are not written for boys and girls as a rule, and, if they 
are, they are so sloppy as to be positively misleading •. 
Your father and mother might tell you the leading facts· 
in the lives of such men as Mussolini, M:ustapha Kemal, 
Lenin, Venizelos, M:azaryk, Pilsudski, and others. 
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THE PEOPLES OF THE WORLD 

MANKIND ONE FAMILY . 

FOR BREAKFAST we use tea from India or China, or 
coffee from Brazil, .Java, or East Africa. We eat fruit which 
comes from Spain or California : and the milk we drink, 
which comes from local cows, is provided in winter by feed· 
ing the cows with cow-cake made of beans from China or 
of seeds from ·Africa. Many of the peoples of the world 
contribute to supply us with breakfast : and the money we 
pay to them for it is used by them to buy gramophones 
and sewing-machines and motor-cars, which people in our 
country make. The other peoples of the world, then, who 
dwell far from us and would not understand our language 
if they met us, send us the things we eat and drink. 
But tea and coffee are only leaves and beans. The funny 
thing about them is the way we use them ; and we did not 
invent for ourselves the idea of using them with boiling 
water. The Chinese and the South Americans gave us the 
ideas as well as the leaves and the beans. Indeed, there are 
very few ideas about food and clothing which have come 
into use without being somehow affected by what foreigners 
think. Customs of civilised life, as well as food and cloth
ing, are international : for as a Swedish poet has said, 
"Nothing is truly national, except barbarism." 

The countries of the world should not be thought of as 
patches on a map, nor as bits of land, but as men and women 
and children with different languages, religions, and cus
toms, but all alike in the way they are born and die, in the 
way they eat and sleep and work or play : for when we 
say, "England, arise I" or "Scotland for ever," we do 
not think of land, but of people. We ourselves are "our 
country " ; and every other country consists of people li~e 
ourselves in most things. All of them spend most of thell" 
lives in getting food and clothing and shelter ; and more of 
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these things can be obtained if people of different countries 
exchange what they can spare for what they want to use. 

The peoples of the world have arrived at their present 
ways of living after many thousand years of effort. The his
tory of men in very early times shows them without our 
tools and food and clothing, and, above all, without any 
security from famine or disease from year to year. Different 
groups of men made experiments ; and discovery and in
vention, both in new tools and in new ways of treating 
one another, have made our lives what they now are. But 
the past was not of the same kind for all the different 
peoples of the world. Some have been continually worried 
by wars against their neighbours ; some have lived for 
centuries untroubled. So the customs and beliefs which are 
common to-day in any· country or among any people are 
not fixed and eternal, but merely ways of living produced 
by past experiences, which are now changing into new 
ways. The ways of life and characters of the peoples of the 
world at present, then, are changed from day to day by 
harvests or storms or the changes of the seasons : but they 
can also be altered by the peoples themselves. We our
selves can make the world of men different from what it 
now is. The relations between the peoples can be directed 
by our will, if we know enough, as we can direct electricity 
to our uses ; and, for the purpose of making all people 
happier, we must know what sort of lives they now live. 

In every country in the world there are a few rich and 
powerful people, and thousands of others who have little 
more than bare needs in food and shelter, who are de
pendent for that little upon the goodwill of the few rich. 
In India, for example, there are rich princes whose subjects 
have hardly enough to eat. In China there are a few rich 
merchants and millions of half-starved peasants. In Europe 
and America the contrasts are not so crude, because there 
are various levels, of " middle class " between the rich and 
the poor : but in Europe and America too the great majority 
have only a very small share of the benefits of civilised life. 
This is nothing new. In Assyria and Egypt, before England 
was discovered by civilised traders, the majority lived upon 
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a little and the very few had much (see Organisation of 
Society, p. 505). In this matter the peoples of the world have 
made hardly any progress-if progress consists in more 
comradeship or more equal sharing of what is good. But in 
most countries the poor admire the rich and powerful, and 
anyone who is poor, and can manage to escape, does so as 
quickly as possible, and joins the rich, leaving the rest as 
they were. This makes every separate nation hold together 
-rich and poor and middling-against every other. The 
poor of one country generally dislike the poor of another
when they think of them at all-much more than they dis
like anyone who speaks their language and wears a more 
expensive form of the dress they recognise. Some believe 
that the division of the peoples of the world into rich and 
poor-those who have most of the benefits of life in their· 
country and those who have only enough to work with-is 
more important than the division into those who speak 
different languages and have different customs. But at 
present most people, rich or poor or middling, think the 
divisions by race and language more important. Let us 
look, then, first at these divisions. 

RACES OF MANKIND 

The most general division of mankind is made by con
trasting the colours of their skins and the shapes of 
their features. If we do that, we divide the peoples in
to different "races "-such as the European, the Semitic, 
the Mongolian, the Malay, the Negroid. Pictures of people 
of these different races are given in many books, and so we 
need not describe them here. The importance of the distinc
tion between races, for our purpose, is that people of one 
race seem generally to dislike people of another race, or at 
least to feel uncomfortable about them. Many white people 
look down on negroes because they have black skins ; but 
why black should be worse than white it is difficult to see. 
Malays and some Mongolians are called " yellow " by some 
white people; and their slanting eyes are supposed to be 
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peculiar. Europeans call themselves "white" races, al~ 
though their skins are of any shade from light pink to dark 
brown. Mixtures occur in some places, ~here a white person 
and a black or a yellow are the parents ; but these children 
of mixed blood or mixed race are generally excluded from 
the companionship of both the races of the two parents. 
Half-castes, as they are called, are then supposed to have 
something wrong about them. Colour of skin and shape of 
features give rise to so many prejudices and so much fear 
of what is strange, that " race " differences sometimes lead 
to murder or riot or oppression or hate ; and books are 
written to show that the hostility to what is strange is ex
cellent, if it is felt by " us." A whole library of books has 
shown that people called" Nordics "-who are relatives of 
the authors of the books-are very fine fellows. There is 
hardly anyone in the world who does not believe that 
the people he " belongs to " consists of very fine fellows. 
Perhaps everyone is right : the trouble is, that nobody 
thinks anyone else is right (see Problems and Solutions, 
p. 706). 

DIFFERENT CIVILISATIONS 

There is no denying that people in different countries 
differ very strikingly in dress and speech. To say " Yes " 
is much the same as saying "Ja" among the Germans 
and " Oui " among the French and " Si " among the 
Italians ; and there are a thousand other ways of saying 
" Yes " which you can discover for yourselves. But the 
different ways of saying the same thing are important. 
Manners also differ. We shake hands for greeting or to say 
good-bye; but the Chinese gentleman shakes his own hand 
to show that he wishes you well. In European countries 
men wear trousers ; in Asiatic countries women do ; and it 
would be silly to suppose that what we do in our country 
all other peoples ought to do in other countries. It would be 
silly because, although countries are peoples and not 
patches of land, the land in which any people live makes a 
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very great difference to what they have to do to keep warm 
and to get food. So we may discuss the differences between 
peoples by thinking of the different ways in which people 
live in different parts of the world. 

The different ways of living are partly due to climate, 
partly to the sort of land people live in, partly to the 
customs they have inherited or are working out for them
selves. Climate makes a difference to the food and cloth
ing which is common among any people. The sort of land 
one inhabits may be near the sea, or mountainous, or good 
for agriculture, or supplied with minerals under the surface : 
and so peoples take to trade overseas, or they rear sheep on 
mountains, or they grow cotton or wheat or rice, or they 
dig for coal, iron, or diamonds. And customs vary because 
among some peoples women are useful as field-workers and. 
in others as domestic workers. Some peoples have learned 
priests to guide them ; and among some peoples it has very 
recently · become common to read and write. But most 
people in every country neither know nor care how anyone 
else lives in other countries. 

DIFFERENCES IN Tij:E WAYS OF LIVING 

The ways in which people live are dependent upon the 
amount and the security of their food-supplies and other 
needs : for our way of living, in order to have regular food 
of the kind we like, we have to be in contact with thousands 
of different peoples in many different parts 'of the world. 
We have therefore to use elaborate machinery for production 
and transport, and to maintain a very complex set of in
stitutions, such as banks and Government offices. But for 
simpler ways of living, less is needed: and the very simplest 
ways of living are those from which all of us began (see 
Organisation of Society in the Past, p. 498). 

Some peoples are living now in ways like those our ances
tors followed two thousand or more years ago. In tropical 
Africa, in Polynesia, and in parts of India, people live up~n 
very little, and even that supply is insecure. They are m 
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small groups in villages, hardly communicating with the 
rest of the world, practising old traditions and haunted by 
old fears. But some of these people have been influenced by 
traders and missionaries and administrators from Europe, 
because Europeans wanted the rubber or oil-seeds or other 
products from the lands where the simple peoples live. 

Other peoples have a skilled agriculture and traditional 
crafts-pottery, smith's work, building, and so on. These 
are living as our ancestors did in Europe between about 
A.D. 800 and A.D. 1400. They have a cultured aristocracy, 
trained in a literary tradition : they practise inherited cus
toms, and are unwilling to make changes in their social 
relationships or their methods of production. The chief 
examples of this sort of life are in China and India ; ,but the 
same sort of life is found in part of Asia and North Africa, and, 
until recently, it was the commonest kind of life in Russia. 

The peoples who use power-machinery, or who are de
pendent upon those among them using such machinery, are 
regarded as " modern." These are all the European peoples, 
both in Europe itself and in America, South Africa, and 
Australasia. Power-machinery makes a very great difference 
in ways of living, because steam and oil and electricity 
replace the muscles of men and animals as motive forces, 
and these new motive forces can be used to work machinery 
much too large to be moved by muscle. The power-machine 
is to steam or oil or ~lectricity what the hand-tool and the 
plough were to arms and legs. The aeroplane is only a tool, 
like a chisel ; but it is a tool for oil to use, not for a man's 
muscles to move. 

DIFFERENCES OF RELIGION 

I 

But the way in which people live is only in part de-
pendent upon their power to get supplies. It is also affected 
by traditional ways of looking at what happens to them
the changes of season and birth and death. And all peoples 
have ceremonies or ways of celebrating what seems impor~ 
tant, such as marriages or funerals. Thus the peoples of the 
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world may be distinguished by their religious or traditional 
social customs. Most of the peoples in the world belong to 
one of the three great religious-Christianity, Mohammedan
ism, and Hinduism. In most European countries, in 
America, and in western Asia the Hebrew religion is main
tained by the Jews, and there are also Confucianism in 
China, Shintoism in Japan, Buddhism in parts of China 
and in Burma, and various forms of fetichism in Africa. 
Hinduism is confined to parts of India: but Mohammedan
ism, or Islam, is spread in lndia, Persia, the Dutch 
Indies, throughout western Asia and northern Africa : and 
Christianity in its many, sometimes opposed, forms is to 
be found chiefly in Europe and America. The most power
ful international form of Christianity is Roman Catholicism, 
which unites the peoples of southern and central Europe 
and South America, besides including the people of Ireland, 
most of France, and many in the United States and 
Canada. Distinctions of religion sometimes lead to violent 
struggles between people, as in India, in Ireland, and in 
Arabia. But even religion does not divide men nowadays 
so strongly as the belief that the " nation " is the most 
important fact about the relationship of any group of men 
to other men. 

THE NATIONS OF THE WORLD 

The races of the world are each divided into many 
" nations." The word " nation " is used in many different 
senses in different books ; but generally a " nation " means 
a group of men, women, and children with a distinct com
mon language, common traditional customs in daily life, 
common ideas of what is the best sort of life and the finest 
sort of person, and, above all. a common tradition of past 
distress or past victories expressed in the local histories. 
Perhaps a " nation " also has a separate country or piece 
of land of its own, with mountains or sea-coast or plains_ for 
which its people feel affection. We agree that the English, 
the French, the Germans, the Italians, and the Japanese 
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are distinct " nations " ; although it is disputed that the 
IIldians are a "nation," and it is difficult t<r call the 
different distinct groups -in tropical Africa " nations." 
The words " nation " and " nationality " must remain, 
therefore, a little ambiguous ; but the most obvious dis
tinction between peoples to-day is that they belong to 
different " nations." 

This distinction, however, cannot be understood unless 
we know something about the way in which it came to be 
thought important. The fact that any group of people living 
together share a common language, and usually also com~ 
mon ideas about the sort of life best worth living-this fact 
was not felt to be important until the differences between 
two or more such groups, in language and in ideals, began 
to be noticed. Nationality thus became important when 
people with different languages were brought into contact, 
that is, in Europe about five hundred years ago. Before 
that time a few travellers and traders did, indeed, pass from 
one country to another ; but the few who could read 
and write used one common language-Latin-in all the 
countries of Europe ; and the majority of any " nation " 
did not then depend, as they now depend, upon people 
of other nations for food and clothing. But the kings of 
different districts or countries in Europe five hundred years 
ago, then first called " sovereigns," were opposed to one 
another ; and each wanted support from the people he 
ruled. It " paid " the ruler to emphasise the distinction 
between his people and others. Also each people began at 
that time to value its own language, for literatures in the 
" vulgar tongues " had grown up; and foreigners were felt 
to be ignorant of the excellence of one's own language. 

Then came a period, about a century ago, when the 
peoples began to claim control over the Governments under 
which they lived : and some peoples, as nations, took over 
the powers and the rivalries that the kings used to have. 
From the time of the French Revolution, in Europe first 
and now in all the world, more and more peoples have 
claimed to be " nations," 'with the right to have their own 
separate systems of government. Thus by a succession 
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of accidents the " nations '" of the world have come to 
think that the distinctions between them -are more im
portant than the likenesses. The impulse or feeling which 
makes any group of people claiming to be a " nation " 
desire to have a separate Government of its own is called 
"nationalism." This nationalism is a result of European 
history ; but it has now spread to Asia and Africa. This may 
lead to war and other evils, but nationalism is not alto
gether bad; for, by feeling the distinction between one's 
own way of living and that of others, one is led to see good 
features in one's own ; and a " proper " pride is good. 
Again, it is good to feel one's fellowship with those whose 
language and ideas one shares. It is good also to share with 
others an affection for familiar things, such as the hills or 
the houses where one lives. This is the basis of patriotism ; 
and anyone who has none of this, is like a plant uprooted. 
Upon " patriotism " and a common tradition nowadays 
most systems of government are based ; and a system of 
government which is independent of all others is called a 
State, or a sovereign State. 

The nations which based their systems of government 
upon this sense of patriotism, worked up into a belief in 
nationalism, were, first of all, England and France. Then, 
in the nineteenth century, Italy and Germany were made 
into separate States by the new nationalism. Then parts of 
the old Turkish Empire broke away and made themselves 
into national States ; for example, Greece, Bulgaria, and 
Rumania: and since the Great War, in 1918, the same 
belief in nationalism has restored to Poland a separate 
government and has created new States, for example, 
Czechoslovakia and Esthonia (see The Last Thirty Years, 
p. 556 and the map of Europe, Fig. 86, p. 590). . · 

The belief that every "nation" should have a separate 
government was, and perhaps still is, opposed to the belief 
that one nation, more advanced or more competent than 
others, should rule over some of these others. This second 
belief is modern imperialism. Nationalism in any nation 
easily becomes imperialism, because, when any nation wins 
its independence, some of its people feel that they are good 
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enough to rule other nations. Bot nowadays the great 
empires, in which people of one nation rule peoples not of 
that nation, are the results of past conquests. The two great 
empires of to-day are the British and the French. In each, 
the people of oneEuropean nation rule over millions of non
Europeans, most of whom perhaps do not yet feel them
selves different enough from the nation that rules them to 
object to alien conquerors, so long as the alien rule is just 
and beneficial. Subject peoples under the great empires are, 
in general, living in the very simplest sort of way described 
above; and the areas they inhabit are called "colonies." 
From the work of these peoples, in Asia and Africa, are 
drawn the raw materials-rubber, oil-seeds, oil-required 
for modern industry. The colonial areas are in the tropical 
and sub-tropical parts of the earth : and in most cases only 
a few Europeans, officials and traders, live there among 
great numbers of Africans or Asiatics. 

Besides the British and the Frencli Empires in Africa 
and Asia, there are colonial areas with subject peoples, in 
Africa, under the Portuguese and the Belgians, and, in 
the islands of the East Indies, under the Dutch. Colonial 
government in all cases is a sort of alien despotism, which 
may 'be better for the peoples living under it than the 
native despotisms which existed before. Many attempts 
have recently been· made by all European peoples which 
control empires to improve the system of government in 
colonies. But the modern feeling against rule by people of a 
different race-:a sort of nationalism-is spreading in all 
empires, especially where the subject races have an old 
native civilisation, as in British India, in the Dutch Indies, 
and in French Indo-China. 

If we assume, however, that, in general, different inde
pendent systems of government or States roughly corres
pond to the differences between " nations,'' we may classify 
the peoples of the world by considering in order each of the 
chief States. 
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STATES OF THE WORLD 

. The States of the world at present are classed as (1) 
Great Powers and (2) Small States ; but there is also an 
intermediate group, including such countries as Poland 
and Brazil, which are neither "small" nor "great." The 
Great Powers are Great Britain, the United States, France, 
Germany, Italy, Russia, and Japan. Please look now at 
the picture showing the populations of the countries of the 
world (Fig. 87). 

Great Britain is the official and international name for 
England, Scotland, Wales, and Northern Ireland. It is 
mainly industrial-that is to say, the greater part ~f the 
population is in to\vns and· city areas, employed in manu· 
facture. About a quarter of what was manufactured 
(reckoned in money value) used to be exported: that is to 
say, British people used to send to other people, engines 
and machinery, textiles and-what was not manufactured, 
coal. As the export trade was large and the British lived 
in islands, most shipping in the whole world was British. 
But now the whole situation is changing. Other nations 
manufacture for themselves, sometimes with the machinery 
sent from Great Britain-oil and electricity have replaced 
coal for some purposes, and the things which people use 
most in other countries are not the same as in the nine· 
teenth century. 

Great Britain is only a part of a sovereign State ;which 
is called either the British Commonwealth of Nations or 
the British Empire. The former phrase indicates that under 
the same king there are several British Governments, each 
equal to that of the Government of the United Kingdom of 
Great Britain and Northern Ireland. These parts of the 
Commonwealth are the Dominions-Canada, Australia, 
New Zealand, South Africa, and the Irish Free State. 
Most of these areas are agricultural : all except South 
Africa are inhabited chiefly by British and Irish, and 
each, except perhaps New Zealand, is now trying to set 
up industries for itself. In South Africa the majority of the 
inhabitants are Africans. mainlv of the Bantu race : but 
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the " white " population, half Dutch and half British, 
is trying hard to hold the Mricans under them, because 
they want to keep for themselves the modern means of 
getting wealth in industry and the power over government. 

The second phrase used above-the British Empire
refers to the fact that the British rule over large numbers 
of other races in India, tropical Africa, the West Indies, and 
1\lalaya. Altogether in the Empire there are about 470 
million people, of whom only about 70 million are British, 
and 40 million of these in Great Britain. The other 400 
million are "subjects," but in no sense "citizens." They 
are governl"d by the agents of the 40 million who live in 
Great Britain. 1\lost of the 400 million are desperately 
poor and very simple in their customs and beliefs. 

By far the greater part of the subjects of the British live 
in India; about 300 million of these ruled directly by 
British officials and about 60 million through Indian 
princes, some of whom are almost independent so far as 
the affairs of their own territories are concerned. In 
British India more than eighty out of every hundred are 
peasants, and the children of peasants : in the Indian 
States almost all are peasants. That is to say, these people, 
living in villages, depend for livelihooa upon growing on 
very small patches only a little more than will just keep 
them alive. Hardly any can read or write ; but that does 
not mean that they are ignorant of traditions or of the 
&impler public affairs. The religion of the majority is 
Hinduism, which includes many ·very old customs, such as 
the avoidance of eating beef and elaborate rituals for 
meals, marriages, and funerals. In Hinduism also the 
people are divided into " castes," some of which seem 
originally to have been based upon occupations but are 
now inherited divisions which prevent free intercourse 
between those of different castes, just as in Europe the 
distinction of social " classes," in manners and customs, 
prevents the so-called " lower " classes mixing freely with 
the " upper " (see Organisation of Society, p. 508). One 
large group of people outside all " castes " is called the 
" untouchables " i and those of the highest of all the 
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castes are called " brahmins." The brahmins were originally 
the learned and the priests, who claimed to guide all the 
people ; and they have still a very great influence. 

Into this sort of society modern industry has been 
introduced-iron and steel manufactures and textiles. 
But very few Indians, by comparison to the millions 
employed in agriculture, are employed in· industry;' 
although the great natural resources of India, and her 
numerous population, have already made India one of ~he 
chief industrial countries. The British have lent much 
money for the building of railways and the setting up 
of industries in India ; but now most of the money invested 
in Indian industry is already Indian. There are rich and 
powerful Indians controlling industry, besides the princes 
who obtain their riches from taxing the peasantry or 
merchants. In India there is a very ancient tradition of 
culture ; and, although the majority are poor . and un
educated, there are many who are trained in modern 
knowledge. Those who have some modern knowledge 
make the claim that India should be ruled by Indians, and 
no longer be under the control of the British. Gandhi is 
one of the most influential representatives of this claim, 
and he is supported by the Indian National Congress. But 
many other groups of Indians also demand self-gov~rn
ment : and India's .right to it has been admitted by the_ 
British Parliament. The Indians are impatient of the delay 
in establishing the new form of government : but con
ferences between British and Indian representatives are 
planning this new form (see Problems and Solutions, p. 717). 

The United States contain about 122 million people, of 
whom about 10 millions are negroes, descendants of slaves 
brought into the Southern States from West Africa be
tween about 1700 and 1860. The great majority of the 
112 million others are of different European races ; but, 
as the States were established by British immigrants, the 
language of the whole is English, and the system of law also 
English. The great power and wealth of so large and 
united a population stretching across the North American 
continent, and, in fact, constituting a " new world," leads 
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to the name of America being given to the United States, 
its people therefore being the" Americans." In the United 
States, members of nearly all the European nations and 
races have found a refuge from the oppression, the poverty, 
and the interminable wars· of Europe. Great modern 
industries have been built up there ; and agriculture; 
for wheat first and then for fruits, has greatly expanded 
there, as the western part of the continent has been 
opened up .. After nearly a century of borrowing money 
from Europe for building railways and factories and 
using immigrant labour from Europe, the Ameri~ans 
have established a new society where people are more 
equal than in Europe, and have developed resources upon 
which the rest of the world depends. The American people 
are conscious both of the evils in Europe from which their 
ancestors escaped and of their power to influence public 
affairs in the whole world. There is a higher general level 
of well-being and education in America than in most 
countries ; and the evils which survive there-the illegal 
action of certain gangs and the unsolved problem of 
the negro's inferior position in the community-are 
not preventing the advance of civilised life in other 
aspects~ 

The .American Government at Washington is concerned 
both with the difficulties left over from the Great War in 
Europe and with the development of Oriental civilisation in 
the Western Pacific. To Europe, America is tied by the 
debts owing to her Government from the Allied Govern
ments since the War, and also by the investment of 
American money, chiefly in Germany. In the East, America 
is concerned both with her own trade in Japan and with 
the danger to her trade in China, if Japan dominates China. 
In South and Central America and .the West Indies the 
American Government finds itself in the difficulty of · 
desiring to maintain order and yet not wishing to limit 
the independence of her neighbours. A statement of policy 
made by President Monroe in 1823, now called the " Monroe 
Doctrine," is supposed to express the determination of 
the people of the United States to assist the other peoples 
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in South and Central America to develop their own in
stitutions without interference from Europe. 

Russia is the third of the Great Powers, with many 
different races under one rule and contacts in the two most 
populous continents-Asia and Europe-looking east and 
west. The Russian Government controls one continuous 
area across the whole of the largest land-mass on the 
earth. But what we call Russia is called by those who 
rule it "The Union of Socialist Soviet Republics "-the 
U.$.S.Rl; as "America" is called the "United States"
U.S. The U.S.S.R. includes about 154 million people, of 
whom about 80 million are · Russian, about 32 million 
Ukranian, and the rest Tartars, Mongolians, and other 
races. 

In 1917, during the Great War, a social revolution 
'destroyed the power of the ruling class in this· country; 
and after the war which lasted there till 1920 the Com
munist Party reorganised the Russian and other peoples 
in a society based upon the control by manual workers 
in the interest of manual workers (see The Last Thirty 
Year a, p. 565). The people concerned were almost all 
peasants-ignorant, superstitious, and without any clear 
ideas of public policy. They were living in conditions 
rather like those of China and India. Although a small 
aristocracy of landowners had acquired European culture, 
they did not give any share of it to the vast majority whom 
they controlled. Perhaps they believed that people who 
were given no opportunities would not be able to use such 
opportunities. But the Soviet Government since 1918, 
having abolished the property-owning class, has extended 
education to immense numbers, has improved the or
ganisation for production both in .agriculture and in 
industry, and has now embarked upon the Five-Year Plan 
for making Russia a modern industrial nation without the 
use of private investments. The decision as to what shall 
be made, and how it shall be distributed, is in the hands 
of the leaders of the Communist Party, and is not left, as 
with us, to the interaction of separate groups of -capital
owners. For the purpose of destroying control by the rich, 
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harsh measures and even imprisonment and executions are 
used to silence all opposition ; but the driving-force of the 
policy is in the enthusiasm of about a million members of 
the Communist Party, mostly quite young, who aim not 
merely at transforming Russia, but at destroying the 
power of the owners of property in all countries of the 
world. · . 

France is another example of a Great Power, a very 
highly civilised people in Europe ruling millions of non
French peoples in Mrica and in Asia. The French have 
been living under a Republic since 1871; but much of their 
way of living was formed immediately after the French 
Revolution of 1789, under the Emperor Napoleon. The 
great majority of the French peasants are living on their 
own land and growing wheat and grapes for wine. There 
are many very ancient small towns and a few centres of 
industry for textiles, iron, and steel machinery. The 
education, under central control of the Government in 
Paris, has made all the nation speak good French, and 
almost everyone in France has a feeling of fraternity and 
equality ; but, as France is by no means as full of people 
as England, the French do not rely upon their Government 
for common services as much as the English do, except 
under the stress of war. They fear war, because ever since 
the Middle Ages, when English kings laid France waste, 
they have suffered greatly from wars-even from those 
in which they thought themselves victorious. Many millions 
of foreign workers, Poles and Italians chiefly, work in the 
mines and factories in Franc~, because the French popula
tion is not increasing. 
Beyo~d the seas, the French rule over a few islands in 

the West Indies, ov~r Algiers, Morocco, and tropical regions 
farther south in Africa, over Madagascar and over Indo
China, in sub-tropical Asia. But not many French go out 
as colonists ; so that most Frenchmen in their colonies are 
officials or agents of trading companies. They have so far 
generally tried to make a few of their native subjects 
French . in language and sentiment : Frenchmen do not 
seem to have such violent feelings about people with 
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different coloured skins as British and Americans and 
Germans have ; and therefore the French in their colonies 
keep in close contact with the inhabitants. 

Germany lies in the very centre of the European con
tinent. Until 1871 its peoples were divided into many 
small States under princes, but at that date the German 
Empire was established under the leadership of Prussia. 
This Empire was transformed into a Republic in November 
1918, after defeat in the Great War and the flight of the 
Emperor or Kaiser (see The Last Thirty Years, p. 553). 
The German people developed, during the nineteenth 
century, large, well-organised industries, chiefly for iron 
and steel, chemicals and electrical machinery ; but a great 
part of Germany is still agricultural, especially in the east. 
The level of education is high. The sciences are studied with 
great effect, as the name of Einstein reminds us ; and in 
many German towns you can see the best modem archi
tecture and hear great music. The distinctions between 
different forms of Christianity is important in Germany, 
and these distinctions affect politics ; for in the south and 
the Rhine country most of the people are Catholics, and 
in the east and centre most of them are Protestants. There 
are also very strong Socialist and Communist groups which 
are opposed both to the Catholics and to the Protestants. 

Since their defeat in the Great War in 1918, and after 
the Versailles Treaty, the Germans have been living under 
restrictions imposed by Great Britain, France, Italy, and 
other Allies in the war. In the first place, Germany is pre
vented from having certain kinds of armaments-naval 
ships of more than 10,000 tons, tanks, big guns, and bomb
ing aeroplanes ; and the size of the German armed forces 
is restricted. Secondly, Germany has had to pay large sums 
of money and some commodities as " reparations " to 
France and other countries. For some years also a part of 
German territory on the Rhine was held by British and 
French troops. This last restriction has ceased ; the pay· 
ment of reparations seems to have become no longer 
possible ; and the Germans are now claiming " equality of 
rights " in regard to defence forces-either to compel other 
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nations to reduce their armaments or to gain freedom for 
their own nation from alien control. A new party, the 
National Socialists (Nazis), has organised opposition to 
the terms of the Versailles Treaty ; and the whole of 
Germany seems to feel that the situation in which the 
defeat of 1918 placed them must-now end. 

Italy is one of the Great Powers, and the Italian Govern
ment seems to aim at making their country a Great Power 
on the same lines as France. Italy has an increasing popula
tion, largely poor agriculturists, with some new industries 
in the north. Before 1914 many thousands of Italians used 
to emigrate to the United States ; and every year thousands 
used to go, for the harvest only, to South America. Since 
the war more Italians are settling in South America and 
in France ; but the great flow into the United States has 
been stopped by the Government of that country. There
fore the Italian Government aims at developing Italy and 
the area in North Africa, Libya, which is an Italian colony, 
more rapidly, in order that the increasing population of 
Italy may live more easily. Since October 1922 the Govern
ment of Italy has been controlled by the Fascists under 
Mussolini (see The Last Thirty Years, p. 554). As dictator he 
keeps control of the Government in the hands of members of 
the Fascist Party. The old Parliament has been replaced by 
an Assembly representing industries, trades, and occupa
tions, but without any power: and the quarrel between the 
Italian Government and the Roman Catholic Church, 
which had lasted since 1871, has now been ended by an 
agreement that the Vatican Palace and its grounds in 
Rome shall be an independent State under the rule of the 
Pope. 

Japan is reckoned one of tlte Great Powers, and has been 
so since about 1905, when the Japanese won a war against 
the Russians in Manchuria. The Japanese live in a group 
of islands off the eastern coast of Asia : and so much of the 

- islands consists of rocks and mountains that the majority 
of the 60 million Japanese have a very hard life. Most of 
them are very poor farmers, growing rice, and fisher-folk; 
but for about fifty' years modern industries have been 
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developed in certain great towns in Japan. Cotton-goods, 
made largely with cotton from America, are the chief 
products of the new industries ; but Japanese shipping also 
is important. The Government in Japan is a sort of dictator
ship 'of a few old families, using the people's reverence for 
the Emperor or Mikado, as a basis for government ; but 
since 1925 all men have votes for the Diet, or Parliament, 
which is supposed to control policy. The Japanese Govern.: 
ment has followed a policy of imitating European prac
tices ; and, besides introducing Western industry among 
its people and adopting Western armaments, has taken 
control of Formosa as a colony and of Korea or Chosen, 
as another sort of dependency. The Japanese suppressed 
the independence of Korea by killing thousands of Koreans; 
and many of those who were not killed left Korea and went 
into Manchuria; but the Japanese control the chief railway 
there, and seem to intend to control the Government 
there too. 

China is at present the name for about 400 million people, 
the greatest number in any " nation," crowded into a few 
river valleys and also scattered over a vast section of 
eastern Asia. These people are dominated by different 
groups or rulers in the different districts ; but they are 
united in the kind of life they lead and the sort of civilisa
tion they admire. They have many different languages, but 
one common literature of great antiquity, which is known 
to the few who can read and write. The majority are very 
poor peasants, always in danger of flood, famine, or plague, 
because there are no roads and hardly any knowledge of 
how to control nature, so that people cannot help one 
another. 

Until 1912 there was an Emperor of China who sym· 
bolised the unity of the people ; but central government 
has never been more than an indefinite distant power, for 
the majority in their villages lived easily enough by arrang· 
ing their own family affairs. On the outer edge of the 
Chinese world a few Europeans settled in " Treaty Ports " 
-Shanghai, Tientsin, Hangchow, etc.-to trade with the 
Chinese ; and a few power-machine industries have recently 
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been introduced among the Chinese. · ~der European 
influence. A Republic was established in 1912 (see The Last 
Thirty Years, p. 552), but its authority has not yet been 
.made effectual in most of China ; and Europeans and 
Americans have seemed to the Chinese to be more inclined 
to make money out of them than to help them. The younger 
Chinese men and women, however, have set about modernis~ 
ing their country, by teaching the people to read and write, 
by improving agricultural methods, and by organising 
a new government. 

Other States.-The other peoples of the world may be 
classified according to the part of the world they inhabit, 
dividing the world into the continents Europe, Asia, Africa, 
and America. In Europe there are several small States--::
Sweden, Norway, and Denmark, Holland and Switzerland 
-in which the people are more" democratic," more equal 
in wealth and more friendly to one another, than in other 
parts of the world. The :fine arts flourish especially in 
Scandinavia, where many people spend their money, not 
on themselves, but in beautifying the town in which they 
live .. Of these small States, Holland is peculiar, because it 
contains a small population which controls the large popula
tions of Java and the other islands of the Dutch East 
Indies-: that is to say, Holland is democratic at home and 
" imperialist " outside, as some other larger nations are. 
Some other European States have been in existence for 
centuries-for example, Spain and' Portugal-although 
both have changed their forms of government. from 
monarchy to republic, within recent years. The Spanish 
people abolished the monarchy in 1931, and are now 
organising a government free from the control of the 
Roman Catholic clergy and the great landowners. Other 
Eur~pe~n States were made in the nineteenth century, such 
as Greece, Bulgaria, and Rumania ; and others, again, 
have their present territory and population as a result of 
the fokm of peace which followed the war of 1914--1918-

1 

namel~oland, . Czechoslovakia, Austria, and the Baltic 
States. ugoslavia, although it includes the Serbia of 1914, 
. is really . new State made up of bits of old States ; and 
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Hungary is a remnant of what used to be called by that 
name before 1918 (see Fig. 86). 

In several of the new European States-for example, 
in Poland and Czechoslovakia-groups of people are 
included who differ in race or religion from the pe~ple who 
control the government. These groups form Minorities, 
which were given certain rights, by Treaties, to preserve 
their religion or language ; and appeals from such Minorities 
are made to the Council of the League of Nations. But. 
some of these Minorities have·grievances which keep hate 
and violence alive in Europe ; and in most of the larger 
European States there are military groups which " breathe 
fire :• against similar groups in neighbouring States. Thus 
oppression and warlike rivalry still make of Europe the 
most likely source of future wars. The great intelligence 
which produced in Europe modern science and its applica
tions in industry, as well as modern social organisation, is 
still used partly to prepare new violence and to organise 
more savagely the rivalry between peoples. 

In America, North, Central, and South, and in the 
islands, the West Indies, the languages, customs, and forms 
of government come from Europe. North America has been 
discussed above : its peoples come from northern Europe. 
The peoples of Central and South America come from 
southern Europe. The States of Central and South America 
were once colonies of Spain and Portugal, but became 
republics under military presidents during the nineteenth 
century. Their languages are : in Brazil. Portuguese ; and 
elsewhere, forms of Spanish. They have agricultural popu
lations, partly American Indians and, in Brazil. partly 
African negroes. They grow coffee, rear cattle, and 
in the north have supplies of oil. They have all been 
developed by the use of money lent by European owners 
of capital ; and even the Governments of South and Central 
America are in debt to the lenders, who are called bond· 
holders. 

In Asia, besides China and Japan, there are three inde
pendent States-Siam, Persia, and Turkey. The latter two 
are under military dictatorship ; and Turkey at least is 
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. being rapidly modernised by the spread of education, trans
port~ and new forms of social organisation. In Africa there 
are three States, one--Egypt-partly under the control 
of Great Britain, the two others independent-Abyssinia 
or Ethiopia, and Liberia. 

ARMAMENTS AND WAR 

All the States of the world follow the ancient custom of 
giving to their Governments the use of armed forces, 
partly for each to suppress opposition among its citizens 
or subjects but mainly nowadays to " defend '' each against 
the others. The armed forces of small States, however, are 
hardly more than police and frontier guards ; and some of 
these States have deliberately reduced their armed forces 
so that they shall be only police. The Great Powers are the 
most heavily armed, with bombing aeroplanes as well as 
armies and navies; and, since the forces of small States are 
not dangers for other States, the danger to, each Great 
Power, against which its armed forces are supposed to 
defend it, must arise from some other Great Power. The 
danger against which any national force--army, navy, 
and air force--is ·supposed to guard is not " the people '' 
of other countries, but other similar armed forces. Thus 
every armed force in every nation seems to other nations 
not to be" defence,, but to be a danger. The British navy, 
for example, which seems to the British to be a " defence,, 
seems to the Americans, the French, and others to be a 
danger against which they must provide "defences., 

The more powerful the " defence , of any nation becomes, 
the more frightened its neighbours become ; and, when any 
nation is frightened that its neighbours' "defences, will 
be used against it, or when any nation thinks its "de
fences, can secure a victory to reduce its neighbours' 

· "defences,, war is begun. War is always made to seem a 
gallant sacrifice on the part of the soldiers ; and the news
papers usually say that any war is for a noble purpose. 
But war is chiefly killing, in order to get your way, and 
deceit in o~der to kill more successfully. 
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Soldiers are trained and fight_ in war not to die for their 
country, but to kill for it. There are, however, in all coun
tries some who are so primitive as to like that sort of job ; 
and there are others who make money out of selling arma
ments, who do not at all mind other people using them. 

Past wars have left such a large legacy of hate and fear 
and greed that new wars are possible ; and all the Great 
Powers are preparing, in case of another war, in which 
bombing aircraft and poil;on gas will destroy children and 
babies as well as men and women in the great cities (see 
Problems and Solutions, p. 720). But, because greater 
numbers of people are directly hurt in modem wars, there 
has been a strong movement for the past ten years in . 
favour of new efforts to prevent war. And, besides, some 
people in every nation are coming to see that difficulties, 
such as epidemic disease, which affect many nations, can 
be overcome only by co-operation between nations. For 
these reasons the League of Nations was established in 
1920 ; and it has done much good work ever since. 

THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS 

The League of Nations is an association of more than 
fifty Governments, in which all the chief Governments are 
included except the United States, Russia, and Turkey. 
The League is not something above the British or the 
French Governments. It is simply these very Governments 
acting together for common purposes-to prevent war and 
to make progress in civilised life, through co-operation 
between peoples. But each Government in the League is 
represented by, or acts through, some responsible Minister: 
and so, when " Great Britian " and " France " are said to 
meet in the League, what really happens in that ltlr. Arthur 
Henderson or Sir Austen Chamberlain and ltl. Tardieu have 
a discussion together. The League is therefore a means by 
which Foreign Secretaries or other Ministers of different 
States can act together. 

Most of the meetings connected with the League take 
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place at Geneva, where the permanent Secretariat of the 
League has its office. The League works in this way. A 
Council consisting of fourteen people of different nations 
meets three or four times a year. This is the chief executive 
body of the League. Among the members are always repre
sentatives of the Great Powers in the League ; and the 
other members are elected from time to time. The Council 
discusses and tries to suggest a way out, if there is any 
danger of war ; and it agrees, wherever possible, to joint 
action by all Governments members of the League. The 
members of the Council who are not " permanent " are 
elected by the Assembly. This Assembly is a large body of 
representatives of all the Governments which are members 
of the League. It meets once a year early in September in 
Geneva. It has no power either as a legislature or as an 
executive body ; but it can propose work to be done by the 
Council. 

The League in the Council, Assembly, and Secretariat 
has prevented war between Bulgaria and Greece in 1927: 
it has organised the economic relief of Austria, Hungary,· 
Bulgaria, and the Greek refugees. In its early days, soon 
after 1920, it restored war prisoners to their homes and 
warded off epidemic disease from western Europe. Certain 
colonial territories, called "Mandated," are governed by the 
British, French, or Belgian Government; and each has to 
report how it is done to the Council of the League ; and so 
a new principle is being introduced in the government of 
colonies. The experiment of the League system is certainly 
an advance on anything there has been before for brfuging 
the peoples into friendship. But sometimes, if the Govern
ment are undecided or their representatives in the Council 
or the Assembly are not good enough for the job, the 
League has failed to prevent violence or to establish co
operation between nations. The men who sit on the Council 
or in the Assembly of the League may be stupid or they 
may be so old-fashioned as not to understand any but the 
old methods of foreign policy. The Governments repre
sented on the Council or Assembly may be unwilling to use 
other means than force and fraud ; or they may have no 
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idea of their true interest in working with other Govern
ments. The League is not an angelic choir : it is a body of 
old men, some of whom are not in sympathy with new 
ideas. The League system provides only a means of co
operation : and men may either use it or misuse it. 

A separate section of the same system of co-operation in 
the League is the International Labour Organisation-the 
I.L.O. This has a governing body and a General Conference, 
like the Council and Assembly of the League ; but in the 
I.L.O. not only the Governments are represented, but also · 
the trade unions and the employers' associations of the 
countries which are members of the organisation. The pur
pose of the I.L.O. is to improve the conditions under which 
the productive services of industry and agriculture are 
carried on. The kind of work that has been done by the 
I.L.O. is the same as that done in different nations under 
factory laws, by Ministries of Labour and industrial organ
isations : and here, too, it is the men who are doing it that 
matter. The I.L.O. is a system, which may be used or may 
be left unused. 

A third separate section of the League co-operation 
between Governments is the Permanent Court of Inter• 
national Justice at the Hague. This is a court of lawyers or 
jurists, for trying certain cases in dispute between Govern
ments according to the recognised principles underlying 
international law. Most of the cases actually dealt with have 
been about the interpretation of Treaties between Govern
ments which have brought the disputes before the Court. 
The Court has proved successful in preventing such dis
putes from becoming causes of war. 

But the most dangerous disputes between Governments 
arise when the interests of two nations seem to be opposed. 
For example, the French may prevent Italians from set
tling in their territories in North Africa, or the ports of one' 
country may be closed against the trade of another. In such 
cases, there is no law or rule to indicate what interests 
should prevail ; but diplomacy-the daily work of Foreign 
Secretaries in Governments and of Ambassadors-may 
arrive at a compromise between the two views. If 
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diplomacy does not succeed, the Council of the League has 
powerto use conciliation, or anyform of persuasion, in order 
to prevent such a dispute leading to war. If either side uses 
armed force, without delaying to negotiate, the Council 
may advise the Governments to use force against such 
violence. 

Under the Kellogg or Paris Pact of 1928 the States of the 
world, including those not members of the League, have 
agreed not to use war " as an instrument of national 
policy," and also never to use any but peaceful means for 
the. settlement of dispute~>. The Government of the United 
States has a special interest in the Kellogg Pact, which in- · 
deed was due to American ideas and American influence. 
But so far no new methods for settling all disputes have 
been generally agreed upon to take the place of the old 
method of war. 

The. League and the I.L.O. are parts of a social 
" machinery " for getting things done by means of co
operation. between Governments. The other part of the 
same " machinery " is the system of diplomacy-Ambas
sadors and Foreign Offices ; and nowadays there are many 
conferences held between those in control of power in indus
try and finance in the different nations. But what is it 
all for ? If the " machinery " is for getting things done, 
what things ought to be done? In gei1eral it is believed 
that the machinery is for " peace " and for avoiding war; 
but what is peace for ? Why should we in our country be 
friendly, or assist people in other countries? Why should 
we not neglect them for most of the time and fight them 
occasionally ? The reason is, first, that fighting between 
nations has never been found successful for making men 
happier. 

It is not enough, however, to avoid fighting and live 
apart, for life has been made more civilised by the use of 
more varied food and clothing, better transport, and 
greater security from famine and disease ; and all this has 
come about owing to intercourse between different nations. 
Each nation, therefore, can make its own life more civilised 
by the use of goods and services supplied by the people of 
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other nations. The "nationalism," which was described 
above, which divides the nations, must be reconciled with 
an "internationalism" in which each nation, remaining 
true to its own tradition, assists the others to be more 
civilised. To make such intercourse between the nations 
prevail over their differences is the great problem of the 
world to-day: and, just as a person gains more in" indivi
duality " or in " having a mind of his own " by talking to 
other people and not by avoiding them, so a nation becomes 
greater and finer by intercourse with other nations. ' 

But there is another problem lying behind this one. It 
is the problem of the millions of men, women, and children, 
in many different countries, whose lives are still so far from 
civilised that they lack food and clothing, and die of pre
ventable disease. The peace which is an intercourse between 
nations should be an opportunity for solving this most 
ancient problem, especially because we in this generation, 
for the first time in history, have immense and increasing 
power to produce all that is necessary, in agriculture and 
industry. This is the opportunity for raising " the standard 
of living "-that is to say, for giving people happier and 
healthier lives in every nation. But, because so many in 
every country cannot buy what they need, each nation tries 
to solve its own problem separately ; and each nation, using 
obsolete- methods to meet a new situation, makes matters 
worse for its own poor and for other nations. Thus the 
standard of civilised life goes down, while goods that are 
needed are destroyed--coffee burnt in Brazil and rubber 
destroyed in Asia-and the machinery, whose products the 
poor need, stands idle. The bankers and traders and 
Governments of the world do not seem able to allow those 
who need goods even to work in order to pay for them. The 
problem is world-wide ; and therefore it is necessary for the 
nations to co-operate in order to solve it. In one country 
only-that is, Russia-a plan is adopted for the use of 
modern production in the supply of all needs. But, in a 
world of very slow-moving minds and many ancient privi
leges, those with modern ideas may fail to make life more 
civilised for common folk. The natural desires of all men 
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for healthier and happier lives may, however, overcome the 
prejudices which prevent those desires from being satisfied. 

UNOFFICIAL INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATIONS 

People in each nation who wish to be so friendly as to 
work with people in other nations join societies or groups 
for these purposes. And this is just as important for pre
venting war and improving civilised life as the action of 
officials or representatives of Governments, especially if 
great numbers work in such international groups. For ex
ample, the Boy Scouts and the Girl Guides of many nations 
have international meetings, in which boys and girls of 
different nations get to know one another. The Red Cross 
League has its junior branches, and is international. League 
of Nations Societies exist in most countries, and hold in
ternational meetings: and there are some travel associations 
which aim, not merely at seeing " sights " abroad, but at 
meeting people of other nations. The growth of all this has 
been very recent and very rapid : it has not yet succeeded 
in overcoming national fears and prejudices. But a betterway 
of living may be brought into existence, in which war, and 
~he danger of war, will be forgotten ; in which the people 
of one nation will not think it noble or wise to attack or to 
oppress the people of another. Such a new way of living, 
however, cannot come into existence without the use of 
brains and energy by those who believe that it would be 
better than the world of to-day. If it is to come into exist• 
ence, those who believe in it must have quicker intelligence 
and deeper and more powerful feelings than those who do 
not. Those who believe in the co-operation of nations must 
see in it the only means for making life happier for those 
who now lack food and health and knowledge in all nations. 

Thus the relation of the peoples of the world is not-and, 
in fact, has never been-a mere result of natural forces, 
such as storms or rain on the crops. We Jive as we do now 
because certain people in the past have, more or less d~ 
liberately, chosen to improve upon primitive ways of living. 
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They did not foresee all the consequences, any more than 
the slave-traders of earlier times foresaw the difficulties of 
the negro problem in America to-day. But their desires 
and their efforts to get what they desired, have left us the 
world as it is. It is still capable of being made better by 
those of us who think clearly and feel deeply about our 
fellow-men. In any case, the relations between the peoples 
of the world are changing : we have power to make them 
change in the direction which we think good. The world of 
the future is waiting to be given its shape by those who 
are the artists in the making of men's minds: and these 
are not only the statesmen and the business men, but also 
the poets and philosophers. Common folk, too, can make 
the future happier if they work together for a world in 
which all nations shall be at peace and everyone shall have 
a share of what is best. 
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LAW AND GOVERNMENT 

OR 

THE MACHINERY OF SOCIETY 

by 

G. R. 1\hTCHISON 



MosT lawyers who have been at work for at all long 
get stuck and dull, and not interested in anything, except 
the workings of the law and which of the judges is going to 
die next and who is going to succeed him. But a few lawyers 
stay alive and able to change their minds, and are iwt so 
much interested in the law as in justice (which may be quite 
different). Dick Mitchison is that sort. He also tells stories 
very well--<}uite often a legal case is like the funniest kind 
of story, and the witnesses are the most unlikely people, 
and the Bar is the only profession where people still have to 
dress up. During the last part of the war he was liaison 
officer between a French division and the English in Italy ; 
he tried to persuade the French to like ginger and Alice in 
Wonderland ; he likes going to other countries and making 
friends with new kinds of people. He has five children, 
Denis Anthony, John Murdoch, Sonja Lois, Nicholas 
A vrion, and Valentine Dione. He plays various games 
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rather well ; he likes dogs and he likes making speeches, but 
he is rather untidy. By the way, he and I have been married 
for sixteen years, which sounds a ridiculously long time 
when one writes it down, but it is not really. 



LAW AND GOVERNMENT 

0 N E N 1 G H T in February; Uncle William thought of 
visiting a friend of his. So he took his Ford car out of the 
garage and started off. On the way, he remembered that he 
had no tobacco, and stopped in the village of Titwillow to 
buy some. While he was in the tobacconist's shop, Police 
Constable Ramrod came along and noticed that there was 
no red light on the back of Uncle William's car. So when 
Uncle William came back to the car he found Police 
Constable Ramrod looking very official. The police constable 
asked him why he had not got a light at the back of his car, 
and Uncle William explained that he did not know the 
light was out. But, unfortunately for Uncle William, 
Police Constable Ramrod had been getting into trouble 
lately with his superiors and was feeling rather cross. So 
he fished out a note-book and told Uncle William that he 
would have to report him. Then he asked for his driving 
licence and his .insurance certifi«:ate and looked at the 
licence on the front of the car, made a number of notes in 
his note-book, and walked away. Uncle William drove on to 
see his friend. A few days later, Uncle William received 
what he supposed was a SUMMONS-an official-looking 
document telling him that Police Constable Ramrod had 
laid an information about Uncle William's misdeeds and 
that (in official language) Uncle William had better appear 
at the police court and see what happened. So, on the day 
indicated in the summons, Uncle William went to the 
POLICE COURT and found the local magistrates sitting 
on the bench. When Uncle William's turn came, the clerk 
of the court called out his name and he was asked if he 
pleaded" Guilty" or" Not Guilty." Uncle William thought 
that he might get off more easily if he pleaded " Guilty "
though I doubt if it made any difference-and said, 
"Guilty." Thereupon Police Constable Ramrod, looking 
very official indeed, went into the witness-box and told the 
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magistrates when, wherer and how he had found Uncle 
William with no red light shining on the back of his car. 
The presiding magistrate asked Uncle William whether he 
wanted to ask the police constable any questions, but Uncle 
William, who by this time was feeling very guilty indeed, 
didn't quite see what sort of question to ask, and said 
rather glumly, "No, sir." After that it seemed unkind of 
the magistrate to ask the police constable, " Any previous 
convictions ? "-but happily the police constable also said, 
"No, sir." So the magistrate just remarked, "Twenty 
shillings," and Uncle William went out, paid a pound 
to a police sergeant and went away, feeling rather silly. 

THE LAW 

That is quite a common story-not very interesting
but it ia interesting to see exactly what Uncle William had 
done and how and why and by whom he was made to pay a 
pound. Now obviously Uncle William had not done any
thing very wrong. He had not, for instance, hit Uncle .James 
on the head with a chopper or even tried to burgle the 
tobacconist's shop. But, all the same, if there are going to 
be a number of motor-cars about on the road, some going 
fast and some going slow, the motor-cars which go fast are 
quite likely, on a dark night, to run into those which go 
slow, unless there is a red light-or something of that sort
on the back of them. It really comes from leading such a 
complicated life-with motor-cars and things. But, if you 
lead a complicated life, you have to have rather complicated 
rules for preventing your complicated self from interfering 
with your complicated neighbour in his complicated life. 
And those complicated rules are made in a rather compli· 
cated way. So let us just see exactly how Uncle William had 
broken the law-and" the law" is just the name for the 
rules under which people live together. Some of the rules 
are unwritten, because you do not need to put it down in 
writing that you must not murder Uncle .James with the 
chopper-that seems quite clear, a(least to Uncle .James
but others are written, because they are not so clear. They 
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are really a rather elaborate way in which people have 
arranged to live together. People, as we shall see in a 
minute, elect a PARLIAMENT to make that sort of rule. 

ACTS OF PARLIAMENT 

And now I am going to look at. a book, full of that sort of 
rule. The book is called The Public General Act8 Passed in 
the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Years of the Reign of H ia 
Majesty King George the Fifth. Those are generally called 
"Acts of Parliament." One of them is called the Road 
Transport Lighting Act ·1927-and it begins like this: 
" Be it enacted by the King's most Excellent Majesty, by 
and with the advice and consent of the Lords Spiritual and 
Temporal, and Commons, in this present Parliament 
assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows •• .'' 
Now who are all those people? · 

THE KING 

" The King's most Excellent Majesty " is King George 
the Fifth-and you may be fairly certain that King George 
the Fifth had very little to do with the eight or nine pages 
of print, which he is said to have enacted, which he probably 
never read, and certainly does not know by heart. King 
George the Fifth, like every other king in this country for 
many years past, cannot make laws by himself, but only 
with the advice and consent of Parliament-and that means 
that Parliament makes them and King George the Fifth 
has to say" Yes." But, all the same, they are the laws of 
the King in Parliament-and that dates from a time when 
kings were more important than they are now-and Uncle 
William could not have been fined until the King had given 
his Royal Assent to the Act of Parliament. 

THE HOUSE OF LORDS 

Now let us see what is said about Parliament. The Act 
is to be enacted" by and with the advice and consent of the 
Lords Spiritual and Temporal ••• " Who are they f That 
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means the HOUSE OF LORDS, in which the archbishops 
and some of the bishops are the Lords Spiritual, and the 
hereditary peers are the Lords Temporal. The archbishops 
and bishops are there because they are the persons who for 
the time being have been appointed to hold their archbishop~ 
rics or bishoprics-to be, say, the Archbishop of York or the 
Bishop of London; They are archbishops or bishops in the 
Anglican Church, which is the official or " established " 
Church of the country. There is no particular reason why 
anyone should be a member of the Anglican Church or 
believe in the particular form of religion which the Anglican 
Church represents. But, since it is the official Church and 
the King is the " Defender of the Faith," the King appoints 
its bishops and archbishops-and, here again, he cannot do 
it by himself, but must act on the advice of his Prime 
Minister. These archbishops and some bishops sit in the 
House of Lords, though the heads of other religious bodies 
have no right to do so-and no one has yet suggested that 
the irreligious ought to have a bishop or two there too. The 
Lords Temporal are people who have been made peers by 
the King-again on the advice of his Prime Minister-or 
the descendants of people who have been made peers, 
sometimes a very long time ago. Some people wonder very 
much why the descendants of someone who was made a 
peer two or three hundred years ago should still be entitled 
to sit in Parliament and take a hand in looking after Uncle 
.William's back light. I suppose they wonder whether their 
light, like Uncle William's, may not have gone out in the 
course of centuries. But, after all, the Lords Spiritual and 
Temporal had not very much to do with the Road Trans
port Lighting Act 1927. It was passed, you remember, by 
and with the advice and consent, not only of the Lords 
Spiritual and Temporal, but also of the Commons, in this 
present Parliament a~sembled, and by the authority of the 
same. 

THE HOUSE OF COMMONS 

The Commons are the HOUSE OF COMMONS, and it 
was in that H~use that the Road Transport Lighting Act 
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started. The Commons are representatives of town areas 
and country districts all over England and Scotland. I 
have not mentioned Wales-but, for all practical purposes, 
Wales iS a part of England, while Scotland, though she 
sends members of Parliament to the House of Commons, 
has dillerent laws from England and is in many ways 
governed differently. There is also Northern Ireland, which 
not only sends members to the House of Commons, but 
also sends members to a Parliament of its own-a very 
Irish state of affairs. Altogether, 528 members come from 
England and Wales, 7 4 from Scotland and 13 from 
Northern Ireland. Those 615 members form the House of 
Commons for five years, or until the King dissolves it ; and 
he can only do that on the advice of his Prime Minister. 
Most of them belong to one of the three principal political 
parties. But whether there really are three, or more, or 
less, or what they think, or whether they are right or 
wrong, are all questions about which you had better look 
somewhere else, or ask your father and then be quite cer
tain to disagree with him. You may be sure that there will 
be some newspaper or another to suggest that you are right 
whatever you say. The largest party or combination of 
parties-that is to say, the one which has the most mem
bers in the House of Commons, for nobody counts the 
Lords Spiritual and Temporal in this connection-forms 
the Government. That means that the leading members of 
that party become MINISTERS. One of the Ministers is 
the Minister of Transport-and he looks after motor-cars 
(like Uncle William's) and roads and railways and things 
of that sort. He has a large office, in which there are num
bers of CIVIL SERVANTS, public-officials, who do the 
work of the office, whatever party may be in power in the 
House of Commons. . 

HOW AN ACT OF PARLIAMENT IS MADE 

Probably the Road Transport Lighting Act began by 
one of the civil servants in the Ministry of Transport sug
gesting to the Minister that it was high time some new 
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rules should be made about lighting motor-cars and other 
vehicles on roads. I expect that some one or more of the 
civil servants in the 1\finistry suggested an Act of Parlia
ment very much on the lines of the Act of Parliament which 
we are now considering, and when they had discussed it 
with the 1\finister their suggestions were sent to another 
civil servant, who is called the Parliamentary Counsel and 
whose business it is to put _such suggestions into a proper 
form. The result was a BILL, and the Bill was introduced 
into the House of Commons by the Minister and some other 
members of his party, whose names were put on the back of 
the Bill to show that they approved of it. It was then 
given what is called a " first reading " by the House of 
Commons. That does not mean that anyone really read it 
or that there was any discussion about it. It only means 
that the Bill was printed, became available for every 
member to consider, and took its first step on its way to 
being " enacted." Some time afterwards the Bill came 
forward for a Second Reading and this time the Minister 
would make a speech explaining the Bill and giving his 
reasons for wanting it passed. Then there would be a debate 
about it, on general lines, the members of Parliament who 
opposed the Government putting forward their objections 
to the Bill, and the members of Parliament who agreed 
with the Government supporting it. The chairman of the 
debate would be the SPEAKER of the House of Commons. 
The Speaker is not called the Speaker because he speaks 
often. In fact, he hardly speaks at all in the House of Com· 
mons, but in old days, when the House of Commons wanted 
to make some protest or statement to the King, the Speaker 
spoke for it. Now he calls on members of Parliament to 
speak and keeps order in the House of Commons. 

Well, the Bill was given a Second Reading-that is to 
say, a majority of the members of the House of Com· 
mons voted in favour of it-and it was then referred to 
Committee. The Committee may be the whole House of 
Commons, sitting in Committee, or it may be a smaller 
number of members, chosen from the different parties in 
the House of Commons in proportion to the strength of each 
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party in the House. The business of the Committee is to 
consider the Bill clause by clause. There may be amend
ments on each clause, and quite often an arrangement 
called the " guillotine," which limits the time to be taken 
in discussing any clause. So the Bill including the provi
sions about Uncle William's back light was considered in 
detail in Committee and the Committee reported to the 
House of Commons. There might have been some further 
discussion~ome additions to the Bill-at this_ stage, but 
as it happened, in this particular case there were no altera
tions when the Bill was reported. Mter the report the Bill 
was given a Third Reading and then went on to the House 
of Lords. 

The arrangements in the House of Lords are rather 
different, but the real point about what happened there is 
that the House of Lords would be reluctant to make many 
changes in the Bill. If they did make changes, they could 
send the Bill back in its changed form to the House of 
Commons, and the House of Commons might accept the 
changes; or, if the House of Commons did not like the 
changes, they might make some other suggestions and see 
if the House of Lords would accept those. Or, if the House 
of Commons and the House of Lords could not agree, the 
House of Commons might wait till the next Session-next 
term, as it were-and send the Bill again to the House of 
Lords. If, by sending up a Bill three times in that way, in 
three successive Sessions, the House of Commons keeps on 
asking for it, it will become law, even though the House of 
Lords rejects it every time. The result of that arrangement 
is that the House of Lords can delay a Bill becoming law, 
but that they cannot in the long run prevent it, if the 
House of Commons go on asking for it three times. But, as 
the time of the House of Commons is Yery fully occupied, 
the House of Lords by delaying a Bill may prevent its 
becoming law if the House of Commons are so busy that 
they have not time to go on asking. Many people think 
that the House of Lords, which is not elected and not 
responsible to anyone, ought not to be able to delay Bills 
in this way. 
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The last stage of the Road Transport Lighting Act 1927 · 
was that on the 22nd of December, 1927, it and eighteen 
other Bills received the ROYAL ASSENT and became law. 

The Royal Assent is quite formal, for the King has no 
right to refuse to agree with Parliament. It is usually given 
by the King signing a Commission, telling three members 
of the House of Lords to assent for him-and they send for 
the Commons, who attend in the House of Lords and are 
told that" Le Royle veult" (which, as you know, is old 
French-dating from very early times-for " The King 
wills it "). On the 22nd of December, 1927, the King's 
Commissioners assented like that to nineteen Acts of 
Parliament, one after the other. 

MONEY BILLS 

Before we go on again with Uncle William's adventures 
it is interesting to look at one or two other of the Acts of 
Parliament in the same book as the Road Transport Light
ing Act. One of them is called the Finance Act 1927, and 
it is rather long and complicated, all about taxes, begin
ning with a tax on tea. It is an Act by which people all over 
the country are going to be made to pay money for the 
purposes of the Government. It begins like this : 

" Most Gracious Sovereign-
" We your Majesty's most dutiful and loyal subjects 

the Commons of the United Kingdom of Great Britain 
and Northern Ireland in Parliament assembled, towards 
raising the necessary supplies to defray Your Majesty's 
public expenses, and making an addition to the public 
revenue, have freely and voluntarily resolved to give 
and grant unto Your Majesty the several duties herein
after mentioned ; and do therefore most humbly be
seech Your Majesty that it may be enacted, and be it 
enacted by the King's most Excellent Majesty, by and 
with the advice and consent of the Lords Spiritual and 
Temporal, and Commons, in this present Parliament 
assembled, and by the authority of the same, as 
follows ••• " 
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The reason for the difference in this beginning is that the 
House of Commons alone is the body which passes Acts of 
Parliament for raising taxes. In this case the Bill would be 
certified by the Speaker as a Money Bill, and the House of 
Lords would not be able to alter it or delay it. The idea is 
that the ordinary people, who pay taxes, resolve by their 
representatives in the House of Commons to make a grant 
to the King, and the Royal Assent is still given in the words 
"Le Roy remercie ses bons sujets, accepte leur benevolence 
et ainsi le veult" ("The King thanks his good subjects, 
accepts their benevolence and wills it so "). That dates from 
the time when the King, through his secretaries, really did 
the spending of the money. Nowadays it is merely a 
formula, because the people who direct and arrange the 
spending are the secretaries, or, as we now call them, the 
Ministers. But, by their complete control over Money Bills, 
the House of Commons had, and still has, the last word
for, as you will remember, he who pays the piper calls the 
tune-and especially when he has to find the money for 
the piper out of his own pocket. 

ARMY, NAVY, AND AIR FORCE 

Another interesting Act of Parliament in the same book 
is called the Army and Air Force (Annual) Act 1927. And 
it begins with this : " Whereas the raising or keeping of a 
standing army within the United Kingdom in time of peace, 
unless it be with the consent of Parliament, is against 
law ••• " and, later: "And whereas no man can be fore
judged of life or limb, or subjected in time of peace to any 
kind of punishment within this realm, by martial law, or in 
any other manner than by the judgment of his peers and 
according to the known and established laws of this realm ; 
yet, nevertheless, it being requisite, for the retaining all the 
beforementioned forces, and other persons subject to mili
tary law or to the Air Force Act, in their duty, that an 
exact discipline be observed ••• " Then the Act provides 
for the continuance for one year of the Army Act and the 
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Air Force Act. This is the way in which the Army and the 
Air Force are kept going. There is to be no standing army 
in the country, except by leave of Parliament; so each year 
Parliament passes an Act providing for the Army 'to con· 
tinue for one year. If the Act were not passed, no soldier 
could be punished for disobeying orders and the War 
Office would have no power. This is because Parliament 
used to regard the King's Army with great suspicion and 
was determined to exercise this kind of control over it. 
The Navy is not dealt with in the same way. It goes on 
from year to year without annual Acts of Parliament to 
renew it. After all, as the Navy does not live on land, there 
was never the same danger of the King terrorising his 
subjects by the use of naval forces. 

HOW AN ACT OF PARLIAMENT WORKS 

We have been considering how the Road Transport 
Lighting Act 1927 became a law. Now let us see what 
parts of it mattered to Uncle William. First of all we find 
this: 

"1.-{1) Subject to the provisions of this Act and of 
any regulations made thereunder by the 1\linister of 
Transport (in this Act, referred to as ' the Minister '), 
every vehicle on any road shall during the hours of 
darkness carry-

(a) two lamps, each showing to the front a white 
light visible from a reasonable distance ; 

(b) one lamp showing to the rear a red light visible 
from a reasonable distance ; 

and every such lamp shall, while the vehicle is on any 
road during such hours as aforesaid, be kept properly 
trimmed, lighted, and in efficient condition, and shall be 
attached to the vehicle in such position and manner as 
the l\finister may by regulations prescribe." 

That means, you see, that Uncle 'Villiam's car had to 
have a red li2ht showing at the back. But cars do not obey 
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Acts of Parliament, so the Act goes on to say who is to see 
that the red light is there. 

" It shall be the duty of any person who causes or 
permits a vehicle to be on any road during the hours of 
darkness to provide the vehicle with lamps in accord
ance with the requirements of. this Act and of any regula
tions made thereunder." 

Now, Uncle William caused his car to be on the road 
during the hours of darkness; so it was his duty to provide 
it with a red light showing at the back. But we have not 
yet got to any provision for punishing him if he failed to 
carry out his duty. You will find that later on. 

" If a person causes or permits any vehicle to be on 
any road in contravention of any of _the provisions of 
this Act or of regulations made thereunder or otherwise 
fails to comply with any such provisions, he shall be , 
guilty of an offence and shall be liable on conviction by 
a court of summary jurisdiction for each such offence 
to a fine not exceeding five pounds.'' 

So you see that, because the Bill became law, Uncle 
William, who had caused his vehicle to be on a road in 
contravention of one of the provisions of the Act, was 
guilty of an offence and liable, " on conviction by a court . 
of summary jurisdiction," to a fine. We shall have to see 
in time what is meant by " on conviction by a court of 
summary jurisdiction." 

REGULATIONS 

Before we leave the Road Transport Lighting Act 1927, 
will you just notice that the Minister of Transport has 
power to make regulations-as a matter of fact, not only 
the sort of regulations we have just read about, but regula
tions under various other sections in the Act. The reason 
for that sort of provision is that Parliament is very busy 
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and has not time to arrange the details of all the Acts which 
it passes. So a practice has grown up, under which Parlia
ment authorises the appropriate J\finister to make regula
tions about details, especially those which may vary from 
time to time. 

Another instance is that the Minister is authorised by 
, Parliament to make regulations about parking-places for 

motor-cars. If anyone breaks those regulations he commits 
an offence just as though he broke the Act of Parliament 
itself. 

EXECUTIVE: .THE MINISTERS 

The Minister is a member of the Government. He is a 
member of Parliament, who introduced the Road Light
ing Act into Parliament and supported it through the stages 
we have been talking about in the House of Commons: 
also he is the Minister to the King, and, as the Minister with 
the help of the Civil servants in his office, he makes regula-' 
tions and puts the Act of Parliament into execution. 
Parliament makes the laws and is therefore called the 
LEGISLATURE. The Minister, in putting the laws into 
execution, is part of the EXECUTIVE side of the 
Government. ' 

The Minister of Transport happens to be a new kind of 
Minister. His office was set up by an Act of Parliament 
called the Ministry of Transport Act 1919-for Parliament 
can make laws setting up ?tfinistries, just as it can make 
laws about what the Ministers are to do. Some Ministers 
are older-that is to say, they started by being secretaries 
of the King as soon as or before there were any Parliaments. 
For instance, the Lord Chancellor, who advises the King 
about the appointment of judges and the administration of 
the law, holds a very old office, dating from the time of 
Edward the Confessor. He presides over the House of Lords, 
just as the Speaker presides over the House of Commons. 

The Ministers are a link between Parliament, which 
makes the laws, and the various people whose business it is 
to carry them out-the Executive. In the same way the 
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Lord Chancellor is a link between Parliament and th~ judges 
and magistrates, who interpret the laws and decide people's 
rights under them. The judges and magistrates are called 
the JUDICIARY. The. Government of the country is there
fore carried on, in the name of the King, by Parliament, 
which makes the laws, by the Executive, which admin
isters them, and by the Judiciary, which decides people's 
rights under them. 

THE PRIME MINISTER 

The Prime Minister, like other Ministers, is a member of 
Parliament. He is the leader of the largest party in the 
House of Commons and the head of the Government.· As 
the head of the Government he is the head of the Execu
tive, but, generally speaking, though he is usually also the 
First Lord of the Treasury, he does not look after any 
particular Government office ; his business is to keep all the 
Ministers working together. The most important Ministers 
form the CABINET, which is a committee that meets 
privately and decides the most important points of policy. 
The Prime Minister is the chairman of the Cabinet, and, 
in general, all the members of the Cabinet have to agree 
with its decisions or to resign. 

The Prime Minister chooses the members of the Govern
ment-that is to say, the Ministers-from the principal 
members of Parliament in his own party. He is requested 
by the King to form a Government and submits the names 
to the King, who has to accept them. He is requested to do 
this because he is the leader of the largest party in the 
House of Commons. If he loses the confidence of the House 
of Commons, because of changes in the membership of the 
House or because some of his own supporters begin to dis
agree with him, he and the other Ministers have to resign, 
and to advise the King whether to dissolve Parliament or 
to ask someone else in the House of Commons to form a 
Government. 
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THE POSTMASTER-GENERAL 

There is another rather interesting 1\linister, with whom 
most of us have dealings every day. The Postmaster
General carries our letters, sends telegrams for us, provides 
telephones, runs a Savings Bank, and, in his various 
offices all over the country-for every post office is just an 
office of the Postmaster-General-issues licences and pen
sions and postal orders and all the funny things you get 
over a post office counter. He began with letters in the 
seventeenth century ; and rather expensive they were, 
travelling by postboys on horseback all over the country 
-and, the longer the distance, the more the letter cost. 
Then a London merchant, named Dockwra, started post 
offices and a penny post inside London. But the carrying of 
letters was, by Act of Parliament, a Government " mono
poly."-something which the Government refused to allow 
private persons to do. So Dockwra's London penny post 
was taken over by the Government. But country letters 
were still very expensive; even after the Napoleonic Wars, 
when there were mail coaches instead of postboys, a letter 
to the north of Scotland cost Is. 5d.-a great deal of money 
in those days. In 1840 a member of Parliament named 
Rowland Hill persuaded the Government to start a penny 
post all over the country, and the result was that a great 
many more letters were sent. As you know, letters cost 
Ild. now (since the Great War), and the average number of 
letters for every person in the country every year is more 
than a hundred each. 

Quite an interesting person, the Postmaster-General
a little old-fashioned in some ways-but he has taken over, 
not only Mr. Dockwra's London penny post, but a number 
of other things since then. The telephones used to belong 
to private companies until he took them in hand. And all 
that business he runs quite successfully, as part of the Gov
ernment of the country, and does all the business of bank
ing and licensing and pensions too-a sort of Government 
errand-boy, responsible, like other Ministers, to Parliament. 

One other thing before we leave the Postmaster-General. 
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Has it ever occurred to you that, though a water-fall is 
always there, there is never the same water in it? So there 
is always a Postmaster-General, though the person who 
fills that office is not always the same. I buy a postal order 
at a post office, when Mr. Liberal is the Postmaster
General, and a month later the man to whom I sent it can 
present it to be paid by the Postmaster-General, even if by 
that time 1\Ir. Liberal has resigned and someone quite 
different, 1\lr. Labour, is the Postmaster-General. So, if the 
King dies to-morrow, the government of the country, 
which is carried on in his name, will not stop with a bump 
-as, to some extent, it used to at one time. The King may . 
die, but his office is always there. The Crown, as it is some
times called, survives. 

LOCAL GOVERNMENT 

We seem to be getting some way from Uncle William 
and his adventures. But, at any rate, it is clear that Uncle 
William broke the law and became liable to be fined, as he 
was fined. Now let us see how Uncle William was brought to 
book. The police constable, Ramrod, was walking about, 
you will remember, iii the village of Titwillow. As Titwillow 
is in Loamshire, Police Constable Ramrod would be one of 
the Loamshire county police. _ Originally the county 
magistrates appointed the police, but by Acts of Parliament 
beginning in 1839, county police forces were formed, and 
their control transferred in 1889 to a committee, formed 
partly from the County Council and partly from the 
magistrates. The Home Secretary, who is one of the older 
?tfinisters, makes rules about the county police forces, 
including rules about their pay. In each county a Chief 
Constable, appointed by the Joint Committee, is in 
command of the police force. The Chief Constable of 
Loamshire appointed Police Constable Ramrod, and may 
dismiss him whenever he thinks fit • 
. · Until1888 each county was governed by the magistrates, 
but in that year County Councils were set up by Parliament. 
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They have to do with a great many things besides the 
police-things which have been delegated to them by 
Parliament, such, as schools and education, relieving the 
poor, housing (see Economics, p. 669), public health (which 
includes a great deal of medical and sanitary work), various 
pensions, some wor~ about agriculture, and so on. 

County Councils, like l!inisters, can make many regula
tions, but they are mainly an executive body. They carry out 
all sorts of laws, which have to be administered locally and 
according to local conditions. There is no room in this 
book to describe all the other kinds of Local Authorities, 
but it is worth mentioning that the larger towns, 
called "Boroughs" have Borough Councils which do all 
or most of what is done in counties by the County 
Councils and are more or less independent of the County 
Councils-the extent of their independence depending 
on the size of the borough. Some boroughs are County 
Boroughs, and, oddly enough, some boroughs are actually 
counties in themselves. London is a county, run by 
the London County Council, and the local government 
of London differs in a good many ways from that of other 
counties or cities. London, for instance, is divided into a 
number of boroughs. Birmingham-the next largest 'town 
in England-is one borough, a County Borough. 

WHY IT HAS WORKED OUT LIKE THIS 

All that, I am afraid, is rather confusing. You have to 
remember that, before there were good roads and quick 
journeys by road or by rail, the different groups of people 
living in England were more separated than they are now •. 
I must not start writing the history part of this book-but 
remember that there was- local government of some kind 
or other in parts of England before there was any central 
government for the whole of England, that the central 
government only got complete control gradually, and that, 
when Parliament established its rights against the Stuart 
kings, it did so with the help of country-folk, who learnt 
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how to govern by organising things in their own districts. 
So local government has always mattered in this country. 
The House of Commons is a body which has grown up to 
enable people representing different parts of the country to 
meet and govern themselves-not a body representing any 
one place which has succeeded in imposing government on 
other places. You find the same sort of thing in other 
countries, but often in a different form-not one Parlia
ment and County Councils, but one central Parliament and 
local Parliaments, which have larger powers than a County 
Council would have. That system of local Parliaments 
(called "Federation") applies, for instance, in the 
United States of America, in Germany, and in Russia 
(the Soviets). The only local Parliament here is that of 
Northern Ireland. 

THE POLICE 

Police Constable Ramrod, then, was for most purposes a 
servant of a local authority, subject to some control by the 
Home Secretary. Policemen are the successors of the old 
constables. Their powers and duties are partly the tradi
tional powers and duties of a constable and partly given 
them specially by Parliament. One of their traditional 
duties is to bring criminals like our poor Uncle William to 
justice. They have limited powers of arresting people on 
their own-if, for instance, they suspect the commission 
'of a serious crime (called a " felony ")-but in general they 
have to act mainly ·on warrants, or orders, issued by 
magistrates. They have the right to get help from passers-by 
in carrying out their duty, and anyone who prevents them 
from carrying it out can be punished for doing so. But it is 
one of the odder things about the police in England that 
they really have very little special power. Without the 
authorisation of a magistrate they cah do very little more, 
especially in the country, than ordinary people. It requires 
no special authority to take a note in a book of Uncle 
William's name and address and so on-though Uncle 
William was bound by Act of Parliament to show his 
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licence, for instance, to the police, while he need not 
produce it to you or me. But it was Police Constable 
Ramrod's duty to take those particulars, and, if Uncle 
William had prevented him from doing so, Uncle William 
would have been punished for obstructing the police in the 
execution of their duties. 

Now, when Police Constable Ramrod went back to the' 
police station and reported Uncle William, a Summons 
was procured. There are two things to notice about that 
summons. First of all, it was obtained from the magistrate, 
and Uncle William had to answer it and appear in court, 
not because the police told ·him to do so, but because the 
magistrate d~d. Secondly, though the person who informed 
the magistrate about Uncle William's back light was a 
policeman, there was no reason why a~yone else should not 
have given the magistrate the information. The summons 
could have been issued just as well on information given 
by some private person. In fact, the policeman who 
informed the magistrate was a sort of public busybody
someone to do on behalf of the public a job which any 
member of the public ~ould have done for himself, but 
which no one was likely to do. Roughly speaking, that is the 
traditional position of the policeman, and, in cases 'Where he 
has special powers, they have usually been given him fairly 
recently by particular Acts of Parliament. 

LEGISLATURE, EXECUTIVE, JUDICIARY 
( 

Police Constable Ramrod was a member of the 
EXECUTIVE. Most of the people concerned in governing 
are members of the Executive-the Minister of Transport, 
the civil servants under him, other civil servants, tax
collectors, postmen, policemen, and all soldiers, sailors, 
and airmen, whether they are Air marshals or Air crafts· 
men, Admirals or Able-bodied seamen, Generals or Privates. 

But what about the magistrates who tried Uncle 
William ? They were not members of the Executive, because 
they took their orders from no one-nor of the Legislature 
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because they didn't make the laws which they administered. 
They were members of the JUDICIARY. The Legislature, 
the Executive, and the Judiciary are the three principal 
bodies of people which govern the country. There is a 
traditional distinction between them. The Legislature is 
supposed to make the laws, the Executive to carry them 
out, the Judiciary to interpret and enforce them. But the 
distinction is apt to break down. "When Parliament has not 
enough time to make the laws in detail it has given power to 
Ministers to make regulations. That means that the Execu
tive, besides carrying out the law, has to take some hand 
in making it. In the same way the Executive has, under 
some rather complicated Acts of Parliament, the power and 
the duty to make decisions-often about the rights of 
private persons. That means that the Executive is to some 
extent doing the business of the Judiciary-perhaps 
because the costs of legal proceedings are so high. The 
general tendency is for the Executive to encroach on the 
business of the Legislature and the Judiciary. This is 
because modem civilisation has become too complicated to 
fit into the old scheme, under which Parliament made all 
the laws in detail and no one but the Judiciary made 
decisions under those laws. 

JUDICIARY 

The magistrates, before whom Uncle William was tried, 
were unpaid JUSTICES OF THE PEACE, sitting in 
PETTY SESSIONS-a small and a very old form of court. 
There have been unpaid justices of the peace in England 
for many centuries. They were first appointed by the King 
as " justices of the peace " in 1360. They are mainly a court 
for dealing "summarily" (without delay or formalities) 
with various small offences, like Uncle 'Villiam's, and they 
can "commit" prisoners to be tried for more serious offences 
in other courts. To commit a prisoner does not mean to try 
him yourself. you do not decide whether he is guilty or 
not. You simply decide, on hearing the case against him, 
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that it is worth while keeping him to be tried by ~ more 
important court. When he is committed, he will either be 
kept in prison till the time comes for his trial by the more 
important court or he will be released "on bail," he and 
his friends promising that he will appear for his trial or 
thai they will pay money if he does not. Of course, even if 
he does not appear and they have to pay the money, he will 
probably be caught and tried just the same. 

A number of Justices of the Peace, sitting every 
quarter (of the year) in QUARTER SESSIONS, have 
larger powers than the justices in petty sessions, who tried 
Uncle William. They can deal with most criminal matters, 
leaving only the very serious offences to be dealt with by 
judges at ASSIZES. Assizes are the visits of the judges of 
the High Court to the important towns outside London, 
and the old names for their duties are interesting : " gaol 
delivery" and" oyer and terminer." "Oyer and terminer" 
is old French for "to hear and determine" (cases), just 
as " assizes " is itself an old French or Latin word. Those 
phrases, like the phrases for the Royal Assent in Parliament, 
remind one that the King's law was on the whole a Norman 
and Latin graft on the original Saxon stock-laws of the 
Saxons, administered by Norman kings and modernised in 
those days by the light of Roman law. 

In the larger towns you have Stipendiary or POLICE 
COURT MAGISTRATES, who are paid officials and do the 
work done by the unpaid justices in the country. In the 
same way, in boroughs, RECORDERS take the place of 
quarter sessions. And in London, where there are no 
assizes~ the judges try serious cases at the Old Bailey. 

CRIME 

That is a rough list of the principal criminal courts
courts in which you try cases about crime. Crime. i~ " a 
wrong against the public welfare," or, as the old trad1bonal 

h K . " language goes, " against the peace of our Lord t e mg. 
It may be more or less serious ; and there are differences, 
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not only the old-fashioned distinction between FELONIES 
(such, for instance, as murder) and MISDEMEANOURS 
(which include such trifling offences as the affair of Uncle 
William's back light), but also as regards the punishment. 
You are hanged for murder, but Uncle William was only 
fined a pound. Besides, you cannot really classify crimes by· 
labelling them. To steal something is theft. But you steal 
a penny by picking it up in the road and keeping it-and 
that is not really serious ; or you may deliberately steal 
something valuable or steal from someone who is poor
and that is serious. So, except in a very few cases (of which 
murder is one), Parliament or traditional law-for some 
crimes are so old and obvious that they have always been 

· recognised as crimes and punished-does not say what the 
,punishment is to be. It simply says the most which the 
punishment may be-tlie maximum. The magistrates or the 
judge decide exactly what the punishment shall be-not 
above the maximum, but not necessarily up to it. They 
"sentence" the prisoner. 

Now in Uncle William's case the magistrates first found 
him guilty-Uncle said he was guilty (" pleaded guilty ")
and then sentenced him to a fine of a pound. But in more 
serious ·cases-before the judge at assizes; for instance-the 
question of whether the accused man is guilty is decided, 
not by the judge, but by a jury. 

TRIAL BY JURY 

A jury is a very old institution in England. It consists of 1 

a number of persons, chosen more or less at random, to 
sit in a court and decide questions of fact. 

Nowadays .both men and women form a jury and 
usually the jury consists of twelve people. They decide in 
criminal cases whether the prisoner is guilty or not; and 
they also decide questions of fact in civil cases. In a criminal 
case you have to decide whether someone or other has or 
has not committed a crime-like Uncle 'william, though his 
was a small one. A "civil" case is just a dispute between 
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two private persons, not a question of crime at all. For 
instance, if Uncle William had driven his car into someone 
else's car, the other person might have said that it was 
Uncle William's fault, and that he had to pay for the 
damage caused by the collision. Uncle William might have 
said that it was not his fault, but the other person's. Then 
the other person-old Joe Smith, who was driving to 
deliver boxes of eggs at the station-might sue Uncle 
William. He would issue a WRIT, which would be 
a printed document--rather like the summons which 
Uncle William got about his back light--telling Uncle 
William to appear and an~wer for what he had done. 
Then there would be a good many preliminaries, lasting 
for some time-one of the troubles about justice in England 
is that it does take some time-and .finally a TRIAL in 
which Uncle" William, Joe Smith, and anyone who had 
seen what happened would give EVIDENCE-that is to 
say, tell the judge and the jury what they had seen and 
knew. The judge would then tell the jury what the Jaw was, 
explaining to them that anyone driving a motor-car owes 
a duty to other people to drive it carefully, and telling 
them that they had to decide whether Uncle William or 
Joe Smith had been careless. The jury would then have 
to decide the question or questions of fact : whether Uncle 
William was careless, whether Joe Smith was careless, 
whether the carelessness of either of them caused the 
accident ; or whether, though one had been careless, it was 
really the combination of the carelessness of both of them 
which had caused the accident ; and, if either of them really 
was careless and so caused the accident, without the other 
one being at fault, how much damage the careless one had 
caused-how much damage to the other one's car or perhaps 
to the other one himself. The result might be that Joe Smith 
failed in his action, because Uncle William had not been 
careless or because Joe Smith had been just as much 
responsible as Uncle William. Or, if Uncle Willi&.m had 
been careless and was the cause of the accident, Joe Smith 
might recover, in that civil action, the amount of 
damage (in money) which Uncle William had caused to 
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him or his car. The jury, you see, would decide, on the 
directions of the judge,, who was at fault and how much 
he ought to pay. 

~IVIL COURTS 

Civil actions are not tried in the same courts as 
criminal cases. The smaller civil cases are tried in 
COUNTY COURTS, which are local courts, held in most 
towns of importance. There are only eight persons in a 
county court jury. There is a county court judge-numbers 
of them, for there are so many county courts. Cases in which 
the claim is for not more than £100 are tried in county 
courts. Cases in which there is a larger claim are tried before 
judges of the IDGH COURT, either in London or on 
assizes. The judge at assizes, therefore, has to take both 
civil and criminal cases. In London the judges of the High 
Court try civil cases in the Royal Courts of Justice 
-that extraordinarily ugly building in the Strand-and 
criminal cases at the Old Bailey (near St. Paul's). Then 
there are "appeals." If the person who has lost the case 
thinks that the judge made a mistake about the law, he can 
appeal from the judge to the COURT OF APPEAL. There 
is also an appeal in criminal cases to the COURT OF 
CRIMINAL APPEAL, _which consists of two or three High 
Court judges sitting together. The final court for law cases 
is the HOUSE OF LORDS. When the House of Lords 
is not doing business as part of the Legislature-you 
remember what it had to do about Acts of Parliament-it 
may sit to have the very last word about law cases. Those 
cases are heard in the same place in which the House of 
Lords sits for Acts of Parliament, but only a few of the 
lords sit ; they are judges, who have been made lords for 
this purpose. The Lord Chancellor usually presides, and 
former Lord Chancellors who have retired from office also 
sit as judges there. 

CIVIL LAW 

The civil law-the law about disputes between people
is at least as important as criminal law, and actually it 
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takes up much more of the time of the courts. You hear 
rather less .about it, because the newspapers are more full 
of criminal cases and people always talk about murders. 
But, you see, one of the main reasons for having a civilised 
society is to give people the opportunity of settling their 
disputes peaceably in a court instead of having to fight 
about it (see Problems and Solutions, p. 695). 1\Iost schools 
suffer from having no satisfactory arrangements for 
settling disputes except fighting about them I 

,The trouble about the way in which grown-ups settle 
disputes in law courts is that proceedings in law courts, 
especially in this country, are very expensive. You have to 
get advice from lawyers and help from lawyers. They 
usually argue the case in court for you, and they have to 
be paid. Also you have to produce all the papers about the 
dispute and have them copied for the judge. Also you have 
to prove what you say about the dispute by calling people 
to give evidence-Joe Smith, for instance, might call some- · 
one who saw the accident, to say that it was Uncle William's 
fault, and that person would have to be paid for the time 
he took to come to court and give his evidence. So some 
people say that when King John promised at RunnYJ;Ilede 
that he would sell justice to no one, he might have taken 
care to see that justice really would be cheap and would 
not become as expensive as it actually is. 

Let us just see what are the principal disputes between 
people. There are really two main points. One is that people 
living in a community owe duties to their neighbours. In a 
sense, any crime is 'a breach of your duty to your neigh
bour, but we have grai.dually come to look at it as a breach of 
duty to the community, "against the peace of our Lord 
the King "-so that a crime is the subject of criminal 
proceedings brought in the name of the King on behalf of 
the community. But there are breaches of duty towards 
your neighbours which are not crimes. Uncle William, if he 
was careless with his motor-car and so collided with Joe 
Smith, did not necessarily-probably did not-commit a 
crime, but he did break his duty to take care when driving, 
and by that breach of duty he injured Joe Smith. That 
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breach of duty is called a TORT. Other instances are: if 
you leave some obstruction in the roads, where everyone 
has a right to go, so as to make it dangerous and hurt 
someone ; or if you make such a horrible noise or smell in 
your house as to be a NUISANCE to your neighbours ; or 
if you TRESPASS on your neighbour's property and do 
damage there, perhaps breaking the gate you have been 
swinging on. All those things are torts, and most of them 
depend upon the legal maxim: "Sic utere tuo ut alien urn non 
lredas " (" Use your own property so as not to harm other 
people's "). Anyone who is injured by a tort can recover 
the amount of their injury-the money value of it-from 
the person who has committed the tort. You will notice that 
the law is mainly concerned (perhaps too much so) with 
money. 

The second point is that you ought to keep your promiSes, 
and that, in general, if you do not, you will be made to pay 
what you have promised to pay, or what has been lost by 
your not keeping your promise. If you just promise out of 
kindness, you will not usually be held responsible in a law 
court. But, if you got anything for your promise, you wiU 
be made to carry it out or to compensate the person to 
whom you promised. There are far more promises in every
day life than you think. If you go into a shop and say, " I 
want a sixpenny tin of bull's-eyes," you ~e really promis
ing to pay 6d. if the shopkeeper gives you the tin. If he 
gives you a tin and takes your 6d., he is promising that the 
tin contains bull's-eyes-more or less eatable ones. There 
was a great case once about a man who asked for " two 
nice fresh crabs," and didn't get them-not fresh at least. 
But that is quite a long story, and perhaps you can guess 
the rest. If you get a railway-ticket at Paddington for 
Oxford and look at the time-table and the notices in the 
station and get into a train labelled Oxford, the railway
company is really promising, in return for the price of your 
railway-ticket, to take you to Oxford by that train-and 
more or less to time. I must leave you to think out any 
number of other instances for yourself. 

Sometimes what you get for a promise is not an actual 
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benefit, but the promise of one. For instance, you may 
promise the shopkeeper that you will buy a tin of bull's
eyes in a fortnight's time, and he may promise to sell 
them. That is promise for promise. All those agreements, 
those mutual bargains or promises, are called by lawyers 
CONTRACTS; and the second main point of civil cases, 
besides torts, is this matter of "contract "--simply keeping 
people to their bargains or making them pay if they break 
them. 

There are various other matters about which you can 
have a civil case, but in the long run almost all cases are 
about either torts or contracts-your duty to your neigh
bour because you live with. him in a civilised society, or 
your duty to him because you have promised something. 
There is a good deal to be said for the view that even your 
duty, arising from living with people, really depends on a 
sort of promise, but it is rather hard to say exactly who 
made it and to whom. · 

LOOKING AHEAD 

Well, this is the end of Uncle William's story. I have 
tried to tell you something about how the law is made 
-partly by tradition, in this country, and partly by Par
liament-and roughly how Parliament works. Then we 
have had a look at Ministers and all the humbler fry who 
make up the Executive-the people who fill in the gaps 
and make the law work, Then we have had a look at the 
judges and juries and the other people, who have to decide 
whether the law has been kept or broken, and who is right 
and who is wrong, and what punishment or compensa
tion for a wrong ought to be. It is all rather a complicated 
machinery. What is curious is that in some ways the 
machinery gets simpler as time goes on, in other ways 
more complicated. On the whole, the tendency of law, and, 
to some extent, of government, is to set up more rights and 
duties, but to make the enforcement of them rather less 
complicated. The law tends to get less formal, but there is 

Xo 
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much more to make laws about. It becomes more and· 
more necessary to regulate people's rights and duties to
wards one another-things like health in factories, unem
ployment insurance, taxation (see The Last Thirty Years 
and Economics). All of them in some form or another are 
the subject of law and government. The machinery is per
haps better oiled ; it runs with less creaks than it used to ; 
·but it has much more to do. 

I shall leave you to think out criticisms for yourself, 
but may I suggest one or two worth thinking about? First 
of all, as I have suggested, are not some of the old lines 
of distinction breaking down ? The more complicated the 
duties of Parliament, the more it leaves to be made .law 
by the Executive ; think of ·all the regulations about 
motor-cars which are made by the Executive under the 
general authority of Parliament. The more new rights and 
duties imposed, the more likely you are to find that they 
are enforced to some extent by the Executive-by Civil 
servants instead of in law courts. Perhaps we are living 
in a time when the State is taking on so many more duties 
that it is changing its character. Government is beginning 
to mean so much more. As we saw, the Post Office is really 
a trading concern. There are other instances. The Govern
ment, which both trades and governs, is beginning to spread 
itself over all the activities of the coriununity. Whether we 
think it right or not, that is certainly the tendency. With 
it there is, I think, a growing tendency to enlarge respon
sibility-to recognise that people cannot be left merely to 
their own ideas of what is right and wrong even over things 
about which they used to be left to take their own line. 
That sort of question is, perhaps, the most important ques
tion which anyone concerned with the machinery of govern
ment and the law has to consider to-day. I shall leave you 
to think about it. I am sure that, when you are grown-up, 
you will be nearer the answer, if there is one, than I am. 
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HuGH GAITSKELL is a young economist who lectures at 
London University. Economics is hardly ever taught in 
schools, and it is a rather difficult thing to explain, partly 
because it is still a very incomplete science, but I think you 
will understand this chapter. I have put one or two diffi
cult bits into square brackets. The part about the Gold 
Standard looks difficult, but I don't think it really is, and 
it is rather important for you to understand about it, as 
it is influencing your and your parents' lives a great deal 
just now, and more nonsense is talked about it in books 
and newspapers than you would think possible I It seems a 
pity you should have to bother about economics at all ; 
it is only a means to an end-making people able to 
lead the kind of good 'life they want to lead. But just now 
everybody is entangled in economics ; people have to earn 
their livings and pay for things (including this book), and 
most people are constantly being worried about money. 
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That is because. the economic part of life IS m such a 
muddle. Hugh Gaitskell thinks th~t this ought to be made 
as easy and simple as traffic regulation, and as little 
bothering ; but the only way for that to happen is for 
people to put it right ; and the only way for them to put 

. it right is by understanding it. 



ECONOl\IICS 

NATION WARS AND THE NATURE WAR 

WHEN a count~y is at war, planning is necessary. The 
general who commands must plan his campaign and his 
battles. He has an army, so many infantry, so many guns, 
so many aeroplanes, so many tanks. His problem is to 
make the best use of these ;"his object is to win the battle. 
He has to make decisions : how far to concentrate them, 
how far to scatter them, how many to keep in reserve, how 
to combine them. Behind him are other people, planning 
how to use a whole population and everything that they 
have, their fields and their factories, their machines and 
their mines. What do these other planners-the statesmen 
-have to decide? They have to decide how large the army 
shall be, how many people and machines shall be used for 
making munitions, and how many for producing clothes. 
But other things are necessary too. There must be railways 
and merchant ships for transporting troops and the muni
tions and food that they need ; a navy to defend and attack 
by sea: aeroplanes to make raids. The statesmen, too, have 
one object-to defeat the enemy. With this end to guide 
them, they have to decide how to use the people and the 
things they control. 

Actually a war is going on all the time. Not a war between 
one nation and another, but a war between all nations and 
nature. A war which everybody is fighting against starva
tion and cold, against poverty. and want. A war to make 
the world richer, to satisfy our needs better. In .a war 
between nations, science is used only to kill and destroy, 
but in the war between humanity and nature, science 
produces and constructs. But in neither war is science alone 
all that is needed. There must be planning, too. In both 
wars the same kind of decisions have to be made-decisions 
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about how people shall spend their time, how the resources 
of nature shall be used. 

In the" nation-war" each country plans independently, 
each country has a single aim-to defeat the enemy. Some
body is appointed to direct operations, and everybody else 
carries them out. But how is the planning done in the 
" nature-war " ? This is the question which it is my business 
to answer. This is the ECONOMIC question. ECONOMIC 
activities are all the things that people do in fighting this 
"nature-war." ECONOMIC science, or ECONOMICS, is 
the study of the way people fight this war. 

In the " nature-war " the nations are not fighting one 
another, yet they do not plan together. Most of them 
do not even plan for themselves in the way that they would 
in a" nation-war." To-day it is only in Russia (see Peoples 
of the World, p. 595, and Problems and Solutions, p. 718} 
that there is planning of this kind. In the rest of the world 
there is no dictator or supreme council to decide how many 
miners there shall be, how many fields shall grow barley 
or wheat, or how many ships or railways and engines are 
needed. Governments do not discuss these things. Yet 
somehow even in the rest of the world different things are 
produced, resources are directed to different uses, and 
people to different jobs. One man becomes an engine
driver, another man a teacher. There are machines for all 
kinds of different uses. There are railways and ships, food 
and clothes, roads and houses, in the rest of the world as 
in Russia, in peace-time as in war. How is this done? 
How do we in the rest of the world fight this war with 
nature ? How is the campaign conducted without generals, 
without commands ? 

RAISING CAPITAL 

Suppose a new discovery is made : an aeroplane which 
can drop like a bird and land in the space in front of a 
house, an aeroplane which is small and easy to drive and 
quite safe. How could it come to be used? Remember, 
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there is no supreme body which decides these thlllgs. Some
one would have to decide on his own to organise the pro
duction of aeroplanes like this. He would have to build a 
factory where they could be made ; he would have to get 
the materials for making them-steel for the struts and the 
body, special canvas for the wings, timber for the propeller, 
rubber tyres for the wheels ; he would have to get machines 
for making the different parts, for fashioning the steel and 
the propeller and the delicate powerful engine, and he 
would have to arrange for electric or steam power to drive 
the machines ; he would have to get workers to coq~.e to the 
factories to work-mechanics, woodworkers, draughtsmen, 
painters, each man a specialist, each man to his job. 

How can this be done? One thing is essential. MONEY. 
The factory, the machines, the materials, the men, will all 
come if they are offered enough money. 

How much money will be needed ? Probably a great deal 
-perhaps .£100,000. How is this to be found? Would the 
inventor have it? Not very likely; few individuals have 
so much. More than one person will have to contribute. 
The inventor and his friends have some money, but not 
enough. How are they to get more ? They will have to go to 
the CAPITAL MARKET. What does this mean? It means 
a place where money is lent and borrowed for rather long 
periods. If you are going to build a factory with the money 
you borrow, it is no good promising to repay it in three 
months. When money is lent for long periods it is generally 
said to be INVESTED, so in future I shall talk of investing 
instead of simply lending. How are people induced to 
invest their money ? How can they be persuaded to join 
with the inventor and let their money be spent on a factory 
for producing aeroplanes? Obviously, there is no need for 
them to do this. They can spend the money, and buy all 
sorts of things they like with it. To get them to invest there 
must be some inducement. The inducement will be the 
prospect of getting more money in the future. There 
are various ways in which this inducement can be offered. 
The inventor and his friends can borrow the money by 
agreeing to pay INTEREST for it. That is, they may 
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guarantee to pay a sum of money every year for the use of 
it. Or they may persuade those who lend the money to 
join with them and share the PROFITS. I will explain what 
exactly this means later (p. 653), but first there are some 
other things to say about the capital market. 

What is meant by CAPITAL? Here it means quite 
simply money for investment. This is just what the inventor 
and his friends have come to the market to get. If they can 
persuade those who have money, which they are thinking 
of not spending, that they will make large profits, they 
will easily be able to get it. This business of investment is 
very important. For, unless people were prepared to invest, 
the aeroplane factory could not be started. Unless people 
had invested, other factories that exist to-day could not 
have existed. \Vhen investment takes place, people decide 
to spend their money on things which are going to be used 
for producing other things. In fact, they buy factories and 
machines and materials which would not be made unless 
they were prepared to buy them. If, instead of investing, 
they chose to spend their money on clothes or food, the 
factories and machines and materials would not exist, 
food and clothes and other things would have been made 
instead, and, since the food and clothes would be used up 
quickly and could not help to produce other things, there 
would be less capital in the country. The same word is used 
to describe both the money raised or borrowed in the capital 
market and the things which are bought with it. The 
factories and machines and materials are · called Real 
Capital. Real Capital is necessary for making things. Real 
Capital only comes into existence because people do not 
spend all their money, because people invest, because 
people are willing to provide money capital. 

Supposing the inventor and his friends have borrowed 
money in the second way that I mentioned. Instead of 
insisting on interest, every year the lenders have agreed 
to join with them and share the profits. \Vhat is the 
position ? Here is a pool of £100,00Q-owned by all sorts 
of people. They agree that this new aeroplane shall be 
produced : that is how the money is to be spent. But they 
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cannot each spend it; they must act together. What will 
they do? They will form a JOINT STOCK COMPANY. 
A joint stock company is just an association of people who 
each contribute money and start a business. The people 
themselves are called SHAREHOLDERS, because they 
bold SHARES in the company, each owning some of the 
£100,000, and therefore some of the things on which it is 
spent. The company must have a name. Let us call it " The 
Swallow Aeroplane Company." Also the company must 
have somebody in charge, somebody in controL The share
holders will appoint a BOARD OF DIRECTORS. and 
these directors will be responsible to the shareholders and 
have to see that the company is well managed. 

The shareholders will be given certificates for the shares 
which they hold. These certificates can be sold or bought. 
And there is a special place where this is done, called 
the STOCK EXCHANGE. If you look at a daily news
paper you will see long lists of prices on the " financial " 
page ; these are the prices of the shares or certificates as 
they are bought and sold from day to day. 

PRODUCING AND SELLING: COSTS AND PRICES 

Now at last we can visit the factory, the factory which 
is paid for out of the money capital, the factory which is 
now Real Capital. Work has just begun. The new machines 
hum and throb, and gradually the steel and timber are 
transformed and the parts of the aeroplane fitted together. 
The first one appears complete, and then another and 
another. When the factory has been working for a time. 
it produces fifty a week. But what is to be done with them 
now they are ready to fly, standing new and shining beside 
the factory? They have to go to the CONSUMER, the 
person who wants, and is going to use, the aeroplane. Who 
is he ? Surely everybody will want one. What could be 
nicer than to go about in a small aeroplane ? But can any• 
body have one? Only on one condition-that it is paid for. 

These aeroplanes will not be given away free. A price will 
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be charged, and money must be given for them. Mter all, 
they have cost money to produce. Perhaps 1,000 workers 
are employed. Suppose their wages average £3 a week. 
There is £3,000 gone. And for the materials and the power 
and the other things needed for production, perhaps 
£2,000 every week. So the fifty aeroplanes cost at least 
£5,000, or £100 each to produce, and that without counting 
the factory and machines, which cost perhaps '£5o,ooo: 

What about the factory and the machines ? Should we 
really add something on for them? Obviously they are 
rather different from the materials. For the materials have 
been used up, and so has the work which is paid for in 
wages, but . the factory and the machines are still there. 
Of course, the materials and the work have not been 
wasted. They have gone into the aeroplanes. Still, the 
factory has also helped to produce them and yet it is still 
there at the end. So what are we to do? The truth is. we 
must count in something for the factory. For, though it is 
still there, it is no longer new. It is worn out a little, and so 
are the machines. Bits of them have really gone into 
making the aeroplanes too, They do not last for ever. 
Suppose they last three years and they cost £30,000. Then 
at the ~nd of three years the machines will have gone, like 
the materials, into the aeroplanes. The materials are used 
up quickly; the machines are used up gradually. That is 
the only difference. In a week not much difference will be 
made, but we should add on something-perhaps £200. 
The factory is just the same, only it lasts still longer than 
the machines. It lasts perhaps twenty years and it cost 
£20,000. For what it loses in a week we should really add 
£20, a sum so small that we need not bother about it. 

The fifty aeroplanes cost, then, about £104 each. No, 
they will certainly not be given away. But at what price 
will they be sold ? When you go to a shop to buy sweets, 
you find the price, the money you have to give, settled. It 
is marked in the window : " Acid Drops, 4d. a !lb." \\'no 
has put it there, decided on the price? The person who is 
selling sweets, of course. It is the same with the aeroplanes. 
The, directors, or the manager who acts for them, must 
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settle the price. This sounds easy. They want a high price 
-as much money as they can get for each aeroplane. 
Naturally they will fix the price high. But this may not do. 
What is the good of a high price if nobody will buy the 
aeroplanes ? The directors can fix a price, but they cannot 
force people to buy at that price. The acid drops might be 
Is. a !lb., but would you buy them at that price? No, you 
would probably buy hull's eyes at 6d. a !lb., or you might 
spend your money on something quite different. So if the 
directors charge too much they will not sell many aero
planes. They might begin at .£1,000 : but this is too much 
for most people, and they only sell five a week, while fifty 
are being produced. So they have to lower the price, and 
as. they )ower it people begin to buy more, until even
tually at a price of .£120, they sell the whole fifty every 
week. 

This means that the company is receiving .£6,000 every 
week. What happens to this money? Does it go back to the 
shareholders, the people who spent .£50,000 on the factory 
and the machines and then began spending the rest of the 

. capital, the other .£50,000, on wages and materials at the 
rate of .£5,000 a week? No, it will not go back to them, be
cause if it did the factory woUld stop. After ten weeks' 
working, that part of the capital which was not spent on 
the factory and machines would all be used up. There was 
only .£50,000. and in ten weeks, at .£5,000 a week. it would 
all be gone. In these ten weeks the shareholders would 
get .£60,000. But, if they insisted on keeping it. the 
factory would have to stop, for there would be no money 
to pay wages and buy materials. So if the factory is to 
continue, the directors must go on spending .£5,000 a week. 
Really they must spend more ; they must keep the machines 
up to date : they must spend another .£200 a week doing 
this. But that does not account for all the .£6,000. There 
is .£800 a week left. This is what will go to the shareholders. 
This is the PROFIT on their investment which I promised 
to explain. It is the difference between the costs of produc
ing, including the wearing out of the ·machines. and the 
money received in selling the aeroplanes. In a year it will 

' 
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be more than £40,000. At the end of a year the share
holders can receive this huge sum, and yet in the factory 
and machines, in the half-finished and finished aeroplanes, 
they will still have the £100,000 which they invested. Pro
fits are generally expressed as so many pounds per cent., so 
that in this case we can say that the profits for the year 
were 40 per cent. 

If the people who provided the money had refused to 
become shareholders and had preferred to be simply 
Lenders, they would have been paid interest at a much 
lower rate than this-perhaps only at 5 or 6 per cent. But 
then the 5 per cent. would be much safer. The inventor 
and his friends would have had to pay it, whatever hap-
pened. The profit is much less certain and is not guaran
teed, so that when it is paid we should expect it to be 
larger. 

So here is the invention, originally perhaps the work of a 
scientist, made use of. There are real aeroplanes. Every 
week fifty are turned out and sold, and by the end of a 
year they have become quite common. And why are they 
produced? They are produced to be sold for money. Those 
who organise their production do so to" make money"
that ist to get back more, as much more as they can, than 
they put in. Aeroplanes go to consumers, money goes to 
producers-money for wages, for materials, and for profits. 

But this situation, so pleasant for the shareholders of 
the Swallow Aeroplane Company, will not go on for ever._ 
Other people with money to invest will say, "Here is a way 
of making large profits ; we will produce these aeroplanes 
too." So several new companies will be formed, and more 
capital will be raised from the capital market, and we shall 

'have the Skylark Aeroplane Company and the Hawk 
Aeroplane Company and the Kingfisher Aeroplane Com
pany, each with a factory, each producing aeroplanes 
which can drop like a bird and land in front of a house, and 
are small and safe and easy to drive. Now with more fac
tories there will be more aeroplanes produced, and so 
more aeroplanes which have to be sold-not fifty a week, 
but several hundreds or even thousands. 
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_ But do you remember how, to sell fifty a week, the 
price had to be reduced to £120? So to sell niore the price 
will have to come down now. Each company will be com
pelled to reduce its prices. For, supposing that the Swallow 
Company-the first one-insists on charging .£120, it will 
no longer sell the aeroplanes, for people will buy. them 
more cheaply-perhaps for £100 or less from the Skylark. 
Each company will want to sell its aeroplanes, and each 
company, so long as it still has some unsold, will reduce its 
price until it sells them. Supposing there are 2,000 produced 
every week. Then the price will have to fall perhaps to .£80 
before they can all be sold. We call this state of affairs 
COl\IPETITION. All the companies COMPETE against 
one another, and no company can charge more than another 
unless its aeroplane is better. 

But this fall in prices may be very awkward. For if 
aeroplanes will only sell for £80, then, supposing the 
Swallow Company still sells fifty a week, what it receives 
-its receipts-will only be £4,000 a week. But this is less 
than what is paid out. The aeroplanes cost £104 each to 
produce. So the company will try and reduce its expenses ; 
it will try and use less materials and less workers ; it will 
probably try and pay the workers less. Supposing it man
ages to reduce its expenses to £90 for aeroplanes, even so it 
will still not be getting as much back as it pays out. It 
will be losing £10 on every aeroplane-that is, £500 a week 
or.£25,000 a year. This will be the LOSS just as the £40,000 
was the profit. If it is losing like this, it will not go on 

_ making aeroplanes. In fact, it will only be able to go on 
making aeroplanes if it can get more money, for if it is 
only receiving £4,000 a weekSt will not have enough money 
to buy the same materials and pay the same wages. But 
who will provide the money? Obviously, if the losses are 
likely to go on, nobody will, and so the company will have 
to come to an end. 

Does this mean that no aeroplanes will be produced ! 
No; for some companies will last longer than others, and 
as the Swallow and perhaps a few others disappear, so it 
becomes possible for the prices of aeroplanes to rise, as 
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ther~ will be fewer which have to be sold. Eventually 
prices will rise above costs and profits will again be made. 

Do you remember the question we asked some time ago ? 
How was it that workers and the mines and fields of nature 
were divided out, some used for producing one thing, some 
used for producing another? Now at least we know some
thing about aeroplanes. Aeroplanes are made so long as 
investors can make profits by making them. If there are 
profits, they will be made, and people and things will be 

, used for making them. If there are losses, they will not be 
made, and people and things will not be used for making 
them. 

But what about all the things that we buy in shops? 
Bread and meat, clothes and books, chocolates and 
cigarettes. It is just the same with these. For instance, it is 
the shopkeeper who sells them to you directly. To own a 
shop he had to invest. He had to buy the materials, the 
things he was going to sell, and perhaps he had to pay 
someone to work in the shop with him. He will go on being 
a shopkeeper so long as he is making a profit-that is, so 
long as the amount he gets from people like you who buy 
from him is more than his costs-what he had to pay for 
the materials and for his assistant, for the rent of the shop 
and something for his own work too. Then take the people 
from whom he bought his supplies-the manufacturers. 
They produce, too, for a profit. They will go on producing 
so long as they make a profit, so long as their prices are 
higher than their costs. But if their costs are higher than 
their prices, they will be losing and they will stop. 

It is the same ~ith almost ev~rything. Why is coal 
produced? To produce it, workers are needed, and machines 
-machines to drill the coal from the seams, workers to 
work the machines, trucks to carry the coal underground, 

· winding apparatus to bring it to the surface. It is all done 
because somebody has thought it worth while to invest, 
to pay for the sinking of the shaft and the instalment of the 
apparatus, and somebody still thinks it worth while to or
ganise the working of the mine, to pay the wages, direct the 
workers, and arrange for the selling of the coaL Aeroplanes 
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fly. But coal and the things in shop windows must be 
carried, and so must everything else--everything which is 
not a carrier. Railways and ships and lorries and 'buses 
were built because people decided to invest, and hoped to 
make profits. Profits are the difference between what they 
have to pay to provide the services and what they receive 
in payment from those who buy them. 

So profits control production. If there are no profits, no
body will invest, nobody will buy the things needed for pro
duction. Factories, shops, and mines will be closed. If there 
are large profits, people will invest, and production will con
tinue and increase. Also, if more profits cart be made in pro
ducing one thing-houses, for instance--more houses will be 
made, and materials and men used in less profitable indus
tries will be transferred to the house-building industry. Does 
this help us to answer the questions, " Why are some 
things produced and not others? " " Why are some people 
farmers, others miners, others railway workers, and others 
teachers? " It is a beginning, but we must go further and 
find what causes the change in profits, what makes them · 
larger or smaller. 

I 

THE CONTROLLING POWER OF MONEY 

A good way to think of money is as something moving 
and flowing in the way that it does in the diagram overleaf. 

At one end of the stream people are buying things in 
shops. Things are being taken from the shops, and money is 
being paid into the shopkeepers' tills. But the money does 
not stay there and accumulate. It is paid out by the shop
keeper. Most of it is paid to the manufacturer in return 
for fresh supplies of goods, so that the shop never becomes 
empty. Some of it is paid out in other ways-to those who 
work in the shop, including the shopkeeper himself, and 
to the landlord who owns the shop and from whom it is 
rented. If we go back to the manufacturing stage, the same 
thing is happening-money is moving in and the products 
of the factory are moving out. Some of the money is paid 
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to workers, some to shareholders, and some goes back to a 
still earlier stage-to the producers of raw materials. 

All this is shown in the diagram. To simplify it, there 
are only two groups of industries included. One produces 
foodstuffs, the other metal goods· of all kinds. The things 
which are being produced are shown as coming forward 
to the shops and then passing on to the consu~er in a 
continuous stream. Moving back at the same time is just 
as continuous a stream of money. But the money never 
disappears, is not used up as the products. of industry are. 
It is handed over to people who have helped in some way to 
produce the goods for which it is paid. First, of course, 
to the workers of all kinds ·who, at all stages from the mine 
to the shop counter, have helped to make the goods and 
bring them nearer the consumer. Second, to the owners of 
one kind of property, the landlords, the owners of the land 
and the buildings-shops, offices, and factories which have 
to be hired. Third, to the owners of a slightly different kind 
of property, the shareholders, those who really own the 
machines and all the· stocks of goods, some completed, 
some only half made. Sometimes the farmer owns the land 
he cultivates, or the company owns the sites and buildings 
it needs (as the Swallow Aeroplane Company did). But in 
England, at least, they are frequently different persons or 
different companies. So that which is paid out at each stage 

·is divided into three streams, corresponding to these three 
different groups who receive the money. What is done with 
the money which is paid out ? It is used by those who 
receive it to buy what they need. It returns to the main 
stream at the bottom of the diagram, where it may be 
spent on any of the things which are being produced. This 
is what happens in the diagram, but it is not quite accurate. 
For something else might be done with the money. It might 
go to the capital market and be invested. Some money 
always does go in this direction. It is spent on buildings, 
factories, and machines with which more goods will eventu
ally be produced. 

Now we can return to the problem of changes in profits. 
Profits consist of the difference between the money received 
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by shareholders and the money paid out by them. This 
money which is paid out by them is called COSTS. It is 
what has to be spent to produce the goods. In the diagram it 
is shown by the stream of wages, the stream of rent, and 
the stream flowing back to the stage above to pay for the 
materials. The other stream is not COSTS ; it is PROFITS, 
and goes to the shareholders. It is the size of this stream 
which direct1y controls production. How will it be altered ? 
Well, let us suppose that we start with a situation in which 
that stream in all the different industries is of such a size as 
to give the shareholders an equal rate of profit -say 10 per 
cent. on the capital invested. And now suppose that con
sumers decided to buy more of one thing-more, for 
example, of the misccllane,ous metal products-and less 
of another-less of the foodstuffs. What happens ? The 
money stream _running through the metal industry becomes 
larger. Since there is more money, and the same amount of 
metal products, this will lead to a rise in the price of the 
metal products. Prices will move up above costs, and larger 
profits will be earned. In the diagram this will lead to each 
profit channel becoming larger in the stages of the metal 
industry. The increased stream of money will go to the 
shareholders at first, and not to the other persons who 
receive payment. Meanwhile, in the food industries exactly 
the opposite will be happening. The stream of money will 
become smaller, and, since for the moment the amount of 
foodstuffs being produced is unchanged, the price of food
stuffs will fall. In the diagram we should see the profit 
channel at each stage becoming smaller, and the share
holders no longer receiving the profits that they were 
receiving before. 

But production will not remain unaffected by this change. 
People will stop investing in the foodstuff industries and 
will invest instead in the metal industries. As the direction 
of investment changes, workers. will movfl. as well, for it 
will be harder to find employment in the food industries 
and easier to find employment in the metal industries. As 
investment changes and workers move, less food is pro
duced-the' food stream becomes smaller. But this will 
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mean higher prices for food, and so profits will become 
larger. Meanwhile, in the metal industry the opposite will 
be happening: more metal goods will be made, and, since 
the money stream is the same, lower prices will be charged. 
This will bring profits down until eventually the rate is 
about the same in both industries. After that there will be 
no more movement. 

What is the result of all this? Simply that there are more 
metal products and less foodstuffs. But this is just what is 
wanted. Consumers spent more on metal products because 
they wanted them more. For the moment they could not 
have more, and so prices rose. But the effect of prices rising 
was eventually to attract inore investment, and so to lead 
to more production of the metal products. 

Is this all that needs to be said about changes in profits 'l 
No: there is the other side, the side of costs. Profits depend 
not only on the money coming in, but also on the money 
going out. We have seen how the money coming in may 
change. What is there to say about the money going out 'l 
Does not this ever change ? May not costs rise or fall as· 
prices can rise and fall, so that profits remain the same or 
are only slightly changed 'l 

Costs depend on the amounts of different things bought 
by producers, and the price paid for each particular thing. 
In the aeroplane factory 1,000 workers were employed, and 
their price, or wage, was £3 a week. Therefore the costs of 
labour were £3,000 a week. If costs are to be reduced while 
the same amount of workers are employed, providing 
the factory was already efficiently managed, there is only 
one way to do it-a lower price must be.paid. And it is just 
the same with the other things needed for production. To 
lower costs, their prices must fall-the prices of coal or 
steel, the rents of land or buildings. The question is, Can 
this be done ? The answer is, Sometimes not at all, some
times a little, sometimes quite a lot. Take coal, for example. 
Can the food producers pay less per ton for their coal 'l 
Certainly not. Coal is something used by everybody-in 
factories and railways, in houses and ships. If there is 
competition, it must be sold for the same price to everyone. 
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just as the aeroplanes were. U the food producers refuse 
to pay the old price, the sellers of coal will take it to other 
buyers instead. 

On the other hand labour costs may be different. Take 
the agricultural workers. Can their wages fall ? For a time, 
yes, for nobody else employs them except the farmers. 
They cannot do what the coal merchants would do and 
just take their labour, which is what they are selling, to 
people who will buy at the old price. There are none who 
will do so. But even here there is a limit to the fall in costs. 
For agricultural workers, if they absolutely must, can leave 
the farms and try for jobs of-a different kind. They can 
become miners or porters or building labourers. This is 
what will eventually stop the fall in wages. 

Take a third kind of " cost " : the rent of the baker's 
shop. When the baker's profits are dwindling, he will go _ 
to the landlord and ask for a reduction in rent. Will the 
landlord agree to this ? It depends on whether somebody 
else-a bookseller or a draper or a shoemaker--ean be 
persuaded to pay the old rent. The landlord who owns the 
shop will try and get the highest rent for it. 

Now we can say some things in general about this 
question of costs. Any fall \11 the prices of those things used 
in production--eoal or steel, farming land or shops, the 
work of a ploughman or a skilled engineer-will be checked 
by the fact that their owners will be able to get more for 
them somewhere else. This check comes quickly where the 
things are not specialised-that is, when they are and can 
be used in many different ways and for many different 
purposes-things like coal and steel, oil and electric power, 
offices and shops, the work of typists and clerks. The 
check comes slowly when the things are specialised-that is, 
when they cannot be used in other ways, for producing 
other things. Examples of this are the services of skilled 
engineers or trained craftsmen, land which grows one 
particular crop, mines which yield only one kind of mineral. 
This is very important, for it shows just why, when con.;. 
sumers change the way in which they spend their money, 
there will be a general change round where it is possible in 
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the use to which the resources of a society are put. Not 
merely investors, but owners of all the other things used in 
production, move from one industry to another, attracted 
by the rising stream of money and repulsed by the falling 
stream. By means of the money stream and changing 
prices, resources are likely to move to those places where 
they are most wanted by consumers. 

TAXES 

Is this control by prices and profits quite universal? 
Not altogether, for everything that we buy is not exactly 
the result of investment and production. For example, we 
pay doctors for their services directly. These are not 
" produced," and the payments for them do not result in 
"profits," or "losses": it is the same with lawyers and 
artists, with gardeners and cooks, and any persons who, 
working on their own, sell directly to the public the services 
they have to offer. And there are some things we use for 
which we do not pay directly at all. We are protected by 
policemen and by soldiers and sailors, and yet we do not 
hire their services. The roads that we use have to be re
paired, but we do not pay the roadmenders directly. 
These things are paid for by the Government, and the 
Government collects the money to pay for them by what 
are called TAXES. Some of the money paid to workers and 
shareholders and landlords is taken away by the Govern
ment and spent for everybody on roadmaking, on defence 
forces, on the judges and police (see Law and Government, 
p. 623), and anything else which Parliament has decided 
shall be provided by the State. In this way new industries 
and professions may be created, industries like national 
armaments, professions like the civil service and the police 
force. 

THE CAPITALIST SYSTEM 

Sometimes, then, that which people buy is not the result 
of investment, or produced for profit. Sometimes the 
Government spends people's money for them. But these are 
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. exceptions, at least in all countries except Russia. The vast 
majority of the things we need are proVided because people 
are prepared to pay enough for them to make a profit for 
investors. This system in which production is really 
controlled by individuals who have capital, and invest 
that capital to make profits, is called the CAPITALIST 
system. This is how the greater part of the world to-day 
meets the problem of economic organisation, and plans the 
use of its human and natural resources. Is the system a good 
one ? Is. it really the best way of fighting the perpetual 
campaign against scarcity ? Can we think of other ways 
which are better ? 

Here are some points in its favour. It leaves people legally 
free to do what work they like. They can become engineers, 
farm workers, railwaymen, or office workers, just as they 
feel inclined. Nobody is compelled by the law to work at 
one particular job. This freedom does not lead to chaos. 
On the contrary, it leads to people working at those jobs, 
and in those places, where consumers are prepared to pay 
most for them. And there is the other side of the picture. 
Producers are free to move. Consumers also are free to 
spend. Except where the Government steps in and taxes 
and spe:nds the money for them, people can spend their 
incomes as they like, and according to their tastes. So that, 
when more is spent on one thing and less on another, it is 
a free action, and does seem to represent a real preference. 
Production appears to be organised according to the real 
wishes of consumers. Yet there are many bitter complaints 

1 about the system. There are lots of_ people who think we 
must try something else. Why ? What is wrong with the 

· capitalist system ? 
To begin with, the whole thing depends on money. 

Things cannot be bought without money. Things will not 
be made unless they are going to be bought. Those who 
have more money get what they want, whilethose who have 

· less money have to go without. This system, which is 
supposed to produce what people want, produces actually 
what people can pay for; men and machines are used to 
produce private aeroplanes, exquisite dresses, and anything 
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which will make life still more luxurious for the rich, while 
there are still children without shoes 'and stockings, houses 
overcrowded, and families who can never afford to buy 
meat for their dinners. 

If people had the same money incomes, things would 
be fairer, and a capitalist system might produce what was 
really neede£\ and not merely what could be paid for. But 
in most countries we are very far indeed from this equality. 
Overleaf is a picture of the distribution of incomes in Great 
Britain. 

The differences are very great, perhaps greater than in 
most other countries. _'Why do these dilferences exist ? 
Where do people get their money from ? They get their 
money from two sources-either from property, as share
holders or landlords, or from their work. This property and 
work is used in production, and is paid for ultimately by 
the consumer (see Fig. 90). The source of income is clear, 
but the differences between the incomes have not been 
explained. Take the sources in turn. First, the incomes 
from work. People ultimately get paid what they are worth 
to consumers. Employers pay them as much as, but not 
more than, the use of their services brings in money pay
ments from l.he consumer. But this does not explain 
inequalities ; it only Jiives an immediate reason. For 
example, doctors are paid more than miners-perhaps ten 
times as much. Directly, this is because consumers are 
prepared to pay so much more for their services. But why 
should not the miners give up their jobs in the coal industry 
and become doctors ? This is what we might expect to 
happen. We might expect it to go on until docto;s• incomes 
fell and miners' incomes rose until they were equal. In· 
deed, we might expect it to go farther. Hewing coal is 
unpleasant work, monotonous and exhausting; most 
people would prefer to be doctors. They would be willing to 
acccptlessasdoctorsratherthangoand work in a coal-mine. 

Beside the doctors, there are lawyers, architects, scientists, 
teachers, accountants, managers. Beside the miners, there 
are dockers, stokers, roadmcnders, factory workers. The first 
group of jobs are more attractive, and yet they o.re much 
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Fig. 90. THE DISTRIBUTION OF WEALTH 
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more highly paid. We should expect people to move out of 
manual work into these professions until incomes of 'manual 
workers were higher than those of professional men~ Why 
doesn't this happen 'l It is mainly because the manual 
workers are too poor. It is almost impossible to enter a 
profession without expensive training, first at school, then 
at a university, and perhaps for some years after that. 
Where is the money to come from 'l How will the worker's 
child live during this period of training 'l Instead of earning 
money and helping his family, he will have to be kept and 
paid for by them. And how can a family with perhaps .£3 
a week do this 'l Obviously it is impossible ; there is barely 
enough to keep the younger children and the mother and 
father. Very few of the worker's children reach the univer
sity and enter the professions. The vast majority have to go 
to work when they leave school at fourteen, and so become 
manual workers· for life. There are other reasons why 
some people earn more money than others. One is obviously 
that some are cleverer or more hard working, and will 
probably be paid more. But none of them is nearly as 
important as poverty itself. 

And what about property? In 1927, nearly a quarter of 
the national income of Great Britain was paid to property 
owners. Was the property distributed equally? No; 
you can see from the picture how very unequally it was 

. divided. How has this come about ? We can only explain 
it through the past. Go back six or seven centuries : the 
land which was the chief form of property was very un
equally divided. As time went on, investment grew, 
mostly because those who were already rich could more 
easily afford to save, so that property was not often 
divided. It was handed down from father to son, from one 
rich man to another. The rich marry the rich, and so the 
property is preserved and increased. Of course, this is not 
the whole story. Some people started very poor and became 
very rich, and families which were once rich were sometimes 
reduced to poverty. But in the main we need only look to 
the process of time to explain the unequal distribution of 
property. 
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This is a great fundamental weakness of the capitalist 
system. It produces, not what people need, but what they 
can pay for. What people can pay for depends on the dis
tribution of money incomes. This is very unequal, and, 
with a system of private property, must remain so. Sup
pose you start with everybody equal, differences will arise. 
Some people will be more successful and earn more than 
others. If they are allowed to accumulate property, this 
will increase their incomes still further. Since they are rich, 
their children can now be trained for more highly paid 
posts. Being rich, these children will save more, and their 
wealth will increase like a snowball. :Private property 
and inherited wealth make this inevitable. They make 
inequality, ~nd the kind of production which follows 
it, a permanent accompaniment of the capitalist 
system. 

But things are not as bad as they seem. Those figures of 
the inequality of money incomes do not give a perfectly 
true picture of the way in which different people's wants 
are satisfied. Remember that people are not allowed to 
spend all the money stream which they receive. The Gov
ernment takes part of it in taxation. If the money which 
the Government takes comes from the rich is spent for 
the benefit of everybody, this will make up for some of 
the inequality. So it will if the money is taken from every
body but spent for the benefit of the poor only. 

SOCIAL SERVICES 

This is just what has been happening during the last 
fifty years, particularly in Great Britain but a~o in other 
countries. More taxation money is needed, and a greater 
part of it is taken from the rich now than before. At the 

. same time, much more is spent, especiany for the poor. 
There has been a big development of what are called 
SOCIAL SERVICES. What are these social services? One 
of the biggest is EDUCATION. Until quite recently, most 
children were sent to school only if their parents could 
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afford to pay for them. Nowadays the Gov~rnment pays, 
and it is compulsory for parents to send their children to 
school. It is true that this free school only lasts until 
children are fourteen. But this is better than nothing, and 
may be the beginning of something much more complete. 
Eighty million pounds was spent in 1930 on education by 
local and central governments. 

HOUSING is another social service. People who are very 
poor cannot afford to live ·in large,· clean, comfortable 
houses. They have to crowd together, a whole family packed 
into a single room, in damp, unhealthy houses with bad 
sanitation and not enough light and air. This leads to the 

1 

growth and spreading of disease. Very recently the Gov
ernment has stepped in. It does not provide houses free, 
as it provides education free. But it gives a SUBSIDY. 
It pays so much a week to the builder, while the person 
who is using the house, the tenant, pays a lower rent •. 
Over £15,000,000 was spent in 1930 in housing 
subsidies. 

The Government also helps the unemployed. Who. are 
they? They are the people who wish to work, and. are 
able to work, but cannot find employment. Why should 
people be unemployed ? _There are many reasons. Some 
trades depend on the weather. You cannot build houses if 
it is very wet, while, if it is very hot, fewer fires are needed 
and less coal will be ordered. Sa builders may be unem
ployed in the winter and miners unemployed in the summer. 
Or perhaps new machinery is being introduced, and takes 
the place of manual workers, who then lose their jobs. They 
cannot find new ones at once. In the meanwhile, they JU'e 
unemployed. Some trades cannot sell all their products, 
because consumers are wanting them less. Others may be 
expanding, but workers cannot move immediately into 
these. So there will be unemployment as people's wants 
change. But there are times when many more people are 
unemployed. Sometimes practically no trades are expand
ing and many are contracting. Profits are falling every
where, and more and more people are unemployed. In 
fact, production under the capitalist system is not at all 
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regular. For a time it increases rapidly, but then it de
clines, and when it declines people are " out of work " in 
almost all trades. 

When a man has no work, how can he live ? He has little 
or no property ; he lives on what he earns. 'When he earns 
nothing, there is nothing to live on. He must be supported 
by somebody else or starve. So, twenty years ago, what is 
known as the UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE SYSTEM -
was started by the Government ; this is a way of providing 
money for the workers when they are unemployed. They 
are given so much money a week for themselves and their · 
wives and children. This money comes from a fund, or pool, 
into which is paid every week so much money by each 
worker. who is not unemployed, so much money by the 
employers of these workers, and so much money by the 
State. The State must get its money by taxation. The 
amol.mts which are paid in or paid out are continually 
being altered. Just at the moment a man with a wife and 
two children gets 27s. 3d. a week, while the sum paid in 
is 2s. 6d. a week, the worker, the employer, and the State 
each paying IOd. 

These social services, and others not quite so important, 
do something to make up for the unequal distribution of 
income. Can we go on increasing them ? Can we go on 
transferring money from the rich by taxation and giving 
it to the poor in social st!rvices ? It is very doubtful. It is 
doubtful if we can make the capitalist system fairer in this 
way. For at the moment much of that money which is used 
for investment comes from the rich. Poorer people have to 
spend almost all their incomes. Richer people have more 
left over, which they invest. But if the State takes money 
from them by taxation, they may invest less, and, if they 
invest less, there will be less Real Capital, less of the 
factories and machines which are made because of invest
ment. If there is less capital, we shall produce less. The 
stream of goods will not grow larger, and we shall be 
poorer. 
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WASTE 

But there are other objections to the capitalist system. 
Perhaps you will think, from the way I describe it, that 
just the right amount of each product is made, that there 
is no wasting, and that people never make things which 
are not wanted. This is certainly not true. Those who or· 
ganise production have to make decisions about how much 
to produce without knowing exactly how consumers are 
going to behave, without knowing how large the different 
money streams are going to be. So mistakes are often made. 
Do you remember how those aeroplane companies pro
duced between them so many aeroplanes that the price fell 
far below cost, and how those factories had to be closed 
down? This is an example of what happens a great deal 
under the conditions o( competition. There are many 
different companies within a single industry. Each com· 
pany acts alone. To make as large a profit as possible,-each 
company produces as much as it can. But. when they all 
do this, prices fall, sometimes below costs ; then factories 
are closed and machines are idle, and there is that 
much wastage. 

(There is another objection, a more serious one. Not that 
competition is wasteful, but that it is no longer there . 

. 1\IONOPOL Y takes its place. Monopoly means that, instead 
of -having several companies competing against one another, 
you only have one company. This one company, or associa· 
tion of several companies, ·arranges how much is to be pro
duced and sold in the industry. It is called a TRUST, or 
COMBINE. This may seem a good thing ; you get rid of the 
wastage of competition. But there is another side to it. A 
monopoly can sell at higher prices, prices which are far 
above costs, so that big profits are made. But it can only 
do this by producing less. Now, when less is produced, 
there is first of all unemployment, and then workers and 
land and materials must find employment in other indus· 
tries, where they will be paid less, because consumers do 
not want them so much there. If there are a great many 
monopolies there may be barriers everywhere-prices 
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higher, resources unused, and workers unemployed. And 
this really is a great danger nowadays. There has been a 

. hig increase in the number of monopolies during the last 
fifty years. It is not surprising. It is much more profitable 
to combine together than to compete. One can almost say 
that, if profits are left to control production, competition 
will always be followed by monopoly.] 

There is another thing which stops production working 
smoothly. Within an industry the workers form themselves 
into what are called TRADE UNIONS-a miners' union, a 
railwaymen's union, an engineers' union. It is the purpose of 
these trade unions to improve the conditions of work, and 
in particular to get higher wages for their particular group. 
At the same time there are employers' associations-firms 
linked together to bargain with the trade unions. To-day 
wages are not settled by a separate bargain between each 
worker and each employer. They are settled for the whole 
industry by the discussion between the trade union and 
the employers' association. This is called COLLECTIVE 
BARGAINING. Every now and then no agreement is 
reached. The trade union demands are too high for the 
employers. The employers' offers are too low for the 
workers. Then work stops. There is a strike or lock-out. 
It is called a strike when the workers refuse to work until 
their demands are satisfied. It is called a lock-out when 
the employers refuse to continue to employ men under the 
old conditions and the trade unions will not accept the 
employers' offers. Between 1924 and 1930, 193,000,000 
working days were lost through strikes or lock-outs. 

But worst of all are those changes in the amount 
produced by all the industries together. Periods of pros
perity, when the amounts produced increase, when all, or 
almost all, workers are employed, are followed by periods 
of" depression," when less and less is produced and more 
and more workers are unemployed. If we take two points 
of time-1850 and 1930-with eighty years between them, 
we find a vast increase in production, the results of scien
tific discoveries. But, if we look at the way this production 
has grown, we find it has not grown smoothly. It has 
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advancedinjerks,likeaman climbing a cliff who slips back 
two feet to every four that he climbs. What is the cause 
of the slipping ? Why does not production grow more 
smoothly ? How can we cure the colossal wasting of mil
lions of men and millions of machines unused, unemployed ? 
These are questions too difficult to deal with here. They are 
the hardest problems for the scientist of economics, the 
science of man's behaviour as a seeker of wealth and a 
fighter of poverty. All one can say is that these problems 
are probably connected with money. So now we must think 
about money, where it comes from, and what it can do. 

MONEY: THE THREE KINDS 

Money is always running round the economic system. 
It runs in the opposite direction to the goods and .services. 
This is natural, for it is always given in exchange for them. 
The goods and services go to the buyer ; the money goes 
to the seller. What is this money ? Where does it come 
from? Is there always the same amount of it, or some
times more and sometimes less ? 

There are three kinds of money which can be distin· 
guished, because they look different from one another : 
coins like pennies, shillings, and half-crowns; "notes .. .::..._ 
ten-shilling notes, pound notes, five-pound notes-and 
" cheques." What " cheques " are will be explained later 
(p. 678). Almost all the sales which take place involve the 
exchange of one or other of these kinds of money for goods 
or services. Those who are paid one of these three kinds of 
money can almost immediately buy other things with 
them. 

People don't want money for its own sake, but only 
because they can buy other things with it. For this reason 
money is different from other goods-from wheat, or iron, 
or cotton, or coal. Money is different from other things in 
another way. Everything else has a price. The price is the 
money for which it can be bought and sold. \Vhat is meant 
by " the money " ? The number of units of money, so many 

Yo 
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pounds, shillings, pence. So the value of everything else is 
expressed in money, and money acts as a measuring-rod. 
But it could not be a measuring-rod unless it were some
thing which could be added and subtracted, multiplied 
and divided. The pound is generally taken to be the English 
unit of money-the shillings and pence are just exact 
sub-divisions of it. Yards, feet, and inches measure length 
and height and breadth ; tons, pounds, and ounces measure 
weight ; but pounds, shillings, and pence measure values. 

From very early times one thing in particular was used 
as money-metal, especially GOLD and SILVER. Why? To 
begin with, everyone seems to have liked gold and silver; 
they were always prepared to use them as ornaments, 
partly because they were pretty, perhaps also because they 
were thought to be life-giving (see Chemistry, p. 250). Also 
they did not wear out ; they scarcely altered at all, how
ever long they were kept. You could melt them, and change 
or divide them up into different weights. Also very small 
amounts of them would exchange for large quantities of 
other things, so that a great deal of " buying power " 
could be carried about quite easily. 

COINS 

So gold and silver were the first forms of money. But 
none of the three kinds of money mentioned were gold or 
silver, except perhaps some of the coins. How has the 
change come about ? How have we come to use coins and 
notes and cheques instead of gold and silver? Let's begin 
with the coins, which are the easiest to explain. 

When gold and silver came to be used as money, they 
had to be measured in some way. The natural way to 
measure them was by weight, and goods were exchanged 
for definite weights of the precious metals. To prevent 
fraud, the Governments of the different countries made all 
the gold which was brought to them into coins and stamped 
them with their mark, to show that they were guaranteed 
the right weight by Athens or Syracuse or Rome or where
ever it was. These coins generally became Legal Tender. 
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That is to say, by the laws of the country they could always 
be paid in settlement of a debt. Coins of this kind were 
used, together with other kinds of money, until very 
recently. When I was a boy, my grandfather gave me for 
my birthday a gold sovereign. This was a coin of a certain 
weight of gold, and worth as much as £1. It was legal 
tender in Great Britain. The coins we do actually use 
to-day appear to be just like the sovereigns or the early 
stamped weights of gold and silver. But there is a difference. 
The amount of sovereigns or earlier coins of gold and silver 
depended directly on the supply of gold and silver which 
was brought to the Government to be transformed ; the 
amount of half-crowns and shillings and pennies depends 
on the number the Government like to produce,· and this 
is simply what the Government thinks people need in the 
way of small change. Naturally it varies with the amount of 
the more valuable money, the amount of the notes, and 
this brings me to the second part of the story. 

Why did we come to use "notes" as money? Notes were 
first produced--or " issued," as we say-by BANKERS. 
What is a banker ? A banker is a person· who deals 
in money. He borrows it from some people and lends it to 
others. You will remember that people want to borrow 
money to produce things, and that, to induce others to 
lend, they offer them either interest, which they guarantee 
to pay, or a share in the profits. A banker simply helps this 
business of saving and investment. He pays interest to 
those who lend him money, and he charges interest to 
those who borrow from him. He lends money, as a rule, only 
for short periods, at a fixed rate of interest, and does not 
become a" shareholder." He prefers the smaller but safer 
interest payment instead of a larger but more uncertain 
" profit." 

The banks-which are, of course, just places where the 
bankers do their business-are like po_ols into wh\ch 
streams of money flow from lenders· and out of which 
streams of money flow to borrowers. 

And what about the notes ? There have been banks 
and bankers for a very long time, but it was not until 
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three or four hundred years' ago that notes began to be 
used. Those who lent, or " deposited," money with the 
bankers were given a paper receipt. This was simply a 
promise to pay the money which had been deposited~ 
Those paper receipts began to be used as money. Those who 
held them did not bother to turn them into gold but passed 
them on directly, and they were accepted by others just 
because everyone thought them" as good as gold." Now 
came an even more important change. The bankers began 
to lend notes instead of gold. Their promise to pay was 
accepted as gold. Why should they bother to lend gold 1 
If they lent gold, there was a definite limit to what could 
be lent. It depended on what was deposited with them. 
But, if they lent notes, this limit did not matter. So long 
as their promise to pay was accepted as money, it seemed 
that they could go on lending as much as they liked. And 
this was very profitable, for what they lent cost them 
nothing. They might pay interest on £1,000 gold deposited 
with them. But they could charge interest on £10,000 notes 
which they lent. 

Of course, it was risky. The notes were promises to pay 
gold "on demand." What would happen if they were all 
presented for payment at once 1 The bank could not pos
sibly fulfil its promises. It would be made "bankrupt." 
But, if everybody accepted the notes as genuine money, 
everything went well. There might be some " cashing " 
of the notes (exchanging them for gold), but not enough 
to put the bank in difficulties. It was when people became 
suspicious that there was danger. They would feel that they 
might not be able to use the notes. They would hurry to 
the bank to exchange them for gold. A panic would begin 
and spread quickly, and the bank would be besieged by 
the note-holders, frantic to change this sham money into 
good solid gold • 

. During the eighteenth century a great many of these 
note-issuing banks 'Were started all over the country. Often 
the profits were too tempting, too many notes were issued, 
and many bankruptcies took place. Naturally these sudden 
changes in the amount of money were disturbing. To those 
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who used money continually for buying and selling, it 
was awkward ·not to be sure whether these notes were 
" safe " or not. So in Great Britain, where banking of this 
kind had developed rather faster than elsewhere, the 
Government made several attempts to deal with the matter. 

THE BAloiK OF ENGLAND 

At last, in 1844, a very important and very drastic step 
was taken. Practically speaking, the right of note issue was 
given to one bank alone. This bank was the Bank of 
England. At the same time, its notes were made legal 
tender. People had to accept them i~ payment. This gave 
the bank great strength. But there were limitations too. 
The bank was compelled to convert these notes into gold 
whenever requested. It must always sell gold for notes at 
the rate of £3 178. 10!d. an ounce. And it must give notes 
for gold, when people wanted them, at very nearly the 
same rate-£3 178. 9d. an ounce •. [Finally, there was to 
be no danger of bankruptcy. The bank had to keep in its 
vaults enough gold to exchange for the greater part of its 
notes. Only £14,000,000 of notes were allowed to be 
issued without the gold into which they could be exchanged. 
Because they were, so to speak, on trust these notes were 
called the "fiduciary" issue. Except that the number of 
these "fiduciary" notes has increasd to £275,000,000, the 
position until September 1931 was very much the same. 
What has happened since then we shall discover later. But 
until that date, except for eleven years between 1914 and -
1925, the Bank of England had the sole right of note issue, 
had always to give notes for gold or gold for notes, and 
could only issue more notes when its stock of gold in· 
creased.] 

So we come back to gold after all. Look at a £1 Bank of 
England note. You will find the following sentence printed 
upon it : " Bank of England-Promise to pay the bearer 
on Demand the sum of One Pound." Apparently it is a 
silly phrase. As if anybody would bother to go to the Bank 
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of England and give one green note and be given another 
just like it in exchange I But the story of the notes has 
revealed the secret. The pound is really a pound's worth 
of gold. This is what the bank promises to pay. And this is 
what, until September 1931, it did pay. Because it had to 
pay that gold, and could only issue notes if it had gold to 
" back " them, the supply of " note " money depended 
directly on the supply of gold. 

CHEQUES 

But there is the third kind of money and the third part 
of the story. What i~ a cheque? It is an order, a written 
command to a bank, telling the bank to pay to a certain 
person whose name is written on the cheque a sum of 
money. Naturally the order has to be signed-signed by 
the person who " draws " the cheque, who is telling the 
bank to make the payment. It' is easy to see how cheques 
came to be used. Suppose Charles II had " deposited " 
money with a bank or borrowed from a banker. He wishes 
to pay some money he owes. How much simpler to give 
the creditor an order " on the bank " for the sum which is 
owing rather than to go to the bank for notes or gold. What 
will the creditor do with the cheque ? Suppose it is the 
Admiral of the Fleet. He might merely take it to the bank 
and turn it into notes or gold. The Admiral would have 
the trouble instead of the King. But, supposing the Admiral 
did not want notes or gold just at the moment he could 

• simply have paid the cheque into the bank and asked them 
to keep the money which was owing to him. Supposing the 
King and the Admiral both used the same bank, what 
would happen ? Only this-the bank would add the sum 
of money which was written on the cheque to the Admiral's 
" account," and take the same sum off the King's account. 

Cheques came into use very rapidly after 1844. It was a 
way out for the other banks who could no longer issue 
notes. Do you remember how profitable the issue of notes 
was ? Do you remember how the early banks could lend 



in notes perhaps ten times the value of.the go1d ·de~ 
with them ? If they could no longer issue notes, an increas\)'1 
of lending would be impossible. But if people would only 
use cheques, fresh money could be lent to them. They 
would not be taking their loans in notes or gold. After 
1844 the amount of notes depended on the amount of gold 
held by the Bank of England. But the amount of cheque 
money was still left to the other banks. And cheque money 
gradually became much more important than notes. People 
borrowed cheque money instead of borrowing notes. 

What settles the amount of this cheque money ? Can the 
banks go on lending as much as they like ? There will be 
one thing to stop them. Banks can lend cheque money, 
but they must always be prepared to change cheque money, 
which they lend, into notes and coin, or " cash." Some of 
those who borrow the cheque money, or to whom it is 
paid, will want to change it into" cash." After all, every
thing cannot be bought by cheques. Small shops will not 
accept them. Wages are not paid by cheque. So the banks 
realise that, if they are to lend more, they must have 
" cash " to meet the needs of those who want it. It is this 
which eventually stops the banks lending more and more. 

Because of this need for cash, the banks always have 
to keep some ready. At any moment there may be 
~500,000,000 of cheque money. People have a right to 
draw cheques for this amount. The banks will not have 
nearly as much cash ready. But they must have a pro
portion-the proportion which they think necessary. In 
England this is about one-ninth. So for £500,000,000 of 
cheque money there would have to be £55,000,000 in cash. 
Where· do the banks keep their " cash " ? They keep most 
of it with the Bank of England. Just as a private individual 
has an account with a bank which he can change into cash, 
so the banks themselves have accounts with the Bank of 
England which they can turn into cash. 

Because of this need for a proportion of cash, the amount 
of cheque money is limited by the size of the banks' ac
counts, or " balances," at the Bank of England. It is only 
when they are increased that more cheque money can 
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~oe l~nt. How can they be changed? They can 
~.,e changed by the decision of the Bank of England. Just 
as the other banks, by lending more or lending less, can 
increase or decrease the accounts of all who use cheque 
money, so the Bank of England, by lending more or 
lending less, can increase or decrease the accounts of 
the banks themselves. In this way the Bank of England 
ultimately controls the supply of cheque money. 

But in fact this ultimate check of changing the size of 
the accounts of the other banks is not always used. The 
Bank of England can generally affect the amount of cheque 
money in existence in another way. It can simply change 
the rate of interest which it charges for lending money. 
This rate is called BANK RATE. The rates of interest 
which the other banks charge are generally controlled by 
bank rate, so that when it rises they rise, 'when it falls 

· they fall too. 
Now, if people have to pay more for loans, probably they 

will borrow less and there will be less cheque money; if 
they have to pay less they borrow more and there will 
be more cheque money. So if bank rate falls, there is 
likely to be more cheque money ; if bank rate rises, there is 
likely .to be less cheque money. How does the Bank of 
England decide whether to encourage or discourage 
borrowing, whether to increase or decrease cheque money ~ 
Some of its reasons must be left out, but there is one 
obvious one. Just as the other banks have a cash reserve 
behind all the cheque money which their customers hold, 
so the Bank of England has a cash reserve against the 
cheque money which its customers hold. The Bank of 
England's cash reserve is almost all notes. There is no other 
bank behind it in the way that it itself stands behind other 
banks. But its reserve is a much higher proportion of its 
cheque money, a proportion of about one-half instead of 
one-ninth. Now, if the cash reserve is increased, the Bank 
of England will be able to create more cheque money, and 
it will be ready for the other banks to lend more, and have 
more cash for them when they want it. But the only way 
in which the Bank of England can increase this reserve is 
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by an increase of its gold supply. When this is incre"' 
therefore, it will encourage borrowing ; when this is c1 
creasing, it will discourage borrowing. ~e 

So, you see, there are three kinds of II!Oney to-day
coins, notes, and cheques ; but how much there is of them 
depends on the amount of something quite different, on 
the amount of something which was once used as money 
itself, on the amount of that precious metal-GOLD •. 

THE FLOW OF MONEY 

Now that we have seen how the amount of money can 
be altered, let us consider another problem-what happens 
when it does change. Suppose the Bank of England lowers 
its rate. The lever is pushed across, and, as interest rates 
fall elsewhere in the system, new money comes into circu
lation. Gradually the money runs through the channels of 
the system. So long as the flow of goods for which it is 
exchanged does not increase, one result must follow. There 
must be a rise in the price of goods. But as prices rise 
profits increase, for "costs" do not rise so rapidly. The 
workers and the landlords are paid no more than before, 
and the new money goes in profits to the shareholders. 
But this rise in prices will have other effects. It will be 
encouraging to producers. Already they will be making 
profits. If prices continue to rise, they see that they will 
make more, for what they buy to-day will be worth more 
when they sell it a few weeks hence. So they will go back 
to the banks for more money. They will want to borrow 
as much as they can, and when they borrow more the 
money flow becomes still larger, and prices and profits 
go on rising. If, to begin with, there were factories not 
working and workers unemployed, this rise in prices will 
lead to greater production and more employment. For 
producers will want to produce as much as they can, and 
will therefore employ all the resources they' can. 

Now suppose the opposite takes place. Suppose the lever 
is moved the other way. Interest rates rise. Banks w4ich 
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~ lent money ask for it back. Borrowers are discour
....,t;ed, because borrowing has become so expensive. The flow 
af money becomes smaller, and in consequence prices 
begin to fall. Costs will not fall so quickly, and this time 
the shareholders will lose while workers and landlords and 
all those with money incomes fixed will gain. For prices 
will be falling, and each pound will buy more than it did 
before. But producers who work for profit will be dis
couraged. Their profits disappear. They see that, if prices 
continue to fall, their position will be still worse, for things 
that they buy will fall in value before they sell them. So 
they borrow less and buy as little as possible, and this 
makes the money flow still smaller. Thus falling prices, 
when they are caused by less money, have a bad effect 
on production. If there are no profits to be earned, people 
will not invest, and so resources become unemployed and 
less is produced. 

Do you remember the last criticism of the capitalist 
system? How production did not increase steadily, but 
jerkily, like a man climbing a cliff and slipping back all 
the time? Some people think the jerks are all due to 
changes in the money let loose into the system. Certainly 
the slipping back always seems to have something to do 
with falling prices. But whether this is due to too much 
money before-climbing too quickly when prices rise-or 
because there is not en~ugh money to keep the climbing 
going, is a matter of dispute. It is one of the things about 
which we shall discover a lot more in the next few years. 

INTERNATIONAL TRADE 

But remember, all this is the story of one country only, 
the story of English money. In fact, there are other 
countries each with its own money and its own banks, 
and a system much the same as the English one. Now 
countries are not isolated. The people in one country buy 
and sell to those in others. Go into a grocer's shop. From 
how many different countries do the goods in the shop come? 
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Tea from China and India, sugar from J' amaica and Cuba, 
coffee from Brazil, flour from American wheat, wine from 
France and Spain, bananas and oranges from Africa (see 
Peoples of the World, p. 579). Almost every country in the 
world is represented. Go to a shop like it in America, or 
Germany, or almost any other country. You will find the 
same thing. This leads to a puzzle. To buy something in 
England you use English money ; that is what you pay 
the grocer. And he, too, if he buys English things, will pay 
in English money, and so will all the dealers and manu
facturers and farmers. B'ut supposing the grocer wants to 
buy foreign goods, how will he pay for them? What good 
is English money to him now 'l The American or German 
or Frenchman who has sold to him will want his own kind 
of money. Americans want dollars and cents, Germans 
marks and pfennigs, Frenchmen francs and centimes. 

THE GOLD STANDARD 

Yet somehow or other the things must be paid for. One ' 
method would be to pay in gold.·This would work provid
ing his own country-England-and the countries where 
he owes money have GOLD STANDARD money. Gold 
standard money is money which can be exchanged into 
gold at fixed rates. For example, the English money we have 
described was " gold standard," because it could always be 
changed into gold at the fixed rate of £3 17s. 10}d. an ounce. 
Most other countries, until very recently, have had gold 
standard moneys. In America you could buy the same gold 
at the rate of $18.95 an ounce. In this case the English 
buyer could take English pounds to the Bank of England 
and get gold, then send the gold to America or Germany, 
where it could be changed into dollars or marks. An 
American buyer could do just the same thing. He could 
get gold for his dollar notes and send the gold to England, 
where it could be changed into English pounds. If this was 
the usual method, gold would evidently be the inter· 
national money. 
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But think of the trouble I For example, Great Britain 
buys from other countries perhaps £800,000,000 worth of 
goods every year. This would be the amount of gold which 
would have to be exported by the English buyers. But just 
about the same sum of money is owing to Great Britain 
every year, and those who owed would have to ship the 
same amount of gold here. Surely there must be a simpler 
method of making all these payments I Take two countries 
-Great Britain and America. In each there are EXPORT
ERS and IMPORTERS. Exporters are those who sell goods 
to other countries, and these goods are called EXPORTS. 
Importers are those who buy goods from other countries, 
and these goods are called IMPORTS. The English importer 
wishes to pay for the American goods he has bought without 
going to the trouble of sending gold. How can he do this ? 
He wants to buy American dollars. He will give in exchange 
English pounds. But now consider the English exporter. He 
has been paid American dollars for the goods he has sold in 
America. He wants to exchange these dollars into English 
pounds. So the problem is easily solved. The English 
exporter sells his dollars to the English importer. They 
meet in what is called the "Foreign Exchange" market, 
where people come to exchange the money of different 
countries. 

However there is still one small mystery. Pounds were 
exchanged for dollars. But how many pounds for the 
dollars ? Suppose the exporter had 400 dollars, how many 
pounds would he get for them? The best way to deal with 
this is to think of the diagram in the early part of the 
chapter. You remember how, when the flow of money 
given in exchange for metal products increased, their 
prices rose. It is just the same with the Foreign Exchange. 
Leave the flow of money as English money-as pounds
but put in the place of metal products American money
dollars. Then, if the English money increases and the 
American money does not, the price of American money 
will rise. The dollars, like the metal products, will be 
worthmorepounds. Each pound will bewort:.h fewer dollars. 
If the flow of dollars increased, while the flow of pounds 
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did not, the opposite would happen. The EXCHANGE 
RATE between the two moneys, just like the exchange 
rate between metals and money, depends on the amounts 
of each available for exchange. 

But does this mean that the exchange rate can change a 
great deal? Can £1 be worth $7 one day and $3 the next? 
No. If the two countries are" on the gold standard," this 
is impossible. For there is another way of settling debts 
besides this direct buying of dollars or pounds. The im
porter could always pay for his goods by ·sending ·gold 
direct to America. He can buy an ounce of gold for £3 
17s. 10!d., and in America he can get for this gold $18.95. 
If you work it out, you will' find that, if he bought £1 worth 
of gold at this rate, he would get $4.86 for it in America. 
This rate of exchange-$4.86 to £1-is called the par of 
exchange. Tl).e exchanges can never move far from this so 
long as the countries concerned are on the gold standard. 
For instance, if they moved to $4 to £1, the English 
importer would find it cheaper to go to the Bank of 
England and send gold and pay his debt that way. He 
could not get quite $4.86 for £1, for there would be the 
cost of sending the gold to allow for, but he would get only 
a little less-say $4.84. 

In the same way, if the exchange rate moved to $5 to £1 
the American importer would prefer to pay his debts in 
England by sending gold. He also would not get quite 
£1 for $4.86, but he would get something very near it
say a rate of $4.88 to £1. So, when countries are on a gold 
standard, the exchange rates cannot move more than the 
cost of exporting or importing gold. This means that the 
prices of imports are not oontinually changing, as they 
would be if the exchange rates changed. Consequently it 
is a great convenience to traders. 

Another result is that, if prices all round rise or fall in 
one country, they must rise or fall in others. Why ? It is 
explained in the diagram. Supposing a gold-mine was 
discovered in England. The producers of gold would be 
able to sell it to the Bank of England. The bank would now 
have larger reserves. It would encourage the other banks to 
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lend more cheque money. Interest rates would be low. But 
this would mean a rise in prices all round, as the new 
money flowed into the system. This is not all. For if prices 
in England are higher, goods from other countries where 
prices have not risen will be cheaper. So there will be more 
imports. And there ·will be fewer exports, because the 
English prices will be too high. So you have more goods 
coming in and fewer goods going out. But this will affect 
the foreign exchange market, because, of course, there will 
be more English pounds for sale to pay for the imports and 
fewer American dollars for sale to pay for the exports. So 
the pound will be worth slightly less dollars until those who 
want to buy dollars, to pay their debts, will do it by first 
exchanging pounds into gold and then sending gold to 
America. So gold will be moving to America. 

But, as the gold goes out, the Bank of England will find 
its reserves falling. It will discourage the other banks from 
lending, and interest rates will rise. This will mean less 
money, and so lower prices. Meanwhile, just the opposite 
will be happening to America. There will be more gold, and 
so banks will be lending more and prices will be rising. 

But this will push the exchange rates back. For imports 
from America will be more expensive, because of the rise in 
prices there, and less will be bought, while exports from 
England will be cheaper and more will be sold. This will 
mean more dollars to pay for the exports and fewer pounds 
to pay for the imports. 

So the rise in prices in England will spread to America, 
and the gold which was discovered in England will not all 
stay here. Some of it will go to other countries, and lead 
to higher prices there. This general rise in prices seems 
harmless. But supposing what spreads is a general fall in 
prices. Science is applied to industry in America, so that 
more goods are produced and prices fall. Each piece of 
money is worth more goods. What will happen ? America 
will begin to export more and import less. Exchanges will 
move, so that dollars are worth more. Gold will begin to 
move too. This will compel the banks in other countries to 
lend less, so as to lower prices. The lower prices in America 
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will spread to other countries. But deliberately to take 
away money, which is what these other countries must do, 
will have very unpleasant effects. It lowers prices and 
profits, discourages those who control production, and 
leads to unemployment. Yet all this must be endured if 
these other countries are to remain" on the gold standard." 

PROTECTION 

The people of one country will not always allow those of 
others to sell things to them quite freely. They put a tax 
on imports ; they make those who import foreign goods pay 
so much extra on the goods they import. This is called a 
TARIFF. Suppose that in England a tariff has been im
posed. This may simply cause prices to be higher than 
before, so that the English consumers who buy the goods 
really pay the tax which the Government takes. But often 
it means more than this. It means that English producers 
are "protected." The foreign goods which are sold in com
petition with what they produce must now cost more. 
The English producers have an advantage. Their prices, 
which were too high before, are now lower than those of 
the foreign goods. Is this a good thing! For the moment it 
will ob,iously encourage the English producers, and, if 
there was unemployment, more people may be employed. 
But there are other effects. The countries who now sell less 
to England may just buy less at once, and this will bring a 
fall-off in English exports. H they buy the same as before, 
the exchange rates will be altered. There will be fewer 
pounds offered, since English imports are lower. The pound 
will rise in value, and gold will be sent over. This will tend 
to lower prices in other countries and raise them here so 
that again English exports will fall off and imports begin 
to rise again. Since the goods we export are not given away, 
they must be paid for by imports, so that eventually either 
a tariff must be ineffective or else exports must fall off. 
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GOING OFF THE GOLD STANDARD 

Now it is time to describe what happened in England 
in September 1931. In that month England " went off " the 
gold standard. The Bank of England, which had before 
been compelled by law to exchange gold for notes and notes 
for gold at £3 17s. 10!d. an ounce, was relieved of the 
burden. This was because the bank had not been able to 
prevent gold from being taken out of the country. Naturally 
there were immediate results on the exchanges. For now 
payments to other countries could not be made in gold. 
So the exchange rates depended entirely on the pounds 
offered for sale compared with the other money offered for. 
sale. The exchange rate between dollars and pounds moved 
from $4.86 to .£1 to between $3 and $4 to .£1. 

What do people think of this change ? The exchange 
rates move about, and this makes things difficult for 
importers and exporters, but the advantage is that prices 
here are no longer bound to move the way prices move in 
other countries. It happens that prices everywhere have 
fallen in the last three years, and this has had terrible 
effects on production. There has been a very bad slipping 
back down the cliff. Now prices in England and in other 
countries which have also "gone off" the gold standard 
need not move as prices move in the gold standard countries. 

· For if prices rise here, as many people hope they will, gold 
will not move out of the country. All that will happen will 
be that the exchange-value of the pound will fall. 

For with higher prices there would be 'less exported and 
more imported, and so more pounds offered and less foreign 
money. You can see it on the see-saw diagram, only there 
the exchanges would not move very far. But when we are 
off the gold standard they can move much farther. They 
will move just as much as prices rise. For instance, if 
prices rise 25 per cent. then until the exchange value of the 
pound has fallen 25 per cent.-say from $4 to $3-people 
will buy more foreign goods, because they are cheaper, and 
foreigners will buy less English goods, because they are 
more expensive. But when the exchange rate has fallen 
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25 per cent., this will not be the case. Foreign goods will 
be just as expensive as English goods ; £1 buys 25 per cent. 
less of them as it buys 25 per cent. less of English goods. 
There will be no further increase in imports, and the 
exchanges will move no farther. So being " ofi the gold 
standard " does make us more independent, and I think it 
has prevented us slipping back quite so fast. But, all the 
same, it does not seem to allow us to start climbing again 
just as we like, and also will not necessarily prevent us 
slipping back again when the next " slump " comes. 

This is all the editor will let me write. I am afraid that 
this last part has been rather difficult. The working of the 
money system and international trade is complicated. Also 
just at the moment it is not working at all well. Partly this 
is because we do not understand it enough and do not know 
what to do, partly because, when we do know what to do, 
we cannot or will not do it. Economics probably all seems 
rather dreary and difficult to you. But the worst part is that 
there is such a lot that can't be done or enjoyed, until we 
have properly organised our campaigns in the "nature-war." 
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OLAF STAPLEDON says he is descended from a martyr 
who was killed for trying to educate people. When he was 
a boy he lived in Port Said ; then he came back and went 
to school at Abbotsholme, where he learnt to wash sheep 
and all sorts of things like that ; then he went to Oxford. 
Then he went into a shipping office, and lost £20 of the 
petty cash, which is a thing which I always think must 
be so easy to do, and after that he became interested in 
ethics. Then he was a master at Manchester Grammar 
School, where he and his history form always acted history 
plays until they made too much noise for the other masters. 
Part of the time he was back at Port Said, where he used 
to board ships at midnight from a motor-boat to see if 
they needed coal. During the War he served with the 
Friends' Ambulance Unit, driving a motor ambulance. 
His experience of the War made him, as you will see in this 
chapter, a strong pacifist, intent on having no more wars. 
And exactly the same thing happened, sooner or later, to 
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all the other contributors to this book who were old enough 
to be in the War. Now he lectures to theW. E. A. and writes 
books. He wrote a book called Last and First Men, about 
the future, some of which seems to be likely to come true. 
He knows a good deal about science and history ; he sees 
there are dangers, yet he is full of hope for the future, if 
only people in the future--that is to say, you when you 
are grown-up-will be reasonable, and really make use of 
all the knowledge which is waiting for you to use. As well 
as all this, Olaf Stapledon has two children, a girl and a boy, 
for whom he makes electric motor-boats, and he swims 
in the sea all the year round. 



PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS 

A. WHAT DO WE WANT FOR OURSELVES? 
-TO LIVE FULLY 

1. SIMPLE ACTIONS 

LET us try to decide what we really want to do with 
our world. I do not mean with the universe of many great 
wandering stars and a few little planets. I mean the world 
that is made up of men and women and their dealings with 
one another. What kind of a world ought this human world 
to be ? What do we want to make of it ? 

First we must decide what any one person wants for 
himself, or, rather, what he really needs for himself. We 
all want to live, and, if we are healthy and vigorous, we 
want to live in the fullest possible way-not like a cabbage, 
but actively. What we want for its own sake is always 
some kind of active living. Other things we do often want, 
but only to help us in one of the actions that we want for 
its own sake. For instance, we want knives and forks to 
help us in eating. But eating we enjoy for its own sake. 
We want to use all the powers of our bodies and minds 
fully. And we want to use them at the right time, when we 
are "set " for them, ready for them, ripe for them (see 
Psychology, p.l56). When our stomachs are empty, we want 
to eat, but not when they are full. When our noses tickle. 
we want to sneeze, but not otherwise. When our bodies are 
tired, when our muscles are no longer fit for work, we want 
to rest, perhaps to sleep. But when our bodies are rested, 
when our muscles are ready once more, we begin to feel 
lively, and want exercise. What we hate is to be checked 
in our actions. Also, we hate doing things in ways not suited 
to our own nature. For instance, we dislike walking in step 
with someone whose pace is either too long or too short 
for our own natural pace. 
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These are some of our simpler likes and dislikes. Now 
let us think of the different kinds of action that each of us 
can do. There are many simple actions besides eating and 
moving our limbs. There is drinking, also breathing, and 
seeing and hearing. For eyes and ears need using, no less 
than muscles. Then, also, when our bodies are ready for it, 
we need the bodily act which brings new human beings 
into existence. If, when the time comes, we get none of this, 
we shall certainly be to some extent unhealthy. Something 
in us will always be trying to act, and failing. And the 
constant strain of it may worry us and confuse us. 

2. SKILLED ACTIONS 

These simple actions are satisfying up to a point, but 
we are able to do many more difficult things. And, because 
we are able, we want to do them. Just moving our muscles 
is all very well, if we have been keeping still for a long time, 
but running is better, and playing games of skill is better 
still. We get more out of football and hockey, swimming, 
skating, and riding, than out of mere treadmill exercise. 
In the skilled action, what happens is that we bring simpler 
actions into play, one after the other in a special order, to 
form a single pattern of actio~s. We control 'the simpler 
actions for some purpose beyond them, as we might con
trol a team of horses. We are most satisfied by doing those 
actions that need most skill, but are not too difficult for 
us. Of course, sometimes we are not in the mood for skilled 
actions. Sometimes what we need is a simpler action, like 
eating or resting. But, apart from these occasions, skilled 
actions give more intense delight than unskilled. 

Besides skilled movements we do skilled seeing and hear
ing, and this is more delightful than simpler seeing and 
hearing. For instance, watching birds is interesting, but it 
is more interesting the more we can see in them, the more 
we can distinguish between one bird and another by its 
shape and colour, or by its voice. In fact we want, not 
merely to see and hear, but to grasp complicated patterns 
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with our seeing and hearing. In music, for instance, we 
enjoy following the way the different sounds fit together 
to make one tune. 

We enjoy seeing things whole, and hearing things whole. 
We like to understand how things fit together. When they 
don't seem to fit together, we want to solve the puzzle. 
Some of us have more of an itch of curiosity than others. 
Some feel that they must go on and on, trying to under
stand how everything fits in with other things, trying to 
get beyond the first look of things to what they really are. 
These are the people who need to become scientists and 
historians and philosophers. 

Another action that we all want to some extent is making 
things, with as much· skill as we can manage. We want to 
make meccano models, or boats, or dolls' clothes, or wire
less sets, or great buildings, or railway systems, and so on. 
Or we want to make beautiful things like pictures, or 
stories, or music. Or we want to invent new dodges, just 
for the love of inventing. Some want one kind of making 
or inventing, some another. For some this need is much 
more important or urgent than for others. Some, too, are 
much better at it than others. These need to become crafts
men, engineers, inventors, or in other cases artists. But 
all of us have some powers of this kind, and, if we never 
have the chance of using them properly, we miss one of the 
very best things in life. And then we may even try to get 
sa~isfaction by cleverly destroying things that others have 
made. But the sort of satisfaction that can be had in this 
way is very damaging even to ourselves. 

8. ACTIONS CONCERNED WITH PERSONS AND 

GROUPS 

Many of our actions have to do not so much with things 
as with persons. Sometimes, for instance, we want to be 
with other persons, sometimes by ourselves. There should 
be times for companionship, and times for lonely doings 
and thinkings. And we want to be able to think well of 



Fig. 92. SKILLED ACTIONS 

The cabbage can only "live like a cabbage." The baby is learning the 
skilled action of managing his arms a nd legs. The athlete and the skater 
have gone much further in solitary skilled action. In the game of rugger, 
members of a team are skilfully fitting their actions together so as to win 
the game, while the referee sees that both teams "play the game" to
gether. The aviat or and the scientist a re doing highly skilled work which 
depends very much on the skil.led work of others. The musicians are doing 
a very highly skilled piece of work together, under the guidance of the 

conductor, whom they agree to obey. 
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ourselves, as persons. Also we want others to think well of 
us. We want to be strong, clever, brave, good, generous, 
masterful. And in order to be all this we want, or anyhow 
we need, difficulties to overcome, dangers to fac_e, oppor
tunities for being generous. 

Besides wanting to be splendid persons ourselves, we . 
want friends to play With, work with, friends to admire, 
love, help, be loyal to. We are all able to do these things 
to some extent, and we need them even for our own 
well-being. (At the moment I am talking only about 
our own well-being, not about what we ought to do for 
others.) 

Sooner or later we want the strangely absorbing and 
thrilling and intense friendship which is called falling in 
love. And when our bodies are full-grown, and we are very 
much in loTe With some person of the opposite sex (With 
a woman if we are a maa, or with a man if we are a woman), 
then we want to come as close to the other as we can. · 
We want to live with them, and to do with them the bodily 
act which starts a baby growing in the woman. 

Also, when we are full-grown, we want, or at any rate 
need for our own complete well-being, parenthood, or 
something like it. We need to be helping young human 
creatures, to prepare them for a life which, we hope, 
will go on after we ourselves are dead. They may be our 
own children, or the children of other people. Or it 
may be that some work, which interests us very much 
and will outlast us, comes to satisfy this need for 
parenthood (see Writing, p. 864). Instead of having real 
children, we come to feel towards our work almost as 
towards a child. 

Also, with regard to our work, we want to feel, or at any 
rate for true well-being we need to feel. that it fits in with 
the work of others, helping others to live fully. Even our 
own selves seem greater, somehow, if we can feel that they 
are parts of something greater stili. and more important. 
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4. HIGH-GRADE AND LOW-GRADE LIVING 

I said that what each of us needs is to use his powers as 
fully as possible, to be as alive as possible, to live skilfully, 
not clumsily. Let us distinguish between low-grade living 
and high-grade living, and say that what we need, what 
we want if we are in a healthy state, is to live with as high 
a grade of living as possible. This means, first, that our 
perceiving and thinking should be as skilled as possible, 
as full and true as possible, and, second, that our feeling 
and desiring should be as skilled as possible, as right as 
possible. 

From another point of view we can put it this way. 
There seem to be two sides to high-grade living. The first 
is, being skilled in seeing what is really worth living for. 
This is just the ,power of taking everything into account 
when we are deciding what we reaDy want. The other side 
of high-grade living is being skilled in actually getting 
what we want, actually getting what we have decided is 
most worth striving for. This means being able to regulate 
our actions accurately, so that they will have the results 
that we intend. Some people are content with very simple 
wants, such as food and comfort. Others see much farther, 
and want all sorts of things that the simpler minds cannot 
care for at all. Their interests are wider and more subtle. 
Their aims are more far-reaching and all-embracing. 

We all despise behaviour that we regard as low-grade, 
behaviour that seems short-sighted, or that seems selfish, 
or clumsy, stupid, lazy, cowardly. We all admire behaviour 
that we regard as high-grade, behaviour that seems far
seeing or generous, or that seems skilled, clever, vigorous, 
courageous. 

Often our low-grade wants clash with our high-grade 
wants, as when we want to be both selfish and generous, 
or when, in danger, we want to be both safe and brave. 
It is well then to remember that the high-grade action is 
more worth while in the long run. On the other hand, it is 
generally stupid to take serious risks just for the sake of 
taking risks. We only need to take risks when there is 
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something or other at stake more important than safety. 
Always it is stupid to forgo any of our wants, however 
humble, except for the sake of some want which is more 
important. The most important wants, the highest-grade 
wants, are those which we can see to be best when we are 
most alive, when we are most "wide-awake," most sensi
tive, most far-seeing, most ready to take everything into 
account. 

Sometimes our less important wants can find satisfaction 
in service of more important wants. Running is itself good 
fun, but a game of football, which includes runnings and 
dodgings and other actions, is more satisfying. Also, running 
itself is more fun if you are· running for something, if there 
is something more than mere running at stake, namely 
the game. And the game itself is more fun when it is played 
for the school. And the school itself is more fun, more 
satisfying, more a thing to be proud of, when it is felt to be 
part of the great life of a people, a nation. And, to the most 
alive men and women, their nation itself seems fit to be 
loved and served only if it plays its part rightly in the 
greater life of mankind. When a nation harms the rest of 
the world, it is no longer fit to be loved and served, even 
if it happens to be our own nation. 

The very best kind of life that anyone could have would 
be one in which each of his actions, besides being a delight 
in itself, fitted beautifully together with all his other 
actions in service of one most important need : in fact, in 
service of the aim which seems most important when we 
try to take everything into account. Is there any such 
greatest of all needs, or aims, or wants, or purposes Y I 
shall try to persuade you that there is, and that for the 
most alive kind of people it is the need to feel that one is 
playing a right part, however humble, in the life of man
kind. 

Of course, even if we rule our lives for one most important 
of all wants, we shall often find ourselves wanting to do 
things that cannot both be done. Then we have to decide 
somehow which will give the fullest living in the long run. 
For instance, it would be foolish to stop and buy sweets 
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when we have only just enough time to catch a train for a 
country holiday or to take us to work. It is always foolish 
to shut one's eyes to a big want merely so as to satisfy some 
little want that happens to be pricking v-ery hard at the 
moment. We have to say to ourselv-es, " I shall be the same 
I to-morrow as to-day, so I cannot afford to ignore the big 
want that I know I shall feel to-morrow." We hav-e, of 
course, to look ahead much farther than to-morrow. While 
we are children we have to say to ourselv-es, '' I shall be the 
same I next year as this year. I shall even be the same I 
when I am grown up. I must take into account the wants 
that I shall feel then, even though at present I am not 
interested in them." 

If we are wise, then, we try to take a long new. Not that 
it is wise to forgo all the possible goods of to-day for the 
sake of some goal right at the end of one's life. It is stupid, 
for instance, to spend all one's life slaving to get a lot of 
money, and never allowing oneself time to enjoy life. 
The best is that one's whole life should be as fully aliv-e as 
possible from beginning to end. It should be full through
out, like a fine game, or beautiful throughout, like a piece 
of music. 

But at every ~ue of life we have to sacrifice the present 
to the future to some extent, and the small to the great. 
To what extent? There are two dan.,uers here. The first is 
the danger of letting our lower-grade wants hav-e it all their 
own way, so that we live always in a hand-to-mouth, mud
dled style, and never rise to the higher grades, or serve the 
more important aims. The other danger is that we shall 
care so much for some particular activity of a fairly high 
grade that we never giv-e the humbler wants a proper out
let. For instance, if we spend all our leisure in reading and 
none in exercise, we shall have unhealthy bodies, and there
fore unhealthy minds. Or, worse, if we try to keep some 
moral code that condemns the bodily acts as base or e'ril, 
our whole minds may be twisted by endless secret crav-ings 
which we dare not even admit to ourselv-es. 

Somehow we have to strike a balance between these two 
extremes of too much control and too little. This is made 
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far easier if we can give ourselves " heart and soul " to 
some most important aim which does itself demand of us 
the fullest aliveness both of body and mind. 

B. OURSELVES AND THE WORLD 

1. TREATING OTHERS AS SELVES 

So far I have been talking as though each of us cared 
only about himself; as though, for instance, he only cared 
about his friends because· he wanted the excitement of 
loving somebody. In fact, I have talked as though a human 
being were a complete thing all by himself. But he is not. 
To ask what is good for a single self is almost as queer as to 
ask what is good for a hand by itself, or for an eye, or a 
stomach, and so on, without considering the whole man. 
What is good for them is to play each its right part in the 
life of the man. And so with persons, what is good for them 
is to play their parts in the life of something greater than 
any of them. 

But, before talking about that greater thing, I will say 
something about the ways in which one person may feel 
toward another person. 

There are two very different ways of dealing with other 
people, a low-grade way and a high-grade way. The first is 
to use them as aids to our own living. For instance, we may 
steal money from them, or get them to protect us or com
fort us. Or we may be kind to them just so that we may 
have a good opinion of ourselves, or, again, for the same 
reason we may try to conquer them. The other way of deal
ing with them, is to treat them as selves, just as important 
as our own selves. This is a higher grade of living. In order 
to do it we must have the power of imagining what other 
people are really like, and of feeling their wants, and taking 
their wants into account just as much as our own in decid
ing what is really worth striving for. This has been called 
the power of loving our neighbours as ourselves. The most 
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alive kind, of love is not just wanting to eat up the other 
person for oneself, but wanting to know him through and 
through, wanting to imagine him as he really is, so as to 
admir~ him rightly. It is also wanting to help, or even to 
live for, and be one with, the other person. We all have 
this power to some extent, but in very few of us is it at all 
strong. This is partly because we are still very bad at 
imagining other people as the alive things they really are, 
and. partly because, even when we do imagine them, we 
are very bad at controlling our actions for their sakes. 

2. CARING FOR GROUPS 

There is a way of living that is perhaps still more alive 
than caring for persons. When we are parts of a lasting 
group of persons, we may come to care for the group itself 
as a single thing, though made up of separate persons. We 
do of course care for the persons that make it up, especially 
for our own friends, but also we care for the group, or 
society. Everyone who becomes a member of the group, 
say a school, is made in a sense more alive by being a 
member. He discovers new ways of living that were not 
possible to him before. His mind is remade, to some extent, 
by taking over the school's way of life, the customs and 
rules and tradition of the school, the " spirit " of the 
school. He finds his own special task within the great com
mon life of the school. He works for the honour or credit 
of the school. Even when he is really working for his own 
sake, to fit him for his life as a grown man, he works better 
if he can feel that he ought to be a credit to the school. And 
when he is doing things simply for the school itself, such as 
playing in a match, or being a prefect, he feels as though 
in some way the school itself had got hold of him, got into 
him, and was using him. In this way he may have a won
derful sense of increased aliveness. Also he feels that this 
is how he ought to be living, not for his little private self, 
but for something bigger than himself, something bigger 
than any self. This, he feels, is what he is for, to play a 
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part in the life of a great and beautiful whole made up of 
many selves, all fitting together, and feeling themselves in 
some way one together, one very great and live thing, the 
group (see the whole chapter on the History of ltkas,p. 417). 

In some cases the pattern of the group is exactly and 
beautifully fitted together ; the group is beautifully one 
thing. In some cases it is very muddled and ragged, with 
some minds hindering other minds, and only a very faint 
kind of common spirit, or way of life, running' through 
them all. In a good school the spirit may be strong. Every
thing may' fit together well ; the members may really care 
for the school. But even in a school there may be groups of 
members that care nothing for the school, and harm it by 
their disloyal actions. In a people, too, a nation, there is a 
good deal of real pattern, which holds the members to
gether, each with his special work in the pattern. Some 
make clothes, some work the railways, some teach, and so 
on. It is all supposed to be for the common good ; everyone 
is supposed to care about the well-being of the whole 
people. Also, each has grown up into th~ particular way of 
life of his own nation. He speaks its language, thinks and 
feels in its ways. Though, of course, he is also just himself, 
with his own particular tricks of speech and ways of think
ing and feeling, there is also something running right 
through his mind which we may call the spirit of his 
nation. -

But even a closely knit people or nation is really a very 
ragged sort of pattern of minds. Its members do not work 
together properly. Most care more about themselves than 
the group. And even those that 'do care about the group 
disagree about it. Some want one thing for the group, and 
some another. Some want it to be strong for war and to 
rule many other countries. Some, on the other hand, want 
it to be made up of very alive people, who have, all of them, 

, the chance of living fully. Within the nation-group there 
are many smaller groups which often care more about get
ting the better of one another than playing their part in 
the group. The loyalty to the nation, which should be in 
all minds, is only present now and then, here and there. In 

Zo 
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fact, the life of a nation-group is really a horrible muddle. 
' -All the same, the nation has one strong pattern running 
through it. A nation is, nowadays, a very real thing, though 
long ago it was not. England, as we know, used to be not 
one nation, but a crowd of little quarrelling kingdoms. 

The greatest of all groups is the human race, made up of ' 
many very different peoples. At present there is little one
ness, or pattern, about the human race, far less than in a 
nation. Not only are there ever so many different languages, 
but also ever so many different ways of feeling and think
ing. This would be all to the good if the nations could also 
feel strongly that they were one in spite of their differences. 
But at present most men and women feel their national 
differences much more strongly than their human likeness 
and oneness (see Peoples of the World, p. 582). And so the 
groups within the greatest of all groups, the human race, 
seldom try to play a real part within the life of the whole. 
Instead, each tries to get the better of the others. And so 
there are all kinds of struggles and waste, of which the 
worst is war. 

3. CARING FOR THE MUSIC OF LIVING 

To care for selves or persons is a more alive kind of caring 
than to care only for satisfying our passing wants, like 
hunger. To care for groups or patterns of persons is even 
more alive. To care really earnestly for the greatest of all 
groups, the human race, is more alive still. It demands 
more complicated powers of understanding and feeling. 
But perhaps there is an aim which needs an even higher 
kind of aliveness _than caring for the human race as a 
pattern of selves. It is possible to care, not only for persons 
or groups or even the greatest of all groups, but for what . 
might be called the music of living. 

A man may come to regard himself as a musical instru
ment which may make either a mean, clumsy, "empty" 
kind of music, or a very beautiful, rich, kind of music ; in 
fact, a very gloriously alive kind of living. He may feel 

' 
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loyalty to this ideal of high-grade living. He may feel that 
what he is really for is to perceive and think as well as 
possible (as fully and truly as possible), and to will and 
behave as rightly as possible (taking everything into 
account at its proper value). He may say to himself, "I 
do not matter so long as I make my living as beautiful as 
possible. There will come a time when I must die. Tha.t 
will not matter, so long as the music of my life is properly 
finished." 

It is this sense of the music of living that makes some 
people feel, for instance, that cruelty is ugly quite apart 
from the pain it produces, and that love is beautiful quite 
apart from the help that it" gives to the person loved. Some 
feel, too, that it is good to imagine and make beautiful 
things, such as pictures and poems and songs, and good 
to understand and enjoy the fascinating things that science 
finds out. They feel that this kind of living is what a mind 
is really for. Those who have cared very much for the music 
of living have been ready to suffer all sorts of pains and 
painful deaths for the sake of the lovely pattern of life, or 
way of life, which they felt they must at all costs make. 

Now it is possible to feel even about the human race 
that what matters most is not it, a great swarm of persons, 
but the music of living which it makes. We may think of 
it as an orchestra of very many iristruments, each playing 
its own part, but all helping to produce one single music 
of living. Or, rather, we may feel that this is how things 
ought to be, though at present the living of mankind on 
this planet is more like an endless jangle of instruments, 
each playing its own tune, with almost no regard for the 
music of the whole orchestra. 

In the orchestra of the human race the different players 
come in at different times to play their parts, and then go 
out again, never to return. But the orchestra as a whole 
goes on playing, and the music goes on. In some millions 
of years it will probably end. The music will be finished. 
This will not matter, if it has been a beautiful thing brought 
to a fitting end. 

Each of us, of course, wants to fulfil his own passing 
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needs, whenever he is ripe for them. He wants to eat when 
he is empty, sleep when he is tired. He also wants to be as 
much a fine person as possible, and is ready to control his 
passing wants for that end. He also cares for other persons, 

-and will sometimes sacrifice himself for those he loves. 
He also cares for groups, and expects himself, and others 
also, to be loyal to groups. He may care, feebly or ear~estly, 
for the greatest group, mankind. He may feel that all 
lesser groups should play their part in the life of mankind. 
But also he may feel that what all these things are really 
for, what he himself is for, and other persons are for, and 
na:tions are for, and mankind itself is for, is to make a very 
beautiful music of living. When anyone is· as alive as it is 
possible for us to be, he seems to wake up into a very 
earnest desire that the living of mankind should be as 
alive as possible, that it should be highly skilled living, 
high-grade living, that it should be, not a muddle of little 
blind conflicting lives, but a clear pattern of lives all 
working together ; that each person, though he plays his 
own special part in the music, should also grasp the 
pattern of the whole, and enjoy it ; that the perceiving 
and thinking of each should be as full and true as possible, 
and his willing and doing as right and skilled as possible, 
just for the sake of the rightness or fullness of living. 

At any particular time the orchestra of mankind is 
doing two very different things. It is producing its own 
music of living, and it is helping to make the orchestra of 
the future. According to whether it acts wisely or foolishly, 
the future generations will be more able or less able to live 
in a high-grade manner. When we are most alive ourselves, 
we earnestly desire that the music of human living may 
become more and more beautiful, more and more alive. 
We feel that the people of tP.e world to-day ought not only 
to fulfil their own powers of living, but also begin the 
work of improving human nature, so that a far future 
mankind may be able to live in very beautiful ways which 
we ourselves cannot even imagine. 

Meanwhile there is our own present world tO: remake. 
That is the ·most urgent task before us. 
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4. THE KIND OF WORLD WE WANT 

What do we really want to do with this ·world of ours? 
We want everyone to live fully according to his capacity. 
Now, capacities vary. Even in the ideal world there would 
be many different kinds of people, fitted for the many 
different kinds of life which would be needed for the great 
pattern of the life of the world. There would be some who 
would be best at handwork of one sort or another, others 
best at arranging matters, . others at inventing things, 
others at teaching, and so on. We want each to do what 
he can do best, and with a sense of fullest aliveness in his 
work. 

Also we want the work of each, and the whole life of 
each, to help, not hinder, others, and to fit beautifully into 
the lovely pattern of the whole world. We want each to do 
his own special bit in the great work of the world, and also 
we want each to enjoy and profit by the lives of others and 
their work. The differences between people should not 
make them enemies. Instead, differences should make all 
the sorts of people more intez:esting and valuable to one 
another. Each should be able to enrich his own mind by 
seeing into, and enjoying, minds and points of view 
different from his own. Also we want each person to know 
at least in outline the pattern of the life of the world, and 
to see it as very beautiful, to care for it, and be proud to 

. have a part to play in it. If he does not feel all this he will 
be a stranger, an alien in the world-life, and sooner or 
later he will become an enemy. He will run amok, damaging 
the lovely life of the world. He will be like a cancer-cell in 
the great body of the race, living for itself alone and 
harming the whole. If he gets power, and help from others 
like him, he may do very great damage. 

To-day people have very different ideas about what the 
world should be like. Most do not care what it is like so long 
as their own nation or their own social class is prosperous. 
And so the world as a whole is an ugly muddle, full of 
unnecessary pain and hate. But the world which we want to 
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make must be of such a pattern that it will seem right 
to every kind of person. And the people in that ideal world 
must be all o~ them alive enough to approve of that 
pattern. In spite of all their differences of character and 
powers they must be able to agree to this extent, they 
must have this very precious thing in common. None of 
them must be so stupid or so mean that they cannot be 
willing citizens of the world. None of them must be so 
unjustly treated, or so cramped and crippled by their 
circumstances, that,_ instead of loving the life-pattern of 
the world, they hate it. None of them must come into the 
world with such a nature that they are bound to be failures 
either in body or mind, and so always miserable, and 
harmful to others. None must be diseased or crippled or 
insane. There must be plenty of higher-grade intelligence 

. to do the exploring and the inventing, plenty of fresh and 
daring minds to see things in new ways and feel things in 
new ways, so as to do away with old bad ways and to work 
out better ones. Though there should be many kinds of 
persons, and as many persons of each kind as are needed 
for the world's full living, there should not be too many 
of any kind. Otherwise there will be overlapping and 
clashing of work, and also wasted lives. People will keep on 
interfering with one another, snatching work from one 
another. Many will have no chance of using their powers 
fully and for the common good. People who cannot serve 
the world have nothing better to do than be mischief
makers, trying to spoil the lives of others and the life of the 
whole. Each, then, must have work, and work suited to 
his abilities. There must be no square pegs in round holes. 
And, of course, no one must be favoured in any respect over 
other people, whether in respect of money or power or 
pleasure or education. He may have special advantages 
only if for some reason the world needs him to have such 
advantages. 

In short, we want the whole world of men and women 
to be a thing of beauty, cherished by all, served by all, 
fully organised, but allowing plenty of freedom for every
one. Of course, there will be conflicts within the world, but 
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they must be only conflicts which really serve the life of 
the whole, as the conflicts between two football teams 
serve the school. Wars there certainly must not be, but 
only rivalries in doing things well for the sake of the world. 
There will be many kinds of groups within the world-group, 
such as families, villages, cities, schools, colleges, peoples. 
And each group will, so far as possible, live its own life in 
its own way, and manage its private affairs. But the 
affairs that all have in common will be managed by the 
world as a whole. 

Very roughly, this is the kind of world we want wh,en we 
are thinking about things most seriously. But we have not 
only to want it. We must fight for it, in one way or another. 
If we are to do this, we must care for it very much. And, 
so as to care for it, we must try to see it with the mind's 
eye. We must imagine as clearly and fully as we can the 
world that we want to make. It must come alive in our 
hearts. We must help everyone to see it and earnestly 
desire it to be real. To-day, either through laziness or fear or 
selfishness or blindness, most of us are content with the 
bad old world. Most want to use modern knowledge merely 
to prop up that tottering old world, not at all to make a 
new world on a better plan. All this must change. It can 
only be changed by those who have the will to change it, 
to live for changing it. 

Let us think now about some of the particular problems 
that must be faced at once if we are to begin making a 
better world. 

C. SOME PROBLEMS 

1, FREEDOM AND EFFICIENCY 

The first problem is this. We must arrange people's · 
· lives so that they all fit together to make a happy world, 

but also we must leave each person as free as possible to 
live as best suits him. How can this be done ? The ideal is 
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of course that each one should freely want to do just what 
the world as a whole needs him to do. To-day this is im
possible, because we are too ignorant and selfish, and the 
world is too muddled. H we had :rio laws and no police, the 
muddle would become much worse. So we all have to put 
up with some check on our freedom. 

Can we find any rule to help us to decide in each case 
whether there ought to be interference or not 1 I think we 
can. In matters which concern the group as a whole at all 
seriously a person's freedom must be interfered with for 
the sake of the group. But in matters which are of no 
serious concern to the group he should be allowed to do 
as he likes. Thus, if he wants to play games on Sundays, 
let him, unless it cannot be done without giving other 
people extra work. But if he wants to drive his motor-car 
dangerously, he must be checked, for the sake of the other 
people who use the roads. H he wants to do anything which 
will make him unfit to do his work, or make him in any 
way a burden to other people, he must not be allowed. 
For instance, he must not be allowed to soak himself with 
beer every day, or take any harmful drugs, or merely to 
live in expensive luxury. 

It is . often very difficult to decide whether particular 
actions do or do not concern society. All the same, this 
rule not to interfere unless society really is concerned, is 
important. Too much regulation makes for a life of hateful 
" don'ts." Too little makes for muddle, waste, danger, 
quarrels, and kills the life of the group." Don'ts" matter 
less to us if we ourselves really approve of them. Laws 
should depend as little as possible on force, on policemen, 
prisons, and guns. They should depend as much as possible 
on the self-rule of each person for the sake of others or of 
society. Why is it that most of us do not cheat and murder! 
Partly, no doubt, it is because we are afraid of punishment, 
but mostly because when we are most alive we do not 
want to cheat and murder, because we feel that such acts 
are stupid, low-grade acts, harmful to others and to society. 
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2. GOVERNMENT 

Who is to make the laws, and enforce them? The ideal 
is that the government should be approved by everyone 
in the society governed, otherwise the society cannot be 
healthy. Government is for the people, and it must be, in 
some sense, carried on by the people. Otherwise there will 
surely be trouble. If one man, or a numbe.r of men, tries 
to rule a people which does not want to be ruled so, no one 
will keep the laws freely, but only because the government 
forces him. And no one can force a whole people to do 
what it has really decided not to do. Sooner or later there 
will be a revolution. Even the kindliest despotism will not 
work for long, because the point of view of the despot is 
not the same as the point of view of the people. They 
want freedom. He cannot help wanting power over them. 
Power is intoxicating, like drink. The more you take, the 
more you want. 

So some kind of democracy, or rule by the people, is 
absolutely necessary, in spite of all its faults. The people 
must have power to express its opinions and _dismiss the 
persons whom it has appointed as governors if they fail to 
do their work properly. But the actual daily work of 
governing is very difficult, needing much detailed know
ledge and skill. For instance, it needs much knowledge of 
history and politics and economics, and much skill in 
divising plans of action. If all the members of a society 
had to know all that is necessary for sound government, 
no one would have any time for anything else. There must 
be some people whose special work is suggesting laws and 
organising the affairs of the society, just as there are some 
people whose special work is makiDg engines, or doctoring, 
or teaching. But these organisers should be men of the right 
sort, and properly. trained. Government should not be 
carried on, as it is now, by men who have merely the gift 
of talking cleverly and persuading people to send them to 
Parliament. · 

The Russian way of governing is quite different from ours. 
Russia is a very large group of people spread over a very 
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large country. It is divided into smaller groups, and these 
again into smaller~ and so on. At the bottom are particular 
villages and the groups of people engaged in particular 
trades. Each group chooses its own governors to meet in 
council and manage the group's affairs. The governors of 
many small groups choose a few of their number to meet 
together and manage the affairs of the larger groups of 
groups. These larger councils choose some of their members 
to help in the government of still larger groups, and so on. 
The government of_ the country as a whole is carried on by 
men who have been moved up from small group-govern
ments to greater and greater group-governments, and are 
therefore likely to be thoroughly skilled in governing. At 
least, this is how government is supposed to be carried on 
in Russia, but really the whole machinery seems to be 
largely controlled by a few men at the top. All the same, if 
these made themselves extremely unpopular they would 
certainly lose their power. 

Perhaps the world as a whole will some day be governed 
in some such way as Russia is now supposed to be governed. 
Whatever machinery of government proves best in the 
long run, the governors of the world must be fit to be 
trusted by the people of the world. But the people must be 
made really capable of understanding and caring for the 
general plan of world-society, and the general aim of 
governing. At present there is no world-government at 
all ; there are only natio'nai governments. Most people 
understand very little even about the working of a national 
State and the general aim of governing. They are not 
educated up to it .. Most are easily persuaded by politicians 
and bad newspapers to care more about national glory or 
the well-being of the rich than for making a happy people. 
For a happy: world they care still less. 

Now, many of us do not like politics at all. We would 
much rather that others did the politics and governing for 
us, while we were left to get on with our own work. In the 
best sort of world this would be possible. We should trust 
our governors to do their work, just as we trust our doctors 
to do theirs. But to-day all those who care about having a 
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better world must force themselves to take politics very 
seriously, just because our governors and politicians are at 
present making such a shocking muddle of the world. 
However much we dislike politics, we_ must at present all 
think much about them, and do whatever we can to put 
things right. On the other hand, though there are many 
people who do not care enough for politics, there are also 
some for whom politics is just an interesting game, and no 
more. They thoroughly enjoy it as a game, but they do not 
really care what comes out of the game. Let us beware 
of them. · 

3. NATIONALISM AND WORLD•LOYALTY 

The love of one's country, or nation, once played a 
great part in helping men to care for something more than 
themselves or their own families or villages. But to-day 

' patriotism is doing very great harm to the world. Because 
people find patriotism so easy and exciting, they cannot 
learn to feel loyalty to the whole world of men and women. 
If we want to avoid having very horrible wars, and perhaps 
wrecking our civilisation, this world-loyalty must somehow 
be brought to life in the majority of people. 

In some ways the world is, all the while, becoming more 
and more one single pattern, one system. When a stone is 
thrown into a pond, ripples spread all over the pond. Just 
so, in the world, now that there is so much communication 
between different countries, so much travel by land and sea 
and air, so much letter-writing, telegraphing, wireless, so 
much trade, so many international arrangements about 
trade and about money, what happens in one country 
affects all other countries. If one country refuses to use 
goods made in another, people in the other wi~ be thrown 
out of work. To-day we see posters telling us to ~' Buy 
British " so as to help British industry and give work to 
British workers. If we do so, what is to happen to the people 
in foreign countries who have been making things for us? 
They are thrown out of work. If they happen to be in 



Fig. 93. THE FLAG OF THE WORLD STATE 

Here we have pretended that the World State has been established, and 
we have invented a flag for it, a flag with the round world upon it. To 
show that the world is more important than any nation, we have put the 

flags of the " Great Powers " under the World Flag. 
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Germany, where things are much worse than they are here, 
the effect will be very serious (see Economica, p. 688). 

But, though the world is quickly becoming one in- this 
sense, it is only very slowly becoming one in another sense : 
people are only very slowly beginning to feel loyalty 

- toward the world as a whole. This feeling for the world as a 
whole is a high-grade activity ; and few are able to do it 
at all constantly. But it will come. It must. The young~ 
either the present young or those that will follow after, 
will very surely feel this loyalty. Meanwhile, what stands in 
the way is otir rather blind and mean loyalty to nations, 
our too easy and comfortable and cheaply exciting pat
riotism. Patriotism must be outgrown. 

This does not mean that we ought not to feel.any Joyalty 
at all toward smaller groups within the world group. No. 
Each people or nation may well have its own particular 
spirit or way of living, its own particular triumphs of 
thinking and imagining and feeling. We may be proud of 
what our nation or our city OJ;" school stands for in the 
world. But we must never for a moment care more for this 

, than for the world. We must never want to serve our nation 
at the expense of the world. We must be ready to live, and, 
if necessary, die, for the making of a real world-state and 
the kindling of a true world-loyalty in the hearts of all 
men and women. The world-state will, no 'doubt, allow 
each people to manage its own affairs through some kind of 
government of its own, just as a city manages its own affairs 
to-day. But in all matters that seriously concern more 
than one people, or that concern the world as a whole, 
power will lie with the world-government alone. 

We must not allow any people to be ruled by the govern
ment of another people. If there are peoples that cannot 
be trusted to manage their own affairs without harming the 
world, they must be governed, not by one. or other of the 
powerful nations, but by the world-government. At present 
the parts of the world that are less civilised, or merely less 
able to defend themselves, are nearly all governed by some 
great foreign national State or other. 

Think, for instance, of India (see Peoples of the World, 
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p. 591). The English went to India to trade. But to secure 
theii- trade they had to conquer the country. No doubt 
they have given the Indians many good things, such as 
peace and order. But they have _behaved haughtily. And, 
now that Western ideas of democracy and nationalism are 
spreading in India, the Indians are growing more and 
more determined to govern themselves. Theywill soonmake 
it impossible for the English to carry on. But the English 
cannot bring themselves ~o trust the Indians enough to 
give them any serious power. They say the Indians shall 
govern themselves some day. But the day never comes. 
This kind of thing is bound to happen wherever one people 
governs another. Of course, the Indian problem is really 
very complicated. ·what would happen if the English were 
to go ? India is not one people, but many. There might 
perhaps be civil war. If it is true that the Indians could not 
yet look after themselves, then they ought to be governed 
by the world-government, not by England. But very many 
Indians believe that India could govern itself. 
• The League of Nations is something like a world-govern

ment, and it is to-day in charge of certain lands (see 
Peoples of the World, p. 604), which it hands over to a 
particular great nation or other to govern for it. But the 
League; though it is far better than nothing, cannot speak 
for the world, since Russia and the United States are not in 
it. Moreover, the League is a league of national govern
ments, some of which are very hostile to one another • 
. Each tries to use the League for its own ends. The League 
itself has a certain moral power over its members, but, 
since they have armaments and it has not, it can never 
enforce its will against any of its half-dozen most powerful 
members. If the nations were to disarm, the League might 
begin to have real authority. But even then it would still 
be a league of national governments, each concerned chiefly 
with its own nation. When the Japanese Government, break
ing various treaties and its covenant with the League, drove 
the Chinese out of Manchuria and attacked them at Shanghai, 
the League did little to restrain it, seemingly because the 
League governments did not seriously want to do so. 
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• 4. WAR 

In the world that we want to make there must not be 
any national armies. Long ago, war was perhaps a good 
thing for the world, but now it is wholly bad. Not only 
does it destroy many precious lives and much hard-won 
wealth. It also poisons men's minds, so that their powers 
of high-grade living gradually fail. In the last great war, 
millions of the best young men of Europe and America 
were killed, or maimed for the rest of their lives. Millions 
more, who came through with no bodily hurt, were really 
very seriously damaged in other ways. They had spent four 
of the best years of their ·lives in a barbarous and filthy 
occupation, instead of living the kind of life that was suited 
to them. Deep down in their hearts they were poisoned 
with disgust and shame, with shame about the war and 
the world and human nature itself. Some had gone out to 
fight in the hope of making a better world. They suffered 
terrible things, and found that the world merely grew 
worse and worse. Some thought that war was going to be 
a glorious adventure. It turned out almost entirely bore
dom, beastliness, mud, and horror. Some people to-day are 
apt to remember the moments of adventure, and forget 
the months of weariness. 

Those who did not see the war cannot possibly imagine · 
what it was like. Nor can they realise what it has done to 
men's minds. War rouses very strong feelings of fear and 
hate. When people are busy fearing and hating very 
violently, they lose the power of thinking coolly and clearly. 
They believe any stories that make the enemy seem brutal 
and their own nation noble. In the last war some people 
even believed that the Germans were selling dead babies 
as meat in butchers' shops. If anyone dared to think 
differently from the rest about the war, or about the 
rightness of his nation's part in it, he was treated as an 
" outsider " and cruelly bullied. In the war-mood all the 
old low-grade ways of feeling and behaving cease to be 
properly controlled by the finer, high-grade ways. 

After the last war the victorious nations disarmed the 
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beaten nations. They promised also to disarm themselves, 
but twelve years after the war they have still not done so. 
They also forced the beaten nations to agree to pay for all 
the damage caused by invasion, and also for the whole 
cost of the war. This they did because, being still in the 
war mood, they believed that the enemy alone had caused 
the war. Since then, feelings have cooled somewhat, and 
most people realise that the war wa~ caused, not by one 
nation, but by the whole muddled condition of Europe. 
Yet even to-day the victors, or the most powerful of them, 
still insist on the payment which they made the enemy 
promise at the point of the bayonet. 

If there is another war, it will be far worse than the last. 
Ever since the last war, people have been inventing more 
terrible bombs and poison gases. Unfortunately, to-day 
we are much more able to damage an enemy than defend 
ourselves. We could destroy the cities of the enemy people, 
but could not prevent the enemy from destroying ours. A 
few enemy planes over London could smash half the city 
and poison millions of people. The next war will not be a 
gallant adventure. It will be more like being run over by a 
motor or crushed under a falling house, or like dropping 
into a furnace. 

Whi are there wars ? How can we prevent them 'l The 
causes of war are patriotism, fear, greed. Patriotic people 
want their nation to be strong enough to bully others. 
Since all nations are patriotic, all are terrified of one 
another. Therefore they spend an immense amount of 
money on armies and navies, so as to feel " secure " against 
one another. But the more" security,, they have, the more 
they fear and hate their neighbours, because they know 
that they themselves are feared and hated, on account of 
their armament. Sooner or later they are sure to start 
fighting. A great armament is like a loaded pistol carried in 
a man's pocket. Every time he quarrels with anyone he is 
tempted to use his weapon. He fingers the thing in his 
pocket. A touch may send it off. 

Another cause of war is greed. Some nation, or some 
powerful group within it, wants to have control of a 



Fig. 94 THE EXT WA R 

will be a wa r upon civilians, especia lly in crowd ed areas. In thi picture 
homes are being smashed and burned, and people are being gassed. 
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coal-field or oil-field which is possessed by another nation. 
Or else it wants to prevent other nations from competing 
with it in selling things at high prices to the natives of some 
uncivilised country. Then, again, there is generally some 
nation which is blamed for all the wrongs of the world. It 
becomes the " scapegoat " for the sins of all the others. 
The scapegoat -used to be Germany ; now it is Russia. Wars 
with Russia are likely to be caused by the fact that the 
rich people of Europe are frightened lest Europe should 
follow Russia's example and do away with rich people 
altogether. 

Clearly all national armaments must be abolished. This 
is one of the greatest needs of the world to-day. The mere 
expense of war, and of the preparation for war, is a terrible 
burden on the world. Ever so much thought and labour and 
material which might have been used for making a better 
world is now used merely for destruction., Three-quarters of 
the money paid in taxes to the British State goes to pay 
for past wars and prepare for future wars. Only a quarter is 
spent in ways really useful to the people. 

So long as there are armaments, the peoples cannot trust 
one another. So long as the peoples do not trust one another 
there will be armaments. What is to be done about it ? One 
plan kto arrange a programme of gradual disarmament, to 
be agreed on by all the nations. This would be something 
very good. It would save an- immense amount of money, 
and it would very greatly help to persuade the people to 
trust one another. But this alone is not enough. Aeroplanes 
that are used in peace-time for carrying passengers and 
mails can easily be used for carrying bombs. And bombs 
can be made fairly quickly. There is really no chance of 
doing away with war altogether until most men and 
women in all countries have learned to care more for the 
world as a whole than for their nation. No Londoner would 
dream of fighting against Manchester and Birmingham 
under any circumstances. He must learn to feel the same 
about fighting against :Paris or' Berlin or Moscow. 

There is one other cause of war. People who live hum
drum lives in modern towns, spending nearly all their days 
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in safe but tiresome work, naturally want adventure. They 
think that war will give them the chance to live a. violent 
and chivalrous life. There was once some reason to believe 
this. Old wars were just very _violent games. But the last 
war was not at all like a game. And the next war will 
merely give people the fun of being suddenly smashed or 
burnt or choked in their homes or their familiar streets. 
But this need for adventure and courage is wholesome, and 
should be satisfied, though not by war. Everyone while he 
is young ought to have the chance of some kind of skilled 
and dangerous action, for hard games, rock-climbing, ex
ploring, dangerous scientific research, flying, and so on. 
Rather than preserve war, we had better allow duels again, 
and tournaments. · 

5. RICH AND POOR 

Many people nowadays agree that war is bad. But un- I 

fortunately not nearly so many agree that there should not 
be rich people and poor people. Even those who do agree 
are seldom anxious to do anything much about it, if they 
happen to be fairly well off themselves. In the world that 
we are going to make, no one will be allowed to have a' 
big house and three cars while elsewhere a whole family 
lives in a single room and cannot even share a push
bicycle (see Economics, p. 665). 

At present, owing to the way money works, and the laws 
about it, some people inherit the power of setting others to 
work for them. Some gain this power by luck, or clever 
trading on other people's wants. The result is that, while 
many lead shockingly cramped lives, others have far more 
power and pleasure than is good for them. The many do not 
have the chance to grow up freely and fully in body and 
mind. They cannot use all the powers of life that they have, 
and they cannot develop other powers that they might 
have if they were better treated. They may also be tor
mented by a sense of injustice. Society treats them so badly 
that they cannot feel any loyalty toward it. Why should 
they? 
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Fig. 95. These two families have only got two rooms to live and 
sleep and cook and eat in. 

These two motor-cars belonging to one man have a big garage 
to stand in while they are not being used . 
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All this is fantastically wrong and harmful to the world. 
The ideal is that everyone should have all the wealth that 
he can use for his own and the world's good~ but that no 
one should waste anything in undertakings which are of no · 
real benefit to the whole. The ideal also is that no one 
should have power over another through the possession of 
money. A man should never have power over others except 
when he has to do so in service of the world, as policemen 
and railway officials and park-keepers have power. The 
ideal is that wealth should be shared out evenly, that no 
one should be favoured. Each of us should regard his own 
possessions as " held on trust " from the world, so that 
he may live his life well for the world's sake. Surely al,l 
this, which some of the old still find so difficult to see, mus~ 
be quite obvious to every intelligent child who looks at the 
world with fresh eyes. 

We are told that some people can use wealth better than 
others, and therefore should have more of it, just as some, 
who can make better use of education than others, should 
be more fully educated. There may be some truth in this. 
But to-day most of the people who cannot use wealth well 
are either the poor, who have never had the chance to 
learn how to use it for high-grade living, or the vulgar 
rich, who squander it on horse-racing, expensive cars, and 
other luxury. This they do because they have been badly 
brought up, and have the minds of spoilt children. It is 
true, of course, as we are always being told, that all this 
squandering gives employment to those who breed and tend 
racehorses, and make cars, and so on. But clearly these 
people might have been employed in other ways, in serving 
the needs, not of the rich, but of the poor and of the world 
as a whole. The only people who can by nature really make 
use of more wealth than others are those who are fit for 
costly work, which is itself part of, or necessary to, the high
grade living of, the world, work such as exploration, scien
tific research, and certain kinds of art. In the world that 
we shall make these will not be neglected. 

We are sometimes told that there is not enough wealth 
to make everyone comfortable. Even if that is true, it is 
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no reason why some should be much mor~ comfortable than 
others. But it is not true. While some are saying there is 
too little wealth, others are actually saying there is too 
much. They talk about over-production of wealth, and tell 
us that there is more produced than can be bought. This is 
true, but it does not mean that there is more produced 
than could be used, if people were given a chance to use it. 
We all want many more things than we have, but we 
cannot afford them. While fu North America the cotton 
growers are burning huge piles of cotton that they cannot · 
sell, the poor people of every country are short of clothing. 
While the- corn-growers are burning their corn, a million 
people in China are actually starving (see Peoples of the 
World, p. 607). While coffee-growers in Brazil are burning 
their coffee, or at best using it instead of coal for locomo
tives, people in North America and ~urope are wanting 
more coffee. In the East Indies the rubber planters, un
able to sell their rubber, are actually setting a rubber-pest 
to destroy their precious trees, in case people who woUld be 
content with a smaller profit should steal the rubber and sell 
it to the rest of the world. 1\Ieanwhile we are all wanting 
rubber for motor-tyres and a thousand other purposes. 

Clearly there is no real over-production of goods at all. 
On the other hand, there is no real shortage of goods, or 
inability to produce the goods that are wanted. The world 
has far more wealth than ever before. But the way in which 
goods have hitherto been passed from the producers to 
those who can use them has broken down. And it has broken 
down because it depends on private buying and selling, 
because all the great operations of producing and distri
buting goods are carried out by people whose chief con-

' cern is to make a success of their business, not to serve the 
world. It has broken down because the people who have 
power, in all countries but Russia, are rich people, often 
kindly and · generous in small matterS, but desperately 
frightened of any serious change in society, lest they should 
lose their power (see chapter on Economics, p. 643). 

The rich are those who, either by luck or by skill, have 
gained power to decide what the workers shall make, and 



Fig. 96. )J e re is the we ll ·fed farm hand will1 hi s <:lot hes rag-ged a nd boots 
broken , there the hnlf-,tarvetl worker 10 the eloth ing- or boot factory. 
Neither can send the other the things he need s, tho ugh the sh ips are lying 

idle between t hem. 
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how. the goods shall be distributed" This they do through 
their control of money, the counters which give to anyone 
who holds them powers of buying what others have made. 
Since most of the work of the world is controlled by com
panies of people who have money to spare for setting others 
to work for them, nearly all the world's work is really 
carried out for private gain and not public benefit (see 
Economics, p. 664). · 

This method, by which, so to speak, public good is . 
,gained, accidentally by the interplay of many private self
seekings, is now breaking down. Because neither the 
world as a whole, nor even the national States, have 
seriously controlled all this buying and selling, we are now 

_ in a strange plight. Something has gone wrong With the 
great system ofcounters that we call money (see Economics, 
p. 678). It is no longer reliable. Money has no longer the 
steady buying power that it had. So less buying is being 
done, less goods can be ,solq profitably, and therefore less 
are niade. Ships are lying idle, fields are not tilled, fac
tories are being closed, because the goods which they make 
or carry cannot be sold at a high enough price to give a 
profit to the manufacturers, shipowners, and farmers. So 
millions of workers in most countries are thrown out of 
work, and left without wages. They have to be fed and 
clothed by the State or by private charity. They are paid 
for doing nothing instead of for making things that are 
wanted. Of course~ they are paid as little as possible, and 
so they can only buy what is absolutely necessary. At the 
same time, those who are lucky enqugh to be still at work 
are having their wages reduced, because the goods they 
make can only be sold at low prices (since we are all be-, 
coming too poor to spend much), and the factory owners 
will not hand out much of their small profit as wag~s. So 
those who are still paid wages are paid less than before, 
and therefore cannot buy as much as before. And this, once 
more, is bad for the factories. And so the whole muddle 
goes round and round, getting worse and worse every year. 
Yet everyone wants goods of all sorts, and everyone is 
ready to work. 
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There are two ways of putting an end to all this madness. 
One is by revolution. The poor might suddenly rise against 
the rich and sweep the whole system away. They might 
make the State own all the factories, ships, mines, railways, 
land, and all the spare money. The other way of putting 
things right is by slow change carried out by rich and poor 
together ; in fact, by society as a whole. The first is the way 
it has been done in Russia ; the second is ihe way it has 
not been done in the rest of Europe. Yet perhaps the second 
way is really the best, at any rate for States that are less 
rotten than Russia was before the revolution. For a violent 
revolution does destroy what is good along with what is 
bad. When those who were formerly poor and oppressed 
become masters of the State, they are apt to think that 
nothing matters at all but politics and economics. It is _ 
hard for tliem to see that the government and industrial 
organisation of a State are only means, not ends, just as 
housekeeping is only a means to enable the people of the 
house to live fully. Obviously, to live fully they must do 
much more than eating. They must use all their powers of 
high-grade living. But people who have been oppressed and 
cramped all their lives have not had much chance of living 
in high-grade ways, except, of course, in high-grade loyalty 
and love toward one another. They may have only the 
vaguest idea of what .the other kinds of high-grade living 
are. Or they may care only about those kinds of high-grade 
living, like scientific research, which may be useful to the 
State. They may consider all other kinds of high-grade 
living a waste of time, as small children think difficult 
games a waste of time. This is a real danger. But, on the 
other hand, when a house begins to fall down, the only thing 
that matters is to repair it. The high-grade living that might 
be done in it must wait. To-day, it might be said, the world 
is a house that is falling to piec~s, and nothing matters at 
present but mending it. And there is another point to 
remember. Those who were once poor and oppressed may 
sometimes be able to see what really matters better than 
people who have always been comfortable. 

The upshot seems to be that, if possible, we should all 
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remake our world together, and not merely trust to a 
l'eYolution carried out by the poor. Anyhow, in one way or 
another it must be :remade. 

We cannot now talk about the details of this great 
remaking. But one or two points on,oht to be mentioned. 
Obnonsly an the great ind~ like coal and iron and 
a,.oricnltun; should be mana,aed, not for priYate profit, but 
for the wo~ and by the world's representatn-es. Clearly, 
also, we mu....t; not allow anyone to haYe more than a u:ry 
modest incom~ and we must do away with the prh-ate 
owner<:_hlps of large tracts of land. H posst"'ble, we shon1d 
allow prh-ate gardens or peasant ho:Jdin.:.~ but not great 
farms and estates. Also we must not allow some people to 
inherit fortunes while others haYe to start their careers 
without such heJP. We must see that eYeryone who can 
work does work, and that work is actually proTided for 
en:ryone. On the other hand, if for a time there is no work 
for certain people, we mn:.-t still feed them properly and 
keep them healthy and contented, just as nowadays we 
keep soldiers in hea}LLh. and comfort eYen while there is no 
fi.:ohting to be done. 

6. HEALTH, XEXYAL A.XD PHYSICAL 

At present money can buy health. The rich are more 
healthy than the poor. They have better medical care, and 
more wholesome liTes, more spare, freedom. fresh air, 
better food, less exhausting work. Records of illness show 
that most rich people are much healthier than most poor. 
and that they lit-e ~aer. In the world that we are going to 
make there will not be rich and poor. But meanwhile we 
must see that the poor can be as healthy as the rich. A 
great population of tired and sickly people means a tired 
and sickly world. 

There is still yuy much work to do in the conquest of 
illness. At present diseases of the heart, the lun,toS, the 
n.en-es. and all the other parts of man's body, cause im
mense misery, immense wa.:.-te of life and wealth. To-day 



Fig. 97. TWO WAYS OF REGARD! G THE LAW 
Above : Someone who denies the right of society to control him is removed 

by force. 
Below : The motorist accepts the traffic re!!'ulations, and freely does a the 

policeman tells him . 
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very much human energy has to be spent in keeping up our 
many great hospitals and lunatic asylums, and in looking 
after invalids in thousands of private houses. In the world 
that is to . come there will be no need for hospitals and 
lunatic asylums. Science will have found how to abolish 
all the diseases, and all people will live in healthy conditions 
(see Applied Biowgy, p. 228). 

One extremely important thing to do is to prevent bad 
stocks from breeding. People in whose family history there 
are serious diseases, of the sort that depend on inherited 
weaknesses, must not be allowed to have children (see 
Biology, p. 205). It is cruel to bring children into the world 
who are bound to be miserable through inherited bodily 
or mental weakness. It is also disloyal to the world, and to 
the future human race. We must see that those who are 
likely to produce children of that sort are prevented from 
doing so. · ' 

7. MAKING A BETTER HUMAN RACE 

It is very important to stop the breeding of bad stocks 
as soon as possible, but some day we may do more than 
that. We may encourage the best stocks to breed, or even 
encourage particular matings that seem to promise fine 
children. By other means also we may be able to control 
the growth of human beings. We may, for instance, be 
able to produce in them all sorts of improvements of 
character and ability (see Biology, p. 204, and Applied 
Biology, p. 214). Our aim must be to make a race of splendid 
men and women with beautiful bodies and lively, daring 
minds. Some day mankind will control.human nature by 
these methods, just as to-day we control the breeding 
of racehorses for speed, and control plants by putting 
chemicals in the ground. " · · . 

The task will be dangerous~ If we tackle it before the 
sciences of genetics and physiology are worked out, we 
shall produce all sorts of deformed, unhappy kinds of men 
and women. Also, before we begin to alter human nature 
we must be sure we know what ki~d of human nature 
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would be best. However cleverly we were to control 
breeding, we might easily ruin the human species for ever 
if we were to breed for one good quality only, forgetting 
all the others-if, for instance, we were to breed only for 
muscle, or only for industriousness. 

We must see, too, that the remaking of human nature 
does not get into the wrong hands. Governments, for in
stance, are greedy of power, and might use the new 
knowledge merely to· produce docile slaves for industry 
and war. It is possible that some day the government of the 
world will be carried on by the scientists of the world. 
In many ways this would be good. But the governing 
scientists might very well come to feel that nothing 
mattered but scientific management. They might breed 
their own class to be pure managers and inventors, careless 
of all kinds of high-grade living except the one kind. And 
they might breed the rest of the world-population to be 
almost mindless robots. · 

Now, clearly, the fully alive human world of the far future 
will need many kinds of persons, fitted by temperament' to 
many kinds of work. But ought we to agree with this idea of · 
breeding a race of very low-grade slaves to do all the low
grade work of the world ? I think it is a dangerous idea. I 
think we should rather try to have as much as possible of 
the low-grade work done by machines. Any that cannot be 
done by machines should be shared out over the whole 
population. A certain amount of drudgery is probably good 
for us. The ideal seems to be that, though there should be 
many kinds of human beings, all should be fully human. 
The many kinds are needed not only for the many kinds of 
work, but also, as we have seen, so that each mind may be 
enriched by its understanding and love of minds very 
different from itself. But all the kinds should be fully hu
man. All should be intelligent enough and sensitive enough 
to be free, responsible citizens of the world, understanding 
and approving of the whole pattern of world-life. We must 
never forget that the goal is not merely to get as much work 
done as efficiently as possible, but to make a happy and a 
JZloriously alive world. 
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8. LEISURE 

If we want, not slaves or robots, but free men, all able 
to care for the life of the world, we must arrange that each 
shall have the chance of knowing something of what the 
rest are doing. People must not be so tied to their work 
that they have no time or no strength for anything else. 
Even from the point of view of getting good work out of 
them, we should allow them fairly short working hours. If 
people work much too long, they actually produce less. 
They also become unhealthy, and may fail through sickness. 
Moreover, since they are overstraining some of their powers, 
and finding no opportunity for using other powers, they 
become discontented and miserable. Leisure is important 
both for resting the powers used in work, and for giving an 
outlet to powers not used in work. For instance, people who 
have to sit still for their work need leisure for exercise. 
People whose work is unskilled may want leisure for 
skilled amusements, like carpentry or model engineering. 

At present, leisure, like so much else, can be bought. 
The rich have most of it. Some people have more leisure 
than is good for them, some not enough. Factory workers, 
who spend their whole day in some single tedious action 
like putting things into a machine, need more leisure than 
people whose work is varied and iilteresting. On the other 
hand, anxious work, that" strains the nerves," needs more 
leisure than peaceful work. But people with very interesting 
work, which they feel they can do well, may find holidays 
a nuisance, though necessary. . 

People who are overstrained by their work can do nothing 
but rest during their leisure. Everyone ought to be allowed 
to have some energy left over from work, so that he can use 
his leisure not only for rest and for lazy amusements, but 
actively, or "creatively." 

Think of some of the diHerent ways in which leisure 
can be used. Think of sleeping, resting, eating, tramping 
about the country. Think of all the skilled powers that may 
be exercised in playing games, either muscular games like 
football, or mental games like crossword puzzles and 
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bridge, or in skilled hobbies. Then there is frittering away 
one's time over nothing in particular. And there is a delight
ful sort of idling in which, though you seem to be doing 
notJUng, you are really very busy watching things, exercis
ing your powers of perception. There are the many tire
some " amusements " which are done just because they 
are "the done thing." Then, again, there is being with 
other people, talking to them, understanding them, enjoy
ing them. There is reading about . things, and about the 
great world, and about the people in it, and how they think 
and feel. There is enjoying beautiful things like pictures 
and songs and poetry, or actually making them. 

There are all these different ways of spending leisure 
time. Some are low-grade, some high-grade. The low-grade 
ones are quite good in their way, and often very necessary. 
But, just because low-grade actions are easy, people are 
apt to spend all their leisure in doing low-grade actions, 
and none on high~grade actions. Most people have no idea 
how to use their leisure so as to get the most life out of it. 
They just do the things that are supposed to be" amusing," 
like watching cinema shows, or motoring. Such amusements 
sometimes really are amusing, and, taken in small dQses, 
they are refreshing. But many people do them over and 
over again, without noticing how bored they are growing. 
They cannot help doing them too much, because they have 
never learned to do anything better. Most people, even if 
they are not really too tired after their work, are content 
with the easiest, emptiest kinds of amusement. They want 
to get some kind of pleasant thrill with as little trouble as 
possible. Yet there are ever so many things they might 
do, which, though not quite so easy at first, would giv~ 
them much more fun in the long run. These higher-grade 
leisure activities have to be learned. People have to be 
educated for leisure just as much as for work. 

How are people encouraged to spend their leisure in our 
modern world ? Many kinds of public amusements are 
provided, mostly by persons whose aim is to make money 
for themselves. Naturally they offer what is most likely 
to attract people. And what attracts most surely is what 
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affords excitement or "thrills" of one sort or another, 
and can be enjoyed with very little effort. Even those who 
have decided that they really want to do something better 
with their leisure are fatally tempted by the easy amuse
ments which they see going on everywhere. 

The main leisure-time occupations that are offered 
to-day are sport, the cinema, wireless, and the newspapers. 
By sport I mean the games and races that we pay to watch 
and read about, not the games that we ourselves play for 
the delight of exercise and skilL The players are doing 
skilled actions, but the watchers are being excited in a 
lazy way. 

The picture-houses show us nearly always films which 
can give us nothing but low-grade thrills of one sort or 
another. They aim at being funny or exciting or senti
mental The funny parts are sometimes very good, but 
quite often they are too stupid to be funny-at least, to 
anyone who has passed beyond a very low level of humour. 
The exciting parts of films are terribly attractive to people 
whose lives are dulL Excitement, even of the lazy cinema 
sort, may be good in small doses, but, taken every day, it 
dulls our powers. As for the sentiment of the cinema, it is 
nearly always sloppy. The aim is not to show us real live 
people, but to show certain very well-worn types of '' char
acter," such as the faithful lover, the defeated villain, the 
devoted son. Everything is done so that we are sure to 
have a gush of cheap sickly-sweet feeling. People who live 
humdrum lives enjoy that sort of thing. But, like cinema 
adventures and horrors, cinema gushes of love and hate 
make people want more and more of the lazy but syrupy 
kind of emotion. The cinema also probably makes them 
less and less capable of sincere emotions about things in 
real life. 

There are, of course, some very beautiful films about the 
lives of people in other parts of the world, and about 
animals, and explorations. But these do not pay nearly so 
well, and therefore there are few of them. 

The wireless in England is not run for private profit, 
and so it really has done more than tickle our low-grade 
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wants. We ·are given a chance to hear good music and 
interesting talks of all sorts. There can be no doubt· that 
this haS greatly. helped those who wanted to be· helped. 
But most people do not care for that sort of thing. They 
therefore switch -off, or try another station. ·. For most 
people, therefore, wireless has the same kind of effect as 
the cinema. 

Then there are the daily papers. Most of them, but not 
all, are managed by people who merely want to make 
money'out of them. They do not tell us things so as to help 
us to know the truth about our own country and the rest 
of the world .. , It is our money they want. And so they tell 
us merely what will·make us buy tlie paper. Even ifwe 
really want to know the truth about the world, most of us, 
when it comes to the point of buying a paper, do so for the 
sake of the simple and exciting things in it, like sport, 
murders, motor accidents, preparations for war, and stories 
about film-stars, boxers, princes, or princesses. The serious 
things, th~ things that are really more interesting though 
not quite so· easy to grasp, can wait. And so day by day we 
put theni off, and they have to wait for ever. Therefore it 
pays newspaper men to. tickle and satisfy these lazy wants 
rather than the high-grade wants. There is ·another· bad 
side .to newspapers, and the wireless also. "It pays better 
to give people the old, familiar, easy ideas rather than 
new and difficult ideas. So we find, for instance, that most 
newspapers praise patriotism and empire and armies and 
navies, and say very little about the League of Nations or 
world-loyalty. In fact, they are bound to influence people 
in such a way that they will swallow any sort of ready~ 
made ideas, and will never bother to think for themselves• 

In the world that we want to make, all this must be 
changed. But how ? Clearly these public amusements must 
not be run by private persons for private profit. But, everi 
if they were run by the State, there would be a danger. 
The government might use them, not to make people more 
alive, but to make them more easily governed. It might 
spread those ideas which suited its policy, and make other 
ideas seem ridiculous or wicked. This would not matter if 

AAo 
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we could trust governments to want to spread just the 
truth. But we cannot trust them. The British Government 
:uses its influence to spread the idea that Bolshevism is foolish 
and wicked. The Russian Government does the same about 
the aims of England. There is only one ·way out of the 
muddle. People . must be educated so that they can use 
their leisure wisely, and they must be given more leisure, 
and more energy to spend in leisure. Then they will no 
longer· be content to have only l~w-grade amusements. 
They will use part of their leisure for exercising their high
grade powers; and for keeping in touch with the life of the 
rest of the world. Then at last, perhaps, they will be able 
to choose governors that can be trusted. 

9. EDUCATION 

Education is perhaps the most important of all our 
problems. All our high-grade wants depend very much on 
how we are educated. Therefore on education depends 
whether the world is to be, on the whole, a high-grade 
world or a low-grade world. 

As soon as a baby is born he begins to educate himself, 
to learn how to live successfully in his little world. His 
elders help him all the while, but it is he that has to do the 
learning. Childhood is in a way the most important time 
in anyone's life, since in childhood his mind is given a set 
or tilt or direction which will last till death. His character 
and interests throughout his life depend partly on the 
genes inherited from his ancestors (see Biology, p. 196), 
and partly on what happens to him in childhood. Events 
that happen after childhood do of course affect him, but 
not nearly so deeply. Bad homes make bad children, and, 
in the long run, bad citizens of the world. Things that 
happen to us in those earliest years may make us for ever 
after frivolous wasters who can never be trusted in any
thing, or grim self-seekers who care nothing for the world, 
or poor weak creatures who have no confidence in our
selves, or criminals with a mad itch to smash things. On 
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the other hand, those early influences may make us into 
wholesome, happy men and women, in whose minds. there 
are, so to speak, no running sores to poison our whole lives 
and make them a trouble to the world. 

Though the earliest education is the most important, 
school and college education is also very important. · At 
present only the rich parent can buy what is supposed to 
be the best kind of education for his child. But, as a matter 
of fact, ) the most expensive education is sometimes bad~ 
because the educators have wrong aims. They sometimes 
try to produce " gentlemen " and " ladies " with expen
sive tastes, little interest in the world, and little skill in 
living. 

Education should have two aims : to fit a person for his 
work and to call out all his powers of high-grade living. The 
first is called vocational training, and the second general 
education. From the point of view of the person himself, 
and equally from the point of view of the world, both these 
aims are necessary. For his own well-being he must work, 
and he mmt live as fully as he can. For the world's sake 
also he must work, and he must be a fully alive, responsible 
citizen. If people are not properly trained for their work, 
they will be incompetent and helpless. A world made up 
of such people will be a world of muddle and waste. Trains 
will run late, and often have accidents ; ships will be unsea
worthy ; houses will fall down, and so on. On the other 
hand, if people are not taught how to use all their powers, 
especially their high-grade powers, if they never learn to 
be interested in all the many sides of human living, and 
can never feel loyalty to the world, clearly the world cannot 
possibly be a world of high-grade living. 

General education is less obviously urgent than voca
tional training, but is really quite as important. Its true 
aim is not to stuff us with facts about the world, though of 
course there are very many facts that must be learned if 
we are to know what kind of a world it is. One of the true 
aims of education is to help us to think clearly. It is so easy 
to believe that a chain of reasoning is sound when, as a 
matter of fact, one little almost unnoticeable link is false, 
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and the whole chain is useless. Another aim of education 
is to make us think honestly, fearlessly, so that we shall 
never believe things merely because we want them .to·be 
true, or disbelieve them because we are afraid of them. 
And it should make us think for ourselves, and not laZily 
believe whatever we are told. Also it should help. us to. get 
the best out. of life, by making us interested in everything
in all human affairs, and the whole story of mankind, and 

·in the whole universe of living things and atoms and stars. 
It should also teach us to distinguish between less important 
things and more important, and to care most for the things 
that are truly best, namely for the race as a whole and for 
the music of its living. It should help us to enjoy fully· all 
enjoyable things and actions, both simple and complicated, 
bodily and mental, But also it should make us want to 
discipline ourselves very strictly for the service of the world • 

. It shoUld help us to be fearless iri doing what .seems best; 
whatever the consequences.: It should give us_ self-collii~ 
dence in dealing with. others, but also it should help us to 
feel the reality of others, and to treat them as selves. It 
shoUld help us to know ourselves through and through; 
and never be trapped into thinking we are better than we 
are, or worse than we are. It should help us to " get outside 
ourselves," . and see ourselves as we see others, without 
prejudice. It.should teach us to feel that, however real we 
are to . ourselves,' the human race also is real, and. much 
more important. It should fit all the bits of our knowledge 
together, so that we may get a clear idea of the world as 
modern :thought finds it, and of our own place in it. 
· . Education is not nearly so fumbling and dreary as it .used 
to be, but it is still very unsatisfactory. If a. boy·or girl is 
to have a" good start in life," he or ·she must pass certain 
examinations. And so the whole. of school and -college 
education is arranged with a view to examinations. Whole 
subjects are taught which are qo use ~ither as training for 
work _in the world or to help toward a clear view of the 
world. :They. are merely needed .for passing examinationS. 

· Ideas .. .of ,J-ight .and wrong .are given. which are .based- on 
old-fashioned and .mistaken views of __ the·. world~ Little'. is 
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done to· set hearts on fire with a vision of man· and the 
universe and·awillto play some part in the great awaken
ing of inan: An~ because the whole business is so muddled 
and toilsome, boys and girls mostly dislike education, and 
it 'has' to be forced on them.· 
.' All the ·same, things are changing for the .better •. An~· 
on the ·whole, it is probably true that to-day much less 
·Q.a.rm is done by schools and colleges than by bad homes.:· 

lQ. l,'liE F AMIL v (see The Family, p. 461) 

'' 
·. · Iri the· world as it is to-day~ people are educated partly 
by schools and colleges, partly by outside fuHuences like 
cfuemas, wireless, and newspapers, and partly by family life, 
by the tone or· spirit of a particular home,. which is nearly 
always the home of a family; Clearly there are' many sorts 
of· families besides the sort we all know.' Clearly; also, 
thoilgh our Western kind of society is made up of families, 
~hat 'is not the only kind of society. So there is no'need tO 
think of our trick. of living in little separate .families -aS 
so~thing holy; or absolutely necessary to a healthy world. 
-~f :family life is good for the worl~ we must keep it. If 
riot, we must do away with it, or alter it, whichever seems 
best. · · · · 

What is good in a really good family '/ . It is· good' that 
children should grow up in a little group in which each has 
his own place and his own part to play in the life of the 
group. In a good family a child does feel that he is " all of a 
piece " with a· big and precious thing which has an easily 
flowing life of its own. Everything fits in·; ·everyone is 
kind to everyone· else, and ready to take trouble for 
everyone else •. In any family there is a particular way of 
living, of thinking, feeling, and behaving~ a family tradition, 
or . spirit. ·In a. good family this may be a very good in• 
fluence. It may so set a child toward high-grade living 
that he will be a high-grade person ever after. 
~ But all these good things might be had in other small 
groups besides a family. What good things are there that 
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can only be had in families ? A good family is based on the 
well-tried love of a man and a woman. Their feeling for one 
another, and understanding of one another, may have a 
very important influence on their children. It may make 
the children feel for ever after that a group's'' life-blood," 

· so to speak, is love and not selfishness. Then, again, a 
family is a group of persons of very dilierent ages, and one 
of. the best things in a good family is the understanding 
and friendship between old and young. This may very 
greatly enrich the minds of both. Grown-up people who 
have nothing to do with children are often strangely blind to 
the things which children see most easily. And children, 
on the other hand, may learn very much from friendship 
with their elders. 

Really good families are perhaps rare. And even the 
best family has its bad points. The young members and 
the old are bound to feel very differently about things, and 
so there must be a good deal of strain between them. Often 
this gives rise to an endless quarrel between them, which 
is very bad for both. Then also family life cannot help being 
to some extent "closed in," narrow, cut off from the 
world (see The Family, p. 464). Some people, of all ages, are 
so wrapt up in family life that they can never take anything 
else seriously. In the last resort, what they care for is 
their family, not the world. This way of feeling cramps the 
mind, and prevents a man from playing his part in the 
world. 

Then, again, in some families which seem very good the 
children become so fond of their parents, and so dependent 
on them, that when the time comes for them to go out into 
the world on their own, and live their own lives, they 
cannot bring themselves to it. As citizens they become 
timid, stay-at-home, unenterprising. Or, again, the struggle 
between parent-love and the longing to be able to strike 
out for themselves may cause them all sorts ot disorders of 
mind. 

In really bad families, in which the parents are always 
quarrelling or trying not to quarrel, or always worrying 
the child or spoiling him, or giving him a sense of his own 
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wickedness or stupidity, children may be harmed in _all 
sorts of queer mental ways, so that they grow up to be 
invalids, wasters, or criminals. 

What is to be done about it all ? In Russia they are 
trying to make the child feel himself more a member of the 
State than a member of a family. He is taught to feel more 
interest and responsibility toward the children's group to 
which he belongs than toward his family. People who have 
been in Russia are often very full of praise for the children 
and young people who are the outcome of this new plan; 
They say that Russian children are healthy, vigorous, and 
very much alive. 

In the rest of Europe also the family is changing, though 
not so quickly. Children are becoming more independent. 
They treat their parents more as equals and friends than 
as superior beings. All this is to the good. · 

Clearly, in the world that we intend to make, family 
life, if it is to go on at all, must be rid of its dangers. I do 
not think that the family will disappear, since it is based 
on the biological needs of parents and children. But it. will 
be greatly changed. Parents must learn to feel that if they 
keep their children at all, they must hold them on trust 
for the world's sake. No parent must be allowed to " do 
as he likes with his own child." The State must see that no 
children are brought up in bad homes. Perhaps parents will 
have to get a licence to look after their own children, just 
as nowadays a man has to have a licence to have firearms. 

11. TH'E OLD AND THE YOUNG 

Each one of us is apt to think of anyone older than 
himself as " old," and anyone younger than himself as 
" young." To a child, all full-grown men and women seem 
" old." To the oldest man in the world all the rest must 
seem young. But there is a real difference between those 
who are on the whole young and those who are on the 
whole old. In a sense the world-population really is divided 
into the young and the old, though it is not entirely a 
matter of years. The difference between the young and 
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the old is a difference in the state of their bodies, and it 
results in a difference in their behaviour, both bodily and 
mental. It is bound to be very hard for the young and the 
old to understand one another and feel one another's point 
of .view. 

Both, of course, have their good points and their bad 
points~ The young are more active in body, and often in 
mind too. Their muscles are more supple, their bones less 
brittle. They see better, hear better~ and are more sensitive 
in every way. They can learn much more quickly. Not only 
their muscles, but their thinking and feeling, is more supple. 
They are more able to grasp new ideas, and less ready to 
be content with .bad old ways of doing things. They are 
often more eager and adventurous. 

The old are, on the whole, the opposite of all this, but, 
on the other hand, they have seen a lot of things and people, 
and may be able to make good use of their past in judging 
about the present. They may have a more far-seeing 
wisdom and.a greater balance of mind than is possible to 
the young. Also, if they have grown old in the best way, 
they may be more able to "stand outside themselves," to 
see. themselves as others see them, to forget their private 
affairs through :their .interest in the worldr It is often very 
difficult for the young to realise that, ·though for each of 
them his own happiness is very important, there may be 
other things even more important for the world. 
· Growing up is exciting and absorbing, though: it is often 

very worrying and painful. But growing old is boring, 
disheartening. You feel yourself becoming less alive year 
by year, your senses failing, your interests fading, all that 
you do turning more difficult and less ·successful. .To grow 
, old, with nothing to care about but your decaying self, is 
very :distressing. But if you have had all along other things 
to care for, and can go on caring for them, growing old does 
not matter, especially if what you ~are for most is the 
world and the endless music of its living. If you know you 
have played your little part well and finished it. you can 

·put up with the failing of your body. In old age one's body's 
needs sting less than in youth. 
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The old are to be pitied when they are distressed, but 
also if they have successfully done their work, finished. 
their music of living, they are very much to be envied. 
They ought to be treated neither with contempt for their 
weakness, nor yet with false respect for their mere length 
of life. But above all they must not be allowed to stand 
in the way of the world's great task of remaking itself •. 
This is what they tend to do, just as the young tend to be 
in too much of a hurry for change. 

The old and the middle-aged hold most of the important 
posts in the world. This can hardly be avoided. The young 
could not do the work, since they have not seen enough 
of the world to know what to do in complicated situations. 
But, of course, the old and the middle-aged do their work 
with the bias of age. They care too much for the old ways, 
and are often blind to the badness of them. Mostly they 
cannot feel the new spirit which is waking in the hearts of 
the young, the spirit of loyalty to the human race. 

The old are a very serious problem for the world to-day. 
In savage life people mostly die as soon as they begin to 
grow_ at all old. They cannot stand the strain. And so there 
are few old, 'many young. But in the modern world people 
live much longer, and so there are many old and ageing
too many in proportion to the young. And if the population 
begins to dwindle, as it will probably do, -the proportion of 
old people will grow even greater. This may make the 
living of the world an" old" kind of living. World policy 
may become unadventurous. 

On the other hand, owing_ to our better conditions of life, 
we grow old less quickly than in earlier times. A hundred 
years ago a woman of thirty was old. Now she is full of 
life and joy and adventure. 

There are two problems to face. The first is how to 
balance the old and the young in the present world so that 
the life of the world has full benefit from both, yet escapes 
the danger of both. How are we to arrange that the old, 
with all their power, shall not stand in the way of the 
world's remaking? Again, how are we to contrive that old 
and young may live in the same world without being a 
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burden to one another, as they so often are to-day'/ How 
can each person contrive to be wise though young, fresh 
though old 'I 

The other problem is this : Can we find out how to abolish 
old age altogether 'I Can we make a race of long-lived yet 
ever-young beings, always fresh and vi~ yet rich in 
experience 'I Of course, if people were to live for ever, the 
stock would never be improved. An~ even in a race of 
long-lived but not immortal generations, biological im
provement must be slow, since the generations take so 
long to succeed one another. But short-lived generations 
are wasteful. So much of the energy of the race has to be 
spent in re-learning. To-day much of our life is spent in 
catching up to our elders, learning their wisdom, unlearning 
their mistakes. And then, when at last we really do know a 
thing or two, we are already beginning to grow mentally 
old and stiff and unadventurous. Clearly the aim should 
be to make man's life-time much longer than it is, but 
also to ensure that he may keep young right to the end. 
But if this is to be done we shall have to see that very few 
children are born. Otherwise the world will become over
crowded. 

12. WHAT TO THINK OF THE WORLD AND 

FEEL ABOUT IT 

Our modem knowledge has made nonsense of many old 
beliefs and aims, which were perhaps helpful once, but 
now are a hindrance to the life of mankind. In the old view, 
the most important thing for anyone to do was to " save 
his soul." By living according to a certain set of rules, 
said to be God's law, he was to earn an everlasting life of 
joy in heaven after his death. Life here on earth was not 
supposed to matter at all except as preparation for that 
other life. But now we are beginning to feel that the desire 
to live for ever as a little self is, after all, not a very alive 
kind of desire ; in fact, it is not what a man ought to desire. 
While we are children, the thought of dying, of ceasing to 
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be, .of being snuffed out like a flame, is rather frightening. 
But later, if we grow up in a healthy way, it becomes no 
more alarming than the thought of going :to sleep. To-day 
we are beginning to think of a human being less as some
thing precious in itself, like a jewel to be stored up for ever, 
and more as a musical instrument which has a part to play 
in the music of the world, or even as an actual tune or. 
chord or single note in the music. It is foolish to want one 
:note of the music to last for ever. 

Modern thought is impressed by the bigness of things-· 
by the distances of the stars, the huge length of their. 
lives, and even of our planet's past. Man, it seems, is a tiny 
thing, and has only just begun. He grew out of an animal, 
which grew out of simpler animals. And all has grown out 
of the stuff of a star. So men are ,not something utterly 
diffe.rent from. the rest of things. Man is all of a piece with 
his world. His nature is just a rather complicated bit of 
the world's nature. 

There are two ways of facing all this. One is the way of 
disgust and despair. We may feel that, if man is nothing 
more than a tiny microbe living for a moment on a world 
J;hat is less than a sand-grain among the stars, then nothing 
really matters. We may give up caring about man and his 
gradual awakening into more alive ways of living. We may 
settle down to seeking easy, pleasures for ourse_lves and 
escaping pain. 

But there is another way of facing modern knowledge. 
We may accept it gladly, as good news, as a gospel. We 
may 'rejoice to find that we are all of a piece with the 
great world. We may look at the world with a new respect,. 
a new love, a new hope. We may begin seriously to make 
the best of it, and of ourselves, and of the human race. We 

: may outgrow the old cramped hopes· that were good 
enough for the blind past, such as the hope of a pl~asant life 
in heaven. Instead, we may learn to desire above all things 
to .ma~e._,m,ankind_, into .. something very beautiful . .and 
happy. And, remembering that man is .all of a piece with 
the rest of the universe, we may feel that this effort of his 
is really in some way .an effort of the universe itself to wake. 
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And if man should, after all, fail,- we may still hope that 
somewhere else this great awakening may occur. , 

Those who believe the new knowledge, yet cannot out
grow the old hopes, must indeed feel disgust and despair. 
There are still many in this sad plight. They cannot see 
any good in anything. They sigh over the impossible old 
hopes, and laugh bitterly at the new hope which they 
cannot either believe or desire. 

But things are changing. The new hope is growing. At 
present our thought is very confused, and our hearts do 
not easily accept even what we are forced to believe. But 
both our . knowledge and our world, and also our owri 
desires about our world, are changing very -fast. Those 
who are children to-day may help to make a world more 
different from ours than ours is from the world of the 
ancient Egyptians. They may do easily things that seem 
to us impossible. They may one and all constantly desire 
things that are too difficult for us to desire except in our 
most alive moments. They may see clearly what is really 
desirable, and actually desire it. They may get control of 
their world and their own nature, and know how to use 
their power wisely. 

Meanwhile, those who are children to-day are growing 
up in a very strange world indeed. It is all strains and 
crackings and crumblings. It is in the act of changing into 
something very different, which may be better or worse. 
Human nature is not yet half made. It is mostly ape nature, 
with a' few gleams of the nature which we hope man will 
some day have. Formerly man's apishness did not matter 
so much, but now he is gaining dangerous powers, and may 
destroy himself. He is like a monkey that has learnt how 
to strike matches, and may set the house on fire. To-day all 
depends on the young, on their preparing to take charge 
of the world which their elders have so shockingly muddled, 
on their sweeping away bad old customs and ideals and 
working out better ones, on their accepting whole-heartedly 
the new supreme loyalty, the loyalty to the slowly awaken-_ 
ing spirit that is man. 



PART III 

VALUES 



EDITOR'S INTRODUCTION TO PART III 

Now YOU have read all we are going to have abou~ 
knowledge, and the organisation and application of know
ledge. You might think that was all there was to say .in an 
outline like this. But it isn't. What we come to now is 
much harder to put into words. Still, I will try. 

The difficulty about the arts is that they have really 
got to be experienced before they can be explained. You 
don't know what dancing feels like until you have danced; 
nobody can show pictures to a blind man or music to a deaf 
one, however many words they use. Unless-you can some-
how begin by having an inkling of what the arts are about, 
they will seem to you just as silly as a lot of boys and girls 
playing forts or touchwood might seem to a cross or stupid 
grown-up person. But just as play is necessary-just as, 
when you are quite 'young, you feel you must burst unless 
you can play part of the time-so the arts are necessary to 
a proper life for a growing and adult person. That is why 
at the beginning of this part I have called· them Values: 
because they are essentially what makes life feel valuable, 
what makes civilisation worth living in or for. If you live 
uglily in an ugly place, without rhythm or pattern in ·the 
way you do things or think things, life stops feeling worth 
while. But if you have rhythm: or pattern in your life, and 
make the place you live in beautiful (which is not the same 
as making it' elaborate or expensive), life does feel worth 
while. 

Of course, this isn't entirely true. It isn't exactly the 
arts which give value to life. ·A few rare scientists · and 
historians find all the worth-whileness they need in their 
searching and questioning : it looks as if truth were taking 
the place of beauty for them. And a few people. who are 
intensely interested in some other kind of work find that 
it gives their lives complete worth-whileness. But perhaps 
what has happened is that these people have turned what 
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they are doing into art. Because they love it so much they 
have given science or history, or whatever it may be, a 
kind of heightening that turns it into a pure value. It 
shows itself in their minds as pattern and rhythm ; it joins 
them up with everything else in the_ universe : it has be-

. come beauty. If you say that this doesn't really mean any
thing, all I can say is that I have got to describe things like 
this in symbols-! can't talk about them plainly and 
solidly, any more than chemists or physicists can about 
electrons and protons-! have got to' talk about them in 
pictures, and hope that the pictures will light up some idea 
in your mind corresponding to the idea in mine. 

Now, again, people who are deeply in love haven't any 
real need for art. All the value they want in life is in one 
another ; this is what " love in a cottage " really means. 
But, imhappily, in civilisation as it is at present only very 
few people get the chance of being happily in lov~ with one 
another, and there are fewer still for who:m it can go on year 
after year. And there ought to be some kind of beauty for 
everyone, all the time. That seems-"-doesn't it ?-the least 
we can ask of all the complications and elaborations that 
we call civilisation. 

But beauty is a very difficult word. No one in this book 
has tried to define or explain it; I can't myself-1 don't 
know exactly what I mean by it, though I know what I feel 
by it, and I expect you do. Finding out about beauty, and 
putting it into words, is called resthetics, but dealing 
practically with beauty is called art. There has been art 
for a very long time, but I think resthetics only began 
when people became bothered and uncertain about beauty. 
All I can do is to give you a few clues to work out for 
yourselves. 

First, you will find that all the authors in this part talk 
about pattern. Turn back to The History of Ideas and see 
what Gerald Heard says about that (p. 443). 

Second, if you rea~ the chapter on Dancing and the 
chapter on Writing you will fiiJ.d that Beryl de Zoete and 
Wystan Auden both say, in different words, that the point 
of their particular chapter is that it bridges the gap 
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between people, and stops them being separate and lonely 
all the tiine. Perhaps this might be tlie real value of art : 
that it gives the 'feeling of being all part of something big 
and everlasting, it makes us feel we' are joining together, 
like ice-blocks meltirig in spring and swinging down a great 
river. But yet art is an intensely individual thing. A whole 
group of people can't paint a picture. It must be the work 
of one separate man or woman. How can we make these 
two ideas, of separation and of joining together, fit,? 

Third, what sort of person is an artist? a writer, sculptor, 
musician, architect; dancer, decorator? He or she is apt 
to feel things very hard ; to be either violently happy or 
violently l}nhappy. This is rather a tiring kind of life, but 
those who know it say it is more worth while-has more 
value-than any other life they can imagine. There are 
times when one feels a worm, but there are also times when 
one feels a god I That's one side of it ; but the other is that 
artists aren,'t really special people ; anyone can be, and 
should be to some extent, an artist ; they can, as Dick 
Gleadowe says (p. 803), do a thing beautifully by doing 
it well--doing it deliberately, with pattern, with form. 

· Everything can be designed : machines, stamps, boots, 
towns; everyone can understand and help with this beauty. 
I suppose this means that everyone has the possibility of 
feeling like an artist, being violently happy and unhappy, 
being very sensitive to everything. And I suppose, if you 
~e s~nsitive in one way, you are likely to be sensitive in 
others-to feel deeply about ;people and about pure know~ 
ledge, as well as about beauty. 

That is all rather tangled still, I'm afraid. Perhaps you 
can make sense of it. I can't-not, at least, in ordinary 
words and sentences. Just as science needs the number
language to eXJ>ress it properly, so beauty needs the poetry
language, and there are even fewer poets than mathe-
maticians. ' 
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BERYL n E ZoE T E is a pupil of Dalcroze, and his rhyth
mic training has helped her to understand many kinds of 
dancing and the rhythm of people in their ordinary life. 
She has taught eurhythmics and ballroom dancing, which 
she loves, though she would never teach it to children and 
could not write about it here. She spends much time in 
learning the languages of other countries, so that she may 
get to know the people who live there, and understand their 
poetry and their stories and, above all, their dancing. 



DANCING ~ND DRAMA 

0 chestnut-trett, great-rooted blossomer, 
Are you the leaf, the blossom, or the bole 1 

. 0 body swayed to music, 0 brightening glance, 
· How can we know the dancer from the dance 1 

-YEATS. 

WHAT IS DANCING"/ 

VoLUMES have been writte~ about dancers and about 
different kinds of dances; :}bout actors and different kinds 
of plays ; and now, in a few pages, I have to write, not only 
about dancing, but about drama. I have to travel to many 
countries and see many people. What thread can I hold in 
my hand, .like Theseus when he went down the long pas
sages in the palace of the Minotaur, to pull me back if I 
begin to lose my way "/ · 
; If dancing is the art of movement, are not games and 
gymnastics and acrobatics and all the many labours of 
man-sowing and reaping and cooking and swimining, and 
sailing ships and flying aeroplanes-arts of movement 
too ? There is, indeed, no reason why acrobatics or swim· 
J;riing, or boxing or skating, or ball and all other forms of 
play, should not enter into the dance. The Russian ballet 
has included almost every bodily activity, even card-play.; 
ing, even work in factories : but only as part of the pattern 
of a dance, a line or accent. · 

We must define dancing more closely, and say that it is 
the art of expressive movement, or of expression by bodily 
movement. So now I.may not even count as dancers such 
miracles of grace and rhythm and harmonious movement 
as the Codonas, those aerial gymnasts whom you may have 
seen at Olympia, nor most of the other acrobatic dancers I 
have seen. 
. .The need of considering drama as well as dancing really 
makes my .journey shorter. I can only wave my hand 
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regretfully at ballroom dancing, and .pass by ; it is expres
sive movement, but it is hardly dramatic, though some of 
the dances it has lately borrowed from distant lands were 
in their origin very dramatic indeed. Nor can I consider 
the theatre as we know it to-day in England. Tragedy, or 
crook-play, or modern comedy-it is an entertainment 
which has no relation to that drama which grew out of the 
dance, and which in certain countries is still closely bound 
up with it. 

Dancing, then, is the art of expressive movement, and, 
as the earth is our dwelling-place, the art of expressive 
movement on the ground. Every day we walk to get some
where, to fetch and carry, but we seldom take any interest 
in the steps themselves. Grown-up people generally take 
as few as possible in order to get from one place to another, 
while children leap about and twist and curl, and cover 
twice the distance necessary. A grown-up person who, for 
sheer joy in a letter he had received, or because the sun 
was shining or the birds singing, ran three times round the 
pillar-box when he went to post the answer, or pranced 
shouting down the road, would certainly be thought mad ; 
even children who bark or chase their tails like dogs, or 
jump for joy, or drag their feet in a slow rhythm to express 
reluctance, are not always encouraged. H you stamp your 
feet when angry, or fling your arms out in despair, or roll on 
the ground with rage, you are almost certain to be scolded. 
H, instead of walking soberly, you come pirouetting into 
the roo~ or strut like a peacock or imitate a bear, or 
pretend to gather flowers from the carpet or fruit from the 
chandelier, it is not certain that anyone will applaud you ! 
Yet all these exuberant movements are the expression of 
some energy pushing up like the first small leaves of a plant 
out of the earth: life, which we still cannot define though 
we know so much about it. 

THE FIRST DANCING 

Things have been discovered, things are done, which 
less than fifty years ago were regarded as the wild fancies 
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of a few eccentric beings. We can all fly ; we can all look 
down on the clouds ; we can even, by a little study, under
stand how we fly. We can put a small machine on a table 
and, by turning it slowly round, listen to words that are 
spoken, to music that is played thousands of miles away; 
we can keep all the orchestras and all the singers of the 
world on one small shelf, and hear them by making a needle 
move on a revolving disc. We can see all the landscapes and 
all the cities of the world follow one another in bewildering 
succession over a white screen : and hear crowds shouting 
and birds singing, and see camels cross the desert, and 
naked Africans dancing in their villages and Eskimos 
crouching in their furs, and climbers on the highest 
mountains and divers in the deepest seas, and bright fish 
swimming among coral reefs. 

Yet we still do not know what life is. There are still 
almost as many secrets undiscovered as when the first men 
drew their first pictures of beasts and dancing-men in 
prehistoric caves~ and danced the first dances and acted 
the first plays. Those first men and their descendants for 
many thousands of years knew very little about the world~ 
and lived in dread of what they knew. They feared wild 
beasts ; they feared the great forces which they felt to be 
moving behind storms and lightning and floods and earth
quakes, and to be speaking through them (see H istoryof Ideas, 
p. 430). Everything was mysterious to them. But they had 
in their bodies the same breath as us, the same need to ex· 
press themselves by movement. They had more force than 
they needed for their bare existence, and, like animals, they 
began to play with their force. They beat the ground with 
their feet ; they took pleasure in the pattern of their beat· 
ing. They moved their limbs together, and took pleasure in 
the movements they made. They danced, and they still 
dance. 

Dancing in the beginning had a magic purpose. Savages, 
and many ancient races who are far from savage, believe 
that by dancing certain dances, repeating certain sounds, 
making certain music, they can compel the spirits which 
they feel behind the forces of nature to do their will, 
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also that they can themselves acquire the power of animals 
by imitating them. So they make for themselves dresses 
like birds and beasts ; they imitate the movements of 
birds and beasts in order to increase the supply of game ; 
they imitate the thunder and the rain, the trees and the 
plants and water. By imitation they acquire the power 
they fear and covet. 

You must remember that among all primitive peoples 
men and animals are very closely associated ; men do not 
feel themselves to be .distinct from animals. In all the 
animal stories which exist all over the world, animals have 
taught men their wisdom, and one could change into the 
other very easily. Fairy-tales are 1ull of these changes. 
You must often have played at being animals, and thought 
that by imitating animals you became them. I knew a 
German sculptor ·who, by continually watching and 
drawing pumas in the Zoo, had himself taken on much of 
the grace and secret strength of the puma. There is a 
religious sect in :Morocco called the Aissaouas, who have- a 
strange wild dance in which men change into wolves. and 
jackals, and howl and fight together, and make the noises 
and movements of the animals which possess them. 
Similar dances are danced all over Central Africa, all over 
Asia, and as far as Java ; in Australia and America. There 
are panther-men, and chimpanzee-men ; grizzly bears. 
wolves, lions, and tigers, realistically danced by men. They 
are " beside themselves " when they dance, and it is thiS 
capacity for being beside oneself, for getting out of one's 
body and becoming something else, which is at the root of 
all these early dances, and of all the greatest_ dancing and 
drama of the world. 

The Boy Scout movement, though as far as I know it 
practises no magic dances, is inspired by American Indian 
tradition, and perhaps the Wolf Cubs do really go through 
certain wolf rites. In any case, I am sure they- will feel a 
certain sympathy for this story of the origin of Brave 
Dog Society. Red Blanket, a member of the tribe who had 
been hunting in vain tor Lis dog, heard a mysterious drum, 
and a voice saying: " Lone Chief invites you to come and 
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eat, for he is ready to give a dance." He looked round and 
saw a large female dog, to which he gave a piece of meat. 
The dog told him she was giving a dance that night on 
behalf.o( a mother dog and her six little puppies who had 
been left. behind when the cainp moved on. " We will show 
you OUr dance, arid . when you r~turn to , camp you can 
rnake·use of'it to found ·a Dog Society." &o Red Blanket 
went. through a: long course of training under these fairy 
dogs, and taught the moYements ·to his tribe when he got 
home. :By becoming a dog he had learnt their qualities, 
their braYery and cunning. Of course, Boy Scouts and Wolf 
Cubs only. play at these things. They do not really have to 
hunt for food .without weapons, but they do like . to feel 
it is important for them to find their way by secret signs . 
in pathless woods, to make fire without matches, and to 
tell the kind of tree by the feel of its bark, and I agree with 
them. · · 
:. Do animals . dance ? " Birds ~ertainly dance when they 

are ··courting, and ·practise the mQst lovely and alluring 
gestures. Perhaps, also, their eyolutions in the air at even~ 
ing, . by thousands and thousands, are really a dance. I 
saw once at the Zoo a polar bear performing repeatedly a 
sort of dance which seemed to express the very soul of 
boredom, and communicated a tragic despair. Was it a 
conscious dance ? He advanced in five minims to the edge 
of his terrace, the fifth coinciding always with the swinging 
Qf .his right foot and the whole of his right side over the 
abyss, as if he never foresaw .it, but only just saved himself 
in time from falling. Then in eight crotchets he went back
wards, always describing exactly the same curve, and so on 
for. h11-lf an hour o~ end, never .deviating from his· course. 
WaS. he . expressing his ennui in a rhythm, or was each 
progress dict~ted . to him by the very spirit of captivity t 
-~ But it .was probably not the· dance of animals, but their 
customary movements, which the first hunters imitated 
when they danced •. They dressed themselves in the rhythm 
of animals in order to ·acqun:e power over the spirit of those 
anitna.ls. Gradually the. otder.of.this.rhythm.became more: 
elti:borati; ·.for =-every · impol'tant licl '0( their·.lil'eS . there 
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was a dance. Their bodies were the instruments on which 
· the music of the world was played. They drove away 
disease· by a devil dance. They danced the birth and death 
of heroes, their victory over men and beasts ; they danced 
their joys and sorrows, their love-making, their anger, 
their hatred of enemies, their desire of battle, their pride 
in victory. They danced the death of the Old Year and the 
birth of the New. They made drums and horns and flutes 
and many varieties of stringed instruments, with tender or 
penetrating tones, to stimulate the rhythm of their bodies. 
They not only comniemorated their past deeds, but stirred 
up new courage in their hearts by dancing the battle 
dances, or love by their love dances. They danced their 
gods and demons, dressed, as they imagined them, in 
devil masks an<! fearful, terrifying disguises, like the present 
devil dancers of Tibet. 

There were certain people more gifted than others, who 
were more easily affected by the rhythm of the dance, and 
who saw in their faculty for becoming " possessed " a way 
of proving their superiority and getting power in their 
tribe. These go-betweens, priests or medicine-men, learned 
the will of the spirits when in . a state of ecstasy produced 
by dancing or the sound of drumming or drugs. The 
shaman or shamaness-for there were women priests as 
well as men-became persons of great importance because 
of their communication with the spirit world. For music 
and dancing were not merely amusement, but a very 
important part of the social system, at a time when the 
social group or tribe had to make itself strong and hold 
together against enemies. These medicine-men were 
trained from youth in the rites necessary for bringing the 
natural world into touch with the supernatural. I shall 
return to them later on, for they have always played, and in 
certain parts of the world still play, a very important part. 

TRADITIONAL DANCING 

_A tradition began to grow up, and gradually came to 
have tremendous power, so that .it was like another self-
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more important than a man's own life. , To go against 
tradition was a terrible sin. This question of tradition is 
very important. You can easily understand what an enor
mous part it may play in the lives of people who are cut off 
from the outer world by great rivers or mountains or 
jungle, so that nothing from outside has touched the 
customs in which they were brought up. Even amongst 
ourselves, who have so much· contact with foreign coun
tries, there are certain very powerful traditions which are 
difficult to define, even for those who would most loudly 
cry out at seeing them violated-the traditions of the 
Navy, for instance, or the Public School tradition. Here is 
an example of quite another kind of tradition. In a very 
ancient and highly developed civilisation like India, certain 
airs, known as ragas, and certain dance-movements and 
pictures which correspond to them, are so closely connected 
with certain hours of the day and seasons of the year, that a 
musician would not consent to play at midday the raga 
which belongs to dawn. It would be as impossible for him 
as for a perfect English gentleman to go to a dinner-party 
in a white tie and smoking-jacket. It is not " done," and he 
could not do it. It would wound his soul, for this is much· 
more than a fashion ; it is a tradition. The odd thing is that, 
though the Indian musician would at once understand that 
the English gentleman's teeth were set on edge by such a' 
breach with tradition, the latter would probably look on 
the Indian's prejudice as senseless (see History of Ideas, 

. on tradition, pp. 435 and 441). 
In the development of dancing and drama, tradition has 

played an enormous part, and all the loveliest examples of 
both which we can still see in the world remain because of· 
an age-long tradition, which has been more powerful than 
all the wars and the shocks of modern life which have 
broken against it. So this chapter is really about the birth 
and life an4 weakening and revival-sometimes also the 
death-of traditions. 

In England, too, we have our traditional dances, dances 
connected with all the seasons of the year, with all the 
activities of social life. Very few people dreamed that they 
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existed until Cecil Shatp began his long and patient search 
for old and forgotten folk-songs through~ll the counties of 
England. Many of these songs are connected with special 
dances, and gradually, from one village and another, old 
people began to emerge who knew the steps of the dances 
and could teach them to the ymmg. All over the country 
now the tradition of these folk-dances has been revived, 
and many strange ceremonial dances, associated with long
forgotten customs, are found to be closely related to 
festivals and ritual dances in remote parts of the world. · 

But the meaning of these dances, as of many ritual 
custoins, like Beating the Bounds, the Helston Furry 
Dance, Bringing in the May, has been lost. They were once 
a drama of the year, and it was of vital importance to the 
well-being of the community that they should be per
formed properly and at the proper seasons. The Morris 
Dance at Whitsuntide, the sword-dances, were dances in 
which the whole community took part, at first no doubt 
dancing themselves, and later getting specially chosen 
dancers to dance for them, with the purpose of reviving 
the spirit of vegetation and the spirit of fertility, of making 
the crops grow and the cattle prosper by imitative magic. 
Now the dances are only a shadow, though they are danced 
by village dancers on the right festival, and by town 
dwellers the year round. Yet sometimes I think the lovely 
tunes and movements summon up the ghosts of the past. 
Even in the Albert Hall, at a great public display, the 
melancholy air of the violin which leads in and dances with 
the dancers in the Horn Dance of Abbots Bromley, the 
strange and solemn movements of the reindeer-horned 
men, the fantastic hobby-horse, and the jogging man
woman, perhaps once a pagan priest, produce an extra
ordinary and haunting impression. This dance was probably 
attached first to some very early nature festival (the 
dancers wear breeches patterned with oak-leaves and 
acorns), and the horns were perhaps those of sacrificial 
animals. · 

The sword-dances of Yorkshire and Northumberland, 
which have never died out, also had their beginning in 

BBG 
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some very ancient drama, perhaps the conquest of the old 
year by the new, perhaps in a human sacrifice. When the 
swords clash together, and are held aloft at the close of the 
last closely woven pattern of the sword-dance, a comic 
figure,. who has roved outside the circle during the whole 
dance, rushes into the middle, among the upraised swords, 
and drops to the ground in mimic death. As one watches 
this dance, and listens to the patterns made by the tramp
ing feet, it seems that a kind of magic force comes to the 
dancers from the sticks and sham swords by which each is 
joined to each and on which, even in the most elaborate 
figures, they never lose their hold. The sword-dance of the 
Highlands, which is very exciting and very difficult to 
perform, was probably a war dance, designed, like war 
dances all over the world, to stir up the courage of the 
fighters or to celebrate their victory. · 

No one has ever been able quite to decide where the 
Morris came from, though the name suggests that it came 
from the Moors through Spain. It is a man's dance, and 
often an action-dance, as in Bean-setting, where the 
dancers mimic the preparation of the soil and the· setting 
of the beans with their sticks, while dancing. Another, in 
which one of the dancers is lifted high on the shoulders of 
the rest, symbolised, perhaps, the choosing of a chieftain. 
The dress is a tradition carefully observed. The dancers 
must wear white pleated shirts, white trousers, and a 
bowler hat decorated with ribbons and bunches of flowers. 
Coloured ribbons cross their bodies, like braces, back and 
front, and pads of bells, carefully chosen for their tone, are 
tied with ribbons below the knee. 

The country dances, where men and women dance 
together, which were once the courting-dances of a peasant 
people, are in England a rather shadowy performance, 
though they make lovely patterns, and are· danced to 
exquisite airs. All over Europe these dances are still alive, 
and in Scotland and part of France and Spain, Catalonia 
and the Basque country, in Sweden, Denmark, Bavaria, 
in the Balkans, in Russia and in Greece, where seasonal 
festivals still have meaning and where dancing is a passion, 
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they have far more -ritality than in England. At every New 
Year's festival held by the Folk-Dance Society in London, 
folk-dancers from the Continent are invited to come and 
dance, and then suddenly the shadow becomes a reality ; 
for here are real peasants, born and bred in the tradition of 
the soil, and dressed in peasant dress, and they bring the 
simple and ~olid spirit which belongs to these dances. 

I think folk-dancing is one of the best revivals ever under
taken, not only because it has set ~ancing all over the 
country people who would not otherwise have danced, 
and because it has saved many lovely tunes from being 
forgotten, but also because its members have been brought 
into touch with folk-dancers all over the world, and have 
been able to see how our surviving dances fit on to a living 
tradition. 

We have suddenly begun to fall in love with the old world 
just as it is passing· for ever into the past, and we are 
frantically trying to save what we have spent so many 
years in destroying. Above all, we have discovered that the 
dancing and folk-lore of other civilisations than our own 
contain treasures of wisdom and beauty that we cannot do 
without, and we are trying to stop the tide which is robbing 
the world of what makes it perhaps most interesting. Let 
us save all we can of what is still alive. 

DRAMA COMES FROM DANCING 

You see that all these folk-dances are really drama, 
something done or acted, and that dancing developed out 
of the desire to express some feeling, some sense of relation· 

· ship with men or beasts or nature, through movement or 
gesture. There was the ecstatic dance. still to be seen to-day 
in the dances of the "dervishes and other religious sects 
throughout the world, where the dancer is entirely possessed 
by a spirit greater than himself, and dances himself into a 
state of unconsciousness. At the great popular festivals in 
Morocco I have constantly seen such dancers, women 
amongst them, who, sweeping the ground with their wildly 
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flowing hair, sway and whirl in ·an ecst~tic Circle, till they 
fall unconscious to the ground.· Another sect swing great 
hatchets to and' fro, and every now and then one of them, 
tottering between the lines of frantic, leaping dancers. will 
bring the curved blade down upon his head, and blood will 
stream over his dark, naked shoulders and white ·tunic. 
But these are vulgar versions of- ecstatic· dancing, which 
among the dervishes reached'a high degree of beauty. The 
Dionysiac Dance of the Greeks was of this kind. Then there 
was the dramatic dance, in which were enacted the stories 
of imagined beings-demi-gods,' heroes, and demons. Poets 
arose who expressed in verse, through the mouth of the 
,characters in the drama, the conflict of human passions, 
their ideas about man's relation to the world and to the gods 
who ruled it. Plays were acted and .~danced before the 
people, and the speech of the actors, the song of-the chorus, 
the rhythm of the dancers, broke at once upon their senses, 
and through their senses to their mind. 

We can only faintly imagine what the Greek plays really 
were, under Greek skies, in those vast theatres where the 
drama of man's life was unrolled with music and dance. It 
was the highest, form, no doubt, of those great play
festivals which existed in all the great civilisations of the 
ancient world-in Egypt, in India, in Babylonia and 
Persia, and the buried Mayan cities .of Central America. 

Temples in which men worshipped their gods were also 
theatres in which were enacted the deeds and" Passion"
in other_words, the suffering or ordeal of these hero-gods
by the priests and the children devoted to their service, 
just as in the churches and cathedrals of Europe in the 
Middle Ages, Mystery and Miracle Plays set forth the life 
and Passion of Christ, and the story of the Old Testament, 
in a pantomime danced and sung, which grew directly out 
of the office of the Church. The Greek trilogy of ffidipus 
was in a sense a Passion Play of a very high order. 

In the Catholic countries of Europe these Passion Plays 
are still fervently acted. , You . have all heard of Oberam
mergau. And from Western Africa almost to the Far East, 
at the Mohammedan festival known as Moharram, the 
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Passion Play of the hero and martyr Hussein, a descendant 
of Mohammed, has been performed for over twelve cen
turies with feeling so profound that the town is plunged in 
mourning for ten days, no laughter or loud voices are 
heard in the streets, no wedding is held, nothing new is 
bought, the women wear no colours. The feeling is so 
intense, the acting so real, as the drama of Hussein's 
martyrdom is unrolled, that the crowds weep and wail, 
and many inflict, wounds by beating themselves with. 
chains, while they raise their hands together and cry in 
chorus, " Hassan I Hussein I ,. 

I have seen two companies of actors, both Jewish, who 
gave me the impression of a Passion and Mystery Play~ 
the Habima Players fromJerusalem, who acted in Hebrew, 
and the Granowsky Jewish theatre from Moscow, who 
acted in Yiddish. They acted tragedy and comedy, danced 
and performed acrobatics on the stage, but they always 
gave the impression of acting, not before the back-cloth 
of a stage, but before a mysterious, invisible world which 
is in the soul of all of us, and which every now and then 
broke through. One felt their gestrire and their dance were 
inspired by a very ancient tradition. 

Hindu India also has its Passion Plays, one of the greatest 
being the story of the sorrows of Rama, the hero of the 
great epic of the Ramayana, whom, as perhaps you know, 
hosts of monkeys finally helped to victory. This epic, 
with its countless episodes, is also the subject of many 
dance dramas of Cambodia, Java, and Bali. 
· We have seen that the actor began by being a man set 

apart and consecrated to the role of making visible a god 
or hero, as the priest in the Catholic Church makes Christ 
visible in the symbols of bread and wine. 'In India and the 
Far East, and among the Indians of New Mexico, dance 
and drama still keep their original symbolic character. 
The actor, who is also the dancer, translates by his gesture 
the rhythm of his part ; but he does it indirectly and by 
suggestion. Suppose that you want to dance reeds by a 
river. You cannot really become a reed, but must feel their · 
bending and swaying, and fill yourself with their rhythm, 
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before- you can suggest it in your movements. And your 
body must be supple in every joint and limb, so that it will 
obey every movement of your mind. · 
·. In the temple schools of the East a tradition was gradu
ally developed, a complete system of symbols recognised 
by those who watched, a language of signs and gestures. 
In the ritual of the Mass, the Catholic Church has kept 
something of this gesture language which is infinitely old. 
In lndia and the Far East, the delicacy of the joints and · 
marvellous suppleness of the limbs aided the development 
of this gesture-language, the Mud:i-as, which means" Seal," 
therefore originally somethmg ·closed or hidden from the 
profane. By these gestures it is possible to make yourself 
understood in India to-day in a district where your own 
dialect is unknown. 

In India, in Cambodia, in Java, in Bali to-day, the dance 
is a life-long art. Little children of six years old are devoted 
to be dancers, and undergo a training beside which the 
training of the classical ballet dancer seems very super
ficial. The expression of the eyes-the glance-plays a 
great part. If you see ·a Javanese dancer, you will notice 
the strange power of his glance and of the slightest move
ment of his head ; above all, the endless variety of finger
movements, which make one feel that our Western hands 
move only in one block. · 

It is not possible, by i:illitation alone, to reproduce these 
gestures, for they are the expression of something hidden ; 
gesture, glance, and attitude have a great spiritual meaning 
in the East which we cannot even imagine. The exquisite 
child-dancers of Cambodia and Bali create a world which. 
is altogether outside our experience, but fortunately not 
outside our understanding. And their music creates forests 
and temples, filled with the undertone of birds and beasts 
and the rhythm of mysterious events. 

REBELS 

I am well on my way to Japan, where still exists one of 
the oldest and most perfect dance-dramas in the world-
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the No-but I feel a sharp tug at my thread. I have talked 
much about tradition, and of the great art we owe to it. I 
want to close by showing you that rebels against tradition 
sometimes play as important a part as the traditions them
selves. At the very beginning of this century there came to 
Europe a young American woman with a new gospel of art, 
who by her beauty and attraction converted all the world 
-Isadora Duncan. She broke with all tradition, except the 
Greek, which she thought she had re-discovered. She 
danced barefoot and in transparent draperies which 
followed the lines of her body. Some say she was a great 
dancer; she was certainly a great force of nature, and a 
wonderful woman. Now that everyone dances barefoot, it 

' seems so simple ; and directly she did it, it was simple-
perhaps too simple. But that was her genius. Like a 
beautiful young colt, she leapt over all the fences and shook 
her mane in the wind, and turned winter into spring. 
Her influence was enormous. The old and rigid school of 
classical ballet had reached in Russia the highest point of 
technical perfection ; it needed to be set free. And, for
tunately, several great Russian artists , felt the charm of 
Isadora Duncan and shared her ardour. The Russian ballet, 
under Diaghileff, kept all that was exquisite and valuable 
in its long tradition, but enriched itself by countless new 
and exciting elements which had before seemed alien and 
almost hostile to each other. Painters, poets, musicians 
and dancers of every nation were drawn to the Russian 
ballet by the great attraction of Diaghileff's genius, and 
created with him what was almost a new art, built up on 
the union of various old and glorious traditions. 

Isadora Duncan was too irresponsible to found a school, 
though she put out more spiritual energy in a year than 
most people in a lifetime. 1\lany things are done in her 
name which she would probably have hated. But she 
inspired everyone-painters, sculptors, and dancers, and 
a host of people who longed to dance but had thought of 
dancing as guarded by an impenetrable and prickly hedge 
of difficulties, like the Sleeping Beauty •. 

She inspired, above all, one of the great teachers of the 
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world, a Swiss-compos~r and professor of harmony, Jaqu.'es 
Dalcroze, who imagined and put into practice an idea very 
familiar to the East, a favourite idea of the Greeks, but 
very strange indeed to the Western world : the idea of 
making music educate the body, with all that it contains 
of muscles and nerves and blood and brains and the images 
that come to it from the outer world by hearing and sight 
and smell, and the endless patterns which memory weaves 
out of those images; for all this is in the body. 

We have seen how all the old nations of the world 
cultivated dancing, and turned their work into a kind of 
dance by rhythm and song. You can see one of their labour
rhythms for yourselves, wherever four or five men, working 
together on the road, are beating a wedge into the ground, 
each In turn swinging his great hammer, so as to make 
a canon of movement. All over the world, where men work 
with their hands, there are labour rhythms. This is not 
dancing, but very near to it, for every dance grew out of 
man's need to bring himself into touch with other men and 
the world outside him. Though we see and hear and smell 
and taste the world of nature by our senses, it is by rhythm 
that we understand it. We dance with our bodies, but if 
only our lim'Qs danced our movements would have no 
meaning. Something dances through them which is tJ:te 
rhythm of the world. 

So you see that Dalcroze · and rhythmic gymnastics 
bring us back to the beginning. By the magic which we call · 
genius, the greatest poetry springs from words which 
express our simplest thoughts, and the most wonderful 
dancing out of our simplest gestures. And I believe that by 
music and rhythm we may dance our way into the know
ledge of the t:b.ings which it most matters for us to know 
in the world. 
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BOOKS- TO READ 

Manners and Customs of Mankind. A Is. 8d~ publication in ' 
24 fortnightly parts, which contains excellent articles, 
beautifully illustrated, on dance and drama' and 
folk-lore all over the world. ' 

w. D. HAMBLY: Tribal Dancing and Social Development. 
A. LEVINSON: La Danae. An expensive book with many good 

illustrations. 
D. H. LAWRENCE: Mornings in Mexico. 
ERNA FERGUSON : Dancing Gods. An excellent account, 

with illustrations, of the nature dances and Indian 
ceremonials of New Mexico. 

LELYFELD: La Danae dans le Thiatre Javanais. 
ARTHUR w ALEY : The No Plays of Japan. 
PAUL VALERY: L'ame et la Danae. A Socratic dialogue, one 

of the best things ever written about dancing. 
NIETZSCHE : The Birth of Tragedy. · 
JAQUES DALCROZE: Music, Rhythm, and Education. 
GILBERT MURRAY: Bacchte (translated from Euripides). 

Watch every kind of dancing-solo dancers of different 
nations like Argentina, Teresina, Lifar, Shan-kar and Simkie, 
Nyota Inyoka, Helba Huara, the Rezvanis, the Sakharoffs, 
Hladek, etc.-and try to understand what their movements 
express and how they differ from the very skilful acrobatic 
dancers of the music-hall stage. 

Ballet.- Shan-kar, the great Indian dancer, and his ballet 
and orchestra. 

The ballet russe de Monte Carlo. 
The Ballet Club at Notting Hill Gate under Marie 

Rambert, the best ballet-school in London. 
The Camargo Club. 
Dance Filma, above all native dancing in Oriental and 

African films, and at the Shaftesbury Avenue Pavilion, 
where you can often see dances, labour rhythms, etc., in 
the fifty-minute programmes. 
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Kriss-a film of Bali, Trader Horn, Tabu, etc. 
Watch professional ball-room dancers_:_above all, if 

possible, at the Star Championship at the Albert Hall. 
See the performances of the Folk-Dance Society. 
·And do not forget to dance yourselves. 



VISUAL ART 

OR 

THE PATTERN SET DOWN 

by 

PROFESSOR R. Y. GLEADOWE 



D 1 c K G LEAD owE teaches drawing and design at Win
chester and is the Slade Professor at Oxford, and lectures 
about resthetics. But the thing which is realest is that he 
himself draws extremely well. It is not much use lecturing 
and teaching about a thing unless one can do it well one
self-unless, that is to say, one is a good craftsman. He 
believes in craftsmanship, not only in drawing and design, 
but in every kind of thing one ever wants to do. He loves 
sailing, because that needs as fine craftsmanship as draw
ing ; he designs his own boats and sails them. That is to 
say, he takes seriously a part of life which many people 
are apt not to take seriously, but to lump together as 
" arty" and " sloppy " and a kind of plaything which 
isn't worth bothering about. In this article he is explaining 
why it is worth bothering about. He is rather older than I i 
his wife is a craftsman too-she dances; they have two 
children, Richard and Tess. 



VISUAL ART 

ART IS the business of inventing, planning, and making 
certain kinds of things. Sometimes one man invents the 
thing, another makes it; and the two together may plan it. 
The inventor is the designer ; the maker is the craftsman. 
The artist in '\Tents and makes some things which are clearly 
useful, others which may seem useless. Among the useful 
things the most obvious and important are buildings, 
about the good invention and making of which you can 
read m the chapter on ..;trchitecture. - ' ' 

· THE ARTIST 

If a thing is invented, planned, and made for use, many 
people will say that it need only serve its pln-pose to be a 
good thing of its kind. But it is not therefore a work of art 
(see Architecture, p. 821). There is something in artists 
which wants not even useful things to be simply useful. 
And some of the things they want to invent and plan and 
make may seem quite useless. Artists don't much like 
dividing up things into useful and useless. Who is to decide 
which is which ! Men cannot get on very well with nothing 
but obviously useful things. After all, anything which 
makes people glad to be alive is useful. The artist gets 
excited and interested in things, and he wants to make them 
go on longer and to share them with others ; he wants to 
add to the number of things of which people may be glad. 
When he· sees or thinks of beautiful things, he wants to 
make something of them, just as most of us, when we hear 
certain kinds of music, want to dance. One artist has said 
that drawing is dancing on paper ; another that he wanted 
to paint as a bird sings. 

The artist therefore wants to invent, plan, and make new 
things of a kind which he likes ; and he may also want to 
make some kind of a copy or reminder of things which have 



Fig. 101. Wouldn't a photograph of a foxglove be disappointing compared 
with the shadowy woodiness of this? It is a wood-cut of a foxglove by 

Paul Nash. 



Fig. 102. PURE DECORATIVE FORM , BY E RI C GILL 
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made him glad to be alive, or glad, at any rate, to have see,n 
1 

• 

them. It is never easy to make a new thing well. To make ' 
a reminder of things you like looking at is easy with a 
camera. But a photograph is often disappointing compared 
even with a memory of the things it is meant to show. Look 
at Fig. 101 and see what this means. 

FORM 

By making a thing well an artist means more than other 
people mean. He means making it good to look at, a good 
shape, and a good colour. The word he sometimes uses for 
shape is form. Most of us find form harder to enjoy than 
colour. But artists usually think form more important than 
colour. Loo~, for instance, at Fig.102. These are wood-cuts 
by Eric Gill to go one at each side of a page of the Canter
bury Tales. They are such pleasing shapes (and go so well 
with the type in which the book they were made for is set) 
that no amount of colour could improve them. Colour may 
be very pleasant, but it cannot so easily be made to say 
things as form can. Life seems to go into form better 
than into colour. People want to sing or dance or whistle 
or leap or run when they are suddenly happy; to be very 
still when they are sad. But, whether he prefer

1 
form or 

colour, the artist, when he makes something for use, is 
always thinking how ·it will look, as well as how it will 
serve its purpose. And, if he has his choice, the things 
of which he tries to make reminders will be things of which 
either the form or the colour, or both, have seemed to him 
good. As he makes his reminder he is thinking : " How , 
can I make this new thing, which is both like and unlike 
the original, itself a good shape and a good colour ? " In 
Fig. 103 you will see how Durer did that. 

You can see that these are two quite different jobs ; 
, but, though some find it easier to make a thing a good shape 
and colour when it is rather like something they have en
joyed seeing, others find it easier to make up good shapes 
and colours out of their heads. Often great artists have done 
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both equally well. And you would expect anyone who cared 
very much for shape and colour to care both for those which 
he sees and for those he invents out of his head. 

DRAWING, PAINTING, AND SCULPTURE 

The most simple and ancient way of making a record 
or reminder is by drawing. A good new shape is most easiiy 

Fig. lOS. This rhinoceros is a d new thing "-a good shape, and both like 
and unlike a real rhinoceros. Durer drew it in 1515 because he was so 
excited by the description a friend sent him of a rhinoceros which was 
brought from India to Lisbon. Durer was always looking at ordinary but 
interesting things, especially animals, and making •• new things " out of 
them. He was interested in other kinds of " new things " too, for instance 

magic squares ; he put one into one of his pictures. 

made either by modelling or scratching some softish stuff, 
like clay or wood. For making things like other things you 
might think that modelling or carving a solid thing should 
be easier and better than drawing. But drawing seems to 
be more natural to early men, as it is still to children. 
Look at the kind of drawings which the earliest men made 
(History of Ideas, Fig. 78). Sometimes, in the very difficult 
business of making things and people look alive, the 
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draughtsmen and painters, making marks on a flat surface, 
have been ahead of the sculptors. Sometimes the scplptors 
have got ahead. ' 

IMITATION 

The simplest kind of drawing, done in lines with a burnt 
~tick or a bit of chalk, has over and over again·proved a 
good way of making a lively record. But it is not a good way 
of making a copy which looks "exactly like." Usually 
people have not wanted their pictures or drawings or carv
ings to look just like something in nature. But for the last 
500 years or so in Europe, and for a short timesome 2,000 
years ago, some people have wanted this. It is often sup
posed to-day that anyone who wants to can do exact · 
imitation· and that it is a silly thing to do. But though 
many have tried to do it, only a few great men have 
succeeded ; and there is no need to call their work 
silly. 

The best way of trying to Imitate on a flat surface is 
by oil-painting; water-colour, tempera, pastels, mosaic, 
embroidery, tapestry and other kinds of weaving, are all 
harder to manage, and none of them give the de~p. rich 
shadows and colours of nature .. These strong tones can be 
got in coloured glass ; but coloured windows and enamel 
glazes on metal seem best thought of as bright, clear pat
terns, so that imitative painting has not often been done on 

_glass. A very exact imitation can, of course, be made by· 
taking a soft mould of a thing, or even of a living person 
and making a cast from this, precisely reproducing the 
shape. But though this may· be useful for sculptors, it 
isn't art, for it is neither invented nor planned. 

THREE KINDS OF PAINTING AND SCULPTURE: 

IMITATION, LIFE, PATTERN 

We can now perhaps distinguish between three rather 
different kinds <?f painting and sculpture : 
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(1) That which imitates the exact look of things: See Fig. 
104. (This picture does not really imitate quite exactly, 
but as exactly as good art can.) 

(2) That which, though not imitative, is lively or life
like : SPe Fig. 105. 

(3) That which pleases, not by any likeness, but by its 
form and pattern: See Fig. 106. 

Fig. 104. Here is an ordinary, every-day grasshopper, walking along a grass 
blade which has bent in the way ordinary broad grass blades do bend ; you 
can see the marks on the little animal's legs and wing-cases. A large wood
ant is walking up another grass blade. This is imitated from life and might 
be rather dull if it were not by a really good wood engraver, Agnes Miller 
Parker, though much of her delicate work is lost when the picture is made 
smaller. It is an illustration for JEsop's Fables, and meant to be as observant 

and close to the look and manner of natural things as JEsop was. 

If the imitative artist is also interested in pattern, all 
he can do is to select and arrange the things he is going to 
paint so as to make good patterns of form and colour, and 
to choose the view of them which gives the best pattern, 
as a good photographer would-cutting it off in the right 
place at top, bottom, and sides so that it looks right. 

The artist who tries to be life-like is much freer to make 
the patterns he most wants. The rhythmical motion of a 
good dancer, a tree in a strong wind, a breaking wave, a 
flying gull, make patterns in themselves. The difficulty is 
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to catch these subtle and elusive wills-o'-the wisp, and to 
find a way of giving others a sense of them. The endless 
patterns of which nature at rest is made up are easier to 
catch. 

The third kind of artist is quite free to make any form 
and patterns he likes ; though his ideas of good patterns 
probably come to him largely from seeing -and enjoying the 

Fig. 105. This young Faun is by Eric Gill who also did the " form •• wood
cuts. This is done from a copper plate. so the technique is rather different. 
The original is a warm. red-brown colour. Neither the running man nor the 
running animal are at all exactly imitated ; they are simplified-only the 
essential lines are given. But they are deliciously gay and lively. Even the 
pattern of the hillside is running too I (and some of the fine work is blurred 

in reproduction). 

actual rhythms and patterns of nature. Pictures, sculpture, 
and other things made by such artists are sometimes called 
" abstract," because they are abstracted or withdrawn from 
life. _Paul Nash's picture was completely abstract, but here 
(Fig. 107} is one which is very much of a pattern, in some 
ways more like a carpet or a piece of tapestry, a long way 
from nature, but yet derived from solid natural things. Some 
of Kermode's pictures in this book are copies of real things. 
as exact as possible, some less exact, but still imitation, 



Fig. 106. This wood-cut by Paul Nash is called The Creation of the 
Firmament. It gives one a feeling of immense depth and space, of 
arches forming out of chaos; but yet it isn't like anything any of us 
have actually seen. Ideas have passed through the artist's mind and 

come out as forms and patterns of abstract beauty. 
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while others are patterns, derived from natural things, but 
made into a shape quite unlike the originaL 

Fig. 107. John Austen has made a pattern out of Adonis, his horse, his 
greyhound, the flowers, the trees and the waves of the sea. \Ye can tell 
that he arrh·ed at this pattern after seeing and enjoying the beauty and 
rhythm of natural things, and then making them into picture forms in 

his mind. 

WHERE AND WHEN IT HAPPE:SED 

The best imitative painting was done by people living 
in the Netherlands from the fourteenth century to the 
seventeenth. About the same time a few Italians worked 
hard for similar results. During the nineteenth century 
some Englishmen and Frenchmen made new experiments 
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for the same end. Imitative sculpture was very well done·, 
by the late Greeks and the Romans ; and, since the Middle 
Ages, iri. Europe, especially in the seventeenth and nine
teenth centuries; also by the Japanese. The best life
like painting is perhaps the Chinese ; but the earliest 
known cave-paintings in Europe are of this kind. French, 
Germans, and English in the thirteenth and fourteenth 
centuries did good life-like sculpture ; also some ancient ' 
Egyptians, · early Greeks, Scythians, Chinese, Indians, 
Cambodians, Japanese, and Negroes; and a few Europeans 
and Englishmen of to-day. The best abstract patterns 
have often been made by backward peoples and peasants 
all over the world.' Among civilised people, perhaps the 
best pattern-makers have been the group round Mesopo
tamia, and the Chinese. Some of the finest patterns in the 
world are Irish. The power of making good patterns seems 
quite common, even with modern children, living in: big 
cities, very few of whom find imitative orlife-like art at 
all easy. 

ART USED FOR OTHER PURPOSES 

Artists have not usually been free to do what they most 
wanted to and could probably have done best. They have 
mostly worked under orders. From an. early time, clever 
and powerful men have realised that art could be used for 
quite other purposes than the enjoyment of shapes and 
colours. Sometimes painters and sculptors have agreed 
that their art was a kind of language for saying things with. 
When both the artists and their employers, or patrons, 
agreed as to what should be said, things went easily, no 
doubt ; but there is little reason to suppose that anyone 
but an artist has ever had much idea of what was good 
shape or good colour. Other people mostly think about 
the meaning and not about the language. Questions 
of form and colour seem naturally matters for the artist 
who cares and knows ; but it is common nowadays for 
people who have hardly tried to learn to draw or carve, 
and who cannot care so much as the artist about form and 
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colour, to judge works of art, because they have read and 
seen much. 

Among the things which art has been used for by people 
who are not artists, and not necessarily at all interested in 
form, are religion, magic, and illustration and advertise
ment of all kinds. For none of these purposes need the art 
be at all good. Indeed, for all four, shapes and colours which 
artists would agree are worthless may be very successful. 
}lost modem advertisers obviously don't care in the least 
what artists think about the things they put up. }!any 
publishers, and even writers, seem to care little about the 
illustrations in their books, so long as it is clear what they 
illustrate. You could not find a worse collection of sculp
ture, pictures, and ornaments than the usual " Catholic 
repository," which sells what are supposed to be works of 
art for religious purposes. Almost as bad are the shops sell
ing furniture for churches, and the cemeteries full of false 
and feeble monuments. Most magic art is " primitive," and 
so not vulgar or cheap ; it is usually good pattern, and 
sometimes finely planned and made. )lost people are so 
unaware of form and colour that religious art will aim at 
almost any other quality, unless the work happens to be 
given to good men who are fully trusted by their patrons. 

Besides using art for illustrating stories and giving people 
an idea of what the priests wanted them to think gods and 
goddesses and devils and saints looked like, and even mak
ing them believe that they were really there, religion has 
often advertised by means of great temples and churches, 
bells, processions, plays, dances, elaborate shrines, and 
every kind of rich and rare furniture and ornament. To 
such kind of advertisement none but those puritans who 
are afraid of beauty, and, indeed, almost of life, could ob
ject, if it is done by good artists ; and such men will think 
that the best service they can render their faith is by de
signing and making, " for the greater glory of God," the 
best things they can. Sometimes artists will have religious 
or quite other ideas of their own-nothing to do with form 
and colour-which they want to illustrate and express ; 
for instance, the dignity of labour, the badness of luxury or 
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crueltyj the bravery of sailors or martyrs, motherly love, 
or their own affection for animals. The goodness of these 
ideas does not make the illustrations good. Portraiture is the 
illustration of people or the idea of people. Portrait figures, 
often of huge size, in hard materials such as granite, were 
made to impress and frighten people during the lifetime 
of those represented, and to continue their fame, and 
something of their life, after death; and the humbler, 
cheaper, painted portrait had a like origin. 

WHAT IS HAP]i'ENING NOW 

To-day it is probably more difficult than ever before to 
find your way about in the world of art. You can see far 
more things, in original or reproduction, and these come 
from widely different times and places. Even the most 
learned and clear-headed find this confusing. Competent 
people do not agree as to what is good and what bad ; some 
do not allow that there can be bad art, finding all art " in
teresting." You might think that what a Chinaman, a 

'Peruvian, or an Aurignacian cave-man did hundreds or 
thousands of years ago is nothing to do with you. But there 
is no doubt that each of us will find things, designed and 
made by someone remote from us in time and space, both 
exciting and satisfying to look at. Many people seem to 
find it easier to enjoy old and remote works than new ones. 
They imagine that people living a thousand or more years 
ago, or ten thousand miles away, made no mistakes, but 
that new work, invented and made to-day1 is simply there 
for them to find fault with. They are excited about old 
work because it is rare or famous or costly, and suggests 
forgotten, far-off t~gs. which they like dreaming about. 
It is like the things in the museums, which must be good 
or they wouldn't be there. This kind of " snobbery "-pre
tending to like things because it is the thing to do-works 
in favour of old art. But there is another kind, which thinks 
a thing good just because it is new ; if anyone designs or 
makes in an old familiar or traditional way, his work is 
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of no account. The latest ideas must be the best. It is hard -
to know which of these two views is the more wrong. 

The best works of art designed and made for use and 
ornament to-day-furniture and fittings for houses, ships, 
and cars; shoes, dresses, jewellery; and many other things, 
of glass and metal, silk and wool and clay-are easy to 
enjoy. Their beauty is different to that of machines-which 
have a beauty of their own, especially such things as 
hydroplanes, which are streariilined for SBeed. Modern 
design has the clean lines of living, growing things, or is 
more often akin to the clear-cut curves and planes of 
pebbles, shells, and crystals. Fine materials and cololirs, 
old and new, are used with a new skill and understanding, 
and all the old crafts have been revived. Mass-produced, 
machine-made things are often well designed. But modern 
painting and some modern sculpture are harder to like. 1'he 
painters and sculptors feel they are working out something 
new and they do not much care what people think of it. 
They show little interest in actual life, or ability to bring 
their things alive. As patterns, their works do not show 
the rhythmical order and perfection of nature. They seem 
content only to appeal to the few who see and feel as they 
do; and to want to escape from ordinary life and the obvious 
ways of getting and giving delight. Here, for instance,· 
is a wood-cut by David Jones (Fig. 108). He .is one of the 
people who are working towards a new way of seeing things. 
He is trying to escape from the old kind of beauty and 
from ordinary life. This is probably a half-way stage in 
escape. 'you may not like it at first, but I think you will 
if you look at it for a little longer, trying to see what it is 
trying to show you. The art of to-day is, at any rate, various 
and interesting, and, apart from painting and sculpture, 
simpie, sensible and easy. · 

But perhaps it is best for both artists and others to get 
out of their heads the difference between new and old, near 
and far. Gopd work is bound to belong to its own age, with..: 
out self-consciously trying to. Bad work of any age need 
only be considered as a warning. It is, of course, an absurd 
mistake to think that art started by being bad and gradually 
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got better ; but this mistake is still made, especially by 
those who forget that painting and sculpture need not even 
try to imitate exact appearances-to look "exactly like." 
Quite often a very good art of a life-like or pattern kind has 

Fig. 108. DAVID JO.I\'ES' THE DELUGE : THE SCENE OF THE 
SACRIFICE 

developed into bad art of an imitative kind ; and there 
have been only occasional short periods of " progress " or 
improvement, and these only in scientific knowledge and 
technical method. The big changes have been mostly made 
by individuals, and they have sometimes done more harm 
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than go~d, because people have thought that things must 
be good if they looked like the work of the great man who 
made the change, and so he has been just feebly imitated. 
What looks at the moment like progress or change for the 
better may be only a change of fashion, which likes change 
for its own sake, and despises or laughs at what was 
fashionable last year. 

ARTISTS 

Artists, like scholars and philosophers, are often thought 
.to be unpractical. It is hard to see why, for they are always 
doing and making things ; quic!c to learn, and less creatures 
of dull h~bit than most men. Inventing, planning, and 
making-especially making-beautiful things may seem a 
rather pointless kind of amusement. What is the good of 
such things ? Well, more and. more we are beginning to , 
think the work of artists, not only good, but necessary for 
the human race, if it is to avoid becoming just part of a 
silly machine which cannot have any life of its own and 
has to go on running because it cannot help it. Bold and 
serious countries, determined to make the best they can of 
the life of their peoples, are getting the artists to help. 
Often .artists have found their strong imagination, their 
sensitive love of life and of things being " just right," make 
them want the world to he very different from what it is. 
They have dreamed and planned, and even tried to do 
what they could to make their dreams come true--imagin
ing, not only lovely towns and countrysides, but even ways 
of living and working in them, which might make people 
more happy and healthy, and so, of course, more beautiful. 

The artist who has not got into the habit of doing 'the 
same kind of work over and over again, to earn his living, 
will like inventing and planning many different kinds of 
things. Art is a bigger thing than painting or drawing or 
carving ; it means a whole way of feeling and imagining 
life. Artists and scientists would· mostly agree that it is 

· high time that the world wer~ planned to give human 
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beings the best chance of finding out new good without 
destroying old. " Practical " men call artists mere dreamers, 
and tell them to face the facts. But facing the facts does not 1 

mean accepting the bad ones ; and the artists hope for a 
time when they will be able to do more to help mankind. 

TECHNIQUE 

So far we have dealt mainly with painting, drawing, and 
sculpture. But works of art are made by many other 
methods. · 

You pan divide up works of art into flat and solid ; a 
picture, for instance, and a building. Some things are a bit 
of both ; a dish with a pattern on it, or a painted wall. 
The materials out of which solid things are made are often 
interesting and beautiful in their surfaces. Such things are 
designed in flat drawings ; but they need not be. It may be 
better that a bridge should be built, or a glass blown, with
out the shape or colour being decided. beforehand. The 
colour of all works of art may add to or lessen their beauty. 

Technique comes from a Greek word meaning both art 
and craft ; it is the way in which a thing is made or done. 
The maker's way of doing it, by which you can know that 
it is his work, is called his style. 

The chief kinds of techniqu~ are : 

Flat 
Drawing 
Painting 
Mosaic 
Writing 
Printing 
Engraving 
Weaving 
Embroidery 
Photography 
Cinema 

Solid 
Building 
Carving 
Modelling 
Throwing 
Raising 
Blowing 
Dress 
Decor 
Ballet 

Drawing can be done on any smoothish surface with a 
brush, a pen, or any pointed stick that leaves a mark, 
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e.g. charcoal, chalk, gold-point, silver-point, or lead pencil. 
Painting is done with brushes on walls, paper, silk, 

leather, glass, or " primed " canvas or wood. The colours 
are powders, natural or artificial, ground in a " medium " 
of oil or other sticky " binding " substance which dries 
hard. A " diluent " or " vehicle " is also used to make 
them easier to lay on: water, oil, varnish, or turpentine. 

The medium for " tempera " is often yolk of egg ; the 
binding substance for "fresco" painting on walls is in 
the fresh plaster on the walls, not in the paint or pigment, 
which is mixed with water. Water-colour is bound by 
glycerine, sugar, or gum. Painting on a small scale is called 
miniature-in books, illumination. 

Mosaic is made with small bits of coloured glass, marble, 
etc., called "tesserre,:' arranged in pattern~ or so as to 
suggest people and things. It is used chiefly on floors and 
walls and ceilings. Coloured windows are a kind of mosaic, 
the bits of glass being joined with bands of grooved lead. 

Writing has, both in Europe and the East, sometimes 
been regarded as a great art. Fine writing is done in Europe 
with a pen, in Asia with a brush. 

Printing, by means of letters cut out of metal, smeared 
with a pigment mixed in varnish, has largely taken its place; 
and hand-writing, of which people used to be proud, is 
getting worse and worse. Both can be so done, with or 
without " illuminations " or illustrations, as to produce 
exquisite patterns. 

Engraving is the cutting of fine grooves on the surface 
of metal or wood, to decorate it, and also as a means of 
making a print on paper. Prints are made either from the 
ink lying in the cut lines and spaces, it being wiped away 
from the plain surface of the block, or by the ink being 
transferred from the plain surface, but not from the cut 
lines. By "etching," lines drawn on a metal plate are 
" bitten " into grooves by acid." Good prints can be made, 
even in colours, with the help of photography. The best 
methods are called collotype and photogravure. It is so 
diffi.cult to get the colours exactly right that to do a 
coloured collotype well requires a real artist. 
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Weaving (Textiles) is based on the process of passing a 
thread (woof) backwards and forwards horizontally in and 
out between upright threads (warp) fixed in a frame. 
Tapestry and most carpets and rugs are woven ; but similar 
things can be done with needlework. 

Embroidery is needlework using many different kinds of 
stitches, colours, and materials to produce simple or 
intricate patterns~ Embroidered patterns can be singularly 
beautiful. -

Plwtography is more and more regarded as an art. The 
decision of exactly what to take, in what light, and what 
kind of a print to make needs an artist.-

Cinema is perhaps at the moment the most interesting of 
all the arts because it is quite new, and nobody knows yet 
just what should and could be done to make it good. It 
should not be regarded as. a series of photographs ; it is a 
separate technique. In ~ome ways it is like the theatre, 
but it may well have an infinite capacity _all of its own for 
exciting and delighting the eye. 

Building includes the crafts of the joiner, carpenter, 
mason, bricklayer, glazier, plasterer, painter, plumber, 
shipwright, riveter, blacksmith and engineer. The colour, 
texture, surface, grain, figure, etc., of the materials used 
are important for the effect. The effective use of carefully 
designed lighting for beautifying the inside and outside of 
a building is almost a new art. Glass is being put to more 
and more new uses in building-for instance, for outside 
_walls and dancing-floors. 
_ Sculpture can be either carved or modelled-that is, either 

worked out of solid, hard material or formed out of soft 
material. It is worked out of stone, marble, granite, etc., by 
hammering " punches , with a mallet more or less at right 
angles into it, by gradually working back the surface by 
rubbing or hitting with a blunt instrument, and by taking 
off pieces from the surface with chisels, and " claw-chisels ., 
which have teeth. ModeUing is done with the fingers and 
with instruments of wood and wire. It consists of building 
up shapes, often on an " armature , or skeleton, with 
small bits of clay or wax. When the soft material is formed 

Ceo 
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to the required shape, a plaster cast is made of it, and from 
this moulds can be made. The last stage is to get a per
manent metal or earthenware casting from the moulds. 
Bronze, brass, iron, gold, silver, lead, plaster, or cement 
can be used. The earthenware can be either fired plain to 
harden it (terra cotta) or covered with one or more coats 
of coloured glaze and then fired. 

Sculpture made to be seen from all sides is called " iii 
the round"; sculpture to be seen from more or less in front 
is called "relief "-low relief is nearly flat, high relief 
nearly round. . 

It is a mistake to think that good sculpture cannot be 
made by both methods ; good sculptors have commonly 
used both. The sculptor's business is to make a good durable 
shape as best he can. Some prefer cutting to .modelling. It 
is quicker and easier to rough out a form with soft material, 
but easier to finish a job in hardish material such as stone 
or ivory. 

Circular objects of earthenware and porcelain are thrown 
into shape on a horizontal wheel. They are shaped in the 
wet clay chiefly with the fingers, burnt to harden them, and 
may be covered with slips or glazes which are melted on to 
the surface by firing in a furnace. Painted glass and enamel 
are similarly fired. Turning objects in wood, ivory, and 
metals is rather like throwing. 

Vessels of softish metal-gold, silver, pewter, copper, etc., 
are raised by being beaten or hammered up from a flat 
sheet of metal. Wrought iron is hammered, pinched, and 
twisted when hot. 

Glass vessels are usually blown, like bubbles, from molten 
glass or "pot-metal," with an iron tube. But glass can be 
cast in moulds and rolled and hammered into sheets or 
other shapes. 

Dress is almost as essential an art as architecture. The 
dress designer and maker must have something of the 
sculptor, painter, and draughtsman in him. Dress is, more 
than any art, subject to fickle fashion, and easily becomes, 
even while fashionable, dully uniform. But beautiful 
uniforms, especially for peasants and religious, have gone 
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on unchanged for centuries. M;ost of the world is nowadays 
affected by rapidly changing but uniform fashions. Modern 
dress tends to be based on ·a sense of the beauty of the 
well-exercised and freely moving body. 

Decor, though it may also be used of the decoration of 
rooms, usually ineans the scenery, dresses, lighting, and 
other devices by which the designer can make a play good 
to look at. Electricity makes elaborate ·and subtly various 
light-effects possible ; and stage-effects, especially of ballet; 
and the dances and spectacles of opera and revue, give 
artists great chances of inventing fine harmonies of form 
and colour. ' · 
· Ballet is essentially to be looked at as well as danced ; 
so that it must be designed as a kind· of moving scuipture 
and pattern. Pageants, ceremonies, and processions should 
be similarly regarded. 

And now you have read something about art, it would 
be well to remember that knowing a little or even a lot 
about a thing does not make you see the point of it. If you 
think that art must be a good thing, you can only get at it 
by being in your own way an artist. Other people's art 
never can be quite yoitrs, any more than their life can. Art 
is worth while, but mostly for the artist. Art is sympathy, 
awareness, intensity of life. To be an artist means first 
enjoying all the sights and sounds and thrills that are in the 
world for your delight ; but it· also means minding very 
much, and the hard job of always doing your best. It means 
loving doing whatever you do-running, walking, standing, 
playing, washing your hands, folding a napkin, writing a 
letter, closing a door-because you are doing it as well as 
you can, and will do it better and better. And even if you 
never try to make a work of art, and no one thinks you 
care at all about it, you will be on the way to knowing 
what art means. 
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ARCHITECTURE 

OR 

USING THE PATTERN 

-by' 
CLOUGH WILLIAMS-ELLIS 



CLOUGH WILLIAMS-ELLIS is an architect. Among 
other things, he has built a complete village on the edge of 
a cliff in Wales ; all the houses are different colours and 
shapes, and there are lots of balconies and steps and towers 
and ponds and statues and things. He wants all the build
ings in England to be a good kind of buildings, and he 
wants to get rid of the ones that aren't, but that is usually 
very difficult. He is always trying experiments with new 
materials for building and decorating. He went out to 
France with the Welsh Guards early in the War and had a 
grimmish time, with intervals of hunting architecture 
behind the lines ; he made plans of trenches, panorama 
pictures of the German works, and, incidentally, got a 
1\lilitary Cross and various "mentions." At the end of the 
War he was h~ad of the Tank Corps Intelligence; at various 
times he suggested new inventions, which were usually 
turned down by the authorities because theywere not in the 
military tradition. He has curly hair and laughs a great deal; 
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I have seen him do a high kick and hit the beam across a 
room (for fun, not because he wanted to knock the house 
down). His three children are some of the ones who lived 
on the ship with Richard Hughes. 



ARCHITECTURE 

, ARCHITECTURE AND ITS PATTERNS 

ARcHITECTURE may be said to ·be "building with a 
regard for appearance," or " the provision. of adequate 
shelter in a pleasing manner," though no one has defined it 

. better than the great Roman architect, Vitruvius, who 
wis_ely called it" well building." "Well building," said he, 
:• hath three conditions ; ·firmness, commodity, and de
light." 

What he meant, of course, was that, in order to be worth 
calling "architecture,~' a building must: -

1. Be honestly constructed of sound, lasting, and. suit
able materials, so that it would stand securely and be 
weatherproof. 

That is " Firmness." 
2. Be convenient and fit for its purpose, well planned, 

efficient-commodious. 
That is " Commodity." 
3. Give pleasure to the beholder-which is the meaning 

of" Delight." 
It is agreed that our delight in all . the arts depends 

greatly on "pattern," and just as sounds without a pattern 
are not music, but a noise, so is building without a 
pattern not architecture, but a mess. Certainly you can 
have stupid, dull, and ugly patterns in all the arts-it is 
not the mere making of a pattern that is rare and difficult, 
but the making of a beautiful pattern. 

Yet quite simple patterns .. can be very beautiful if made 
exactly right-more beautiful sometimes than very grand 
and elaborate ones, which may be so clever and complicated 
that they end by looking like no pattern at all, but more 
like the sort of jumble that could only please a savage. 

But what may please one person may not please ano~er. 
You may say to someone, " You will find our house JUSt 
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pa t the dreadful, mad-looking church in Laburnum Road," 
and he may reply, " You don't mean that lovely, grand one 
in blue and yellow brick, all nobbly with ornaments and 

Fig. 109. 18TH CENTURY CLASSIC AND RENAISSANCE 
ARCHITECTURE IN AMERICA 

Old "Colonial " Buildings at Hadley, Mass. 

covered with carving ? I think it is beautiful." You do 
mean the same building, only you feel about it quite 
differently. Well, which of you is right? 
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Though you may know you are right, your parents or 
anyone else that you appeal to (unless they are themselves 
artists of some kind, or so happy at any rate as to under
stand some one of the arts) will perhaps tell you that, " It's 
all a matter of taste "-as though it were. a question of 
sugar in your tea, and no more important. But it is not 
the same, and it really is important. Opinion or taste 
may both be silly, ignorant, savage, or, as we say, " wrong ... 
So when Smith says a building is good architecture and 
.Jones says it is bad, how are you to judge who is right? 

Supposing they were arguing, not about buildings, but 
about motor-cars or ships, you ,. would quite sensibly 
believe whoever seemed to know most about whatever it 
was. 

But ho~ to know which knows the most ? Well, that is a 
real difficulty, but on the whole those who really care 
greatly about something generally seem to know most 
about it, and that is, perhaps, why mode~n motor-cars· 
and ships are so often beautiful-because those who design 
them really care, and therefore really know about such 
things and how they should be. 

So if you ever meet anyone who cares enough about 
architecture to spend quite a lot of time looking at build
ings, and thinking and reading about them, trying to 
sketch them or perhaps to design others, and always ready 
to discuss them keenly~ even excitedly-then that person 
is worth listening to, and will probably talk sense. He 
cares-therefore he probably knows. 

FEELING ARCHITECTURE 

You may not like the best things best to begin with ; 
you may be attracted, quite naturally, by rather decorated, 
" birthday-cakey ., buildings, such as Milan Cathedral, 
more than you ai-e by the plainer, severer, "grown-up" 
sort, like, say, the St . .James's Park Underground building 
(or the building shown in Fig. 110 or Fig. 114), that you 
will probably come to prefer later on as your eye gets 
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practised and your taste improves. But remember , you were 
once entirely satisfied by any toy that was an amusing 
shape and brightly coloured, without bothering whether it 
was really well designed. Some people go on like that all 
their lives, and can see no beauty and get no enj oyment 
from plain, simple, quiet things, but only from such as are 
bright and fussy, like a Christmas-tree or the outside page 
of a comic paper. 

Fig. llO. A FAIRLY PLAIN YET VERY LOVELY BUILDING 
The Petit T1ianon a t Versailles (18th Century). 

They even stupidly call things " plain " when what they 
really mean is that they think them ugly. 

You will probably be most attracted at first by what is 
called " Romantic " architecture- the complicated tracery 
of a Gothic church (see Fig.lll), the t wisted brick chimneys 
and stone-framed lattices of a Tudor manor house, the t wid
dly gables and carvings of Elizabethan or J acobean man
sions (Fig. ll2), perhaps in the Cotswolds, where beaut iful 
building-st one was easily worked and where people were 
rich enough to build splendidly (chiefly because of the 
wool trade) just when architects and builders both hap
pened to know their jobs to perfection. These may be 



Fig. 111. THE ABBAYE AUX HOMMES AT CAEN 

French Romanesque-Gothic-early, but already elaborate and 
u romantic!' 
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truly beautiful, and then you will be quite right to admire 
them, but you will find that lots of people will think them 
lovely, not for the good reason that they are well designed 
and well built, but merely because they are old or ruined 
or mouldy or because they once belonged to Queen Eliza
beth! 

The old-fashioned architecture books talked about little 
but "periods " and "styles," "details" and •• mould
ings," just as the old history-books talked chiefly about 

Fig. 112. PICTL"RESQL"E, BL'"T ALSO .FD."E ARCHITECTI..'"BE 
The ruin.l of Kirby HaD. .Sorthamptonshire (Elizabethan). 

kings and queens, battles and dates. But we now feel that 
such things do not really matter much. We do not •• know" 
architecture so much as •• feel " it, and some people might 
read all the books in the world and yet not know whether a 
building was a good building or not. They could only tell 
you if it were •• correct," like something in one of their 
books with the right sort of trimmings for some particular 
" date " or '' period " or •• style." What is far more im
portant is whether the building gives you yourself pleasure 
or whether it does not. 
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Of course, it does look odd if you mix things up too much, 
just as you yourself would look rather foolish if you stood 
in the street dressed in a top hat, a steel breast-plate, and 
a pair of shorts. The clothes all belong to different times 
and different kinds of living; they do not make a very happy 
or comfortable mixture ; they are certainly not convenient, 
and no one (except perhaps a savage) would think you 
beautiful. Yet plenty of buildings stand along our streets 
got up just as absurdly in odds and ends out of the archi
tectural "dressing up" cupboard, and nobody seems to 
notice how silly they really are or to laugh at them as they 
deserve. 

That is because so few of us nowadays " feel " archi
tecture as we can still feel clothes and certain other things. 
If you saw a man in armour selling modern mechanical 
toys outside Charing Cross Station you would guess he was 
mad, yet you may see plenty of new shops selling motor
cars or wireless sets that also imitate in their architecture 
the fashions of the Middle Ages, which does not seem very 
suitable or sensible. It would be only slightly more foolish 
if the young men who sold the motor-cars wore armour 
like the mad toy-seller, when you would rather expect to 
buy battle-axes from them and not wonderful new in
ventions. 

Of course, if a new building has to be built amongst old 
ones that are good of their kind, it ought to take some 
notice of them~ and not be so different in its general size 
and shape and colour as to spoil the picture or make 
its older neighbours look silly. To do that would be archi
tectural bad manners ; it would be rude and pushing. But 
fitting your building into the picture does not mean imita
tion or dressing-up or disguise, or a pretence that you are 
old or of some other age than your own. It simply means 
being careful about the general look, so that the new 
building does not give those who admired the old group 
any unnecessary shock. 

It is best to make the buildings themselves teach you to 
use your eyes (" observation "), and in the end teach you 
architecture, for, though books will help you, it is 
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buildings that you will learn the most from. Here is a sort 
of Catechism for Buildings, and according to how they 
answer your questions (which you will find they will do 
fast enough as soon as you get_good at asking them) you 
will be able to make up your mind about them and decide 
whether they are good or bad. 

A CATECHISM 

Firstly : Are you practical-that is, are you an efficient 
house, shop, school, factory, or church? Can a family be 
brought up in you, or cheese be sold, or children taught, 
-or boots made, or services be held in you, with con
venience? 

Secondly : Are you well and truly built, solid, safe, and 
sound? 

Thirdly: If you are new, are you going to look (a) 
shabby, or (b) still raw, in ten years' time, or·have your 
materials been so wisely chosen and used that the years · 
will pleasantly mature and mellow you? 

Fourthly: Are you beautiful, at any rate to me, or, if 
not, did you seem so to those who built you, and, if so, 
why? 

Fifthly : Is there any special idea about you ? Are you 
say, restful or vigorous, long-strung-out (horizontal) or all 
up-and-down (vertical), quiet or gay, delicate or strong, 
light or dark, feminine or masculine--like a birch-tree or 
like an oak? In short, have you "character," and, if so, 
of what kind ? 

Sixthly : Are you a good neighbour-do you love the 
Tudor inn next door, or the Regency chemist's shop oppo
site, or the pollarded lime-trees, or the near-by church 
and elm-grove, as yourself? Do you do-as-you-would-be
done-by ? Do the other buildings and the hills and trees, 
and your surroundings near you generally, gain or lose by 
your presence ? In sh9rt, have you civilised manners ? 
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MORE QUESTIONS 

Questions such as these will naturally lead on to more 
detailed and technical ones ; for example, what is the rela
tion or proportion between wall surface and window open
ing? (" Hardwick Hall, more glass than wall "-the old 
Bank of England, no windows at all.) What the proportions 
of the windows themselves, and even of their panes ? 
Is the pattern a pleasant one ? Or is the general effect 
rather blank and sad, or too cut up and fussy 1 What is the 
roof like ? Does it finish behind a little wall or parapet, or 
does it overhang at the eavt;s, and, if so, too much or too 
little ? Is the slope or pitch of the roof too high or too low 
or just right ? Are its slates or tiles a pleasant colour and 
texture, soft and " strokeable," or crude, hard, and 
machine-made looking ? Are the chimneys tall and im
portant enough, or, on the other hand, top-heavy looking? 
If there are any mouldings or stone dressings or ornaments, 
are they well porportioned and well placed, or too light or 
too heavy, or too many? Finally, is it a decent, .sensible, 
straightforward-looking job, or a brutal, clumsy, " don't 
care " botch, or a silly, dolled-up affair of whim-whams · 
and " features,'' that make it a worse neighbour even than 
the downright " tough," the frankly blackguard building, 
that has no illusions or pretensions about being genteel ? 

Quite soon, by a little practice, you may come to ques
tion every building that you meet in this way, and, even 
if the particular building is a bad one (as it generally will 
be), such architectura~ conversations are always interesting, 
and can be exceedingly pleasant. Indeed, to travel about 
without knowing something of architecture is almost like 
wandering about a foreign country without being able to 
speak its language. 

PROPORTION 

The " delight " that is in all true architecture depends 
on many things, some easy to understand, some difficult, 
the most difficult of all being what is called " proportion." 
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No one has ever been able to put all the meaning of this 
into a few words, though every real architect and artist of 
every kind somehow knows, or rather feels, inside him, 
what it means, and 'Yhen it .is· right and when it is wrong. 

Perhaps pictures will show best what is meant. 
Fig. 1 shows the front of a very simple little house with 

a door in the middle, five windows, and two chimneys. 
Fig. 2 shows another house of exactly the same size, also 

.. with five windows, a door, ~nd two chimneys, but all these 

CD 
Fig. 113. NEITHER IS GREAT ARCHITECTURE-BUT ONE IS 

SURELY PLEASANTER THAN THE OTHER? WHICH? 

things of different shapes and sizes to those in the first 
house. 

It is difficult to explain why, but all those who bother 
about such things would.tell you that Fig. 2 was well pro
portioned and Fig. 1 ill proportioned, and you must 
believe them right until you are fit to judge for yourself. 

You might put the meaning of architectural proportion 
~nto words, rather clumsily, like this : _ 

" The size and shape .or importance-to-the-eye of· any 
one thing compared to any other thing seen at the same 
;time." 
. People have often tried to make simple rules for propor
tion~ so as to make things easier for those who have no 
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natural feeling or instinct for it, but though, for example, 
it is agreed that " a double cube " (i.e. a shape twice as long 
as it is wide, with its height the same as its width) makes a 
very beautiful room, and that certain other shapes and pro
portions are" happy," rules are not really very much help 
except perhaps in keeping· you from quite silly mistakes 
that you ought to feel were silly anyway. And those who 
try to live or to build by such rules only, without any ideas 
of their own, will always make a pretty dull job of what
ever they do. Certainly it may keep them out of serious 
trouble, but that is hardly good enough. 

RULES AND FASHIONS 

At different times in the past architects have bound 
down themselves and their work to all sorts of rules, and 
generally the more tightly they were bound the less they 
were alive-both the men and their buildings. 

Our mid-Victorian grandfathers built imitation 
"Gothic" buildings by a set of rules they invented, and 
there is nothing so dead as a mid-Victorian Gothic church. 
But their old ancestors in an utterly different world built 
real Gothic churches, because in their day that was the 
fresh and modern and up-to-date way to do things ; they 
invented new dodges and ornaments as they went along, 
and thoroughly enjoyed the whole adventure. They were 
not working to copy-book rules, but building to please 
themselves just as daringly and as beautifully as they 
knew how, and much of their work is indeed lovely. 

In exactly the same way, and for the same reason, some 
of the newest buildings of to-day are lovely and exciting. 
It is because they are" of to-day ,-truly-built to please 
ourselves in our own quite different modern way, of 
different materials, for different purposes, in a very different 
world. And because such buildings of ours are our own in
vention and not mere copies, and because they are bold 
and adventurous, honest and straightforward, and because 
they meet our needs, but most of all because they please w, 
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they will probably also please our remote descendants, just 
as the best Gothic churches please-us. 

It is not likely that your children will admire what you 
yourself may build or admire, because there is fashion in 
architecture as in everything else, and for some queer rea
son we do not seem to like anything that is in between quite 
new and quite old, however good it may really be, whether 
it is buildings or dress or writing or music or whatever. 

All things go out of fashion, but if they are really good of 
their kind they" come in again," as we say, only to go mit 
yet again in due time. -

About three hundred years ago brick building began to 
become fairly common in England, and good brickwork 
was much admired until about a hundred years ago, when 
people got the idea that brick was rather common, and 
ought to be covered over with cement -to make it look 
grand and more expensive, like stone. Then, about fifty 
years ago, people like John Ruskin and Philip Webb said 
that such covering up was a dishonest sham, and gradually 
plain brick became fashionable again, and people began_ 
scraping off the plaster that their parents had put on. 

Then again, quite lately, we have come to admire the 
plaster-fronted or " stuccoed " houses-especially when, 
they are pleasantly painted, as in Regent's Park or at 
Cheltenham or on the Front at Brighton-and once more 
people are plastering and painting their houses as our great.:. 

·grandfathers did. Probably the children of these same 
people will scrape the plaster off again to show the brick
work, and will think their parents' architectural ideas just 
as absurd as their ridiculous old-fashioned clothes. 

So don't bother to quarrel with older people about archi
tecture when you disagree, because they are bound to see 
things differently, and you may both be right, but what is 
right for someone of fifty i~ not likely· to be right for some
one else of twelve. 
- Like what you like, make up your own mind-even if 
you make it up wrong. 
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USE AND. ORNAMENT 

Very naturally and rightly, most architectural discussion 
is about new buildings, and some of the best buildings being 
put up to-day are really and truly _new, even architecturally. 
In England we always accept new ideas about anything 
rather slowly and cautiously, but especially if they are 
ideas about art. 

To see the best really modern architect~re you will have 
to go to Sweden, Germany, or Russia (Fig. 115), where, 
especially in Russia, they are apt to like things just because 
they are new. Of course, they are not. always right, because 
plenty of the new buildings are very poor architecture, just 
as some Gothic churches are. They were bad when they were 
built, and merely being old has made them no better. 

Still, there is a great deal to be said for what some people 
already call the _!lew architecture, though other people say 
that it does not deserve to be called architecture at .all, 
and that it is nothing but engineering. Some of the most 
modern architects insist that if a thing is useful, and fit 
for its purpose, it must be beautiful (see Visual Art, 
p. 783). I should say that they are both right and wrong
right for machines and tools and things that only exist to 
be used, but wrong for all buildings except possibly fac
tories, because, unlike most machines, there are generally 
many ways in which a building may be designed, yet all of 
them perhaps equally good from the point of view of use. 
Their difference as " architecture " may be tremendous, 
ranging from the very dull to something perhaps truly 
beautiful, and full of what we called "delight." 

That is because the architect generally has far more 
choice as to how he will arrange things than has the engineer. 
For example, in the English climate, for reasonable light 
and ventilation the windows of ordinary rooms need to be 
not less. than one-tenth the area of their floors, which is 
indeed insisted on in the by-laws regulating building. 
Suppose, then, that an architect has to make his window 
twenty square feet in area, he can make it 2 feet wide and 
l{) feet high or 5 feet wide by 4 feet high, or, in fact, any 



Fig. 114. A TRULY :\JODERN BUILDING 

{Gennan}-in which a most interesting ' pattern " is produced by very 
simple means. 



Where likeness to a piece of pure engineering--even t o a machine--is not 
disguised but welcomed. 
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_proportion he likes within reason, and, indeed, any shape
round, o-val, square, oblong, triangular, or many-side'd, so 
long as the window is convenient and not too expensive. 

- Furthermore, he can put' his windows high up or low down 
in the wall of the room, in regular rows or in some other · 
pattern along the front of his building, or here and there, 
just wherever they happen to fit best inside. In the same 
way he can play about with the other parts of his building, 
and, if he is a skilful architect, he may get very beautiful 
effects by quite simple means~by slight changes in propor
tion, colour, or texture at different levels, by arranging his 
windows in groups instead of regularly, by making his· 
building " balance " and exactly or roughly repeat on each 
side of a central line or axis (" symmetry "), or by giving 
special importance to this or that feature-perhaps to a 
doorway, a dome, or a chimney. " Ornament," in the way of 
sculpture or mouldings or projections, might be helpft!l in 
adding importance to some point that it is desired to make 
stand out, but there are plenty of fine buildings-Court- · 
auld's new offices in St. Martin's Le Grand, London, for 
example-where there is little or no ornament of that kind. 

Thus, though' a successful building must certainly be fit 
for its purpose· or "function," such mere usefulness or 
" functionalism " is not enough by itself to make it go9d · 
arc4itecture, though it may be excellent engineering. 

A good deal of the German, Swedish, and Russian 
architecture is what they call "functionalist," and when 
done by a clever architect it can at any rate look fresh and 
clean and honest, and certainly never " dolled up " or 
vulgar, because nothing is there but what is needed for use. 
Indeed, they try to leave out everything that they can
but beautifully (see Fig. 115)~ 

HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE 

But it is time that we took things in their proper order. 
Prehistoric architecture did not amount to very much, 

for, if it had, the buildings themselves would have told us 
such a lot about their builders that the times would be 
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historic. The first buildings were very rough affairs, put up 
from the handiest materials in the easiest way-wigwams 
of branches, circles of stone boulders, log huts, and such
like-just shelters from the weather and little more. That 
kind of almost nest-like building went on for hundreds of 
thousands of years before, at last, the highly civilised 
Egyptians began building to set pattern in a regular 
architectural style that could not possibly be the work of 
any other animal but man. 

Fig. 116. THE GREAT TEMPLE OF EDFU, EGYPT 

There are odd remains of true architecture even earlier 
than that of the Egyptians scattered about, but it was all 
more or less leading up to the vast building works along the 
Nile that are the first really important examples in the long 
development of architecture which is still going on, more 
quickly just now, perhaps, than ever before in its history. 

The Egyptians had plenty of excellent and easily worked 
building-stone, and a wonderful climate, without frost, 
fog, or rain, so that those of their buildings not destroyed 
by man stand to-day almost as perfect as when first built. 

· Indeed, so great and ~olid are they that destruction "'~uld 
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be .. exceedingly difficult, which is exactly why the Pharaohs 
}>uili.them like that-they wanted what they hoped would 
be everlasting tombs for their mummified selves (see 
Organisation of Society in the Past, p. 507). But though the 
Pharaohs thought more of housing their corpses when dead 
than their living selves (and always more of themselves rather 
than of their subjects), there are also the remains of splendid 
palaces, and rather grim and mysterious great temples 
from which their powerful priests helped them to keep the 
people obediently in order (see Fig. 116). 

Without a very obedient people and thousands of slaves 
and captives, the tyrant Pharaohs could never have got 
their tremendous monuments built, for they had only the 
simplest sorts of tools and machinery, and no power at all 
except that of men and beasts with which to haul their 
enormous blocks of stone into position. Indeed, from the 
Egyptian buildings . themselves, quite apart from the 
inscriptions carved upon them, we can guess pretty cer
tainly what sort of a country Egypt was to live in during its 
great age of building, and the massive pillars of its palaces 
and tombs still stand witness to its manner of life; 

In Syria and Persia, at Nineveh and in Babylon, great 
temples were also built, from the upper terraces of which 
the astrologer-priests observed the stars and foretold the 
future-not very helpfully. The Assyrians and Persians used 
brick arches and vaults in addition to the flat stone beams 
with which the Egyptians bridged their openings or covered 
. in their buildings, and the architecture of the Greeks is 
supposed to have grown up from these various early· 
experiments, though they made no use of arch and vault. 

The first Greek buildings that we know of were rough 
and sturdy, like wooden buildings clumsily copied in stone. 
The earlier wood-temples with their bronze ornaments 
crumbled away ages ago. Gradually, however, the Greeks 
became the most splendid builders, their architects and 
sculptors being as good as, if not better than, any before 
or since (see Fig. 117). 
. The Acropolis at Athens, a lovely high citadel of temples, 
mostly built during the fifth century· B.c., was, and still is, 
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one of the wonders of the world. Built of honey-coloured 
marble most skilfully worked, these many-columned build
ings are almost perfect as architecture ; everything about 
them seems exactly right-their proportions, their patterns 
of light and shade, the size and shape and position of their 
supporting pillars, their mouldings, and their clean-cut 
carving, which originally were all gaily painted (see Fig. 
117-a temple built by Greek colonists in Italy). 

The Greeks seem to have had extremely sensitive and 
well-trained eyes, so that they did not like living with 

Fig. 117. THE TEMPLE OF POSEIDON, PAESTUM (GREEK) 

things that did not look to them quite right in shape or 
proportion. They invented and gradually perfected three 
standard types of pillar-and-beam construction called " The 
Three Orders "-first the " Doric," then the " Ionic," and 
lastly the" Corinthian." Not only were the heads or capitals 
of these pillars or columns quite different, but the mouldings 
and trimmings that went with each were different from 
those that were used with the others, and the proportions 
were different too, the " Doric" (from Sparta) being the 
plainest and sturdiest order of the three (Fig. 118). After 
Greec.e was conquered by the Romans (second century B.c.) 
there was no more pure Greek building, for though the 
conquerors borrowed most of the architectural ideas of their 
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new subjects, they mixed them up with other ideas of their 
own, not always very happily. 

The Romans were a very vigorous, enterprising, practical 
people, never afraid of big jobs and with a wonderful way 
of getting things done. They were more interested in size 
and magnificence than in perfection of beauty. They were 
full of clever dodges for getting grand effects as cheaply 

Fig. 119. PONT DU GARD, NiMES, FRANCE 

One of the many remains or the vast works constructed by the Romans. 

and quickly as possible, facing brick or concrete buildings 
with slabs of marble and dressing up blank walls with 
columns and arches, stuck on just to make them look rich 
and impressive. 

But in spite of these "shams," as some people consider 
them, the Romans were fine architects and very good 
builders, and plenty of their great buildings still stand here 
and there about the old world, of which they were so long 
the masters (see Fig. 119). 

They, too. had their Orders of Architecture-three more. 
or less copied from those of the Greeks and a fourth rather 
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fussed-up one of their own, called the " composite " order ; 
but, unlike the Greeks, they used and gloried in the arch 
and the dome instead of flat beams or lintels (Fig. 120). 

Fig. 120. THE TRIL"llPll.U. ARCH OF TITL"S 

From their buildings, as always, we get a pretty good 
·idea of what the life of the Romans was like, first under a 
Republican Government and then under the Emperors
from the early hard-working efficient. days, down to the 
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slack and• luxurious times that ended in the defeat and 
break-up of the once all-powerful empire. 

The capital of the territory still left to the Romans was 
later moved from Rome to Byzantium (Constantinople), 

Fig. 121. A NOBLE BYZANTINE BUILDING 

Santa Sophia, Constantinople. 

where a style of building that we call " Byzantine " had 
been developing (Fig. 121 ). Brick was the local material, and 
it was used with great skill, especially for building domes, 
which, showing their shape outside the building as well as 
inside, marked them as different from the older Roman 
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buildings, though otherwise they were sometimes· not 
altogether unlike them. 

The Christians, now becoming more powerful, built many 
fine churches in this style, their earlier ones having been 
rather plain, and modelled on the old Roman Courts of 
Justice, or " Basilicas," and mostly built with columns and 
other materials actually collected from Roman ruins (see 

Fig. 122. A TYPICAL EARLY CHRISTIAN " BASIL! CAN " CHURCH 
St. Agnes, Rome. 

Fig. 122). In the same way, a little later, the native bar
barians inhabiting the provinces of what had been the Roman 
Empire set about building on their own account, using up 
odds and ends of the abandoned buil~ngs of the Romans or 
roughly imitating. them. 

As Christianity spread, church building increased, and 
ideas· were borrowed from the Byzantines as well as from 
the' departed Roman style, resulting in what we call 
Romanesque. Both the Norman style, that was brought to 
England after the Conquest, and our own native Saxon 
style that 'it replaced, were local . variations of the 



F ig. 128. THE SAXON TOWER, EARLS BARTON 
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Romanesque that developed a little differently in each 
different country (see Fig. 123). 

From these several Romanesque variations, which were 
like the Roman buildings in depending on great mass for 

~~ 
~, s 

Fig. 124, A diagram to show how a Gothic Church was built, 
balanced and propped 

their stability, gradually developed a very different archi
tecture that we call Gothic, where the building was made 
to stand up -by clever balancing rather than· by great 
solidity. Pointed arches and windows were introduced, and 
light domes or vaults carried by stone ribs, the sidew~ys 
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push or " thrust " of arches and vaults being skilfully 
balanced against other thrusts, so that nothing could crack 
or move (Fig. 124). As the builders got more and more 
practised, and learnt more and more about what was just 
as much engineering as architecture, they cut things finer 

RAUNDS 

Fig. 125 

MAGDALEN 
COLLEGE, OXFORD 

KETTERING 

The variety and beauty of Medireval building shown by English Church 
Towers. 

and finer, until their buildings became a~ost as light and 
airy as great stone birdcages. Beauvais Cathedral, indeed, 
was built so high and fragile that it actually fell in. 

All the while they were not only building skilfully, but 
also very beautifully (Fig. 125) and, though architectural 
development went on during the )Iiddle Ages over most of 
Europe, each country had its own peculiarities. In England, 
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for convenience, we roughly divide up the Gothic period · 
,into: 

The Early English style-Thirteenth century. 
The Decorated style-Fourteenth century. 
The Perpendicular style-.:-Fifteenth century. 

Finally, in the sixteenth century, the Gothic style faded 
away in what we in England call " Tudor " architecture, 
which in turn, with old Roman or Classical ideas grafted 
on to it, gave us our Early Renaissance building. 

The great re-birth of learning and of interest in the arts 
which happenedinltalyin the fifteenth century(see History 
of Science, p. 62) had resulted in Italian architects carefully 
studying the ancient Roman buildings, and gradually 
working out new and beautiful variations of the old style. 
England, being a far-away island, went on building in tlie 
old way, undisturbed by the new fashions, long after Italy 
and its nearer neighbours had dropped the Gothic style. 
When the Renaissance did at last reach her, it was through 
France and the Netherlands and not direct, so that the first 
English Renaissance buildings were generally a rather odd 
mixture, partly Gothic or Tudor and partly Italian, with 
a Dutch or French or German accent. 

Changes of fashion generally appear first in small decora
tive details, and it was not until these new ideas had been 
tried and liked in jewellery, metal-work, embroidery, 
painting, and things like choir-stalls and tombs that the 
English gradually came to accept them for their actual 
buildings. The change, like most changes of the kind, was 
slow and uneven, sometimes taking a long time to reach out
of-the-way parts of the country, which might thus be 
perhaps fifty years behind London. 

What we call the Early Renaissance style of building 
was, however, fairly general throughout England during 
the reigns of Elizabeth and James I. But when the great 
architect Inigo Jones came back to the Court of Charles I 
straight from studying the work of the Italian architects 
of his time (especially Palladio ). (Fig. 126) English architec
ture took a fresh turn towards something less mixed, and 
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more like the work of the Romans and their skilful suc
cessors. Though he made numbers of plans and designs for 
stage settings and so on, the interruption of the Civil War 
prevented Inigo Jones from actually building very much. 
His best-known work, the banqueting house in 'Vhitehall, 
was only a fragment of the great palace he had hoped to 
build for Charles I. 

Our next great architect, Sir Christopher ' 'Vren, never 
went to Italy, but he met Italian architects, as well as 

--- ~==--
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Fig. 126. VILLA BUILT BY PALLADIO AT YICENZA, ITALY 
Later it was much admired and copied in England in the 18th Century. 

French, when he went to see how Louis XIV's vast new 
palace of the Louvre in Paris was being built. 

Though Wren brought back Italian as well as French
Italian ideas (Fig. 127), he had all sorts of ingenious ideas 
of his own as well, and was really the founder of what is 
sometimes called the " Anglo-Classic " style. The rebuilding 
of London after the Great Fire gave him a chance of showing 
how fine an architect he was, and St. Paul's (Fig. 128) and 
the City churches remain the chief monuments of his genius. 
But he also built Hampton Court Palace, Greenwich and 
Chelsea Hospitals, and many beautiful private houses, both 
in town and country. English architecture certainly owes 



Fig. 127. SANTA MARIA DELLA SALUTE, VENICE 



Fig. 128 . THE DO~IE OF ST. P .-\UL'S CATH ED HAL, 
LO]';OON 



Fig. 129. A TOWN HOUSE OF THE TIME OF QUEEN ANNE 

Buckingham Gate, London. 
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more to him than to any other man, before or since, and 
if orily London had been rebuilt to his skilful plan that he 
prepared after the Fire, England might have had a really 
worthy capital. 

Many good architects followed VVren throughout the 
eighteenth century, each with his own slightly different 
ideas, yet all building in the dignified classical style that 
Wren had so skilfully made " English " (see Fig. 129). 

' 

Fig. 130. THE 1110 T NOTABLE OUTCmfE OF THE ENGLISH 
GOTHIC REVIVAL-THE HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT 

At the beginning of the nineteenth century, new dis
coveries, surveys, and drawings of ancient Greek and 
Roman ruins turned people's thoughts back to the real 
origins of Classical architecture, and what was called a 
Classical Revival resulted, producing buildings that were 
often noble enough, such as the St. George's Hall at 
Liverpool, but not perhaps altogether suitable to 
England. 

But there was a Gothic R evival too (see Fig. 130). People 
like Horace Walpole at Strawberry H ill, and B ddord at 
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Fonthill Abbey, were enthusiastic but not very under
standing ; they built themsel"'(es fantastic houses that they 
hoped looked correctly medireval, though their turrets and 
vaulted ceilings were apt to be lath and plaster and the 

-window tracery of wood painted to imitate stone. In spite 
of poky little windows, cranky, odd-shaped rooms, cold 
stone passages (in imitation of the old monks' cloisters}, and 
general inconvenience, such Romantic houses became quite 
the fashion. Even to-day the English have not entirely 
recovered from this epidemic of cock-eyed "picturesque
ness," and still rather like little turrets and things stuck 
about anyhow on their houses. 

Thus at the same time, and even alongside one another 
you might find one house being built in the late Classic 
manner and another in Mock Gothic, and perhaps ~ third 
that was a mixture of both, which might or might not be 
pleasant in its mongrel way. These were the "Muddle 
Ages " of architecture, and we are in them yet-to some , 
extent. 

GETTING OUT OF THE "MUDDLE AGES" 

About fifty years ago, at any rate, people were mostly 
fu this muddle, imitating this or that in an idle sort of 
way, without trying to think out or solve their problems in 
terms of a living, practical architecture-which is right 
building. 

Then the architect Philip Webb, and later Norman 
Shaw, thought it would be wise to go back to the point 
that English architecture had reached before these various 
" Revivals " had broken the tradition-that is, to mid
eighteenth century or Georgian architecture. This gradu
ally became more or less the fashion, and most of the best 
English architecture of the past fifty years has been in this 
revived Anglo-Classic style, or in new variations or develop
ments of it. There are many very good architects whQ., 
like Sir Edwin Lutyens, are not afraid of solving new 
problems in their own way, even though they mostly 
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clothe their new ideas in the fashions of the eighteenth 
century. 

Yet although-thanks largely to Wren's example-this 
manner of building seems almost always to suit the English 
background, we seem now on the edge of giving it up. This 
is partly because our ways of living have just lately been 
changing so much and so unusually fast. \Ve moderns, 
with our strange new habits and new inventions, do not 
seem to fit into the old-fashioned house or to match our old 

Fig. 131. AN EXTREME CONTRAST 
The magnificence of the great Chateau de Pierrefonds and the cringing little 

houses around it. 

background as well as we used to. Also the use of steel 
girders and reinforced concrete, and all manner of new 
materials needs a new way of designing and building if we 
are to make the best of them. 

Though few people even now, may care very much about 
a building being beautiful, most of us want our homes to be 
light and airy, convenient, reasonably cheap to build, to 
keep in order, and to run. \Ve want nothing unnecessary or 
pretentious, yet we desire all the comforts and advantages 
that science has made possible in heating, lighting, cooking, 



Fig. 182. A BIRD'S-EYE VIEW OF MODERN AMERICAN 

SKY-SCRAPERS 



Fig. 188. LATE RENAISSANCE (OR BAROQUE) ARCHITECTURE 

This is a German building (1704) but there a re thousand of others very 
much like it, yet aU interesting in their differences, scattered about through-

out Europe and even South America. 
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cleaning, and general labour-saving. There are now fewer 
of the very rich who ·want, or can afford, the luxurious 
palaces of the past (Fig. 131), and it is likely that in the 
future there will be a more even distribution of wealth, 
allowing more and more people to have homes that are 
recognisable as" architectural ~'-having, that is, firmness, 
commodity, and delight. 

That would probably mean small, compact homes for the 
greaf majority, which might be most conveniently provided 

-in the cities as flats-great blocks of dwellings around 
garden courts, as so often is done in Germany, Scandinavia, 
and the U.S.S.R., or as in the skyscrapers of New York 
(Fig. 132). Having small homes of their own, people would 
probably want fine and spacious public buildings where 
they would use their leisure for all sorts of recreations and 
social or educational purposes-as in modern Russia. 

As so many have not found the old way of living satis
factory, a new way -will probably be tried, and out of 
Functionalism, in due course, some sort of architecture 
suited to that new way of life will doubtless come, to change 
and change agam perpetually through the ages, to suit 
men's new needs and new ideals. 

As m the past, so in the future-everlasting change, for 
better or for worse. 
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SPEECH 

IF AN Australian aborigine sits down on a pin he says 
"Ow." Dogs with bones growl at the approach of other 
dogs. English, Russian, Brazilian, all mothers, " coo " to 
their babies. Sailors at any port, pulling together on a 
hawser: watch them and listen-heaving, they grunt 
together "Ee-Ah." 

This is the first language. 
We generally think of language being words used to 

point to things, to say that something is this or that, but 
the earliest use of language was not this ; it was used to 
express the feelings of the speaker ; feelings about some
thing happening to him (the prick of the pin), or attitudes 
towards othe:J:_ things in the world (the other hungry dog; 
the darling baby), or, again, as a help to doing something 
with others of his own kind (pulling the boat in). The first 
two uses are common to many animals, but the last is 
peculiar to the most highly organised, and contains more 
possibilities of development. · 

Life is one whole thing made up of smaller whole things, 
which again are made up of smaller whole things, and so on. 
The largest thing we can talk about is, the universe, the 
smallest the negative electrons of the atom which run 
round its central positive nucleus, already a group. So too 
for us, nuc~eus and cell, cell and organ, organ and the 
human individual, individual and family, nation and world, 
always groups linked up with larger groups, each group 
unique, different from every other, but without meaning 
except in its connection with others. The whole cannot 
exist without the part, nor the part without the whole ; 
and each whole is more than just the sum of its parts i it 
is a new thing. · 

But suppose the part begins to work, not only as if it 
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' were a whole (which it is}, but as if there were no larger 
whole, then there is a breakdown (e.g. a cancer growth in the 
body). And this is what has happened to us. At some time 
or other in human history, when and how we don't know, 
man became self-conscious ; he began to feel, I am I, and 
you are not I ; we are shut inside olirselves and apart from 
each other. There is no whole but the self (see History of 
Ideas, p. 431). -

The more this feeling grew, the more man felt the need 
to bridge over the gulf, to recover the sense of being as 
much part of life as the cells in his body ·are part of him. _ 
Before he had lost it, when he was still doing things to
gether in a group, such as hunting ; when feeling was strong
est, as when, say, the quarry was first sighted, the group 
had made noises, grunts, howls, grimaces. Noise and this 
feeling he had now lost had gone together ; then, if he 
made the noise, could he not recover the feeling ? In some 
way like this language began, but its development must 
have been very slow. Among savage tribes, for example, 
news travels much quicker than a messenger could carry 
it, by a sympathy which we, ignorant of its nature and 
incapable of practising it, call telepathy. Dr. Rivers tells 
a story of some natives in 1\:lelanesia getting into a rowing
boat. There was no discussion as to who should stroke or 
steer. All found their places, as we should say, by instinct. 

Even among ourselves, two friends have to say very 
much less to understand each other's meaning than two 
strangers. Their conversation is often unintelligible to a 
third person. Even when we are listening to anyone, it is 
not only the words themselves which tell us what he means, 
but his gestures (try listening with your eyes shut), and 
also the extent to which he is talking to us personally. (It 

_is always difficult to understand what people are saying at 
another table in a restaurant. We are outside the group.) 

Words are a bridge between a speaker and a listener. 
What the bridge carries, i.e. what the speaker gives and 
the listener receives, we call the meaning of the words. 
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MEANING 

In anything we say there are four different kinds of 
meaning ; any one of them may be more important than 
the other three, but there is generally something of ail four. 

(I) Sense (typical case, fat stock prices on the wireless). 
We say something, or expect something to be said to us 
about something. "Snig is a man." We now know that 
there is a thing called Snig, and that thing is a man and 
not a dog or anything else. 

(2) Feeling (typical case, the conversation ~f lovers). 
We generally have feelings about the things of which we are 
talking." There's that horrible man Snig." We now know 
that the speaker does not like Snig. 

(8) Tone (typical case, an after-dinner speech). We 
generally have an attitude to the person we are talking to. 
We say the same thing in a different way to different people. 
"There's that swine Snig." "There's Mr. Snig; of course, 
I expect he's charming, really, but I don't like him very 
much, I'm afraid." 

(4) Intention (typical case, a speech at a General Elec
tion). Apart from what we say or feel we often want_ to 
make our listeners act or think in a particular way. 
" There's that man Snig. I shouldn't have much to do with 
him if I were you." The speaker is trying to stop us seeing 
Mr. Snig. 

LANGUAGE AND WORDS 

Language, as we know it, consists of words-that is, a 
comparatively small number of different sounds (between 
forty and fifty in English) arranged in different orders or 
groups, each sound, or group of sounds, standing for some
thing ; an object, an action, a colour, an idea, etc. 
- To go back to our sketch of the origin of language. 

Before language we have the people who feel something 
(the hunting group), the feeling (feeling of unity in the face 
of hunger or danger, etc.), the object which excites the 
feeling (the hunted bison), and the noise which expressed 
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the feeling. If the noise was later used to recover the 
feeling, it would also present to the memory the idea or 
~he image of the animal, or whatever it was excited the 
feeling. Thus sounds would begin to have sense meaning, 
to stand for things, as well as having meaning as an 
expression of feeling. 

It is unlikely, therefore, even at the first that. language 
was entirely onomatopreic--that is, that words were sounds 
imitating the sounds of things spoken about. Many 'Yords, 
no doubt, did, just as they still do (e.g. hissing, growling, 
splashing). It is only possible to imitate in this way actions 
or objects which make a noise. You could never, for 
example, imitate the sound of a mountain. In fact, most 
of the power of words comes from their not being like what 
they stand for. If the word" ruin," for instance, was only 
like a particular ruin, it would only serve to describe the 
one solitary building ; as it is, the word conjures up all the . 
kinds of ruins which we know, and our various feelings 
about them-ruined churches, ruined houses, ruined 
gasworks, loss of money, etc. 

INFLECTION 

All languages are originally inflected; that is to say, the 
sounds standing for a particular object or action changes 
slightly according to how we are looking at it. 

e.g. the Roman said : 

Homo canem amat (The man loves the dog). 
Canis hominem amat (The dog loves the man). 

He felt that the man is a different man and the dog is a 
different dog if he is loving or being loved (see History of 
Ideas, p. 431). But, as people get more self-conscious, more 
aware of what they are feeling and thinking, they separate 
their feelings and thoughts from the things they are feeling 
and thinking about; They show the difference in attitude 
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either by changing the word order or by using special 
words like prepositions. Thus in English, the least inflected 

. language: 

The man loves the dog. 
The dog loves the man. 
The man gives a bone to the dog. 

All languages show some inflection. (I lov~ him. He loves 
me.) . 

WRITING 

Writing and speech are like two tributary streams,. 
rising at different sources, flowing apart for a time until 
they unite to form a large river. Just as it is possible for 
sounds conveying their meaning by the ear to stand for 
things, pictures conveying their meaning through the eye 
can do the same. 

The earliest kinds of writing, such as Egyptian hiero
glyphs, or Mexican writings, are a series of pictures telling 
a story, as a sentence tells a story. The urge to write, like 
the urge to speak, came from man's growing sense of 
personal loneliness, of the need for group communication. 
But, while speech begins with the feeling of separateness 
in space, of I-here-in-this-chair and you-there-in-that-chair, 
writing begins from the sense of separateness in time, of 
" I'm here to-day, but I shall be dead to-morrow, and you 
will be active in my place, and how can I speak to yo'\ ? " 

Primitive people, living in small- groups, have very 
little idea of death, only a very strong sense of the life of 
the tribe, which, of course, never dies. The moment man 
loses this sense of the continuously present group life, he 
becomes increasingly aware of the shortness and uncer
tainty of the life of the individual. He looks round des
perately for some means of prolonging it, of living into the 
future, of uniting the past with the present. The earliest 
writings of which we know tell the exploits of dead kings. 
The writer is like a schoolboy who carves his initials on a 
desk i he wishes to live for ever. 
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)low early speech joined up with writing it is impossible 
to say, but writing must soon have stopped being purely 
pictorial-drawings of each separate object. A language 
of this kind would have had to contain thousands of letters, 
and would have been very difficult to know, and slow and 
clumsy to write. Chinese is still a language of this kind. 
Further, abstract ideas would be impossible to represent by 
pictures (how, for example, could you draw a picture of 
" habit " ?). Luckily, the fact that the number of different 
sounds which it is possible to make are comparatively few 
presented a solution to the difficulty. In inventing an alpha
bet, or code, where one kind of mark sta:rids for one kind 
of sound, any word could be written by arranging the marks 
or letters in the order in which the sowids were made. 
(Our own alphabet comes originally,from Egypt, through 
Phrenicia, Colchis, and Italy.) 

SPOKEN AND WRITTEN LANGUAGE 

As long as people are living in small societies, and living 
generation after generation in one place, they have little 
need of writing. Poems, stories, moral advice, are learnt 
by heart and handed down by word of mouth from father 
to son. Oral tradition has certain advantages and certain 
disadvantages over writing. Generally speaking, the feel
ings meaning is transmitted with extraordinary accuracy, 
as the gestures and the tone of voice that go with the words 
are remembered also. (With a statement in writing it is 
often impossible, after a time, to decide exactly what the 
author meant. Think how easy it is to misunderstand a 
letter.) On the other hand, in ipeaking, the sense meaning 
is apt to get strangely distorted. It is easy not to catch 
or to forget the exact words told to one, and to guess 
them wrongly ; again, we may be asked to explain some
thing and add our own explanation, which is passed on 
with the story ; e.g. this message was once passed back 
from the front lines from mouth to mouth to the officer:, 
commanding the reserve : " Send reinforcements ; the 
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regiment is going to advance." What actually reached him 
was : " Send three and fourpence ; the regiment is going 
to a dance." 

But as the communities became larger and government 
became more centralised, writing became more and more 
important. Still, as long as copying of original manuscripts 
had to be done by hand, books were rare and too costly for 
any but the few. The invention of printing in the fifteenth 
century greatly increased the power of the written word, 
but the cost of books still limited their circulation. Popular 
printed literature during the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries, apart from some religious books, was confined 
to broadsheets and pamphlets peddlpl in the streets. The 
eighteenth century saw the rise of the magazine and the 
newspaper ; and the introduction of steam power at the 
beginning of the nineteenth century, by cheapening the, 
cost of production, put printed matter within the reach of 
anyone who could read or write. (Think also of the intro
duction of the penny post, and the effect of universal 
education. The last five years, with the wireless and the 
talkies, have produced a revival of the spoken word.) 

The effect of this has been a mixed one. It has made the 
language able to deal with a great many more subjects, 
particularly those which are abstract, like some of the 
sciences ; it can be more accurate, draw finer distinctions 
of meaning. 'Vords written down in one language can be 
translated into another. Thus the world's knowledge can 
be pooled, and words borrowed from another language for 
which the borrower has no word in his own, with the exact 
shade of meaning which he wants ( clock---ehronometer : 
stranger-alien, etc.). But increase in vocabulary makes a 
language more difficult to learn-not only just to learn the 
words, but to learn to use them. Education in the use of 
the language becomes more and more necessary. At present 
nobody gets such an education. The speech of a peasant is 
generally better, i.e. more vivid, better able to say what he 
wants to say, than the speech of the average University 
_graduate. It's like juggling with balls. You may be able to 
juggle fairly well with three, but, if you try six, without 
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careful practice you will probably drop them all. It is not 
the language that is to blame, but our skill in using it. 

' 

VERSE FORMS 

Speech originated in noises made during group excite
ment. Excitement seems naturally to excite movement. · 
When we are excited, ·we want to dance about. Noise was 
thus in the beginning associated with movements of a group 
-perhaps dancing round food or advancing together to 
attack. The greater the excitement, the more in sympathy 
with each other each member of the group is, the more 
regular the movements ; they keep time with each other ; 
every foot comes down together (see Dancing, p. 757). 

Again, imagine a circle' of people dancing; the circle 
revolves and comes back to its starting-place ; at each 
revolution the set of movements is repeated. 

When words move in this kind of repeated pattern, we · 
call the effect of the movement in our minds the metre. 
Words arranged in metre are verse. Just as in a cr~wd we 
are much more easily carried away by feeling than when ' 
alone, so metre excites us, prepares us to listen readily to 
what is being said. We expect something to happen, and 
therefore it does. When a poet is writing verse, the feeling, 
as it were, excites the words and makes them fall into a 
definite group, going through definite dancing movements, 
just as feeling excites the different members of a crowd 
and makes them act together. :Metre is group excitement 
among words, a series of repeated movements. The weaker 
the excitement, the less the words act together and upon 
each other. (Rhythm is what is expected by one word of 
another.) In scientific prose, for example, what words do 
is only controlled by the sense of what is being said. They 
are like people in a street on an ordinary day. They can 
be or do anything they like as long as they keep to the 
left of the pavement and don't annoy each other. But even 
here this much is expected. There is always some degree 
of rhythm in all language. The degree depends on the 
power of feeling. 
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Accents, long and short syllables, feet and all that, are 
really quite simple. You will always read a line of poetry 
rightly if you know its meaning (all four kinds). There are 
certain traditional rules in writing poetry, just as there are 
traditional steps in a dance, but eyery good poet, like every 
good daneer, uses them in his own way, which is generally 
quite distinct from that of any other poet. H you were 
describing a certain dance, you could do it in Yarious ways 
-;-as consisting of ten steps, or of four long steps and six 
little steps, or of three heary steps and six light ones ; in 
the same way the motion or metre of a line of poetry can 
be described in different ways according as to how you choose 
to look at it. In English poetry, for example, we generally 
describe it by accents---light and heary steps---because 
that is the most obnous featute about the movements of 
English speech. But remember always that such a descrip
tion of moYement is only a description ; it isn't the moYe
ment itself (see Jlusic, p. 876). 

Lastly, Ian.,aua,ae may be ornamented in Yarious ways. 
The two most familiar ornaments are alliteration (e.g. In 
a summer season when soft was the ~), and rhyme (Old 
King Cok was a merry old soul) . .Alliteration is found in the 
early Yerse of the Teutonic people, and rhyme, beginning 
perhaps in the marching-songs of the Roman soldiers, was 
adopted by the early Christian hymn-writers and so came 
into modern Yerse . .Alliteration is the effect produced by 
an arrangement of words beginning with a similar sound ; 
rhyme that produced by an arrangement of words ending 
in a similar sound. The sounds are similar, but belong to 
different words, and, therefore, haYe different meanings in 
each place. Through the likeness, thoughts and feelin.:,us 
hitherto distinct in the mind are joined together. They 
are, in fact, sound metaphors. 

DIFFEBE.XT KINDS OF WRITING 

The difference between different kinds of writing lies 
not so much in the writing itself, but in the way we look at 
it (and, of course, in the way the author wished us to look 
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at it; but we often know very little about that). Literary 
forms do not exist outside our own minds. When we read 
anything, no matter what-a d~scription of a scientific 
experiment, a history book, a ballad, or a novel-jn so 
far as we pay attention only to what things are happening 
one after another to something or somebody, it is a story ; 
in so far as we read it only to learn the way in which some
thing or someone behaves in certain circumstances, it is 
science ; in so far as we read it only to find out what has 
actually happened in the past, it is history. 

People often ask what is the difference between poetry 
and prose. The only difference is in the way the writer looks 
at things. (There is another difference between prose and 
verse; see above.) For instance, the novelist starts with a 
general idea in his mind ; say, that people are always trying 
to escape from their responsibilities, and that escape only 
leaves them in a worse mess. Then he writes a story about 
what happened to Mr. and 1\lrs. Smith. He may never say, 
in so many words, that they tried to escape, never mention 
his idea, but this idea is the force that drives the story along. 
The poet, on the other hand, hears people- talking in his 
club about the sad story of Mr. and Mrs. Smith. He thinks, 
"There now, 'that's very interesting. They are just like, 
everybody else; trying to get round life. It's like those 
sailors who tried to get to India by the North-West Pas
sage. On they go, getting farther and farther into the ice, 
miles from home. Why, that's a good idea for a poem." 
He writes a poem about explorers ; he may never mention 
llr. and Mrs. Smith at all. The novelist then goes from the 
general to the particular, the poet from the particular to the 
general, and you can see this also in the way they use 
words. The novelist uses words with their general meaning, 
and uses a whole lot of them to build up a particular effect : 
his character. The poet uses words with their particular 
meanings and puts them together to give a general effect : 
his ideas. Actually, of course, nearly all novels and .all 
poems except very short ones have both ways of lookmg 
at things in them (e.g. Chaucer's Canterbury Toles is more 
like a novel in verse ; 1\lelville's Ill oby Dick is more like ~ 
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poem in prose). All you can say is that one way is typical of 
the novelist and the other of the poet. · 

WHY PEOPLE WRITE BOOKS 

People write in order to be read. They would like to be 
read by everybody and for ever. They feel alone, cut off 
from each other in an indifferent world where they do not 
live for very long. How can they get in touch again? How 
can they prolong their li~es ? Children by their bodies live 
on in a life they will not live to see, meet friends they will 
never know, and will in their turn have children, some tiny· 
part of them living on all the time. These by their bodies ; 
books by their minds. 

But the satisfaction of any want is pleasant : we not only 
enjoy feeling full, we enjoy eating ; so people write books 
because they enjoy it, as a carpenter enjoys making a cup
board. Books are written for money, to convert the world, 
to pass the time ; but these reasons are always trivial, 
beside the first two-company and creation. 

HOW PEOPLE WRITE BOOKS 

We know as much, and no more, about how books are 
made as we know about the making of babies or plants. 
Suddenly an idea, a feeling, germinates in the mind of the 
author and begins to grow. He has to look after it, and 
water the soil with his own experience-all that he knows 
and has felt, all that has happened to him in his life ; 
straightening a shoot here, pruning a bit there, never 
quite certain what it is going to do next, whether it will 
just wither and die, come up in a single night like a mush
room, or strengthen quietly into a great oak-tree. The 
author is both soil and gardener ; the soil part of him does 
not know what is going on, the gardener part of him has 
learnt the routine. He may be a careful gardener but poor 
soil ; his books are then beautifully written, but they 
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seem to have nothing m them. We say he lacks inspiration. 
Or he may be excellent soil but a careless gardener. His 
books are exciting, but badly arranged, out of proportion, 
harsh to the ear. We say he lacks technique. Good soil is 
more important than good gardening, but the finest plants 
are the product of both. 

WHY PEOPLE READ BOOKS 

When we read a book, it is as if we were with a person. 
A book is not only the meaning of the words inside jt ; it 
is the pe~son who means them. In real life we treat people 
in all sorts of ways. Suppose we ask a policeman the way. 
As long as he is polite we do not bother whether he beats 
his wife or not ; in fact, if he started to tell us about his 
wife we should get impatient : all we expect of him is that 
he shall laiow the way and be able clearly to explain it. 
But other people we treat differently ; we want J.llOre fro~ 
them than information ; we want to live with them, to feel 
and think with them. When we say a book is good or bad, 
we mean that we feel towards it as we feel towards what we 
call a good or bad person. (Remember, though, that a book 
about bad characters is not therefore bad, any more than 
a person is bad because he talks about bad people.) Actually 
we know that we cannot divide people into good and bad 
like that ; everyone is a mixture ; we like some people in 
some moods and some in others, and as we grow older our 
taste in people changes. The same is true of books. People 
who say they only read good books are prigs. We all like 
some good books and some bad. The only silly thing to do 
is to pretend that bad books are good. The awful nonsense 
that most people utter when they are discussing or criticis
ing a book would be avoided if they would remember that 
they would never think of criticising a person in the same 
way. 

For instance, people will often say that they don't like 
the book because they don't agree with it. We think it 
rather silly when people can only be friends with those 
who hold the same views in everything. 

EEo · 
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Reading is valuable just because books are like people, 
and make the same demands on us to understand and like 
them. Our actual circle of friends is generally limited ; we 
feel that our relations with them are not as good as they 
might be; more muddled, difficult, 'unsatisfying than neces
sary. Just as a boxer exercises for a realfight with a plinch
ball or a_ sparring-partner, so you can train. yourself for 
relations with real people with a book. It's not easy, and 
you can't begin until you have had some experience of real 
people first (any more than a boxer can practise- with a 
punch-ball until he has learnt a little about boxing), but 
books can't die or quarrel or go away as people can. Read
ing and living are not two watertight compartments. 
You must use your knowledge of people to guide you when 
reading books, and your knowledge of books to guide you 
when living with people. The more you read the more 

-you will realise what difficult and delicate things relations 
with people are, but how worth while they can be when 
they really come off ; and the_ more you know of other 
people, the more you will be able to get out of each kind 
of book, and the more you will realise what- a true good a 
really great book can be, but that great b()oks are as !are 
as great men. 

Reading is valuable when it improves our technique of 
living, helps us to live fuller and more satisfactory lives. It 
fails when we can't understand or feel with what we read, 
either because of ignorance of our own or obscurity in the 

-writing. · 
It is a danger when we only read what encourages us in 

lax and crude ways of feeling and thinking : like cheap 
company (too many people only read what flatters them ; 
they like to be told they are fine fellows, and all is for the 
best in the best of all possible worlds ; or they only want 
to be excited or to forget to~morrow's bills). It is also. 
dangerous when it becomes a substitute for living, when 
we get frightened of real people and find books safer 
company ; they are a rehearsal for living, not living itself. 
Swots and" bookish" people have stage fright. 
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BOOKS AND LIFE 

A book is the product of somebody living in a particular 
place at a particular time. People have a nature they are 
born with, and they have a life which they lead and live 
through, which alters that original nature; They may be 
born with great talents but live in a society where they· 
can't develop or use them ; or they may be only averagely 
gifted but get the opportunity to make the most of them. 
Great men are a combination of talent and opportunity. 
Great books are as rare as great men, and, like them, they 
often come in batches. It is improbable that the men liying 
in England in the sixteenth century were more naturally 
talented than those living in the eleventh, but they had a 
better chance, a more stimulating world. Take the greatest 
names in literature-Homer, Dante, Shakespeare. Homer 
is typical of a kind of writing called epic-long stories in 
verse about the exploits of a small group of young warriors 
under a leader, the pioneer or pirate band society, held 
together by their devotion to their leader, and by common 
interests in fighting and farming and wife-getting. Dante , 
was a citizen of Florence, a small and . ambitious city 
State (he was also a citizen of the universal r~ligious State, 
the Catholic Church). Shakespeare was born in a small, 
young country, fighting for its existence as an independent 
nation. There is something common to all three : the small 
size of the society and the unity of interests. Whenever a 
society is united (and the larger the society the harder it is 
to unite and the cruder and more violent the only feelings 
which come) it has a great .outburst of good writing; we 
don't only find one or two first-class writers, we find a whole 
mass of good small writers (think of Athens in the fifth 
century and the Elizabethan song-writers). 'Being made 
one, like the sailors pulling on the rope, it has all power. 

· But whenever society breaks up into classes, sects, towns-
. people and peasants, rich and poor, literature suffers. 
There is writing for the gentle and "Titing for the simple, 
for the highbrow and the lowbrow ; the latter gets cruder 
and coarser, the former more and more refined. And so, 
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to-day; writing gets shut up in a circle of cl~ver people 
writing about themselves for themselves, or ekes out an 
underworld existence, cheap and nasty. Talent does not 
die out, but it can't make itself understood. Since the under
lying reason for writing is to bridge the gulf between one 
person and another, as the sense of loneliness increases, 
more and more books are written by more and more people, 
most of them with little or no talent. Forests are cut down, 
rivers of ink absorbed, but the lust to write is still un
satisfied. What is going to happen ? If it were oD.ly a ques
tion of writing it wouldn't matter ; but it is an index of our 
health. It's not only books, but our lives, that are going 
to pot. 

BOOKS TO READ 

P. H. B. LYON: The Discovery of Poetry. 
T. WARNER: On the Writing of English. 
w. DE LA MARE: Come Hither. 
A. QUILLER-coucH : The Art of Writing. 
L. A. G. STRONG : Common Sense about Poetry. 
1. A. RICHARDS: Science and Poetry. 



MUSIC 

OR 

THE LAST PATTERN 
' 

·by 

J. B. TREND 



l\1 us I cIA N s are probably the oddest kind of people, and 
J. B. Trend is a musician. It is most exciting being in the 
same house with him, because he goes on talking about 
music very quickly and sometimes unintelligibly. Then 
quite suddenly he says something which sticks in one's 
mind for years. He goes about ·with quantities of music, 
which he reads in the train or anywhere ; and he belongs 
to queer musical secret societies in England, Germany, 
and Switzerland. He has sometimes been on the edge of 
the most exciting plots and adventures-for instance, the 
Spanish Revolution ; for he spends a lot of time in Spain, 
where some of the most interesting and lovely modern 
music is being made, and he has written two or three books 
about Spain, and one about the greatest living Spanish 
composer, Manuel de Falla, besides articles on Spain jn 
Encyclopredia Britannica and the big dictionaries of music. 
As well as being a musician, he is an historian and critic ; 
but the real reason I asked him to write about music is 
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that he has managed to explain the patterns of music sd 
that I can understand them myself, and, as I am quite 
densely stupid about music, that shows that he is very 
good at explaining. 



MUSIC 

. THE PATTERN OF MUSIC 

MusIc is a succession ·of sounds made by voices or 
instruments. There may be oilly one voice or one instru
ment, or several voices,· and several izlstruments ; but 
something more is needed than mere sounds. The sounds of · 
the voices or instruments must be arranged in some order, 
some sort of pattern ; and they must be expressive : they 
must have some mood, or feeling, although that feeling can 
neve~ be expressed in words. Without arrangement, and 
without expressiveness, sounds {even the sounds of voices 
and instruments) are not music. People shouting, an 
orchestra tuning, a person strumming vague chords on the -
piano, are not making music ; they are making a noise.· 

What is the difference between music and noise? Noises 
can have order and arrangement-the -noises made by. 
machinery, for instance ; they can even be expressive, such 
as a gong ringing to express the fact that it is time for . 
dinner, a crowd booing to express its disapproval. Yet 
these noises are not music. Their intention is not ~usical ; 
they are not made for the sheer joy of making a pleasant 
sound, of creating something beautiful. 

1\lusic must have some sort of pattern or shape. It is a 
shape which is less substantial even than dream shapes ; 
yet to a musician these musical shapes are not only not 
less real than visible shapes, but more so. The true musician 
is a per~on to whom sound is more vivid than sight, and 
things heard more memorable than things seen. A musi
cian may easily forget a face, but can never forget a voice. 
His most intimate thoughts are not thoughts which can be 
expressed in words or images, but in sounds and succes
sions of sounds. When he sits down to compose, one musical 
thought will naturally lead to another, and, without his 
qUite kno'\\ing how, there will be a certain family likeness 
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between them, a connection of ideas, which will be clearly 
recognisable when at last his thoughts are expressed in 
music and written down on paper. Yet, even when these 
musical thoughts are written down, the composition is 
still in a very early stage ; the scribbled notes in Beet
hoven's sketch-books needed endless labour before they 
could be wr~tten out as a symphony or a quartet, and 
still more labour before they could be played by musicians 
and heard as a piece of music. Beethoven grew very 
deaf ; he could only hear music in his head, he could not 
listen to it in the ordinary way, and he used to walk about 
grunting and growling his tunes and his rhythms over to 
himself. They_ used to come to him at all sorts of odd 
moments; one of his greatest (and also one of his shortest 
-the three notes at the beginning of the Scherzo of his 
Ninth Symphony) came to him one evening as he went 
into a brightly lighted room out of a dark street. As he 
worked at his sketch-books, the music he was composing 
gradually took shape in his mind; the tunes and the little 
scraps of tune arranged themselves in patterns in his head; 
while the general plan which he had had at the beginning 
became a musical design. This general plan on which 
a piece of music is written is called its" form." 

The great difficulty of listening to music is this : to 
grasp the· idea of musical form, the invisible shape and 
design, the arrangement of invisible patterns in sound. "T e 
have to remember what we heard before, while we listen 
to what is being played now ; and from the little bits re
membered in our minds we have to build up the pattern 
for ourselves. As a matter of fact, that is exactly what we 
do with the pattern on a carpet, for we cannot see the 
whole pattern unless all the furniture has been taken away. 
'Ve look at one little piece after another, and so get an idea 
of what the whole pattern will be. The pattern on the 
carpet is easier. to grasp because, unlike the pattern in a 
piece of music, it stands still, and if we lose the place we 
can always go back and look again. The carpet and its 
pattern will still be there, but music and its pattern are 
always dancing away from us. 
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HOW MUSIC BEGAN 

Music begi_ns with the dances of savages, and "the howl
ing and drumming that go with it. Explorers have never· 
found a primitive race which did not make music, no 
matter how backward that race may have been in other 
respects. Music was magic ; it ~ad the power of putting 
men into touch with the invisible· world, the world of 
ghosts and spirits. 

Primitive tunes are very short, and are repeated over and 
over again. They are of two sorts : those that start from a 
howl and those that start from the beating of a drum. 
Gradually they become more varied ; instead of repeating 
the same three or four notes, they bring in different groups 
of notes by way of contrast. This is already a sort of design : . 
two things in contrast, two snatches of tune which are 
different, but joined together; and this sense of design 
persists throughout the whole history of music. The most 
complicated musical forms all go back to this : two halves 
of a tune, which are different from one another· and yet 
belong to one another. 

MELODY AND RHYTHM 

1\lusie 'so far consists of two things : melody and rhythm. 
!l:felody is really the same as " tune," although in ordinary 
conversation a melody is called a tune when it is an obvious 
melody which can· be easily remembered. Tune or melody 
means notes in succession. The notes must not always be 
the same notes-some must be higher or lower in pitch ; 
'and they must not always be of the same length, or the 
same loudness. One note repeated indefinitely at the same 
pitch does not make a tune, although some hymn-writers 
seem to have thought so-for instance, the authors of 
" Fight the ·good fight," " Peace, perfect peace," or the 
composer of that popular war-time song, " It's a long, 
long trail." These are not really tunes at all. 

Rhythm means " flow " ; we get into difficulties if we try 
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to nail it down to a more exact meaning. AD the arts are 
said to have rhythm in various degrees, even painting, 
sculpture, and architecture, which can only be said to 
" flow " by a considerable stretch of the imagination, by a 
metaphor. Rhythm, strictly speaking, can only be applied 
to something that moves, like poetry, drama, dance, and· 
music. To a musician it seems absurd to talk about the 
" rhythm " of something which does not move-as absurd 
as it is to talk about the , .. harmony " of something which 
does not sound. Poetry, however, flows ; and can truly be 
said to have rhythm. But poetry is made of words, not 
sounds ; and words are complicated by having associa
tions with things outside them-by having meanings ; 
while musical sounds have no connection with things out
side them. So the rhythm of poetry depends on a blend 
~f sound and meaning ; while the rhythm of music is not 
so tied ; for music has no meaning in the sense that poetry 
has, and concerns itself only with sounds. 

In other respects, rhythm in music is based on much the 
same principles as rhythm in poetry. Music may also be 
in a free rhythm, like prose, without regularly returning 
accents, or beats ; and this is the rhythm of many of those 
songs which are derived from the howling of savages. Yet 
music with regular accents is almost as old as music with
out them. It is " as old as the possession of a pair of legs, 
and the tendency to drag more heavily on one of them." 
The rhythm of a pair of legs is a two-beat rhythm :. •• one, 
two ; one, two," or " left, right ; left, right." The tendency 
to drag one foot more than the other gives " o n e, two ; 
one, two "-the" one" taking up twice as much time as 
the "two." 

What is it that makes the "one" prominent 't The "one," 
the first beat, may be louder than the" two," higher than 
the "two," or longer than the "two." If it is louder or 
higher it produces " two-time," or two-beat rhythm : both 
" one " and " two '' are of equaiJength. But· if it is longer 
it produces "three-time," three-beat rhythm: in which 
" one " takes up twice as much time as " two." Thus the 
.. one " can have two kinds of accent : in the first case it is 
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a "stress-accent" or "pitch-accent," like the accent in 
modem English poetry'; in the second case it is a 
"quantity-accent," as in the poetry· of the more ancient 
peoples : Greeks, Romans, Arabs. :Music, like ancient 
poetry, often gains in interest by employing both kinds of 
accent together, sometimes on the same note or syllable, 
sometimes on different notes or syllables, so that the two 
kinds of accents "cross!' or clash. This may seem diffi
cult to grasp ; but cross-accent is common, and is actually 
one of the principal things in jazz. Jazz comes from the 

· primitive music of certain negro tribes (Bantu) in Africa, 
where singers like to get in some of their notes before the 
beat of the drum accompanying them, thus producing a -
cross-rhythm or syncopation. This device had been in
vented independently by European musicians, and com
posers in the time of Haydn and Beethoven knew it well ; 
for they had come across something of the same kind in 
Hungarian folk-music. At the end of the nineteenth cen
tury the Czech composer Dvorak made delightful. use of 
syncopation in the tunes of his" New World" Symphony 
and other pieces . . 

FOLK-MUSIC 

The beginnings of inusic are as old as the beginnings of 
dance and speech among primitive man, and music takes the 
lead among the arts in expressing what men feel at any 
particular moment. It is the art which most directly ex
presses the emotions, and is the form of artistic expression 
which goes most immediately to people's imagination and 
consciousness. 

Folk-song, and folk-music generally, is music invented 
by someone whose name has been forgotten, music handed 
on from one performer to another and gradually altered by 
the players and singers who perform it. These players and 
singers were unlettered folk; country-people living where 
new ideas and new music did not easily reach them, and 
where music was learnt, not from books, but from men and 
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women.· Folk-tunes were the tunes which country-people 
liked best-tunes with which they did as they pleased. If 

-a singer or a player did_not particularly fancy anything in a 
tune--if it did not suit his voice or his dialect-he altered 
it ; if he heard another singer alter it in a way he liked, he 
copied that ; and so at la_st, after several generations, the 
tune came to take the shape that most people preferred,· 
without knowing why. Folk-music> in fact, came into ex
istence in the same way as fairy-tales, ballads, an<fnursery-

, rhymes. An<). since folk-music is the music made by one 
singer or player after. anothe;r from the same country or 
district, it comes in a curious way to show the char!J.cter of 
the people in that country or district. Folk-songs from the -

· eastern counties of England, from Wales, from the Heb
rides, or from Ireland, are all as different as possible ; and 
Iio ·one would confuse them with folk-songs from Norway· 
or Hungary or the South of Spain. Eastern folk-song, again,. 

· shows in all its hundreds of varieties a love of ornamenta
-tion and flourish that is quite unknown in the north-west 
of Europe. 

In all countries there ar~ two types of folk-tunes : the 
rhythmical tunes, and the more expressive, ·emotional 
tunes. The highest type of tune is a combination of both. 
It shows careful and deliberate art in the way the little bits 
of tune and rhythm are contrasted and arranged so as to 
lead up to a climax, which is often the highest note in the 
song. The more primitive tunes have only one climax, but 
the more highly developed tunes have several climaxes 
arranged in a steady gradation, so as to produce a feeling 
of increasing excitement. The "Londonderry Air" is one of 
the finest emotional tunes in existence. 

Pattern or Expression: all folk-tunes are the one or the 
other, or sometimes both at once ; and all music hi the 
same way is a mixtlire of pattern and expression. Some
times one side is uppermost, sometim~s the other ; some 
music is more a pattern, other music is more expression. 
What composers aim at is a balance of the two, a 
balance which is called "the balance of expression and 
desi~n." 
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MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS 

Folk-music is not the only kind of music among civilised 
peoples. Side by side with folk-music, the music of un
lettered folk, there has always existed art-music, the music 
of musicians. The ancient Greeks, for instance, had a highly 
developed art of music. Unfortunately, we know. more 
about its theory than its performance ; but, from what 
certain Greek writers have said, and from Greek sculptures 
or vase-painting of musical instruments, it has been pos
sible to make copies of some of the ancient Greek instru
ments and even to play them. 

The first invention of musical instruments must have 
belonged to a very early stage of civilisation ; many other 
countries besides Greece have legends and fairy-stories 
describing how it happened-:-explaining the invention of a 
whistle which was to be the ancestor of all instruments 
that are blown, or a stretched bow-string which was to 
turn into all the string-instruments of to-day. One of the 
earliest instruments was the Pan-pipes, or syrinx-the in
strument which the man with a Punch-and-Judy show, 
generally tucks into his scarf-a row of little pipes of 
different' lengths, tied together, and sounded by blowing 
across the open ends. By cutting the pipes on a regular 
plan-:-each one proportionately shorter than the next
scales were discovered : sets of notes . at fixed distances 
apart; and when, later, the instrument was fitted with a 
large number of carefully graduated pipes and a mechanical 
means of blowing air into them, the result was the organ. 

Other developments of the simple pipe came when it was 
pierced with holes (for the fingers to cover or leave un
covered) and fitted with a mouthpiece. Pipes with the holes 
in different positions played in different scales, "modes," 
from which our modern major and minor modes are derived. 
But the most important part of the pipe-the part which 
makes the sound-is the mouthpiece : a double vibrating 
reed made like the " squeakers " which country children 
make out of the shoots of fresh green wheat. This mouth
piece makes an oboe (hautboy) or one of the other 
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instruments of the same family. Another form of mouthpiece 
has a single "beating" or flapping reed of straw; and this 
(which produces an entirely different tone) makes an in
strument like the modern clarinet. When pipes came to be 
made of metal (silver or brass), the result was the trumpet, 
which is a tube equally wide throughout its length, and the 
horn ("French" horn), which gets wider in diameter the 
farther it gets away from the mouthpiece. The trombone is 
a trumpet in sections which can be pulled in and out ; it 
will play any note. 

Other wind instruments would only play certain notes 
and not all. They had scales of their own, which they forced 
on the players ; and it was only in the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries that wind instruments were fitted 
with appliances which made it possible for them to play 
any note the composer or player wanted. · · 

String instruments could be tuned as the player liked ;, 
their usual tunings are the result of scientific, mathema
tical theory combined with practical experience. String.. 
instruments may be twanged, hit, or scraped. Lutes, 
guitars, mandolines, and harps are all twanged; and the 
harpsichord, though it looks like a piano, twangs the strings 
with little quills whenever the notes are struck. In the 
piano the strings are hit by little hammers which are 
worked by touching the notes ; and in the favourite _instru
ment of Hungarian gipsies-which looks like the top of a 
grand piano with the lid off-the strings are struck with 
little sticks which the player holds in his hands. Instru~ 
ments that are scraped (more politely described as being 
played with a bow) include the violin and its family, viola, 
'cello, and double-bass; they are those which are capable 
of the greatest expressiveness, and the greatest beauty of 
tone. 

HISTORY OF MUSIC 

:M:dsic so far had consisted of two things : melody (or 
tune) and rhythm. It was like drawing or painting in two 
dimensions, before the discovery of perspective. 
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In the early Middle Ages, however, an entirely new type 
of _music began to develop in the north of Europe ; there is 

, some reason for believing that it began in England or 
Wales. It consisted in singing a second part to a tune, a 
second part which was four or five notes_ higher-singing, 
in fact, in harmony .. By harmony is meant two or more -
notes sounding at the same time. We first hear of it in the 
ninth century, when a complete account of this way 
of performing music was given by a monk'Yho lived in an 
abbey near Tournay in France. 

In the barbarous conditions of the early Middle Ages, 
the only places in which music was seriously studied in 
Christian countries were the churches ; and this practice 
of singing a second part to a tune, though it seems not to 
have begun in the Church, was soon taken up by the 
-~h~rch, and here harmony underwent its early develop-
ment. · 

The music of the Church had so far been plainsong.· 
Plainsong is the traditional musical setting of the Latin , 
words of the Roman Catholic service. It is melody without 
harmony ; and its rhythm is the free rhythm of prose. 
Plainsong was derived partly from ancient Hebrew music, 
and partly from Greek music, or Greek music heard in 
Rome ; and, though the Hebrew part of it may have come 
from chants which had once been sung in the Temple at 
Jerusalem, the Grreco-Roman part was probably street
music. 

Harmony is· sometimes supposed to have arisen from two 
or more voices singing together, and singing different tunes 
at the same time. But it is more likely that the idea of 
harmony did not come from two tunes being sung at the same 
time, but from two notes sounding together as a chord. There 
are still places in the world (Java, for insta~ce) where music 
sounds as if it were made up entirely of constantly changing 
harmonies, while the idea of melody hardly exists. The 
music of the great Norman cathedrals may have been like 
that : a flood of sound produced by a large number of 
voices and instruments, while a few men with powerful 

'bass voices bawled a plainsong melody underneath. 
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That, at any rate, was the foundation of early church
music in the next age, the age of the Gothic cathedrals in 
northern Europe. It was music built up on and supported 
by the long notes of plainsong melodies, plainsong melodies 
sung very slowly-indeed, much too slowly. Plainsong had 
originally been sung quickly and easily, thrown off like the 
songs which country-people can still be heard singing in 
the south of Europe, in North Africa, and the Near East. 
In the north of Europe, however, plainsong was sung so 
slowly that it came to be known as canto fermo, firm or -
steady song. 

The earlier attempts at harmonised church-music had 
no obvious rhythm. It was precisely to rhythm that the 
musicians of the Gothic period turned. their attention. 
Perotin, choirmaster of the church which once stood where 
the cathedral of Notre-Dame stands in Paris to-day, was 
the leader of the new movement .. His compositions are 
some of the most astonishing things in the whole of music. 
With his higher. voices, tenors and trebles, he produced 
rapturous effepts of swinging rhythms combined with great 
chords, while the plainsong was sung in enormously long 
notes by the bass voices. His music was written down, and ' 
some of it has been preserved ;. while his performances were 
described by a wandering English musician who travelled 
in France in the thirteenth century and is known (since 
his real name is a mystery) as t• Anonymus IV." 

About the year 1300 the plainsong~ foundation began to 
be dropped. Composers found that other tunes made just as 
good foundations as plainsong tunes, and the congrega
tion seemed to enjoy it most when the bass voices sang a 
well-known popular song. That was better than bawling a 
plainsong melody in notes which were so long that no one 
could.recognise it; and the custom of basing church-music 

. on a popular song, and even of singing the popular words 
which usually went with the tune, went on for nearly 
300 years. 

Hitherto, all the voices had sung together in the same 
three-beat rhythm; now composers began to use two
beat rhythm and to ~ombine several different rhythms 
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together. As music gradually escaped from the Church and 
became an independent, self-supporting art, even the idea 
of having a well-known tune in the bass or tenor was given 
up, and· composers began to invent bass and tenor parts 
for themselves . .Already, by 1260, John of Fornsete, the 
" Monk of Reading," had composed his wonderful 
"round" for six voices, the" Cuckoo Song," in which the 
four top voices sing the words, beginning one after another 
in the style of" Three Blind 1\fice." 

Sumer is icumen in, 
Lh'I.Uie sing cuccu. 

{Summer is a-comin' in, loude sing cuckoo.) 

The two bottom voices · repeat : " Sing cuccu." Even 
this song, early as it is, is not the oldest song in the Eng-· 
lish language; but it is the oldest song which is singable 
now. The oldest of all English songs is probably the song 
of King Canute, and it shows at any rate that King Canute 
liked listening to music : · 

Merrie sungen monkes within Ely, 
When Cnut King rew thereby. 
" Roweth, knightes, near the strand, 
And heare we these monkes sang!" 

(rew=rowed; roweth=row; heare we-Iet us hear.) 

It is most unfortunate that the scribe who wrote down the 
words did not think of giving the music, and the tune is 
lost. 

The first composers to write artistic music for several 
voices and instruments, music that was secular and not 
sacred, were the Italians, in the fourteenth century. 
· Francisco Landino {known to his friends as Franciscus 
c~cus, or " Blind-man Francis ") was a famous Florentine 
musician, who played the organ and every other kind of 
instrument and was the inventor of madrigals. His madri
gals are of all kinds, grave and gay. One by a pupil of his 
describes a fire, and the excitement of people running about 
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·trying to save their furniture. Another describes a hunt, 
and even gives the names of .the hounds (" Come along, 
Pansy I Now, Primrose I •• _. There : Charcoal's got him l .,) 
like the famous English hunting-song" John Peel'' nearly 
500 years later (" Yes, I ken John Peel and Ruby too, 
Ranter and Ringwood and Bellman true "). 

Besides the madrigal, the earlier Italians also invented 
something else: counterpoint-that is to say, the .trick of 
making the voices and instruments sing or play different 
tunes at the same time. The tunes must seem to be inde
pendent of one another and be all equally " tuney ... and 
interesting for all the players and singers, yet they must 
hang together and combine to produce a pleasant, har
monious sound. Here the secular musicians left the Church 
composers far behind. They got right away from the neces'7 
sity of using a piece of plainsong or a popular song by 
somebody else. They tried to 'invent tunes of their own, 
especially for the voice which was heard at the top ; and 
they made the other voices and instruments accompany it 
with as good tunes as they possibly could. The great point 
was that everyone, ~very singer and player, should have , 
something that he could clearly recognise as a tune in his 
own part, and give it out boldly as if he meant it ; this way 
all the performers become much more interested in what 
they are doing, and the whole piece of music sounds much 
more ·alive and interesting to the audience. Counterpoint 
was a wonderful invention ; its possibilities, even in modern 

· music, are still infinite, and it has been a vital principle of 
musical composition from that day to this. 

Yet it is not always easy to take in a tune, and remember 
it, at a first hearing. A tune often seems better when one 
has heard it before, even if one had not particularly noticed 
it ; and a tune generally sounds more moving when it is 
sung by a voice after having been first played on an instru
ment. The composer who first noticed this was John 
Dunstable (he died on Christmas Eve, 1458) and his ideas 
were carried out by his p11-pils, Dufay, Josquin des Pres, 
and others, who were mostly from the Low Countries. 
Their method ·was to make the voices begin one after 
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another, singing the same tune; and then, when all the 
- voices had come in and were singing together; to make 

them· imitate every now and then little bits of what the _ 
others were singing. This makes the listeners feel that the 
music hangs together, and that, though all the voices seem 
to be singing different tunes, they somehow belong to one 
another, because they all begin in the same way, ·and 
sometimes mimic one another in curious little phrases that 
attract the hearer's attention. 

The " Cuckoo' Song," in which each voice begins separ-, 
ately and sings exactly the same tune all the way through, 
made too strict and' hard a pattern to be of much use, . 
except for comic music, like " Three Blind Mice " or tavern 
catches. But Dunstable's gentler and more elaborate 
pattern proved enormously fruitful and is still used- bY:· 
every composer, including the most advanced composers 
of to-day. It led eventually to the kind, of composition 
known as fugue. · 
. Professor Dent explained, in Music Letters for July 1930, 
what happened next. The Netherlandish composers who 
came after Dunstable usually set their music to French or 
Flemish words ; they called it a chanson (" song ") ; for it 

. was originally a simple tune like a folk-song (though not 
often a real folk-song) harmonised in a simple way. If a 
composer thought· mostly of the words and of adequate 
music to express them, the chanson turned into a madrigal , 
-like the later Italian or English madrigals-and eventu
ally led to the recitation of words to music, and so to opera. 
But~ if the composer was carried away by his sense of 
rhythm, the result was a dance-tune played by the instru-, 
ments without the voices ; and this led to those collections 
of. dance-tunes called suites (which were meant to be 
listened to and not danced), and eventually to modern 

_symphonies and slmatas. If, however, the composer began 
his chanson in Dunstable's way (that is, by making the 
:voices or instruments begin one after the other and imitate 
one another), the result was either one of those songs in 
":hich the voice sings a tune already played by an instru
ment or else a fugue, in which all the different parts, voices -
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or instruments, " discuss " the same tune in different ways, 
in different keys, and in different parts of the scale. 

Fugue reached its greatest development with John 
Sebastian Bach ; or, perhaps, it would be truer to say that 
fugue was the way of writing music which came most 
naturally to him, as the sonata was the natural way of 
Writing music in the time of Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven. 
Yet fugue did not end with Bach. It became a vital principle 
with Beethoven, especially towards the end of his life, iri his 
latest piano-sonatas and string-quartets, and it is still a 
vital principle with modern composers to-day. 

PATTERNS AND SCHEMES 

Since the time of Dunstable, musicians have gradu
ally become aware of something else which is important; 
that something is the sense of the key, · " the feeling for 
contrast of pitch, not merely of a note, but of a phrase." 
As the feeling grew stronger among musicians that every 
piece of music was in some definite major or minor key, it 
occurred to composers to arrange . their melodies, and 
snatches of melody, so that the differences of key might 
give the impression of design. They would begin a tune in 
one key, guide it (not let it drift) into another, and then 
gently lead it back again into the key from. which it 
started ; or pass, perhaps, through yet another key ~efore 
they finally got back to the key in which they had been at 
the beginning. There were regular schemes for doing this, 
especially in the suites of Bach and Handel. Their melodies 
do not drift haphazard from one key to another. They visit 
different keys in a definite order which is seldom varied ; 
and this plan gives their music a sense of form and design 
which is most important to its effect when heard as a 
whole, while it is not obvious enough to be monotonous. 

Purcell's exquisite " Airs for the Theatre " (incidental 
music to plays) are almost entirely composed of dance-

• tunes, though they often have a loud and serious overture, 
or introduction, to make the audience stop talking • and 
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several o( the dance-tunes became anything but frivolous, 
like the solemn sarabands in Handel's "Lessons for the 
Harpsichord " or the " passionate pavans " in English 
music of the time of James I. All the dance-tunes which 
went to make· the separate " movements " of a suite were 
in the same key ; and that, in the. end, was inclined to give 
the audience a feeling of monotony. The regular pattern of 
these dance-movements is almost as simple as that of a 
folk-song, like "Barbara Allen." It is divided into two 
halves: the first half consists of a melody (or "subject") 
which ends in a different key to that in which it began ; 
in the second half the " subject " comes over again, begin
ning in the new key but ending in the old one. 

THE SONATA 

The most important form in the history of music has been 
the sonata. Sonata form is the plan on which not only 
real sonatas (i.e. for piano alone, or for piano and one· 
other instrument) have been composed since the middle of 
the eighteenth century, but also trios (three .instruments), 
quartets (four instruments), quintets, and so on up to octets 
and nonets. It is also the plan of symphonies (which we might 
call sonatas for a whole orchestra), and concertos, which are 
like symphonies in which one instrument is more prominent 
than the others, and in which the effect depends on the 
balance and contrast of the solo-instrument with the rest 
of the orchestra. 

A sonata, like a suite, is in several movements ; but the 
movem~nts are fewer (usually four) and not all in the same 
key. The distinguishing thing about a sonata-movement 
is its form.' The musical pattern does different things in 
different places ; the different parts of the pattern are 
different in appearance, and contrast with one another ; 
and finally the pattern comes back again to the place where 
it originally started. Of the four sections ·into which a 
sonata or symphony is usually divided, the most compli-, 
cated pattern is that of the first. It has two chief melodies, 
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or" subjects," which are stated, contrasted, varied, broken 
up into short phrases, and finally stated again near the end 
of the movement. The composer presents us with his first 
subject in one key, and his second subject in another key 
contrasting with it. That forms the first half of the move
ment. At the beginning of the second half there comes a 
moment when the composer mixes up his two subjects ; 
lets us hear first a bit of one, then a bit of the other ; puts 
them into different keys, lets us look at them in a fresh 
light and in different colours. But the great moment of a 
sonata-movement is the return of the first subject in its 
original key. After the confusion and uncertainty which 
has gone before, to recognise that tune is like recognising a 
character in a play, a character who enters in the nick of 
time to save the situation. This device, this return of the 
first subject in its original key, never fails to thrill you, even 
if you know the music well and know exactly when to expect 
it. It is followed by the second subject in the same key as the 
first; and this is like recognising another character, an old 
friend in a new dress! It is as if Mozart himself had come 
back as he was in the beginning, in his green coat and his 
little wig with a bow' at the back. After him comes Aloysia 
Weber (whom he wanted to marry, and didn't), but she is 
wearing a new dress-a gree!l one, the colour of Mozart's 
coat. 

The second and third movements of a sonata or a 
symphony are generally a slow andante or adagio, and a 
minuet. Sometimes one comes first, sometimes the other. 
The slow movement is usually in the form of a song-a 
beginning, a middle in a different key, and an ending which 
is practically the beginning over again. The minuet was 
originally a dance, which (once it was taken into the 
sonata) came to be played very fast and was eventually 
called a scherzo (" joke "). In reality it consists of three 
dances : a minuet, a second minuet in a different key, and 
the first minuet over again. 

The last movement of a sonata may be made on much 
the same principle as the first. Usually, however, it is in 
the form of a rondo : there is a sprightly tune which comes 
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several times over, with several other tunes sandwiched in 
between its various reappearances. The last movement of 
a sonata, or sometimes the slow movement, may be an air 
with variations ; but the most usual form is the rondo. 

In the nineteenth century the formal pattern of the 
sonata was made less rigid. Beethoven was much freer in 
his choice of keys and . changes of key, and Brahms went 
further still in that direction. Another idea-which came 
originally from Beethoven, was used by Schumann in one 
of his symphonies, by Liszt in his sonata, and taken U:p 
generally by Cesar Franck-was to bring the tunes of O!J.e 
sonata-movement into another and bring them all back 
at the end. Sonatas and symphonies are not, of course, mere 
musical patterns. Haydn and l\lozart eipress the deepest 
feelings in sonata-form; but it was Beethoven who discov
ered how to " make the sonata a means of tragic expres
sion." He was writing music, too, for larger audiences than 
any composer before his time ; _he played many of his 
sonatas and piano-concertos himself, and he had a_ way of 
commanding the attention of the audience at the very 
beginning, with some downright ·and imperious phrase 
which compelled people to sit up and listen to him. 

MODER);[ MUSIC 

The nineteenth century was a time when expression was 
more sought after than formal pattern. One thing which 
helped to lead in this direction was the great development 
of the instruments of the orchestra, and the fact that a 
little tune or musical phrase sounds very different when it 
is played on different instruments, or by various combina
tions of instruments playing together. The art of orchestra
tion-of deciding exactly what the instruments are to 
play, and how-has become of immense importance to a 
composer. l\Iany modern composers, when they think a 
musical" thought," think it straight away as being played 
by such and such instruments. With this rise of importance 
of the orchestra has come the rise of the conductor, who 

' 
hardly existed a hundred years ago. 
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The nineteenth-century composers often tried to write 
music which should express some idea or mood which had 
been already expressed in a poem or picture ; but in the 
end their works must be judged-()r condemned-as music. 
Even opera, the musical declamation of drama, stands or 
falls by its music, by the drama that is going on in the 
music as well_as on the stage. The early operas of Monte
verdi, Scarlatti, and Purcell, and the great operas of 
Mozart, Verdi, and Wagner, all depend, in the long run, on 
their completeness as pieces of music. 
, The great difference between the composers of to-day 

and the composers of the nineteenth century lies in their 
treatment of the key-system. Modern composers do not 
feel themselves to be tied to keys and to key-relation
ships as the older composers were ; they jump from 
one key to another ; and some have written in two or three 
keys at once. Purcell, in his dramatic music and e"¥en in his 
anthems, has a device known as " false rela,tion " which 
gives the impression that one voice is singing in a different 
key to the others ; it is a device far older than Purcell, and 
was used by English composers in the time of Queen 
Elizabeth. Some modern composers have gone much 
further, and have thrown over the idea of key altogether. 
Since sonata-form largely depends on the contrast of the 
keys in which the subjects appear, modern music has also 
changed its shape, and with this change has come a change 
in rhythm. Composers to-day do not repeat themselves as 
thei:.; predecessors did; they expect their audiences to have 
sharper ears and quicker musical wits than they used to. 
Formerly, listening to music meant listening to tunes and 
recognising them when they came back, however changed 
they might be since they last appeared. It meant realising 
that the tunes would come back, and knowing when to 
expect them. In listening to the music of to-day--especially 
the music of Schonberg, Webern, Hauer, and others of the 
most advanced group-we are fixing our attention, not on 
a melody, but on a " melody-type," a family of notes in a 
particular order, something that we remember, not as a 
tune, but as something in our minds. It is difficult enough 
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to do, and still more difficult to explain in words ; for we 
are at the beginning of a new epoch in the history of music 
~perhaps one of the most exciting there has ever been
and our chief thought should be how fortunate we are in 
being there to hear it. · 
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Caste in India, 508, 591 
Cataract of the eye, 77 
Cattle family, 176 - · 
Cave drawings, 426, 793 
Celibacy, 484, 487 
'Cello,880 
Cells, blood the food for, 115 

needed for reproduction, 128 
-nuclei of, 185, 186 
of animals, 183 
of plants, 186 
ofsex,129 
of the human body, 186 
what they are like, 183 

Celts, invasion of Britain, 405 
_ of Italy, 406 
origin of, 401 

Cement,299 
.Central America, 601 
Cepheid Variables, 335, 336 
Cerebellum, uses of, 82 
Cerebrum, uses of, 82 
Chalk, chemicals in, 248 

deposits, 379 / 
Chamberlain, Sir Austen, 603 -
Chance, laws of, 323 
Chandragupta,401,403 
Chanson, 886 · 
Charlemagne, Emperor, 411 
Charles I, King, 836, 837 
Cheddar Gorge, 380 
Chelsea Hospital, 837 , 
Chemical combination, law 'of, 256, 

'259' 
of substances, 256 

compounds, 246, 256, 257, 284 
elements, 67,249 
formulm, 249 
symbols, 249 

Chemistry, books to read on, 301 
Boyle's work on, 67 
laws of, 26, 363 

. meaning of, 26, 244 
organic, 292 . 
problems to be solved by, 300 

Cheques, cashing of, 679 
use of, 678 

Chest, structure of, 119, 120' 
Chesterton, G. K., 237 
Chief Constables, 630 
Child marriages, 486 
Children as wage-earners, 531 

education of, 668, 738 
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Children in Clan Societies, 471 
in Patriarchal Families, 475 
in relation to adults, 7 43 
in serf families, 485-
in simplest societies, 469 
independence of, 743 · 
love of, 699 
responsibility of parents to, 466 
training of, 467 

Chimp&~, 194, 195, 196 
China at war with Japan, 555 

Government of, 599 
in earliest times, 400 
population of, 590, 599 
power of, in early times. 404 
religion in, 586 
revolution in. 552 
split into small States; 409 

Chinese, achievements of, 50 
ae P.attern-makere, '793 
civilisation, 508 
Empire about A.D. 150, 406 
family life, 481 
painting, 793 
people, 599 . 
poverty of, 540, 541 
Republic formed, 552 
writing, 400, 859 

Chlorine, 253, 269, 270, 283 
atoms, 285, 293 

Chloroform, 290 
Chrietianitr, 585 · 
Christians 1n early times, 408, Ul 
ChroDil~, 250, 283 
Chromosomes, 196, 197, 199, 201 

in wheat, 215 
Church music; 882 

towers, 835 
Cinema ae an art, 801 

for amusement, 736 
representing social problems, 578 

Cities in the Middle Ages, 526 
Civil actions at law, 636, 637, 638, 

law, 638 
eervants,619,627,633 

Civil Marriage Act, 487 
Civilisation, ancient, 89 

earliest known, 898 
early forme of, 480, 501 

Clan Societies, 471, 477 
women in, 478, 479 

Clarinet, 880 
Clay, 295, 888 
Climate, effect of, on a people, 583 
Clover growing, 228 · 
Coal, formation of, 880 
Coalfields, age of, 882 
Cobalt. 283 
Cochlea, 79 
Cod liver oil, value of, 125 
Codonae, the, 761 
Coinage, Greek invention of, 402 
Coins as money, 678, 674 
Cole, G. D. H., 495 
Cole, Margaret, biography of, 495 
College educatiO'Il, 740, 741 
Collotype prints, 800 
Colonisation in Africa, 560 
Colorado beetle, 227 

FFo• 

. Colour blindneee, 77 
Col~bus, Christopher, travels of, 

61, 414 
Combines in industry, 671 
Comets, 870 
ComDilttee of the HoUse of Com-

mons, 621 
Commons, House of, 618 
Communists, theories of, 665 
Community instinct, 1M 
Company, Joint Stock, 651 

losses, 655 . 
. profits, 650, 653 

Competition, lack of, 671 
Compounds between atoms of the 

same kind, 286 . 
between different kinds of non-

metallic atoms, 289 -
between different metals, 292 
between metal and non-metal 

atoms, 293 . 
chemlca.l, 246, 256, 257, 284 . 
distinction from mixtures, 256, 257 
ionic, 294 
organic, 168,219,292 

Conation, 142 
Conception of ideas, 145 
Concertos, 888 

- Condensetion, 247 
Confucianism, 685 
Conic sections, 50 
Conscious Dilnd, 149 

how it acts, 150 
Constant proportions, law of, 259 
Constants in physics, 819, 828 
Constipation, 95, 101 
Cons~er, definition of, 651 
Contracts, meaning of, 641 
Convents, 485 
Copernicus, Nicholae, and the move-
. ment of the planets, 62 

founder of modern sciences, 64 
Copper, 250, 283 
Copper Age, 898 
Copper sulphate crystal262 . 
Corinthian order of architecture, 827 
Corpuscles of the blood, US 
Correspondence, principles of, 850 
Costs in industry, 652, 681 
Cotton fibres, strength of, 299 
Coughing, 120 
Counterpoint in music, 885 
Country dances, 770 
County Boroughs, 631 

Councils, 630, 631 
Courts, 638 
Pollee, 630 

Court of Appeal, 638 
Craftsmen, Jilds of, 527 

mode of living of, 684 
need for, 618 

Creative instinct, 697 
Cretans, 400 
Crete, conquest of, 402 
Crime, trial for, 635 
Cromwell, Oliver, 662 
Crookes, Sir William, 220 
Cross-breeding of plants and animala, 

au 
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Crowds, behaviour of, 322, 843 
'Crying, 87, 120 
Crystals of substances, 262 
" Cuckoo Song," 884, 886 
Cullis, Professor Winifred, 73, 155 
Curiosity, 159 
Cyrus the Great, 401 
Czecho-Slovakia a republic, 556, 587, 

. 600 ' 

DA GAMA, VASCO, 414 
travels of, 61 

Dagoes, 520 
Dahomey, uncivilised society in, 472 
Dalcroze, Jacques, 759, 776 
Dance-tunes, 886, 888 · 
Dancers to see, 777 
Dances, country, 770 

relating to festivals, 769 
representing animals, 764 

Dancing among savages, 763 
ballroom, 762 
books to read on, 777 
definition of, 761 
dramatic, 772 
ecstatic, 771 
the foundation of drama., 771 
traditional, 766 

Danish remains of pottery, 398 
Dante, writings of, 867 
Darius the Great, 401 
Darwin, Charles R., 178 
Day-dreaming, 147 ' 
Death a natural thing, 136 
Decor, 803 
de Falla, Manuel, 871 
de Ia Mare, Walter, 243 
Democracy, first idea of, 408 

need for, 713 
Democritus and the theory of 

atoms, 42 
Denmark, 600 
Dent, Professor, 886 
Design, idea. of, 443 
des Pres, Joaquin, 885 
de Zoete, Beryl, biography of, 759 
Diabetes, 100, 229, 235 
Diaghileff ballet, 775 
Diamond crystals, 287 

hardness of the, 298 
Diaphragm, 119 
Dicotyledons, 49 
Digestion of food, 91, 93 

important factors of, 95 
Digestive juices, 94, 95, 96 
Diocletia.n, Emperor, 408 
Diphtheria, 233 
Diplomacy, 605, 606 
Disarmament, need for, 722 
Disease, bad food as cause of, 236 

carriers of, 232 
causes of, 228 · r· 
germs as cause of, 192 
hope of overcoming, 73.:1 
immunity to, 233 ' 
in nature, 192 
industrial, 224, 229 
prevention of, 232 

Diseases, biochemical, 229, 234 
due to lack of vitamins, 93, 234 

Disgust, 146 
Divorce,465,466, 482,483,485 
Dockwra, 629 
Dolmens of Brittany, 397 
Doric order of architecture, 827 
Double-bass, 880 , 
Drama based on dancing, 771 
Dravidians, 401 
Drawing, methods of, 788, 799 
Drawings in ancient times, 426, 787 
Dreams, 152 
Dress designing, 802 
Ductless glands, 126 
Dufa.y, 885 · 
Dumbarton Rock, 379 
Duncan, Isadora; 775 
Dunstable, John, 885, 886, 887 
Durer, Albert, 786, 787 
Dutch colonies,· 588 
Duty, Buddha's law of, 403 
DvoMk, Anton, 877 
Dyers, gilds of, 527 

e, li!EANJNG OF, 329 
Ear, structure of the, 78 
Earth becomes solid, 371 

changes going on on the, 385 
in the surface of, 376 

cooling down of, 375 
distance from the moon, 365 

from the sun, 335, 365 
gravity of, 68 
measuring the size of, 54 
revolution round the sun, 364 
spherical shape of, 45 
study of structure of, 26 
sunshine on the, 376 
true crust of, 379 
worship of the, 449 

Earthenware vessels, 802 
Earthquake waves, 376 
Earthquakes, 375, 385 
Economic conditions, books about, 

572 
nationalism, 560 

Economics, meaning of, 648 
money in relation to, 673 

Eddington, Professor, 339 
Edfu ~·ample, 825 
Educational films, 573 
Education, aims of, 739 

effect of better, 567 
importance of, 738 
in England, 669 

Edward the Confessor, 627 
Efficiency in the individual, 711 
Eggs, laying of, 129, 188 
Egypt, 692 

a conquering power, 400 
agricultural life in, 503 
barley first grown in, 398 
becomes part of the Roman 
· Empire, 57 . ' 
burial of the dead in, 507, 826 
description of, 50;J 
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Egypt, foUDdation of kingdom of, 4.9 
women in, 4.81 

Egyptian architecture, 825 
Empire broken up, 4.00 
family life, 4.80 
gods, 448 
hiero~lyphics, 851 
paintmg, 793 
pyramids, 4.00 
worshlp of the earth, 4.49 

Emtiaus teach us glass-ma.kin8, 4.0 
Emstein, Prof. Albert, 691 

and the law of relativity, 25, 4.3 
Electromagnetic waves, 316 
Electron, electric charge of the, 329 

mass of the, 329 
Electrous, 42 

arrangement of, 219, 285 
behaviour of, 327 
diftlculty of observing them, 326, 

327 ' 
energy level of, 319, 328 
size of, 278 
what they are,.275, 216 
within atoms, 325 

Elements, atomic numbers of chem-
ical, 271 

weight of chemical, 261 
chemical, 67, 249 
families of chemical, 269 
properties of, 283 
the four, 45. 61 

Elephantiasis, 232 
Emmer wheat, 215 
Emotional folk-tunes, 878 
Emotious, 146 

James-La.nge theory of, 141 
Empedocles and the four elements, 

45 
Empires, present-day, 588 , 
Energy exprelllled in movement, 762 

level of electrous, 319, 328 
of the human body, 100, 102, 121 
quantum of, 319 

England aa a manufacturing nation, 
4.15, 498 . 

becomes a nation, 585, 681 
General Strike of 1926, 551 
life in, 498 ' 
Members of Parliament for, 619 
traditional dances in, 767 
what we mean by, 550 
wius North America, 414. 

English church towers, 835 
painting, 792 793 
society, 497 
songs, oldest, 884. , 

English Channel once dry land, 880 
Engraving, SUO 
Environment aa distinct from here-

dity, 201 
Epicycles, theory of, 66, 62 · 
Equilibrium, how we maintain it, 70 
Eratosthenes measures the size of the 

earth, 54 
Eskimos, 101, 215 
Esthonia becomes a State, 681 
Etchina, 800 

Ether, 290 
motion through the, SU, 315 

Ethics, meaning of, 155 
Ethiopia, 601 
Euclid and the elements of geometry 

46, 50,349 • 
Eugenics, meaning of, 204, 214 ·. 
Europe, beginning of modern, 413 

division of, 411 
feudal system in, 608 
in A.D. 1200, 411, 412 
industrial revolution in, 532 
militarism in, 653 . 
remaius of Palreolithic Age in, 397 
revolutions in, 653 
smallE>r States in, 600 . 

, unrest in, before the Great War, 
·546 

Evolution of animals, 190 
of man, 194 · 
of man's mind, 196 . 
variation in, 192, 200 

:V:xchange of foreij,tn money, 683, 
684 . 

rate, 686, 689 
·· value of money, 689 
Exportina of goods, 684. 
Extra-Galactic nebuhe, 331, 842 
Eye, cataract of the, 77 

structure of the, 75, 76 
Eyes, hereditary colours of, 199 

FAOTOBIES, conditions in early, 531 
Facts, difference between old and 

new, 441 · 
Fainting, 112, 113 
Family, importance of the, &76 

in 19th and 20th centuries, 489 
life, advan~es of, 141 

among Arabs, 4 74 , 
books to read on, 492 ' 
disadvantages of, 742 
in ancient Rome, 483 
in early civilisations, 480 
in -Russia, 7 43 . 
in the Middle Ages, 483 
in uncivilised societies, 460 
is universal, 465 
marriage the beginning of, 4.66 
need for, 467 
Roman Catholic view of, 484. 

' under Protestantism, 484 
Patriarchal, 47 4 . 

Far East, development of, 545 
peoples of the, 404, ~8, 645 
Revolutious in, 652 
wa.r in, 556 

Farm-labourers' trade union, 566 
Farriers, gilds of, 527 
Fascists in Italy, 654, 698 
Fat in food, 02, 100, 101 
Father, responsibility to his c:hUd, 

466 
Fear, idea of, 148, 447, U9 
Feeling in music, 871 

ln speech, 855 
in writing, 860 

Feeble-mindednesa, 205 

., 
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Felony, 632, 636 
Female reproductive system, 131, 

133 
_Ferdinand of Bulgaria, Prince, 547 
Ferns, 178 ' 
Fertilisation; 129, 188, 196, 197 

diagram of, 197 
Fertilisers, study of, 220 
Fertility of soil, 220 
Fetichism, 585 
Feudalism, 483, 489, 508 
Fever, cause of, 103 
Fiduciary notes, 677 
Fiefs, 509 
Filaria worm, 232 
Films as form of amusement, 736 

deo.ling with social problems, 573 
Finance Act of 1927, 623 
Fire, first kind of, 38 
Fish as food, 221 
Fitzgerald contraction, 340 
Flint, 295 · 
Fluorine, 253, 269, 270, 282 
Fly larvre, uses of, 228 
Folk-dancing, 769, 771 
Folk-music, 877 
Folk-songs, 769 
Folk-tunes, 878 
Food, absorption of, 93 

bacteria in, 223 
bad, as cause of disease, 236 
digestion of, 93 -
fish as, 221 
how it affects the body, 91 
kinds of, 92 · 
production and transport of, 583 
shortage in parts of the world, 

220, 580, 726 
suitable to growth, 126 
what.._ to eat, 100 
why we take it, 91 

Foreign Exchange market, 684 
Form in art, 786 
Formosa, a Japanese colony, 599 
Fossils, 190, 380 
Fourth dimension, 341, 344, 349, 354 
Fractions, 352 
France, a republic, 556, 596 

becomes a nation, 585, 587 
enmity with Germany, 560 
industrial development in, 561 
revolution in, 532 

_ life in, 499 
population of, 541 

Franck, <'esar, 890 
Franks, 408, 409 
Freedom of the individual, 712 
French Empire, 588, 596 

horn, 880 
Revolution, 562, 596 
sculpture, 793 

Frequency of waves, 316, 319 
Fresco'painting, 800 
Friendship, desire for, 699 
Fugues, 886 
Fullers, gilds of, 527 
Fungi, 169, 171, 178 

G, MEANING OF, 329 
Gaitskell, Hugh, biography of, 645 
Galactic System, 337 
Galaxy, the, 337, 366 
Q-alen of Pergamum, work on ana

tomy, 59 
Galileo, 331, 355 

invents the telescope and micro
scope, 64 

work on astronomy, 64 
Gallium, 283 
Gambusia, 232, 233 
Gamma-rays, 317, 324 
Gandhi, 503 
Gas, evolution of, 296 

-mantles, 317 
nature of, 321 
turns liquid or solid, 296 

Gases, compressibility of, 67 
inert, 270, 284 

Gastric juice, 94, 95 
Gautama, 403 
General Strike of 1926, 557 
Generalisations as ideas, 421 
Genetics, science of, 143, 218 
Geology, meaning of, 26 
Geometry, Euclid's elements of, 50 

four-dimensional, 341, 344, 349 
object of, 349 
of no dimensions, 344 
pure, 350 
rules of, 41 _ 
taught us by the Greeks, 40 
thought of as heavenly, 443 
three-dimensional, 349 
work of Hippocrates of Chios on, 

46 
George V, King, 617 
Georgian architecture, 842 . 
German Revolution of 1918, 553,565 
Germanium, 283 
Germany becomes a nation, 587 

defeat of, in the Great War, 553 
enmity with France, 560 
foundation of, 414 
in relation to Balkans, 547 
industrial development in, 561 
revolution in, 532 
life in, 499 
modern architecture in, 821 
monarchy overthrown in, 556 
National Socialist party in, 598 
population of, 597 
sculpture of, 793 -
since the war, 597 

Germs, 178 · 
' as cause of disease, 192 

fight against, 114, 232 
Giant's Causeway, 379 
Gild system for crafts, 528 
Gill, Eric, 785, 786, 790 
Gipsy moth parasites, 227 
Girl Guides' movement, 608 
Glands, ductless, 126 

lachrymal, 77 , , 
mammary, 134 
parotid, 95 
pituitary, 126 
thyroid, 92, UG, lSi 
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Glands, eallyary, 95 
which control growth, 126 

GlaM-blowing, 802 
Glass-making taught us by Egyp· . 

ti&ns, 40 
Gleadowe, R. Y., biography of, 781 
Glycerine, manufacture of, 224 
Glycogen, 97 
Goitre, 126, 235 
Gold, 250 

reserve, 680 
sovereign, 675 
standard, going off the, 689 

how it works, 686 
, what it means, 683 
the standard of value for all 

money, 681, 683 
used for money, 674 

Goldsmiths, gilds of, 527 
Goodness, idea of, 439, 440 
Gothic architecture, 819, 820, 821, 

834 
imitation, 819 
relival flf, 841 
styles of, 836 

Goths, 408 
Government aid for social services, 

669 
diplomacy in, 605 , 
help for industry, 569 
how it should be carried on, 718 
Local, 630 
need for, 712 
new kinds of, 555 
of China, 599 · 
of India, 593 
of Italy, 598 
of Japan, 599 
of Russia, 595 
of the British Empire, 589 
of the United States, 594 
officials, 619 
Russian method of, 713 
taxation, 663, 668, 670 

Granite, 295 
Granowsky Jewish theatre, 773 

.Graphite, 287,298 
Gravitation, law of, 22, 25, 27, 68, 

337, 369 
GraVitational constant, 329 
Great auk, 179 
Great Dritain at war with South 

Africa, 544. 
Government of, 617, 618 
imports of, 684 • 
industrial nature of, 589 
invasion of, 405, U1 
population of, 5U, 591 

Greece becomes a republic, 556 
becomes a state, 587, 600 
cities of ancient, 519 
conquest of, 402 
,family life in, 482 
science born in, 40 

Greek architecture, 826 
music, 879 
phtya, 772 
science, golden age of, 4.5 

in early times, 4.0 

Greek scientific dieooYeries, 402 
works of Hippocrates, 46 

sculpture, 793 
spirit, 521 
trilogy of <Edlpus, 772 

Greeks, character of, 520 
Dionyai&c Dance of the, 772 
life of the ancient, 520 
the first geometricians, 40 

Green light waves, 316 
Greenwich Hospital, 837 
Group sense among people, 705, 742 
Growing-up, 129 
Growth, coiTeet food for, 126 

gla.nds which control. 126 
rate of, 125 

Guillotine in Parliament, 622 
Guitar, 880 · 
Gy~.~~Lydia,402 

h, WHAT IT STANDS FOB lN PHYSICS, 
319, 321, 326 

Habima Players, 773 
Habits, how we develop, 89 
Hremoglobin, 92, 114, 116, 121 
Ha~·fish, 192 
Ha1r, renewal of, 128 
Halogens, 269 · 
Hampton Court Palace, 837 
Handel, George Frederick, 887, 888 
Hangehow a Treaty Port, 599 
Harmony in music, 882 
Haroun al Raschid, 410 
Ha.rp, 880 
Harpsichord, 880 _ 
Harvey, William, 64 

discovers blood circulation, 66,106 
Hauer, 891 , 
Hautboy, 879 · 
Haydn, Joseph, 877, 887, 890 
Head, diagram of the, 118 
Health of the people, 730 
Heard, Gerald, biography of, 419 
Hearing, sense of, 78 ' 
Heart, beats of the, 109 

nerves of the, 111 
structure of the, 107 
work done by the, 111 

Heat changes in stars, 364 
measurement of stars, 834 
of the body, 100, 108, 105, 106 

Heaven, idea of, 452 
Hebrew religion, 585 
Hebrews, Patriarchal Families 

among, 475 
Helium, 253,270,271, 282, 374, 
Helots, 506 
Henderson, Arthur, 608 
Heraclitus, philosophy of, 42 

scientific discoveries of, 402 
Hera.elius, Emperor, UO 
Herd-instinct, 154 
Herd-keeping as means of liveliliood, 

500 
Hereafter, Idea of tbe, U9, 451, 452 
Heredity aa distinct from environ· 

ment,201 
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Heredity, laws of, 26 
meaning of, 196 , 

Hero of Alexandria, mechanical 
inventions of, 55, 56 ' 

Herzegovina annexed by Austria, 
' 547 

Hiero, King of Syracuse, 52 
Hieroglyphics, 857 
High frequency, 316 
Hill, Rowland, 629 
Hindu civilisation, 508 

Passion Plays, 773 
Hinduism, 585, 591 
Hippocrates as a doctor, 45, 46 

work on geometry, 46 
History of the twentieth century, 

539 
' of the world,' 397 
Hittites, 400 
Hiung-nu, 401, 404 
Holland, 600 
Home Secretary, 630 
Homer, poems of, 519 

writings of, 867 
Hormones, 126, 129, 135, 234 
Horn, the French, 880 , 
Horses, eyes of,, 77 
House of Commons, 618, 621, 632 

Committee of, 621 
Speaker of, 621 

House of Lords, 617 
Members of, 618 
powers of, 622 
the final court of appeal, 638 

Houses of Parliament, architecture 
. of, 841 

Housing question, 669 
Hughes, Richard, biography of, 305 

home-made telescope of, 329, 364 
Human actions, simple, 695 

skilled, 696 
with regard to others, 697 

anatomy, study of, 50 . 
babies, 129, 134 

- beings, creative instinct in, 697 
dependent on the plant world, 

135 
how they feel, 80 
how they hear, 78 
how they see, 75 
how they smell, 81 
how they taste, 81 
likes and dislikes of, 695 
self-rule of, 712 
thought for one another, 703 

body, blood circulation in, 66, 106 
cells of, 186 

. energy in, 100, 102, 121 
'feeding of, 91, 100, 101 
growth of, 125 · 
need of oxygen, 106, 121 
organs of the, 98, 99 
repairing the, 128 
skeleton of, 87, 88 
temperature of, 103, 105 
waste substances in, 102 
water content of, 102, 105 

capacities, 709 
qesires, 695, 697, 608, (199 

Human likes and di!llikes, 695 
nature, best kind of, 733 
need for being, 733 · 
progress helped by revolutions, 

562 -
race; development of, 416 , 

how to make a_ better, 732 
skeleton, 87, 88 

Hungarians, 409 · 
Huns, invasions of, 408, 409 

origin of, 401 · ' 
Hussein, 773 
Huxley, T. H., 567 
Hydrogen, 253, 282 

atomic weight of, 261 
atoms, 267 
spectrum lines of, 280 

Hydrostatics, Galileo's work on, 64 

i, MEANING OF, 353, 354 
Ice Age, 385 

drawings during, 426 
Ichneumon fiy, 192, 193 • 
Ideas, abstract, 439 

as reactions, 426, 
association of, 146, 147 
conception of, 145 
expressed as numbers, 440 

as signs, 433 
as words, 439 
in drawings, 426, 428 
in writings, 436 

history of, 421 
how they started, 422 
how to face modern, 748 
like instincts, 424 
of the first men, 426 
projection of, 444, 455 
scientific, 456 
what they are, 421, 423 

Illustrations in books, 794 
Imitation in art, 788 
Imperialism, meaning of, 560 
Importing of goods, 684 
Imports, duties on, 561, 688 
Income, division of, 666 

sources of, 665 
tax, 668 

India, caste in, 508, 591 
dancing in, 767 
French driven out of, 414 
government of, 717, 718 
Hindu civilisation of, 508, 591 
native•life in, 583 
opening of Cape route to, 414, 528 
peoples of, 591 
position of women in, 481 
religion of, 591 

Indian painti~s, 793 
Individualism, 1dea of, 446 
Individuality of people, 30 
Indo-Europeans, 401 · 
Industrial combines, 671 

countries, 499 
diseases, 224, 229 
employers' associations, 672 
nations the wealthiest, 541 
revolution, 3971 530, 532, 543 
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, Industrial strikes and lock:::Outis, 87! 
trusts, 671 
wa.t, 557, 568 
workers' trade unions, 672 

Industrialism, biJIIiB 9f, 569 
meaning of, 568 

Industries, world management of 
important, 730 

Industry, capital invested in. 648, 
649 

competition in. 855, 671 
cost in, 681 
government assistance to, 669 
loeses in, 655 ' 
monopoly in, 871 
production in, 651 
profits in, 653, 681 
protection in, 688 • 
unemployment in, 569, 571 
working costs of, 652, 681 

Inert gases, 270, 284 
Inference, 166 
Infinity, concept of, 809 

mathematical, 851, 355 
ofspa.ce,309,3U 
power of, 855 

, Inflection in language, 856 
Influenza, 229 
Infra-red light waves, 817 
lnheri£a.nce, science of, 148 
Initiation ceremonies, 470 
Insect pests, 225, 226, 227 
Insecticides, 227 
Insects, 17 7 

as plant fertilisers, 225 
species of, 225 

Instinct in man, 150 , 
in relation to ideas, 424 
what it is, 85 · 

Insulin, 97, 98, 100, 126, 235 
Intelligence, how we acquire it, 84 
International .T ustice, Perll).&nent 

Court of, 605 
Labour Organisation, 605 
organisations, unofficial, 608 
trade, money for, 682 
trading, 579 

Internationalism, idea of, 607 
Interest on capital, 649, 654 

1 Intestines, 95 
cells of, 186 

Introspection, 141 
Inventions in 17th and 18th cen· 

turies, 531 
in the 20th century, 542 

Investment of monev, 649 
Iodine in seaweed, 254 

properties of, 269 
use of, 236, 258 

Ionic lattice, 293 
order of a.rchitecture, 82 7 

Ions, 293 
Ireland divided, 556 
Iris of the eye, 76 
Irish as pattern makBI'B, 793 

Land Acts, 566 
Irish Free State, 589 

foundation of, 556 

Iron, 283 
Age, 400 
diBcovery of, 400 
rusting of, 245 
uses of, 251 

Iron oxide, 246 • 
Irrigation, 50S 
Islam religion, 585 
Islamic Empire, 410 
Islands of the Blest, 452 
Isonomia, meaning of, 521 
Italian a.rchitecture, 836 

painting, 792_ · 
settlers, 598 

Italy becomes a. nation, 587 
· Fascists in, 654, 598 

· foundation of, 414 . 
, Government of, 598 · 
invaded by ce:ts, 406 
makes wa.r in Tripoli, 547 

· revolution in, 554, 665 

.T.ums-LANGB theory of emotions, 
147 

.T apan at war with China, 555 
with Russia, 545 

development of, 545 
Government of, 599 
in ea.rly times, 404 
life in, 598 
population of, 541, 590, 598 
religion of, 585 

Japanese earthquake of 1923, 87,5 
sculpture, 793 

Java, dancing in, 773, 774 
music in. 882 
sugar grown in, l!l9 

Jazz,877 
.T ealousy of nations, 541 
Jeans, Sir James, 837,870 
.T eng his Khan, 412 . 
Jews, Palestine restored to, 555 
John, King, 639 
John of Austria, 413 
John of Fornsete, 884 
"John Peel," 885 
Joint Stock Company, 651 
.Tones, David, 796, 797 
.Tones, Inigo, 886, 887 
Journeymen, 528 
Judicia.ry, 628, 634 
Julius ClllS&r, 407 
Jupiter, distance from the sun, 865 

moons of, 65, 881, 371, 874 
weight of, 874 

Jury, trial by, 686 ' 
Justice, Courts of, 688 

Permanent Court of International, 
605 

Justices of the Peace, 684 
Tustinian, Emperor, 409 

KADASSIA, Battle of, UO 
Kellogg Pact, 606 
Kepler, Johann, and the movement 

of planets, 50 
planeta.ry laws of, 66, 68 
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Kermode, William, 13, 790 
Key in mUsic, 887 
Kidneys, 102, 106 
King of England; powers of, 617, 623 
Knowledge and science, 37 

brought from country to coun-
- try, 40 -
conveyed by books, 860 
growth of, .19 -
how man gained scientific, 38, 39 
how to face modern, 748 

Koch, Robert, 229 
Korea controlled by Japan, 699 
· disputes concerning, 645 
Krypton, 270, 283 

LABOUR, cost of, 569, 662 
division of, 491 
movement in China, 662 

in Russia, 560 
Organisation, International, 606 
rhythms, 776 
unrest, 557 

Labourers' Revolt of 1830,,566 
Lachrymal gland, 77 · 
Ladybirds, use of, 227 
Lakes, formation of, 382 
Land either over or under the sea, 

380 
how it was formed, 379 
redistribution of, 566 

Landino,Francffico, 884 
Landowners, abolition of, 730 
Language, art as a, 793 

earliest use of, 853 
inflection in, 866 
mathematics as a, 310 
nature of, 865 
of gestures, 773 
origin of, 854, 855 
ornamentation in, 862 
rhythm in, 862 
spoken, 859 
written, 436, 437, 857, 859 

Larynx, 118 
Laue patterns, 264 
Laughing, 87, 120 
Law, Courts of, 638 

definition of, 616 
reasons for going to, 639 

Lawes, study of fertilisers, 220 
Laws, need for, 712 
Lead,251 

in uranium, 374 
poffioning, 229 

League of Nation6, achievements of, 
604 

how it works, 604 
limited power of, 718 
membership of, 603 
sections of, 605 
Societies, 608 

Legal tender, 674, 677 
torts, 640 

Leignitz, Battle of, 412 
Leffiure, need for, 736 

ways of using, 734, 736 
~nP\, Nicofai ¥_., li50, 507 

Lens of the eye, 75, 77 
Letters, postage of, 629 
Leucocytes, 114 
Liberia, 601 
Life, biggest and smsllest things in, 

853 
books in relation to, 867 
civilisation of, 606 
idea of a future, 451 
length of, 136 
love of, 706 
need of an object in, 702 
origin of, 190 -
pattern of, 705 
prolonging of, 746, 857 

Light, behaviour of, 312, 315 
has weight, 318 
made of waves, 261, 264, 311 
mixture of wave-lengths in, 333. 
motion of, 318 
quanta of, 319 . 
sorting out, 333 
speed of, 338, 342, 365 
travels quicker than sound, 79 
wave-lengths of visible, 316 · 
--waves, 181 

invisible to the human eye, 317 
photographing them, 317 
the shortest, 316 

-years, 335, 365 
Lightning, how the light of, is made, 

279 
Limestone, 295, 383 
. rocks, 380 
Line, definition of a, 349 
Liquids, nature of, 321 
llizt, Abbe, 890 

- Literature in relation to life, 867 
Lithium, 270, 282 
Liver, function of, 97 ' 
Living, different ways of, 583 

high-grade and low-grade, 700, 729 
means of earning a, 498, 499 
music of, 706 
need for active, 695 
standard of, 607 
things,20 

biology the science of, 26, 27 
carbon the basis of, 253 
chemistry of, 244, 292 . . 
distinguished from non-livmg, 

20, 166 
order of, 48 
origin of, 167 

Local A•1thorities, 631 
Governments, 630 
Parliaments, 632 

Lock-outs in industry, 672 
Lockjaw, 233 
Logic, 156 
Lombards, 409 
London clay, 383 -
"Londonderry Air," 878 
LOrd Chancellor, 627 
Lords, House of, 617 
Louvre in Paris, 837 
Love, desire for, 699 
tpwiTequency,316 
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Lower classes, 606, 610 
llAI wage-ea.rners, 629 -
improved conditions of, 632 

Lucretius, on the nature of things 43 
Lungs, congestion of, 122 ' 

function of, 115 
Lupin& llAI forage pla.nts, 216 
Lutes, 880 
Luther, Martin, 487 
Lutyens, Sir Edwa.rd, 842 
Lymph, 91 _ · 

m, MEANING OF, 329 
M, meaning of, 329 
Machinery, invention of, 631 

worked by power, 684 · 
Madrigals, 884, 886 -
Ma.gel.ls.n, 414 
Magic, use of art in, 794 
Magistrates, 632, 633, 635 

' Magnesia., 247 
Magn6'1ium, 251, 282 
Magnesium o'ldde, 247 
Mahomet the Prophet, 515 
Malaria, 230, 232 
Male reproductive system, 130; 133 

sexual organs, 132 . 
Mammals, Australian. 190 

class of, 17 6 
reproduction among, 129 

Mammary gla.nds, 134 -
Ma.n becomes self-conscious, 854 

body-mind of, 143 
dependable motives of, 150; 153, 

169 
evolution of, 194 
first study of things, 88 
ideM of ea.rly, 426 
living in cla.ns, 4 71 
Pa.lmolithic, 897 
poesible improvement in. 204,214 
purposive activities of, 168 
related to apes, 104 
skeletons of ancestral, 195 

- trib&l idellAI of, 464 
unlea.rned actiVities in, 153 

Manchuria, disputes concerning 545 
666 • • 

Mandeville,' Sir J'ohn, 61 
Mandoline, 880 
M::t~:ese, 283 · ' 
M · d, first great discoveries of, 

897 ' 
one family, 579 
races of, 681 . 
slow development of, 416 

Manu,481 · 
Manufacture as means of livelihood, 

498 
machinery used in, 669 

Maps, the flrst, 57 
Ma.rriage, arranged by parents, 481, 

491 
ceremonJee, 466 
of children, 486 
Protestant view of, 486 
Roman Catholic view of, 484 

Mara, distance from the sun. 865 

'Ma.rsh gliAl, 289, 297 
Ma.rtel, Cha.rlee, 410 
:Ma.r%, Ka.rl, 66 7 , . 
Masters of crafts, 527 
Mathematical equations, use of 23 

infinity, 351, 366 , 
investigations of Archimedes 52 

Ma~hematiCBIIAI & J.a.ngua.ge, 31(; ' 
different uses of, 848, 349, 356 
meaning of, 26, 43 
object of,'350 

. Pla.to's work on, 46 
Matter composed of particles, 822 

form it takes, 821 
properties of, 298 

Maya. people, 405 
Ma.zaryk, President, 656 
MeanJng, types of, 855 
Measles, 229 
Meat, eating of, 223 

transport of, 561 . 
MechanJcs, Archimedes lays the 

foundations of, 52 
Galileo's work on, 64 
laws of, in the unJverse, 69 

Medimva.l cities, 526 
Medicine, basis of modern, 66 

Hippocrates the father of, 46 
men, 766 
science of, 143 

Mediterranean Sea, 516 
Medulla oblongata, uses of, 82 

, Melody in music, 875 _ 
Membranes, tympanic, 78 
Memories, storage of, 82 
Memory,145 
Menstruation, 134 
Merchant gilds, 626, 527 

societies, 516 
Mercury, distance from the sun, 365 

irregula.rity in orbit of, 25_ • 
poisoning, 229 · 
uses of, 251 

Mesopotamia, agricultural life in, 608 
taming of horses in, 398 

Metabolism, 117, 106 
Metal, discovery of smelting of, 398 

ves.'lels, 802 
Metallic lustre, 288 
Metals, alkali, 270 

ancient idea of, 67 
kinds of, 249 
necessary for he&lth, 236 

_ properties of, 298 
specific gravity of, 52 
what they are, 288 

Methane, 289, 297 
Metre, words a.rranged in, 861 
Mexican writings, 857 
Michelson-Morley experiment, 814, 

838,839 
Microscope, invention of, 64 

magnifying power of, 181 · 
Middle Ages, family life in, 483 

science in, 69 
Milan Ca.thedr&l, 811 
Militarism ln Europe, 653 

of pastor&! people, 612 
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Milky Way, 332, 337 
description of; 366 

Mill, John Stuart, 567 
Mind, evolution of man's, 196 

of the chimpanzee, 196 
the conscious, 149 
the preconscious, 152 / 
the racial co-conscious, 153 
the unconscious, 149 

Miniature painting, 800 
Ministers, Cabinet· of, 628 

duties of, 627 
of the Government, 619, 624 
regulations of, 626 

Minority rights, 601 
Minuets, 889 
Miracle plays, 772 
Misdemeanours, 636 
Mitchison, G. R., biography of, 613 
M oby Dick, 863 
Modelling, 801 
.Modes in music, 879 
Mohammedanism, 410, 515, 585 
Moharram Passion Play, 772 
Mohenjo Daro, 503 
Molecules, 185, 285 

in water, 322 
of the earth's gas, .373 

Molluscs, 177 
Monarchy, overthrow of, 556 
Money Bills, 623, 624 

buying power of, 674 
controlling power of, 657 
English unit of, 674 
flow of, 658, 681 
for international trade, 683 
foreign, exchange of, 683, 684 
gold and silver as, 674 
gold standard, 683 
in relation to economics, 673 
kinds of, 673 
need for, 649 
origin of, 517, 518 

1 Mongolian tribes, 408, 412 
Monocotyledons, 49 
Monopoly in industry, 671 
Monroe, President, 594 
Monteverdi, 891 · 
Moon, distance from the earth, 365 

origin of, 373 
weight of, 374 

Morality, meaning of, 155 
Morocco, dancing in, 771 
Morris dance, 769, 770 
Mosaic, 788, 800 . , 
Moscow, Grand Duke of, 413 
Moslem Empire, 410 
Mosquito, 231, 232 
Mosses, 178 

· Motor cars, regulations for, 625, 626 
Moulds, food from, 223 · 
Mountains, formation of; 375 
Movement, art of expressive, 761 

language of, 773, 774, 861 
Mozart, 887, 889, 890, Sill 
Mtessa, King of Uganda, 476 
Mudras, 774 
Muhammed II, 413 
Multiple proportions,. law of, 259 

Mumps, 95, 229 
Muscles, contraction of, 87 

how they work, 87 
pairing of, 89 ' 
tired, 89 
uses of, 89 
what they are, 87 

Music, beginnings of, 877 
books to read on, 892 
counterpoint in, 885 
difference from noise, 873 
Greek, 879 
harmony in, 882 
history of, 880 
bow it began, 875 
listening to, 874 
melody in, 875 
mod.ern, 890 
of primitive people, 875 
pattern in, 873, 887 
pitch-accent in, 877 
rhythmin,875,876 
stress-accent in, 877 
syncopation in, 877 
what it is, 873 

Musical composers, difference be
tween modern and older, 891 

compositions, 884 
instruments, 879 

stringed, 880 
wind, 879, 880 

scales, 879 
Musician, what makes a, 873 
Mussolini, Benito, 554, 556, 598 
Mustapba Kemal, 555 
Mystery Plays, 772 

NAPOLEON III, Emperqr, 556 
Nash, Paul, 784, 791 , 
Nation, meaning of, 585 
National armies should be abolished, 

719 - . 
Nationalism, economic, 560 

idea of, 559, 587, 607 
must not outweigh international-

ism, 717 , 
Nations, differences in, 543 

greatness of, 542 
greed of, 720 
intercourse between, 608, 715 
jealousy among, 541 
of the world, 585 
relations with other, 606, 607 
revolution in, 544 
rise of, 529 
war among, 544 

Nature, disease in, 192 
laws of, 23, 26, 323, 363, 456 
represented by painting, 62 
variation in, 2p0 

Navies, 602 . 
Nazis, 598 
Near East, recent history of, 547 
Nebulm, 333 · 

extra-Galactic, 337, 342, 366 
spiral,337,366,367,368,369 
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Negro music, 877 
paintings, 793 
problem in America, 1594, 609 

Neolithic Age, 897 - _ 
Neon, 270, 279, 280,282 
Neptune, discovery of, 25 

distance from the sun, 365 
Nerves leading to the bra.in, 81~ 82 

of the heart, 111 -
tired, 89 · 
vaao-motor, 112 

Netherlands, imitative painting in, 
793 

music in, 885, 886 
Neutrons, 282 
New Zea.l&nd, 689 
Newspapers, 737, 860 
Newton, Sir lsa&c, and the la.w of 

gravitation, 22, 25, 43, 68 
Nickel, 251, 283 
Niemeyer, N., biography of. 895_ 
Nile, River, 603, 505 
Nillson-Ehle, work on wheat, 218 
Nineveh, temples a.t, 826 
Nitrogen, 254, 282 

" fixed," 220 . 
' No da.nce-dra.ma., 776 
Noise, difference from music, 873 

imitation of, in words, 856 
Non-living things, 20, 28 

distinguished from living, 20 166 
study of, 26 

Nordic ra.ce, 582 
Norman architecture, 832 

inv&&ion of England, 411 
North America.n Indians, 4 71 -
North Pole, sunshine a.t, 376 
Northern Ireland, foundation of, 666 

Members of Pa.rlia.ment from; 619 
Norwa.y, 600 · 
Notes && money, 673, 675 

Ba.nk of England, 677 
fiduciary, 677 
issuet by banks, 676 

Now, meaning of, 839 
Nucleus of a.toms, 278,1!78, 279. 

of cells, 185, 186 
Number, ima.gina.ry, 853 

-Ja.ngua.ge, 310, 81l 
. science of, 848, 850 

Numbering spa.ce, 845 
Numbers, algebraic field of, 852 

field of rea.l, 853 
ide&& expressed u, 440 
irra.tiona.I, 852 
order of, 851 
origin of, 441 
Pytha.gorea.n theory of, U 
rational dom&in of, 852 
thought of && sa.cred, 442 
transcendental, 8U, 852 
transfinite, 856 

0BEB.AMMEBD.&11 P.&&BION PLAY, 772 
Oboe, 879 
Observation, powers of,146 
Ocea.n, bPginning of the, 878, 
<Edipus, Greek trilogr of, 772 

Opera., 886, 891 
Opsonins, 116 
Ora.nge light waves, 316 

_ Orga.n, inventinn of, 879 
Organic chemistry, 292 · 

compounds, 168, 219, 292 
- Orgarusms, meaning of, 166 

power of reproduction, 167 
Orga.ns, composition of, 181, 183 
- of the huma.n body, 98, 99 
Ottoman Turks, 413 

' Ovum, the fertilised, 129 
Oxidation, 106, 247 
Oxygen, 254, 282, 297 

a.tomic weight of, 261 
difficulty of getting, 122 
necessary to life, 106, 121 

Oxy-ha!moglobin, 121 · 

PAGEANTS, 803 
Painting compared with photo

graphy, 786 
imitative, 788, 792 

, methods of, 800 
modern, 796 
three kinds of, 788 _ 

Palmolithic Age, 396 , ' 
Palestine restored to the .J ewe, 665 

-Palladio, 836 
Pancrea.s, 94, 97, 126, 235, 236 · 
Pan-pipes, 879 
Pa.rasitism, 225 
Parenthood, desire for, 699 
Pa.rents, m&rri&ges arranged by, 481, _ 

491 - - ' 
responsibility for their children, 

466, tl67 
Pa.ris Pact of 1928, 606 
Pl!l'liament, Acts of, 617 

guillotine in, 622 
Houses of, 841 
Members of, 6111 
two sections of, 617, 618 

Parliamentary Bills, 621 
amendments to, 622 
Counsel, 621 

Parotid gland, 95 · 
Parrhesia, meaning of, 621 
Particle pa.rable, 815 
Particles of matter, 822 
P&&sion plays, 772 
P&&toral Societies, 474, 600, 611 

women in, 479, 618 
Patria.rchal family, 474 
Patriotism, 587, 715, 717 
Pattern, finest makers of, 798 
- idea of, US 

in architecture, 809, 822 
in art, 789 
in folk-tunes, 878 
in music, 878, 887 
in words, 861 
of life, 705 

Paul, St., 624 
Peace. efforts for, 606 
Pe&&ants, 606, 610 
Pentane molecule, a.toms in, 291 
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Perception, exercise of powen of. 735 
meaning of, U5 

P&otin, compositions of, 883 
Persia., 6tH 

:rec:on.....Utution of, 555 
Persian architectul'e, 826 

Empire founded. ~1 
Peru, agriculture in ancient. ~5 

potatoes from, :no 
Peter L, King of Serbia, 54,7 
Petrol, 290 
Petty Sessions, OM 
Pewter vessels, 802 
Ph~,llS 
Philip of Macedonia, ~3 
Philippine Islands, marriage _ cere-

mony in, 465 
Philosophers, the first of the. 40 
Philosophy, science derived from, 42 
Phobia. meaning of, 152 
Phosphorus, 2S2 

in bones, 254 
in the soil, 221 
poisoning, 2.29 . 

PhotQgraphy as an art~ SOl 
compared with painting, 786 

Photogravure prints, SOO 
Photons, 328 
Phvsics, books to :read on, 357 

meaning of, 26 
numbers in, 348 

Physiology, Harvey's work on, 66 
meaning of, 26 
relation to psychology, U3 

Piano, construction of, SSO 
Pierrefond.•., Chateau de. 843 
Pilley, .John. biography of, 2U 
Pilsudski, General, 656 
Pirie,~- w .• biography of, 209 
Pitcher-plants, 169, 170 
Pituitary gland, 126 
Plainsong, &>'2 
Planck's constant. S19, 326 
Plane. geometrical definition of, 3-!9 
Planetary laws of Kepler, 66, 68 
Planets, Copernicus' theory of move-

ments of, 62 
how they were formed. S70, S73 
irn>gular movements of, 25 
Kepler's discovery on movement 

of, 60 
movement round the snn, SM 
movements of, explained by 

Ptolemy, 56 
-paths of, S 71 
satellites of, 3U 
spherical shape of, N, «3 
spin of, S71 

Plant cells, 186 
-lice, reproduction of, ISS 
world, human beings dependent 

on, 135 
Plants, bacteria in, 220 

classification of, 173, 178 
composition of, 166 
Cl"'SS-breeding of, 215, 216 
dil:.--tinguisbed from animals. 168 
fertilised by insects, 2.25 
flo~. 178 

Plants, in early times, S83 
need for reproduction of, 187 
polyploid, 216 
where they came from, 212, !&IS 

Plasma of the blood, US 
Plato as mathematician, 4 7 
Platypus, duck-billed, 190, 191 
Play-festivals, 772 
Pleiades, S66 
Pleurm, 119 
Pleurisy. 120 
Phunpton. Sir William, 486 
Plunkett, Sir Horace, 419 
Pluto, distance from the snn, 365 
Pneumonia, 229 
Poetry, difference from prose, 863 

traditional rules for. 862 
Poets, what they do, Sl 
Poincare, Raymond, 648 
Point, definition of a. 349 
Poison gas, IK\3, 720 
Poisoning, as cause of dise&.."6, L'l9 
Poland becomes a State, 654, 

reconstn:Iction of, 656, 587, IK\0 
Police constables. 632 

Court llagmrates, 6S5 
Force, 632 
summons, 615, 633 
wan-ants, 632 

Policemen, 632 
· Politics, need for interest in, 715 

Polo, Marro, tra-rels of, 61 
Polyandry, 4 76 
Polygamy, 476,486 
Polynesia. native life in, 583 
Polyplo!d plants, 216 
Population of the world, 5-!0 
Porcelain vessels, 803 
Portraiture. 795 
Portugal becomes a republic. SSG 
Portuguese colonies, 588 
Poseidon, Temple of, 8:27 
Postage. penny, 629 
Postmaster-General, 629 
Po~.25l,!l!70,2S3 
Potato, rid types of, 216 
Potsherds, first European, 398 
Pottery, invention of, 397, 433 
Poverty in relation to wealth, ~3 
Power, D&tional quest for, 560 
Prlesepe. S66 
Prediction, meaning of, !&9 
Prime Minister, Cll 8, 619, 62 8 
Primitive man in AlL~a. 195 

in relation to animals, 'iM 
· music of. 875 

sense of life in, 857 
Printing, 800 

invention of, 62, 860 
Prints, 800 
Prisoners, sentenre of, 636 

trial of, 63-l. 636 
Production, irregular growth in, 6<3 

of goods. 651, 656, 659 
protection of, 6S8 
waste in, 671 

ProfiL. meaning of, 530 
Profits of a company, 650, 653, 65<, 
~ GSl 
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Projection of idees, 444., 455 
Property, distribution of, 667 

first idea of, 436 
in early civilisations, 482 
in Pastoral Societies, 4 74 
in Ullcivillsed society, 473 

Prose, difference from poetry, 863 
from verse, 861 

Prosperity, scramble for, 539 
Protection in industry, 688 1 national policy of, 560 

of imports, 661 
Proteins in food, 92, 100, 101 

in the body, 115, 291 
Protestants, life of the early, 488 

vieWB on marriage, 486 · 
Proton. mass of the, 329 
Protons, 327 -
Protozoa as cause of disease, 229, 

. 232 • 
Psychiatry, what it is, 143 
Psychology, branches of,· 144 

of ICSthetics, 169 
of the unoonscious, 149 
of thinking, 14 7 
problems it deals with, 143 
relation to physiology, 143 
schools of, 141 ' 
what it is, 141, 467 

Pterodactyl, 383, 384 
Ptolemy and the movement of 

planets, 56, 62 
maps of, 67 
rules Egypt, 49 

Puberty, 129, 132, 134 
Pulse, feeling the, 109 
Pupil of the eye, 76, 76 
Purcell, Henry, 887, 891 
Purpose, idea of, 443 

in man. 158 
Pyramid Age, 399 
Pyramids of Egypt, 607 . 
Pythagoras, Greek mathematician. 

43 
Pythagorean theory of a spheri,cal 

~h,45 . ,. 
of square roots, 44 

Pythagoreans &&-.number worship· 
pers, 348 

QUANTUM THEORY, 819 
Quarter Sessions, 635 
Quartets, musical, 888 
Quartz, composition of, 295 

crystal, 263 · 
Quintets, musical, 888 

RA.cliiS, books about the different, 
609 

coloured, 679 
differences between, 681, 706 
division into nations, 686 
modern. 684 
religious customs of, 685 

Radio-active substanoea, 817 
Radio-activity, 271 
.Radium, 252, 874 

Radium, chemical reactions of, 271 
Radon. 270, 271, 874 
~as, 767 · 
Railway, the first, 415 . 
Railways, d-elopment of, 415, (>41 
Rain, 378 

- Rainbow, 333 
Ramayana, 773 
Reactions as ideas, 421 
Reading, forms of, 863 

value of, 866 
Reasoning, 82, 84, 156 
Recorders of Boroughs, 635 
Red Cross League, 608 
Red light waves, 816, 817 
Retlexes, 85, 164 

conditioned, 87, 155 
linked, 154 ' 

Reformation. The, 486, 643 
Refrigeration an aid to transport, 661 
Relativity, Einstein's law of, 25 

theory of, 339, 840 · 
Re~on. forms of, 685 

or1gin of, 451 . 
use of art in, 794 . 

Renll.issance architecture, 810, 836 
Representation of things, 439 
Repression, meaning of, 149, 150 
Reproduction. a dependable motive, 

153 ' 
a feature of organisms, 167 
cells needed for, 128 · 
need for, 187 
of human beings, 129 
simplest method of, 188 

Reptiles in early times, 888 
Resemblance between things, 28, 29 
Respiration, changes i,u. 120 

stages of, 115 
Responses (If the brain. 85, 87 
Retina of the eye, 76 I, 
Revolutions, an aid to human pro-

gress, 662 
e&uses of, 661 
in Afghanistan. 565 
in Asia, 655 
in Austria., 553, 665 
in Europe, 658, 662, 663, 565 
in Italy, 654, 565 
in nations, 544 
in Russia, 546, 648, 663, 695, 729 
in Spain, 564, 600 
in the FlU' East, 652 
results of, 729 

Rhine territory held by British and 
French,697 

Rhyme, 862 . 
Rhythm in music; 875, 876 

of words, 861, 876 
Ribs of the body, ug . 
Rickets, 224, 229 
Right, meanings of the word, 436 
Rivers, Dr., 854 
Road Transport Lighting Act, 617, 

618, 619, 623, 625 
Rock crystal, 263 
Rocks in the earth, 876 

limestone, 880 
aedim&Dta.ry, 87Q 
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Roman aqueducts, 58 
architecture, 828, 829 
Empire about A.D. 150, 406 

fall of, 407, 524 
life under the, 523 

family life, 482 
sculpture, 793 
women, position of, .482 

Roman Catholic Church, attitude 
· towards family life, 484 

countries which follow the, 585 
relations with Italian Govern

ment,598 
Romanesque architecture, 832 
Romanesque-Gothic ' architecture, 

813 . . 
Romans, ability of ancient, 407 

character of, 523 
conquests of, 407 
scientific work of the, 58 

Rondo, 889 
Royal Assent, meaning of, 617 
Royal Navy, 625 

. Rubidium, 270, 283 
Rumania becomes a State, 587, 600 
Ruminants, 176 
Ruskin, John, 820 
Russia at war with Japan, 545 

development of, 545 
economic planning in, 648 
employment system in, 529 
family life in, 7 43 
makes peace with Germany, 552 · 
marriage in, 465, 466 · 
modern architecture in, 821, 823 
modern buildings in, 846 
monarchy overthrown in, 556 
population of, 541, 595 

Russian ballet, 775, 777 
life, rebuilding of, 550 
method of governing, 713 
people, 411, 413 
Revolutions, 546, 548, 563, 595, 

729 
Russian Union of Socialist Soviet 

Republics, 556, 595 
Rusting, cause of, 22, 245 

ST. JAMEs's PARK Underground 
building, 811 . 

St. Paul's Cathedral, 837, 839 
Sal-ammoniac, 294 
Salivary glands, 95 
Salt, crystal, 263,264 

formation of, 293 
Salts in food, 101 

in the body, 92, 115 
Sassanid Kings, 409 -
Satellites of the planets, 371 

1 
Saturn, distance from the sun, 365 

rings of, 65, 331, 371 
Savages, dancing among, 763 

telepathy among, 854 
Savings Bank, 629 
Saxon architecture, 832, 833 
Scales in music, 879 
Scandinavians invade England, 411 
Scandium, 283 

Scarlatti, Alessandro, 891 
Scarlet fever, 229 
Scherzo, 889 
Schonberg, 891 
School education, 668, 740 
Schumann, Robert, 890 
Science, Alexandrlan, 49 

and knowledge, 37 
and living things, 27, 165 
and the rules of life, 457 
applied to daily life, 58 
beginnings of, 38 
begins in Greece, 40 
books to read on, 70 
derived from philosophy, 4:1 
difierent kinds of, 26 
discovery of laws of, 24 
earlier Greek, 40 
growth of idea of, 454 
in the Middle Ages, 59 
is measurement, 9, 65 
later Greek, 45 
of bodily illness, 143 . 
of breath, 141 
of economics, 648 
of genetics, 143, 218 
of good and evil, 155 
of inheritance, 143 
of number, 348, 350 
of the soul, 141 
rise of modern, 62 
task of, 22 , 
under the Roman Empire, 57 
what it is, 37, 38, 181 
what it leaves out, 29 

Scientific knowledge, how it started 
and grew, 38, 39 

parables, 311, 315, 318, 321 
Scotland, Members of Parliament 

from, 619 
Sculpture, imitative, 788, 793 

modern, 796 
three kinds of, 788 
types of, 801 

Scurvy,229 -
Scythian painting, 79& 
Sea-anemones, 171 
Sea-squirt, 171, 172 
Seaweeds, 178 
Seismographs, 376 
Selenium, 283 
Seleucus, 403 
Self-assertion, 154 
Self-preservation, 153 
Selfishness, 706 
Seljuks, 413 
Selling of goods, 651 
Sense in speech, 855 
Senses, 75 
Sentiments, 146 
Serfdom, 483, 505, 510 
Sewage, disposal of, 221 
Sex, Catholic Church's attitude to, 

484 
cells, 129 
chromosomes, 201 
determination, 201, 202, 203 
instinct, 132, 153, 154 
organs, development of, 182 
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Sh&kespeare, Willl&m, writl.nga of, 
887 

I Shama.IIJI, 786 . 
Shanghai, a Treaty Port, 599 
. fighting in, 655 

Sha.n-ka.r, d.a.ncer, 777 
Shareholdeftl, 661, (181 

- Shues in companies, 651 
Sl:ta.rp, Cecil, 7 69 
Shaw, Norman, 8U 
Shen-ahi,ldngdom of, 409 
Shifts in astronomy, 335, 336, SU 
Shintoism, 586 
Si&m, 6111 
Sight of animals; 17 

what it is, 76, 144. 
Silica.te of aluminium. 295 
Silicon, 25l, 282 

atomB, 286, 287 
oxide, 295 

Silk, artificial, 299 
fibres, strength of, 299 

Silver, 252 
used aa money, 87-l 
v88iielt!, 802 

Singer, Cb&rll'S, biography nf, S5 
Singer, Dorothea Waley, biography 

of, 35 · 
SiriWI, 832 . 
Skeleton of the body, 87, 88 
Skepper, Charlee, biography of, (63 
Skin, ae regulAtor of beat, J.03 

cellB, 186 · 
diagram of, 10( 
funetioD.B of, 10 5 
he&l.i.ng of, 128 
muscles atts.ched to, 87 
sensitiveness of, 80 

Sk:y-aerapel'8, Btl, 846 
Sl.&very, 473, 477, 506 
Sleeping aickness, 230, 232 

' Smallpox, 229, 234 
Smell, sense of, 81 
SmeltiDI!', discovery of, 898 
Sneezing, 120 
Socia.l •ciencea, US 

aervicee, 668 
tn.titutions, l91, 497 
life, recent chang• ln, 56.3 

Societies, agricultural, CiO 1 
Clan, 471, 473, 475, 476, 477, 4.79 
larger uncivilised, 472, 479 
merchant, 616 , 
polyga.moUll, 476 · 
11implest, '69 
boob to l'eiLd 011 organisation of, 

534, . 
clueea of, 489, 605 
future outlook for, Ci71 
in England, 497 
In thill century, 539 
kinda of, 498 
made up of rich and poor, 580 
organisation of, 498 
poeitioD. of women. In, 4 77 
recent cha.nga. in, 56:1 
rules for, caUed " l&w," 818 
unaiviliaed, 4.69, 47:1 

Socrat.u. 454 

Sodium, ~52, 270, 28ll 
spectrum of. 333 

Sodium carbonate, 294 
Sodium chlorine, 293 
Boll, fertility of, 220 
Solar aYBtem. law of gravitation in, 

68 
ma.tbematicat theory of, 66 

Soldiera, Soviet. of, 650, oli4 
Solid, geometrical idea of a, 849 
Solids, eryat~J.lline structUl'e of, 267 

nature of, 321 
Sona.tu. 888 · 

moveJneD.te of, 888 
Songa, typee of, 877, 88%, 884 
Soul, idea. of the, 450 

Aristotle'e, 49 · 
science of the, 141 · 

Sound, how it acta on the eal', 18 
tra.velB slower than light, 79 
wave-lengths of, 816 
-waves, na.ture of, 818 

South Africa, Ci89 
11ta.tua of, 416 
Union of, 645 
W a.r betwee11 6re&t Britain a,nd, 

544 
South America, 601 

nations formed in, U4 
J3outh Pole, sunshine at, 876 
Sovere~n.inmonev, 676 
Soviets m Russia., llso, 696 
Space, curvature of, su.sU 

infinity of, 309, BH 
numbering of, 845 

SpR.in, l'evolution in, 554, 600 · 
Spuks, bow the ligbt of, is made, J79 
Spartan slaves, 506 . 
Speaker of the Rouse of Commona, 

621 
Specldc gravity, 5ll 
Spectroscope, 279, SSS 
Spectrum hn.es, 279, 833 

of sodium, 833 ' · 
of stars, 334 
of sunlight, 884 

Speech, meaning in, 855 
origin of, 854, 861 
-eymbols, 145, 439 
written, 857 

Speed,~tive,839 
Spermatozoa, 132 
Sperms, chromosomes in, 196, 199 

functionof,l88,lll6, 197 
male- &D.d female-producing, 201 

Spira.! nebuhe, SS7, 866, 867 
lip:ht of, 868 · 
wba.t came before, 869 

Spirits, belief in, .20, H6, Ull, 451, 
452 

Sponges, 177 
Spnrriera, gild.l of, 627 
Squinting, cauae of, 77 
Stapledon, Olaf, 4.19 

bwgraphy of, IMI 
Star, clusters, 838, 868, 869 
Starch in food, 92 
Stars, a.gea of, 837 

ut.a.n<*l of. 835 
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Stars, beat changes in, 364 · 
measuring the heat of, 334 . 
nmnbers to be seen. 364, 365 
spectl'a of, 334c · 
swelling of, 370 
variable, 835 
weighing of, 337 

State ca.pitalis:m, 629 
States, ela.saifie~>tion of, 589 

created by the war, 587 
present-day, 689 

Steam from boiling water, 297 
power importance of, U5 

Stereoscopic vi&on, 77 
Sternum. 119 
Stimulus, meaning of, 7 5 

respoMe of the brain to, 85, 86, 
146 

Stipendiary, 625 
Stock Exchange, 651 
Stoics, religion of the, (54 
Stone Ages, 397 

drawings during, t26. 429, (33 
tools of, t33 
weapoi!B of, 434 

Stoneley, Robert, biography of, 361 
Strauss, Eric, biography of, 139 
Strength, idea. of, 439 
Strikes in industry, 672 
Strontium, 283 
Subsidy (or building, 669 
SubstanceB, chemical combinAtion of, 

2!J6 
crystals of, 262 
propertie& of material, 298 
radio-active, 317 

Sugar crystals, 297 
grown in Java, 219 
in food, 92 

Sugars in the body, 115 
Suites in muaic, 886, 887 
Sulphur, 25t, 282 

atomOJ,285 
Sulpbur dioxide, 241, 297 
Sulphuric acid, 295 · 
Suxoerians,398, 508 
Summon'!l., meaning of, 615 
Sun, distance from the earth, 335 

distance of planets from. 365 
eclipse of, first predicted, 40 
movement of earth and planets 

round the. 364 
Sunlight, spectrum of, 334_ 
S1l.II.I!pote, 65, 331 
Sun-Yat-Seo, Dl'., 552 
Swans, black, <i22 
Sweden, 600 . 

modern architecture io, 821 
Sweetmeat makers' gilds, 527 

- Switzerland, 600 -
Sword-dances, 769 · 
Symbolism, meaning of, 145, .ol39 
Symphonies in music, 886, 888 
Syncopation, 877 
Syria conquered by Hittites, ~0 

ruled by Egypt, 400 
wheat first grown ln, 398 svn-. 819 . 

T Al>POLJ!:8, 236 
Tailors' gilds, 527 
T"i-teung, King, 410 
Tang dynasty, 409, 412 
Tapestry, 788, 801 
Tapewonn, 192,229 
Tardieu, Monsieur, 603 
Tariffs, 688 · 
Tartan!, 408, .oll3 
Taate. 11ense of, 81 
Ta.ntion epent -on wa.r, 722 
Taxes, 663 
Teeth, 93, 127 
Telegraphy, invention of, 415 
Telepathy, meaning of, 854 
Telephone, invention of, 415 
Telescope, invention of, 6·l 
Tempera. painting, 788, 800 
Temperat;ure of the body, 103 

regulation of, 105 
Testes, 132 
Teuton patria!'Chal family, 475, 483 
Tbales, scienti6c discoveries of, 402 

tbe 6rst p~pher, 40, !1, 42 
Theft, 636 . 
Theophra.stus, work of, 49 
Thermal agitation, 296, 322 
TbermodynamiCJ~, second law of, 

3.ol3, 868 . 
TbBAeus, 761 
Thinking, psychology of, 147, 166 
Thoria, 317 • 
Thought, bow to face modern, 748 
"Three Blind ?lfice," 8S4, 886 
Thyroid gland, 92, 126,235 
Thyroxin, 235 
Tientsin a Treaty Port, 599 
Tilers, gilds of, 5Z7 · 
Time, curvature of, 344 

dimension. 341, 343, 354 
passing of, 3-lS 

Timurlane. 412 
Tin, 252 ' 
Tissues, microscopical e:mmination 

of, 183 
Titanlum, 283 
Titua, Triumphal Arch of, 830 
Torurils, 119 
Totem ClaD!!, 471 
Totemism, 430.-454, .ol11 
Touch, sense of, 80. 
ToW1ll!, origin of, 517 
Trachea, 118 
Trade. competition in, 655 

depression. 672 
money for international, 682 
UniNl.s, 566, 569 

aims of, 673 
formed, 532 

winds,378 _ 
Trading as meallll of llvelihood, 500, 

616 . 
costa, 652, 660 
in early times, 400, 518 
in media:val times, 414 
international, 679 
)O&Bes, 655 
people~~, tbe fin!t, 619 
proflta, 650, 653, 681 
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Trading to-day, 498 
Tradition in dancing, 767 

meaning of, 766 
oral, 859 
rebellion against, 775 . ' 

Transcaucasia, wheat first grown in. 
898 ' ' 

Transcendental numbers, 841, 852 
Transfinite numbers, 355 
Transport, Ministry of, 619 

of goods, 657 
Trans-Siberian Railway, 415 
Treaty ports, 699 · 
Trees in early times, 883 
Trend, J. B., biography of, 871 
Trespassing, 640 . 
Tria~les, law of similM", U 

VariOUS ideas of, 849 
Tribes, initiation into, 470 
Trilobite, 380, 381 
Trios, musical, 888 
Tripoli, WM' in, 647 
Trojans, .. 400 
Trombone, 880 
Troy, conquest of, 402 
Troyes, Battle of, 409 
Trumpet, 880 
Trusts in industry, 671 
Truth, idea of, 440. 
Trypanosomas, 230 · 
·Tsetse fly, 230, 232 
Tuberculosis, 229, 233 
Tudor architecture, 836 
Tungsten, 252 
Turkey at war with Balkan States, 

647 ' 
modernisatioQ of, 601 
reconstituted, 665 

Turkish massacres, 647 
territory limited, 647 

Turks, origin of, 401 
Ottoman. 413 
"Young," 646 

Turnery, 802 
Twins, 189, 200 
Tympanic membrane, 78 , 
UGANDA, polygamy in, 476 
mtra-microscope, 182, 263 
mtra-violet light, 182 

rays, 124 
Unconscious activities, 149 

mind, how it acts, 1{i0 
what it is, 149 

psychology of the, 149 
Unconsciousness, 128 
Unemployment, causes of, 669 

in industry, 669, 671 
insurance system, 670 

United States of America, bonds 
with Europe, 694 

founding of, 414, 662 
industrial development in, 661 

revolution in, 632 
life in. 499 
migration of people to, 641 
negro problem in, 694, 609 
populat.lon of, 692, 698 
sky~apers in. 848 

Universe, law of gravitation in, 68 1 

law of relativity in. 25, 839, 340 
law of mechanics in, 69 
study of structure of, 28 

Unselfishnesb, idea of, 463 
Untouchables, 691 
Upper classes, 605, 610 

as employers, 629 
Uranium, 374 

atolnic weight of, 261 
Uranium nitrate, 318 
Uranus, distance from the sun, 865 

irregularity in orbit of, 26 
pterus, 129, 184 

VACCINATION, 234 
Vanadium, 283 I 
Vandals, 408, 409 
Van eer Waals forces, 296 
Vaso-motor nervPS, 112 

. Vatican State, 598 
Vaviloff, study of wheat, 216 
Vega, 332 · 
Veins,108 
Venizelos, E., 556 
Ventilation, need for, 124 
Ventricles of the heart, 107 
Venus, distance from the sun, 365 

lunar phases in, 65, 331, 874 
Verdi, Giuseppe, 891 
Versailles, Petit Trianon at, 812 
· Treaty of, 554 ~ 
Verse, writing~ 861 
Vesalius, Andreas, founder of mod· 

ern sciences, 64 
work on anatomy and physiology,, 

64 
Viola, 880 . 
Violence, the age of, 543 
Violet light waves, 818 
Violin, 880 
Violincello, -880 
Viruses as cause of disease, 228 
Visigoths, 408 ' 
Vitalnins, diseases due to lack of, 93, 

234 
' in food, kinds of, 93 

need for, 101, 23b ' 
Vitruvius, 809 
Vocational training, 739 
Volcanoes, 878, 879, 886 
Volition, 142 
Vulcan,25 
Vulcanite, 821 

WAGE-EARNERS, 629 
children as, 531 
form trade unionR, 683 

Wales, Members of Parliament for, 
619 -

Walpole, Horace, 841 
W a.r among nations, 6U 

armed forces for, 602 
bombing aircraft for, 6Q8 
cau~es ot, 657, 720 
efforts to prevent, 60S 
events leading up to the a-r-t, 

547 
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War, horror of, 719 
industrial, 557, 568 
nationalism a cause of, 559 
outbreak of the Great, 548 
planning in, 647 
poison gas in, 603 1 

reparations, 597, 720 
States created by the Great, 587 
taxation spent on, 722 
terribleness of a future, 720 
to improve ways of living, 647 

Washing soda, 294 . 
Water, molecules in, 322 

need for, 93 . 
steam from boiling, 297 
vapour in the atmosphere, 378 
what it consists of, 289 

Water-colour painting, 788, 800 
Watt, James, 531 
Wave-lengths, 316 
Wave-mechanics, 326 
Waves, electromagnetic, 316 

kinds of, 312 _ 
Wealth in relation to poverty, 723 

over-production of, 726 
Weavers, gilds of, 527 
Weaving, 788, 801 . 
Webb, Philip, 820, 842 
Weber, Aloysia, 889 
Webern, 891 
Wheat chromosomes, 215 

first grown, 398 
grains from ancient times, 215 
improvement in, 217, 218, 
transport of, 561 

Whirligig beetle, 179, 180 · 
White races, 580 · 
Whitehall Banqueting Hall, 837 
Wilhelm II, Kaiser, 553 
Will, freedom of the, 155 
William of Normandy, 509 
Williams-Ellis, Clough, biography of,· 

8<t7 
Windpipe, 118 
Winds, 378 
Wireless, benefits of, 736 

transmission, invention of, 416 
waves, 181 

Women, attitude of Catholic Church 
to, 484, 485 · -

improved position of, in 19th and 
20th centuries, 491 

in polygamous societies, 4 77 
in Roman times, 482, 483 
in the Middle Ages, 483 
position of, in society, 477 
sale of, 475, 477 _ 
supposed inferiority of, 478 

Wood turning, 802 .· 
Woodworth, Professor, 144, 153, 158 
Woolley, C. L., 508 
Words as symbols of things, 145 

meaning of, 855,• 856 
origin of, 439, 856 
pattern in, §.§J,. 
rhythm~ 

Workers, conditions of, 727 
Soviets of, 550, 554 
trade unions of, 673 

·Working-class community, 565 
World, belief in another, 453 

communications, 567, 715 
discoveries in, 414 
Great Powers of the, 589 
history, books to read·on, 416 
history, outline of, 397 
how it began, 363 
how to make a better, 711 
ideal life of the, 709 
knowledge, pooling of, 860 
loyalty, need for, 715 
map of the, 590 
order in the, 38, 443 
population of, 540, 590 
religions of the, 584 
society, need for general plan of0 

714 . 
state, flag of, 716 

need for, 717 
the modern, 415 
wealth of the, 726 

Wounds, fly larvae for healing, 228 
Wren, Sir Christopher, 837, 841, 843 
Writing as an art, 800 

books to read about, 868 
Chinese, 400, 859 
different kinds of, 862 
earliest kinds of, 857 
early forms of, 437 
invention of, 399, 400 
of books, 865 
of poetry, 861, 862 
verse forms of, 861 

Wrought iron, 802 

XENON, 270 
X-rays, danger of using, 317 

how they work, 262 
patterns, 264, 292 
to show digestion, 96 
uses of, 299, 300 
wave-length of, 317 

YEASTS, food from, 223 
Yellow light waves, 316 

races, 581 
Yoga, 141 
Youth in relation to age, 743 
Yttrium, 283 
Yuan dynasty, 412 
Yugo-Slavia, 556, 600 

ZINc,252,283 
Zirconium, 283 
Zoology, meaning of, 26 

. Zoroaster, 401 


